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The Fibre of People
The Navigator Company began with a story of perseverance.
In 1953, at a time when the world was hastening its transformation, just slightly
more than half a dozen years since the end of one of humanity’s most strenuous
conflicts, a group of pioneers led by Manuel Santos Mendonça, the grandfather
of Pedro Queiroz Pereira, launched the business of Companhia Portuguesa
de Celulose, in Cacia. Four years later, the industrial success we know today began
taking shape when, for the first time in the world, this team began to produce
eucalyptus pulp using the innovative kraft process.
Navigator, as we know it, with its worldwide scale, has one idea at its core.
And the capacity to believe in it.
Almost 70 years after the time of this founding idea, the world and organisations
were undergoing another intense transformation, this time multiplied by the strain
of an unprecedented crisis in times of peace. We were called to harness all of our
creativity, resilience and resolve to endure a pandemic which changed things both
large and small, drastically altering how we interact with the day-to-day world and,
above all, with one another.
Now more than ever, we know we will overcome these complex times with
an unwavering focus on the power of teams and stakeholder relationships.
The Navigator Company is, today, a unifying hub of tens of thousands of people.
They include everyone from our employees who ensure operations under the most
diverse spheres of expertise and regions, to our suppliers (mostly domestic),
our customers in more than 130 countries around the world, the scientific
researchers who enhance our forests and our products, the local communities
where we create jobs, domestic and international institutions, decision-makers,
and investors.
As a driver and a result of our stakeholder relations, Navigator has witnessed
the efforts and resilience of these thousands of people who, once again, believed
it was possible to surmount this complex and unknown hurdle.
This Annual Report and Accounts shares some of their stories.
It is our tribute to their fibre.
The fibre of people.
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1. OVERVIEW
Purpose
People, their quality of life, and the planet's future are what inspire and move us.
We want to share with society not only our outcomes, but also our knowledge, experience
and resources in the search for a better future.
This is why we are committed to creating sustainable value for our shareholders and for
society at large, making a better planet to hand down to future generations through
sustainable products and solutions that are natural, recyclable and biodegradable, and that
contribute towards carbon sequestration, oxygen production, the protection of biodiversity,
soil formation, and the fight against climate change.

Mission
To be a global company, admired for the innovative and sustainable way it transforms the
forest into products and services that contribute to people’s well-being.

Vision
Extend to other business areas the leadership achieved in printing and writing paper and so
raise Portugal’s international profile.

Values
Trust – We believe in people, we accept everyone's contribution and we respect their
identity: we are committed to development, cooperation and communication.
Integrity – We are guided by principles of transparency, ethics and respect when dealing
with each other and with others.
Enterprise – We are passionate about what we do, we like to get out of our comfort zone,
we have the courage to take decisions and accept risks in a responsible way.
Innovation – By expanding our knowledge and creative potential, we can together achieve
the impossible.
Sustainability – Industrial, social and environmental sustainability is our business model.
Excellence – We believe in quality, efficiency, safety and rigour in everything we do.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
In 2020, the world was shocked by an unexpected event which marked everyone indelibly.
We know that various pandemics have occurred before over the course of human history,
although in different eras and contexts, where globalisation and community and economic
interdependency were far from being so deep-rooted. For this reason, in addition to health
aspects shared by all other pandemics, the implications of this crisis are completely different
from before. These are unique challenges being faced by humanity which demand an
immediate response.
As was inevitable, our company was also confronted with this massive challenge: as an
industrial company, with four factories in continuous operation requiring in-person work,
exporting around 94% of its production in more than 130 regions around the entire world,
using various raw materials and some imported consumables, we naturally experienced a
major shock and tremendous challenge with this unexpected and serious pandemic.
We can contend that 2020 was the most difficult year in the Group’s history, since we all had
to change our work habits and routines, while deteriorating conditions in international pulp
and paper markets due to the pandemic forced us to shut down paper machine production in
Setúbal and Figueira da Foz, as well as the pulp mill in Aveiro. This completely new situation
was a cause of concern for our employees, despite measures taken to ensure their continued
compensation.
This was the general picture we were immersed in during the second quarter of 2020. I wish
to underscore this point to highlight what, for me, is the greatest source of pride as
Chairman of this company’s Board of Directors. Difficulties were turned into strength, and
opportunities were found in adversities. The executive team, middle and senior management
and operating technicians all got to work, as has been the custom at this company over its
entire history and, in two short months, activities resumed at all of the factories and
machines, making it possible to achieve a rebound in our products’ various target markets
under truly adverse circumstances.
This is undoubtedly the aspect of the past year I would like to underscore first and foremost
– the resilience demonstrated by all of Navigator’s employees, and their ability to adapt to
new circumstances, both those who worked and continue to work from home for health
reasons, as well as those who ensured factory production over time, which required constant
discipline at their workstations. To everyone, I give my deepest thanks.
This crisis also showed the strong resilience of our business model. Despite this entirely
unexpected situation and the downturn in the markets where our production is sold,
Navigator was able to end the year with an EBITDA of €286 million, a substantial capacity to
generate cash, and free cash flow of €234 million (a significant amount under the current
circumstances) – higher than in 2019 – also thanks to our proven ability to react to market
conditions and manage costs, CapEx and cash flows.
These results not only prove that Navigator is a company highly resistant to adversity, but
also that it can adapt to new circumstances and reinvent itself, standing out for its quality
and the diversity of its products. As proof of this was the sale of the highest volume of
market pulp in a decade, in various regions, its ability to capitalise on opportunities in UWF
paper target markets, and its unveiling of innovative products in tissue, significantly
increasing sales volume and finding new markets for this and other differentiated products.
As a company, Navigator is a benchmark in sustainability, long aware of its important role in
adapting its production process to mitigate and combat climate change.
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For this reason, in 2019, it took on the public commitment of accelerating its carbon
neutrality goal to 2035, as the very first company to do so in Portugal and among the first
throughout the world, a decision requiring a €154 million investment, of which €55 million
have already been invested through the end of 2020. In this regard, as the most relevant
investment to date, I wish to highlight the new biomass boiler in Figueira da Foz, completed
in 2020 to replace the existing boiler and natural gas combined-cycle power plant, which will
reduce CO2 fossil emissions by 81%.
We can say that sustainability is part of the company’s DNA. Around 90% of the materials we
use are renewable, and 87% of our waste is recovered through energy efficiency,
composting and the incorporation of value-added products, with the commitment of raising
this bar to 90% by 2030. Navigator’s forests are well-managed, preserving biodiversity, and
with a carbon stock equivalent to 6.1 million tonnes of CO2.
For many years, Navigator has been part of Portugal’s Business Council for Sustainable
Development (BCSD), where it has presided over the management of this important
corporate forum of more than 100 companies proactively committed to transitioning towards
sustainability. It is also on the Executive Committee of the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development (WBCSD), combining more than 200 companies worldwide with a
strong, focused commitment to sustainability.
In conclusion, because of who we are and what we have done, we can face future challenges
with nothing more than great confidence, since:
•
•
•
•

We have a team whose ability to react was quite apparent in the response to last
year’s crisis;
We invest in our factories and forests;
Our growth vision is clearly focused on tissue, an innovative direction in the areas of
packaging and, further on, bioproducts, with a long-term focus on Mozambique;
We have come out stronger compared to last year, with a clear vision for the future.

For all these reasons, we know we are on the right path.
João Castello Branco
(Chairman of the Board of Directors)
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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
There are certain times in the lives of people and organisations that are overpowering
enough to jeopardise everything we think we have, everything we believe to be a certainty.
Circumstances which are massive in size and scope, but which also have the merit of
demanding our very best and making us rediscover the extraordinary power of teamwork.
The insurmountable strength of the group!
The year 2020 was one of those times.
This extraordinarily difficult year, certainly one of the most difficult, in the Group's nearly
seven decades of history was also a period during which we most clearly affirmed our
soundness and the resilience of our teams. We are not dedicating this Annual Report and
Accounts to the “Fibre of People” by mere chance. The Navigator Company is a vast, complex
world of relationships involving employees, shareholders and investors, customers, suppliers
and other stakeholders, whose resulting talent and dedication are much greater than the
sum of their parts. In times of adversity, it is the human capital that makes the difference.
Facing a health emergency on a global scale, we accepted this reality as directly and as
responsibly as possible, certain that every individual action could make a difference. Since
February 2020, we took every measure to make our local facilities safer against the
pandemic, always with the absolute priority of protecting all of our employees, their families,
and the surrounding communities.
The ensuing months and their associated social constraints naturally put a strain on the
economic context, with an appreciable deterioration in worldwide market conditions which
subsequently affected The Navigator Company's exports.
For this reason, together with a regularly updated contingency plan and a crisis management
structure which continues to monitor and act systematically in the day-to-day running of the
company, we focus on constantly monitoring the surrounding environment, our capacity for
foresight, and rigorous implementation to adjust production to fluctuations in demand,
focusing on the continuity of our long-term operations. In this way, we managed to register
a level order books that allowed our production to remain partially in operation, without
totally shutting down any of our four industrial sites, under circumstances requiring a
redoubling of efforts and sense of opportunity to safeguard our operations, jobs, and results.
In all of its areas, from paper and pulp to tissue and energy, The Navigator Company has
demonstrated resilience in its business model, showing extraordinary agility in its ability to
adapt to market changes, coupled with significant progress throughout its entire cost base.
With regard to paper, the decline in global consumption due to the Covid-19 pandemic was
most evident in the second quarter; even so, the company was able to alleviate the
downturn in UWF paper sales through greater business diversification, with higher sales of
pulp and tissue.
Note that UWF ultimately had a gradual recovery in demand in the last two quarters,
demonstrating the diversity of its uses and versatility compared to other types of printing
paper, bearing out our strategic focus and remaining one of the company’s differentiating
factors on a worldwide scale.
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Navigator made major commercial efforts resulting in a strong order book over the second
half of the year, together with increased market share in Europe, progress that is particularly
noteworthy when compared to the difference between the first and second half of 2020.
This commercial agility was coordinated with careful management of stock, ending the year
with lower inventory levels compared to the 2019 average and with a comfortable order book
in line with the previous years.
With regard to pulp, 2020 saw historical performance in terms of sales volume, which was up
25% year-on-year, the highest since 2009. This growth was due to greater diversification to
destinations beyond Europe, capitalising on market opportunities in tissue segments and the
increased availability of market pulp due to lower paper production in the second quarter.
Navigator reduced its pulp stock substantially, ending the year with one of the lowest
inventory levels of all time.
This solid increase in volume, however, was not sufficient to mitigate the effect of the
significantly lower average price during this time. The first half of the year was marked by a
downward trend in the net price, with signs of recovery in international markets not starting
until summer. The recovery trend has now been reinforced by the substantial price increases
announced in the first months of 2021, in several different regions, for short and long fibres,
suggesting a more positive scenario for this business area of the company in the coming
months.
If one business area witnessed the specific, unparalleled nature of this global health crisis, it
was tissue. The social changes resulting from the Covid-19 pandemic deeply marked this
business area of The Navigator Company, which reacted extremely positively to demand for
products for domestic use (“at home” segment), even offsetting the decline in the “away
from home” segment, which was largely due to the decreased economic activity in HORECA
channels and the reduction of work-place presence at companies.
In this year of constant adaptation and, again, ability to scrutinise the market, its
fluctuations and opportunities, the tissue business took positive steps forward, with a sales
volume up 10% year-on-year, corresponding to an increase in turnover of around 7%.
This was the best year ever in this business area. Once again, I wish to underscore the
agility of Navigator's response, whose substantial industrial, commercial, and innovation
efforts over the year were able to respond to higher demand for at-home products, with an
increase in finished product sales of around 8%.
Under the cost management plan, a solid decline in fixed (€-47 million) and variable costs
(€-60 million, the equivalent production), together with greater business diversification,
successfully mitigated the lower prices in the pulp and paper businesses and lower volumes
in the paper business. The EBITDA totalled €286 million, down 23% compared to 2019,
strongly penalised in the first six months but recovering over the course of the year, as
shown by the fourth quarter’s EBITDA, which was up 7% from the previous quarter: €75.1
million versus €70.5 million. Moreover, I wish to emphasise how, in an adverse year such as
2020, the Company once again demonstrated its sound ability to generate cash, with free
cash flow totalling €234 million, the highest since 2014, compared to €186 million in 2019.
In another key region for the Group’s future, Mozambique, we took a profound symbolic
step: the first wood was harvested for exporting from the plantations of Portucel
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Moçambique in Manica, a milestone that will start to place the country on this industry’s
world map as well. Three vessels are already scheduled from the port of Beira in 2021,
representing 100,000 m3 of raw materials. In this regard, the Group revisited its
assumptions on the eucalyptus wood market in Mozambique, valuing the forest in Manica
and in Zambézia at around €16.7 million.
I have dwelled upon the performance of several business areas in detail, above all because
each is worth thousands of stories of all of those who, throughout the year, never stopped
believing it would be possible to face the biggest crisis of our generation.
For this reason, in a difficult year (and one of the most difficult of all time), we maintained
our investments throughout the value chain, particularly in the rural world, where our
dynamic role galvanises local economies. In this same year, we remained the third-largest
Portuguese exporter and creator of National Added Value, thanks to strong local
incorporation, namely what is produced by our more than 5,600 Portuguese suppliers, many
of which are small or medium-sized enterprises in the forestry industry.
And, since we have a truly holistic vision of sustainability, we also upheld our investments in
decarbonising our industrial complexes. We inaugurated a new biomass boiler in Figueira da
Foz, an investment totalling €55 million, which will lower the Group’s emissions by more than
30% in 2021, i.e. more than one third of what the company voluntarily proposed to achieve
by 2035.
The Navigator Company’s purpose is to create sustainable value for shareholders and for
society at large, and a desire to make a better planet to hand down to future generations
through sustainable products and solutions that are natural, recyclable and biodegradable,
and that contribute towards carbon sequestration, oxygen production, the protection of
biodiversity, soil enhancement, and the fight against climate change.
We have arrived at the end of 2020 with even more confidence in our purpose and the
conviction, now more than ever, that our people and our principles are our best fibre.
António Redondo
(Chief Executive Officer)
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NAVIGATOR IN 2020

Events in 2020
February
Covid-19 Contingency Plan – Even before the declaration of the first state of emergency in
Portugal, The Navigator Company established its Contingency Plan to cope with the
pandemic, subsequently updated over the year.

April
Covid-19 affects production – The decline in demand leads to an adjustment in paper
production, shutting down several UWF paper machines. Specific measures are implemented
to protect profits, namely cost reductions and a revision of the 2020 CapEx Plan, to increase
liquidity.

May
BCSD Manifesto – Corporate Manifesto of BCSD Portugal, endorsed by The Navigator
Company and more than 90 other companies. The economic and social impacts of Covid-19
catalysed the initiative, aimed at capitalising on the crisis to rethink the future and lay the
groundwork for more inclusive and sustainable growth.

June
Florestas.pt – Launch of the online platform entirely dedicated to Portuguese forests
(www.florestas.pt), with the technical and scientific coordination of the RAIZ Institute. It
offers a wide range of information on the forestry sector and all of its aspects: natural,
environmental, recreational and socio-economic.

July
Fees in the United States – The United States Court of International Trade confirms that
The Navigator Company is subject to a fee of 1.63% for the sale of certain paper products in
the United States, in the first revision period ("POR1"). This fee had been proposed by the
United States Department of Commerce (DoC) at the start of the year, and already reflected
a significant revision vis-à-vis the fee initially proposed.
Forestry producers – Launch of the “Produtores Florestais” (Forestry Producers) initiative,
a project to support, enhance and share information by engaging forest owners, producers
and other key stakeholders in the area of the forest and the territory.
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August
EU spotlights Portucel Moçambique – The European Union distinguishes Portucel
Moçambique, an affiliate of The Navigator Company, for its operating and work procedures
during the lockdown imposed by the pandemic.

September
Act4nature Portugal – The company is part of the act4nature Portugal initiative, promoted
by BCSD Portugal to mobilise companies in the protection, promotion and restoration of
biodiversity. Navigator is on the Steering Committee of this initiative, which is comprised of a
select group of companies who supported its implementation.
PaperChain – Navigator and the RAIZ Institute participate in paperChain, a research and
innovation project based on the circular economy, funded by the European Union’s Horizon
2020 programme. This innovative experiment uses waste from the pulp and paper industry
as a secondary raw material for construction works.

November
Sustainability Forum – This initiative, which promotes dialogue and cooperation with The
Navigator Company's main stakeholders, was done online and dedicated to the theme
“Natural Capital: Value for Businesses, Nature and Society”.

December
Exports in the spotlight – The Navigator Company receives the 2020 Exporting and
Internationalisation Award, an initiative of Novo Banco and Jornal de Negócios. Data from
Statistics Portugal (INE), meanwhile disclosed, confirms that the company is the third largest
exporter and first in National Added Value.
Grade A from CDP – The CDP (previously called the Carbon Disclosure Project) gives an “A”
rating to The Navigator Company for the second time running. This leadership position is
achieved by only 3% of companies throughout the world, and acknowledges Navigator’s
actions to reduce emissions, decrease climate risks and develop an economy with a low
carbon impact.
Biomass boiler – Inauguration of a new biomass boiler at the Figueira da Foz industrial
complex. It will reduce the Group’s emissions by 32% in 2021 alone.
Pulp record – The highest pulp production volume ever is achieved at the Setúbal industrial
complex: 18 million tonnes. This is a historical milestone for this unit of The Navigator
Company and its 1,137 employees.
First harvest in Mozambique – Launch of the wood harvest operation at plantations in the
Manica province, for exporting.
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Key Indicators 2020
Turnover
€

1,385

Million

#3 exporter
≈1% of GDP
2.4% of exported goods
#1 in National Added Value

EBITDA
€

Dividends paid

286 Million
€

198 Million

EBITDA/Sales margin
Net Debt/EBITDA

20.6%

2.38 times

Net profit
€

ROE

109 Million

10.6%

Free cash-flow
€

ROCE

234 Million

8.1%

CapEx
€

81 Million
.
No. of employees

3,232
> 30,000 jobs (direct, indirect and induced)
76% of suppliers (5,665) are Portuguese
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Value generated
Revenues
€

1,424

Million (vs. €1,727 Million in 2019)

Supplier expenses
€

1,159 Million

(vs. 1,521 Million in 2019)

Shareholders – Payment of dividends
€

198 Million (vs. 218 Million in 2019)

Employees – Salaries and benefits
€

132 Million (vs. 146 Million in 2019)
State – Taxes borne

€

55.2 Million (vs. 53 Million in 2019)
Community investment

€

09/04/2021
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OUR BUSINESS
R&D + I

Aveiro/Espirra
RAIZ – Forestry and Paper Research Institute
Largest private European institute, and one of the biggest in
the world, dedicated to R&D for the eucalyptus forest and its
products (pulp, paper, tissue, biomass, by-products, etc.).

Forest

107,370 ha
of forest with certified management in 161 municipalities
12 million
plants/year at the nurseries of Espirra, Caniceira and Ferreiras
74% eucalyptus
11% conservation and Natura 2000 Network areas (4,162 ha
of classified habitats)
15% other forest species (pine, cork oak, etc.)
241 species of fauna
800 species of flora

Pulp

Setúbal, Figueira da Foz and Aveiro
1.6 million tonnes*
#1 European producer of bleached eucalyptus kraft pulp
(BEKP)
and #5 worldwide

UWF paper

Setúbal and Figueira da Foz
1.6 million tonnes*
#1 European producer of printing and writing paper
(UWF/Uncoated Woodfree Paper)
and #6 worldwide

Tissue paper

Vila Velha de Ródão and Aveiro
130,000 tonnes*
of finished product
#3 Iberian producer, after five years of involvement in the
sector

Energy

2.5 TWh
electricity
≈4% of electricity generation in Portugal
52% of green energy produced from biomass in the country

Project in
development

Mozambique
USD $130 million
invested
USD $6 million
invested in social development project since 2015
13,500 ha
planted
12 million
plants – production capacity in Luá nursery
1.7 million tonnes
of CO2 captured

* Nominal capacity
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Economic and Financial Indicators
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

1,691.6
455.2
303.2
-22.5
225.1
377.2
210.5
216.5
683.0

1,687.9
372.1
233.6
-18.9
168.3
306.8
186.2
158.0
715.3

1,385.4
285.5
140.4
-14.7
109.2
254.3
233.5
80.6
680.0

Million euros

Total sales
EBITDA (1)
Operating earnings (EBIT)
Financial earnings
Net Profit
Operating Cash Flow (2)
Free Cash Flow
Investment
Net debt (3)

1,577.4 1,636.8
397.4
403.8
230.4
255.0
-20.8
-7.7
217.5
207.8
384.6
356.6
183.8
198.1
*capex 2016 114.7
640.7
692.7

Net assets
Liabilities
Equity
Gross Debt
Cash and Cash equivalents
Treasury stock (market value) (4)
Own shares held on Dec-31st (million)

2,409.1
1,175.9
1,233.3
708.3
67.6
1.6
0.5

2,427.6
1,248.0
1,179.6
818.1
125.3
2.1
0.5

2,549.8
1,362.6
1,187.2
763.8
80.9
3.1
0.9

2,533.7
1,506.2
1,027.4
877.1
161.9
22.7
6.3

2,552.9
1,526.7
1,026.2
982.4
302.4
15.8
6.3

EBITDA / Sales (%)
ROS (%)
ROE (%)
ROCE (%) (5)
Equity to assets ratio
Net debt / EBITDA

25.2%
13.8%
17.8%
12.3%
51.2%
1.61

24.7%
12.7%
17.2%
13.6%
48.6%
1.72

26.9%
13.3%
19.0%
16.2%
46.5%
1.50

22.0%
10.0%
15.2%
12.9%
40.6%
1.92

20.6%
7.9%
10.6%
8.1%
40.2%
2.38

0.303
717.0
0.536
0.554
0.237
1.720
3.265

0.290
717.0
0.714
0.808
0.349
2.362
4.226

0.314
716.6
0.526
0.635
0.279
2.378
3.600

0.237
711.2
0.431
0.523
0.279
2.081
3.588

0.154
711.2
0.358
0.401
0.279
2.079
2.498

Euros

Net earnings per share
Nº of market shares (million)
Cash flow per share
EBITDA per share
Dividend per share (7)
Book value per share
Share price at year end

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(6)

Operating results + depreciation + provisions
Net profits + depreciation + provisions
Interest-bearing liabilities - Cash and cash equivalents
During 2016, 50 million of own share were cancelled through the reduction of share capital
Operating results / (average equity + average net debt)
Deducted from own shares
In December 2015, the Group anticipated a dividend payment of 130 million euros relative to 2016 (equivalent to
0.1813 euros per share); if adjusted, dividends would be 0.433 euros per share in 2015 and 0.4184 euros per
share in 2016
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Profile
The Navigator Company is an integrated producer of forest, pulp, paper, tissue and
bioenergy, whose business is leveraged by state-of-the-art factories on a worldwide scale,
with cutting-edge technology. It is recognised as a benchmark in quality in its sector
throughout the entire world.
People, their quality of life, and the planet's future are what inspire and move The Navigator
Company. The company is committed to creating sustainable value for its shareholders and
for society at large, making a better planet to hand down to future generations through
sustainable products and solutions that are natural, recyclable and biodegradable, and that
contribute towards carbon sequestration, oxygen production, the protection of biodiversity,
soil formation, and the fight against climate change.
The Navigator Company produces pulp and paper using forests which are planted exclusively
for this purpose. Each year, Navigator’s nurseries give life to more than 12 million trees.
These nurseries – the largest in Europe – produce 135 different species of plants and shrubs.
Many of them, although not economically viable, are financed by the company to preserve
biodiversity and ensure the continuity of species.
The Group’s forestry business is vertically integrated, with its own forestry research institute.
The Group is responsible for planting a vast forested area in Portugal (1.2% of the country’s
land area), 100% certified by FSC® and PEFC™ systems. The company also boasts a
production capacity of 1.6 million tonnes of paper, 1.6 million tonnes of pulp, 130,000 tonnes
of tissue and 2.5 TWh of renewable energy per year – corresponding to approximately 4% of
the energy produced in Portugal and 52% of the energy generated from biomass.
The forests managed by The Navigator Company in Portugal have a carbon stock, excluding
carbon in the soil, equivalent to 6.1 million tonnes of CO2, an amount comparable to the
emissions generated by 1.7 million vehicles driving around the Earth’s perimeter.
The company is the third-largest exporter in Portugal, accounting for approximately 1% of
the nation’s GDP and 2.4% of national goods exported, and generates the greatest National
Added Value. In 2020, The Navigator Company’s turnover was €1,385 million, with more
than 90% of the Group’s products sold outside of Portugal in approximately 130 different
countries.
The Navigator Company has taken on the formal commitment of achieving carbon neutrality
at its industrial complexes by 2035, by reaching the targets laid out by the European Union
and Portugal 15 years early. As such, it became the first Portuguese company, and one of
the first worldwide, to set this ambitious goal.

A different year
2020 was a year which, like none other in recent history, put companies’ organisational
capacity, resilience and team spirit to the test in facing a situation which completely changed
everyone’s professional, personal and family lives.
Navigator acted quickly, even before the first state of emergency was declared in 2020, by
preparing and implementing a Contingency Plan to anticipate and manage the pandemic’s
impact on employees and on the business of the Group’s companies.
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With a focus on safeguarding the lives of people and surrounding communities, as well as
preserving and protecting assets and business continuity, the Covid-19 Contingency Plan has
been constantly updated, in line with developments in the pandemic situation. This
monitoring has been done by a Crisis Management Office created for this purpose.
Everyone’s response to this challenge, without exception, and their ability to adapt to
difficulties as they appeared, showed the true fibre from which The Navigator Company’s
people are made.

Sustainability at the foundation of the business
The responsible management of our business is guided by ethics and integrity in the way we
manage our activities, people and stakeholder relations. In this regard, sustainability is a key
value of The Navigator Company and a frame of reference for our strategic business
development.
In 2020, we finalised our 2030 Responsible Agenda, aimed at responding to material topics
for the company’s future, as brought forward in the extensive process of stakeholder
hearings and subsequent internal reflection. This Agenda includes the 2030 Sustainability
Roadmap, a collection of commitments, goals and targets to be achieved in the topics most
relevant to the company during the decade of 2020-2030.
In 2020, we also revised our United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
considered priorities, i.e. those where we can make a more direct contribution.

More and better forest
The forest is one of Navigator’s strategic cornerstones. 2020 will go down in history as the
year in which an absolute record was achieved in reforestation, with the installation of 3,767
hectares.
The company managed a total of 107,370 hectares of forest in Portugal (55% owned and the
remainder leased), 899 fewer hectares than in 2019. Despite this minor decline, together
with the decrease in operating activities in the first quarter due to the temporary production
shutdown of several paper machines in the general lockdown’s first phase, direct
investments in the forestry value chain in the 18 districts on mainland Portugal were almost
8% higher, totalling €36.2 million.
The impact of the pandemic caused a decrease in the wood supply to industrial complexes,
with a 15% overall drop in volume compared to 2019. Nonetheless, through integrated
qualification and development projects, coupled with several easing measures, all suppliers
were ensured regular activity. The certified wood arriving at the company’s industrial
complexes reached 74%, up 2% compared to 2019.
Initiatives to maintain, restore and monitor Navigator's natural values, with a view to
preserving biodiversity, have remained unshaken by the impact of the pandemic. The forest
assets managed by the company have around 800 species and subspecies of flora and 241
species of fauna which are monitored regularly. In addition, 4,162 hectares of these forests
are classified as “protected” by the Natura 2000 Network.
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In June, The Navigator Company launched the platform Florestas.pt, with the technical and
scientific coordination of the RAIZ – Forestry and Paper Research Institute. Its purpose is to
be a centre of knowledge on Portuguese forests and related topics, offering official
information and technical and scientific knowledge on the sector.

Progress in Mozambique
The year was marked by the launch of wood harvesting operations in the Manica province,
also relevant for allowing a better understanding of the administrative and legal
requirements needed to operate, and to evaluate and refine the performance of species
planted.
Portucel Moçambique strengthened its contacts with public decision-makers, in a year when
a new government was inaugurated in the country. Of particular note was the commitment
assumed by the government and the construction consortium to move forward with building
the first phase of the port of Macuze in Zambézia, an essential prerequisite for the Portucel
project to be viable.
The Social Development Programme implemented all of the activities scheduled for 2020,
despite the challenges of the pandemic. By distributing seeds, promoting beekeeping,
building fish ponds, providing young goats for breeding and opening and repairing
waterholes, Portucel Moçambique maintained its focus on food safety and income generation
for families in the project’s surrounding communities.

Lower emissions
In 2020, Navigator continued to work towards achieving carbon neutrality at its industrial
complexes by 2035, with the commissioning of the new biomass boiler in the industrial
complex of Figueira da Foz being a giant step forward in achieving this goal. With this new
equipment, which entailed an investment of €55 million, it will be possible to eliminate 32%
of the Group’s emissions in 2021 alone.
Between 2019 and 2020, The Navigator Company reduced its CO2 emissions by 5%.
The lower emissions, decreased climate risks and low carbon impact economy developed by
the company resulted in its receipt, for the second time running in 2020, of an “A” rating
from the CDP, achieved by just 3% of the companies evaluated every year on a worldwide
scale by this international non-profit entity.

Preserving training
Having first taken measures aimed at ensuring everyone’s health and safety, professional
development was not forgotten, with training plans revised to have a stronger online
component through the Learning Centre portal, along with the deployment of webinar
courses.
As such, company training was done almost completely as planned, with one decline
primarily affecting external supplier training and areas of practical behavioural training,
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intended to be done in person. In any case, safety training was always prioritised and
ensured.
The activity of attracting talent also continued: Navigator attended 12 trade fairs, most of
them adapted to digital format, to boost its visibility with key universities and polytechnic
institutes and make the brand more attractive for recruitment.

Community support
Community engagement, always central to Navigator’s Corporate Social Responsibility policy,
became especially important in the context of the pandemic.
The donation, in partnership with Altri, of a piece of digital radiology equipment to the
Figueira da Foz District Hospital got the ball rolling on support in the form of masks, gloves,
eyewear and protective suits to various hospital centres.
Beyond the strict scope of public health, the company supported students in need with reams
of paper, and handed out paper bags with messages of hope at newspaper and magazine
kiosks, to give to customers.
At the state of emergency’s peak, it created a website to shorten social distancing, through
personalised messages written by people which Navigator would later print and send to their
intended recipients at no charge. This concept, in partnership with the Portuguese Postal
Service (CTT), was adapted for Christmas, allowing postcards to be sent for free, bringing
together family and friends unable to spend the holiday season together.
Through its “My Planet” and “Dá a Mão à Floresta” (“Give the Forest a Hand”) projects, it
created content to inform and entertain adults and children, keeping them active during the
lockdown.
In the middle of the pandemic, it launched “Produtores Florestais” (Forestry Producers), a
project promoting proximity with the rural world and the sharing of knowledge with everyone
having a professional relationship with, or income from, the forest.

A responsible business
The forest-based products we produce contribute to every cornerstone of sustainable
development – environmental, social and economic – giving the success of our business a
framework for creating fair, responsible value.
In 2020, The Navigator Company finalised its 2030 Agenda, with the commitment, in the
decade of 2020-2030, of increasing its contribution towards creating value and sustainable
growth, aspiring to generate a positive impact on people and the planet.
The main focus of this agenda is creating value with responsibility, integrity and
transparency. It is rooted in the preservation and enhancement of natural capital, namely
through the responsible use of resources; contributing towards a low-carbon circular
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economy, centred on carbon neutrality and mitigating climate change; and the development
of its people, sharing value with society, and focusing on human capital and relationships
with communities and other stakeholders.
Under the 2030 Agenda, Navigator's priority Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were
also revised to generate positive impacts and address future challenges.
“Decent Work and Economic Growth”, “Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure”,
“Responsible Consumption and Production”, “Climate Action” and “Life on Land” were
considered the SDGs with the best opportunity for creating long-term sustainable value and
transforming Navigator and the sector.
Navigator’s direction through 2030 will also directly or indirectly impact the SDGs “Clean
Water and Sanitation”, “Affordable and Clean Energy”, “Sustainable Cities and Communities”
and “Partnerships to Achieve the Goal”. Responsible resource management and stakeholder
engagement are the key points of this action.
To understand the 2030 Agenda and The Navigator Company's Responsible Business
Management strategy on the whole, please see our 2020 Sustainability Report.

Company Manifesto
The crisis caused by the Covid-19 pandemic made it even more important to
turn words into action to ensure our social, environmental and economic future.
This is the intention of the “Leveraging the crisis for a paradigm shift in
sustainable development” manifesto of BCSD Portugal - Business Council for
Sustainable Development, which The Navigator Company has endorsed.
By signing this manifesto, Navigator has declared its ambition to help Portugal
build a development model based on five fundamental principles: promoting
sustainable and inclusive development, promoting growth, seeking efficiency,
reinforcing resilience and corporate citizenship.

Global corporate response
The Navigator Company was among the companies who, in the initial phase of
the pandemic, proactively participated in the challenge put forward by the
WBCSD (World Business Council for Sustainable Development) to create a global
corporate response to the pending crisis. As soon as the WBCSD Covid-19
Response Programme was launched, the company shared examples of measures
carried out to cope with the pandemic, both in relation to employees as well as
support for the communities surrounding its industrial complexes.
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SDO roadmap for the forestry sector
The Navigator Company's best practices involving circularity and people were
cited in the first Execution Report of the Roadmap of Sustainable Development
Goals for the Forestry Sector, published in December 2020 by the WBCSD
(World Business Council for Sustainable Development).
Navigator is praised in this Execution Report as “a good example of the re-use of
waste in its own value chain, through the recovery of carbonate sludges (waste
from its industrial processes) as a raw material for incorporation into the
production” of UWF paper. The document also highlights the “digital in-person
training offered by the company to its employees, through an online platform
developed in partnership with academic institutions in Portugal”.

Sustainability in numbers
Business
€13.8 million invested in R&D&I* in 2019 (€12.1 million in 2018)
* Amount eligible in the SIFIDE - Tax Incentive System for Business R&D,
determined annually in June.

By nature
90% of raw materials used are renewable in origin
87% of waste is recovered
84% of water is returned to the environment
107,370 ha of managed forest area
By climate
738,609 t direct total CO2 emissions
70% renewable energy consumed
6.1 Mt CO2 retained in managed forests
By society
3,232 employees
135,787 hours of training*
551 courses held*
More than 7,000 families supported in Mozambique
€1.7 million invested in the community
* Data in relation to total training given.
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2. BUSINESS PERFORMANCE
SUMMARY OF MAIN INDICATORS

Full Year
2020

Full Year
2019

Change (7)
2020 / 2019

Total Sales
EBITDA (1)
Operating Profits (EBIT)
Financial Results
Net Earnings
Cash Flow
Free Cash Flow (2)
Capex (8)
Net Debt (3)

1 385.4
285.5
140.4
- 14.7
109.2
254.3
233.5
80.6
680.0

1 687.9
372.1
233.6
- 18.9
168.3
306.8
186.2
158.0
715.3

-17.9%
-23.3%
-39.9%
-22.3%
-35.1%
- 52.5
47.3
- 77.4
- 35.2

EBITDA/Sales
ROS
ROCE (4)
ROE (5)
Equity Ratio
Net Debt/EBITDA

20.6%
7.9%
8.1%
10.6%
40.2%
2.38

22.0%
10.0%
12.9%
15.2%
40.6%
1.92

-1.4 pp
-2.1 pp
-4.8 pp
-4.6 pp
-0.4 pp
0.46

Million euros

(6)(7)

1.

Operating profit + depreciation + provisions;

2.

Change in net debt + dividends + purchase of own shares

3.

Interest-bearing liabilities – cash and cash equivalents (does not include the effect of IFRS 16)

4.

ROCE = (Annualised operating profit / Average capital employed (N+(N-1)/2

5.

ROE = Annualised Net Profit / Average Equity (N+(N-1))/2

6.

(Interest-bearing liabilities - cash and cash equivalents) / EBITDA for the last 12 months;
Impact of IFRS 16: Net Debt / EBITDA for 2020 of 2.58; Net Debt / EBITDA restated in 2019 of 2.05;

7.

Variation of unrounded values

2020 was undoubtedly one of the most challenging and adverse years in recent memory,
with an extremely high degree of disruption and impact on the lives of people and society in
general. From the very outset, Navigator took all of the measures in its power to protect its
people and minimise the impact on its business. Quick action in the most critical areas of the
company, including careful management and planning of the production of all products, the
commercial strategy implemented, the revision of its investment plan, solid cost
containment, support for the entire value chain and intense activity in the area of financing
alleviated the negative effects of this crisis, demonstrating the resilience of Navigator's
business model.
The Navigator Company's turnover was €1,385 million, with paper sales accounting for
around 68% of turnover (vs. 71%), pulp sales 11% (vs. 10%), tissue sales 10% (vs. 8%)
and energy sales 10% as well (vs. 10%). The year was marked by a substantial decline in
global paper consumption due to the Covid-19 pandemic, particularly in the second quarter,
followed by a major rebound in the third and fourth quarters, particularly in Europe. The
company successfully mitigated the decline in UWF sales through greater diversification of its
business, including sales growth in pulp and tissue.
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2.1. UWF Paper
Demand for UWF paper recovers significantly in the second half of the year
2020 will go down in history for the hardship and extensive negative impacts of the
pandemic crisis which plagued it. The year saw the highest decline in the world’s GDP in
recent decades (estimated at -3.5% by the IMF).
Controlling the pandemic required onerous restrictions on social contact from the start of the
second quarter in countless countries, namely key markets for Navigator such as Europe, the
United States, North Africa and the Middle East.
The use of remote work whenever possible, temporary closures of in-person learning – from
preschool to higher education – and the provisional shutdown of non-essential economic
activities were among the measures taken to fight the pandemic which, among other things,
resulted in a substantial temporary decline in paper consumption. This included office paper
as well as paper for graphic use. The decline resulted in periods of partial or complete
shutdown throughout the entire value chain: from graphics and manufacturers to distributors
and even paper mills.
Even under these difficult circumstances, UWF paper proved to be more resilient and
versatile than other types of printing and writing paper, whose final applications are much
more dependent on the publishing sector.
Global demand for UWF fell by around 13%, less than other printing and writing paper
segments, since demand for coated paper was down around 17% and mechanical paper was
down 20%. In Europe, the estimated cumulative decline was 12%, while in the United States
the numbers point to a decrease of around 19%.
After the particularly adverse months of April and May, there was a gradual rebound in paper
demand beginning in June, a trend which, as economies began to reopen, persisted through
the third and fourth quarters, particularly in European markets. All types of UWF are showing
signs of recovery, with reels having more resilient performance since the start of the
pandemic. This trend clearly shows the variety of uses and versatility of UWF paper
compared to other types of printing and writing paper.
In this context, Navigator managed its UWF production over the course of the year to match
declining demand and control its levels of stock. After a production adjustment in the most
critical months, it once again increased its paper production beginning in July, with all of its
machines in full operation since this time.
In the company’s three types of products/segments – cut-size (office paper, printing and
writing), folio (paper for graphic products) and reels (rolls of paper of different qualities to be
processed by customers or intermediaries) – developments between 2019 and 2020 show
that the company’s lower sales were in line with those of the market, although Navigator had
better performance in cut-size and folio.
At the end of the second quarter, Navigator launched a wide range of innovative initiatives to
support its distributors and sales forces in different regions of Europe and the rest of the
world, allowing it to once again significantly bolster its order book. These commercial efforts
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resulted in a strong order book over the second half of the year, together with an increase in
Navigator’s market share in Europe (+1.2 p.p. compared to 2019), a particularly noteworthy
gain of 2.6 p.p. when compared to the difference between the first and second half of 2020.
Thus, as a consequence of these distributor support initiatives, and after careful
management of stocks, the company wrapped up the year with lower inventory levels
compared to the 2019 average (-1.1 days), and with a comfortable order book of 30 days, in
line with previous years.
Also noteworthy in this setting of intense uncertainty was the resilience of its own brands
(whose weight came in at 68%) and premium business (with a weight of 47%), particularly
performance in Europe (brand weight 66%, and premium product weight 56%). 2020 also
unveiled new business opportunities in the paper processing and finishing sector, which was
less affected by the pandemic than the Office and Folio segments.
The year’s UWF sales totalled 1,276,000 tonnes, down around 12% year-over-year. The
sales of the Group’s UWF business ended up being negatively affected by the lower price of
paper, with sales down around 21% to €944.6 million. The Group’s sales price evolved in line
with the average price of standard office paper in Europe (PIX), while the average price
outside of Europe was also negatively influenced by developments in the exchange rate and
product and market mix.
The change in the YoY sales price reflects the adjustment which began in the second half of
2019, and which persisted throughout 2020, negatively pressured by the pandemic and by
low pulp prices. The A4 reference index was revised downward by 7% YoY to an average
price of €836/tonne, compared to an average price of €903/tonne in 2019, down 8.3%
between the start and end of the year.

Product diversification
In cooperation with the industrial equipment producer (OEM) Xerox, following recent
developments to its Baltoro model, this year saw the launch of the Navigator Premium Digital
product and brand, a product in digital format specifically designed for high-output inkjet
printing of around 6 million A4 in equivalent format. This commercial on-demand printing
segment maintains a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 9% in reels and in digital
formats, despite the ongoing downward trend in global paper consumption.

Three new products in the Navigator range
In 2020, three new UWF papers were launched for different segments. These
include a more economical ream of 80 g/m2, with 625 sheets instead of the
traditional 500, called Navigator 625, and two premium products with special
grammages for high-quality printing: Bold Design, a 200 g/m2 A4 paper; and
Hard Cover, with 250 g/m2 sheets, ideal for printing products such as menus or
invitations.
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New image and advertising
In 2020, three cut-size brands underwent a changeover in marketing strategy.
The 250-sheet Home Pack ream, more targeted towards family consumption,
was given more publicity in view of the lockdown and upsurge in working from
home. This was also a year to redesign the ream’s image and the advertising
concept for the Discovery and Inacópia papers. The former was positioned based
on sustainability (it only has products in 70 g/m2 and 75 g/m2, which consume
fewer resources) and the latter as a premium brand for colour printing.

Operational data

UWF PAPER
Figueira da Foz
Setúbal
Total Output
Total Sales
FOEX - A4-Bcopy EUR/t

K tonne
K tonne
K tonne
K tonne

2016
766.8
820.1
1,586.9
1,586.8
824

2017
771.3
821.3
1,592.6
1,578.1
815

2018
744.1
791.2
1,535.3
1,512.9
873

2019
718.9
721.8
1,440.8
1,447.0
903

2020
649.2
646.3
1,295.5
1,276.1
836

2.2. Bleached eucalyptus kraft pulp (BEKP)
Pulp sales volume reaches highest level since 2009
The global pulp market proved to be quite resilient in the adverse backdrop of the business
downturn due to the pandemic. Global demand for hardwood pulp is estimated to be up 6%
YoY in 2020, driven by China, which grew around 13%.
Hardwood pulp was sustained by robust demand for finished products, particularly in China,
where tissue, UWF and packaging grew more than expected, particularly in the second half
of 2020. Demand for hardwood pulp also benefited from the effect of replacing softwood
pulp, due to the significant price difference between the two fibres (with the price premium
of long versus short fibre higher than the historical average). Finally, given the low price of
hardwood (virgin) pulp and growing shortage of good quality recycled fibre – whose
availability was also affected by the pandemic – we witnessed a replacement of recycled fibre
with virgin fibre, another key factor explaining the high growth in demand this year.
Along these lines, the pulp supply was limited in the fourth quarter by scheduled
maintenance shutdowns among a wide range of producers, which ended up being more
prolonged than usual due to pandemic safety restrictions.
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The year witnessed a gradual decline in short fibre stocks among producers, at around 35
days at the end of 2020, lower than the 44-day average in the last five years. Inventories at
Chinese ports declined in the fourth quarter; although still high, surplus stocks are estimated
to account for no more than five days of consumption.
Throughout 2020, the reference list (gross) price of BHKP pulp in Europe, in USD, remained
at $680/tonne, 20% below the average price of $855/tonne in 2019. The price in euros was
down 22% at €597/tonne versus €762/tonne, while the recent devaluation of the dollar
against the euro in the second half of the year penalised the PIX in euros and, consequently,
the profitability of European pulp producers.
The net price of short fibre pulp had a downward trend over the year in overseas markets,
hitting the lowest point of this price cycle during the Summer. Afterwards, there was a
rebound in prices in overseas markets, with the announcement of significant increases in
various regions for short and long fibres alike, including in Europe, at the end of 2020.
In 2020, Navigator’s volume of market pulp sales was significantly higher than the previous
year (around +25% in tonnes). With 394,000 tonnes sold, 80,000 more than in 2019, this
was the best result achieved in the last decade. This growth was enabled by the increased
availability of market pulp due to lower paper production in the second quarter.
With the pandemic strongly affecting the entire European continent, Navigator was able to
uphold its sales in Europe and grow in overseas markets. This trend was especially
pronounced in the second and third quarters, with the sale of nearly 215,000 tonnes of pulp.
China’s development of a specialised, modern industry, which puts an increasingly higher
value on the quality and differentiation of the pulp produced by The Navigator Company,
allowed a higher volume to be placed in this market as well.
This strong increase in quantities sold, however, was not sufficient to mitigate the effect of
the lower average sales price of pulp during this time; as such, sales totalled €156 million,
compared to €165 million in 2019 (-6%).
Domestically, 2020 also stood out for the increasingly higher prominence of the Figueira da
Foz mill in the production of market pulp. The mill’s increase in production capacity in 2018
resulted in more pulp available to place on the market, with particular success in Europe,
where it was widely embraced by customers in the graphic paper sector.
As a year marked by records, 2020 was also the year that the Setúbal mill achieved the
milestone of 18 million tonnes of pulp production, the highest quantity since it began
operating in 1964.

394,000 tonnes sold, the highest volume in the last decade
18 million tonnes pulp production in Setúbal, a historical milestone
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Operational data
BEKP PULP
Aveiro

KtAD

Figueira da Foz

KtAD

Setúbal

KtAD

Total Output
Total Sales
FOEX - BHKP EUR/t
FOEX - BHKP USD/t

KtAD
KtAD

2016
341.2
586.1
543.1
1,470
290.7
628
696

2017
353.9
593.1
542.1
1,489
310.9
729
819

2018
357.5
575.1
519.1
1,452
253.4
880
1,038

2019
350.2
585.5
490.2
1,426
313.8
762
855

2020
323.9
572.7
467.5
1,364
394.1
596
680

2.3. Tissue
Tissue sales hit record highs in volume and in value
The tissue business progressed favourably throughout 2020, with a sales volume of 106,000
tonnes, up 10% year-over-year.
This business area was able to react positively to the peak demand opportunity in products
from the At-Home segment due to the Covid-19 pandemic. This positive performance offset
the downturn in the Away-From-Home segment, affected by the circumstances of the
pandemic, given that these products largely target HORECA (hotels, restaurants and cafés)
channels and companies, both widely affected by lockdown measures implemented in midMarch. During the summer, this impact was particularly striking due to the major decline in
tourists on the Iberian Peninsula, where the majority of the Group’s sales in this segment are
focused.
In a short time, however, the tissue business successfully adapted, revising its production
plans and adaptation between segments, sales plan and market approach, allowing its two
manufacturing units to fully operate throughout all of 2020.
These adaptations included a stronger focus on products such as multi-purpose rolls, in view
of managing production capacities as well as addressing higher demand in the retail market.
There was also an increased focus on value-added products, resulting from the development
of innovation projects. At the same time, there were major investments in branding, with a
graphic and architectural overhaul of the brand.
Demand for tissue products proved quite resilient and growing, even in a situation of
economic slowdown and in the midst of the pandemic. As such, tissue demand grew
marginally in Europe in 2020, despite the general downturn in the away-from-home
segment.
The strategy pursued and flexibility shown throughout 2020 allowed this business area of the
company to solidify processes, relaunch its brand, strengthen its relationship with current
customers and win new ones.
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Navigator made substantial industrial and commercial efforts over the year to respond to
higher demand for at-home products, with an increase in finished product sales of around
7%.
In this way, the Group’s tissue turnover was up around 7%, to €141 million. The weight of
finished products decreased slightly year-over-year, at 76% vs. 78%.

Our teams’ resilience and ability to adapt were two
driving factors in the positive performance of tissue
in 2020.

106,000 tonnes sold
€141 million in turnover

Disruptive innovation enables growth
The areas of product development and branding were the protagonists in the
tissue business in 2020. In this area, Amoos Aquactive TM was developed, a
tissue paper with embedded dry soap which is activated by contact with water.
This project, requiring technology development by RAIZ (see “Research and
Development” chapter), had already been conceived, but was accelerated for
being closely aligned with cleaning needs stemming from the public health crisis.
In addition, the product is capable of working in both the retail market and
away-from-home segment, arriving on the market in two formats: two kitchen
rolls and one XXL size roll.

Tissue novelties at SISAB Portugal
The Navigator Company attended the 25th edition of SISAB Portugal, the
nation’s largest international show for the agri-food and beverage industry, held
in early March at Lisbon’s Altice Arena. This is the second time the company has
been at the event, this time to promote the latest novelties in competitive
products and solutions in the area of tissue, network with importers and expand
its presence in the African and South American markets. SISAB Portugal was
attended by more than 500 exhibitors from 28 business sectors and 1,700
buyers originating from 130 countries.
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Operational data

TISSUE (Ktonne)
Reel output
Finished product output
Reel sales
Finished product sales
Total sales

2016
46.9
41.8
9.0
41.9
50.9

2017
56.2
48.9
7.3
48.1
55.4

2018
71.7
66.0
1.9
61.2
63.1

2019
102.3
72.8
21.1
74.5
95.7

2020
112.7
79.5
25.9
80.1
106.0

2.4. Energy
Energy business reflects impact of remuneration scheme transition
In 2020, power sales totalled €144 million, down 10.6% year-over-year, even though the
total sales volume in MWh increased slightly. The lower electricity sales compared to 2019
were caused essentially by a combination of the following factors:
(i) Several cogeneration assets transitioned during the year to a less favourable tariff
scheme under Ministerial Order no. 140/2012 of 14 May, namely the renewable
cogeneration of the Setúbal pulp mill (TG3) in January, the Setúbal natural gas
combined-cycle power plant in April, and the renewable cogeneration of the Figueira
pulp mill (TG4) in July;
(ii) Lower sales volumes of renewable cogeneration due to pulp and paper production
decreases, because of the pandemic, particularly in April and May. In addition, the
Setúbal natural gas combined-cycle power plant was working with only one of the
two gas generators in May;
(iii) Sharp decline in the Brent 603 price, the reference index for electricity sales,
which went from an average of $67/bbl in 2019 to $49/bbl in 2020.
During the fourth quarter, of particular note was the commissioning of the new biomass
boiler at the Figueira da Foz industrial complex, replacing the existing one and the natural
gas turbines, providing power to the paper machines, a project which is an essential step in
the Group’s decarbonisation plan (see “Decarbonisation Project”).
Also under the company’s decarbonisation strategy, with a more intensive use of renewable
energies, the installation of the new solar power plant in Figueira da Foz began, for use on a
self-consumption basis. When completed in early 2021, it will generate 2,618 kWp of power.
The pandemic caused some projects to be delayed, particularly an identical plant in Setúbal
(with 1,895 kWp of power), which were resumed in early 2021.
In addition to these efforts, we continued to follow our Energy Efficiency Plan, which includes
initiatives such as reducing consumption, replacing fleets with electric vehicles and investing
in digitising energy management, as exemplified by the Energy Digital Effectiveness project,
launched in 2020.
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Energy management 4.0
To guarantee better management of energy use, Navigator moved forward with
the Energy Digital Effectiveness project, a new methodology created by Siemens
for Industry 4.0 which, for example, when completed, will allow energy flows to
be observed in real time for almost immediate decision-making.
This pioneer project on a national level is currently in its first phase. Its goal is
to develop and deploy energy management software for the mills in Aveiro,
Figueira da Foz and Setúbal. This software includes the collection of information
(more than 5,000 electricity and steam variables), management of the
information through dashboards, and data analysis and decision-making for
better energy performance.

Energy efficiency
In 2020, Navigator received certification for its Energy Management System
under standard ISO 50001:2018, in response to its commitment to sustainable
energy management and improved energy performance.
Deploying an Energy Management System with this certification is one of the
strategic cornerstones of the company’s Corporate Energy Efficiency
Programme, with tremendous potential in terms of reducing consumption and
energy costs, as well as improved efficiency and fewer negative environmental
impacts.
Navigator thus joined an elite group of Portuguese companies certified under
standard ISO 50001 since, in accordance with the latest ISO data, only 29
companies have this certification in Portugal.

Electric vehicles arrive in Navigator's fleet
Electric vehicles are part of a more efficient and sustainable future. Navigator is
fully on board with this commitment, having purchased the first 100% electric
cars for its fleet in 2020.
Over its life cycle, an electric vehicle produces fewer greenhouse gases and air
pollutants than its petrol or diesel equivalent, together with zero CO 2 emissions
during its use.
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2.5. Financial performance
EBITDA: solid cost reduction and greater business diversification offset
lower prices and UWF volumes
The year’s EBITDA totalled €286 million, down 23% compared to 2019, in a context of major
price declines in pulp (-22%), lower volumes of paper due to the pandemic (-12%) and lower
paper prices (-7%). The EBITDA/sales margin was 20.6%, 1.4 p.p. lower than in 2019.

Year marked by significant cost containment
2020 was marked by major efforts to contain overall fixed and variable costs, resulting in a
total decrease of €107 million in the Group’s cost structure.
Variable costs were down €60 million, thanks to extensive work to optimise and adjust
specific consumption to lower production rates, and to renegotiate overall unit costs for
various raw materials and consumables, including noteworthy savings in the following
categories:
−
−
−
−

External fibres, by reducing the price of long and short fibres, as well as significantly
optimising their specific consumption;
Wood, due to efforts at all factories to lower specific consumption during the period, and
the favourable change in the mix of origins;
Chemicals, due to price reductions obtained for several products and work done to lower
unit consumption, namely in the bleaching line;
Packaging materials, thanks to successful price renegotiations for various materials.

With regard to fixed costs, the strong mobilisation of all of the Group’s areas to contain costs
resulted in savings of €47 million, meeting the ambitious budgetary goal of reducing
structural costs by 15% compared to 2019. All fixed cost components contributed positively
towards this result, particularly running costs, which were down 22% (€-28 million)
compared to 2019, accompanied by staff and maintenance costs, which were down 8% (€-11
million) and 13% (€-9 million) year-over-year, respectively.

Financial costs improve by €4.2 million
Financial costs totalled €14.7 million (vs. €18.9 million), an improvement of €4.2 million, due
to the positive change of €1.6 million from currency hedging results, the very positive
change of €3.3 million in the amount of compensatory interest from State debt to Navigator,
the change of €0.9 million in the actual value of amounts pending receipt from the sale of
the pellet business in 2018, and the receipt of €1.2 million in interest from amounts received
under the anti-dumping process in the United States.
Conversely, interest earned from financial investments maintained a downward trend (€-2.1
million) compared to highly positive amounts from the previous period, due to the negative
impact of Covid-19 on financial market performance, despite the recovery now being seen.
In turn, financing costs increased €1.2 million, due to higher gross debt, as a result of the
contraction of excess liquidity during the period to cope with the crisis, although the average
cost of financing was down year-over-year (all-in cost of 1.63% vs. 1.77%).
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Results before taxes totalled €125.7 million, with a Corporate Income Tax (IRC) charge of
€16.5 million for the year, at a tax rate of 13% compared to 22% in the previous period,
resulting from significant case gains in litigation with the State. The net profit was €109.2
million vs. €168.3 million in 2019.

High free cash flow generation in 2020 to €234 million
In an adverse year such as 2020, Navigator once again demonstrated its excellent ability to
generate cash flow, with free cash flow totalling €233.5 million, the highest since 2014,
compared to €186.2 million in 2019.
Note that the year began with free cash flow generation of €15 million in the first quarter,
while it was after the initial impact of the pandemic that growth occurred: €99 million in the
second quarter, €56 million in the third quarter and €63 million in the fourth quarter.
This was made possible by highly efficient management of working capital, combining a solid
ability to collect customer balances with an ongoing meticulous supplier management policy,
under which the extension of some deadlines was supplemented by financial solutions to
support our partners’ liquidity. There was also a general decrease in stocks and, as a
determining factor, a lower investment amount.

CapEx of €81 million (vs. €158 million in 2019)
Navigator decided to substantially revise its 2020 investment plan, from an original estimate
of €158 million to around €81 million, from an accounting perspective.
Consequently, 2020 investments totalled €80.6 million (compared to €158 million in 2019).
This amount primarily includes investments aimed at maintaining production capacity and
efficiency improvements. It also includes €25 million for the environment, particularly the
new biomass boiler in Figueira da Foz (€22.2 million) and around €17 million in projects to
refurbish assets, including two projects completed at the Aveiro mill: the new chip pile and
the revamping of the wet pulp section, both projects are a part of the Group’s
decarbonisation and modernisation roadmap.

2.6. Debt restructuring
The Group carried out intensive financing activities in 2020, initially influenced by the
pandemic, but subsequently reoriented by a long-term vision.
As such, we can identify three financial phases over the course of the year. In the first
phase, there were concerns about raising an adequate amount of liquidity to cope with the
major uncertainty with regard to the pandemic’s impact on the Group’s business. Various
types of short-term facilities were obtained for this purpose, totalling €210 million.
Once a necessary degree of liquidity was achieved, in the second half of the year the Group
refinanced a set of transactions expiring in 2021, issuing long-term debt totalling €222.5
million. These transactions did not result in any immediate funding, instead allowing use in
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accordance with the anticipated dates of actual need. This planned approach, always used
from a standpoint of foresight, entails long term financial policy guidelines.
Finally, in the last quarter, the Group partially restructured financing expiring in 2023, with
the repurchasing of bonds and simultaneous issuance of a bond loan of €75 million, expiring
in 2026.
With these transactions, the Group extended the average maturity of its medium and longterm debt to around 3.7 years.
After distributing reserves of €99 million to its shareholders in January, the Group paid an
additional €99 million in reserves in December, maintaining quite comfortable liquidity of
around €302 million in short-term cash on hand at year-end.
Of particular note here is the contribution from the partial reimbursement to Navigator of
anti-dumping payments in the United States, totalling €17.6 million, during 2020. These
receipts resulted from the American authorities’ downward revision of fees applicable to
uncoated woodfree paper sales in the United States, and differences resulting from surplus
deposits with American customs for the first and second revision periods, which run between
August 2015 and February 2017 (POR1), and between March 2017 and February 2018
(POR2). With regard to POR1, around €6.2 million are still pending receipt in 2021.
Therefore, at year-end, the net interest-bearing debt totalled €680 million (excluding IFRS
16), a decrease of €35.2 million compared to the end of 2019. The Net Debt/EBITDA ratio
remains at a conservative value of 2.38 times (excluding the impact from IFRS 16 on net
interest-bearing debt).

2.7. Capital market performance
After a solid year of widespread gains for global stock markets in 2019, 2020 was marked by
great volatility, largely due to the Covid-19 pandemic. In the second week of March, some of
the main global stock indices traded with losses close to 10%, reaching historic lows, even
affecting the bond market. The intervention of central banks and governments was
necessary, with injections of liquidity and economic support to stop frenzied sales in the
capital markets. However, the second half of the year saw a widespread recovery in the
world’s stock markets, even with the new wave of infections and subsequent lockdown
measures which began to be imposed at the end of the third quarter. Despite these factors,
the aftermath of the United States’ presidential elections, the Brexit agreement between the
EU and the United Kingdom and the start of vaccinations all reassured investors, bringing
some gains to global stock markets at year-end.
Paper and pulp companies also felt the pandemic’s impact, with their stock prices falling
drastically during the second week of March, the time of the first Covid-19 outbreak. Some
securities again hit new annual lows in late October, with mounting infections and fears of a
second lockdown. Even so, in November and December, several producers saw strong
recoveries in their stock prices, thanks to improving conditions in the pulp market, with some
prices returning to or even exceeding their pre-pandemic values.
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As with most of its industry peers, Navigator’s stock prices ultimately felt the pandemic’s
impacts as well. As explained above, demand for paper products was negatively affected
during the second quarter, with a substantial downturn in economic activity due to the
lockdown measures implemented worldwide. The company was thus forced to temporarily
reduce its pace of production, shutting down the operation of some of its paper machines for
the first time in its history in May and June.
Navigator’s shares were ultimately penalised, losing 31% during the year, a time when most
companies on the PSI-20 index had negative performance as well. The share price wrapped
up 2020 at €2.50 per share. The highest price in 2020 occurred on the year’s first day of
trading, at €3.64, while the lowest trading price of €1.86 occurred on 27 October. 2020 was
also marked by higher liquidity in transactions of Navigator stock, with an average daily
trading volume of around 1.1 million shares, higher than the 976,048 shares transacted each
day in 2019.
With regard to shareholder remuneration, on 9 January 2020 the company distributed free
reserves totalling €99.1 million, corresponding to a gross amount of €0.1394/share. In
addition, in late November, the company held an Extraordinary General Meeting of
Shareholders to approve the proposed payment of reserves recorded as retained earnings.
This amount totalled €99.1 million, equivalent to €0.1394/share, which was paid on 10
December 2020. Therefore, payments to shareholders in 2020 totalled €0.2788 (gross) pershare, i.e. around €198.2 million.

2.8. Contribution to State Tax revenue in 2020
Tax policy has a significant impact on the business community, affecting the Group's entire
value chain. Within the scope of the activity carried out by companies that make up the
Navigator Group, such companies incur a multitude of taxes, contributions and charges,
making the Group an important contributor to State revenue in Portugal, and thus to the
achievement of social objectives and national development.
Aware of the role that it represents in the Portuguese business community, and as required
from a transparency perspective by its stakeholders, Navigator in recent years has sought to
determine its tax footprint, identifying the level of taxes it incurs economically and the values
of tax that it collects and administers on behalf of the State or third parties, thereby
contributing in this dual aspect to the State's tax revenue.
As shown in the graph “Taxes borne”, in 2020, in terms of taxes paid – which includes more
than 20 different taxes, contributions and charges – the Group paid a total of €55.2 million
(more than the €52.7 million in 2019), equivalent to an effective tax burden of 43.87% in
2020 (24.56% in 2019), calculated on pre-tax profit. Such tax burden pertained primarily to
the amount paid for Corporate Income Tax (IRC), including "derrama" surcharges (municipal
and state), Autonomous Taxation (TA) and Social Security contributions, the latter totalling
€23 million (€21 million in 2019) and €18 million (€20 million in 2019), respectfully.
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Taxes borne
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0%
18%
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43%

The total amount of taxes borne includes environmental taxes of significant dimension
currently paid by the Group, in the total amount of €11.8 million (including, among others,
the Tax on Petroleum Products (ISP), Water Resources Tax (TRH), Public Maritime Domain
Charge, Public Water Domain Charge, Waste Management Charge, Special Electricity
Consumption Tax (IEC), Special Energy Sector Contribution (CESE), Motor Vehicle Tax (IUC)
and CO2 Tax), up substantially by 47% from the previous year (2020: €11.8 million vs.
2019: €8 million), once again demonstrating the contribution here in Portugal from a tax
perspective to the pursuit of sustainability objectives, in line with the Group's policy and its
relevant investment in forest resources in Portugal. Thus, the Group truly makes a significant
sectoral contribution, which, with the creation of new taxes or financial contributions, will
certainly imply double taxation and tax burden for the Group in the future, the consequence
of which will be to limit Navigator's ability to invest in new, more sustainable projects such
as the ones it has been carrying out.
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Navigator collected €753 million of taxes in favour of the State (2019: €990 million), with
VAT once again contributing the most to this amount (2020: €720 million vs. 2019: €948
million), which highlights the Group's collaboration in tax revenue collection for the
Portuguese State. It is important to note that Navigator is not remunerated by the State for
the collection of these taxes, unlike in other jurisdictions and, even among us, other
economic operators are remunerated by the Tax Authority (e.g. on pledges made at the
request of the Tax Authority), which means that Navigator internalises and fully bears the
costs inherent to collecting these taxes in favour of the State.
It is also important to cite the increase in the "labour tax rate" indicator (2020: 38.47%
(2019: 26.96%), corresponding to the ratio between tax on labour resources (Social Security
contributions by both the company and employees and Personal Income Tax [IRS]
withholdings on revenue from employed work) and pre-tax profit. In order to determine this
information, there were also €9.3 million in Social Security contributions payable by
employees (2019: €9.5 million) and €21.5 million in Individual Income Tax (IRS)
withholdings (2019: €27.7 million), mainly on wages and salaries.
As for the geographic distribution in Portugal of taxes levied on a territorial basis ("derrama
municipal" [municipal surcharge], IMI [municipal property tax], IMT [municipal real estate
transfer tax] and other municipal taxes), the Group has the greatest presence in the regions
of Setúbal, Figueira da Foz, Vila Velha de Ródão and Aveiro, with taxes of €2 million, €1
million, €0.32 million and €0.28 million, respectively.
The Tax Footprint report is particularly important for the Group in an effort to digitise the tax
function, the reliability of tax information in order to comply with reporting and tax
obligations, as well as insofar as it aggregates the compilation and analysis of the key
indicators concerning the multiplicity of taxes borne and collected in favour of the State and
the Group's significant contribution to public revenue in Portugal.
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Finally, in the context of compliance with country-by-country tax reporting obligations
presented by the Group, it is evidenced that in 2019 the Group paid 95.95% of the Corporate
Income Tax (IRC) incurred (2018: 92.93% 2017: 93.78%) in Portugal, in the 16 (2018: 18,
2017: 17) jurisdictions where the Group is represented therein by a local company, which
demonstrates that income tax is primarly paid in Portugal.

Navigator's value to the Portuguese economy
The Navigator Company received the "2020 Exporting and Internationalisation
Award” in the category of "Large Enterprises and Services". This acknowledges
the company’s value to Portugal and the Portuguese economy.
In the framework of the pandemic which marked practically all of 2020, the
gradual rebound of the domestic economy was also due in large part to
companies’ export capacity and focus on internationalisation. If we add to the
equation the need for sustainable development models – based on raw materials
which are natural, renewable, recyclable and biodegradable – Navigator is
positioned at the cutting edge.
The “Exporting and Internationalisation Awards” are an initiative of Novo Banco
and Jornal de Negócios, aimed at recognising and promoting the success of
Portuguese companies in exporting and internationalising their business.

2.9. Risk management
The Company regards Risk Management as a core process in its business activities. A
permanent risk management monitoring system is therefore in place in The Navigator
Company Group, involving all organisational units, the Risk Management Division (DGR) and
the Supervisory Board.
This system is based on a systematic and explicit assessment of business
organisational divisions in The Navigator Company Group and identification
controls in place in all business processes. This basis will allow the Company to
evaluate the adequacy of its internal control system for the risks perceived to
critical at each moment.

risks by all
of the main
permanently
be the most

As part of this periodic assessment, an annual internal audit programme has been instituted,
to be implemented by DGR in conjunction with each division involved, to monitor and
evaluate the appropriateness of the internal control system to the perceived risks and to help
the organisation to implement programmes to improve this system.
This risk governance system is headed by the Audit Board and the Board of Directors.
The Navigator Company Group has therefore identified a variety of economic, financial and
legal risks to which it is exposed in the course of its business, and a selection of these risks
is shown below:
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RISK (non-exhaustive
selection)

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Industrial workplace accidents

Risk of the occurrence of accidents at work potentially resulting in
injuries, disability or fatalities.

Increase in transport costs

Risk of increase in pulp, paper or tissue transport costs, which may
result in a reduction in sales margins or the need to increase prices
charged to customers.

Higher demand for raw materials
(wood)

Risk associated with an increase in demand for raw material (wood)
due to competitors expanding their capacity, triggering an increase
in wood prices and a consequent increase in production costs.

Foreign exchange

Risk of variation in the exchange rate between the Euro and other
currencies, which may significantly affect the Group's results, either
through revenues (sales) or costs (purchases).

Cybersecurity Flaws

Risk associated with security flaws in the Company's IT systems
that allow undue or illicit activities by third parties resulting in
losses for the Company.

Environmental consequences of
operations

Risk of occurrences with adverse environmental consequences,
directly or indirectly attributed to industrial activities, potentially
resulting in a breach of environmental legislation or customer and
stakeholder dissatisfaction, namely as regards the local community.

Forest damage

Risk of forest damage resulting from natural or man-made causes,
which may jeopardise the quantity of raw material needed for the
Group's activities and consequently lead to increased costs or loss
of revenues.

Energy business less competitive
due to regulatory issues

Risk of less competitive terms for power sales caused to a certain
extent by the regulatory environment; volatility in the regulation of
the sector may lead to sudden loss (total or partial) of the
contribution from this business to the Group's profitability.

Reduction in paper demand due
to technological substitution

Risk associated with a reduction in demand for the products sold by
the Group, which may result in a significant reduction in sales.

Failure in wood supplies

Risk of failure in wood supplies, which may result in production
stoppages and consequent increase in costs or lost revenues.

Equipment failures

Risk of failure in production equipment, which may result in
production stoppages and consequent increase in costs or lost
revenues.

Data security failures

Risk of failures in data security relating to the confidentiality,
availability and integrity of data over the process of acquisition,
processing, communication, storage and destruction, potentially
leading to information losses/leaks, fraud, discontinuity of
operations.

Shortage of certified raw material

Risk associated with inability to obtain certified raw material,
potentially resulting in a loss of value in end product and
consequently in sales values.
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RISK (non-exhaustive
selection)

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Fraud

Risk of fraud in processes involving movements in funds/valuables,
causing losses to the Group.

Non-compliance with legislation
and regulations

Risk of non-compliance with legislation on tax, employment,
environmental, accounting and/or other matters or with industry
regulations. Non-compliance with accounting standards.

Irregularities in purchases and
payments

Risk of inefficient or inappropriate processes in purchases of
materials and services critical for the business, resulting in items
being out of stock, financial losses, non-performance by and in
relation to suppliers or occurrence of situations of fraud.

Occurrence of fires or natural
disasters

Risk of loss of assets or even personal injury due to fires or other
natural phenomena.

Loss of new
business/product/process
opportunities

Risk of failing to capture opportunities to develop new business,
products or processes due to ineffective R&D or technology
scouting.

Loss of forestry yields

Risk of not being able to achieve full production potential of the
season due to failure to apply best available forestry practices.

Losses on client credit

Risk of credit granted to clients, which may result in uncollectable
debts and a consequent increase in costs.

Paper pulp price

Risk associated with pulp price fluctuations, which may result in
losses for the Group.

Product quality

Risk associated with product quality, potentially resulting in
consumer dissatisfaction and a consequent drop in sales and lost
revenues.

Reduction in paper price

Risk of pressure of competition, which may result in a drop in sales
or reduction of market share.

Environmental restrictions on
industrial production

Risk of environmental restrictions on industrial production, which
may result in changes being required in the production process,
thereby increasing costs.

Legal restrictions on forestry
production

Risk of legal restrictions being imposed on forestry production,
which may result in a reduction in raw material output and a
consequent increase in acquisition costs.

Legal restrictions on paper
imports

Risk of restriction on paper imports in producer countries through
the erection of customs barriers, potentially resulting in a reduction
in sales.

Inadequate sourcing

Risk of inefficiency in management of relationship with critical
suppliers for the business, or over-dependence on these supplies,
compromising the quality of services provided, limiting Group
operations or potentially leading to operational inefficiencies.
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RISK (non-exhaustive
selection)

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Sustainability of forestry
operations

Risk of compromising the future operations of the organisation or
of local society and the business community, in general, due to
overuse or irrational use of the natural resources involved in
forestry operations.

Sustainability of industrial
operations

Risk of soil contamination or excess atmospheric emissions of
noxious gases, resulting directly or indirectly from the process of
supply, sanitation or processing of solid urban waste (e.g.
accidents, breakdowns, techniques used) or from natural causes
such as floods or droughts at intake points or serious pollution
accidents.

Variation in energy prices

Risks associated with changes in the purchase and sale price of
energy, resulting in additional costs and lost revenues.

Many of the risk factors identified are beyond The Navigator Company Group's control,
especially in the case of market factors which can have a fundamental and negative effect on
the market price of the Company’s shares, irrespective of the Group’s operational and
financial performance.
The risks brought about by climate change not directly listed in this table are actually present
in many of the risks described herein. In fact, and because these risks are, under our risk
management structure, directly linked to Navigator's business processes, with mitigation
controls described and subject to monitoring, climate change appears to be spread across
multiple fronts. For example, obviously the loss of forest productivity, forest damage or the
risk of fires to a large extent derive from drought or other factors; the sustainability of
industrial activity or the risk of environmental restrictions on industrial production derive in
part from the issues of (de)carbonisation of economies, which Navigator intends to anticipate
and which are addressed extensively in other sections of this report.
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3. ENGAGEMENT WITH STAKEHOLDERS

3.1. Our team
People are a key asset in Navigator's present and future. The challenges overcome in 2020
are proof that the Company's human resources policy is based on support for its employees.
With everyone's protection as a priority, the preparation and implementation of the Covid-19
Contingency Plan, as of 28 February, across the entire operation, demonstrates Navigator's
capacity for organisation, resilience and team spirit.
In order to make the plan operational, a governance system was created with the
participation of those responsible for industrial, forestry, commercial, purchasing, human
resources management, internal and external communication, health and safety at work,
occupational medicine and facility management areas. A Crisis Management Office (GGC)
was also formed, with the mission of monitoring the evolution of the pandemic on a daily
basis, defining measures to protect employees and ensure business continuity.
Without forgetting the commitment to enhancing the value of Navigator's human capital,
training plans were reviewed and adjusted in order to maintain the implementation of
planned training activities. Employer Branding activities were also maintained, and the
Company had a presence at 12 fairs (most of which were adapted for digital format) to
increase its awareness among leading universities and polytechnics and the attractiveness of
the brand for recruitment, having made 2,935 contacts.
The pandemic-related slowdown in recruitment led to the delay of some replacements in
2020, resulting in a marginal reduction in headcount from 3,278 to 3,232, with most of these
positions being filled in 2021.
Employees
Forestry
Industrial
Commercial
Support
Total
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Portugal
195
2,510
145
177
3,027

Mozambique
126

126

Rest of World
7
10
62
0
79

Total
328
2,520
207
177
3,232
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National distribution
Aveiro Industrial Complex
Setúbal Industrial Complex
Figueira da Foz Industrial Complex
Vila Velha de Ródão Industrial Complex
Lisboa
Viveiros Aliança
Total

520
1,137
1,003
235
123
9
3,027

Total employees by gender

529

(16%)

2703

(84%)

Women
Mulheres

Men
Women

Men
Homens

Middle and senior management*
2018
2019
72%
70%
28%
30%

2020
68%
32%

* Data without Mozambique employees

Distribution by age*
2018

2019

2020

Under 30 years old

12%

11%

10%

Between 30 and 50 years old

56%

56%

60%

Over 50 years old

32%

33%

30%

* Data without Mozambique employees
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Gifts for Length of Service and Recognition
In 2020, 132 Company employees were honoured for celebrating 30 years at
the Company, 32 for reaching 15 years and two for being with the Company for
50 years. All are part of the history of the companies that led to the formation of
The Navigator Company, from forestry and industrial operations to research and
sales. In 1990, pulp production in Aveiro and Setúbal was in the hands of
Portucel, Inapa S.A. produced paper in Setúbal and Soporcel was responsible for
pulp production in Figueira da Foz. In 2005, these companies were already part
of the Portucel Soporcel group. Since it was impossible (due to Covid-19) to
conduct a gift delivery event like in other years, these items were delivered in
person by the manager, with a personalised letter from the CEO and a silkscreen print, with his presentation being publicised through the Company's
internal communication resources.

Safety and Health
The timely development of the Covid-19 Contingency Plan and its swift implementation kept
the conditions for the spread of the virus under control and ensured the functioning of
essential services, preparing the resumption of normal activities as quickly and safely as
possible. This plan was revised on multiple occasions to respond to the evolving pandemic
situation in light of the knowledge acquired in the meantime.
Among the many measures implemented, Navigator installed thermal cameras and noncontact thermometers at the industrial complexes' entrances and created 14 isolation points
distributed throughout the various facilities for suspected cases. Navigator carried out
screening tests at no cost to employees, and the medical posts at the Aveiro, Figueira da Foz
and Setúbal sites became available to provide a permanent Covid-19 counselling service for
people in quarantine, teleworking or in the workplace. In addition, a psychological support
line was created to help deal with anxiety and stress; and also, a human resources support
line to clarify doubts about leave situations, assistance for children under 12 years of age,
quarantines and other issues.
Meetings started to be held remotely and teleworking was adopted whenever possible. The
capacity of the central canteens was reduced by a half, with seating arranged in zigzag
fashion. Meals ordered out or brought from home had to be taken to work stations.
All unused facilities were closed and hygiene measures and cleaning services were
reinforced, with twice weekly disinfection of the areas for receiving raw materials, packaging
and dispatch, as well as external spaces frequented by vehicles and footpaths. In addition to
the individual distribution of disinfectant solution, the installation of alcohol gel dispensers
and individual protection masks was implemented, with receptionists and security guards
who interact directly with people from outside receiving protection kits with gloves, masks
and goggles.
Visits to Navigator's premises were suspended and external staff from permanent service
providers, were given a contactless access card which, in addition to activating the turnstiles,
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is also valid as a time clock. Loading and unloading operations are now carried out in such a
way that drivers always remain inside the cabs or at a distance of at least 3 metres from
Company staff.
Throughout 2020 intranet content was developed to inform, alert and advise on the best
practices and rules to follow to avoid spread.
October was a month dedicated to health, namely to the theme of sleep, in which the
Occupational Health team had the opportunity in the field to address this issue that is so
important for everyone, especially in the current pandemic context.

Items distributed for Covid-19 protection
877,897 personal protective masks
89,777 pairs of gloves
1,667 protective suits
360 glasses
249 visors
814 litres of alcohol gel
8,041 litres of skin disinfectant
6,305 litres of surface disinfectant

Given the increased importance of controlling the access of external staff, this year Navigator
developed a platform called EASYGATE, which was launched in September and allows
services providers, technical visits or clients to request advance access to the Company's
industrial and forestry areas.
In the same month, the Company launched an online consultation on Occupational Safety
and Health (OSH) to evaluate issues such as management's concern with Health & Safety,
knowledge of workplace risks, adequacy of individual protection equipment, the need for
more safety training and disclosure of actions arising from incidents. The consultation
allowed new measures to be integrated in the OSH strategy for 2021-23.
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Better workstations
As planned, the “Projeto Ergonomia” (Ergonomics Project) in Setúbal
implemented various improvements in 2020 for workstations in the processing
areas (packer, RW's, pallet turnaround and cutting machine) and delivered
improvements in three other areas of production and paper (recoilers, winders
and chucks).
It is planned to extend this project to all industrial and forestry sites in 2021 due
to the good results obtained and the large and committed participation of all
employees involved.
The use of exoskeletons to improve posture and prevent musculoskeletal
injuries, especially in repetitive tasks, is still under study, with pilot actions
being carried out in the different industrial complexes.

Training
Due to the restrictions associated with Covid-19, some essential training activities had to be
suspended and this area had to be creative and adapt its model to new formats. To avoid
crowding situations in the classroom, the training plans for 2020 were revised, with the
reinforcement of online training carried out through the existing Learning Center portal and
the implementation of webinar courses, with connection to the Zoom and Teams digital
platforms, as well as filmed courses for those who could not attend the live streaming.
Despite the decrease of about 40% in the total number of hours delivered in 2020 compared
to previous years, the planned internal training was almost all carried out, particularly for the
technical and safety areas, with the reduction affecting essentially external training.
The use of the Learning Center has greatly increased and access to the portal has been
adapted to provide training in e-learning formats to external providers, namely mandatory
safety training, thus avoiding the need to carry out the necessary training in person by
accessing the industrial complexes. External providers are now trained online in advance,
with a final assessment and automatic certificate, which allows them to confirm their
qualifications in the access control system.

6,466 individual sessions of e-learning training (42% of the total)
1,229 individual sessions in 79 webinar training sessions (8% of the total)
4,157 individual sessions of training for external individuals and visitors
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Navigator Training*
No. of courses
Individual sessions

2018

2019

2020

583

588

551

15,040

12,189

15,362

Hours of training

213,852 229,186 135,787

Hours of internal training

160,223 165,343 113,974

% internal training
No. of employees involved
% of employees involved
No. of hours per employee

75%

72%

84%

3,129

3,111

2,753

96%

95%

85%

65

70

42

* Data on total training provided

3.2. Our clients
Navigator's commercial efforts in a year as difficult as 2020 resulted in one of the Company's
largest gains in half-year market share (up 1.2% in Europe and 2.2% among its European
competitors in total markets), allowing the Company to operate at full productive capacity,
with production rates and an order book vastly superior to those of its European competitors.
Despite all the restrictions, Navigator's sales department maintained its good record of
attracting new clients in Europe in 2020, with more than 82, a record for the last six years.
In the remaining markets, the year closed with the initial objective of gaining 40 new
customers surpassed.
The launch of a set of initiatives in support of distributors and their sales forces at the end of
the second quarter to combat the decline in sales caused globally by the pandemic
contributed greatly to these resilient results. These initiatives, called "Together for the Win",
involved more than 1,200 registered users from among 82 clients – direct distribution
clients, direct processing or printing clients and end clients – and allowed Navigator to
achieve the best possible result for the entire value chain it operates with its papers.
Navigator positions the price of its products above the competition, in line with its strategy of
focusing on selling premium products, allowing it to capture and maximise value for the
Company and its partners.
On the other hand, the Company sought to respond to the specific demands of various
channels, including retail, which benefited from growth driven by teleworking and lockdown.
For example, in the United Kingdom, Navigator's products have been placed in Tesco and
Wilco, two leading retail chains. At a time when several end uses for paper, such as
magazines, newspapers, etc. are switching to digital formats, being able to conquer territory
previously belonging to the competition serves as a source of great pride for the commercial
team and establishes a benchmark for other European teams.
Sales of Navigator products on Amazon or on other online channels used by several of our
partners have also benefited positively from this teleworking movement.
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Also, recent products, such as paper that is converted for the production of bags, inkjet
printing reels and high grammage papers, despite not accounting for a major part of the
Company's portfolio (about 3% of volume), increased their sales volume versus the previous
year, thereby underscoring the clear attractiveness of these segments.
Sale of new products in Europe
2018

2019

2020

Variação
2019-20

High grammage

6,894

8,481

9,966

18%

Inkjet printing

4,188

4,524

6,684

48%

Sack paper

5,067

7,262

10,572

46%

16,149

20,267

27,222

34%

(Valores em toneladas)

Total

Markets outside Europe also experienced a period of business paralysis due to the pandemic,
which affected up to 70% of international sales volume in the first months. However,
Navigator's focus on further diversification of its geographical base has made it possible to
reach 131 countries by 2020. In the first half of the year, Navigator also opened a new
subsidiary in Cairo (Egypt) and a new sales office in Lagos (Nigeria).
Another challenge overcome was that of the flow of payments and credit. Although, like most
companies, Navigator experienced a direct impact on its cash flow, with late payments in the
first few months, the Company nonetheless managed to resolve all outstanding cases by
year end, with no record of any serious cases of bad debts.

Geographical distribution of paper sales
(volume)
59%

41%
Europa
Europe

Resto
mundo
Rest do
of world

3.3. Our suppliers
The year 2020 was greatly affected by the strong global impact that the Covid-19 pandemic
had on markets, leading to a significant reduction in demand in some of the raw materials
purchased by The Navigator Company.
Despite this strong pressure, Navigator's supplier base remained resilient and unchanged,
demonstrating the robustness of the Company's supplier selection and management policy.
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Throughout 2020, the Company's partners exhibited great adaptability to an unexpected
adverse situation, reacting positively to demand contraction and adjusting their offerings to
the new reality.
Navigator's strong knowledge of the markets and their dynamics, along with the
implementation of trading strategies adapted to pandemic-driven changes, made it possible
to reverse the price increases which had been occurring up to the end of 2019. It was also
possible to reduce the purchase prices of chemicals and packaging materials by 7%.
Accordingly, it is worth highlighting the optimisation project for packaging materials,
launched in 2019, which was fully implemented in 2020 and allowed a 6% decrease in the
purchase prices of these materials compared to 2019.
In order to optimise inventories and cash flow, priority was also given in 2020 to
strengthening Navigator's stock management processes, resulting in a significant 37%
reduction in inventories of chemical raw materials and 7.1% in spare parts inventories.

3.4. Logistics
In 2020, outbound logistics handled approximately 2 million tonnes (paper, pulp and tissue),
of which around 1.8 million tonnes were in primary transport, carried out between
Navigator's mills and clients in more than 130 countries and approximately 3,800 delivery
points, as well as around 160,000 tonnes in secondary transport between logistical platforms
in Europe and the US and clients.
Of the primary transport volume in the paper business, about 64% was shipped by sea and
36% by road, and much of the volume transported by sea was moved from the mills to port
by rail. With respect to pulp activity, maritime transport accounted for approximately 84%,
while the remainder was carried out through road transport. About 7% of tissue was shipped
by sea and 93% by road. Overall, The Navigator Company continues to be the largest
exporter of containerised cargo in Portugal, estimating to have represented about 6% of this
cargo exported by national ports.
In 2020, operational efficiency projects and, consequently, cost optimisation projects were
developed, which enabled the defined objectives to be met, despite the context of an
unfavourable transport market. Opportunities for efficiency have also been developed in road
transport, consolidation of rail projects to move containers to the port of Sines and a focus
on short sea services, which are more beneficial in terms of cost and CO 2 emissions when
compared to road transport.
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Continued investment in rail transport
Navigator progressed in 2020 with an increase in container transport volumes
over its railway branches at the Setúbal and Figueira da Foz factories. This
project was developed in partnership with one of the largest maritime shipowners, which, as a complement to the capacity of the Granja do Ulmeiro and
Setúbal railway terminals, made available the resources of one of its
subsidiaries. The environmental gains – with a reduction in CO2 emissions –, as
well as those in terms of logistics and costs, are evident.

3.5. Social Responsibility
Involvement with the community and creation of value for society are the cornerstones of
Navigator's Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) policy. It is based on cooperation and
dialogue and on sharing knowledge and resources in order to involve local communities and
to promote best forestry and environmental practices.
The pandemic context of the year 2020 has changed everyone's lives and tested the
resilience of organisations and people. And because the safety and health of its employees
and stakeholders were Navigator's priority, strengthening support for the community quickly
became imperative.
From the earliest moments of the state of emergency, Navigator was in the field, starting
with the supply, in partnership with Altri, of digital radiology equipment to the Figueira da
Foz District Hospital, making it possible to perform radiological exams with infected patients
without having to go directly to the radiology department, thereby reducing diagnosis time.
The Company supplied masks, gloves, goggles and protective suits to hospitals in Setúbal,
Aveiro, Baixo Vouga (Aveiro) and Barreiro Montijo. And also to the Aveiro Family Health Unit
and the Social Action Centre of the Municipality of Ílhavo.
And, at a time when all food services were closed, community support was also provided
outside the factories to the lumber drivers with the distribution of meal kits.

Support in the form of paper
Paper donations are one of Navigator's lines of action, but they took on special importance
this year. At a time when many children are physically separated from their schools, the
Company did not want the neediest children to have their learning affected by any lack of
materials, so it provided reams of its Navigator Students paper free of charge. In an action
coordinated with 34 parish councils of the municipalities where it has industrial complexes,
3,600 primary school children were identified and received this donation to assist with
remote learning.
Among the various entities included in the programme of support and donations, worth
mentioning is Santa Casa da Misericórdia of Vila Velha de Ródão, which Navigator supports
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with a regular supply of tissue paper, received an increase in this assistance, in addition to
an extra donation of printing and writing paper.
Navigator also joined the "Soldiers of Paper" campaign, in partnership with the distributor
VASP and the advertising agency FCBLisboa, distributing 100,000 paper bags with messages
of hope to 4,000 newspaper and magazine outlets in order to be given away and to inspire
their customers. The aim of these actions, which also included offering reams of paper to
1,500 kiosks, was to thank those who continued to keep their doors open so that people
could maintain access to information.

30,000 paper bags for visitors
to the 90th edition of the Lisbon Book Fair
This is the second consecutive year that the Company is a partner for the event,
offering these paper bags created especially for the fair, along with the
commitment to protect the environment and appeal to the importance of
reducing its ecological footprint and adopting attitudes that safeguard the future
of the planet.
Paper is a natural, renewable, recyclable and fully biodegradable medium, and
the modern pulp and paper industry uses wood from trees planted specifically
for this purpose in forests managed according to strict environmental standards.
Therefore, the use of paper also encourages the planting of trees and
contributes to the sustainability of the forest.

Keep in touch
Against the backdrop of social distancing brought on by the Covid-19 pandemic,
Navigator created the website www.navigator-keepintouch.com to help maintain
and strengthen connections between family and friends. On the site, people
could write personalised messages, which Navigator would then print and deliver
on paper to recipients free of charge. The campaign reached its high point on
Mother's Day, May 3, in the middle of the lockdown. This "Keep in Touch"
concept also includes a set of four videos, available on the website, in order to
inspire and bring hope for change.
At Christmas, Navigator teamed up with CTT on a similar concept, creating the
"Estamos Próximos" (We're Close) campaign, which offered 15,000 paper
postcards and respective mailings, with direct delivery to the recipient's address
in Portugal.
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Planting and reforesting
The assignment of plants to reforestation activities is a common practice at
Navigator. In 2020, the partnership with two municipalities is noteworthy, which
resulted in support with 4,878 plants, an offering valued at €16,234.
The Municipality of Figueira da Foz received 300 Metrosideros trees for the
rehabilitation of the southern part of the same municipality, namely the recovery
of dune areas, sea fronts and picnic parks. Also received were 4,200 common
oaks, strawberry trees, cluster pines and European walnuts as part of an
initiative featuring indigenous forests.
The Municipality of Setúbal received 378 plants and trees of various species for
the reforestation of four hectares at the Quinta da Amizade Urban Park.

"Produtores Florestais" (Forestry Producers): support for the rural world
The Navigator Company's commitment to strengthening close relations with stakeholders
continued in 2020 through a number of communication channels. And this assumed greater
relevance in a year when the ongoing health emergency dictated physical distance and
limited actions in the field.
The year 2020 also witnessed the launch of the "Produtores Florestais" project, through
which The Navigator Company aims to help create a community where forestry expertise and
technical know-how can be shared in order to encourage communication between all those
professionally involved in forestry or who derive income from it.
The
project
includes
a
bimonthly
magazine,
in
print,
a
website
(www.produtoresflorestais.pt), social networks and events, and is governed by the desire to
bring together a community whose common denominator is the forest, through the sharing
of knowledge and experience, stimulating the values of good management and sustainable
production.
The actions on the ground, involving training, communication and raising awareness for a
better and healthier forest, moved forward in 2020, albeit not at full pace due to the
pandemic. They will resume their normal implementation as soon as conditions permit.
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Magazine
30,000 copies
25,810 subscribers
1,132 downloads on the website (digital format)
Website (www.produtoresflorestais.pt)
11,507 visitors
Social networks
3,317 Facebook followers
1,179 Instagram followers
Ativations
2 (7 events cancelled due to the pandemic)

My Planet: we are not alone at home
In 2020, the My Planet project reformulated its magazine with a larger format and more
pages. It reinforced existing partnerships in the scope of supporting actions corresponding to
tree planting or beach cleaning, but in the event of impossibility of maintaining actions in the
field due to lockdown, Navigator invested in the website and social networks in order to
develop proximity.
Thus, the movement #NotAloneAtHome was created, challenging followers to contribute to
mitigating social isolation by sharing inspiration, experiences, knowledge and tips with the
community.
In addition to the videos submitted by the public, additional content was created, including
55 videos created internally, including many useful pieces of advice for staying active during
the lockdown. From stretches to avoid muscle pain caused by sedentary lifestyles or posture
when teleworking, to the best foods to combat any stress and anxiety associated with the
challenging times in which we are living, to workshops that teach how to create art on paper.
And because we have spent more time at home but the natural world was unaffected, My
Planet also created videos in which a forestry engineer spoke about the species living in the
Portuguese forest.
Combining the My Planet project's environmental responsibility with sustainable paper
production by The Navigator Company, a partnership was also established with Refood
Almada, offering paper bags for the distribution of meals and replacing plastic bags.
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Magazine
12,568 subscribers
Website (www.myplanet.pt)
66,937 visitors
Social networks
18,180 Facebook followers
7,180 Instagram followers

“Dá a Mão à Floresta” (“Give the Forest a Hand”):
entertained by thinking about nature
The “Dá a Mão à Floresta” project, aimed at children, also committed to bolstering contact
with their community, while helping parents and teachers to entertain kids and keep them
physically and mentally active.
This project, whose mission is to contribute to the environmental education of children,
putting them in contact with the natural world and the forest, kicked off the year with new
animated characters. Nádia and Vasco are the main characters, but they are not alone in the
adventure of guiding the younger ones through areas such as sustainability, the importance
of rural life or biodiversity. They have the help of teacher Patrícia, fireman Bruno, scientist
Cíntia, journalist Joca, forest ranger Gustavo, beekeeper Alice, farmer Agostinho, and even
the dog Sebastião and the cat Renata.
The new “Dá a Mão à Floresta” “family" aims to create bonds by identification with children,
helping them to learn and internalise the need to value and respect nature and the forest.
The project's new website was also born in 2020, where there are not only articles about the
value of the forest, but also jokes and riddles, crafts activities, interactive games and
cartoons.
And this was also the year that “Dá a Mão à Floresta” joined the social network TikTok, with
great success. Combining Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and the print magazine, Navigator
was well positioned to help study, learn, and spend the extra time at home called upon in
2020. Cartoon episodes, videos with children's stories, concerts, educational workshops and
gymnastics classes, as well as interactive games and quizzes, were created.
During the state of emergency, Navigator offered subscribers to the magazine “Dá a Mão à
Floresta” various supplements, including a book of cards with activities to support the
subjects taught in the 1st cycle of basic education.
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“Dá a Mão à Floresta” promoted educational initiatives
aimed at young people, creatively occupying their time
and encouraging them to protect and appreciate
the national forest.

Magazine
11,902 subscribers
Website (www.daamaoafloresta.pt)
140,926 visitors
Social networks
41,981 TikTok followers
28,981 Facebook followers
10,540 Instagram followers

In a year marked by pandemic-driven restrictions,
community visits to the mills were naturally limited,
and Navigator welcomed 603 people in 29 visits,
which have since been suspended.
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4. STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

4.1. Forestry
The year 2020, with all its particularities, will go down in the history of Navigator's forestry
operations for record-setting reforestation over recent decades, with a total of 3,767
hectares of woodlands generated.
The Company intends to lead by example within the European strategy for decarbonisation,
combating climate change, defending biodiversity and economic recovery, through the
planting of a more resilient, productive forest, an essential carbon sink, with intervention in
the protection of soil, water and ecosystem services.
From the North to the South of the country, the total area managed decreased this year by
less than 1%, totalling 107,370 hectares (55% owned and the remainder leased), mainly
due to lease agreements that came to an end and were not immediately renewed.

Hectares reforested in managed areas in Portugal
2016 – 1,809 ha
2017 – 2,257 ha
2018 – 2,548 ha
2019 – 3,141 ha
2020 – 3,767 ha

NAVIGATOR FOREST IN PORTUGAL IN 2020
107,370 ha - Total area managed (899 ha less than 2019)
79,166 ha - Eucalyptus (74% of total 1,167 ha less than 2019)
3,403 ha - Pine and other softwoods (3.2% of total and 60 ha less than 2019)
3,925 ha - Cork oak (3.6% of total 35 ha more than 2019)
2,241 ha - Other arable species (2.1% of total 125 ha more than 2019)
1,609 ha – Agricultural activity (1.5% of total and 180 ha less than 2019)
7,922 ha - Protection paths and firebreaks (7.4% of total and 167 ha more than 2019)
822 ha - Infrastructure and construction (0.7%, 48 ha more than 2019)
8,284 ha - Other uses (7.7%)
11,923 ha - Areas of conservation interest (11% of total,
including 4,162 ha of Natura 2000 Network)
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In terms of harvesting activity, the Company's forecast was higher at the beginning of the
year. The volume of wood had to be reduced due to the adjustment of the entire supply
chain, caused by the temporary shutdown of production of some paper machines during the
first half of the year, in the first phase of overall lockdown.
These constraints have required Navigator to make efforts to strike a balance by reducing
harvesting activity without compromising the work of the service providers who carry out the
logging. The Company even faced significant logistical challenges due to the closure of
restaurants and hotels that usually support work in the field. Thus, meal kits were distributed
to the timber transport drivers outside the industrial complexes.
The second half of the year saw a return to the normal pace of activity, which allowed the
Company to maintain its role as the driving force of the rural economy, as the year only
ended with a decrease of around three percent in direct investment in the value chain: €32.4
million, compared to €33.6 million distributed across the districts of Portugal in the previous
year.
This wealth was distributed among the landowners who allow Navigator to use their land, the
services providers who cultivate and maintain these holdings, those who cut the stands and
those who transport timber. For leasing alone (paid to 2,469 owners), Navigator paid €7.7
million. Meanwhile, almost €9.6 million was paid to providers of forestry services, €8 million
to operating suppliers and €7.1 million to transport suppliers.

Suppliers involved
Total
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Investment in the national value chain by district
(Amounts in euros)
Total 32.4 M (33.6 M in 2019)

District

2019

2020

Aveiro

1,239,244

1,558,506

Beja

4,816,153

3,638,112

699,069

316,848

18,420

128,029

Castelo Branco

4,068,624

3,198,556

Coimbra

3,572,727

3,956,497

Évora

1,517,843

2,228,303

Faro

2,160,429

2,453,025

0

0

Braga
Bragança

Guarda
Leiria

502,886

265,303

Lisboa

1,078,190

297,770

Portalegre

1,706,922

1,148,908

Porto

2,167,282

2,010,447

Santarém

5,902,293

8,403,451

Setúbal

2,206,930

1,182,667

462,866

699,253

17,630

63,033

1,452,500

837,260

33,590,008

32,385,967

Viana do Castelo
Vila Real
Viseu
TOTAL
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“Replantar” (“Replanting”) programme: more and better forest
As part of its efforts to continuously improve the Portuguese forest – which
Navigator carries out through its R&D area, the improved plants it produces at
its nurseries and under initiatives such as CELPA's “Projeto Melhor Eucalipto”
(Better Eucalyptus Project) –, in 2020 the Company began testing under its
"Replantar" pilot programme.
The project complements the "Programa Limpa & Aduba" (Clear and Fertilise
Programme), which in 2019 and 2020 involved around 12,300 hectares of
smallholders. If it were not for this Programme, this area, which spans plots
from the Minho to the Algarve, would have no vegetation control whatsoever.
This support for third parties, offering fertiliser to landowners who clean up their
land, garnered an investment in 2020 of €1,110,075 from Navigator alone.
This time, "Replantar" is dedicated to lower-productivity stands, with CELPA
assuming part of the cost of the replanting project, which aims for this wood to
one day be available to the industry. The project started with a survey of land in
three regions (357 hectares, representing 574 individual plots), with Navigator's
technicians recommending the plants to be used and checking the quality of the
forestry project and fertilisation.
In 2021, this area will be reforested, the final formulation of the programme will
be closed with the definition in terms of support to be given to landowners and,
finally, the programme will be extended to the entire country.

"Programa Limpa & Aduba" 2019/2020
12,300 hectares affected
1,771 producers supported
€1,110,075 of Navigator investment
"Replantar" pilot programme
357 hectares surveyed
574 individual parcels

Wood supplies – Biomass – Logistics – Land leasing
In the wood supplies activity, of the total volume delivered to our mills in 2020, the year of
Covid-19 and therefore atypical in terms of supply volume, around 25% came from imports
(Spain, Brazil and Uruguay) in roundwood and woodchips.
The pandemic's impact required measures to be taken to reduce wood supplies, specifically
between April and June, necessitating an overall reduction in volume of around 15%
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compared to 2019. Despite the impacts and measures resulting from Covid-19, Navigator
was able to ensure regular activity with all its suppliers, implementing complementary
programmes, including more immediate payments, contributing to greater flexibility in terms
of cash flow at a critical time, and also integrating challenges through the optimisation and
qualification of suppliers, among other initiatives.
In order to handle the total volume of supplies to our industrial complexes from Portugal and
Spain, in addition to direct deliveries to mills, Navigator has a network of logistics parks
located in northern Portugal and Spain-Galicia, which act as points of delivery for Portuguese
suppliers located away from the mills and for those in Galicia, where the wood is
subsequently moved by rail to the mills.
In Biomass activity, the new biomass boiler at the Figueira da Foz mill went into operation in
2020, involving additional purchases of forest waste on the domestic market of over 200,000
tonnes/year. This new boiler, which complements the existing ones in Aveiro and Setúbal,
represents an increase of around 60% in Navigator's needs.
In the highly complex logistics activity, it was possible to ensure activity to all
suppliers/transporters, having been adjusted to the dynamics of logistics flows due to the
reduction of imports from outside the Iberian Peninsula during the second half of 2020. Rail
transport remained normal throughout 2020 in Portugal and from Spain-Galicia to Portugal;
maritime transport declines due to the decrease in imports and logistics parks ensured
regular activities.
In land leasing activity, for both Portugal and Spain, the pandemic situation generated
contractual difficulties, not allowing for regular activity with the owners. Despite these
impacts and greater competition from land leased for other uses, overall results were
achieved, with the leasing of over 1,000 hectares of land in Spain-Galicia.
To support its entire wood supplies activity, Navigator has a base of about 350
suppliers/transporters.
To complement the supply, logistics and land leasing activity, projects were started and
developed in all areas in 2020. From wood supplies with a new commercial strategy; to
logistics, with initiatives for greater efficiency (cost/service) for timber transport (railway and
nearby ports receiving roundwood, which did not happen in the past); increase of GPS in
supplier vehicles to shorten point-to-point distances; receiving of wood from Brazil at 6
metres and cut to 3 metres at the port (logistical optimisation in transport); biomass with
the opening of parks to better support the needs of the new boiler at the Figueira da Foz
plant; to land leasing, with the implementation of innovative projects, aggregating areas in a
"forest mosaic" to be implemented.
Beyond these projects is a commitment, integrated into the Company's strategy, to reduce
fixed costs, and the continued concern with safety.
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Origin of wood
2020

(In m )
3

% of the total
Total

% certified
74%

3,799,000
594,000

16%

100%

National market

2,321,000

61%

61%

Spanish market

493,000

13%

94%

Extra-Iberian import

391,000

10%

69%

Own forests

Timber transport in 2020
11%

13%

76%

Road
Rodoviário

Rail
Ferroviário

Maritime
Marítimo

Certification
Continuing with Navigator's commitment to encouraging domestic producers to certify their
raw materials and to increasing the amount of certified wood entering its industrial
complexes, by 2020 this figure had risen from 72% to 74%, counting imports.
Navigator has had its management model certified since 2007 and thanks to the good
practices employed, the wood produced in its own areas or under its responsibility is 100%
certified under FSC® and PEFC™ systems.
Although Portugal still has a small presence in the total area with certified forest
management (about 14% of the total), the Company continues to value the purchase of
domestic certified wood, which allowed it to reach 61% (1,419,311 cubic meters) of the total
domestic raw materials purchased, compared to 51.5% in 2019.
The number of suppliers that deliver wood from areas with FSC ® and/or PEFC™ certified
forest management reached 72% of the total.
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Wood acquired in 2020
74% of the raw materials that entered industrial complexes were certified
61% of national wood supplied was certified
Chain of custody
72% of wood suppliers with certification

Natural capital in the Sustainability Forum
The Navigator Company's Sustainability Forum shook off the pandemic-related
constraints and the November 2020 edition of this initiative, which seeks to
promote dialogue and cooperation with the Company's stakeholders, was
conducted online.
For the first time, this Forum has initiated a new regional model, which now
brings to initiative closer to local communities. With the theme "Natural Capital,
Value for Business, Nature and Society", this session was conducted under the
framework of the Parque das Serras do Porto (PSeP) project, whose practical
example launched a discussion on the social, environmental and economic
benefits of a forest management in which production and conservation are
integrated.
Spanning an area of 6,000 hectares,
Serras do Porto was created by joint
Gondomar and Paredes, with the
landowners, including The Navigator
park's forested area.

the protected landscape of Parque das
efforts of the municipalities of Valongo,
involvement of the community and
Company, which manages 25% of the

The debate on natural capital included the appearance of various specialists and
showed that the challenge of striking a balance between production forest,
conservation forest and recreational forest is a shared responsibility.
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Production forest and recreational forest hand in hand
In 2020, Navigator started an investment of more than €319,000 in 238
hectares of leased land in Parque das Serras do Porto, a new protected areas
which combines the synergies of production forest areas with recreational areas,
villages and historical and cultural heritage. The cooperation protocol signed
with the Parque das Serras do Porto Association of Municipalities reflects the
recognition that areas planted sustainably create wealth that allows investing in
the conservation and improvement of infrastructures, opening the forest to other
uses and creating well-managed areas that protect populations from the dangers
of fire.
By spring 2021, the Company will plant 150.3 hectares of eucalyptus and 57.5
hectares of other species, and will intervene in ecological corridors, e.g. in the
parish of Valongo do Vouga, owned by the parish council, at a cost of €24,595.

Sustainable production of eucalyptus globulus
As part of Navigator's strategy to reduce plastics, in 2020 Viveiros Aliança
started to replace the usual plastic tubes with biodegradable paper cylinders in
its production of eucalyptus globulus through mini-cuttings.
This system also allows a faster plant production cycle due to the aggregation of
the substrate, generating better performances in the formation of the plant as
well as a significant reduction of the operation's environmental footprint.

Biodiversity
The pandemic reinforced Navigator's awareness of the importance of balancing ecosystems
and the dependence between nature and the economy, and despite the contingencies caused
by Covid-19, actions continued to maintain, restore and monitor Navigator's natural assets,
partly because biodiversity conservation is an integral part of the Company's forest
management model.
In addition to the normal management of the Areas of Interest for Conservation, which make
up about 11% of the area managed by the Company, totalling 11,923 hectares, in 2020
restoration work was carried out on 38 hectares and various projects to safeguard habitats
and species were started and consolidated, in partnership with external specialists.
The photo and video monitoring network at Navigator properties recorded 16 species, four of
them birds, by the end of the year. Until October, the record for detections belongs to deer
(Cervus elaphus) in Zambujo and foxes (Vulpes vulpes) in Caniceira. These data will be used
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as part of a master’s degree in Conservation Biology at the Faculty of Science of the
University of Lisbon.
In the forestry assets managed by the Company, around 800 species and subspecies of flora
and 241 species of fauna have been identified and are regularly monitored, especially those
with a higher conservation status. In addition, 4,162 hectares areas are classified as
protected by the Natura 2000 Network (with 46 different types of habitat, particularly
strawberry trees, cork oak and holm oak, alders and willows) and 1,645 hectares areas
considered as being of High Conservation Value (HCV), in accordance with FSC® Principle 9
– which establishes the requirements for the identification and management of the forest
areas, which for social and environmental reasons areas of high importance, and which must
be maintained or improved in the certified areas.

Conservation of biodiversity
11,922.72 ha of the area managed by Navigator area Areas of Interest for Conservation
(11% of total)
1,645 ha are considered of High Conservation Value
4,162 ha are classified as Natura 2000 Network habitats
38.3 ha benefited from restoration areas in 2020
800 species and subspecies of flora are identified in Navigator properties
241 species of fauna have been identified in areas managed by the Company

Species protected by Navigator
(by degree of threat)
2020
Critically endangered
Endangered
Vulnerable
Almost endangered
Of minimal concern

4
13
31
20
180

(IUCN categories, according to the Red Book
of Vertebrates of Portugal
and the Red List of the Vascular Flora of Portugal)
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Wildforest: mammals in the planet forest
The project developed in partnership with Navigator by the Faculty of Science of
the University of Lisbon (FCUL/FCiências.ID) and the University of Aveiro (UA),
to monitor the presence and activity of mammals in production forests ended in
2020. This project, which provided data to master's programmes, used a
network of cameras at eight forest properties, seven of which are managed by
Navigator. Each location had 25 cameras installed. The results will be known in
the first half of 2021.

FNAP Protocol
In view of the importance of bees to the balance of ecosystems, in November
2020 The Navigator Company signed an agreement with the Portuguese National
Federation of Beekeepers (FNAP) for the free use of plots of woodland owned by
the company in order to set up apiaries.
On the one hand, the maintenance of beekeeping contributes to a greater
human presence in forests, ensuring greater surveillance of these spaces and
valuing involvement with local communities and associations. On the other
hand, the bees benefit from the presence of the eucalyptus, which flourishes in
winter, when there is less food available, and the diversity of species planted on
the Company's properties allows a complementarity of locations for the hives
according to the seasons and the plants that are flourishing.
Before signing this protocol, Navigator had already installed 24 private apiaries
on 17 of its properties. The objective is to promote a premium product – honey
– which is fundamental both to the local economy and to the balance of
ecosystems.
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Act4nature for the promotion of ecosystem services
Navigator joined act4nature Portugal, an initiative promoted by BCSD Portugal,
with the conviction that it can make an important additional contribution to the
protection, promotion and restoration of Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services.
In addition to the ten commitments common to all signatory companies,
Navigator has also subscribed to a number of individual commitments, aligned
with its activities and with monitoring indicators that will be publicly presented.
Some examples are the commitment to foster certification to ensure an overall
percentage of domestic wood of certified origin above 75% and to develop at
least two partnerships with external entities with conservation objectives.

Rare species
In 2020, The Navigator Company planted 50 Monchique oaks (Quercus
canariensis) at its property in Águas Alves, in Monchique, as part of a project to
restore native vegetation, as there are only around 300 of these oaks in the
country. The planting of this rare species through seeds obtained from one of
the best-preserved populations will increase the number of these trees in the
area.
The action, which is part of the Company's biodiversity conservation strategy,
was supported by the Biodiversity and Genetic Resources Research Centre
(CIBIO-InBIO) in the diagnosis of vegetation, which was based on ecological
requirements and biogeographical studies of the oak forests in the southwest of
the country. The planting also included the collaboration of the Porto Botanical
Garden – Museum of Natural History and Science of the University of Porto,
which provided acorns from the Monchique area for the reproduction of 50 new
plants.
This is an action that will continue over time, so acorns were also collected for
reproduction in the Company's nurseries for subsequent planting.

Fire prevention and fire fighting
In 2020, Navigator invested a total of €4.3 million in preventing and fighting forest fires, an
increase of €200,000 from the previous year.
The Company has an active policy of defending its forests, and with prevention being a
determining factor in mitigating the risks of fire, the different types of intervention carried
out throughout the year – maintenance of paths and firebreaks, clearing of undergrowth,
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reduction of the fire load and creation of buffer zones – have made the forest stands more
resilient against fires.
This year, AFOCELCA (a joint venture between Navigator and Altri dedicated to fight forest
fires) relied on the efforts of more than 400 operatives, with a presence during the critical
period in all the District Committees for Rescue Operations, as well as an operational
structure on the ground with three helicopters, three helicopter brigades, 17 first responder
units, 29 semi-equipped combat units and six teams of tracked machines. Some 48 technical
staff from Navigator's Forestry Management Division also participated, who helped monitor
and manage incidents.

€4.3 million invested in actions to defend the forest against wildfires
(5% increase compared to 2019)
€1.8 million for vegetation clearing and control activities
€329,000 dedicated to maintenance of paths and firebreaks
€2.2 million directed to AFOCELCA

Real-time fire simulator
FIRE-MODSAT II is a research project led by the Instituto Superior de
Agronomia, with the aim of producing scientific information to support decisionmaking in fire management. Through the combination of satellite data and a fire
propagation simulator, the results of future fire behaviour (propagation,
intensity and probability of burning) are used in two ways: in the development
of fuel management plans and in firefighting, as they help to manage resources
on the ground and their best movement. The project's partners are the
University of Aveiro (associated with meteorology) and The Navigator Company,
with the collaboration of Altri and, as main stakeholders, ANEPC (National
Authority for Emergency and Civil Protection) and AFOCELCA.
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Continuous improvement of prevention
In 2020, the use of the CeaseFire platform was consolidated in the Company's
activity. The meteorological information available is customised for fire
prevention, planning and fighting in areas where Navigator has properties, and
the risk assessment algorithms have been continuously improved with the
history of occurrences. The platform alerts made it possible in the 2020
campaign to create certain restrictions on the activity of service providers.
Navigator expects that the platform will also evolve in support of the Company's
regular forestry work throughout the year, with information on conditions such
as frost and rainfall, and as a planning aid for controlled fire actions.

Optimising forestry operations
Under the scope of the ForestWISE project – Collaborative Laboratory for
Integrated Forest and Fire Management, led by Navigator, the application for the
rePLANT project was approved in 2020. With the support of Compete 2020 and
ANI (National Innovation Agency), the project aims to address issues that are on
the agenda of concerns of companies with forestry activities or that interact with
forested areas, as is the case of CELPA, REN, EDP, Sonae and Amorim.
Together with universities, the aim is to develop guidelines to optimise forestry
operations so that they have less impact or are more efficient, seeking to
improve profitability for both the provider and the owner.

4.2. Research and Development
This was the first year of implementing the Strategic Plan 2020-2024 of RAIZ – Forest and
Paper Research Institute, the private, non-profit research centre, majority funded by
Navigator. The budget of €5.6 million was met.
Despite Covid-19-related constraints, the year's key targets were achieved, with 15% of the
objectives being postponed to 2021. The difficulties were overcome with mitigation measures
that were crucial to the sense of belonging to a team and social responsibility, such as work
divided into two shifts, full or partial teleworking and reinforcement of hygiene.
With limitations on fieldwork in the forestry sector due to lockdown, the year was marked by
a greater focus on Navigator's core business – Forestry, Industry, Product –, but monitoring
and investing in short- and medium-term future issues, such as climate change, new
applications for fibre (including packaging) and the bioeconomy and bioproducts.
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These are some of the results achieved in 2020, with greater emphasis and impact in the
forestry and industrial and product areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

3 new improved eucalyptus clones
Improved seed production
Biological control for forest pests
New Iberian climate potential map for eucalyptus globulus
Growth and affirmation of the e-globulus platform
Application of remote sensing technologies in forest management
Support for the Mozambique project
Technological assessment of alternative species to globulus
Production of new cellulose pulps with potential application in the packaging area
Recovery of byproducts under the logic of a circular economy
o Use of ashes and primary sludges in the recovery of soils from abandoned
mines
o Use of inorganic waste in bituminous mixtures (roads)
o Use of inorganic waste in concrete/cement
Technical-economic evaluation of projects in the field of the bioeconomy
o Production of essential oils from eucalyptus foliage
o Production of bioethanol from forest waste
o Bioethanol production from primary sludge from the pulp production process
o 3 new patent submissions

The year 2020 was also one of recognition for RAIZ, with several dissemination projects
approved and the launch of a new platform for sharing scientific knowledge about national
forest ecosystems (Florestas.pt).

€ 5.6 million – total cost of RAIZ activity, in 2020
96 employees – ensure the Institute's activity
13 scholarship holders – develop funded projects at RAIZ
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RAIZ in UNESCO Club with the “Floresta do Saber”
(Knowledge Forest) Project
In 2020, the Institute joined the Portuguese Network of UNESCO Clubs: nonprofit groups or associations, NGOs, schools, universities, foundations, cultural,
social and administrative circles in the community, which believe in the ideals of
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization and wish to
support its mission.
As a UNESCO Club, RAIZ will collaborate with local, regional, national and
international institutions in actions linked to the objectives of this UN agency.
Among the planned activities are those related to the “Floresta do Saber”
Project, funded by Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation's Sustainability on Call
programme. This will allow the Institute new forms of communication and
dissemination to new generations, focusing on the economic, social and
environmental relevance of forests, including the forest-based bioeconomy,
actively promoting this forest area within the educational community. And it will
ensure the conservation and maintenance of the natural heritage of Quinta de S.
Francisco, including the partial restoration of Jaime Magalhães Lima's house.

Knowledge sharing through Florestas.pt
RAIZ is technically and scientifically coordinated by the Florestas.pt platform, an
initiative of The Navigator Company with the support of the Portuguese scientific
community and various institutions and initiatives tied to forestry.
The project was launched in June 2020 and, under the motto "knowing, valuing
and caring for the Portuguese forest", aims to serve as a centre of knowledge
concerning Portuguese forest ecosystems and related topics. It provides official
information and comprehensive, state-of-the-art technical-scientific knowledge
about the sector, with national data that, whenever possible, is framed it its
historical, European and world context.
The aim is to help more Portuguese people become aware of the importance of
the forest in all its dimensions, from environmental to social and economic.
The Florestas.pt platform seeks to be an accessible repository of information and
knowledge that is contextualised, comprehensive and close to people, sharing
clues about what can be done to strengthen and care for forest ecosystems and
their resources.
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Florestas.pt
Website
180,000 visitors in six months
93 basic articles
83 Learn More
249 News and events on agenda
3 Academy sessions
150 R&D Projects and Teams
503 Knowledge Resources
155 Glossary entries
Social networks
Facebook Followers: 4,126
Instagram Followers: 2,810
Twitter Followers 726

A new product out of the laboratory
In 2020, Amoos AquactiveTM, a tissue paper with soap to support consumers in
their needs for both personal hygiene and the cleaning of surfaces, emerged
from research in the form of new products carried out by RAIZ. Industrial
prototypes, with soap sprayed on to the surface, proved their dermatological
compatibility and then the formulation was adjusted to achieve greater foaming,
based on the opinions of potential consumers.
This project paves the way in the market for the launch of new tissue products
that incorporate soap and for the development of new products using spray with
chemical additives for surfaces.
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New eucalyptus clones with gains of over 50%
In 2020, RAIZ delivered to Viveiros Aliança, part of The Navigator Company,
new eucalyptus clones with gains of more than 50% in terms of tons of pulp per
hectare of forest. There clones were allocated to areas of high potential and with
over 80% capacity to survive extreme drought and temperature events. There
are two E. globulus clonal plants (ESTRELA and ATLAS) and a hybrid clone
(BARAO) which, thanks to better rooting, will also allow for a 10% increase in
the nursery's production capacity and lower costs per plant.
For every 1,000 hectares reforested with these clones, an increase of
productivity of about 20,000 cubic meters of extra wood is expected at the end
of the rotation.
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European paperChain project
The pulp and paper industry is an example of the circular economy, from raw
material to final product. To reinforce this circularity, Portugal is part of the
European paperChain project, which, in our country, assesses the use of waste
from this industry in the construction sector.
This is a research and innovation project funded by the European Union's
Horizon 2020 programme, which brings together 20 entities from five countries
to demonstrate waste recovery. The national entities involves are the University
of Aveiro, The Navigator Company, RAIZ, Spral, Megavia and the Sustainable
Habitat Cluster.
Portugal participates in two case studies on the use of waste from the pulp and
paper industry, one in prefabricated concrete structures and the other in
bituminous mixtures for road paving.
RAIZ, in tandem with the University of Aveiro, tracks the technical and
environmental monitoring of both cases, carrying out tests in order to validate
the durability and long-term performance of these solutions.
One of the cases involving The Navigator Company focuses on the use of dregs
and grits (inorganic waste generated during the chemical recovery stage of
reagents in the paper production process) as fine aggregates and fillers for the
surface layer of roads. It was implemented at Navigator's plant in Aveiro and
includes a 250-metre stretch of road with different bituminous mixtures (in
addition to the standard bituminous mixture, this includes others containing
dregs and grits).
The aim of paperChain is to implement new circular economy models focused on
the recovery of waste generated by the pulp and paper industry, using it as
secondary raw material for other sectors (industrial symbiosis).

4.3. Mozambique
In a year of major challenges due to Covid-19, Portucel Moçambique has reiterated its
commitment to the project in the country by focusing on resolving the precedent conditions
for full implementation with the government, alongside the adoption of a wide range of
measures to protect the Company, its employees and the surrounding communities from the
consequences of the pandemic, maintaining its determination to pursue its objectives for
sustainable and inclusive development.
Particular progress was made on the issues of Land Management and the Forestry
Development Programme, in a year in which the new President assumed office in
Mozambique. Accordingly, there was a strengthening of contacts with stakeholders in terms
of public decision-makers, both at the central and provincial/district level. Also noteworthy is
the commitment by the concession holder to advance with construction of the first phase of
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the port of Macuze in Zambézia, which is an essential condition for making Portucel's project
viable; this commitment was made public by both the construction consortium and the
Mozambican government at a conference in Mocuba in November 2020.
To protect jobs and businesses in the context of the pandemic, all activities were maintained
at 100%, adjusting the manner in which they were carried out based on the prevention
measures defined, along with reinforced internal communication and awareness-raising
activities carried out by the health authorities.
Despite the pandemic and due to measures that were adopted early on, Portucel went ahead
with most of the planned communication and relationship activities with communities and
stakeholders. To protect the communities in the project areas, communication was
strengthened and close contact was maintained with the administrative authorities and
health entities, providing support with prevention materials and equipment. In addition,
hygiene and social distancing measures were implemented, restricting contacts to the
household level.
The Portucel Social Development Programme (PDSP) has also implemented all the planned
activities.
The year 2020 was marked by the start of the timber harvesting operation in the Manica
province, which is intended for export.
Worthy of mention are the good results of the actions implemented within the scope of
Forest Fire Defence, in a combined strategy between the reinforcement of community
awareness through direct contact and a radio programme, as well as new approaches such
as controlled burning.

Social Development Programme
In the context of the pandemic, the implementation of the Social Development Programme in
2020 was an enormous challenge but a cause for satisfaction because of the high level of
execution achieved.
Aware of the relevance for the communities of maintaining this programme in terms of food
security, income generation and support for the well-being of families (more than 7,000),
many of the planned actions were implemented. Specifically, the distribution of seeds was
maintained, whose cumulative totals since 2015 already amount to 680,000 kilograms of
improved seeds, 780,000 manioc stems and 88,500 kilograms of sweet potato slips; the
promotion of beekeeping for income and forest defence, with the delivery of a total of 500
hives by 2020, in a programme that has already distributed around 900 units; support for
food diversity and protein increase with the construction of 17 fish tanks; the increase in
animal protein and the means to generate income, with the delivery of batches of 3 kids for
breeding to a total of 331 families; access to drinking water, with the opening of new
boreholes and the repair of others, totalling more than 50 units (benefiting several thousand
people). A programme was launched to distribute improved handmade cookstoves in
Zambézia (412 units) with the aim of reducing the amount of wood needed by 50%, thereby
protecting the existing forest resources.
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Timber harvesting export operation
In December 2020, Portucel Moçambique started a timber harvesting operation at its
plantations in the Manica province, a project that will last about a year.
Timber harvesting will generate an additional number of local jobs, as well as having a
significant economic impact on the value chain. The wood derived from this operation is for
export, generating foreign currency for the country.
From the business point of view, this is a relevant occasion to learn more about the
administrative and legal requirements necessary for the operation, which are essential in all
phases of the project. It is also an opportunity to assess and improve the performance of the
species planted, to test the logical alternatives, to improve the conditions for forest
development, to train national staff, to integrate the communities more and more into the
sharing of the project's values and to deepen and consolidate knowledge and relationships
with partners.
The wood to be harvested is covered by a certification process and an Extended Company
Risk Assessment (ECRA) to ensure that it is classified as wood of controlled origin, thus
complying with important requirements of sustainable forest management, as well as to
ensure that it meets the conditions for being traded on the international market. The
compliance process at the local level was also fulfilled, through a visit by technicians from
the Forestry and Wildlife Service to the areas covered by this project, which culminated with
issuance of the operating licence.
Portucel Moçambique has a strategic partner in this operation which owns eucalyptus
plantations located in the provinces of Manica and Sofala. This operation will allow
Mozambique to position itself in the international market for the export of wood from planted
forests.

Forest Fire Defence
The Forest Fire Defence area recorded relevant progress in 2020, achieving a reduction in
the order of 90% of the areas affected by fire. There are several explanations for this
behaviour, including the implementation, on a larger scale than in the previous year of
preventive forestry operations, as well as controlled burning in the cooler period or
harrowing operations. Another well-received contribution was an awareness campaign about
how to avoid uncontrolled burning, aired on community radio stations.
The Company also distributed fruit trees and other agricultural crops, as well as promoting a
programme for the installation of beehives in areas surrounding forest stands, activities that
improve food security, generate income and are also an incentive to protect forest areas and
therefore to adopt practices to prevent uncontrolled burning, which the Company
communicates regularly and through various means.

Fighting deforestation
Portucel Moçambique invests in sustainable forestry projects. According to official sources,
the country loses more than 250,000 hectares per year to deforestation. In this context, the
Company invests in production and planting of native species for environmental benefits and
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to support the economy of local communities. In addition, the prevention of deforestation is
a regular theme in the Company's environmental awareness actions.
For several years, the Luá nursery has been producing native plants and fruit trees of good
varieties for the communities. Several thousand plants of four native species were planted in
2020.

Forestry Development
Navigator and the Mozambican government have been working under the terms of the MoU
signed in 2018, particularly on land and development, and have advanced the first Forestry
Development programme in Mozambique, a governmental initiative with funding from the
World Bank. The aim is to promote small and medium scale sustainable commercial forest
plantations and the restoration of degraded areas, with around 550 ha having been set up in
the 2019-2020 campaign. The 2020-2021 is currently underway, and around 1,500 ha are
expected to start. Portucel Moçambique has played an active role in building and
implementing the Programme, contributing various forms of support, such as defining the
forestry model, supplying clonal plants at subsidised prices, access to raw materials and
know-how. Later, at the time of harvest, the Company will have the option to purchase the
wood.

About Portucel Moçambique
Portucel Moçambique is responsible for a forestry-based project integrated with an industry
that generates value, jobs and prosperity for Mozambique, based on a strong relationship
with its stakeholders and on sharing values with communities.
Portucel is majority owned by The Navigator Company, with a participation from the
International Finance Corporation (IFC), a member of the World Bank.
It has a long-term investment in Mozambique estimated at US $2.5 billion, to be carried out
in two phases, with operations in Manica and Zambézia provinces and annual exports
estimated for the first phase of US $100 million and US $1 billion in the second phase. More
than 2,000 jobs are expected to be generated in the first phase and more than 8,000 in the
second phase.
Portucel works with the government, communities and civil society to implement a
sustainable and inclusive project that respects the rights of local communities, complies with
Mozambican law and preserves natural resources, contributing to the Sustainable
Development Goals. The Company has already planted more than 20 million trees in
Mozambique, originating a carbon stock of 1.7 million tonnes of CO2.
The project generates positive economic impacts. Some US $1 million in wages has already
been paid locally for the casual labour of community members. Portucel employs a
permanent direct and indirect workforce of 250 people. So far, the Company has paid about
US $4.6 million in fees, taxes and contributions to the Mozambican State. It has about 550
domestic suppliers, to whom it has paid more than US $70 million since 2010.
Communities are a strategic partner for the success of the investment and the participatory
processes are part of day-to-day life. Theres are regular communication and various levels of
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consultation, in areas where the Company has land use rights (DUAT) approved by the
Mozambican government, to ensure that those who give their consent to the project and
provide land do so in a free and informed manner. When areas of ecological or
socioeconomic and cultural values are identified, the Company demarcates and protects
these areas, which, together with the areas of agricultural use, cohabit with the planted
forest in the so-called mosaic model.
The cumulative investment up to 2020 in the Social Development Programme totalled US $6
million and is focused on three objectives: food security, support for income generation and
improved well-being. An independent study conducted annually by the partner IFC,
surveying over 1,200 families, shows that as a result of permanent and casual employment
and the Social Development Programme initiatives, the poverty rate has decreased,
household income has increased and nutrition indicators have improved, although there is
still a long way to go.
The Company values the inclusion of stakeholders in major decisions at local, provincial and
national levels, with whom it conducts regular consultations and various formats of technical
and scientific cooperation.

Portucel Moçambique project figures
50 DUATs allocated by the Mozambican government
13,500 ha Area of eucalyptus stands
USD $12.1 million Wages paid to local workers since 2013
90% Employees of Mozambican nationality
USD $70 million Goods and services contracted from Mozambican suppliers since 2010
USD $4.6 million Taxes and fees paid to the Mozambican State (85% of which since 2015)
30% Female employees
250 Permanent jobs, direct and indirect
USD $130 million Investment made until 2020
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Social Development Programme figures
USD $40 million Investment to be made over the life of the project
USD $6 million Investment in Social Development Programme since 2015
150,000 Chickens vaccinated against Newcastle disease
331 Families that received goats (3 per family)
780,000 Cassava cuttings distributed since 2015
53 Boreholes opened and/or repaired
5,300 km Roads and paths built and rehabilitated
17 Fish tanks that increase the availability of protein
513 Improved cookers that reduce the wood required by 50%
88,500 kg Sweet potato stems distributed since 2016
680,000 kg Improved seeds distributed (maize, beans, soya and sesame)
900 Beehives installed in Manica and Zambézia
7,000 Families supported to date, in 120 communities

4.4. Decarbonisation Project
In 2020, Navigator continued to work towards achieving the goal of carbon neutrality at its
industrial complexes by 2035, a commitment it made in 2019, bringing national and
European targets forward by 15 years. To accomplish this, the Company devised a Roadmap
for Carbon Neutrality, which is based on four objectives: achieving 100% electricity
production from renewable sources; reducing fossil CO2 emissions by replacing technologies;
cutting specific energy consumption by 10% by 2025 (based on 2015 figures); and offsetting
non-eliminable emissions.
The completion of a new biomass boiler at the Figueira da Foz plant was another significant
step forward in this strategy. From the moment it went into operation in late 2020, the new
equipment made it possible to shut down natural gas boilers and combined cycle power
plants. In addition, it will allow, as early as 2021, a reduction of about 200,000 tonnes of
annual fossil CO2 emissions – the equivalent of 32% of the Group's emissions, and more than
a third towards the target to which it has committed by 2035.
With the new boiler, which involved an investment of €55 million (including in an overall
investment of €154 million, divided between the Setúbal, Figueira da Foz and Aveiro
industrial complexes), the Figueira da Foz unit will be 100% renewable in terms of electricity
production.
Annually, the new boiler will use around 400,000 tonnes of biomass: 200,000 composed of
residues resulting from the internal debarking of eucalyptus wood, and a further 200,000
from forestry residues, resulting from forest management operations and the clearing of
rural areas, acquired externally. This new boiler has greater capacity and a more demanding
environmental performance, the result of the Company's investment in the latest technology.
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The use of forest biomass for energy production is, in fact, the main axis for the reduction of
fossil fuel consumption within the Company. All The Navigator Company's industrial
complexes are equipped with biomass cogeneration units. In these units, electricity is
produced by burning biofuels from the internal debarking of eucalyptus wood and forest
waste from clearing operations, which is a doubly advantageous solution as it allows better
forest management and less fossil fuel imports.
By making decarbonisation one of its major goals for the coming years, Navigator has begun
to work directly with the Faculty of Science of the University of Lisbon to review and update
plans and to define medium- and long-term objectives. Throughout 2020, the Company
moved forward with the actions set out in the initial decarbonisation plan. However,
initiatives, such as the replacement of fuel oil with natural gas at the Setúbal complex, have
been delayed and should move forward during 2021.
The measures taken over the course of the year, combined with the drop in business caused
by the pandemic crisis, have enabled The Navigator Company to reduce CO 2 emissions
between 2019 and 2020 by 5%.

The 55-million-euro investment in the new biomass
boiler at Figueira da Foz will eliminate almost a third
of fossil carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere
by the Company as early as 2021.

5% Reduction of emissions achieved between 2019 and 2020
200,000 tonnes/year Emission reduction made possible by the new biomass boiler
3% Percentage of companies worldwide that achieve a CDP A Rating

BEI supports Navigator's decarbonisation strategy
The European Investment Bank (EIB) backed The Navigator Company's
decarbonisation strategy with a €27.5 million loan for the construction of a new
biomass boiler at the Figueira da Foz industrial complex.
The European Investment Bank is the world's largest climate financier, aiming to
mobilise the funds needed to limit the rise in global temperature to 1.5°C to
meet the goals of the Paris Agreement.
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Maximum score in environmental action
The year 2020 is also marked by the achievement, for the second consecutive
time, of the CDP A Rating (Disclosure Insight Action, formerly Carbon Disclosure
Project), a score attained by only 3% of the companies rated worldwide.
The reduction of emissions, reduction of climate risks and the low-carbon
economy developed by The Navigator Company serve as justification for CDP
ranking the Company among the 300 world leaders in combating climate
change.
This distinction not only lends credibility to the Company's process of
decarbonisation and systems management, but also rewards and acknowledges
Navigator's intention to achieve carbon neutrality by 2035.

In defence of environmental sustainability
CEPI, the Confederation of European Paper Industries, and EPIS, the European
Pulp Industry Association, have launched the #GreenSource initiative, bringing
the European pulp and paper industry together in a joint effort to make the
2050 carbon neutrality goal into a reality. In Portugal, #GreenSource involves
CELPA (Paper Industry Association) and two companies, The Navigator Company
and Cellulose Beira Industrial.
The pulp and paper industry can offer innovative solutions to the needs of
European citizens, based on a natural and renewable raw material, thus
contributing to a sustainable lifestyle. At the same time, it ensures that forests
continue to grow, absorb CO2 and protect biodiversity. A scientific study
promoted by CEPI on the climate effect of the forestry sector in the European
Union shows that 806 million tonnes of CO2 is removed from the atmosphere
every year thanks to forests and forest products – which corresponds to 20% of
the EU's annual emissions.
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5. PROPOSED ALLOCATION OF RESULTS
The Board of Directors proposes that the net results of the individual accounts, in the
amount of 109,213,720 Euros, calculated in accordance with the IFRS rules, be applied as
follows:
Dividends on shares in circulation ......................................................... 99,565,630 Euros
(0.14 Euros per share)

Retained earnings .................................................................................. 2,648,090 Euros
Share in the profits of the financial year of the employees, up to: ............... 7,000,000 Euros
(already assumed in the financial statements,
3,387,532 Euros of which have already been paid on December 2020)
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6. STATEMENT REFERRED TO BY ARTICLE 245
OF THE PORTUGUESE SECURITIES CODE
Article 245(1)(c) of the Securities Code provides that each of the persons responsible of
issuers must make a set of declarations as set forth therein. A uniform declaration was
adopted in the case of Navigator, which reads as follows:
I hereby declare under the terms and for the purposes of Article 245(1)(c) of the Securities
Code, that to the best of my knowledge, the annual report, annual accounts, statutory audit
and other reporting documents of The Navigator Company, S.A., all related to the 2020
financial year, were prepared according to applicable accounting standards, providing a true
and fair view of assets and liabilities, the financial situation and results of such company and
the companies included in the scope of consolidation, and that the annual report faithfully
reflects the evolution of the business, performance and position of such company and the
companies included in the scope of consolidation, containing a description of the main risks
and uncertainties faced.
Considering that members of the Supervisory Board and the Statutory Auditor sign an
equivalent declaration within the scope of the documents under their responsibility, the
independent declaration with such text was signed only by members of the Board of
Directors, because it was only considered that members of statutory bodies are included
under the concept of “responsible parties of the issuer”. Under the terms of the cited legal
provision, the following is a list of the names of the undersigned persons and their duties:
João Sottomayor P. de Castello Branco

Chairman of the Board of Directors

António José Pereira Redondo

Cheif Executive Officer

Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira

Executive Director

João Paulo Araújo Oliveira

Executive Director

João Paulo Cabete Gonçalves Lé

Executive Director

José Fernando Morais Carreira Araújo

Executive Director

Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo dos Santos

Executive Director

Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado

Non-Executive Director

Maria Teresa Aliu Presas

Non-Executive Director

Mariana Rita A. Marques dos Santos

Non-Executive Director

Ricardo Miguel dos Santos Pacheco Pires

Non-Executive Director

Sandra Maria Soares Santos

Non-Executive Director

Vítor Manuel Galvão Rocha Novais Gonçalves

Non-Executive Director

Vitor Paulo Paranhos Pereira

Non-Executive Director

José Manuel Oliveira Vitorino

Chairman of the Audit Board

Gonçalo Nuno Palha Gaio Picão Caldeira

Member of the Audit Board

Maria da Graça da Cunha Gonçalves

Member of the Audit Board
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7. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT
PART I – INFORMATION ON SHAREHOLDER STRUCTURE,
ORGANISATION AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
A. SHAREHOLDER STRUCTURE
I. Capital structure
1. Capital structure (share capital, number of shares, capital distribution among
shareholders, etc.), including indication of shares not admitted to trading, different
categories of shares, rights and duties attached to the same, and the percentage of
the capital represented by any such category (article 245-A (1) (a)).
The Navigator Company, S.A. has a share capital of 500,000,000 euros, fully paid up,
represented solely by 715,500,000 ordinary shares, without nominal value, the same rights
and duties being attached to all shares.
All shares representing the Company’s share capital are listed on the regulated Euronext
Lisbon market, managed by Euronext Lisbon – Sociedade Gestora de Mercados
Regulamentados, S.A.
At the end of 2020, the Company carried out a new analysis of its shareholder base,
identifying and characterising its main institutional shareholders.
In addition to the Semapa Group, the majority shareholder with 69.4% of Navigator's share
capital, about 160 institutional shareholders were identified and characterised, representing
about 14% of the shares issued. When compared to the end of 2019, it appears that a
significant part of Navigator's shares were carried over from institutional shareholders to
private or retail shareholders.
Thus, in December 2020, the shareholder composition identified was as follows:
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Shareholder Composition
Others*
4%
(2019: 1%)

Private
Investors 12%
(2019: 9%)

Institutional
Investors 14%
(2019: 20%)

Semapa
69%
(2019: 69%)

Own shares
1% (2019:1%)

* Others include unidentified, brokerage/trading and miscellaneous.

The increase in the number of private shareholders has brought some changes to the relative
origin of the institutional shareholder base. According to this new description, and excluding
the majority holding and own shares, at the end of 2020 Navigator’s institutional
shareholders are mostly European, with emphasis on Portuguese shareholders who held
about 33% of the shares (vs. 42% in Dez. 2019), with 10% of shareholders coming from
Spain (vs.14%), about 7% based in Norway (vs .5%), 6% in the UK and 5% in Belgium. The
weight of investors based in the United States has grown significantly to 22% (vs. 14%).

Shareholders by Geography
(Institutional - Excluding Semapa)

Rest of Europe
14%
Belgium
5%

Rest of the
World
3%
Portugal
33%

UK
6%
Norway
7%
Spain
10%

United States
22%

In addition, a breakdown by investment style shows that around 26% of the shares are held
by institutional investors with a growth-oriented strategy, whilst approximately 25% of
investors pursue an Index Funds style strategy and 20% a Value-focused strategy. Investors
with types of strategies such GARP (Growth at a Reasonable Price) accounted for around 9%
of investors.
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Shareholders by type of Investment
(Institutional)

Others
6%
(2019:12%)

Yield
9%
(2019:2%)

Growth
26%
(2019:60%)

GARP
14%
(2019:5%)

Value
20%
(2019:6%)

Index
25%
(2019: 15%)

2. Restrictions on the transferability of shares, such as consent clauses for
disposal, or limitations on ownership of shares (article 245-A (1) (b)).
All Navigator shares are freely transferable.
3. Number of own shares, corresponding percentage of share capital and
percentage of voting rights which would correspond to own shares (article 245-A
(1) (a)).
On 31 December 2020, Navigator held 6,316,931 of its own shares, corresponding to 0.88%
of its share capital and 6,316,931 votes at the General Meeting (the exercise of which is
suspended, pursuant to Article 324 (1) (a) of the Portuguese Companies Code).
4. Significant agreements to which the Company is a party and which take effect,
are amended or terminate in the event of a change in the control of the Company
as a result of a takeover bid, together with the respective effects, unless, due to its
nature, disclosure of such agreements would be seriously detrimental to the
Company, except if the Company is specifically required to disclose such
information by other mandatory provisions of law (article 245-A (1) (j)).
The Company is not a party to significant financing, debt issue or other agreements entering
into effect, being amended or terminating in the event of a change to the Company’s control
following a takeover bid.
The Company has not adopted any mechanisms that determine payments or assumption of
fees in the case of the change of control or in the composition of the managing body, and
which are likely to harm the free transferability of shares and a shareholder assessment of
the performance of the members of the managing body.
5. Rules applicable to the renewal or revocation of defensive measures, in
particular those providing for limits on the number of votes which can be held or
cast by a single shareholder individually or in a concerted manner with other
shareholders.
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No defensive measures exist in the Company, particularly those providing for limits on the
number of votes which can be held or cast by a single shareholder individually or in a
concerted manner with other shareholders.
6. Shareholders’ agreements known to the Company or which might lead to
restrictions on the transfer of securities or voting rights (article 245-A (1) (g)).
The Company is not aware of the existence of any shareholder agreement which might lead
to restrictions on the transfer of securities or voting rights.
II. Holdings of Shares and Bonds
7. Identification of persons and organisations who, directly or indirectly, own
qualifying holdings (articles 245-A (1) (c), 245-A (1) (d) and 16), detailing the
attributable percentage of the share capital and votes and the respective grounds.
The owners of qualifying holdings in Navigator on 31 December 2020 are identified in the
following table:

Entity
Semapa - Sociedade
de Investimento e Gestão,
SGPS, S.A.
Total attributable to Semapa

Attribution

No. of
shares

% capital

% voting
rights not
suspended

Direct

497,617,299

69.3543%

69.9704%

497,617,299

69.3543%

69.9704%

8. Indication of the number of shares and bonds held by members of the
management and supervisory bodies.
This information is provided in Annex I to this Report.
9. Special powers of the management board, in particular concerning resolutions to
increase capital (article 245-A (1) (i)) indicating, with regard to these, the date on
which they were granted, the period during which such powers may be exercised,
the upper limit for the increase in share capital, shares already issued under the
powers granted and the manner in which the powers granted are implemented.
The Company’s Articles of Association do not authorise the Board of Directors to adopt
resolutions approving increases in share capital.
10. Information on the existence of significant dealings of a commercial nature
between holders of qualifying holdings and the Company.
All transactions taking place in 2020 between the company and qualifying shareholders are
described in Note 10.4 of the Annex to the consolidated accounts and Note 10.2 of the annex
to the individual financial statements. In 2020, in accordance with the Regulation on Conflict
of Interests and Related Parties Transactions and under the terms and conditions set out
therein, as described in point 89 et seq. of this report, there were no significant dealings of a
commercial nature between qualifying shareholders and the Company.
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B. STATUTORY BODIES AND COMMITTEES
I. GENERAL MEETING
a) Composition of the general meeting*
* Over the reporting period

11. Officers of the General Meeting and their term of office (starting and ending
dates).
The Board of the General Meeting is composed of the following persons:
−
−

Chairman: Francisco Xavier Zea Mantero (mandate from 9/04/2019 to 31/12/2022)
Secretary: Luís Nuno Pessoa Ferreira Gaspar (mandate from 9/04/2019
to 31/12/2022)

b) Exercise of voting rights
12. Any restrictions on voting rights, such as limitations on the exercise of voting
rights based on the ownership of a given number or percentage of shares, time
limits for exercising voting rights, or systems for detaching voting rights from
ownership rights (article 245-A (1) (f));
There are no limits, in the Company, to the exercise of voting rights by the respective
shareholders.
Under Navigator’s Articles of Association, each share in the Company carries one vote.
Although the articles of association set out time limits for attending the General Meeting, the
mandatory legal rules governing this matter apply, such as Article 23-C of the Securities
Code. The time limit established in the Articles of Association for exercise of postal rights is
the day prior to the General Meeting.
The Articles of Association make no provision for electronic voting. However, they authorise
the Board of Directors to regulate alternative ways to vote other than on paper, as long as
authenticity and confidentiality of the votes are also guaranteed until the moment when
votes are cast.
Although the Board of Directors never used this capacity, the Chairman of the General
Meeting has always accepted electronic votes, provided they were received under equivalent
conditions as the vote by post, in what regards the deadline, comprehensibility, the
guarantee of authenticity, confidentiality and other formal issues.
Within the General Meetings of the Company held in 2020, considering the adverse context
arising from the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak, and as a result of the relevant convening
notices, shareholders were encouraged to exercise their respective voting rights preferably
by electronic correspondence.
To exercise the right to vote by electronic correspondence, shareholders should send by
email a statement addressed to the Chairman of the Meeting, in PDF format, duly signed - in
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accordance with the signature contained in the respective valid identification document, a
copy of which should accompany the same declaration -, expressing the intention to vote, as
well as the voting declarations, independent for each item on the agenda, in PDF format,
with the indication in the document title of the item on the agenda to which it relates.
Still in the referred pandemic context, and considering the Recommendations of 20 March
2020 regarding the holding of General Meetings, issued within the cooperation between the
Market and Securities Commission (“Comissão do Mercado de Valores Mobiliários”, CMVM),
the Portuguese Institute of Corporate Governance (“Instituto Português de Corporate
Governance”, IPCG) and the Association of Listed Companies (“Associação de Empresas
Emitentes de Valores Cotados em Mercado”, AEM), the Company implemented appropriate
means for the participation of shareholders in the aforementioned Annual General Meetings
of 2020, which were held exclusively by telematic means, under the provisions of paragraph
b) of no. 6 of article 377 of the Commercial Companies Code.
For the purpose of the shareholders' participation in these meetings, they had to declare
their intention to participate, indicating for this purpose an email address, to which the
Company sent the instructions to participate in such telematic sessions, and which served to
verify the identification of each shareholder in the electronic platform used.
There are no systems for detaching equity content rights.
13. Indication of the maximum percentage of the voting rights which can be
exercised by a single shareholder or by shareholders connected in any of the forms
envisaged in article 20 (1).
There are no provisions to this effect in the Articles of Association.
14. Identification of shareholder resolutions which, under the Articles of
Association, can only be adopted with a qualified majority, in addition to those
provided for by law, and details of the majorities required.
The Company has established no quorums for meeting and adopting resolutions at the
General Meeting different from those provided for on a supplementary basis in law.
II. MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION
(Board of Directors, Executive Committee and General and Supervisory Board)
a) COMPOSITION*
* Over the reporting period

15. Identification of the governance model adopted.
The Company’s Articles of Association provide for a unitary management model, with a Board
of Directors comprising Executive and Non-executive members and a Supervisory Board, in
accordance with article 278 (1) (a) of the Companies Code.
16. Rules in the Articles of Association on procedural and material requirements
applicable to the appointment and replacement of members, as the case may be, of
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the Board of Directors, the Executive Committee and the General and Supervisory
Board (article 245-A (1) (h)). Diversity Policy.
Presently, the Company’s Articles of Association contain no special rules on the appointment
and replacement of directors, and the general supplementary rules contained in the
Companies Code therefore apply here, i.e. shareholders have the power to appoint the
directors (three to seventeen) (and the supervisory body).
However, the Articles of Association establish that a Director may be elected individually if
there are proposals subscribed and tabled by groups of shareholders, provided none of these
groups holds shares representing more than twenty per cent and less than ten per cent of
the share capital. No shareholder shall sign the proposal form for more than one list. Each
proposal shall identify no less than two electable persons.
If there are various proposals signed by different shareholders or shareholder groups, the
voting shall apply to the collection of these lists.
During 2020, the Navigator Board of Directors approved the Company's Diversity Principles,
which enshrine the requirements and criteria regarding the profile of new members of
corporate bodies. These principles are published on the company's website
(www.thenavigatorcompany.com/investidores/governo-da-sociedade).
These Diversity Principles consist of the formal recognition by the Company of the benefits of
diversity in its governing bodies, namely as a way to ensure greater balance in its
composition, to enhance the performance of each member and, together, in each body, to
improve the quality of decision-making processes and to contribute to their sustainable
development.
Accordingly and for the promotion of diversity within the Company, it accepted that, in
addition to individual attributes, such as competence, independence, integrity of character,
availability and experience, other requirements and criteria of diversity are also relevant in
the composition of its governing bodies, such as gender diversity, different professional
qualifications and experiences, the inclusion of members of different ages, as well as
different geographical backgrounds or experiences.
Additionally, in 2019, the Board of Directors changed the Regulations of the Appointments
and Appraisals Committee, which has consulting powers in terms of the appointment of the
governing bodies, to support the identification of potential members of the governing bodies
and in assessing the adequacy of their profile, knowledge, and curriculum, and should induce
transparent selection processes and that candidates who have greater merit be proposed and
better adapt to the requirements of the function, and promote within the organisation,
adequate diversity, including gender.
In this way, the Company understands that all the objectives resulting from the formal
adoption of a diversity policy are achieved, which is also demonstrated in reality.
Finally, and reinforcing the promotion of diversity, in 2020 the Company approved the 2021
Plan for Equality, with progress in relation to the 2020 Plan for Equality, approved in 2019,
and disclosed this Plan to the CMVM, and on the Navigator website, where it is also
published.
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17. Composition, as the case may be, of the Board of Directors, the Executive
Committee and the General and Supervisory Board, detailing the provisions of the
Articles of Association concerning the minimum and maximum number of directors,
duration of term of office, number of full members, and the date when first
appointed and the end of their terms of office for each member.
The Articles of Association establish that the Board of Directors comprises of three to
seventeen members appointed for a renewable four-year term. On 9 April 2019, the
Company’s General Meeting approved a resolution electing the members of the Board of
Directors for a four-year term from 2019 to 2022. A co-optation took place in 2020, so on 31
December 2020, the Board of Directors was comprised of fourteen members – one Chairman
and thirteen Members.
We indicate below the date of first appointment of each member, together with the date on
which their term of office expires:

Name

Date of first appointment
and end date of term of office

João Nuno de Sottomayor Pinto de Castello Branco

2015 - 2022

António José Pereira Redondo

2007 – 2022

Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira

2007 – 2022

João Paulo Araújo Oliveira

2015 - 2022

João Paulo Cabete Gonçalves Lé

2020 - 2022

José Fernando Morais Carreira de Araújo

2007 – 2022

Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos

2015 - 2022

José Miguel Gens Paredes1

2011 – 2020

Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado

2004 – 2022

Maria Teresa Aliu Presas

2019 - 2022

Mariana Rita Antunes Marques dos Santos

2019 - 2022

Ricardo Miguel dos Santos Pacheco Pires

2015 – 2022

Sandra Maria Soares Santos

2019 - 2022

Vítor Manuel Rocha Novais Gonçalves

2015 - 2022

Vítor Paulo Paranhos Pereira

2020 - 2022

2

The composition of the Board of Directors is freely available on the Company’s website at
www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Governo-da-Sociedade.

18. Distinction between executive and non-executive members of the Board of
Directors and, in relation to non-executive directors, identification of those who

1
2

Served as member of the Board of Directors until 29 February 2020.
Served as member of the Board of Directors from 1 March 2020.
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can be regarded as independent or, if applicable, identification of the independent
members of the General and Supervisory Board.
During 2020, and to date, six members of the Board of Directors exercised executive
functions and formed an Executive Committee, which was elected and whose powers were
delegated by the Board of Directors, and eight of the Directors exercised non-executive
functions.
The executive members of the Board of Directors belong to the Executive Committee and are
identified below in point 28, the remaining being non-executive members.
Since throughout 2020 the number of non-executive directors represented 57.1% of the
members of the Board of Directors, we consider this percentage to be adequate to the size of
the Company and to the complexity of the risks associated to its activities and sufficient to
carry our efficiently the functions that are committed to them.
This suitability judgment took into account, in particular, the size of the Executive Committee
and the delegation of powers entrusted to it by the Board of Directors, the profile, age,
background and professional experience and the integrity of the members of that body, the
set of diversified competencies and the availability of non-executive members to carry out
their duties, which through the close cooperation developed with the Chairman of the Board
of Directors and the members of the Executive Committee, ensure an effective capacity for
monitoring, supervising and evaluating the activity of the executive members of the Board of
Directors.
At the annual General Meeting held on 9 April 2019, which elected members of the governing
bodies, three new non-executive members of the Board of Directors were elected - Maria
Teresa Aliu Presas, Mariana Rita Antunes Marques dos Santos and Sandra Maria Soares
Santos - which can be considered independent, according to the criteria for measuring
independence defined in point 18.1 above and in Recommendation III.4 of the IPCG
Corporate Governance Code. The company therefore includes a number of independent nonexecutive directors of 37.5%, over one third, in accordance with the Recommendations of
the IPCG Corporate Governance Code.
The remaining 5 Non-Executive Directors, although not independent according to the above
criteria, gather the necessary suitability, experience and proved professional competence,
which allows to enrich and optimise the management of the Company from the perspective
of creating value, as well as ensuring an effective defence of the interests of all shareholders
and to ensure that Executive Directors are supervised and evaluated in an impartial,
independent and objective manner and, at the same time, that there are no conflicts of
interest between the interest and position of the shareholder and the Company.
19. Professional qualifications and other relevant biographical details of each
member, as applicable, of the Board of Directors, the General and Supervisory
Board and the Executive Committee.
João Nuno de Sottomayor Pinto de Castello Branco
João Castello Branco has served as Chairman of the Executive Committee of Semapa since
July 2015, as well as Chairman of the Board of Directors of The Navigator Company and Secil
since the end of 2018. Since 2019 he is the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the
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Business Council for Sustainable Development (BCSD) Portugal and is a member of the
Executive Committee of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD).
He is also a member of the General Board of AEM – Portuguese Association of Listed
Companies. Previously and after completing his degree, he worked at the Renault engine
development centre in France. In 1991 he joined McKinsey, where he developed his activity
in a variety of industries, in Portugal and in Spain, and was, until July 2015, Managing
Partner of the Iberia Office of McKinsey. João Castello Branco holds a degree in mechanical
engineering from Instituto Superior Técnico and an MBA from INSEAD.
António José Pereira Redondo
António Redondo holds a degree in chemical engineering from the Science and Technology
Faculty of the University of Coimbra (1987); he attended 4th year in Business Management
at Universidade Internacional and has an MBA specialising in marketing, from the Portuguese
Catholic University (1998). He joined Soporcel in 1987 and until December 1998 held a
series of posts in technical, production, marketing and sales management areas of the
company. He was marketing manager of Soporcel from January 1998 to December 2002 and
was then appointed sales manager for the Navigator Group (then called the Portucel
Soporcel Group) from January 2003 to March 2007. He has been an executive director of the
Company since April 2007 as Chief Commercial Officer, and Chairman of the Executive
Committee since 1 January 2020. He is Chairman of CELPA (Associação da Indústria
Papeleira), Director of CIP (Confederação Empresarial de Portugal) and member of the
Boards of CEPI (Confederation of European Paper Industries) and EUROGRAPH (European
Association of Graphic Paper Producers).
Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira
Adriano Silveira has a degree in chemical engineering from the School of Engineering of the
University of Porto. He began his career at the Environmental Studies Service, having been
part of Empresa Nacional de Urânio (1979) and Empresa Minas de Jales (1983). He joined
Soporcel in 1983, where he held several positions of responsibility in the areas of energy
recovery, pulp and paper production, project management, maintenance and engineering. He
has been a member of the Company’s Board of Directors since 2007, serving as an Executive
Director from April 2007 to July 2015, having reinstated the Executive Committee on 1
January 2020.
João Paulo Araújo Oliveira
João Paulo Oliveira has a degree in industrial engineering from the Faculty of Science and
Technology, Universidade Nova de Lisboa (1988) and an MBA in Commercial Engineering and
Management from AEP – ESADE, Spain (1994). He began his career at the Bosch Group in
1989. He was industrial manager for Bosch in China from 1994 to 1996. Subsequently, he
was involved in an acquisition project for a company in Chile, and also held positions in the
Bosch Group’s operations in France and Germany. From 2002 to 2015, he was Managing
Director of Bosch Termotecnologia S.A. In his last 8 years at the Bosch Group, he was
Chairman of the Group’s Hot Water Business Unit, whose global competence centre is located
in Aveiro. He was chairman of the Portuguese-German Chamber of Commerce and Industry
from 2009 to 2012. He also sits on the General Council of the University of Aveiro, the AICEP
Advisory Board and the Supervisory Board of the Fraunhofer Institute in Portugal. He has
been an executive director of the Company since July 2015.
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João Paulo Cabete Gonçalves Lé
João Lé has a degree in Agronomy in the specialty of Agrarian Economics from the Instituto
Superior de Agronomia (ISA) of the Technical University of Lisbon, has a Postgraduate
Diploma in Silviculture of the Fast-Growing Species by ISA and University of Trás-os-Montes
and Alto Douro and a Postgraduate Diploma in Management with a Specialisation in Finance
from ISCTE, University of Lisbon. He has been with The Navigator Company Group for about
30 years having assumed responsibility for the Forestry Area in August 2007 and in July
2016 he was appointed CEO of Portucel Mozambique, responsible for the project to
implement a forest-based industry in Mozambique through DUAT (areas assigned by the
Government) with about 360 thousand hectares in two provinces. He has been an Executive
Director of the Company since January 2020.
José Fernando Morais Carreira de Araújo
Fernando Araújo has a Law degree from Universidade Lusíada do Porto (2000) and a
bachelor's degree in Accounting and Management from Instituto Superior de Contabilidade e
Administração do Porto (ISCAP - 1986) and a specialist diploma in Financial Control from the
same institution (1992). He is a Chartered Accountant since 1995. Certified Accountant since
1987. Chairman of the General Meeting of CELPA since 2020. He is a member of the Audit
Board of the Order of Statutory Auditors since January 2021. And a member of the Board of
the Portuguese Tax Association since 2019. He has postgraduate qualifications in advanced
financial accounting (ISCTE – 2002/2003), in tax law (Lisbon Faculty of Law – 2002/2003)
and in corporate governance (Instituto Superior de Economia e Gestão de Lisboa –
2006/2007). He concluded an MBA in Corporate Reporting at ISCTE – IUL in 2016. He
started his professional career in 1987, with Sportrade, and was subsequently head of
accounts at Eurofer from 1988 to 1993 and Head of Administrative Services at COLEP from
1991 to 1993. From 1993 to 2001 he worked in the field of tax management at KPMG and
was Senior Tax Manager from 1993 to 2001. He was head of Tax Management and Accounts
at Secil, from 2001 to 2005, at Semapa from 2002 to 2006, and in the Company from 2006
to 2007. He has been an executive director of the Company since April 2007.
Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos
Nuno Santos has a degree in Civil Engineering from Instituto Superior Técnico (1993) and an
MBA from INSEAD (1996). He started his professional career at McKinsey & Company in
1993 and until March 2015 he was Senior Partner (Director) and leader of the Energy,
Commodities & Industry Practice at the Iberian Office of McKinsey & Company. He was also a
member of the McKinsey & Company Global Energy, Commodities & Industry Practice
Leadership Committee. He assumed the functions of Executive Director of The Navigator
Company in April 2015.
José Miguel Pereira Gens Paredes3
José Miguel Paredes has a degree in economics from Universidade Católica Portuguesa, and
began his professional career in 1985, at the Directorate-General of Competition and Prices.
In the following years, he worked at transport provider Rodoviária Nacional, Trader Interbiz,

3

Until 29 February 2020.
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in the Foreign Lending Division of Companhia de Seguros de Crédito Cosec, in the
Commercial Department and in the Treasury/Forex Room of Generale Bank, Portugal branch,
and in the Finance Department of United Distillers in Portugal. In 1994, he became Financial
Director of Semapa and other related companies. He was Executive Director at Enersis, a
company that operated in the renewable energies area and which was held by the Semapa
Group. From 2004 to 2018, he served as a Market Relations Representative of Semapa, and
has been a Semapa Executive Director since 2006 until February 2020. In 2008, he became
a director of ETSA and has served as Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2010 until
February 2020. Between 2011 and 2012, respectively, until February 2020, he has served as
director of The Navigator Company and Secil. And he has been a director of Sonagi since
2018.
Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado
Manuel Regalado has a degree in finance from Instituto Superior de Economia e Gestão
(ISEG) in Lisbon (1972) and completed the Senior Executive Programme of the London
Business School (1997). He began his professional career in 1971, holding various internal
auditing, management control and planning and investment project analysis positions from
this year until 1984. From 1984 to 1994, and from 1998 to 2004, he was appointed to a
variety of management positions and directorships in a range of sectors, including banking,
insurance, manufacturing and energy, in Edinfor, COSEC, IAPMEI and Hidroelétrica de
Cahora-Barra and Banco BPI (in Portugal, Africa and Latin America). Between 1994 and
1998, he served on the Board of Directors of Portucel, and was also part of the statutory
bodies of INAPA and CELPA. He is member of the Board of Directors of The Navigator
Company since 2004 and was an executive director until 2016.
Maria Teresa Aliu Presas
Maria Teresa Aliu Presas is a graduate of the Instituto Superior de Psicologia Aplicada, in
Lisbon. She made her career in the paper industry, having joined the Tetra Pak Group in
1982, where she held several positions in Portugal, Switzerland, international headquarters,
and in Brussels, in the areas of Marketing and Communication, Environment and European
Affairs, namely Vice President for Europe and responsible for the environment for the entire
Group. From 2003 to 2011 she directed the European Confederation of the Paper Industry
(CEPI). She was a member of the board of directors of several European associations as well
as a non-executive director of the company Powerflute Oy. She currently collaborates with
the consultant Magellan in Brussels, is a non-executive director of the World Bioeconomy
Forum and has been a non-executive director of Navigator since 2019.
Mariana Rita Antunes Marques dos Santos

Mariana Marques dos Santos graduated in Business Management from Universidade
Católica Portuguesa and complemented her training with an MBA from INSEAD
(Fontainebleau), having also attended the same programme at Kellogg Northwestern University, in Chicago. From 1989 to 2006, she was a university
professor, both in the areas of quantitative methods at ISCTE, and in
internationalisation strategy and policies, at the executive school, IBS-ISCTE
Business School. Along with academic activities, she developed a business career
linked to different areas and functions. Starting by experiencing the dynamics of
the financial markets, she collaborated with Lloyds Bank in the area of securities
portfolio management. She then joined a venture capital team - SFIR, where she
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was a project analyst from 1991 to 1992. She was also a consultant in Madrid, in a
multinational company, Arthur D. Little, being associated with several projects,
including the launch of the Portuguese branch, in the years 1995 and 1996. She
then took on a succession of international areas, within Grupo Abrantina, between
1996 and 2007, namely in Mozambique and Germany, managing projects in several
areas such as food and the production and distribution of construction materials. At
the end of 2007, she embraced her own business project, launching NBC Medical, in
the area of international trade of medicine, to which she is currently dedicated. She
has been a non-executive Director of The Navigator Company since May 2019.
Ricardo Miguel dos Santos Pacheco Pires
Ricardo Pires is a graduate in business administration from the Portuguese Catholic
University, with a specialisation in Corporate Finance from ISCTE and an MBA in business
management from Universidade Nova de Lisboa. He began his career in management
consulting between 1999 and 2002, first at BDO Binder and later at GTE Consultores. From
2002 to 2008, he worked at the Corporate Finance Department of ES Investment, where he
carried out a number of M&A and capital market projects in the sectors of Energy, Pulp &
Paper and Food & Beverages. Since 2008 he has worked at Semapa, initially as a Strategic
Planning and New Business Manager and later, starting in 2011, as Head of the Office of the
Chairman of the Board of Directors. He has been an Executive Director at Semapa since
2014, as well as holding positions at other related companies. Since 2015, he has performed
management duties at The Navigator Company and at Secil. Since 2017, he is CEO of
Semapa Next and took over in March 2020 as Chairman of the Board of Directors of ETSA.
Sandra Maria Soares Santos
Sandra Maria Soares Santos has a degree in management from the Faculty of Economics of
Porto (1989-94) and completed an MBA at PBS - Porto Business School (1999). She started
her career at Banco Espírito Santo and at the University of Porto in 1994, where she taught
as a guest lecturer. At BES, she performed several technical and commercial functions, at a
time when the Bank was incorporating young managers and substantially transforming its
organisational and business structure. She started her career at Grupo BA, at the end of
1999, as Controller, a role she built when the group started its geographical expansion. Since
then, she has held various positions, such as financial director, human resources director,
factory director and CFO. As CFO (2007), she had an active participation in the acquisition
and integration processes of the acquired companies. In 2012, she was posted to be CFO in
another business, plastic packaging, in which BA shareholders decided to invest, a mission
that ended a year later. Since 2014 she is CEO and member of the Board of Directors of
Grupo BA. Grupo BA now has industrial operations in 7 European countries, 12 industrial
units, 3,800 workers and an annual turnover of 950 million euros. She has been a nonexecutive director of Navigator since April 2019.
Vítor Manuel Rocha Novais Gonçalves
Vítor Novais Gonçalves has a degree in business management from ISC-HEC in Brussels and
has more than 30 years of professional experience with executive management
responsibilities in the Consumer Products, Telecommunications and Finance sectors. He
began his professional career in 1984 at Unilever as a Management Trainee, and
subsequently as a Product Manager and Market Manager. From 1989 to 1992, he worked at
Citibank Portugal, initially as a Venture Capital Business Manager and later as head of
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Corporate Finance and member of the Management Committee. Between 1992 and 2000, he
worked in the financial area of the José de Mello Group, served as director at several
companies and serving, among other things, as Strategic Marketing and Development
Manager of Banco Mello and General Manager of Companhia de Seguros Império. From 2001
to 2009, he worked in the telecommunications area of the SGC Group as a director of SGC
Comunicações, where he was in charge of strategic marketing and international business
development. Among other positions, he has been a Director at Zoom Investment, Semapa
and The Navigator Company.
Vítor Paulo Paranhos Pereira
Vítor Paranhos Pereira has a degree in Economics from the Catholic University of Portugal
and attended AESE (University of Navarra). He started his professional activity in 1982, at
the company Gaspar Marques Campos Correia & Cª. Lda., as Financial Director until 1987.
From 1987 to 1989, he held the position of Deputy Financial Director at the Instituto do
Comércio Externo de Portugal (ICEP). In 1989 he joined the Group as Financial Director of
Sodim, having been appointed member of the Board of Directors of Sodim in 2009, a
function he held until May 2018. He also performs management functions in several
companies related to Sodim, namely, since 1998 at Hotel Ritz. Between 2001 and 2016, he
held management positions at Hotel Villa Magna. He has been a director of Sonagi since
1995. From 2006 to 2015, he held the position of Chairman of the Supervisory Board of the
Portuguese Hospitality Association (AHP) and in April 2019 he was appointed Chairman of the
Board of the General Meeting of this entity. From 2007 to 2016, he was Chairman of the
Board of the General Meeting of the Portuguese Association of Investment Funds, Pensions
and Wealth (APFIPP). He served as Member of the Supervisory Board of Eurovida Companhia de Seguros, S.A. and Popular Seguros - Companhia de Seguros, S.A. from 2009
to 2018. In 2014, he was appointed member of the Board of Directors of Semapa. He was
appointed director of Refundos in 2005, serving as Chairman of the Board of Directors of that
company from 2018 until May 2020. Since 2020 he has been an Executive Director of
Semapa, and other related companies, and has held management positions at The Navigator
Company and Secil for the same period.
20. Regular and significant family, professional or business relationships of the
members, as applicable, of the Board of Directors, General and Supervisory Board
and Executive Committee with shareholders with qualified holdings exceeding 2%
of voting rights.
Among the members of the Company's Board of Directors, during the year under analysis,
the Directors João Nuno de Sottomayor Pinto de Castello Branco, José Miguel Pereira Gens
Paredes, Ricardo Miguel dos Santos Pacheco Pires and Vítor Paulo Paranhos Pereira were also
Directors of the shareholder Semapa. Director Vítor Manuel Galvão Rocha Novais Gonçalves
was also a representative of ZOOM LUX S.À.R.L., a company that had a qualified holding in
Navigator until November 2018.
21. Organisational or functional charts showing the division of powers between the
different corporate boards, committees and/or company divisions, including
information on delegated powers, in particular with regard to delegation of the
daily management of the Company.
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ORGANISATIONAL CHART OF COMMITTEES WITHIN THE COMPANY
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Executive Committee
António Redondo
Adriano Silveira
Fernando Araújo
João Lé
João Paulo Oliveira
Nuno Santos

Portucel Moçambique
Advisory to the Executive Committee

Paulo Silva

António Cunha Reis
Guilherme Pedroso
João Ventura
Mario Roque Póvoa

Investor Relations
Joana Lã Appleton

Research Area

Industrial Area

RAIZ

Setúbal Industrial Complex

Pulp Sales

Internal Audit and Risk Management

Legal Services

Carlos Pascoal Neto

José Nordeste

José Tátá Anjos

Gonçalo Veloso Sousa

António Neto Alves

Figueira da Foz Industrial Complex

Europe Sales

Communication and Brand

Human Resources

Pedro Matos Silva

Vitor Coelho

Rui Pedro Batista

Fernando Araújo **

Aveiro Industrial Complex

International Sales

Financial Office

Talent Management

Alexandre Vale

Mário França

Manuel Arouca

Paula Castelão

Central Technical Division

Supply Chain

Management and Control

Information Systems

Carlos Brás

Eduardo Veiga*

João Escobar Henriques

Mário Roque Póvoa

Environment and Energy

Marketing

Accounting and Remuneration

Óscar Arantes

António Quirino Soares*

Carla Guimarâes

Logistics

Business Development

João Paulo Oliveira **

Vasco Ferreira

Technical Product

Tax Division

Vitor Crespo

José Almeida Fernandes

Forestry Area

Commercial

Corporate Area

Forestry Management
Nuno Neto

Wood Supply
Gonçalo Vieira

Sustainability
João Lé **

Tissue Sales
Hermano Mendonça

Tissue Operations

Revenue Management Department

Empremédia

Cristina Campos

Alexandra Fernandes

Joaquim Belfo

Tissue Supply Chain
Fernando Gaga
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Materials Management
Pedro Sousa

Tissue Area

** Positions held temporarily
* On 01/01/2021, the following changes occurred:
- Eduardo Veiga (Supply Chain Director) transitioned to EC advisor;
- António Quirino Soares (Marketing Director) started to lead Supply Chain;
- Eduardo Scarlatti started to act as Marketing Director
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Between 1 January and 31 December 2020, the Executive Committee (which can include three to
nine members, in accordance with the articles of association) was composed of six members, who
shared among themselves the following list of responsibilities:
António José Pereira Redondo
−
−
−

Communication and Brand Division
Risk Management Division
Talent Management and Organisational Development Division

Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira
−
−
−
−
−

Environment Division
Aveiro Industrial Division
Figueira da Foz Industrial Division
Setubal Industrial Division
Central Technical Division

João Paulo Araújo Oliveira:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Logistics Division
Marketing Division
Revenue Management Department Division
Supply Chain Division
Technical Product Division
Europe Paper Sales Division
International Paper Sales Division

João Paulo Cabete Gonçalves Lé
−
−
−
−
−

Wood Supply Division
Forestry Management Division
Portucel Mozambique
RAIZ – Forest and Paper Research Institute
Sustainability Division

José Fernando Morais Carreira de Araújo
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Accounting and Remuneration Division
Management Control Division
Financial Division
Tax Division
Human Resources Division
Legal Services Division
Information Systems Division
Empremédia – Insurance Brokers
Investor Relations
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Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Business Development and New Business Division
Tissue Sales Division
Energy
Tissue Operations Division
Materials Management Division
Supply Chain Tissue
Pulp Sales Division

The following powers are delegated to the Executive Committee:
a) To propose the Company’s policies, aims and strategies to the Board of Directors;
b) To propose to the Board of Directors operating budgets and medium- and long-term
investment and development plans, and to implement these once approved;
c) To approve budget alterations during the year, including transfers between cost centres
not exceeding twenty million euros each year;
d) To approve contracts for the acquisition of goods and services of a value each year no
greater than twenty million euros;
e) To approve financing contracts, to apply for bank guarantees, or to accept any other
liabilities which represent increased indebtedness, totalling no more than twenty million
euros each year;
f) To acquire, dispose of or encumber the Company’s fixed assets of a value, in each
individual case, of up to five per cent of the paid-up share capital;
g) To lease or let any immoveable property;
h) To represent the Company in or out of court, as claimant or respondent, and to bring or
follow up any judicial or arbitral actions, confess or desist, settle or agree to arbitration;
i) To acquire, dispose of or encumber holdings in other companies, of a value of no more
than twenty million euros each year;
j) To resolve on executing acquisition and disposal of own shares, when this has been
deliberated by the General Meeting, in keeping with the terms of such resolution;
k) To manage holdings in other companies, jointly with the Chairman of the Board of
Directors, namely by designating, with the agreement of the latter, the representatives in
the respective governing bodies, and setting guidelines for the acts of these
representatives;
l) To enter into, amend and terminate employment contracts;
m) To open, transact and close bank accounts;
n) To appoint Company attorneys;
o) In general, all powers which may lawfully be delegated, with any limitations deriving from
the provisions of the preceding paragraphs.
Jointly with the Chairman of the Board of Directors, the Executive Committee may also resolve on
the matters indicated in items c), d), e) and i) above when the respective values, calculated on the
terms set out therein, are greater than twenty million euros but no greater than fifty million euros.
The Chairman of the Board of Directors has the powers assigned to him by Law and the Articles of
Association. The competence to change any conditions of contracts previously entered into and
covered by the aforementioned items c), d), e) and i) will fall to the body or bodies that would be
competent to execute them.
The Executive Committee may discuss all matters within the sphere of competence of the Board of
Directors, notwithstanding that it may only resolve on matters delegated to it.
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The Regulation of the Executive Committee, approved by the Board of Directors, also establishes
the performance regime for Executive Directors.
Decisions regarding the definition of the Company's strategy, as well as its general policies and the
corporate structure of the Navigator Group, are matters for the Board of Directors, and the
Executive Committee does not have delegated powers in this regard. Thus, Non-Executive
Directors participate in the definition of the strategy, main policies, business structure and
decisions that should be considered strategic due to their amount or risk, as well as in the
assessment of their compliance.
The Company's management is centered on the articulation between the Board of Directors and
the Executive Committee.
Coordination and approximation were ensured by the close cooperation developed by the
Chairman of the Board of Directors, Eng. João Castello Branco, with the executive team, by the
availability of the members of the Executive Committee for the regular transmission of all relevant
or urgent information, or that is requested, regarding the current management of the Company to
the non-executive members of the Board of Directors, in order to allow permanent monitoring of
corporate life, and by calling meetings of the Board of Directors for all strategic decisions or
considered especially relevant, even if these fall within the scope of generally delegated powers,
and also by the presence of the Chairman of the Board of Directors in some meetings of the
Executive Committee of the Company.
Also, for the other members of the governing bodies, the requested information is provided by the
members of the Executive Committee in a timely and appropriate manner.
To ensure a regular transmission of information, the Chairman of the Executive Committee sends
the notices and minutes of the respective meetings to the Chairman of the Supervisory Board. The
Company's other committees and governing bodies also ensure, in a timely and appropriate
manner and in accordance with the respective operating regulations, the flow of information,
namely, through the availability of notices and minutes, under the terms necessary and
appropriate to the exercise of legal and statutory powers by the remaining bodies and
commissions.
In relation to strategic planning and investment policy, and without prejudice to the portfolio to
which reference is made, it is clarified that it is by nature an area of greater intervention by nonexecutive members and that had significant involvement by the Chairman of the Board of
Directors. Thus, non-executive directors participate in the definition of the strategy, main policies,
business structure and decisions that should be considered strategic due to their amount or risk,
as well as in the assessment of their compliance.
It is important to mention, in terms of sustainability, the functions of the Sustainability Division
which, jointly with those of the different Divisions of the Company and the Sustainability Forum,
form several working groups to deal with specific topics, which have been developing their activity
under the supervision of Executive Committee and involving all group companies in a transversal
way. As a result of this activity, the Company prepares its “Sustainability Report” annually, which,
in a consolidated perspective, and in response to the legal requirements introduced by Decree-Law
no. 89/2017, of 28 July, contains a detailed analysis of the approach and commitment of the
Company to sustainability topics. Thus, and through the observance and implementation of the
mentioned strategic principles and in the terms best developed in the referred report, the
Company ensures long-term success, and with a significant contribution to the community in
general.
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At the end of 2018, internal regulations of the Board of Directors and Supervisory Board were
reviewed, approved and disclosed, as well as the internal commissions identified below, which
contain rules of operation, competence and articulation between the various bodies and
commissions. Under the terms of the aforementioned regulations and other applicable rules, the
corporate bodies and the other committees of the Company must prepare complete minutes of the
respective meetings.
The governing bodies and internal commissions identified above are required, under their terms,
internal operating regulations to make available to each other, under the legally and statutory
required terms, all the information and documentation necessary for the exercise of the legal and
statutory powers of each of the other bodies and commissions, and the various departments and
divisions of the Company must collaborate in the production, treatment and dissemination of said
information, in an appropriate, rigorous and timely manner.
The regulations of the Board of Directors and of the Supervisory Board also establish, in particular,
mechanisms that guarantee, within the limits of the applicable legislation and regulations, the
access of its members to the Company's Employees and to all information that is necessary for the
assessment of the performance, situation and development prospects of the Company, including
and without limiting minutes, supporting documentation of the resolutions taken, notices and
archives of the meetings of the Board of Directors and the respective Executive Committee,
without prejudice to being able to access other documents or people who may be asked for
clarification.
It should be noted that the internal regulations of the Board of Directors and the Audit Board were
revised in 2020, following the publication of Law no. 50/2020, of 25 August and the revision to the
2018 IPCG Corporate Governance Code that took place in 2020.
b) OPERATION
22. Existence of rules of procedure for the Board of Directors, the General and
Supervisory Board and the Executive Committee, as the case may be, and place where
these may be consulted.
The Internal Rules of Procedure of the Board of Directors of Navigator are published on the
Company’s website, in the Investor Relations area, and are therefore freely available for
consultation at www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Governo-da-Sociedade.
The Internal Rules of Procedure of the Board of Directors govern the exercise of the functions,
chairman, frequency of the meetings, functioning and framework of duties of its members.
In accordance with these Rules of Procedure, and the applicable legislation:
−

−

Directors may have access to all Company information and staff for assessing
performance, the situation and the outlooks on the development of the Company,
including, namely, minutes, documents supporting decisions taken, convening notices and
records on the meetings of the Executive Committee, without prejudice to access to all
other documents or persons who may be called upon to provide clarifications.
The Board of Directors must ensure the timely and suitable flow of information, especially
regarding the respective calls for meetings and minutes, required for the performance of
the functions, determined by law and the bylaws, of each of the remaining corporate
bodies and committees.
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Non-executive Directors should participate in the definition, by the managing body, of the
strategy, main policies, business structure and decisions that should be deemed strategic for the
Company due to their amount, risk or special characteristics as well as in the assessment of the
accomplishment of these actions.
The Directors in the Executive Committee may not perform executive functions in entities outside
of the Company’s group, except if the activity of such entities is deemed to be ancillary or
complementary to the group’s activity or is not very time-consuming;
The Directors who are not in the Executive Committee may perform management functions
(executive or not) in entities outside of the Company’s group, where such companies do not carry
out activities that compete with that of the Company, or in companies directly or indirectly held by
the Company, and the Chairman of the Board of Directors must be notified before the start of such
functions.
The following matters may not be generally delegated: a) The definition of the strategy and main
policies of the Company, although the Board of Directors may delegate to the Executive
Committee the drafting of the preliminary strategic plan and investment policy, subject to the
approval of the Board of Directors; b) the organisation and coordination of the business structure;
and c) matters that should be considered strategic, by virtue of the amounts involved, the risk, or
special characteristics.
The Board of Directors shall evaluate its performance annually, as well as the performance of the
Executive Committee and of other Committees and managing directors, if any, taking into account
the compliance with the Company’s strategic plan and budget, risk management, its internal
operation and the contribution of each member to that purpose, and the functioning between the
Company’s Bodies and Committees, identifying the ways in which such performance may be
improved.
23. Number of meetings held and rate of meeting attendance of each member of the
Board of Directors, General and Supervisory Board and Executive Committee, as
applicable.
During 2020, the Board of Directors held eleven meetings, and minutes were prepared. At the
eleven meetings held, all of the members of the Board of Directors were present, which
corresponds to an 100% attendance level.
Detailed minutes are drawn up for the Board of Directors’ meetings, in accordance with its Rules of
Procedure.
The number of meetings of the Board of Directors is freely available on the Company’s website at
www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Governo-da-Sociedade.
24. Indication of the company bodies empowered to assess the performance of
executive directors.
The Remuneration Committee decides how the system works and makes all the arrangements for
assessing Executive Directors. It is also responsible for final confirmation of the performance
factors and their impact on remuneration, as well as for the overall coherence of the system.
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However, the actual assessment of each individual’s performance is the responsibility of the person
leading the team, in the case of the members of the Executive Committee, and of the Chairman of
the Board of Directors, in the case of the Chief Executive Officer, in both cases with the
participation of other non-executive directors as the person conducting the assessment sees fit to
involve.
In turn, in accordance with the Rules of Procedure of the Board of Directors approved in December
2018, and revised in 2020, and in the Regulation of the Appointments and Appraisals Committee,
the Board of Directors, with the support of the Appointments and Appraisals Committee, should
annually evaluate its performance, as well as the performance of its committees and the directors
appointed, accounting for the fulfilment of the Company’s strategic plan and budget, the
management of risks, its internal operations and the contribution of each member to that end, in
addition to the relationship between the Company’s boards and committees.
In addition, the Appointments and Appraisals Committee, composed of 4 non-executive members
of the Board of Directors, is also involved in this process since its institution, and it is responsible
for monitoring the management's performance evaluation and remuneration attribution system of
the Company.
Thus, even though the assessment of Executive Directors already takes place annually, the selfassessment of the Board of Directors and its committees took place in 2020, in relation to the
performance in 2019, and will take place in 2021 concerning the 2020 year, which reflects
adoption of Recommendation V.1.1. of the IPCG Corporate Governance Code.
25. Predetermined criteria for assessing the performance of executive directors.
The basic criteria for assessing the performance of Executive Directors are those defined in item 2
of chapter VI of the Remuneration Policy Statement for setting the variable remuneration
component. These criteria are applied by using a system of KPIs that encompass quantitative and
qualitative components, and individual and joint components. The joint quantitative components
considered are EBITDA, net profit and cash flow.
26. Availability of each of the members of the Board of Directors, the General and
Supervisory Board and the Executive Committee, as the case may be, indicating office
held simultaneously in other companies, inside and outside the Group, and other
relevant activities carried out by the members of these bodies during the period.
The members of the Board of Directors have the appropriate availability to perform the duties
entrusted to them. The Directors’ other activities, outside the business group to which Navigator
belongs, do not impede their availability for performing their duties within the Navigator Group.
In addition to the activities listed in item 19, the directors also hold corporate office in other
companies as detailed below:
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JOÃO NUNO DE SOTTOMAYOR PINTO DE CASTELO BRANCO
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
Chairman of the Board of Directors of The Navigator Company, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Bosques do Atlantico, S.L.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Enerpulp - Cogeração Energética de Pasta, S.A.4
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Eucaliptusland - Sociedade De Gestão de Património
Florestal, S.A.5
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Brands, S.A. 6
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Financial Services Spółka Z Ograniczona
Odpowiedzialnoscia
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator International Holding, SGPS, S.A.7
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator North America, Inc.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper Figueira, S.A. 8
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper Setúbal, S.A. 9
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper World, S.A.10
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Parques Industriais, S.A. 11
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Participações Holding SGPS, S.A. 12
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Aveiro, S.A.13
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Figueira, S.A.14
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Setúbal, S.A.15
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Tissue Aveiro, S.A. 16
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Tissue Ródão, S.A. 17
Offices held in other companies/entities:
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Aphelion, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Semapa Next, S.A.
Member of the General Council of AEM – Associação de Empresas Emitentes de Valores Cotados
em Mercado
Chairman of BCSD - Conselho Empresarial para o Desenvolvimento Sustentável
Member of the Board of CEPI – Confederation of European Paper Industries representing CELPA
– Associação da Indústria Papeleira18

Office held until 31 January 2020.
Office held until 31 January 2020.
6
Office held until 31 January 2020.
7
Office held until 31 January 2020.
8
Office held until 31 January 2020.
9
Office held until 31 January 2020.
10
Company incorporated in Navigator Paper Setúbal, S.A. on 13 March 2020.
11
Office held until 31 January 2020.
12
Office held until 31 January 2020.
13
Office held until 31 January 2020.
14
Office held until 31 January 2020.
15
Office held until 31 January 2020.
16
Office held until 31 January 2020.
17
Office held until 31 January 2020.
18
Office held until 15 June 2020.
4
5
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Director at Cimigest, SGPS, S.A.19
Co-Chair of Forest Solutions Group20
Member of the Board of Directors of Fórum Para a Competitividade
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Secil - Companhia Geral de Cal e Cimento, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Sodim, SGPS, S.A.
Member of the Executive Committee of WBCSD - World Business Council of Sustainable
Development
Chairman of the General Council of CELPA – Associação da Indústria Papeleira, representing
Navigator Paper Figueira, S.A.21
ANTÓNIO JOSÉ PEREIRA REDONDO
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
Chairman of the Executive Committee22 and member of the Board of Directors of The Navigator
Company, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Bosques do Atlantico, S.L.
Chairman23 and member24 of the Board of Directors of Enerpulp - Cogeração Energética de
Pasta, S.A.
Chairman 25 and member26 of the Board of Directors of Eucaliptusland - Sociedade de Gestão
de Património Florestal, S.A.
Managing Director of Navigator Afrique du Nord, SARLAU27
Chairman28 and member29 of the Board of Directors of Navigator Brands, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Deutschland GmbH
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Eurasia Kağit Ve Kağit Ürünleri Sanayi Ve
Ticaret Anonim Şirketi30
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Financial Services Spółka Z Ograniczona
Odpowiedzialnoscia
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator France SAS31
Chairman32 and member33 of the Board of Directors of Navigator International Holding, SGPS,
S.A.
Managing Director of Navigator International Trading, GmbH34
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Itália, S.R.L. 35
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Middle East Trading DMCC36

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Company incorporated in Sodim, SGPS, S.A. on 3 September 2020.
Office held until April 2020.
Office held until 11 February 2020.
Office held from 1 January 2020.
Office held from 31 January 2020.
Office held until 31 January 2020.
Office held from 31 January 2020.
Office held until 31 January 2020.
Office held until 20 October 2020.
Office held until 31 January 2020.
Office held until 31 January 2020.
Office held until 30 October 2020.
Office held until 5 August 2020.
Office held until 31 January 2020.
Office held until 31 January 2020.
Company incorporated in Navigator Deutschland GmbH on 12 October 2020.
Office held until 29 October 2020.
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Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Netherlands B.V. 37
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator North America, Inc.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper Austria GmbH
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper España S.A. 38
Chairman39 and member40 of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper Figueira, S.A.
Managing Director of Navigator Paper México S. de R.L. DE C.V.
Chairman41 and member42 of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper Setúbal, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper UK LTD.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper World, S.A. 43
Chairman44 and member45 of the Board of Directors of Navigator Parques Industriais, S.A.
Chairman46 and member47 of the Board of Directors of Navigator Participações Holding SGPS,
S.A.
Chairman of the Management Board of Navigator Poland Paper Spółka Z Ograniczoną
Odpowiedzialnością48
Chairman49 and member50 of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Aveiro, S.A.
Chairman51 and member52 of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Figueira, S.A.
Chairman53 and member54 of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Setúbal, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Rus Company LLC55
Chairman56 and member57 of the Board of Directors of Navigator Tissue Aveiro, S.A.
Chairman58 and member59 of the Board of Directors of Navigator Tissue Ródão, S.A.
Offices held in other companies/entities
Chairman of the General Board and of the Executive Committee of CELPA – Associação da
Indústria Papeleira, in representation of Navigator Paper Figueira, S.A. 60

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office

held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
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until 28 February 2020.
until 1 February 2020.
until 30 October 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
until 31 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
until 31 January 2020.
until 13 March 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
until 31 January 2020.
between 31 January 2020 and 30 December 2020.
until 31 January 2020.
until 2 November 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
until 31 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
until 31 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
until 31 January 2020.
until 10 December 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
until 31 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
until 31 January 2020.
until 11 February 2020.
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ADRIANO AUGUSTO DA SILVA SILVEIRA
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
Member of the Board of Directors and Member of the Executive Committee61 of The Navigator
Company, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of About The Future - Essential Oils, S.A.

62

Member of the Board of Directors of Enerpulp - Cogeração Energética de Pasta, S.A.63
Member of the Board of Directors of Eucaliptusland - Sociedade De Gestão de Património
Florestal, S.A.64
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Brands, S.A. 65
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator International Holding, SGPS, S.A. 66
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper Figueira, S.A. 67
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper Setúbal, S.A. 68
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Parques Industriais, S.A. 69
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Participações Holding SGPS, S.A.70
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Aveiro, S.A. 71
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Figueira, S.A. 72
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Setúbal, S.A. 73
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Tissue Aveiro, S.A.74
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Tissue Ródão, S.A. 75
Chairman76 and member77 of Management of RAIZ - Instituto de Investigação da Floresta
e do Papel
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Raiz Ventures, S.A.78
Offices held in other companies/entities
Member of the Board of APIGEE representing The Navigator Company, S.A.
Member of the Advisory Board of APCER – Associação Portuguesa de Cerificação

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office

held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
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from 1 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
between 31 January 2020 and 30 December 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
until 22 May 2020.
from 22 May 2020.
from 31 January 2020.
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JOÃO PAULO ARAÚJO OLIVEIRA
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
Member of the Board of
Company, S.A.
Member of the Board of
Member of the Board of
Member of the Board of
Florestal, S.A.

Directors and member of the Executive Committee of The Navigator
Directors of Bosques do Atlantico, S.L.
Directors of Enerpulp - Cogeração Energética de Pasta, S.A.
Directors of Eucaliptusland - Sociedade de Gestão de Património

Managing Director of Navigator Afrique du Nord, SARLAU79
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Brands, S.A.
Director General of Navigator Egypt (LLC)80
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Eurasia Kağit Ve Kağit Ürünleri Sanayi Ve
Ticaret Anonim Şirketi 81
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Financial Services Spółka Z Ograniczona
Odpowiedzialnoscia
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator France SAS82
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator International Holding, SGPS, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Itália, S.R.L. 83
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Middle East Trading DMCC84
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Netherlands B.V. 85
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator North America, Inc.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper España S.A. 86
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper Figueira, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper Setúbal, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Rus Company LLC87
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper World, S.A. 88
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Parques Industriais, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Participações Holding SGPS, S.A.89
Chairman of the Management Board of Navigator Poland Paper Spółka Z Ograniczoną
Odpowiedzialnością90
Member of the Board of Directors
Member of the Board of Directors
Member of the Board of Directors
Member of the Board of Directors
Member of the Board of Directors

79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

of
of
of
of
of

Navigator
Navigator
Navigator
Navigator
Navigator

Pulp Aveiro, S.A.
Pulp Figueira, S.A.
Pulp Setúbal, S.A.
Tissue Aveiro, S.A.
Tissue Ródão, S.A.

Office held from 20 October 2020.
Office held from 9 February 2020.
Office held from 30 October 2020.
Office held from 6 August 2020.
Office held from 29 October de 2020.
Office held from 28 February 2020.
Office held from 1 February 2020.
Office held from 30 October 2020.
Office held from 10 December 2020.
Company incorporated in Navigator Paper Setúbal, S.A. on 13 March 2020.
Office held until 30 December 2020.
Office held from 2 November 2020.
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Member of the Board of Directors of Pulpchem Logistics, ACE91
Member of the Board of RAIZ - Instituto de Investigação da Floresta e do Papel92
Offices held in other companies/entities
Member of the General Council of CELPA – Associação da Indústria Papeleira, representing
Navigator Paper Setúbal, S.A.
Member of the General Council of Universidade de Aveiro
Member of the Advisory Board of AICEP
Member of the Supervisory Board of Fraunhofer Institute em Portugal
JOÃO PAULO CABETE GONÇALVES LÉ
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
Member of the Board of Directors and member of the Executive Committee of The Navigator
Company, S.A.93
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Atlantic Forests - Comércio de Madeiras, S.A.94
Member of the Board of Directors of Enerpulp - Cogeração Energética de Pasta, S.A.95
Member of the Board of Directors of Eucaliptusland - Sociedade de Gestão de Património
Florestal, S.A.96
Director of Navigator Abastecimento De Madeira, ACE97
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Africa, S.R.L.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Brands, S.A.98
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Forest Portugal, S.A.99
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator International Holding, SGPS, S.A.100
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper Figueira, S.A.101
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper Setúbal, S.A.102
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Parques Industriais, S.A.103
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Participações Holding, SGPS, S.A.104
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Aveiro, S.A.105
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Figueira, S.A.106
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Setúbal, S.A.107

Office held until 30 September 2020.
Office held from 22 May 2020.
93
Office held from 1 January 2020.
94
Office held from 10 January 2020.
95
Office held from 31 January 2020.
96
Office held from 31 January 2020.
97
Office held from 17 January 2020.
98
Office held from 31 January 2020.
99
Office held from 10 January 2020.
100
Office held from 31 January 2020.
101
Office held from 31 January 2020.
102
Office held from 31 January 2020.
103
Office held from 31 January 2020.
104
Office held between 31 January 2020 and 31 December 2020.
105
Office held from 31 January 2020.
106
Office held from 31 January 2020.
107
Office held from 31 January 2020.
91
92
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Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Tissue Aveiro, S.A.108
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Tissue Ródão, S.A.109
Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Moçambique - Sociedade De Desenvolvimento
Florestal e Industrial, S.A.
Chairman110 and member111 of the Board of RAIZ - Instituto de Investigação da Floresta
e do Papel
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Sociedade de Vinhos da Herdade de Espirra - Produção e
Comercialização de Vinhos, S.A.112
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Viveiros Aliança - Empresa Produtora de Plantas, S.A.113
Offices held in other companies/entities
On 31 December 2020, he did not perform functions in other companies/entities.
JOSÉ FERNANDO MORAIS CARREIRA DE ARAÚJO
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
Member of the Board of Directors and member of the Executive Committee of The Navigator
Company, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Bosques do Atlantico, S.L.
Member of the Board of Directors of Empremedia Re Designated Activity Company114
Member of the Board of Directors of Enerpulp - Cogeração Energética de Pasta, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Eucaliptusland - Sociedade de Gestão de Património
Florestal, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Africa, S.R.L.
Managing Director of Navigator Afrique du Nord, SARLAU
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Brands, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Deutschland GmbH
Director of Navigator Egypt (LLC)115
Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors at Navigator Eurasia Kağit Ve Kağit Ürünleri Sanayi Ve
Ticaret Anonim Şirketi
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Financial Services Spółka Z Ograniczona
Odpowiedzialnoscia
Director General of Navigator France SAS
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator International Holding, SGPS, S.A.
Chairman of the Management Board of Navigator International Trading, GmbH116
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Itália, S.R.L.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Middle East Trading DMCC
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Netherlands B.V.

108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116

Office held from 31 January 2020.
Office held from 31 January 2020.
Office held from 22 May 2020.
Office held until 22 May 2020.
Office held from 17 January 2020.
Office held from 17 January 2020.
Office held from 23 January 2020.
Office held from 9 February 2020.
Company incorporated in Navigator Deutschland GmbH on 12 October 2020.
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Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator North America, Inc.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper Austria GmbH
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper España S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper Figueira, S.A.
Managing Director of Navigator Paper México S. de R.L. de C.V.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper Setúbal, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper UK LTD.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper World, S.A. 117
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Parques Industriais, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Participações Holding SGPS, S.A.118
Member of the Management Board of Navigator Poland Paper Spółka Z Ograniczoną
Odpowiedzialnością
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Aveiro, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Figueira, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Setúbal, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Rus Company LLC
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Tissue Aveiro, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Tissue Iberica, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Tissue Ródão, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Moçambique - Sociedade de Desenvolvimento
Florestal e Industrial, S.A.
Offices held in other companies/entities
Chairman of the Board of the General Meeting of CELPA – Associação da Indústria Papeleira.
Member of the Board of AFP – Associação Fiscal Portuguesa
Member of the Audit Board of the Board of Chartered Accountants
NUNO MIGUEL MOREIRA DE ARAÚJO SANTOS
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
Member of the Board of Directors and member of the Executive Committee of The Navigator
Company, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Atlantic Forests - Comércio de Madeiras, S.A.119
Member of the Board of Directors of Bosques do Atlantico, S.L.
Member of the Board of Directors of Enerpulp - Cogeração Energética de Pasta, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Eucaliptusland - Sociedade de Gestão de Património
Florestal, S.A.
Director of Navigator Abastecimento de Madeira, ACE120
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Africa, S.R.L.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Brands, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Financial Services Spółka Z Ograniczona
Odpowiedzialnoscia
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Forest Portugal, S.A.121

117
118
119
120

Company incorporated in Navigator Paper Setúbal, S.A. on 13 March 2020.
Office held until 30 December 2020.
Office held until 17 January 2020.
Office held until 17 January 2020.
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Member
Member
Member
Member

of
of
of
of

the
the
the
the

Board
Board
Board
Board

of
of
of
of

Directors
Directors
Directors
Directors

of
of
of
of

Navigator
Navigator
Navigator
Navigator

International Holding, SGPS, S.A.
North America, Inc.
Paper Figueira, S.A.
Paper Setúbal, S.A.

Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Paper World, S.A.122
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Parques Industriais, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Participações Holding SGPS, S.A.123
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Aveiro, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Figueira, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Pulp Setúbal, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Tissue Aveiro, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Navigator Tissue Iberica, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Navigator Tissue Ródão, S.A.
Chairman and member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Moçambique - Sociedade de
Desenvolvimento Florestal e Industrial, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Pulpchem Logistics, ACE
Member of the Board of RAIZ - Instituto de Investigação da Floresta e do Papel
Chairman and member of the Board of Directors of Sociedade de Vinhos da Herdade de Espirra
- Produção e Comercialização de Vinhos, S.A.124
Chairman and member of the Board of Directors of Viveiros Aliança - Empresa Produtora de
Plantas, S.A.125
Offices held in other companies/entities
Member of the General Council of CELPA – Associação da Indústria Papeleira, representing
Navigator Forest Portugal, S.A. and Navigator Pulp Aveiro, S.A.
MANUEL SOARES FERREIRA REGALADO
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
Member of the Board of Directors of The Navigator Company, S.A.
Offices held in other companies/entities
In 2020 he did any office in other companies/entities.
MARIA TERESA ALIU PRESAS
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
Member of the Board of Directors of The Navigator Company, S.A.

121
122
123
124
125

Office
Office
Office
Office
Office

held
held
held
held
held
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until
until
until
until
until

17
13
30
17
17

January 2020.
March 2020.
December 2020.
January 2020.
January 2020.
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Offices held in other companies/entities
Non-Executive Director in the World Bioeconomy Forum.
Senior Consultant at Magellan Association.
MARIANA RITA ANTUNES MARQUES DOS SANTOS
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
Member of the Board of Directors of The Navigator Company, S.A.
Offices held in other companies/entities
Director at Mscinco – Participações e Gestão, S.A.
Managing Director at Casal dos Netos – Actividades Imobiliárias e Turismo, Lda.
Member of the Board of Directors of NBC Medical, S.A.
RICARDO MIGUEL DOS SANTOS PACHECO PIRES
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
Member of the Board of Directors of The Navigator Company, S.A.
Offices held in other companies/entities
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Abapor- Comércio e Indústria de Carnes, S.A.126
Member of the Board of Directors of Aphelion, S.A.
Managing Director of Biological - Gestão de Resíduos Industriais, Lda. 127
Chairman of the Board of Directors of ETSA - Investimentos, SGPS, S.A. 128
Chairman of the Board of Directors of ETSA LOG, S.A. 129
Chairman of the Board of Directors of I.T.S. - Indústria Transformadora de Subprodutos, S.A.130
Member of the Board of Directors of Cimigest, SGPS, S.A. 131
Member of the Board of Directors of Cimo – Gestão de Participações, SGPS S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Pyrus Agricultural LLC.
Member of the Board of Directors of Pyrus Investments LLC.
Member of the Board of Directors of Pyrus Real Estate LLC.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Sebol - Comércio e Indústria de Sebo, S.A. 132
Member of the Board of Directors of Semapa Next, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Semapa Inversiones, S.L. 133
Member of the Board of Directors and member of the Executive Committee of Semapa –
Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.

126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133

Office held from 1 March 2020.
Office held from 1 March 2020.
Office held from 1 March 2020.
Office held from 1 March 2020.
Office held from 1 March 2020.
Company incorporated in Sodim, SGPS, S.A. on 3 September 2020.
Office held from 1 March 2020.
Office held from 1 March 2020.
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Member of the Board of Directors of Secil – Companhia Geral de Cal e Cimento, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Sodim, SGPS, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Upsis, S.A.
SANDRA MARIA SOARES SANTOS
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
Member of the Board of Directors of The Navigator Company, S.A.
Offices held in other companies/entities
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Moldin, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Barbosa & Almeida, SGPS, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of BA Vidro II, SGPS, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of BA Glass Packaging, S.A.
Managing Director of Artividro, Lda.
Member of the Board of Directors of BA Glass I – Serviços de Gestão e Investimentos, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of BA Glass Portugal, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of BA Glass Spain, S.A.U.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of BA - Vidrio Distribución y Comercialización de Envases
de Vidrio, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Minas de Valdeastillo, S.A.U.
Director of BA Glass Germany, GmbH.
Director of BA Glass Poland, Sp. z.o.o.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of BA Glass Bulgaria, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of BA Glass Romania, S.A.
Director of Beluxen Entreprises Limited.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of BA Glass Greece, S.A.
Director of Hellenic Glass Recycling and Waste Treatment, Ltd.
VÍTOR PAULO PARANHOS PEREIRA
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
Member of the Board of Directors of The Navigator Company, S.A.134
Offices held in other companies/entities
Member of the Board of Directors of Abapor- Comércio e Indústria de Carnes, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Aphelion, S.A.135
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Celcimo, S.L.136
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Semapa Inversiones, S.L.137
Member of the Board of Directors of Antasobral – Sociedade Agropecuária, S.A.

134
135
136
137

Office
Office
Office
Office

held
held
held
held
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1 March 2020.
1 March 2020.
1 March 2020.
28 August 2020.
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Member of the Board of Directors of Capital Hotels BV138
Member of the Board of Directors of Capital Hotels - Sociedade de Investimentos e Gestão, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Cimo – Gestão de Participações, SGPS, S.A.139
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Galerias Ritz, S.A
Member of the Board of Directors of Hotel Ritz, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Parque Ritz, S.A
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Refundos – Sociedade Gestora de Fundos de
Investimento Imobiliário, S.A.140
Member of the Board of Directors of Secil - Companhia Geral de Cal e Cimento, S.A.141
Member of the Board of Directors of Sodim, SGPS, S.A.142
Managing Director of Sociedade Agrícola da Herdade dos Fidalgos, Unipessoal, Ld.ª
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Sonagi, SGPS, S.A.143
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Sonagi – Imobiliária, S.A.
Chairman of the Board of the General Meeting of Associação da Hotelaria de Portugal
Member of the Board of Directors and member of the Executive Committee of Semapa –
Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
VÍTOR MANUEL ROCHA NOVAIS GONÇALVES
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
Member of the Board of Directors of The Navigator Company, S.A.
Offices held in other companies/entities
Member of the Board of Directors of Beldevelopment, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Extrasearch, SGPS, S.A.
Managing Director at Euromidlands - Sociedade Imobiliária, Lda.
Managing Director at Magalhães e Gonçalves – Consultoria e Gestão, Lda.
Managing Director at Prudentarbítrio, Lda.144
Director at Qualquer Ponto – Sociedade Imobiliária, S.A.145
Managing Director at Qualquer Ponto – Sociedade Imobiliária, Lda.146
Managing Director at Qualquer Prumo – Sociedade Imobiliária, Lda.
Managing Director at Terraponderada, Lda.
Member of the Board of Directors of Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS,
S.A.
Managing Director at Vanguardintegral, Lda.
Member of the Board of Directors of VRES – Vision Real Estate Solutions, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Zoom Investment, SGPS, S.A.
Member of the Board of Directors of Zoom Investment Turismo, S.A.

Company incorporated in Capital Hotels – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, S.A., on 23 September
2020.
139
Office held from 31 July 2020.
140
Office held until 18 May 2020.
141
Office held from 28 February 2020.
142
Office held from 1 March 2020.
143
Office held as director until 31 June 2020, having started as Chairman after that date.
144
Office held from 19 November 2020.
145
Office held until 5 May 2020.
146
Office held from 19 November 2020.
138
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Member of the Board of Directors of 2FOR Venture, SGPS, S.A.
c) Committees belonging to the management or supervisory bodies and managing
directors
27. Identification of committees set up by the Board of Directors, the General and
Supervisory Board and the Executive Committee, as the case may be, and place where
the rules of procedure may be consulted.
The following committees report to the Company’s Board of Directors:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Executive Committee
Corporate Governance Committee
Sustainability Forum
Pension Fund Supervisory Board
Property Risks Analysis and Monitoring Committee
Ethics Committee
Environmental Board (instituted by the Articles of Association)
Appointments and Appraisals Committee

The Operating Rules of these Committees make reference to their respective powers, presidency,
meeting frequency, functioning and duties of the members, with detailed minutes of their meetings
drawn
up,
available
at
the
Company’s
website
at
www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Governo-da-Sociedade.
The composition and number of annual meetings of internal committees are published at the
Company’s website at www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Governo-da-Sociedade.
In accordance with their respective Operating Rules, Internal Committees must ensure a timely
and adequate flow of information, from their respective meeting notices and minutes, as required
to exercise the powers under the law and Articles of Association of each of the remaining boards
and committees.
28. Composition, if applicable, of the Executive Committee and/or identification of the
Managing Director(s).
On 31 December 2020, the Executive Committee comprised the following Directors:
Chairman
−

António José Pereira Redondo

Members
−
−
−
−
−

Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira
João Paulo Araújo Oliveira
João Paulo Cabete Gonçalves Lé
José Fernando Morais Carreira de Araújo
Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos
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29. Indication of the powers of each of the committees created and summary of the
activities carried on the exercise of these responsibilities.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
The powers of the Executive Committee are described in item 21 of this report.
The Executive Committee is the Company’s executive management body and has performed its
duties by exercising the powers entrusted to it by the Board of Directors. This Committee meets
regularly and whenever required by the evolution of the Company’s affairs and to monitor its
business activities; a total of 47 meetings were held in 2020. In addition to the members of the
Executive Committee, whenever the matters so justify, Non-Executive Directors and Group
Companies are present at these meetings and members of the various Navigator Boards.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
The Corporate Governance Committee comprises of three members: Mariana Marques dos Santos,
Manuel Regalado and António Neto Alves.
The Corporate Governance Committee, in addition to monitoring, on a continuous basis, the
Company’s compliance with the provisions of the law, regulations and articles of association
applicable to corporate governance, is responsible for the critical analysis of the Company’s
practices and conduct in the field of corporate governance, and for the initiative of proposing for
debate, amendment and introducing new procedures designed to improve the structure and
governance of the Company. The Corporate Governance Committee is also required to assess
annually the corporate governance status of the Company and submit to the Board of Directors
any proposals as it sees fit.
In 2020, in addition to the work and current communications carried out by telematic means, the
Committee held two meetings in which the following topics were analysed:
−
−

−
−
−

−

Analysis of the Corporate Governance Report for 2019;
Analysis of the assessment of the acceptance of the Corporate Governance Code of the
Portuguese Institute of Corporate Governance (IPCG) conducted by the Executive
Committee for Follow-up and Monitoring (CEAM), with reference to the period of 2019;
Analysis of the IPCG Corporate Governance Code revised in 2020;
Analysis of Law No. 50/2020, on the rights and incentives for long-term involvement of
shareholders of listed companies;
Elaboration of a Proposal, to be submitted to the Audit Board and the Board of Directors,
regarding the review and implementation of internal documents on corporate governance,
following the monitoring and evaluation of the degree of compliance with the Corporate
Governance Code by the Company and the entry into force of the regime established by
Law no. 50/2020.
The purpose of the proposal was, namely: (a) the revision of the Regulations on Conflicts
of Interest and Transactions with Related Parties, (b) the revision of the Regulations of the
Board of Directors, and (c) the revision of the Regulations of the Supervisory Board.

Accordingly, the Corporate Governance Committee carried out its oversight and corporate
governance assessment activities throughout the financial year and participated actively in drafting
the Annual Corporate Governance Report, for which it obtained the necessary information,
particularly by its member António Neto Alves, who is the Company’s General Counsel.
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SUSTAINABILITY FORUM
In recognition of the fundamental role of sustainability in its strategic development, in 2015 the
Navigator Group created the Sustainability Forum.
The main aim of the Forum is to allow the Navigator Group to work hand-in-hand with experts and
leaders within its sphere of activity, from NGOs and universities to social organisations as well as
clients and suppliers.
It is an initiative aimed at strengthening dialogue with its main stakeholders, encouraging
proactive listening and discussion on topics relevant to the Company and to society.
Generally speaking, the Sustainability Forum meets twice per year: one session dedicated to
Permanent Members, and another session extended to various stakeholders. The sessions have a
core topic to be discussed and explored in greater depth, helping to shape corporate and strategic
policies on matters involving social and environmental responsibility, thereby enabling platforms of
understanding and cooperation between the Navigator Group and its main stakeholders.
The Sustainability Forum comprises External Members and Internal Members from the Navigator
Group, and is chaired by the Chief Executive Officer, António Redondo, with Manuel Regalado as
General Secretary.
In addition to the Chairman and the General Secretary, the Internal Members are the members of
the Executive Committee, the members of the Environmental Board and the Senior Consultants of
the Company for the purpose appointed by the Executive Committee.
In 2020, the following participated as Internal Members, António Redondo (Chairman of the
Executive Committee), Adriano Silveira, João Paulo Oliveira, João Lé, Fernando Araújo and Nuno
Santos (members of the Executive Committee), Manuel Regalado (member of the Board of
Directors and General Secretary), Teresa Presas (member of the Board of Directors), and
Fernando Santana, Casimiro Pio, Maria da Conceição Cunha, Margarida Tomé and Joaquim Poças
Martins, of the Environmental Board.
In the same year, its External Members – key personalities tied to the activities of the Company’s
main stakeholders - were Cristina Tomé, Filipe Duarte Santos, Francisco Gomes da Silva, José Júlio
Norte, Luís Neves da Silva, Manuel Martins, Rosário Alves, Winfried Brüeggmann, Sofia Crisóstomo
Silva and Vitor Bento.
During 2020, and due to the pandemic situation, only the extended session of the Forum was held.
This session took place online, on 5 November, with the topic “Natural Capital, Value for Business,
Nature and Society”. There was a participation of more than 100 people, with a peak of 125
participants.
It should be noted that the Forum started, in 2020, a new cycle that is characterised by the
adoption of a model of geographic decentralisation, capable of enhancing greater proximity to local
communities. For this reason, this session was set against the backdrop of Parque das Serras do
Porto, an area for which Navigator is responsible for the management of a considerable part.
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PENSION FUND SUPERVISORY BOARD
The current Pension Fund Supervisory Board was appointed in 2019. The members are António
Cunha Reis, João Ventura and Manuel Arouca, and two representatives of the fund beneficiaries,
João Manuel Nunes de Oliveira and António Tavares Melo.
The committee’s responsibilities include checking compliance with the rules applicable to the
pension plan and to the management of the respective pension fund, issuing opinions on proposals
for transferring management and other significant changes in the contractual arrangements for the
fund and its management, and on the winding up of the pension fund or of part thereof.
In 2020, the Pension Fund Supervisory Board, due to the constraints caused by the pandemic, did
not meet in the usual way, the meetings will resume in 2021, with a timetable already defined.
In 2020, Law 27/2020 was published on 23 July, which introduces several amendments to the
Legal Regime of Pension Funds. The changes resulting from this new legislation will be
incorporated in due course into the Constitutive Contract of The Navigator Company Pension Fund,
namely those related to the Change in the Composition of the Supervisory Board.
PROPERTY RISKS ANALYSIS AND MONITORING COMMITTEE
The Company has a Property Risks Analysis and Monitoring Committee, coordinated by the
directors responsible for financial affairs, risk and assets, Fernando Araújo and Adriano Silveira,
respectively. The Committee also comprises of the Plant Managers, who on 31 December 2020
were Pedro Silva, José Nordeste, Alexandre Vale and Joaquim Belfo, the Environment and Energy
Director, Óscar Arantes, the Financial Director, Manuel Arouca, and the Risk Management Director,
Gonçalo Veloso de Sousa. Meetings have also been regularly attended by Alexandra Fernandes,
the manager responsible for operations at Empremédia.
This Committee meets whenever necessary to give its opinion on systems for preventing property
risk in effect at the Company, mainly measures taken to address recommendations from
inspections performed by reinsurers, as well as give its opinion on the suitability of the scope, type
of coverages and insured values purchased by the Navigator Group; to discuss and issue opinions
or recommendations on policies, procedures, significant risks, risk limits and extraordinary
situations in terms of property risk; and to monitor and keep track of the most significant risks
involving property, in close connection with the risk governance system in effect at the Navigator
Group.
In 2020, the Property Risk Analysis and Monitoring Committee held one meeting, on 7 August,
having analysed various topics, namely, a review of recommendations after 2019 risk analyses and
pending recommendations from previous years; identification and quantification of claims in the
last ten years (2010-2019), reflection on Navigator's retention and risk policy for 2020; and the
capital to be insured in 2020.
ETHICS COMMITTEE
Following the elaboration and approval of the Code of Ethics by the Executive Committee during
2010, the Ethics Committee was created, which annually produces a report on compliance with the
rules contained in the Code of Ethics. This report should explain all irregular situations that the
Committee is aware of, as well as the conclusions and proposals for follow-up that it has adopted
in the various cases analysed.
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The Ethics Committee is responsible for monitoring the Company's bodies with impartiality and
independence in the disclosure and compliance with the Code of Ethics in all companies of the
Navigator Group.
In carrying out its duties, the Ethics Committee is especially responsible for:
a) Verifying that the Code of Ethics and Conduct is integrated in the company's usual internal
control systems, namely within the scope of the Risk Management Department (DGR);
b) Assessing the conclusions that the DGR draws from any audits that it carries out within the
scope of topics covered by the Code of Ethics and Conduct;
c) Ensuring the functioning of a mechanism for reporting violations of the Code of Ethics and
Conduct, as part of the scope of the irregularity reporting mechanism in force in the
Group;
d) Assessing and evaluating any situation that may arise regarding the fulfilment of the
precepts included in the Code of Ethics and Conduct in which a member of a corporate
body is covered;
e) Submitting to the Corporate Governance Committee the adoption of any measures it
deems convenient in this area, including the review of internal procedures;
f) Submitting to the Board of Directors, if deemed necessary, proposals for changes to the
Group's Code of Ethics and Conduct;
g) Preparing an annual report on its performance in compliance with the rules contained in
the Code of Ethics and Conduct in the Group's companies.
The Ethics Committee includes three members, Henrique Trocado, Rui Gouveia and Jaime Falcão.
Three meetings were held, in which the activities developed in 2019 and 2020 were analysed and
the main issues that have been communicated and raised within the scope of the Company's Code
of Ethics and Conduct and the Company's Irregularity Communication System, in Portugal and
abroad. The Ethics Committee's activity report was also discussed and approved during the year
ended 31 December 2019.
ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD
In view of the specific nature of the Group’s business and the corresponding environmental
concerns, in 2008 the Board of Directors decided to set up an Environmental Board to monitor and
issue its opinion on environmental aspects of the Company’s operations, and to make
recommendations concerning the environmental impact of its main projects, paying special
attention to legal requirements, licensing terms and the Navigator Group’s policy in this area.
The Environmental Board is currently comprised of five members: Fernando Santana 147
(Chairman), Casimiro Pio, Maria da Conceição Cunha, Maria Margarida Tomé and Joaquim Poças
Martins, all independent academic personalities of known scientific and technical expertise,
particularly in the most important domains of the environmental concerns of the Navigator Group
as it is currently configured.
The Environmental Board is in direct contact with the Navigator Group’s business world through
meetings held at its industrial facilities, main forest plantations and its research institute, “RAIZ”.

147

Deceased in January 2021
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In the course of 2020, the Environmental Board held one meeting, where the following topics were
addressed:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Effects of Covid on Navigator activity
Environmental Situation - Overview of compliance with legal obligations
FF's Nova CB project and its impact on the decarbonisation of Navigator
Forest Management Indicators: Environmental and Social Impacts of the Activity
Agenda for the Forest
Communication on sustainability and the environment

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
The remuneration assignment process, which is monitored by the Nomination and Appraisals
Committee, is in particular the responsibility of the Remuneration Committee existing in the
Company, created under article 399 of the Portuguese Companies Code.
Until the date of entry into force of Law no. 50/2020, of 25 August, the Remuneration Committee
drew up annually – which happened in 2020 - the statement on the remuneration policy for the
members of the management and supervisory bodies. After the entry into force of the referred
Law, this Committee has the functions to prepare the remuneration policy for the members of the
management and supervisory bodies and to carry out all the work of analyzing and fixing the
remuneration of the directors.
The Remuneration Committee participates, equally and actively, in the performance evaluation,
and it is responsible for carrying out all work concerning analyses and setting Directors’
remuneration, in particular setting the variable remuneration of the Executive Directors.
In 2020, the Committee is composed of three members, namely José Gonçalo Maury, João Moreira
Rato and João Vicente Ribeiro.
During 2020, and considering its powers, the Remuneration Committee held two meetings in which
it decided on the fixing of the fixed remuneration to be attributed to two executive directors, the
Chairman of the Executive Committee and the variable remuneration to be attributed to executive
directors for 2019.
In order to provide information or clarifications to the shareholders, the members of the
Remuneration Committee are present at the annual General Meeting and in any others if the
respective agenda includes a matter related to the remuneration of the members of the bodies and
committees of the Company or if such presence has been required by shareholders.
Within the budgetary limitations of the Company, the Remuneration Committee can freely decide
whether to hire, through the Company, the necessary or convenient consultancy services to
perform its functions.
The Remuneration Committee must ensure that the services are provided independently and that
the respective providers are not contracted to provide any other services to the Company itself or
to others that are in a controlling or group relationship without the express authorisation of the
Committee.
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APPOINTMENTS AND APPRAISALS COMITTEE
In 2018, the Company established an Appointments Committee. In 2019, the Committee's powers
were extended, as described below, and its designation changed to the Appointments and
Appraisals Committee.
This Committee is composed of three to seven members, including a majority of Directors who do
not perform executive functions, one of whom will be Chairman, appointed by the Board of
Directors, for a period of four years, coinciding with the mandate of the Board of Directors.
In 2020, this Committee joined four members: João Nuno de Sottomayor Pinto de Castello Branco
(Chairman), Ricardo Miguel dos Santos Pacheco Pires, Mariana Rita Antunes Marques dos Santos
and Vítor Paulo Paranhos Pereira.
In accordance with its Internal Regulations, the Appointments and Appraisals Committee is
responsible for monitoring and supporting the appointments of management officers of the
Company and the Navigator Group, as well as assessing the performance of the same
management staff.
In the performance of its duties, and without prejudice to other powers attributed to it by the
Company's Board of Directors, the Appointments and Appraisals Committee is particularly
responsible for the governing bodies:
(a) In terms of appointments:
i.

ii.

iii.

Assist the Board of Directors in identifying and assessing the adequacy of the profile,
knowledge, and curriculum of members of the governing bodies to be designated, namely,
the appointment by co-option for the performance of functions of member of the Board of
Directors of the Company, as well as, in the choice of administrators who will perform
executive functions;
Make its terms of reference available and induce, to the extent of its competencies,
transparent selection processes that include effective mechanisms for identifying potential
candidates, through which the ones with the greatest merit are selected, that are best
suited to the job requirements and promote, within the organisation, adequate diversity
including gender;
Make its terms of reference available and induce, to the extent of its competencies,
transparent selection processes that include effective mechanisms for identifying potential
candidates, through which the ones with the greatest merit are selected, that are best
suited to the job requirements and promote, within the organisation, adequate diversity
including gender.

(b) In terms of appraisals:
i.
ii.

iii.

To monitor the management's performance evaluation and remuneration attribution
system;
To comment on the proposals for individual annual performance evaluation of the
members of the Executive Committee, issued by the respective Chairman, and on the
latter, issued by the Chairman of the Board of Directors;
To monitor the overall assessment of the performance of the Board of Directors, as a body,
taking into account compliance with the Company's strategic plan and budget, risk
management, its internal functioning and the contribution of each member.
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In addition to other functions that are expressly assigned to it by the Board of Directors, the
Appointments and Appraisals Committee is responsible, especially with regard to the remaining
management staff, to:
a) Monitor and issue recommendations on the Group's internal talent management policies
and procedures;
b) Periodically assess the need and availability of talent at the Group level and recommend
appropriate actions to ensure the Group's capacity to respond to the challenges that arise,
namely to monitor and issue recommendations on internal policies and procedures related
to selection, hiring, remuneration, evaluation remuneration and incentives policies, as well
as the succession plan for management staff, and formulate the recommendations that it
considers appropriate.
Due to the members that integrate it and their competences, in terms of remuneration,
performance evaluation and appointments, the existence of this Committee reflects the adherence
to Recommendation III.9 of the IPCG Corporate Governance Code.
III. AUDITING
(Supervisory Board, Audit Committee or General and Supervisory Board)
a) COMPOSITION*
* Over the reporting period

30. Identification of the supervisory body (Supervisory Board, Audit Committee or
General Supervisory Board) corresponding to the model adopted.
Under the single-tier management model adopted, the Company’s supervisory body is the
Supervisory Board.
31. Composition, as applicable, of the Supervisory Board, the Audit Committee, the
General and Supervisory Board or the Committee for Financial Affairs, indicating the
minimum and maximum numbers of members and duration of their term of office, as
established in the Articles of Association, number of full members, date of first
appointment and end date of the term of office of each member; reference may be made
to the item in the report where this information is contained in accordance with
paragraph 18.
Chairman
−

José Manuel Oliveira Vitorino

Full Members
−
−

Gonçalo Nuno Palha Gaio Picão Caldeira
Maria da Graça Torres Ferreira da Cunha Gonçalves

Alternate Member
−

Ana Isabel Moraes Nobre de Amaral Marques
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Under the Articles of Association, the Company’s Audit Body comprises of three full members, one
of whom is Chairman, and two alternate members, elected by the General Meeting for a four-year
term.
The current members of the Supervisory Board were appointed for the current term, from 2019 to
2022, at the General Meeting held on 9 April 2019, at which the members of Navigator's governing
bodies were elected.
Dr. José Manuel Oliveira Vitorino was elected as alternate member on 29 April 2015. On 2 July
2015, Dr. José Manuel Oliveira Vitorino took the position of full member of the Supervisory Board
for the 2015-2018 term of office, replacing full member Duarte Nuno d’Orey da Cunha following
his resignation.
In the ordinary General Meeting of 19 April 2016, José Manuel de Oliveira Vitorino was appointed
as a full member of the Supervisory Board, until the end of the current term of office of the other
members of statutory bodies. However, since the composition of Navigator’s Supervisory Board
and its majority shareholder Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A. have
been coinciding; since an election was held in 2018 for the 2018-2022 term of office of the
Semapa Supervisory Board, thereby changing its composition; and given the intent expressed by
the Chairman of the Supervisory Board, Miguel Camargo de Sousa Eiró, to also resign from
Navigator in the General Meeting of 23 May 2018, José Manuel Oliveira Vitorino, previously a full
member of the Supervisory Board, was appointed to the position of Chairman of the Supervisory
Board until the end of the current term of office of other members of statutory bodies. He was
elected Chairman of the Supervisory Board on 9 April 2019 for the term of 2019 to 2022.
Gonçalo Nuno Palha Gaio Picão Caldeira was elected as a full member of the Supervisory Board for
the first time with effect as from the start of the term running from 2007 to 2010 and was reelected for the terms from 2011 to 2014, 2015 to 2018 and 2019 to 2022.
Maria da Graça Torres Ferreira da Cunha Gonçalves was appointed as full member of the
Supervisory Board in the General Meeting on 23 May 2018, until the end of the current term of
office of the other members of statutory bodies, having been re-elected for the 2019-2022 term.
Ana Isabel Moraes Nobre de Amaral Marques was appointed as alternate member of the
Supervisory Board on 19 April 2016, until the end of the current term of office of the other
members of statutory bodies, having been re-elected for the 2019-2022 term.
The Company believes that the number of members of the Supervisory Board is perfectly adequate
in view of its size and the complexity of risks inherent to its activity, efficiently ensuring the duties
entrusted to them. This suitability judgment took into account, in particular, the activities of the
Company, the stability of the shareholder structure, as well as the set of diversified skills and the
availability of the members of the Audit Board to carry out their duties, namely, through close
collaboration with the remaining bodies and commissions of the Company and the External Auditor
and Statutory Auditor.
32. Identification, as applicable, of the members of the Supervisory Board, the Audit
Committee, the General and Supervisory Board or the Committee for Financial Affairs
who are deemed independent, in accordance with article 414 (5) of the Companies Code;
reference may be made to the item in the report where this information is contained in
accordance with item 19.
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The Company considers that all the members of the Supervisory Board at 31 December 2020 can
be regarded as independent, on the terms defined in article 414 (5) of the Companies Code.
33. Professional qualifications, as applicable, of each of the members of the Supervisory
Board, the Audit Committee or the General and Supervisory Board or the Committee for
Financial Affairs and other relevant biographical details; reference may be made to the
item in the report where this information is contained in accordance with item 21.
JOSÉ MANUEL OLIVEIRA VITORINO (Chairman of the Supervisory Board)
José Manuel Vitorino graduated in Business Administration and Organisation from the University of
Lisbon’s Instituto Superior de Economia. He is qualified as a statutory auditor, and in the executive
training programme of Universidade Nova de Lisboa.
He lectured at the Faculty of Economics, University of Coimbra, where he remained until 1980,
having then joined PricewaterhouseCoopers, where he divided his time between audit and financial
consultancy work, both in Portuguese and foreign companies and groups, and also on projects
where he worked with international teams. After several years as a partner, he left
PricewaterhouseCoopers in 2013, as he reached the age limit for his position. He also served as
Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Novo Banco, S.A. until 2017 and currently serves as a
member of the Supervisory Board of ANA – Aeroportos de Portugal, S.A.
He has served as a member of the Supervisory Board of The Navigator Company since 2015 and
that of Semapa and Secil since 2016, while performing duties as Chairman of such oversight
bodies since 2018.
GONÇALO NUNO PALHA GAIO PICÃO CALDEIRA (Full member of the Supervisory Board)
Gonçalo Picão Caldeira has a degree in law and has been registered with the Portuguese Bar
Association since 1991, after completing his legal internship. He holds an MBA from Universidade
Nova de Lisboa and also attended a property management and valuation course at ISEG. He has
worked in property management and development through family companies since 2004. Prior to
this, he worked for the BCP Group from 1992 to 1998, and with the Sorel Group from October
1998 to March 2002. He also worked for Semapa from April 2002 to February 2004. He has sat on
the Company’s Supervisory Board since 2007, and on the Supervisory Boards of Semapa, since
2006, and of Secil, since 2013.
MARIA DA GRAÇA TORRES FERREIRA DA CUNHA GONÇALVES (Full member of the Supervisory Board)
Maria da Graça Torres Ferreira da Cunha Gonçalves has a degree in business administration and
organisation from Instituto de Ciências do Trabalho e da Empresa (ISCTE), and is a chartered
accountant. From June 1978 to November 1985, she held various positions in the areas of general
accounting, analytical accounting, and financial planning and analysis at Magnetic Peripherals Inc.
Portugal. She was a financial analyst at Shell Portuguesa, S.A. from December 1985 to November
1989. From December 1989 to July 1994, she was controller and CFO of United Distillers Comp.
Velha, Lda., in charge of the entire financial, IT and purchasing area. From August 1994 to July
1995, she was CFO of ITT Automotive Europe GmbH, in charge of the entire financial and staffing
area. From August 1995 to June 2015, she was Back Office Director at Pernod Ricard Portugal, in
charge of the areas of finance, management control, purchasing, logistics, production, human
resources and legal. In 2001 and 2002, she was in charge of the acquisition process of Seagram
(Sandeman & Co.) in Portugal. Subsequently, in 2005 and 2006, she was in charge of the areas of
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finance and human resources in the acquisition process of Allied Domecq (Cockburn Smithes &
Co.). She was Deputy Chairperson at the sector’s association, ACIBEV, as a representative of Allied
Domecq. She is a member of the Company’s Supervisory Board, and of the Supervisory Boards of
Semapa and Secil, since 2018.
b) OPERATION
34. Existence of operating regulations, and place where they can be consulted, as
applicable, of the Supervisory Board, the Audit Committee, the General and Supervisory
Board or the Committee for Financial Affairs; reference may be made to the item in the
report where this information is contained in accordance with item 24.
The Company’s Supervisory Board has internal operating regulations, which are published at the
Company’s website in the investors’ area (corporate governance section), freely available for
consultation at www.thenavigatorcompany.com/ Investidores/Governo-da-Sociedade.
The annual report issued by the Supervisory Board on its work during the year is published in
conjunction with the Report & Accounts and is available at the Navigator Group’s website.
35. Number of meetings held and rate of attendance at meetings of the Supervisory
Board, the Audit Committee or the General and Supervisory Board and the Committee for
Financial Affairs, as the case may be; reference may be made to the item in the report
where this information is contained in accordance with item 25.
In 2020, the Supervisory Board held fourteen meetings. The relevant agendas and minutes were
forwarded to the Chairman of the Board of Directors and made available to the Risk Management
Division.
Its members were in attendance at all meetings held during the performance of their duties,
resulting in an attendance rate of 100%.
The number of meetings of the Supervisory Board is freely available at the company’s website at
www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Governo-da-Sociedade.
Detailed minutes are drawn up for the Supervisory Board’s meetings, in accordance with its Rules
of Procedure.
36. Availability of each of the members of the Supervisory Board, the Audit Committee
or the General and Supervisory Board and the Committee for Financial Affairs, as the
case may be, indicating offices held simultaneously in other companies, inside and
outside the group, and other relevant activities carried out by the members of these
bodies during the period; reference may be made to the item in the report where this
information is contained in accordance with item 26.
This information is available in item 33 on the professional qualifications and other relevant
biographical details of each member of the above statutory bodies.
The members of the Supervisory Board have the appropriate availability to perform the duties
entrusted to them.
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In addition to the activities listed in item 33, the members of the Supervisory Board also hold
corporate office in other companies as detailed below:
JOSÉ MANUEL OLIVEIRA VITORINO
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
No offices held in other companies belonging to the same group as Navigator.
Offices held in other companies/entities
−
−
−

Member of the Supervisory Board of ANA Aeroportos de Portugal, S.A.
Chairman of the Supervisory Board of a Secil - Companhia Geral de Cal e Cimento, S.A.
Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Semapa - Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão,
SGPS, S.A.

GONÇALO NUNO PALHA GAIO PICÃO CALDEIRA
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
No offices held in other companies belonging to the same group as Navigator.
Offices held in other companies/entities
−
−
−
−

Managing Director of Linha do Horizonte Investimentos Imobiliários, Lda.
Managing Director of Loftmania – Gestão Imobiliária, Lda.
Member of the Supervisory Board of Secil - Companhia Geral de Cal e Cimento, S.A.
Member of the Supervisory Board of Semapa - Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão,
SGPS, S.A.

MARIA DA GRAÇA TORRES FERREIRA DA CUNHA GONÇALVES
Offices held in Navigator Group companies
No offices held in other companies belonging to the same group as Navigator.
Offices held in other companies/entities
−
−

Member of the Supervisory Board of Secil - Companhia Geral de Cal e Cimento, S.A.
Member of the Supervisory Board of Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão,
SGPS, S.A.

c) POWERS AND RESPONSABILITIES
37. Description of applicable procedures and criteria for the supervisory body’s
involvement in hiring additional services from the external auditor.
In accordance with the rules in article 77, paragraphs 10 and 11 of the Bylaws of the Association
of Statutory Auditors (Ordem dos Revisores Oficiais de Contas), approved by Law no. 140/2015, of
7 September, the Rules of Procedure of the Supervisory Board, approved on 9 November 2018,
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and the Rules of Procedure for the approval of services beyond the scope of auditing, approved on
1 June 2016, the contracting of different auditing services, which are not required by law or
constitute prohibited services, to the External Auditor and Statutory Auditor or to any member of
its network, by Navigator or by companies within its domain or group, is subject to prior approval
by the Navigator Supervisory Board, duly substantiated.
As such, proposals submitted are handed over to the Supervisory Board for analysis and
validation, with a view to essentially ensuring (i) that the services in question are permitted, (ii)
that the provision of services will not affect the independence and impartiality of the External
Auditor, as needed to provide auditing services, (iii) that the combined value of fees for the
provision of services other than auditing services does not exceed the limit of the Bylaws of the
Association of Statutory Auditors (EOROC), and (iv) that the additional services in question are
provided with a high degree of quality and autonomy.
The Supervisory Board thus applies the rules provided for in the new Statute of the Order of
Statutory Auditors, approved by Law No. 140/2015 of 7 September, which came into force on 1
January 2016, and observes the internal procedures instituted in the Internal Regulation on the
approval of services outside the scope of auditing to ensure that the legal provisions are complied
with.
38. Other duties of the supervisory bodies and, if applicable, of the Committee for
Financial Affairs.
1. The Supervisory Board has the powers that result from the law, with no delegated powers or
responsibilities. The functions and duties of the Supervisory Board are expressly set out in its
Internal Rules of Procedure, which governs the exercise of the functions, the chairman, the
frequency of the meetings, functioning and framework of duties of its members and determines
that detailed minutes of its meetings are written. These Rules are published the Company’s
website, at www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Governo-da-Sociedade.
In accordance with the Rules of Procedure, amended on December 2020, the Supervisory Board
ensures the timely and suitable flow of information, especially regarding the respective calls for
meetings and minutes, required for the performance of the functions, determined by law and the
bylaws, of each of the remaining corporate bodies and committees.
2. In the performance of its duties, without prejudice to other powers assigned to it by law, in
particular by Article 420 of the Companies Code, in accordance with its Rules of Procedure, the
Supervisory Board has the following functions and powers:
a) To supervise the management of the Company, including, in this context, annually
assessing the budget, the internal functioning of the Board of Directors and its
committees, as well as the relationship between the various bodies and committees of the
Company;
b) To ensure compliance with the law and the articles of association;
c) To verify that books, accounting records and the respective supporting documents are in
order;
d) To verify, when it deems to be appropriate and as it sees fit, the state of cash and
inventories of any type of goods or assets belonging to the Company or received by the
same as security, deposit or on another basis;
e) To verify the accuracy of the financial statements;
f) To verify that the accounting policies and valuation criteria adopted by the Company lead
to a correct valuation of the Company’s assets and results;
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g) To draw up an annual report on its audit activities and issue its opinion on the report,
accounts and proposals submitted by management;
h) To convene the General Meeting when the Chairman of the meeting fails to do so;
i) To evaluate and comment on strategic lines and risk policy prior to their final approval by
the management body;
j) To supervise and evaluate the effectiveness of the internal control system, including the
functions of risk management and internal audit, being able to propose any necessary
adjustments;
k) To issue an opinion on the work plans and resources allocated to the services of the
internal control system, including the functions of risk management and internal audit, and
may propose any necessary adjustments;
l) To receive reports of irregularities (whistleblowing) submitted by shareholders,
collaborators of the Company or others;
m) To contract the provision of services by experts to assist one or more of its members in the
exercise of their functions; whereas the contracts with and remuneration to be paid to
such experts shall be in line with the importance of the matters entrusted to them and the
economic situation of the Company;
n) To supervise the appropriateness of the procedure for preparation and disclosure of
financial information by the Board of Directors, including the adequacy of the accounting
policies, estimates, evaluations, relevant disclosures and a consistent implementation
thereof in each year, that shall be fully documented and communicated;
o) To propose to the General Meeting the appointment of the Statutory Auditor and its
remuneration, indicating the criteria which governed the selection of the statutory auditor
and describing the auditor’s selection procedure it conducted;
p) To propose to the General Meeting the dismissal of the Statutory Auditor or the
termination of the services provision agreement, whenever there are justifiable grounds
for that purpose;
q) To supervise the auditing of the Company’s financial statements and reports;
r) To supervise the independence of the Statutory Auditor, namely with regard to the
provision of additional services, and assess, yearly, the work carried out by the Statutory
Auditor and its suitability for the performance of the tasks assigned to it;
s) To confirm if the disclosed report on the corporate governance structure and practices
includes the information listed in Article 245-A of the Portuguese Securities Code;
t) To issue a previous and binding opinion on the Regulation on Conflicts of interests and
Related Party Transactions to be drawn up and approved by the Board of Directors or, in
the absence of such Regulation, on the definition to be made by management, on whether
the transactions that the company carries out with related parties are carried out within
the scope of its current activity and under market conditions;
u) To issue, within a reasonable period, a prior opinion regarding any business with related
parties that are not carried out within the scope of the Company's current activity and
under market conditions;
v) To verify that the transactions with related parties that the Company carries out are
carried out within the scope of the Company's current activity and under market
conditions;
w) Comply with the other attributions contained in the law or in the articles of association.
3. Concerning its powers, in the performance of its functions, and without prejudice to other
powers assigned to it by law, members of the Supervisory Board may, acting jointly or separately:
a) Obtain from the Management, for examination and certification, any books, records and
documents belonging to the Company, and verify the existence of any type of assets,
namely cash, securities and commodities;
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b) Obtain from the Management or any of the Directors, information or clarifications on the
course of operations or activities of the Company or on any of its businesses;
c) Have access to all Company information and Staff for assessing performance, the situation
and the outlooks on the development of the Company, including, namely, minutes,
documents supporting decisions taken, convening notices and records on the meetings of
other corporate bodies, without prejudice to access to all other documents or people who
may be called upon to provide clarifications;
d) Obtain the reports made by the Company's internal control services, including regarding
the risk management and internal audit functions, in particular those on matters related to
the rendering of accounts, the identification or resolution of conflicts of interest and the
detection of potential irregularities;
e) Receive from the Company’s Statutory Auditor the clarifications which are necessary for
the annual assessment, by the Supervisory Board, of the work carried out by the Statutory
Auditor, and of its independence and its suitability for the performance of the tasks
assigned to it;
f) To obtain from third parties who have carried out transactions on behalf of the Company
any information required for proper clarification of such transactions;
g) Attend meetings of the Management, whenever it deems appropriate.
4. In order to perform their duties, the Supervisory Board may be assisted by a technical team
specially appointed for this purpose and also by a specialised audit firm, and may contract the
provision of services by experts, to assist one or more of its members in the exercise of their
duties.
5. In the performance of its functions, without prejudice to other powers assigned to it by law,
members of the Supervisory Board have the following duties:
a) To inform themselves and prepare Supervisory Board meetings diligently;
b) To participate in Board meetings and attend General Meetings and meetings of the Board
of Directors to which they are summoned by the Chairman or in which the accounts for the
financial year are to be discussed;
c) To exercise a conscientious and impartial supervision;
d) To keep confidential any facts and information which come to their knowledge by virtue of
their functions, without prejudice to the duties enshrined in paragraphs 2 and 3 of this
Article;
e) To inform the Board of Directors of any verifications, inspections and measures,
undertaken and the results thereof;
f) To report, at the first general meeting held, all irregularities and inaccuracies verified by
this Board and whether it obtained all clarifications required for the performance of its
functions;
g) To record in writing all checks, inspections, complaints received, and measures taken and
their outcome;
h) To inform the Board of Directors of the results of the statutory audit and explain how this
has contributed to the integrity of the procedure for preparing and disclosing financial
information, as well as the role that the audit body played in this process;
i) To monitor the process for preparation and disclosure of the financial information and
submit recommendations or proposals to ensure their integrity;
j) To supervise the effectiveness of the internal quality control and risk management systems
and, if applicable, of the internal audit, with regard to the procedure for preparing and
disclosing financial information, while preserving its independence;
k) To monitor the annual statutory audit of individual and consolidated accounts, namely the
execution thereof;
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l)

To verify and monitor the audit firm’s independence in the exercise of its activity of
statutory audit or in the provision of other services legally permitted under the terms
defined in the applicable law and regulation, namely:
(i) Demonstrate, during the selection process of the company of statutory auditors, that
this company has and has implemented internal mechanisms that ensure
independence and prevention of conflicts of interest;
(ii) Regular verification by the audit firm that the aforementioned internal mechanisms
remain adequate and in compliance with the applicable legislation and regulations;
(iii) Obtain an annual declaration of independence;
(iv) Annual communication of the different audit services that have been provided;
(v) Reasoned proposal regarding the possible extension of the functions of the audit firm,
beyond the maximum legal period, with the weighting of the respective conditions of
independence and the advantages and costs associated with their replacement;
(vi) Communication from the audit firm on exceeding the threshold in terms of fees; and
(vii)
Joint analysis of possible threats to its independence and the application of
safeguards to mitigate them;

m) To select audit firms to submit to the General Meeting for election and justifiably
recommend one of them for approval;
n) To treat in confidence any documents of the Company which they have access to in the
exercise of their functions, including the content of the Board meetings and of the other
corporate bodies in which they participate and the preparatory information of the
meetings; and
o) To provide other corporate bodies and committees, in accordance with legal statutory
requirements, with all necessary information and documents required for the exercise of
legal and statutory functions of such bodies and committees.
6. The members of the Supervisory Board must refer to the Public Prosecution Office any criminal
offences that they are aware of and which constitute a public crime.
7. If any of the members of the Supervisory Board becomes aware of any difficulties in the pursuit
of its corporate purpose, they must inform the Statutory Auditor immediately.
In addition, the Supervisory Board is the main correspondent of the Statutory Auditor and
Chartered Accountant of the Company and has access to and direct knowledge of the activities
carried out by it. The Company believes that this supervisory activity by the Supervisory Board,
without any interference from the Board of Directors, of the works of the Statutory Auditor and
Chartered Accountant, provided it does not jeopardise the timely and adequate knowledge of the
Board of Directors, ultimately responsible for Company matters and financial statements, in what
concerns these tasks. In compliance with this principle, reports of the Statutory Auditor and
Chartered Accountant are addressed to the Supervisory Board and discussed in joint meetings of
the Supervisory Board with a member of the Board of Directors, where the Supervisory Board
informs, notably, of the results of the statutory audit, ensuring that conditions required to provide
audit services exist within the Company. It is also the responsibility of the Supervisory Board to
propose and monitor, with support from internal divisions of the Company, the fees of the
Statutory Auditor and Chartered Accountant.
The Statutory Auditor and Chartered Accountant also cooperates with the Supervisory Board,
providing, immediately and in accordance with applicable laws and regulations, information on
irregularities relevant for the exercise of its functions that the Supervisory Board has detected, as
well as any issues arising in the exercise of its duties.
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Under the terms of the Supervisory Board's regulations, the Statutory Auditor and the Company
maintain permanent and adequate communication channels, namely through regular meetings
with the Board of Directors, the Supervisory Board and with the services and departments with
responsibilities in matters under analysis and with the consequent discussion and analysis of all
the information that is pertinent in the scope of the exercise of the corresponding activity.
IV. STATUTORY AUDITOR
39. Identification of the statutory audit firm and the partner and statutory auditor
representing the same.
The Company’s acting Statutory Auditor is KPMG & Associados – Sociedade de Revisores Oficiais
de Contas, S.A., registered with the Association of Statutory Auditors (Ordem dos Revisores
Oficiais de Contas) under no. 189 and registered with the Portuguese Securities Market
Commission (CMVM) under no. 20161489, represented by Paulo Alexandre Martins Quintas Paixão
(statutory auditor [ROC] no. 1427).
The alternate Statutory Auditor is Vítor Manuel da Cunha Ribeirinho (statutory auditor [ROC] no.
1081).
40. Indication of the consecutive number of years for which the statutory audit firm has
held office in the Company and/or Group.
The Statutory Auditor referred to in item 39 has been working with the Company since 2018.
41. Description of other services provided by the statutory auditor to the company.
In addition to the statutory auditing services provided to the Company and its subsidiaries, the
Statutory Auditor also provided other assurance services, pursuant to Law 140/2015, of 7
September.
The amounts paid for these services over the course of 2020 are detailed in items 46 and 47
below.
V. EXTERNAL AUDITOR
42. Identification of the external auditor appointed for the purposes of article 8 and the
partner and statutory auditor representing such firm in the performance of these duties,
together with their respective registration number with the Portuguese Securities
Market Commission.
The Company’s external auditor is KPMG & Associados – Sociedade de Revisores Oficiais de
Contas, S.A., registered with the Association of Statutory Auditors (Ordem dos Revisores Oficiais
de Contas) under no. 189 and registered with the Portuguese Securities Market Commission
(CMVM) under no. 20161489, represented in the performance of these duties by partner Paulo
Alexandre Martins Quintas Paixão (statutory auditor [ROC] no. 1427).
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43. Indication of the consecutive number of years for which the external auditor and the
respective partner and statutory auditor representing the same in the performance of
these duties has held office in the Company and/or Group.
The external auditor and its partner statutory auditor representing it in the performance of these
duties were appointed by the General Meeting in September 2017 to provide services beginning on
1 January 2018. They were re-elected for the position at the General Meeting held on 9 April 2019.
Thus, 2020 was the third year of exercise of functions with the Company and/or the Group.
44. Policy on rotation of the external auditor and the respective partner and statutory
auditor representing the same in the performance of these duties, and the respective
frequency of rotation.
The Statute of the Chamber of Statutory Auditors, approved by Law 140/2015, of 7 September,
took effect on 1 January 2016 and established new mandatory legal rules on the rotation of
statutory auditors in companies of public interest, such as Navigator, which previously had no
policy requiring the statutory auditor or its representative to be rotated.
Under the new legal rules, and considering PricewaterhouseCoopers & Associado - SROC, Lda. had
reached the time limit on serving as statutory auditor to the main shareholder Semapa, with which
the Company consolidates its accounts, in 2017, the Supervisory Board, supported by the
management and divisions of the companies involved, conducted an organised procedure, open to
a number of firms, for selecting the Statutory Auditor, for 2018, until the end of term in office of
the other corporate bodies. The tenders submitted were analysed and assessed by the Supervisory
Board on the basis of the criteria adopted in the selection process.
As a result of this selection procedure, the Supervisory Board submitted to the shareholders a
recommendation and proposal to appointment KPMG & Associados - Sociedade de Revisores
Oficiais de Contas, S.A. as External Auditor, which was approved by the shareholders at the
General Meeting.
45. Indication of the body responsible for assessing the external auditor and the
intervals at which this assessment is conducted.
Within the scope of its oversight and auditing function for the Company’s accounting documents,
the Supervisory Board continuously evaluates the external auditor and the Statutory Auditor,
particularly with regard to the preparatory work for its Report and Opinion on the annual accounts.
In addition to its responsibility for proposing the appointment of the statutory auditor and its
respective remuneration to the General Meeting, the Supervisory Board is responsible for
assessing and monitoring all audit work conducted by the external auditor on an ongoing basis,
and has the possibility of proposing its dismissal with due cause at General Meetings, when the
proper formalities are complied with. To this end, the Supervisory Board holds frequent meetings
during the year with the statutory auditor and external auditor, and a permanent and established
relationship is established between the Board and the auditor, the Board being the final recipient
of the auditor’s reports, including when matters related to accountability and the detection of
potential irregularities are at stake. At these meetings the Supervisory Board is able to assess all
the accounting and financial information it deems necessary at any time and is able to request
from them any information it deems necessary for its supervisory functions.
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In addition, in the exercise of its supervisory duties and in its audit of the Company’s accounts, the
Supervisory Board conducts an annual appraisal of the performance of the external auditor in
connection with the preparatory work on its Report and Opinion on the annual accounts, and also
verifies its independence, by obtaining written confirmation of the independence of the auditor as
provided for in article 62 of the Bylaws of the Association of Statutory Auditors (EOROC),
confirmation of compliance with requirements for rotation of the partner responsible and
identifying threats to independence and safeguards adopted to mitigate these threats.
Along these lines, the Supervisory Board has unrestricted access to the documentation produced
by the Company’s auditors and may request that they provide any additional information deemed
necessary. It is also the first recipient of the final reports prepared by the external auditors.
Pursuant to article 420 (2) b) of the Companies Code, the Supervisory Board is responsible for
proposing the appointment of the Company’s Statutory Auditor to the General Meeting.
46. Identification of work, other than auditing, done by the external auditor for the
company and/or for companies in a control relationship with it, together with internal
procedures for approving the hiring of such services, specifying the reasons for doing
so.
As described in point 47, in the year ended on 31 December 2020, KPMG, a company of statutory
auditors, and other entities belonging to the same network, were billed the fees related to the
statutory audit of annual accounts, limited review of interim accounts and reliability assurance
services and services other than accounts. The breakdown of billing for these services is detailed
below in point 47.
Services indicated as “other assurance services” correspond to the issuance of reports on financial
information, verification services of the Sustainability Information and validation of the maps of
expenses related to investment projects. With regard to services other than auditing, these refer
to merger operations opinions within the scope of the Statutory Auditor of Navigator group
companies.
The provision of different auditing services by the Statutory Audit Firm to the Company and
subsidiaries is regulated in the Internal Standard on the approval of services outside the scope of
auditing, approved on 1 June 2016, which provides for different auditing services that cannot be
provided by the Statutory Audit Firm and prior control and authorisation processes for these
services by the Supervisory Board. The regime defined in this internal standard is fully consistent
with the provisions of the Statute of the Order of Chartered Accountants, approved by Law No.
140/2015, and the Legal Regime of Audit Supervision, approved by Law No. 148/2015.
Therefore, the services provided by the external auditor and the Statutory Auditor, other than
audit, have always been approved by the Audit Board, in compliance with the applicable legal rules
and internal procedures established for this purpose.
47. Indication of the annual remuneration paid by the company and/or controlled,
controlling or group entities to the auditor and other individuals or organisations
belonging to the same network, specifying the percentage relating to the following
services (for the purposes of this information, the concept of network is as defined in
Commission Recommendation No. C [2002] 1873 of 16 May 2002):
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By the Company*
Value of audit services (€)

260,542

93%

19,890

7%

Value of tax consultancy services (€)

0

0%

Value of services other than account review (€)

0

0%

178,793

90.2%

15,512

7.8%

0

0%

3,825

2%

Value of assurance services (€)

By entities that are part of the group*
Value of audit services (€)
Value of assurance services (€)
Value of tax consultancy services (€)
Value of services other than audit services (€)
* Including individual and consolidated accounts

In 2020, services other than audit services billed to the company or to entities that maintain a
dominant relationship with it by the External Auditor and Statutory Auditor, including entities that
are in a participation relationship with or that integrate the same network, represented 9% of the
total services provided.

C. INTERNAL ORGANISATION
I. ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION
48. Rules applicable to amendment of the Company’s Articles of Association (article
245-A (1) (h)).
The Company’s Articles of Association contain no specific rules on amendments of the articles, so
the general supplementary rules contained in the Companies Code therefore apply here.
II. REPORTING OF IRREGULARITIES (WHISTLEBLOWING)
49. Means and policy for reporting of irregularities (whistleblowing) occurring in the
company.
The Company has “Whistleblowing Regulations” designed to provide a procedure and rules for
communication by any stakeholders, be they Employees, clients, suppliers, partners or any other
organisations or individuals which have dealings with the Company or its subsidiaries, of any
irregularities allegedly occurring in the Navigator Group.
In these Regulations, “irregularity” is defined as any alleged breach of provisions under the law,
regulations and/or Articles of Association occurring at the The Navigator Company Group.
Irregularities also include non-compliance with ethical principles and duties per the Company’s
Code of Ethics.
These Regulations lay out the general obligation of reporting alleged irregularities and establish a
multidisciplinary team in charge of handling them. The rules of procedure of the company’s boards
and committees also foresee the adoption of and compliance with such Regulations.
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This multidisciplinary team, comprised of Legal Services and the Risk Management Division, must
investigate all facts needed to properly assess the alleged irregularity. This process ends with the
report being filed or submission to the Board of Directors or the Executive Committee, depending
on whether a member of a statutory body is implicated or not, of a proposal for application of the
measures most appropriate in light of the irregularity in question. The Supervisory Board must also
be informed of all reports received.
The Regulations also contain other provisions, namely with regard to ensuring the confidentiality of
whistleblowing, the non-prejudicial treatment of reporting stakeholders and the dissemination of
the respective scheme at the Company.
In the course of 2020, reports were received of three potential irregularities. All reports were duly
followed up by evaluation of the facts reported, investigation and a decision on any measures to
be taken. The irregularities reported in 2020 refer to several topics, including:
−
−
−

Non-compliance with contingency plan measures against Covid-19;
Potential conflicts of interest;
Alleged delay in making a forest lease contract available.

During 2020, collaboration with the criminal investigation authorities in investigating alleged
corruption in the wood reception activity of one of our manufacturing centres was particularly
relevant in this area. This investigation culminated in the arrest of 16 employees of The Navigator
Company and their constitution as defendants, together with some suppliers. Due diligence
continues, and the Company is providing all possible support to the authorities.
In addition, two reports of irregularities still being processed have been carried forward to this
year.
III. INTERNAL CONTROL AND RISK MANAGEMENT
50. People, bodies or committees responsible for internal audits and/or implementation
of internal control systems.
The Company regards Risk Management as a core process in its business activities. A system for
permanent monitoring of risk management has therefore been implemented in the The Navigator
Company Group, involving all organisational units, DGR and the Supervisory Board.
This system is based on a systematic and explicit assessment of business risks by all
organisational divisions in The Navigator Company Group and identification of the main controls in
place in all business processes. This platform will allow the Company to assess on an ongoing basis
the extent to which its internal control system is appropriate to the risks regarded as most critical
from time to time.
As part of this periodic assessment, an annual internal audit programme has been instituted, to be
implemented by DGR in conjunction with each division involved, to monitor the appropriateness of
the internal control system to the perceived risks and to help the organisation to implement
programmes to improve this system.
This risk governance system is headed by the Supervisory Board and the Board of Directors, as
detailed below.
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Board of Directors
The Board of Directors has the following responsibilities:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Review and approve the risk policy defined for The Navigator Company Group, including
risk appetite and tolerance;
Set goals with regard to the assumption of risks, and ensure that they are achieved;
Approve the risk governance model adopted by The Navigator Company Group;
Oversee application of the risk policy in The Navigator Company Group;
Discuss and approve the Company’s risk policy and strategic plan, including the
determination of acceptable risk levels;
Approve strategies for dealing with risks, especially very high risks;
Promote a risk culture within The Navigator Company Group.

Supervisory Board
The Supervisory Board has the following competencies and responsibilities:
−
−
−
−

−

−

−

−

To supervise the effectiveness of the risk management system, the internal control system
and the internal audit system, proposing the necessary adjustments;
Assess and propose improvement to the risk management and internal control model,
processes and procedures;
Oversee execution of the plans of activities in connection with risk management and
internal control;
Monitor, evaluate and comment on the strategic lines and objectives and risk policy
defined by the Board of Directors, proposing and implementing mechanisms and
procedures for periodic control in order to ensure that the risks effectively incurred by the
company are consistent with the objectives set by the management body;
Issue an opinion on the work plans and resources allocated to the internal control services,
including the control of compliance with the rules applied to the Company and internal
auditing;
Take note of the risk control and management reports issued by the Statutory Auditor and
propose the adoption of measures considered necessary or convenient in light of these
reports;
Take note of the risk management monitoring reports issued by the Risk Management
Division and propose the adoption of the measures considered necessary or convenient in
light of these reports with regard to internal control;
Take note and comment on the activity developed in this area by the Risk Management
Department, on the resources allocated to the services that also perform internal control
functions, being the recipient, when they exist, of the reports or opinions carried out by
these services when matters related to accountability, the identification or resolution of
conflicts of interest and the detection of potential illegalities and irregularities are
concerned.

Chief Executive Officer
The Chief Executive Officer has the following responsibilities:
−
−
−

Define The Navigator Company Group’s risk policy, including its risk appetite;
Take the risk policy into account when setting the Navigator Group’s strategic objectives;
Provide the means and resources to assure that risk management is effective and efficient;
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−
−
−
−

−
−
−

Approve the risk management model, processes and procedures;
Define the risk management governance model to be adopted by the Group, including the
division of responsibilities;
Approve activities plans in the field of risk management;
Ensure that the main risks to which The Navigator Company Group is exposed are
identified and reduced to acceptable levels, in line with the risk appetite and tolerance
defined;
Discuss and approve options for handling risks where the residual risk level is in excess of
the risk tolerance levels;
Oversee and review the work of the Risk Management Division, in the field of risk
management;
Report on results to the Board of Directors.

Risk Management Division
The Risk Management Division has the following responsibilities in this area:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Define the risk management model, processes and procedures;
Draw up activities plans in the field of risk management;
Identify and implement the means and resources (human, procedural and technological) to
facilitate risk identification, analysis and management;
Warn of potential risks when strategic and operational objectives are being defined;
Help define risk appetite and risk tolerance;
Help decide on the division of responsibilities in the field of risk management;
Help identify and characterise risks;
Monitor risk indicators;
Help design risk mitigation measures;
Assess the effectiveness of risk mitigation measures;
Assess compliance with risk tolerance;
Ensure compliance with action plans for mitigating risks;
Draw up risk management monitoring reports.

Business Areas/Divisions
Business areas/divisions have the following responsibilities:
−
−
−
−
−

Define risk tolerance;
Identify and characterise risks;
Define and monitor risk indicators;
Define, implement and execute risk mitigation measures, in keeping with the risk
mitigation action plans;
Conduct risk assessments and controls.

51. Description of the lines of command in this area in relation to other bodies or
committees; an organisational chart may be used to provide this information.
It follows clearly from the previous section that risk management in the Company is the
responsibility of the entire organisation; specific duties are detailed above.
In terms of the hierarchical and functional structure, it should be noted that, in addition to
reporting to the Chief Executive Officer, the Internal Audit Division (Risk Management Division)
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also reports to the Supervisory Board, thereby providing the support needed for the Board to
exercise its responsibilities. The following chart illustrates the reporting and functional relations
within the Company:

52. Existence of other divisions with responsibilities in the field of risk control.
The Company has committees which complement the work of the Supervisory Board and the Chief
Executive Officer with regard to control and monitoring of specific risks:
−

−

−
−

Risks Analysis and Monitoring Committee – pronounces on asset risk prevention
systems in place in the Company, in close connection with the risk governance system in
the Navigator Group; and assesses the suitability of asset risk insurance policies in force in
the Navigator Group, and the individual policies.
Corporate Governance Committee – oversees application of the Group’s corporate
governance rules, and also the Code of Ethics and Conduct, as well as supervising internal
procedures relating to matters of conflicts of interest, in particular with regard to relations
between the Group and its shareholders or other stakeholders.
Sustainability Forum – implements corporate and strategic policy on questions of social
and environmental responsibility, and prevention of potential risks in these areas.
Ethics Committee – oversees compliance with the requirements of the Code of Ethics and
Conduct and identifies situations which constrain compliance with this code.

53. Identification of the main risks (economic, financial and legal) to which the company
is exposed in the course of its business.
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In the course of its activity, The Navigator Company Group is exposed to a variety of economic,
financial and legal risks. The following is a selection of the principal risks identified:
RISK (Non-exhaustive
selection)

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Industrial workplace accidents

Risk of the occurrence of accidents at work potentially resulting in
injuries, incapacity or fatalities.

Increase in transport costs

Risk of increase in pulp, paper or tissue transport costs, which may
result in a reduction in sales margins or the need to increase prices
charged to customers.

Higher demand for raw materials
(wood)

Risk associated with an increase in demand for raw material (wood)
due to competitors expanding their capacity, triggering an increase in
wood prices and a consequent increase in production costs.

Foreign exchange

Risk of variation in the exchange rate between the Euro and other
currencies, which can significantly affect the Group's results, either
through revenues (sales) or costs (purchases).

Environmental consequences
of operations

Risk of occurrences with adverse environmental consequences, directly
or indirectly attributed to industrial activities, potentially resulting in a
breach of environmental legislation or customer and stakeholder
dissatisfaction, namely regarding the local community.

Forest damage

Risk of forest damage resulting from natural or man-made causes,
which may jeopardise the quantity of raw materials needed for the
Group's activities and consequently lead to increased costs or loss of
revenues.

Energy business less competitive
due to regulatory issues

Risk of less competitive terms for power sales, caused to a certain
extent by the regulatory environment; volatility in regulation of sector
may lead to sudden loss (total or partial) of the contribution from this
business to the Group's profitability.

Reduction in paper demand
due to technological substitution

Risk associated with a reduction in demand for the products sold by
the Group, which may result in a significant reduction in sales.

Cybersecurity Flaws

Risk associated with security breaches in the company's computer
systems that allow undue and/or unlawful activities by third parties to
the detriment of the company.

Failure in wood supplies

Risk of failure in wood supplies, which may result in production
stoppages and consequent increase in costs or lost revenues.

Equipment failure

Risk of failure in the operation of production equipment, which may
result in production stops and a consequent increase in costs or loss of
revenue.

Data security failures

Risk of failures in data security relating to the confidentiality,
availability and integrity of data over the process of acquisition,
processing, communication, storage and destruction, potentially
leading to information losses/leaks, fraud, discontinuity of operations.

Shortage of certified raw material

Risk associated with inability to obtain certified raw material,
potentially resulting in a loss of value in end product and consequently
in sales values.

Fraud

Risk of fraud in processes involving movements in funds/valuables,
causing losses to the Group.
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RISK (Non-exhaustive
selection)

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Non-compliance with legislation
and regulations

Risk of non-compliance with legislation on tax, employment,
environmental, accounting and/or other matters or with industry
regulations. Non-compliance with accounting standards.

Irregularities in purchases and
payments

Risk of inefficient or inappropriate processes in purchases of materials
and services critical for the business, resulting in items being out of
stock, financial losses, non-performance by and in relation to suppliers
or occurrence of situations of fraud.

Occurrence of fires or other natural
disasters

Risk of loss of assets or even personal injury due to fires or other
natural phenomena.

Pandemic

Risk of occurrence of pandemic events, with generalized impacts on
the Company’s business model, both in terms of the health and safety
of its employees, demand for its products, supply chains and others.

Loss of new business/product/
process opportunities

Risk of failing to capture opportunities to develop new business,
products or processes due to ineffective R&D or technology scouting.

Loss of Forestry Yields

Risk of not being able to achieve full production potential of plantations
due to failure to apply best available forestry practices.

Losses on client credit

Risk of credit granted to customers, which may result in uncollectable
debts and a consequent increase in costs.

Pulp price

Risk associated with pulp price fluctuations, which may result in losses
for the Group.

Product quality

Risk associated with product quality, potentially resulting in consumer
dissatisfaction and a consequent drop in sales and lost revenues.

Reduction in paper price

Risk of pressure of competition, which may result in a drop-in sales or
reduction of market share.

Environmental restrictions on
industrial production

Risk of environmental restrictions on industrial production, which may
result in changes being required in the production process, thereby
increasing costs.

Legal restrictions on forestry
production

Risk of legal restrictions being imposed on forestry production, which
may result in a reduction in raw material output and a consequent
increase in acquisition costs.

Legal restrictions on paper imports

Risk of restriction on paper imports in producer countries through the
implementation of cost barriers, potentially resulting in a reduction in
sales.

Inadequate sourcing

Risk of inefficiency in managing the relationship with suppliers critical
to the business, or excessive dependence on them and which
compromises the quality of the services provided, limits the Group's
operations or increases operational inefficiencies.

Sustainability of forestry
operations

Risk of compromising the future operations of the organisation or of
local society and the business community, in general, due to over-use
or irrational use of the natural resources involved in forestry
operations.
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RISK (Non-exhaustive
selection)

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Sustainability of industrial
operations

Risk of soil contamination or excess atmospheric emissions of noxious
gases, resulting directly or indirectly from the process of supply,
sanitation or processing of solid urban waste (e.g. accidents,
breakdowns, techniques used) or from natural causes such as floods or
droughts at intake points or serious pollution accidents.

Variation in energy prices

Risks associated with changes in the purchase and sale price of
energy, resulting in additional costs and lost revenues.

Many of the risk factors identified are beyond The Navigator Company Group’s control, especially
in the case of market factors which can have a fundamental and negative effect on the market
price of the Company’s shares, irrespective of the Navigator Group’s operational and financial
performance.
The risks brought about by climate change, not directly listed in this table, are actually present in
many of the ones described here. In fact, and because these risks are, in our risk management
structure, directly linked to Navigator's business processes, with mitigation controls described and
subject to monitoring, climate change appears here dispersed on multiple fronts. For example, it is
obvious that the loss of forest productivity, forest damage or the risk of fire can to a large extent
stem from drought or other phenomena; the sustainability of industrial activity or the risk of
environmental restrictions on industrial production derive in part from the themes of
(de)carbonisation of economies, which Navigator intends to anticipate and which are extensively
addressed in another section of this report.
We must also mention that the year 2020 was undoubtedly marked by the occurrence and
consequences of the pandemic crisis caused by the Coronavirus (COVID-19), a scenario without
precedent in recent history, that has plagued the world in a transversal way, with impacts in the
Group, where there has been a significant effort to adapt its internal processes and relations with
the outside world and to optimize fixed and variable costs.
At the governance level, a Crisis Management Office was set up to monitor, anticipate and mitigate
the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic on the various companies and industrial units of the Group.
In this context, working groups were created with the purpose of conducting an in-depth analysis
of the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic throughout the Group's business value chain and on the
health and safety of our employees, the containment of the pandemic, internal and external
communication, business evolution and continuity plans and a financial (contingency) plan. At the
operational level, the activation of the Group's Contingency Plan allowed the operations to remain
in operation in this adverse context. This work, we believe, makes the Group more prepared to
face these types of events in the future.
54. Description of the process of identification, assessment, monitoring, control and
management of risks.
The Navigator Company Group regards risk management as an essential decision-making tool,
involving permanent monitoring of the risks to which it is exposed, raising awareness throughout
the Group of a risk culture which seeks to avoid risks but also includes a positive approach to risktaking.
At the same time, the different divisions/areas benefit from risk management insofar as it allows
them to anticipate situations of uncertainty, mitigating the risks of adverse consequences and
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making the most of risks which offer opportunities. Risk management also provides The Navigator
Company Group with greater and more sustained decision-making capability with regard to risk
events, allowing it to respond in a coordinated and integrated manner to risks with causes,
impacts or vulnerabilities which extend across more than one area.
Finally, from the point of view of Internal Audit and the control environment, risk management is
of particular importance, through the possibility of continuous assessment of the risk profile of The
Navigator Company Group and the strengthening of the level of internal control. Risk management
also makes an important contribution to Internal Auditing, pointing it to areas/processes where
business risks and concerns are greater “Risk-based Internal Audit”. As an immediate result of
this approach, it will be possible to plan and execute audits which take into consideration the risks
most relevant to the Navigator Group, by using an audit planning methodology.
The Navigator Company Group’s risk management process follows the best internationally
accepted risk management practices, models and frameworks, including the “COSO II Integrated
framework for Enterprise Risk Management”, the “AS/NZS 4360 Risk Management Standard” and
the ISO 31000 standard.
In putting together the risk management process, the ISO 31000 standard was taken into account
with regard to its main phases, while COSO II was used to organise and structure risks. This
process comprises a series of seven inter-related phases, which together comprise an interactive
process of ongoing improvement. This takes the form of a process of communication and
consultation, and a process of monitoring and review. The diagram below illustrates the flow for
the risk management process.
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The entire process is built on a computer tool disseminated throughout the Company.
KPMG is in charge of external auditing. The Company’s External Auditor checks, in particular, the
application of remuneration policies and systems, and the effectiveness and functioning of internal
control procedures through the information and documents provided by the Company.
The respective findings are reported by the External Auditor to the Supervisory Board which then
reports the shortcomings detected, if any.
In view of the main risks identified, the Risk Management Division has retained its monitoring and
control function, which it exercises by conducting internal control.
In this context, during 2020, a set of internal control audits and follow-up on open issues from
previous audits were carried out. In particular, this year's work focused mainly on internal control
processes, namely the continuation of work on the processes for treating both liquid and gaseous
effluents from some of the manufacturing facilities, including checks on the process of evaluating
biological assets and the monitoring of internal control issues identified by the external auditor.
55. Main components of internal control and risk management systems implemented at
the company for the disclosure of financial information (article 245-A (1) (m)).
The Company has an internal control system for the preparation and disclosure of financial
information, operated by the Supervisory Board, in conjunction with other Divisions/Business
Areas in the Company, in particular the Accounting and Tax Division, the Management Control
Division, the Risk Management Division and the Investor Relations Office. In connection with this
system, the Supervisory Board assesses financial information each quarter on the basis of reports
from the Division preparing them and with support from the opinions formulated by the statutory
and external auditors. Meetings are held for this purpose with the Risk Management Division,
members of the Executive Committee, the Statutory Auditor and external auditor and the staff in
charge of accounts and management planning and control, in order to monitor the processes
underway. The elements of the internal control and risk management system are described in item
54.
IV. INVESTOR SUPPORT
56. Office responsible for investor support, composition, functions, information provided
and contact details.
The Company has had an Investor Relations Office since November 1995, whose mission is to
plan, manage and coordinate all the activities needed to handle contacts, on a permanent and
appropriate basis, with the financial community – investors, shareholders, financial analysts and
regulatory authorities – and to publish the Company’s financial reports and any other information
of relevance to the stock market performance of Navigator shares in the capital market.
In keeping with the principles of coherence, integrity, regularity, fairness, credibility and
opportunity, the office helps to facilitate the investment decision-making process and sustained
value creation for shareholders.
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The mission of the Investor Relations Office is to comply with its legal obligations of reporting to
the regulator and to the market, and in particular to disclose the Group’s profits and activities,
reply to information requests from investors, financial analysis and other agents and also to
support the Executive Committee in making public The Navigator Company’s strategy for growth
and development.
As such, this office adequately and rigorously handles the production, processing and timely
disclosure of information to the Management, shareholders, investors, other stakeholders, financial
analysts and the market in general.
The Investor Relations Office comprises of a single person, who also acts as market relations
officer and whose contact details are provided in the following item.
All mandatory disclosures, such as information on the Company name, its status as a public
company, registered offices and other details required by article 171 of the Companies Code, are
available on the Navigator Group’s website, at www.thenavigatorcompany.com. Also available in
the investors’ section of the Navigator website, in Portuguese and English, are disclosures of
quarterly results, half-yearly and annual reports and accounts, together with the respective
statements and press releases, description of statutory bodies, the financial calendar, the
Company’s Articles of Association, notices of General Meetings, and all motions tabled for
discussion and vote at General Meetings, resolutions approved and statistics relating to
attendance, together with relevant developments.
57. Market Relations Officer.
The Company’s Market Relations Officer is Joana de Avelar Pedrosa Rosa Lã Appleton who may be
contacted by telephone (+351) 219 017 434 or by email: joana.la@thenavigatorcompany.com.
These contact details are supplied on Navigator’s website, in the investors’ section.
58. Information on the proportion and response time to information requests during the
year or pending from previous years.
Information requests to the Investor Relations Office are primarily done by email, although some
phone calls are also received. All requests are answered or forwarded to the appropriate areas,
with an average response time of less than three working days.
Throughout 2020, 65 requests for information were received by email and 68 by telephone, with
15 meetings and 4 virtual conferences with investors having been held. On 31 December 2020, all
requests for information received had been considered completed, so there were no pending
requests up to that date.
V. WEBSITE
59. Address(es).
Navigator’s website is at: www.thenavigatorcompany.com.
60. Location information on the company name, public company status, registered office
and other items referred to in article 171 the Companies Code.
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The above information is available in the Investors’ area
www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Accao-Navigator.

of

Navigator’s

website

at

61. Location of the articles of association and operating regulations of boards and/or
committees.
The above information is available in the Investors’ area (Corporate Governance section) of
Navigator’s website at www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Governo-da-Sociedade.
62. Location of information on the identities of members of statutory bodies, the market
relations officer and the Investor Support Office or equivalent structure, and their
respective duties and means of access.
The above information is available in the Investors’ area (specifically in the Corporate Governance
section) as well as in the area entitled “Profile” of Navigator’s website, respectively, at
www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Governo-da-Sociedade
and
www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Contactos.
63. Location for consultation of financial statements and reports, which must be
accessible for no less than five years, together with the six-monthly corporate diary,
disclosed at the start of each semester, including, amongst other things, General
Meetings, disclosure of annual, half-yearly and (if applicable) quarterly accounts.
Navigator’s quarterly, half-yearly and annual results, published since 2003, are available in the
Investors’
area
(in
the
section
entitled
“Financial
information”),
at
www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Informacao-Financeira. There is a specific tab in the
investors’
area
for
the
corporate
diary
for
the
current
year,
available
at
www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Calendario.
64. Location for publishing the meeting notice for the General Meeting and all
preparatory and subsequent information related to it.
General Meeting notices and all related preparatory and subsequent information are available in
the
Investors’
area
(in
a
separate
tab
entitled
“General
Meetings”)
at
www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Assembleias-Gerais.
65. Location for publishing a historical archive of decisions made at the company’s
general meetings, share capital representation and voting results for the 3 preceding
years.
The above information is available at the same location as information on General Meetings, i.e. in
the
investors’
area
(in
a
separate
tab
entitled
“General
Meetings”)
at
www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Assembleias-Gerais.

D. REMUNERATIONS
I. POWERS TO DETERMINE REMUNERATION
66. Indication of the powers for determining the remuneration of statutory bodies,
members of the executive committee or managing director and company managers.
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Powers to determine the remuneration of the Board of Directors and the Audit Board lie with the
Remuneration Committee.
Powers to determine the remuneration of company managers lie with the Board of Directors.
II. REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
67. Composition of the Remuneration Committee, including identification of individuals
or organisations contracted to provide support, and declaration regarding the
independence of each member and adviser.
The Remuneration Committee only comprises the following members:
Chairman
−

José Gonçalo Ferreira Maury

Members
−
−

João Rodrigo Appleton Moreira Rato
João do Passo Vicente Ribeiro

The Company believes that the composition of the Remuneration Committee ensures its
independence with regard to management given that all of its members are independent. Indeed,
and on the basis that what is at issue here is independence from the executive members of the
management body, Navigator considers that the members of the Committee independently
exercise their functions in the Remuneration Committee.
Within the company, the Remuneration Committee provides all information or clarifications to
shareholders in the respective Annual General Meetings or in any other general meetings if the
respective agenda includes a matter related to the remuneration of members of boards and
committees of the company or if such presence is requested by shareholders, doing so through the
presence of at least one of its members. This is what occurred in the annual general meeting of 28
May 2020, in which all of its members were present.
Under the terms of the respective operating Regulation, the Remuneration Committee can freely
decide whether to hire the necessary or convenient consultancy services for the exercise of its
functions, within the Company's budgetary limits, and must ensure that these services are
provided independently and that the respective providers will not be hired to provide any other
services to the Company itself or to others that are in a controlling or group relationship without
the express authorisation of the Committee.
In the course of 2020, no one was hired to provide support for the Committee.
68. Expertise and experience of the members of the Remuneration Committee in the
field of remuneration policy.
All of the Remuneration Committee’s members have extensive experience in and knowledge of
matters concerning remuneration for members of Statutory Bodies, due to the positions they have
held over the course of their professional careers.
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Furthermore, from 1990 to 2014, Mr. José Maury, Chairman of this Committee, was a
representative of a multinational company specialising in human resource procurement,
particularly executive positions, which entails in-depth knowledge of assessment procedures and
criteria and associated compensation packages.
III. REMUNERATION STRUCTURE
69. Description of the remuneration policy for members of the management and
supervisory bodies as referred to in article 2 of Law 28/2009 of 19 June.
The remuneration policy for the management and supervisory bodies for the year 2020 is set out
in the Remuneration Policy Remuneration Statement, approved at the Annual General Meeting of
May 28, 2020, and which is in Annex II to this Report; there has been no departure from the
procedure for applying the approved remuneration policy.
Due to the publication of Law no. 50/2020, of 25 August, the Remuneration Committee will submit
to the approval of the Annual General Meeting of the Company to be held in 2021, a new
Remuneration Policy prepared in accordance with article 26-C of the Securities Code. Said
Remuneration Policy will be submitted to the General Meeting for approval at least every four
years and whenever there is a relevant change in the applicable remuneration policy.
The Company considers that it only makes sense to issue its report on remuneration after the
existence of a Remuneration Policy prepared in accordance with article 26-C of the Securities
Code, and on which it can comment. Accordingly, at the Annual General Meeting to be held in
2022, the Board of Directors will submit to the shareholders' approval the remunerations report
based on what may be included in the Remuneration Policy for the year 2021, in accordance with
article 245-C of the Securities Code.
70. Information on the means of structuring remuneration to align the interests of
managing board’s members with the long-term interests of the company, and how this
is based on performance assessment, discouraging the assumption of excessive risk.
The means in which the remuneration of the corporate bodies was structured and how the
management’s performance assessment in 2020 was based is clearly demonstrated by the
Remuneration Committee Remuneration Policy Statement, namely chapter VI, sections 1 and 6.
In developing these principles, various KPIs are used to determine the exact variable remuneration
component which, as stated in item 25 above, quantitatively include EBITDA, net income and cash
flow.
Long-term alignment of interests and sustained performance are achieved to a certain extent due
to the fact that, in the relevant year, EBITDA KPIs establish a relationship for the medium term;
however, this aim is more significantly assured by the fact that membership of Navigator’s
Executive Committee has been extremely stable over time. This stability has the natural result of
alignment with longer-term goals, also in the salary component, as future results influence future
remuneration, in relation to which expectations exist.
The same can be said for the assumption of excessive risk. The company has no independent
remuneration tool for this specific purpose.
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Risk is an intrinsic characteristic of any act of management and, as such, is unavoidably and
continuously considered in all management decisions. The qualitative or quantitative assessment
of risks as good or bad cannot be conducted in isolation but has to be seen in its impact on
Company performance over time; this process is therefore indistinguishable from long-term
interests, and benefits from the general incentives for long term alignment described above.
In addition, with the institution of the Appointments and Appraisals Committee, there is an
additional organic unit with powers to monitor the management's performance assessment and the
Company’s remuneration attribution system.
71. Reference, if applicable, to the existence of a variable remuneration component and
information on any impact on this from performance assessments.
The remuneration of Executive Directors effectively includes a variable component which depends
on a performance assessment, as described in the Remuneration Policy Statement, in particular in
item 2 of chapter VI.
Concerning the variable remuneration, the performance assessment for the year in question, in its
individual and qualitative component, had an impact of around 50% of the total of that
remuneration component. With regard to the financial year 2020, this component now has a
weight of 35%.
In the case of Non-Executive Directors, although it only includes a fixed part, it may be
differentiated by virtue of an accumulation of enhanced responsibilities.
There are no maximum remuneration limits, except for the limit on management profit- sharing,
pursuant to the Articles of Association and no mechanism has been set up allowing the Company
to ask for the return of paid-up variable compensation.
The remuneration of Supervisory Board members has no variable component.
72. Deferred payment of the variable remuneration component, with reference to the
deferral period.
No deferred variable remuneration component exists at the Company, but in the assessment
concerning the year 2019, carried out in 2020, there was a specific index – one of EBITDA’s
components is not determined in relation to a year but to a specific theoretic EBITDA determined
by reference to a mid-term plan – which ascertains mid-term sustainable development.
73. Criteria applied in allocating variable remuneration in shares and on the continued
holding by executive directors of these shares, on any contracts concluded with regard
to these shares, specifically hedging or transferring risk, the respective limits and the
respective proportion represented of total annual remuneration.
In the Company, the variable remuneration includes no component consisting of shares.
74. Criteria applied on the allocating of variable remuneration in options and an
indication of the deferral period and value.
In the Company, the variable remuneration includes no component consisting of shares.
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75. Main parameters and grounds for any annual bonus system and any other non-cash
benefits.
The criteria for setting annual bonuses are those relating to the variable remuneration as described
in item 2 of chapter VI of the Remuneration Policy Statement, and in item 25 above, and no other
non-cash benefits are allocated.
76. Main features of complementary or early retirement schemes for directors, and the
date of approval by the General Meeting for each individual.
There are no early retirement arrangements for Directors.
In 2019, a proposal was submitted to the Insurance and Pension Funds Supervisory Authority
(“ASF”) to amend the Pension Fund Constitutive Contract, whereby The Navigator Company
Pension Plan is amended, leaving the Directors to be entitled to retirement supplement under the
Plan, with effect from 19 July 2019. So far, ASF has yet to approve this proposed amendment.
Therefore, under the terms of the Regulation of The Navigator Company Pension Plan (ex-Portucel
SA Pension Plan) still in force, the Directors of the Company who receive as such, and who have
fulfilled, at least, a complete mandate under the statutory terms, are entitled, after retiring or in a
situation of disability, if it occurs during the term of the mandate, to a monthly supplement of
retirement pension for old age or disability, respectively.
If the disability occurs after the term of office, the members in question of the Board of Directors
will only be entitled to the disability pension supplement if they are awarded the corresponding
disability pension by the Social Security authority with which they are enrolled, and if so requested
from the Company.
This complementary pension is set on the basis of a formula which considers gross monthly
remuneration and length of service; no less than 10 years’ service is required and no more than
30 years’ service will be considered.
On 31 December 2020, Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado was the only Director who benefited from
The Navigator Company’s Pension Plan.
In addition, the Board members António José Pereira Redondo, Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira
and João Lé are participants in the pension plan of Navigator Brands, SA, one of the Company’s
subsidiaries, in their capacity as Employees of that company before holding management
positions.
Due to the specific nature of the Navigator Group’s pension plan, to date, the General Meeting has
in no way intervened in approving the main characteristics of the specific rules applicable to
Directors’ retirement.
In this regard, it should be noted that the Company was a public company until 1991, with the
activity and form of operation regulated by the special law applicable to this type of companies,
and it was in this period that the specific rules applied to the retirement of members of the Board
were approved.
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However, it is important to mention that the retirement pension supplement plans in force in the
Company are described in note 7 of the annexes to the consolidated accounts for the year, which
are part of the Report and Accounts subject to approval by the General Meeting.
IV. DISCLOSURE OF REMUNERATION
77. Indication of the annual amount of remuneration earned, in aggregate and individual
form, by the members of the management bodies of the company, from the company,
including fixed and variable remuneration and, in relation to this, mention of the
different components that gave rise to it.
Below is set out the amount of compensation paid to board members in 2020, whereas variable
compensation was paid in 2020 but concerns performance in 2019, by Company directors, from
Navigator. Fixed and variable components are indicated, but not the different components which
originated the variable compensation, since the variable component is defined as a whole,
considering the elements explained in the Remuneration Policy of the Remuneration Committee,
not identifying components.
Value in euros
Fixed Remuneration
Board of Directors

Variable Remuneration

Value

Relative
percentage

Value

Relative
percentage

António José Pereira Redondo

655,698.83

78%

185,984.40

22%

Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira

313,172.11

72.8%

117,000.00

27.2%

313,157.13

72%

121,627.20

28%

313,171.28

64%

175,662.60

36%

João Paulo Cabete Gonçalves Lé

315,391.82

95.4%

15,074.33

4.6%

Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos

313,157.13

70.8%

128,915.40

29.2%

Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado

75,542.59

100%

0.00

0%

Maria Teresa Aliu Presas

75,521.74

100%

0.00

0%

102,984.19

100%

0.00

0%

Sandra Maria Soares Santos

75,521.74

100%

0.00

0%

Vítor Manuel Galvão Rocha Novais Gonçalves

96,145.11

100%

0.00

0%

João Paulo Araújo Oliveira
José Fernando Morais Carreira de Araújo

148

Mariana Rita Antunes Marques dos Santos

This information is in the proposal for a Remuneration Policy, of the Remuneration Committee to
be submitted to the annual General Meeting of Shareholders, to take place this year.
78. Amounts paid on any basis by other controlled, controlling or group companies or
companies under common control.
It should be clarified that the amounts referred to in this item do not relate only to companies
controlled by the Company. They also include amounts over which the Company and its officers

Due to a system error, the Corporate Governance Report published in 2020 referred a variable
remuneration of director Fernando Araújo (paid in 2019 and concerning performance in 2018) in the amount of
€ 516,187.39, instead of the correct amount of € 554,110.35.
148
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have no control, as they are the concern of its shareholders, the shareholders of shareholders and
other companies controlled by shareholders, where a controlling relationship is involved.
The total amount paid in 2020 by the group of companies in a controlling or group relationship
with the Company and by companies that are subject to common control amounts to 2,453,593.25
Euros.
The following directors earned remunerations in other controlling companies or companies under
common control: João Nuno de Sottomayor Pinto de Castello Branco, Ricardo Miguel dos Santos
Pacheco Pires, Vítor Manuel Galvão Rocha Novais Gonçalves and Vítor Paulo Paranhos Pereira, in
the total amounts of 1,308,152.25 euros, 778,171.50 euros, 289,444.50 euros and 77,825 euros,
respectively. It is clarified that the members of the Board of Directors did not receive remuneration
in other companies in a group relationship, and this information is already included in the proposal
for a Remuneration Policy of the Remuneration Committee to be presented at the Annual General
Meeting of the Company to be held this year.
79. Remuneration paid in the form of profit sharing and/or payment of bonuses, and the
grounds on which these bonuses and/or profit sharing were granted.
The amount of the remuneration paid by the Company in the form of profit-sharing and/or
payment of bonuses corresponds to the variable remuneration referred to in item 77 of this report,
which amounts were determined by the Remuneration Committee based on the actual application
of the criteria described in item 2 of chapter VI of the Remuneration Policy Statement.
80. Compensation paid or due to former executive directors for their dismissal during
the year.
No compensation was paid during the year, nor is any compensation due, to former Executive
Directors for their dismissal.
81. Indication of the annual remuneration earned, on an aggregate and individual basis,
by the members of the Company’s supervisory bodies, for the purposes of Law 28/2009
of 19 June.
Value in euros
Fixed remuneration
Supervisory Board

Variable remuneration

Value

Relative
percentage

Value

Relative
percentage

José Manuel Vitorino

21,994

100%

0

0%

Gonçalo Picão Caldeira

16,002

100%

0

0%

Maria da Graça Gonçalves

16,002

100%

0

0%

The chart above indicates the annual amount corresponding to the period in which members of the
Supervisory Board performed their functions.
This information is in the proposal for a Statement on the Remuneration Policy, of the
remuneration Committee to be submitted to the annual General Meeting of Shareholders, to take
place this year.
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82. Indication of remuneration earned in the reporting period by the Chairman of the
General Meeting.
The Chairman of the General Meeting only receives a fixed remuneration.
In 2020, the Chairman of the General Meeting earned remuneration of 12,000 euros (twelve
thousand euros).
This information is in the proposal for a Statement on the Remuneration Policy, of the
remuneration Committee to be submitted to the annual General Meeting of Shareholders, to take
place this year.
V. AGREEMENTS WITH IMPLICATIONS FOR REMUNERATION
83. Contractual limits on severance pay for directors, and the respective relationship
with the variable remuneration component.
The Company has no contract with directors limiting or otherwise altering the supplementary legal
rules on fair or unfair termination; the Remuneration Policy approved by the Company’s
Remuneration Committee provides that the supplementary legal rules will apply in case of
termination of directors term in office.
Therefore, considering the absence of individual contracts with directors in this regard and the
provisions of the Remuneration Policy approved by the Company's Remuneration Committee,
where the removal of a director is not due to serious breach of their duties nor to their unfitness
for the normal exercise of their functions, the Company will be obliged to pay compensation in
accordance with the general terms of the law, although such compensation shall not exceed the
value of the remuneration they would presumably have received through to the end of their term
of office.
Dismissal before the expiry of the mandate does not entitle the director, either directly or
indirectly, to compensation beyond the statutory amounts.
84. Reference to the existence and description, with indication of the amounts involved,
of agreements between the company and the members of the management body and
directors, as defined by article 248-B (3) of the Securities Code, which provide for
compensation in the event of dismissal, unfair dismissal or termination of employment
as a result of a change in control of the company. (article 245-A, (1) (l)).
There are also no agreements between the Company and Board members or managers, which
provide for compensation in the event of resignation, dismissal without due cause or termination of
employment contract as a result of a change of control of the Company.
VI. STOCKS OR STOCK OPTION PLANS
85. Identification of plan and beneficiaries.
The company has no stock or stock option plans.
86. Description of plan (terms of allocation, non-transfer of share clauses, criteria on the
price of shares and the price of exercising options, the period during which the options
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may be exercised, the characteristics of the shares to be distributed, the existence of
incentives to purchase shares and/or exercise options).

Not applicable.
87. Stock-option rights for which the company’s workers and Employees are the
beneficiaries.

Not applicable.
88. Control mechanisms in an employee ownership scheme insofar as voting rights are
not directly exercised by Employees (article 245-A (1) (e)).
There is no employee ownership scheme in Navigator.
E. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS AND CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
I. CONTROL MECHANISMS AND PROCEDURES
89. Procedures implemented by the Company for controlling related party transactions
(reference is made for this purpose to the concept deriving from IAS 24).
The Company has a Regulation on Conflicts of Interest and Related Party Transactions through
which rules were defined relating to conflicts of interest and transactions with related parties, to
which the Company is party, and creating new rules in this domain. These Regulations supplement
internal mechanisms which the Company has in place for the purposes of complying with
international accounting standards (IAS 24 - Related Party Disclosures), and shall apply
notwithstanding the obligations of the Company and its managers with regard to insider
information, the legal scheme for company business deals with directors, and rules of procedure
relating to the Internal Whistleblowing Regulations and other legislation applicable in this regard.
This regulation was amended due to the changes resulting from Law no. 50/2020, of August 25
and by resolution of the Board of Directors of December 17, 2020, with a favorable and binding
opinion from the Audit Board, which now includes the applicable legal and regulatory regime in
force on this matter.
Such
regulations
are
available
for
consultation
on
the
(www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Governo-da-Sociedade).

company

website

In accordance with the Regulation on Conflicts of Interest and Related Party Transactions, Related
Party Transactions are the transactions that are defined as such by the international accounting
standards adopted in accordance with Regulation (EC) No. 1606/2002 of the European Parliament
and of the Council, of 19 July, and in particular by the International Accounting Standard (IAS) 24
(Related Party Disclosures). They are subject to the following approval procedures:
1. The following Transactions are approved by the Executive Committee:
a) Loans granted to the Company by shareholder companies with a value of less than or
equal to one hundred million euros;
b) Transactions under the taxation regime for company groups, with a value of less than or
equal to one hundred million euros;
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c)

Transactions with controlled companies that consolidate accounts with the Company, with
an individual or accumulated annual value of less than or equal to two percent of the
controlled company's revenue, assessed according to the latest approved annual accounts;
d) Loans to controlled companies that consolidate accounts with the Company and, thus,
holds their debt, (i) with a maturity of less than six months, (ii) individual or cumulative
annual value of less than one fifth of the controlled company's revenue, assessed
according to the latest approved annual accounts and not exceeding one hundred million
euros and (iii) as long as the controlled company ensures credit lines for the
reimbursement of the operation, and
e) All other Transactions with an individual or cumulative annual amount of less than or equal
to one million euros.
Transactions that (i) do not fall within the scope of sub-paragraphs a) to e) of the previous
paragraph 1. or (ii) fall within that paragraph but are not carried out within the Company’s
ordinary course of business, are adopted by the Board of Directors, subject to prior approval by
the Audit Board.
Only Transactions carried out under market conditions are permitted and if there is a justified
interest of the Company.
With regard to the procedures for information, verification and formalization of transactions with
related parties, the regulation provides that:
−
−

−

−

The Board of Directors is informed every six months of the decisions regarding
transactions in which it has not participated;
The Audit Board is informed of the transactions that the Company carries out for the
purposes of verifying the compliance of the transactions with the above-described regime
and with the applicable legislation and regulations, and the related parties will not be able
to participate in the verification in question;
It is also incumbent upon the Company's Managers who intervene in the formalization of
transactions with related parties to ensure that the transactions are previously submitted
to the deliberations required by the regulation and in the applicable legislation and
regulation, and
The formalization and execution of resolutions on transactions with related parties must be
subject to special monitoring by the Executive Committee.

The Company will disclose the transactions that must be disclosed under applicable legislation and
regulations, namely because they have not met any of the legal requirements or due to the
amount in question, in accordance with and in the period provided for in the applicable laws and
regulations.
The regulation will not apply to transactions treated as exempt by applicable law and regulation.
Until the date of approval of the amendments to the Regulation on Conflict of Interests and
Related Party Transactions, on December 17, 2020, the rules and criteria applicable to transactions
between the Company and related parties were in force, which were different from those currently
in force to the following extent:
−

It was incumbent upon the Board of Directors, with the favorable opinion of the Audit
Board, to approve only those transactions that should not be approved by the Executive
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−

−

Committee (the latter corresponding to the items indicated above, and whose approval
continues to fall within the competence of the Executive Committee);
The Board of Directors was responsible for informing the Audit Board, at least every six
months, of all transactions with related parties that took place, regardless of whether or
not a favorable opinion from the Audit was required, and
The disclosure of related party transactions, and applicable exemptions, was not regulated.

With regard to the procedures applicable in the area of conflicts of interest, the regulation provides
that a situation of conflict exists whenever any decision maker or participant in a decision-making
process (Manager) is in a position that, viewed objectively, may compromise his independence and
cause in his judgment an influence of interests that differ from the interests of the Company, be
they financial or not, his own or belonging to third parties, and that, for the purposes of its
adequate prevention, identification and resolution, the Manager must:
a) Communicate the existence of a conflict of interest, even if potential, to his superior or, in
the case of a member of a collegiate body, to the body in question, in accordance with the
relevant operating regulations, and
b) Refrain from interfering or participating in the decision-making process whenever they are
in conflict of interest, and record this impediment in the minutes or other written
document that registers the decision, without prejudice to the duty to provide information
and clarifications the body concerned and its members request.
In addition, all regulations governing the operation of the corporate bodies and internal
commissions contain provisions on conflicts of interest in accordance with the rules described
above.
90. Indication of transactions subject to control in the reporting period.
In 2020, there were no other transactions subject to control given that, in accordance with the
criteria referred to in item 91 below, none of the Company’s transactions with qualifying
shareholders or any other related entities, under article 20 of the Securities Code, were subject to
prior clearance by the Supervisory Board.
It should also be noted that there was no business between the Company and qualifying
shareholders outside normal market conditions.
91. Description of the procedures and criteria applicable to intervention by the
supervisory body for the purposes of prior evaluation of transactions to be carried out
between the Company and qualifying shareholders or related entities, under article 20 of
the Securities Code.
The procedures and criteria applicable to intervention by the supervisory body for the purposes of
prior evaluation of transactions to be carried out between the Company and qualifying
shareholders or related entities, under article 20 of the Securities Code, are described in item 89.
II. DETAILS OF TRANSACTIONS
92. Indication of the place in the financial reports and account where information is
available on related party transactions, in accordance with IAS 24, or, alternatively,
reproduction of this information.
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The information available on related party transactions is included in the Company’s Report and
Accounts, in no. 36 of the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements.
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PART II – CORPORATE GOVERNANCE ASSESSMENT
1. IDENTIFICATION OF THE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CODE ADOPTED
In 2018, Navigator adopted the Corporate Governance Code of the Portuguese Institute of
Corporate Governance (“IPCG”) of 2018, in accordance with and for purposes of article 2 of CMVM
Regulation no. 4/2013.
The adopted Code was revised by the IPCG in 2020. It is released by the IPCG and can be
accessed
on
the
respective
website,
at
https://cam.cgov.pt/images/ficheiros/2020/
revis%C3%A3o_codigo_en_2018_ebook-05.11.2020.pdf.

2. ANALYSIS OF COMPLIANCE WITH THE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CODE
ADOPTED
Navigator has adopted most of the IPCG Corporate Governance Code Recommendations. The
Principles and Recommendations of this Code are listed in the table below, with indication of the
Recommendations adopted, not applicable and not adopted, and reference is made to the points in
this Report where the matter is developed. In relation to the Recommendations not adopted,
justification for non-adoption and a mechanism equivalent to the adopted “explain”.
Compliance

Comments

Chapter I – GENERAL PROVISIONS
General Principle
Corporate Governance should promote and enhance the performance of companies, as well as of the capital
markets, and strengthen the trust of investors, employees and the general public in the quality and
transparency of management and supervision, as well as in the sustained development of the companies.
I.1. Company’s relationship with investors and disclosure
Principle
Companies, in particular its directors, should treat shareholders and other investors equitably, namely by
ensuring mechanisms and procedures are in place for the suitable management and disclosure of
information.
Recommendation
I.1.1. The Company should establish mechanisms to ensure the timely
disclosure of information to its governing bodies, shareholders,
investors and other stakeholders, financial analysts, and to the
markets in general.
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Part I no. 21, 22,
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Compliance

Comments

I.2. Diversity in the composition and functioning of the company’s governing bodies
Principles
I.2.A. Companies ensure diversity in the composition of its governing bodies, and the adoption of
requirements based on individual merit, in the appointment procedures that are exclusively within the
powers of the shareholders.
I.2.B. Companies should be provided with clear and transparent decision structures and ensure a maximum
effectiveness of the functioning of their governing bodies and commissions.
I.2.C. Companies ensure that the functioning of their bodies and committees is duly recorded, namely in
minutes, to allow an understanding not only of the meaning of the decisions taken, but also of their grounds
and opinions expressed by their members.
Recommendations
I.2.1. Companies should establish standards and requirements
regarding the profile of new members of their governing bodies, which
are suitable according to the roles to be carried out. Besides individual
attributes (such as competence, independence, integrity, availability,
and experience), these profiles should take into consideration general
diversity requirements, with particular attention to gender diversity,
which may contribute to a better performance of the governing body
and to the balance of its composition.

Adopted

Part I no. 16

I.2.2. The company’s managing and supervisory boards, as well as
their committees, should have internal regulations — namely
regulating the performance of their duties, their Chairmanship,
periodicity of meetings, their functioning and the duties of their
members —, disclosed in full on the company’s website. Minutes of the
meetings of each of these bodies should be drawn out.

Adopted

Part I no. 22, 27,
29, 34 and 38.

I.2.3. The composition and the number of annual meetings of the
managing and supervisory bodies, as well as of their committees,
should be disclosed on the company’s website.

Adopted

Part I no. 22, 27,
34 and 61.

I.2.4. A policy for the communication of irregularities (whistleblowing)
should be adopted that guarantees the suitable means of
communication and treatment of those irregularities, with the
safeguarding of the confidentiality of the information transmitted and
the identity of its provider, whenever such confidentiality is requested.

Adopted

Part I no. 49, 50,
54 and 89
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Compliance

Comments

I.3. Relationships between the company bodies
Principle
Members of the company’s boards, especially directors, should create, considering the duties of each of the
boards, the appropriate conditions to ensure balanced and efficient measures to allow for the different
governing bodies of the company to act in a harmonious and coordinated way, in possession of the suitable
amount of information in order to carry out their respective duties.
Recommendations
I.3.1. The bylaws, or other equivalent means adopted by the
company, should establish mechanisms that, within the limits of
applicable laws, permanently ensure the members of the managing
and supervisory boards are provided with access to all the information
and company’s collaborators, in order to appraise the performance,
current situation and perspectives for further developments of the
company, namely including minutes, documents supporting decisions
that have been taken, calls for meetings, and the archive of the
meetings of the managing board, without impairing the access to any
other documents or people that may be requested for information.

Adopted

Part I, no. 21, 22
and 38.

I.3.2. Each of the company’s boards and committees should ensure
the timely and suitable flow of information, especially regarding the
respective calls for meetings and minutes, necessary for the exercise
of the competences, determined by law and the bylaws, of each of the
remaining boards and committees.

Adopted

Part I, no. 21,
22, 27 and 38.

I.4

Conflicts of Interests

Principle
The existence of current or potential conflicts of interest, between members of the company’s boards or
committees and the company, should be prevented. The non-interference of the conflicted member in the
decision process should be guaranteed.
Recommendations
I.4.1. The members of the managing and supervisory boards and the
internal committees are bounded, by internal regulation or equivalent,
to inform the respective board or committee whenever there are facts
that may constitute or give rise to a conflict between their interests
and the company’s interest.

Adopted

Part I no. 89.

I.4.2. Procedures should be adopted to guarantee that the member in
conflict does not interfere in the decision-making process, without
prejudice to the duty to provide information and other clarifications
that the board, the committee or their respective members may
request.

Adopted

Part I no. 89.
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Compliance

Comments

I.5. Related Party Transactions
Principle
Due to the potential risks that they may hold, transactions with related parties should be justified by the
interest of the company and carried out under market conditions, subject to principles of transparency and
adequate supervision.
Recommendations
I.5.1. The managing body should disclose in the corporate governance
report or by other means publicly available the internal procedure for
verifying transactions with related parties.

Adopted

Part I no. 38 and
89 to 91

I.5.2. The managing body should report to the supervisory body the
results of the internal procedure for verifying transactions with related
parties, including the transactions under analysis, at least every six
months.

Adopted

Part I no. 38 and
89 to 91

Chapter II. SHAREHOLDERS AND GENERAL MEETINGS
Principles
II.A. As an instrument for the efficient functioning of the company and the fulfilment of the corporate
purpose of the company, the suitable involvement of the shareholders in matters of corporate governance is
a positive factor for the company’s governance.
II.B. The company should stimulate the personal participation of shareholders in general meetings, which is
a space for communication by the shareholders with the company’s boards and committees, and for
reflection about the company itself.
II.C. The company should implement adequate means for the participation and remote voting by
shareholders in meetings.
Recommendations
II.1. The company should not set an excessively high number of
shares to confer voting rights, and it should make its choice clear in
the corporate governance report every time its choice entails a
diversion from the general rule: that each share has a corresponding
vote.

Adopted

Part I no. 12 and
13

II.2. The company should not adopt mechanisms that make decision
making by its shareholders (resolutions) more difficult, specifically, by
setting a quorum higher than that established by law.

Adopted

Part I no. 14

II.3. The company should implement adequate means for the remote
participation by shareholders in the general meeting, which should be
proportionate to its size.

Adopted

Part I no. 12

II.4. The company should also implement adequate means for the
exercise of remote voting, including by correspondence and electronic
means.

Adopted

Part I no. 12
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Compliance

Comments

II.5. The bylaws, which specify the limitation of the number of votes
that can be held or exercised by a sole shareholder, individually or in
coordination with other shareholders, should equally provide that, at
least every 5 years, the amendment or maintenance of this rule will
be subject to a shareholder resolution — without increased quorum in
comparison to the legally established — and in that resolution, all
votes cast will be counted without observation of the imposed limits.

Adopted

Part I no. 5, 13
and 14

II.6. The company should not adopt mechanisms that imply payments
or assumption of fees in the case of the transfer of control or the
change in the composition of the managing body, and which are likely
to harm the free transferability of shares and a shareholder
assessment of the performance of the members of the managing
body.

Adopted

Part I no. 4, 83
and 84

Chapter III – NON-EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT, MONITORING AND SUPERVISION
Principles
III.A. The members of governing bodies who possess non-executive management duties or monitoring and
supervisory duties should, in an effective and judicious manner, carry out monitoring duties and incentivise
executive management for the full accomplishment of the corporate purpose, and such performance should
be complemented by committees for areas that are central to corporate governance.
III.B. The composition of the supervisory body and the non-executive directors should provide the company
with a balanced and suitable diversity of skills, knowledge, and professional experience.
III.C. The supervisory body should carry out a permanent oversight of the company’s managing body, also
in a preventive perspective, following the company’s activity and, in particular, the decisions of fundamental
importance.
Recommendations
III.1. Without prejudice to the legal powers of the chair of the
managing body, if he or she is not independent, the independent
directors should appoint a coordinator from amongst them, namely,
to: (i) act, when necessary, as an interlocutor near the chair of the
board of directors and other directors, (ii) make sure there are the
necessary conditions and means to carry out their functions; and (iii)
coordinate the independent directors in the assessment of the
performance of the managing body, as established in recommendation
V.1.1.

Not adopted

Explanation of
recommendations
not adopted
below

III.2. The number of non-executive members in the managing body,
as well as the number of members of the supervisory body and the
number of the members of the committee for financial matters should
be suitable for the size of the company and the complexity of the risks
intrinsic to its activity, but sufficient to ensure, with efficiency, the
duties which they have been attributed. The formation of such
suitability judgment should be included in the corporate governance
report.

Adopted

Part I no. 18, 31,
50, 51 and 54

III.3. In any case, the number of non-executive directors should be
higher than the number of executive directors.

Adopted

Part I no. 18
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Compliance
III.4. Each company should include a number of non-executive
directors that corresponds to no less than one third, but always plural,
who satisfy the legal requirements of independence. For the purposes
of this recommendation, an independent person is one who is not
associated with any specific group of interest of the company, nor
under any circumstance likely to affect his/her impartiality of analysis
or decision, namely due to:

Comments

Adopted

Part I no. 18

Not applicable

Part I no. 18

III.6. The supervisory body, in observance of the powers conferred to
it by law, should assess and give its opinion on the strategic lines and
the risk policy prior to its final approval by the management body.

Adopted

Part I no. 38 and
50

III.7. Companies should have specialised committees, separately or
cumulatively, on matters related to corporate governance,
appointments, and performance assessment. In the event that the
remuneration committee provided for in article 399 of the Commercial
Companies Code has been created and should this not be prohibited
by law, this recommendation may be fulfilled by conferring
competence on such committee in the aforementioned matters.

Adopted

Part I no. 21, 27
and 29

i. having carried out functions in any of the company’s bodies
for more than twelve years, either on a consecutive or nonconsecutive basis;
ii. having been a prior staff member of the company or of a
company which is considered to be in a controlling or group
relationship with the company in the last three years;
iii. having, in the last three years, provided services or
established a significant business relationship with the company
or a company which is considered to be in a controlling or group
relationship, either directly or as a shareholder, director,
manager or officer of the legal person;
iv. having been a beneficiary of remuneration paid by the
company or by a company which is considered to be in a
controlling or group relationship other than the remuneration
resulting from the exercise of a director’s duties;
v. having lived in a non-marital partnership or having been the
spouse, relative or any first degree next of kin up to and
including the third degree of collateral affinity of company
directors or of natural persons who are direct or indirect holders
of qualifying holdings, or
vi. having been a qualified holder or representative of a
shareholder of qualifying holding.
III.5. The provisions of paragraph
not inhibit the qualification of a
between the termination of his/her
bodies and the new appointment,
(cooling-off period).
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Compliance

Comments

Chapter IV - EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
Principles
IV.A. As way of increasing the efficiency and the quality of the managing body’s performance and the
suitable flow of information in the board, the daily management of the company should be carried out by
directors with qualifications, powers and experience suitable for the role. The executive board is responsible
for the management of the company, pursuing the company’s objectives and aiming to contribute towards
the company’s sustainable development.
IV.B. In determining the number of executive directors, it should be taken into account, besides the costs
and the desirable agility in the functioning of the executive board, the size of the company, the complexity
of its activity, and its geographical spread.
Recommendations
IV.1. The managing body should approve, by internal regulation or
equivalent, the rules regarding the action of the executive directors
applicable to their performance of executive functions in entities
outside of the group.

Adopted

Part I no. 22

IV.2. The managing body should ensure that the company acts
consistently with its objects and does not delegate powers, namely, in
what regards: i) the definition of the strategy and main policies of the
company; ii) the organisation and coordination of the business
structure; iii) matters that should be considered strategic in virtue of
the amounts involved, the risk, or special characteristics.

Adopted

Part I no. 21 and
22

IV.3. In the annual report, the managing body explains in what terms
the strategy and the main policies defined seek to ensure the longterm success of the company and which are the main contributions
resulting therein for the community at large.

Adopted

Parte I n.º 21
Management
Report
Sustainability
Report, notably:
pg. 3, 4 -6, 8,
10, 22, 48, 50,
52, section 6.

Capítulo V - EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE, REMUNERATION AND APPOINTMENT
V.1. Annual evaluation of performance
Principle
The company should promote the assessment of performance of the executive board and of its members
individually, and also the assessment of the overall performance of the managing body and its specialized
committees.
Recommendation
V.1.1. The managing body should annually evaluate its performance
as well as the performance of its committees and executive directors,
taking into account the accomplishment of the company’s strategic
plans and budget plans, the risk management, the internal functioning
and the contribution of each member of the body to these objectives,
as well as the relationship with the company’s other bodies and
committees.
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V.2. Remuneration
Principles
V.2.A. The remuneration policy of the members of the managing and supervisory boards should allow the
company to attract qualified professionals at an economically justifiable cost in relation to its financial
situation, induce the alignment of the member’s interests with those of the company’s shareholders —
taking into account the wealth effectively created by the company, its financial situation and the market’s —
and constitute a factor of development of a culture of professionalization, sustainability, promotion of merit
and transparency within the company.
V.2.B. Directors should receive compensation:
i) that suitably remunerates the responsibility taken, the availability and the expertise placed at the disposal
of the company;
ii) that guarantees a performance aligned with the long-term interests of the shareholders and promotes the
sustainable performance of the company; and
iii) that rewards performance.
Recommendations
V.2.1. The company should create a remuneration committee, the
composition of which should ensure its independence from the
management, which may be the remuneration committee appointed
under the terms of article 399 of the Commercial Companies Code.

Adopted

Part I no. 24, 27,
66 and 67

V.2.2. The remuneration should be set by the remuneration committee
or the general meeting, on a proposal from that committee.

Adopted

Part I no. 24, 27,
66 and 67

V.2.3. For each term of office, the remuneration committee or the
general meeting, on a proposal from that committee, should also
approve the maximum amount of all compensations payable to any
member of a board or committee of the company due to the
respective termination of office. The said situation as well as the
amounts should be disclosed in the corporate governance report or in
the remuneration report.

Not adopted

Explanation of
recommendations
not adopted
below

V.2.4. In order to provide information or clarifications to shareholders,
the chair or, in case of his/her impediment, another member of the
remuneration committee should be present at the annual general
meeting, as well as at any other, whenever the respective agenda
includes a matter linked with the remuneration of the members of the
company’s boards and committees or, if such presence has been
requested by the shareholders.

Adopted

Part I no. 76

V.2.5. Within the company’s budgetary limitations, the remuneration
committee should be able to decide, freely, on the hiring, by the
company, of necessary or convenient consulting services to carry out
the committee’s duties.

Adopted

Part I no. 66

V.2.6. The remuneration committee should ensure that those services
are provided independently and that the respective providers do not
provide other services to the company, or to others in controlling or
group relationship, without the express authorization of the
committee.

Adopted

Part I no. 66
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V.2.7. Taking into account the alignment of interests between the
company and the executive directors, a part of their remuneration
should be of a variable nature, reflecting the sustained performance of
the company, and not stimulating the assumption of excessive risks.

Adopted.

Part I no. 70, 71
and 75, Annex II

V.2.8. A significant part of the variable component should be partially
deferred in time, for a period of no less than three years, being
necessarily connected to the confirmation of the sustainability of the
performance, in the terms defined by a company’s internal regulation.

Not Adopted

Explanation of
recommendations
not adopted
below

V.2.9. When variable remuneration includes the allocation of options
or other instruments directly or indirectly dependent on the value of
shares, the start of the exercise period should be deferred in time for
a period of no less than three years.

Not applicable

Part I no. 73 and
74

V.2.10. The remuneration of non-executive directors should not
include components dependent on the performance of the company or
on its value.

Adopted

Part I no. 71

V.3. APPOINTMENTS
Principle
Regardless of the manner of appointment, the profile, the knowledge, and the curriculum of the members of
the company’s governing bodies, and of the executive staff, should be suited to the functions carried out.
Recommendations
V.3.1. The company should, in terms that it considers suitable, but in
a demonstrable form, promote that proposals for the appointment of
the members of the company’s governing bodies are accompanied by
a justification in regard to the suitability of the profile, the skills and
the curriculum vitae to the duties to be carried out.

Adopted

Part I no. 16

V.3.2. The overview and support to the appointment of members of
senior management should be attributed to a nomination committee
unless this is not justified by the company’s size.

Adopted

Part I no. 29

V.3.3. This nomination committee includes a majority of nonexecutive, independent members.

Not Adopted

Explanation of
recommendations
not adopted
below

V.3.4. The nomination committee should make its terms of reference
available, and should foster, to the extent of its powers, transparent
selection processes that include effective mechanisms of identification
of potential candidates, and that those chosen for proposal are those
who present a higher degree of merit, who are best suited to the
demands of the functions to be carried out, and who will best
promote, within the organisation, a suitable diversity, including gender
diversity.

Adopted

Part I no. 29
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CAPÍTULO VI – INTERNAL CONTROL
Principle
Based on its mid and long-term strategies, the company should establish a system of risk management and
control, and of internal audit, which allow for the anticipation and minimization of risks inherent to the
company’s activity.
Recommendations
VI.1. The managing body should debate and approve the company’s
strategic plan and risk policy, which should include the establishment
of limits on risk-taking.

Adopted

Part I no. 22, 24
and 50

VI.2. The supervisory board should be internally organised,
implementing mechanisms and procedures of periodic control that
seek to guarantee that risks which are effectively incurred by the
company are consistent with the company’s objectives, as set by the
managing body.

Adopted

Part I no. 38, 50
and 54

VI.3. The internal control systems, comprising the functions of risk
management, compliance, and internal audit should be structured in
terms adequate to the size of the company and the complexity of the
inherent risks of the company’s activity. The supervisory body should
evaluate them and, within its competence to supervise the
effectiveness of this system, propose adjustments where they are
deemed to be necessary.

Adopted

Part I no. 50, 51,
52, 54 and 55

VI.4. The supervisory body should provide its view on the work plans
and resources allocated to the services of the internal control system,
including the risk management, compliance and internal audit
functions, and may propose the adjustments deemed to be necessary.

Adopted

Part I no. 38 and
50

VI.5. The supervisory body should be the recipient of the reports
prepared by the internal control services, including the risk
management functions, compliance and internal audit, at least
regarding matters related to the approval of accounts, the
identification and resolution of conflicts of interest, and the detection
of potential irregularities.

Adopted

Part I no. 45 and
50

VI.6. Based on its risk policy, the company should establish a risk
management function, identifying (i) the main risks it is subject to in
carrying out its activity; (ii) the probability of occurrence of those risks
and their respective impact; (iii) the devices and measures to adopt
towards their mitigation; and (iv) the monitoring procedures, aiming
at their accompaniment.

Adopted

Part I no. 38, 49,
50, 51, 52, 53,
54 and 55

VI.7. The company should establish procedures for the supervision,
periodic evaluation, and adjustment of the internal control system,
including an annual evaluation of the level of internal compliance and
the performance of that system, as well as the perspectives for
amendments of the risk structure previously defined.

Adopted

Part I no. 38, 49,
50, 51, 52, 53,
54 and 55
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Chapter VII. FINANCIAL INFORMATION
VII.1.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Principles
VII.A. The supervisory body should, with independence and in a diligent manner, ensure that the
managing body complies with its duties when choosing appropriate accounting policies and standards for the
company, and when establishing suitable systems of financial reporting, risk management, internal control,
and internal audit.
VII.B. The supervisory body should promote an adequate coordination between the internal audit and the
statutory audit of accounts.
Recommendations
VII.1.1. The supervisory body’s internal regulation should impose the
obligation to supervise the suitability of the preparation process and
the disclosure of financial information by the managing body, including
suitable accounting policies, estimates, judgments, relevant disclosure
and its consistent application between financial years, in a duly
documented and communicated form.
VII.2.

Adopted

Part I no. 38

STATUTORY AUDIT OF ACCOUNTS AND SUPERVISION

Principle
The supervisory body should establish and monitor clear and transparent formal procedures on the
relationship of the company with the statutory auditor and on the supervision of compliance, by the auditor,
with rules regarding independence imposed by law and professional regulations.
Recommendations
VII.2.1. By internal regulations, the supervisory body should define,
according to the applicable legal regime, the monitoring procedures
aimed at ensuring the independence of the statutory audit.

Adopted

Part I no. 37, 38
and 46

VII.2.2. The supervisory body should be the main interlocutor of
statutory auditor in the company and the first recipient of
respective reports, having the powers, namely, to propose
respective remuneration and to ensure that adequate conditions
the provision of services are ensured within the company.

the
the
the
for

Adopted

Part I no. 38 and
45

VII.2.3. The supervisory body should annually assess the services
provided by the statutory auditor, their independence and their
suitability in carrying out their functions, and propose their dismissal
or the termination of their service contract by the competent body
when this is justified for due cause.

Adopted

Part I no. 38 and
45

EXPLANATION OF NON-ADOPTION OF RECOMMENDATIONS
III.1. WITHOUT PREJUDICE TO THE LEGAL POWERS OF THE CHAIR OF THE MANAGING BODY , IF HE OR SHE IS
NOT INDEPENDENT, THE INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS SHOULD APPOINT A COORDINATOR FROM AMONGST THEM ,
NAMELY, TO: (I) ACT, WHEN NECESSARY, AS AN INTERLOCUTOR NEAR THE CHAIR OF THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS AND OTHER DIRECTORS, (II) MAKE SURE THERE ARE THE NECESSARY CONDITIONS AND MEANS TO
CARRY OUT THEIR FUNCTIONS ; AND (III) COORDINATE THE INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS IN THE ASSESSMENT OF
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE MANAGING BODY, AS ESTABLISHED IN RECOMMENDATION V.1.1.
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Taking into consideration the specificities of the Company, notably its family-owned nature and
capital concentration, and the total number of non-executive directors, and, among these,
independent directors, as well as the characteristics and position of the Chairman of the Board of
Directors, the Company believes that the appointment of a coordinator would not be appropriate
and would simply aim for the mere formal adoption of this recommendation, with which the
company does not agree.
In fact, and as has been mentioned in this report, the Company has implemented several rules
and mechanisms which allow for a regular liaison between different members of the Board of
Directors, notably in what concerns the Chairman and other directors, and the existence of
required conditions and means for the performance of their functions.
Therefore, this recommendation is not formally adopted by the Company, although all its
objectives are attained.
V.2.3. FOR

EACH TERM OF OFFICE, THE REMUNERATION COMMITTEE OR THE GENERAL MEETING , ON A

PROPOSAL FROM THAT COMMITTEE, SHOULD ALSO APPROVE THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF ALL COMPENSATIONS
PAYABLE TO ANY MEMBER OF A BOARD OR COMMITTEE OF THE COMPANY DUE TO THE RESPECTIVE
TERMINATION OF OFFICE.

THE

SAID SITUATION AS WELL AS THE AMOUNTS SHOULD BE DISCLOSED IN THE

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT OR IN THE REMUNERATION REPORT .

This recommendation is not complied with since the Remuneration Committee, although it is a
matter within its power, did not define the maximum amount of all compensation to be paid to the
member of any body or committee of the Company due to the respective termination of duties.
In fact, the Remuneration Committee has never, until today, felt the need to create a selflimitation in relation to the aforementioned maximum amount regardless of the form of
termination of duties that is at stake. The specific circumstance to which this limitation refers does
not take place frequently and, when it happens, the sensitivity and specificity is always so great
that it cannot fail to impose a case-by-case assessment, even if integrated into the general
remuneration regime and with historical weighting.
It should be noted, however, that where the dismissal of directors does not result from a serious
violation of the duties of the director or from inability to carry out the normal duties, the company
will be obliged to pay compensation under the general terms of law, that may not exceed the
amount of remuneration that it would presumably receive until the end of the period for which it
was elected.
Regarding the resignation verified in the year 2020, and described in this report, there were no
payments resulting from the termination of those functions.
V.2.8. A SIGNIFICANT PART OF THE VARIABLE COMPONENT SHOULD BE PARTIALLY DEFERRED IN TIME , FOR A
PERIOD OF NO LESS THAN THREE YEARS, BEING NECESSARILY CONNECTED TO THE CONFIRMATION OF THE
SUSTAINABILITY OF THE PERFORMANCE, IN THE TERMS DEFINED BY A COMPANY’S INTERNAL REGULATION.
The explanation for the non-adoption of this recommendation is set out in the statement on the
remuneration policy in force, which corresponds to Annex II to this Report, and reads as follows:
“Several writings sustain profusely the deferral of the payment of the variable part of
remuneration to a later time, which will enable the establishment of a direct relation between
remuneration and the impact of management on the Company over a longer period.
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We accept this principle as theoretically sound, but there are two facts that prevent us from
adopting that option for the time being, notwithstanding a specific indicator assessing the mediumterm sustainable performance, as mentioned in paragraph 2 in this chapter. The first fact is
historical, regarding the practice that has been followed successfully for years without the element
of deferral, and the second are prior history of stability of staff in management positions of the
Company that, inevitably, binds them to a medium- and long-term commitment that earnings will
continue to condition their remuneration.”
The recommendation is thus not adopted by the Company, albeit it guarantees the substance
which would justify it even more than it would with its adoption.
In addition, it is noted that Navigator’s yearly consolidated results have always been, repeatedly
and consistently, highly positive, evidencing the sustainability in performance that the
Recommendation seeks to preserve. As a result, thereof, the possible partial deferment for a
period of not less than three years, of the variable component of remuneration, would have no
impact on the right to a variable component of Navigator directors.
However, it is important to clarify that Navigator is analysing the deferral model for the payment
of part of the variable remuneration with a view to its eventual implementation.
V.3.3. THIS NOMINATION COMMITTEE INCLUDES A MAJORITY OF NON- EXECUTIVE, INDEPENDENT MEMBERS.
The Nomination and Appraisal Committee of the Company is entirely composed of non-executive
directors, but only one is independent. In the selection of the members of this committee,
emphasis was placed on the diversity of profiles (age, gender, qualifications, experience and
professional background), ensuring that all have exempt analysis and decision power and
evidenced integrity of character.
The Company considers that this diversity of profiles, coupled with the fact that the Appointments
and Appraisals Committee resorts, whenever necessary, to market studies and the analysis of
comparable situations within the group, is enough to ensure that its analyses are in line with best
practices and strengthen independent and impartial decision-making.
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PART III – OTHER INFORMATION
There are no other elements or additional information that are relevant to the understanding of the
governance model and practices adopted.
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ANNEX 1
1) DISCLOSURES REFERRED TO IN ARTICLES 447 OF THE COMPANIES’ CODE (WITH
REFERENCE TO 2019)
Securities issued by Company and held by company officers:
−
−

António José Pereira Redondo: 6,000 shares
Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira: 2,000 shares

2) INFORMATION ON OWN SHARES (required by Articles 66 and 324 no. 2 of the Companies
Code)
On 31 December 2020, Navigator held 6,316,931 shares in its share capital, corresponding to
0.88% of its share capital and 6 316 931 votes (which are suspended, in accordance with article
324 no. 1, section a) of the Companies’ Code.
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ANNEX 2
STATEMENT ON THE REMUNERATION POLICY FOR THE MEMBERS OF THE MANAGEMENT
AND SUPERVISORY BODIES OF THE NAVIGATOR COMPANY

I. Introdution
The Remuneration Committee of Navigator has been drawing up the remuneration policy
statement since 2008, originally in the context of a recommendation from the Securities Market
Commission (Comissão de Mercado de Valores Mobiliários – CMVM), from 2009 according to Law
no. 28/2009 of 19 June, and more recently in line with the recommendations of the 2018
Corporate Governance Code of the Portuguese Corporate Governance Institute.
Although the Committee finds that the statement stability is a good policy, the changes to the
legal recommendations followed by Navigator, in parallel with the election of corporate bodies for
the 2019-2022 term in office, have dictated some changes to the Policy that has been adopted
which, although relevant, do not change the essence of the options followed.
As it is made clear by the several options and explanations that stand out in the text, the final
result sought was a compromise, on the one hand, between the new trends of management
remuneration options and, on the other hand, the weight of history, previous options and the
specific features of the Company.
II. Legal framework and recommendations
This statement is issued in the legal framework formed by Law 28/2009, of 19 June (as mentioned
above), and the recommendations of the Portuguese Corporate Governance Institute.
In addition to rules on the frequency with which the statement must be issued and approved and
on disclosure of its content, this law also stipulates that this content should include information on:
a) Arrangements for aligning the interests of members of the management body with those of
the company;
b) Criteria for setting the variable component of remuneration;
c) The existence of share or share option pay schemes for members of the management and
supervisory bodies;
d) The possibility of the variable component of remuneration, if any, being paid, wholly or in
part, after the accounts have been finalized for the entire term of office;
e) Rules limiting variable remuneration in the event of the company’s results revealing
significant deterioration in the company’s performance in the last period for which
accounts are closed or when such deterioration may be expected in the period underway.
The current recommendations of the Portuguese Corporate Governance Institute make the
following requirements:
V.2.2. The remuneration committee should approve, at the start of each term of office, execute,
and annually confirm the company’s remuneration policy for the members of its boards and
committees, including the respective fixed components. As to executive directors or directors
periodically invested with executive duties, in the case of the existence of a variable component of
remuneration, the committee should also approve, execute, and confirm the respective criteria of
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attribution and measurement, the limitation mechanisms, the mechanisms for deferral of payment,
and the remuneration mechanisms based on the allocation of options and shares of the company.
V.2.3. The statement on the remuneration policy of the managing and supervisory bodies pursuant
to Article 2 of Law no. 28/2009 of 19 June, should additionally contain the following:
(i) The total remuneration amount itemized by each of its components, the relative proportion
of fixed and variable remuneration, an explanation of how the total remuneration complies
with the company’s remuneration policy, including how it contributes to the company’s
performance in the long run, and information about how the performance requirements
were applied;
(ii) Remunerations from companies that belong to the same group as the company;
(iii) The number of shares and options on shares granted or offered, and the main conditions
for the exercise of those rights, including the price and the exercise date and any change
to such conditions;
(iv) Information on the possibility to request the reimbursement of variable remuneration;
(v) Information on any deviation from the procedures for the application of the approved
remuneration policies, including an explanation of the nature of the exceptional
circumstances and the indication of the specific elements subject to derogation;
(vi) Information on the enforceability or non-enforceability of payments claimed in regard to
the termination of office by directors.
III. Rules deriving from law and the Articles of Association
Any system for setting remuneration will inevitably have to consider the legal rules, as well as any
private rules which may be established in the Articles of Association.
The legal rules for the directors are basically established in Article 399 of the Companies Code,
from which it follows that:
−
−
−

Powers to fix the remuneration lie with the General Meeting of Shareholders or a
committee appointed by the same.
The remuneration is to be fixed in accordance with the duties performed and the
company’s state of affairs.
Remuneration may be fixed, or may consist in part of a percentage of the profits for the
period, but the maximum percentage to be allocated to the directors must be authorized
by a clause in the articles of association, and shall not apply to distribution of reserves or
any part of the profits for the period which could not, under the law, be distributed to
shareholders.

For the members of the Audit Board and the officers of the General Meeting, the law lays down
that the remuneration shall consist of a fixed sum, which shall be determined in the same way by
the General Meeting of Shareholders or by a committee appointed by the same, taking into
account the duties performed and the state of the Company’s affairs.
A specific clause in the Company’s Articles of Association (article no. 21) provides that the
remuneration of directors may be differentiated, and that they are fixed by a Remuneration
Committee elected by the General Meeting for a four-year term. The second paragraph of this
clause lays down that the General Meeting may issue rules on pension plans and complementary
pension schemes for directors.
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This is the formal framework to be observed in defining remuneration policy.
IV. Historical background
From the Company’s transformation into a sociedade anónima in 1991 and through to 2004, the
remuneration of all of the directors consisted of a fixed component, payable fourteen times a year,
and set by a Remuneration Committee, and of a variable component, determined annually,
depending on the specific circumstances, by decision of the State, as shareholder.
Since the second phase of privatization in 2004, the formal principle was first instituted of
remuneration being divided into fixed and variable components, albeit following different
formalities. In some years the payment was made through the allocation of profits approved
directly by the General Meeting and in other years the shareholders made no decisions concerning
the payable amounts, which were set by the Remuneration Committee in line with the legal,
regulatory framework and according to this statement. The most recent procedure, and one that
has prevailed, entails having the respective amount, and the amounts of the variable remuneration
of other staff, expressly included in the proposed allocation of profits to be voted by the
shareholders.
It should be noted that the allocation of a percentage of the profits is not applied directly, but
rather as an indicator, and as a statutory limit, of amounts which are determined in a more
involving process, taking into account the factors set out in the remuneration policy statement in
force and the KPIs mentioned below.
Since the incorporation of the Company, members of the Audit Board have received fixed monthly
remuneration. In the case of the officers of the General Meeting, since for these officers was first
instituted it has been set on the basis of the number of meetings actually held.
V. General principles
The general principles to be observed when setting the remuneration of the Company officers are
essentially those which in very general terms derive from the law: on the one hand, the duties
performed and on the other the state of the Company’s affairs. If we add to these the general
market terms for similar situations, we find that these appear to be the three main general
principles:
(a) Duties performed.
It is necessary to consider the duties performed by each Company officer not only in the
formal sense, but also in the broader sense of the work carried out and the associated
responsibilities. Not all the executive board members are in the same position, and the same
is also true, for example, for the members of the audit board. Duties have to be assessed in
the broadest sense, taking into account criteria as varied as, for example, responsibility,
time dedicated, or the added value to the Company resulting from a given type of
intervention or an institutional representation.
The fact that time is spent by the officer on duties in other controlled companies also cannot
be taken out of the equation, due, on the one hand, to the added responsibility this
represents, and, on the other hand, to the existence of another source of income.
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It should be noted that Navigator’s experience has shown that the directors of this
Company, contrary to what is often observed in other companies of the same type, have not
always been neatly split into executive and non-executive. There are a number of directors
with delegated powers and who are generally referred to as executive directors, but some of
the directors without delegated powers have been closely involved in the life of the Company
in a variety of ways.
(b) The state of the Company’s affairs.
This criterion must also be understood and interpreted with caution. The size of the
Company and the inevitable complexity of the associated management responsibilities, are
clearly relevant aspects of the state of affairs, understood in the broadest sense. There are
implications here for the need to remunerate a responsibility which is greater in larger
companies with complex business models and for the capacity to remunerate management
duties appropriately.
(c) Market criteria.
It is unavoidably necessary to match supply to demand when setting any level of pay, and
the officers of a corporation are no exception. Only respect for market practices makes it
possible to retain professionals of a calibre required for the complexity of the duties
performed and the responsibilities shouldered, thereby assuring not only their own interests
but essentially those of the Company, and the generation of value of all its shareholders. In
the case of this Company, in view of its characteristics and size, the market criteria to be
considered are those prevailing internationally, as well as those to be observed in Portugal.
VI. Compliance with legal requirements and recommendations
Having described the historical background and the general principles adopted, we shall now
consider the issue of compliance by these principles with the relevant legal requirements.
1.

Article 2 a) of Law 28/2009. Alignment of interests
The first requirement that Law 28/2009 regards as essential in terms of the information in
this statement is for a description of the procedures which assure that the directors’
interests are aligned with those of the Company.
We believe that the remuneration system adopted in the Company is successful in assuring
such alignment. Firstly, because the remuneration sets out to be fair and equitable in the
light of the principles set out, and secondly because it links board members to results by
means of a variable remuneration component which is set primarily in the light of these
results.

2.

Article 2 b) of Law 28/2009. Criteria for the variable component.
The second requirement established by the law is for information on the criteria used to
determine the variable component.
The variable component of remuneration is based on a target amount applied to each
board member and is paid according to the individual's performance and performance of
the Company, that meet the expectations and the criteria defined previously. The target
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amount is weighed by the aforementioned principles - market, specific functions, state of
the Company -, in particular comparable market circumstances in positions equivalent in
function. Another important factor taken into account when setting the targets is
Navigator’s option not to provide any share or share acquisition option plans.
Actual performance compared to the expectations and goals, which determine target
variations, is weighed against a set of quantitative and qualitative KPIs of the Company's
performance and of the relevant board member, which include in particular EBITDA, net
income and cash flow. One of the EBITDA components is not measured against the
financial year, but instead a theoretical EBITDA established by reference to the mediumterm plan. An approach was introduced through this specific indicator which already takes
into account the company’s medium-term performance.
In addition to those criteria, in accordance with commitments undertaken by the Company
within its sustainability strategy and recognizing the importance of an efficient use of
energy, and the need to reduce fossil CO2 emissions from its economic activities, the
implementation of a corporate program for energy efficiency, approved in 2016, is also
included in the weighing.
3.

Article 2 c) of Law 28/2009. Share or option plans.
The decision whether or not to provide share or option plans is structural in nature. The
existence of such a plan is not a simple add-on to an existing remuneration system, but
rather an underlying change to the existing system, at least in terms of the variable
remuneration.
Although a remuneration system of this type is not incompatible with the Company’s
articles of association, we feel that the wording of the relevant provisions in the articles
and the historical background to the existing system argue in favour of maintaining a
remuneration system without any share or option component.
This is not to say that we see no merits in including a share or option component in
directors’ remuneration, nor that we would not be receptive to restructuring directors’
remuneration to incorporate such a plan. However, such a component is not essential in
order to promote the principles we defend and, as we have said, we do not believe that
this was the fundamental intention of the Company’s shareholders.

4.

Article 2 d) of Law 28/2009. Date of payment of variable remuneration.
Several writings sustain profusely the deferral of the payment of the variable part of
remuneration to a later time, which will enable the establishment of a direct relation
between remuneration and the impact of management on the Company over a longer
period.
We accept this principle as theoretically sound, but there are two facts that prevent us
from adopting that option for the time being, notwithstanding a specific indicator assessing
the medium-term sustainable performance, as mentioned in paragraph 2 in this chapter.
The first fact is historical, regarding the practice that has been followed successfully for
years without the element of deferral, and the second are prior history of stability of staff
in management positions of the Company that, inevitably, binds them to a medium- and
long-term commitment that earnings will continue to condition their remuneration.
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5.

Article 2 e) of Law 28/2009. Procedure limiting variable remuneration.
Procedures of this kind are designed to limit variable remuneration in the event of the
results showing a significant deterioration in the Company’s performance in the last
reporting period or when such deterioration may be expected in the period underway.
This type of provision also reflects a concern that good performance in the short term,
which may boost directors’ remuneration, could be achieved at the cost of future
performance.
For obvious reasons, the arguments presented above also apply here. It should also be
noted that a system of this kind would have little practical effect if not combined with
significant deferral of remuneration, which is not proposed for the Company.

6.

Recommendations V.2.2. and V.2.3. Approval of the Remunerations Policy.
Recommendation V.2.2 provides for the approval of the remuneration policy of the
members of the governing bodies at the beginning of their term, that it should be annually
enforced and reviewed, a practice that is followed by Navigator. This recommendation and
the following proceed to identify a set of topics to be included in the statement. Some
matters mentioned therein have been included in other paragraphs of this statement, while
others are included in the Corporate Governance Report that the Company publishes every
year. For systematization and simplifying reading for stakeholders, reference will be made
herein to all matters, referring to other paragraphs in this statement where necessary and
repeating the information found in the corporate governance report, where duplication of
information is deemed necessary.
The remunerations specified in this statement refer to the past and not the future ones.
Concerning fixed remunerations, this committee believes that it is responsible for setting
the remunerations, without prejudice to the shareholder participation principle.
The variable component, which this committee is also responsible for setting, is awarded
and calculated according to the criteria laid down in paragraph 2 of chapter VI of this
statement. The only mechanisms that set a cap on remuneration are those which result
from the fact that the quantitative part of the variable component depends on the KPIs
being minimally met, and the above-mentioned implementation of a corporate energy
efficiency program, approved in 2016. As mentioned before, there is no deferral of
payment of the variable remuneration in this Company, nor remuneration mechanisms
based on stock or acquisition options of the Company’s own shares.
(i) The following is the total remuneration of the governing bodies, itemised by different
components and the fixed and variable part of remuneration, for 2019, the variable
remuneration having been paid in 2019, concerning performance in 2018:
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Value in euros

Fixed remuneration
Board of Directors

Variable remuneration

Value

Relative
percentage

Value

Relative
percentage

319,203.08

36.78%

548,701.74

63.22%

0.00

0.00%

25,000.00

100.00%

Subsidiaries

319,203.08

37.87%

523,701.74

62.13%

Diogo António Rodrigues da Silveira

259,032.78

28.39%

653,533.55

71.61%

Navigator

259,032.78

67.45%

125,000.00

32.55%

0.00

0.00%

528,533.55

100.00%

Luís Alberto Caldeira Deslandes

77,000.00

100.00%

0.00

0.00%

Navigator

77,000.00

100.00%

0.00

0.00%

0.00

0.00%

0.00

0.00%

297,108.00

100%

0.00

0%

António José Pereira Redondo
Navigator

Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries
Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira
Navigator

0.00

0%

0.00

0%

Subsidiaries

297,108.00

100%

0.00

0%

João Paulo Araújo Oliveira

319,189.74

39.67%

485,485.28

60.33%

Navigator

319,189.74

80.97%

75,000.00

19.03%

0.00

0.00%

410,485.28

100.00%

319,213.16

38.21%

516,187.39

61.79%

0.00

0.00%

25,000.00

100.00%

Subsidiaries

319,213.16

39.39%

491,187.39

60.61%

Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado

77,000.00

100%

0.00

0%

Navigator

77,000.00

100%

0.00

0%

0.00

0%

0.00

0%

Maria Teresa Aliu Presas

56,023.29

100%

0.00

0%

Navigator

56,023.29

100%

0.00

0%

0.00

0%

0.00

0%

Mariana Rita Antunes Marques dos Santos

76,395.40

100%

0.00

0%

Navigator

76,395.40

100%

0.00

0%

0.00

0%

0.00

0%

Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos

319,198.74

43.45%

415,446.87

56.55%

Navigator

319,198.74

80.97%

75,000.00

19.03%

0.00

0.00%

340,446.87

100.00%

Sandra Maria Soares Santos

56,023.29

100%

0.00

0%

Navigator

56,023.29

100%

0.00

0%

0.00

0%

0.00

0%

Vítor Manuel Galvão Rocha Novais Gonçalves

98,000.00

100%

0.00

0%

Navigator

98,000.00

100%

0.00

0%

0.00

0%

0.00

0%

Subsidiaries
José Fernando Morais Carreira de Araújo
Navigator

Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries
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Value in euros

Fixed remuneration
Audit Board

Variable remuneration

Value

Relative
percentage

Value

Relative
percentage

José Manuel Vitorino

21,994

100%

0

0%

Gonçalo Picão Caldeira

16,002

100%

0

0%

Maria da Graça Gonçalves

16,002

100%

0

0%

In 2019, the Chairman of the General Meeting earned exclusively a fixed remuneration of
3,000 euros.
Total values were set according to the fulfilment of the principles mentioned before in
Chapter V of this statement. On how the remuneration policy contributes to the long-term
performance, reference is made to paragraphs 1, 2 and 4 of Chapter VI. Performance
criteria mentioned in paragraph 2 of Chapter VI was applied mathematically for its
quantitative part, and using value assessments conducted by hierarchical superiors and
weighed by the Remuneration Committee.
(ii) Governing bodies are not remunerated in other companies belonging to the same
group as Semapa. Note that the group relationship is used in its technical/legal sense,
which explains why some events identified in the corporate governance report of Semapa
for controlling companies or companies under common control have not been mentioned.
(iii) The Company has no stock or stock acquisition plans, as outlined in paragraph 3 of
Chapter VI.
(iv) There is no mechanism allowing the Company to demand refund of the variable
remuneration paid.
(v) There is no withdrawal of the approved remuneration policy implementation procedure.
(vi) Neither exist or have ever been fixed by this Committee any agreements on payments
by Navigator relating to dismissal or termination of Directors’ duties.
This fact is the natural result of the particular situations existing in the company, and not a
position of principle taken by this Committee against the existence of agreements of this
nature. Therefore, only the supplementary legal regime defined in the Companies’ Code
applies, which governs the payment of any amounts to directors in case of termination of
their mandates before expiry of the term in office.
VII. Specific Options
The specific options for the remuneration policy we propose may therefore be summarized as
follows:
1.ª

The remuneration of the executive members of the Board of Directors, as mentioned in
paragraph a) of Chapter V, shall comprise a fixed and variable component.

2.

The remuneration of non-executive directors shall comprise only a fixed component that
may be complemented according to the piling on of added functions and responsibilities.
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3.

The fixed component of the remuneration of Directors shall consist of an annual amount
payable throughout the year or of a predetermined amount for each meeting of the Board
of Directors attended.

4.

The procedure for assigning variable remunerations to the executive members of the Board
of Directors shall comply with the criteria proposed by the Remuneration Committee, and
such remuneration shall not exceed five per cent of the consolidated net profits (IFRS
format) as provided by the Articles of Association.

5.

In setting all remuneration, including in particular the distribution of the total amount
allocated to the variable remuneration of the Board of Directors, the general principles
established above shall be observed: the duties performed, the state of the company’s
affairs and market criteria.

6.

The remuneration of the members of the Audit Board and the officers of the General
Meeting shall comprise a fixed component only.

7.

The fixed remunerations of the members of the Audit Board shall consist in all cases of a
predetermined annual amount payable throughout the year.

8.

The fixed remuneration of the officers of the General Meeting shall consist in all cases of a
predetermined amount for each meeting, the remuneration for second and subsequent
meetings being lower than that for the first general meeting of the year.

Lisbon, 27 March 2020
The Remuneration Committee
Chairman: José Gonçalo Ferreira Maury
Member: João Rodrigo Appleton Moreira Rato
Member: João do Passo Vicente Ribeiro
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ANEXO 3
CODE OF ETHICS AND CONDUCT

I. General Objectives and Values
1. The Code of Ethics and Conduct as the
basis of the culture of The Navigator
Group
The pursuit of the aims set out in this Code of
Ethics and Conduct, respect for its values and
compliance with its rules of conduct together
form the professional ethos of The Navigator
Group business universe.
The Code of Ethics and Conduct is to be viewed
as setting standards of conduct interpreted as a
benchmark for behaviour, which The Navigator
Group and all its Collaborators should follow
and respect.
2. Fundamental Mission and Objectives
The Navigator Group aspires to extend the
leadership earned in the printing and writing
paper business to other businesses, thereby
asserting Portugal in the world, as a global
company, renown for developing, in an
innovative and sustainable manner, the forest
and providing products and services which
contribute to the prosperity of individuals.
The fundamental aims pursued by The
Navigator Group are based on the sustained
creation of value and the protection of
shareholders’ interests, with an appropriate
level of investor return, by offering the highest
standards of quality in the supply of goods and
services to customers, and through the
recruitment, motivation and development of
the most able and highly skilled professionals.
The Navigator Group will always promote a
meritocratic culture which allows the personal
and professional development of its
Collaborators and, through their commitment,
position the Group at the forefront of the
markets in which it operates, maintaining a
policy on the sustainable management of
natural resources, mitigation of environmental
impacts and fostering social development in the
areas in which it carries on its business
operations.
Due to their being core principles and of a
general nature, the matters governed in the
Code of Ethics and Conduct may be detailed in
internal guidelines, policies and procedures, or
in specific codes of conduct.
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3. Values
The principles and rules of conduct set out in
the Code of Ethics and Conduct result from the
establishment of values deemed to be
fundamental to The Navigator Group, and
which should be permanently pursued within its
corporate activity, in particular:
(a) Trust – We believe in people, we welcome
everyone’s contribution, we respect their
identity, promoting development,
cooperation and communication;
(b) Integrity – We are guided by principles of
transparency, ethics and respect in our
dealings amongst ourselves and with
others;
(c) Entrepreneurship – We are passionate
about what we do, we like to get out of our
comfort zone, we have the courage to take
decisions and to accept risks in a
responsible way;
(d) Innovation – We seek to bring out
everyone’s skills and creative potential to
do the impossible;
(e) Sustainability – Corporate, social and
environmental sustainability is our business
model;
(f) Excellence –In our work we focus on
quality, efficiency, safety and getting it
right.
II. Scope of Application and Interpretation
4. Scope of Application
The Code of Ethics and Conduct applies to all
Collaborators of all entities in The Navigator
Group.
The rules set out herein should govern the
ethical and professional conduct of all those
working in The Navigator Group, in the
pursuance of its corporate activity and in their
relationships with third parties, and are an
essential tool of the corporate policy and
culture followed and fostered by The Navigator
Group.
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5. Interpretation
For the purposes of this Code of Ethics and
Conduct, the following defined terms shall have
the following meanings:
(a) Collaborators – all persons who work in or
provide services, in a permanent or merely
casual form, to companies in The Navigator
Group, including, notably, members of
corporate bodies, employees, service
providers, representatives and auditors or
consultants;
(b) Clients – natural or legal entities to which
companies in The Navigator Group supply
their products or provide their services;
(c) Suppliers – natural or legal entities which
supply products or provide services to The
Navigator Group companies;
(d) Stakeholders – natural or legal entities
with which The Navigator Group companies
deal in their business, institutional or social
activities, including shareholders, members
of corporate bodies, Collaborators, Clients,
Suppliers, business partners or members of
the communities with whom The Navigator
Group interacts.
III. Rules of Conduct
6. Compliance with Legislation and
Regulation
The activity of The Navigator Group and its
Collaborators shall be based on strict
compliance with legal, statutory and regulatory
regulations, applicable to the activity and
companies of The Navigator Group, in the
jurisdictions of the countries where they
operate.
7. Public Authorities
The activity of The Navigator Group and its
Collaborators shall be based on a permanent
collaboration with public authorities, notably
with regulatory bodies, complying with requests
legitimately made to them and which are at
their reach and adopting the behaviour which
permits these authorities to exercise their
powers.

8. Integrity
The practice of corruption and bribery is
forbidden, in all active or passive forms,
through act or omission, by creating or
maintaining situations of favouritism or other
irregularities, or adopting behaviours which
may create, in their counterparts, expectations
of favouritism in their relations with The
Navigator Group.
9. Transparency
The Navigator Group is committed to reporting
is performance in a transparent way, taking
into consideration applicable legal duties and
good practices of the capital and financial
markets.
10. Confidentiality
10.1. Collaborators must keep the confidentiality of
all information concerning The Navigator
Group, other Collaborators, Clients, Suppliers
or Stakeholders, of which they have knowledge
by virtue of carrying out their functions and
which are not publicly known or notorious.
Such information is restricted and only for
internal use in The Navigator Group.
10.2. Collaborators must maintain confidential the
information mentioned in the previous
paragraph, even after termination of their
functions in The Navigator Group and
regardless of the cause of such termination.
10.3. Confidential information may only be
disclosed to third parties in accordance with
legal requirements or provided disclosure
thereof is previously authorized, in writing, by
the Board of Directors.
11. Securities trading
Any Collaborators who are in possession of
information relating to The Navigator Company,
of a precise nature, which has not been made
public, and which, if it were made public, would
be likely to have a significant effect on the
prices of The Navigator Company shares and
other related financial instruments, may not, in
the period prior to disclosure of such
information, trade securities issued by The
Navigator Company, its strategic partners or
companies involved in transactions or dealings
with The Navigator Company, not disclose
same information to third parties.
In particular, estimates of results, decisions on
significant acquisitions, sales or partnerships
and winning or losing of important contracts
constitute forms of inside information.
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12. Conflicts of Interest
12.1. The Navigator Group undertakes to adopt
measures which ensure impartiality of decision
making processes, in cases of a potential
conflict of interests involving The Navigator
Group or its Collaborators.
12.2. Collaborators may not pursue private
objectives in competition with The Navigator
Group and obtain benefits, advantages or
personal favours by virtue of the position held
or the functions performed.
12.3. Collaborators must promptly inform their
immediate superior of any situation which
might create a conflict of interests, notably if,
as part of their functions, they are called on to
intervene in procedures or decisions which
involve, directly or indirectly, organisations,
entities or persons with whom they collaborate
or have collaborated, or with whom they have a
relation, by virtue of family ties, proximity or
influence. In addition, they may also make
such communication in any other cases where
their impartiality may be questioned.
13. Relations with Shareholders
13.1. The primary objectives of The Navigator
Group are the protection of shareholders and
investors and a quest to create value for
Shareholders.
13.2. The Navigator Company undertakes to
respect the principle of equal treatment of
Shareholders, taking into consideration the
proportion of their holdings in the share capital
of The Navigator Company, notably ensuring
the timely provision of information, in
accordance with the applicable legal duties.
14. Competition
The competition practices of The Navigator
Group shall comply strictly with applicable
competition laws, in accordance with market
rules and criteria, and with a view to promoting
fair competition.
15. Intellectual and Industrial Property
The Navigator Group and its Collaborators must
respect Intellectual and Industrial Property of
Suppliers, Clients and Stakeholders.
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16. Relations with Clients, Suppliers, Services
Providers and Third Parties
16.1. The Navigator Group shall ensure that the
conditions of sale of products to its Clients are
clearly defined, and all companies in The
Navigator Group and its Collaborators must
ensure compliance with such conditions.
16.2. Suppliers and providers of services to The
Navigator Group shall be selected on the basis
of objective criteria, taking into consideration
the terms proposed, guarantees effectively
provided and the overall optimization of
advantages for The Navigator Group.
16.3. Suppliers and services providers of The
Navigator Group must comply with the
provisions of The Code of Ethics and Conduct
for Suppliers and services providers of The
Navigator Group.
16.4. The Navigator Group and its Collaborators
shall always negotiate in compliance with the
principle of good faith and applicable legal
obligations and good practices.
17. Relations with Political Parties and
Movements
Dealings between The Navigator Group and its
Collaborators with political parties or
movements shall be conducted in compliance
with applicable legal rules, and in the course of
such dealings Collaborators may not invoke
their relation with The Navigator Group.
18. Social Responsibility and Sustainable
Development
18.1. The Navigator Group accepts its social
responsibility to the communities in which it
carries on its business activities, as a means of
contributing to their advancement and wellbeing.
18.2. The Navigator Group undertakes to adopt,
comply with and promote a Policy on
sustainability and environment protection.
19. Safety and Working Conditions
19.1. The Navigator Group will never employ child
or forced labor, nor will it ever collude with
such practices, and it shall adopt the measures
deemed appropriate to combat such situations,
notably by public denunciation, whenever they
come to its attention.
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19.2. The health and safety of its Collaborators is a
priority for The Navigator Group, and
accordingly all Collaborators shall seek to know
and comply with the legislation in force and
with internal rules and recommendations on
such matters.
19.3. Collaborators must give immediate notice of
any accident or hazard to hygiene, safety and
health in the workplace, in accordance with the
above-mentioned rules, and the necessary or
advisable preventative measures shall be
adopted.
20. Professional development
and progression
20.1. The Navigator Group provides appropriate
training activities to its Collaborators and
fosters their continued training, as a driver of
their motivation and improved performance,
recognizing the added value of their
professional and personal development.
20.2. The Navigator Group values and holds
responsible Collaborators in the performance of
their functions, taking into consideration their
individual merit, allowing them to assume the
level of independence and responsibilities
associated with their skills and commitment.
20.3. The Navigator Group policies on selection,
hiring, remuneration and professional
progression are based on merit criteria and
reference market practices.
20.4. The Navigator Group shall ensure equality of
opportunities and respect for gender equality in
recruitment, hiring and professional
development, attaching value only to
professional aspects. To that effect, all
Collaborators shall adopt the measures deemed
appropriate to combat and prevent any form of
discrimination or differentiated treatment on
the basis of, notably, ethnic or social origin,
religious beliefs, nationality, gender, marital
status, sexual orientation or physical disability.
21. Respect
In their relations with other Collaborators and
Suppliers, counterparts, Clients and
Stakeholders, all Collaborators shall proactively
act in a correct, respectful, loyal and civil
manner.

22. Non-discrimination and harassment
22.1. Collaborators may not act in a discriminatory
manner in relation to other Collaborators or
other persons, notably based on race, religion,
gender, sexual orientation, origin, age,
language, territory of origin, political or
ideological convictions, economic situation,
social and economic situation or type of
contract, and must foster respect for human
dignity as one of the basic principles of the
culture and policy of The Navigator Group.
22.2. Any practice which may correspond to a form
of harassment, notably through personal
offence, mobbing, moral or sexual harassment
or bullying is strictly forbidden.
23. Use of Assets
23.1. Collaborators shall make sensible and
reasonable use of the working resources at
their disposal, avoiding waste and undue use.
23.2. Collaborators shall care for the property of
The Navigator Group, and not behave wilfully
or negligently in any manner which might
undermine its state of repair.
24. Personal Data Protection
24.1. The Navigator Group understands the key
role of privacy and protection of personal data
of its Clients, Stakeholders, Suppliers,
Collaborators or any other natural persons or
collaborators of any other entities. Accordingly,
The Navigator Group and its Collaborators
undertake to use such information in a
responsible manner, in strict compliance with
laws and regulations governing the protection
of personal data.
24.2 Collaborators must not collect personal data,
create lists of personal data or process or
transfer personal data without prior
consultation and authorisation from the division
which is responsible for data protection.
25. External Communication – Media and
Advertising
Information provided by The Navigator Group
and its Collaborators to the media, including for
advertising purposes, shall:
(a) Be released exclusively by management and
divisions authorised for that purpose and to
act as representative or spokesman of The
Navigator Group;
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(b) To comply with the principles of legality,
accuracy, opportunity, objectivity,
truthfulness and clarity;
(c) Protect the secrecy and confidentiality of
the information, in order to protect the
interests of The Navigator Group;
(d) Respect cultural and ethical parameters of
the community and human dignity;
(e) Contribute to an image of consistency,
creation of value and dignity of The
Navigator Group, promoting its good name
in society.
26. Communicating in social networks
and media
Collaborators are fully aware that the new
forms of communication, which are continually
evolving, may have a strong impact on The
Navigator Group and its Collaborators and that
the dissemination and distribution of
information through those channels may easily
represent loss of control over those contents.
Accordingly, Collaborators undertake as their
commitment that, when using social networks
and means of communication (both traditional
and recent), they:
(a) Shall act in an ethically responsible way,
contributing to the creation of value and
dignity of The Navigator Group and to
reinforce its image in society;
(b) Shall respect, comply with and reflect the
principles, values and rules of conduct
established in this Code of Ethics and
Conduct;

28. Reporting
28.1 Collaborators should report the occurrence of
any conduct which is not compatible with the
rules set out in this Code of Ethics and
Conduct, of which they are aware or justifiably
suspicious, in a timely and efficient way,
through the proper channels, in accordance
with the internal rules of procedure governing
the reporting of irregularities.
28.2. The Navigator Group guarantees the
confidentiality of information conveyed in
reports, in accordance with the internal rules of
procedure governing the reporting of
irregularities.
28.3. The Navigator Group shall not retaliate, in
any way, against a person who reports any
non-compliance with the Code of Ethics and
Conduct or another irregularity, shall ensure a
fair treatment of the persons addressed therein
and will not allow the resulting detrimental
treatment where a Collaborator has acted in
good faith, thoughtfully and diligently.
28.4. In accordance with the general terms of the
law, misuse or abuse of the arrangements for
reporting irregularities may render the author
of a report liable to disciplinary measures
and/or legal proceedings.
29. Doubts and Queries
Collaborators may place doubts and queries in
respect of the interpretation or application of
the Code of Ethics and Conduct, to the Risk
Management Division or to the Legal Services
Division. The Navigator Group also establishes
a permanent arrangement for communications,
direct and confidential, through the Board of
Directors, to which any Collaborator may
resort, through the internal rules of procedure
governing the reporting of irregularities.

(c) Shall not post or otherwise disclose
confidential or internal information of The
Navigator Group;

30. Procedure

(d) Shall not communicate, identifying
themselves as Collaborators of The
Navigator Group, without authorization for
that purpose.

30.1. All reports received by The Navigator
Company will be dealt with in accordance with
the internal rules of procedure governing the
reporting of irregularities.

IV. Supervision, Default and Communication
27. Non-compliance

30.. The Executive Committee and the Audit Board
will be informed of all reports received which
concern a member of the Board of Directors or
of the Audit Board.

Failure to comply with the rules of conduct
established in this Code of Ethics and Conduct
shall constitute serious misconduct, subject to
disciplinary proceedings, in addition to any
possible civil, administrative or criminal
liability, in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations.
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31. Annual Report

V. Communication

31.1. The Ethics Committee shall draw up an
annual report on compliance with the rules
established in this Code of Ethics and Conduct,
detailing all irregularities of which it is aware,
and setting out the conclusions and follow-up
proposals adopted in the different cases which
it examined.

32. Communication of the Code of Ethics and
Conduct

31.2. For the purposes of the preceding paragraph,
the Risk Management and Legal Services
Divisions shall report to the Ethics Committee
all relevant facts which come to their attention.

32.1. The Code of Ethics and Conduct of The
Navigator Group shall be published on the
company’s website and as an appendix to the
annual account reporting documents, so that
they may be known by Shareholders, Clients,
Suppliers, Stakeholders, investors and other
entities with whom the Group relates.
32.2. The Navigator Group shall make the Code of
Ethics and Conduct available to all
Collaborators and promote its disclosure and
general awareness and mandatory compliance
with its provisions
32.2. O Grupo The Navigator Company
disponibiliza o Código de Ética e de Conduta a
todos os colaboradores e promoverá a sua
divulgação, o seu generalizado conhecimento e
a sua prática obrigatória.
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8. ACCOUNTS AND NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT
Amounts in Euro
Revenue
Other operating income
Changes in the fair value of biological assets
Costs of goods sold and materials consumed
Variation in production
External services and supplies
Payroll costs
Other operating expenses
Net provisions
Depreciation, amortisation and impairment losses in non-financial
assets
Operating income
Other financial income and gains
Other financial expenses and losses
Financial results

Note

2019

2.1
2.2
3.7
4.1
4.1
2.3
7.1
2.3
10.1

1,385,360,624
38,960,170
16,814,611
(569,724,151)
(32,545,175)
(392,254,701)
(132,129,704)
(28,973,873)
(2,310,288)

1,687,859,963
39,085,720
12,155,274
(716,135,341)
1,931,449
(466,857,759)
(145,657,670)
(40,290,592)
36,727

3.7

(142,772,875)
140,424,638

(138,536,054)
233,591,717

5.11
5.11

7,971,811
(22,657,443)
(14,685,632)

2,989,393
(21,896,117)
(18,906,724)

125,739,006

214,684,993

(16,522,754)
109,216,252

(46,395,807)
168,289,186

Gains/(losses) of associated companies and joint ventures
Profit before income tax
Income tax
Net profit for the period

2020

6.1

Attributable to Navigator's equity holders
Attributable to non-controlling interests

5.6

109,213,720
2,532

Earnings per share
Basic earnings per share, Eur
Diluted earnings per share, Eur

5.3
5.3

0.154
0.154

168,290,315
(1,129)

0.236
0.236

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Amounts in Euro

Note

Net profit for the period
before non-controlling interests
Items that may be reclassified to profit and loss
Hedge derivative financial instruments
Changes in fair value
Tax effect
Currency translation differences
Tax on conventional capital remuneration
Items that cannot be reclassified to profit and loss
Remeasurement of post-employment benefits
Remeasurements
Tax effect
Comprehensive income of associated companies and joint ventures
Other comprehensive income
Total other comprehensive income net of taxes
Total comprehensive income
Attributable to:
Navigator's equity holders
Non-controlling interests

2020

109,216,252

8.2
5.5
5.5

7.2.5
7.2.5

2019

168,289,186

(354,422)
96,299
(2,152,620)
(827,750)

(1,035,764)
284,835
1,846,344
1,001,000

(10,245,329)
254,213
1,934,870
(11,294,739)
97,921,513

(15,166,616)
444,475
2,151,921
(10,473,805)
157,815,381

97,920,148
1,365
97,921,513

157,745,827
69,554
157,815,381

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Amounts in Euro

Note

2020

2019

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Goodwill
Intangible assets
Property, plant and equipment
Right of use assets
Biological assets
Investment properties
Non-current receivables
Deferred tax assets

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.6
3.8
3.4
4.2
6.2

377,339,466
11,912,684
1,183,949,592
51,827,000
148,584,452
94,236
34,696,105
30,629,217
1,839,032,752

377,339,466
4,506,689
1,249,651,599
45,517,924
131,769,841
95,882
58,778,469
31,638,565
1,899,298,435

Current assets
Inventories
Current receivables
Income tax
Cash and cash equivalents

4.1
4.2
6.1
5.9

176,735,137
231,772,282
3,482,762
302,399,831
714,390,012
2,553,422,764

217,879,700
247,408,647
25,145,169
161,880,403
652,313,920
2,551,612,355

5.2
5.2
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5

500,000,000
(20,189,264)
(20,881,569)
(6,641,368)
100,000,000
266,443,646
97,981,342
109,213,720
1,025,926,507
275,182
1,026,201,689

500,000,000
(20,189,264)
(18,728,949)
(6,384,412)
100,000,000
98,153,331
206,004,258
168,290,315
1,027,145,277
273,817
1,027,419,095

Total Assets
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Capital and Reserves
Share capital
Treasury shares
Currency translation reserve
Fair value reserve
Legal reserves
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Net profit for the period
Equity attributable to Navigator's equity holders
Non-controlling interests
Total Equity
Non-current liabilities
Interest-bearing liabilities
Lease liabilities
Pensions and other post-employment benefits
Deferred tax liabilities
Provisions
Non-current payables

5.6

690,878,427
47,473,102
12,562,465
85,962,014
23,409,335
30,234,237
890,519,580

863,936,941
42,450,826
6,588,076
80,413,906
19,948,347
30,837,585
1,044,175,681

Total Liabilities

291,532,356
5,607,817
303,649,690
35,911,632
636,701,495
1,527,221,075

13,194,444
4,396,971
426,197,436
36,228,728
480,017,579
1,524,193,260

Total Equity and Liabilities

2,553,422,764

2,551,612,355

Current liabilities
Interest-bearing liabilities
Lease liabilities
Current payables
Income tax
Non-current liabilities held for sale

5.7
5.8
7.2
6.2
10.1
4.3

5.7
5.8
4.3
6.1
3.8

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
Amounts in Euro
Equity as at 31 December 2019
Net profit for the period
Total comprehensive income for the period
Application of 2019 net profit for the period:
- Dividends paid
- Application of prior period's net profit
- Bonus to employees
Acquisition of treasury shares
Total transactions with shareholders
Equity as at 31 December 2020

Amounts in Euro
Equity as at 1 January 2019
Net profit for the period
Total comprehensive income for the period
Application of 2018 net profit for the period:
- Dividends paid
- Application of prior period's net profit
- Bonus to employees
Acquisition of treasury shares
Total transactions with shareholders
Equity as at 31 December 2019

Note

Share
capital

Treasury
shares

500,000,000

5.4

5.2

Note

5.4

5.2

(20,189,264)

-

-

500,000,000

(20,189,264)

Currency
translation
reserve
(18,728,949)
(2,152,620)
(2,152,620)

(6,384,412)
(256,956)
(256,956)

100,000,000

98,153,331

-

-

206,004,258
(8,883,996)
(8,883,996)

(20,881,569)

(6,641,368)

100,000,000

168,290,315
168,290,315
266,443,646

(99,138,920)
(99,138,920)
97,981,342

Legal
reserves

Other
reserves

500,000,000
-

(2,317,915)
-

Currency
translation
reserve
(20,575,293)
1,846,344
1,846,344

500,000,000

(17,871,349)
(17,871,349)
(20,189,264)

(18,728,949)

Share
capital

Treasury
shares

Fair value
reserves

Fair value
reserves

Legal
reserves

Other
reserves

Retained
earnings

(5,633,483)
(750,929)
(750,929)

100,000,000
-

197,292,250
-

192,512,197
(11,639,903)
(11,639,903)

(6,384,412)

100,000,000

(99,138,920)
(99,138,920)
98,153,331

(200,003,439)
248,135,403
(23,000,000)
25,131,964
206,004,258

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Net profit for
the period
168,290,315
109,213,720
109,213,720

Total
1,027,145,277
97,920,148
97,920,148

(168,290,315)
(99,138,920)
(168,290,315)
(99,138,920)
109,213,720 1,025,926,507

Net profit for
the period
225,135,403
168,290,315
168,290,315

Total
1,186,413,158
157,745,827
157,745,827

(299,142,359)
(225,135,403)
23,000,000
(23,000,000)
(17,871,349)
(225,135,403) (317,013,708)
168,290,315 1,027,145,277

Noncontrolling
interests
273,817
1,365
1,365
275,182

Noncontrolling
interests
204,263
69,554
69,554
273,817

Total
1,027,419,094
97,921,513
97,921,513
(99,138,920)
(99,138,920)
1,026,201,689

Total
1,186,617,421
157,815,381
157,815,381
(299,142,359)
23,000,000
(23,000,000)
(17,871,349)
(317,013,708)
1,027,419,094
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CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW STATEMENT
Amounts in Euro

Note

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from customers
Payments to suppliers
Payments to employees
Cash flow from operations
Income tax received/ (paid)
Other (payments)/ receipts relating to operating activities
Cash flows from operating activities (1)

1,499,083,337
(1,071,334,376)
(108,465,914)
319,283,047
6.1

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Inflows:
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Interest and similar income
Financial investments

(94,195,589)
(4,611,698)
(98,807,287)
(92,427,759)

Cash flows from investing activities (2)

Outflows:
Interest-bearing liabilities
Amortisation of lease agreements
Interest and similar expense
Distribution of dividends
Distribution of reserves
Acquisition of treasury shares
Other financing activities

19,422,440
18,265,756
356,971,244

2019
1,742,224,333
(1,167,513,489)
(130,389,714)
444,321,130
(32,052,050)
(32,616,387)
379,652,693

1,122,990
5,256,538
6,379,528

Outflows:
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Inflows:
Interest-bearing liabilities
Other financing activities

2020

5.10
5.10

5.10

5.4
5.4
5.2
5.10

Cash flows from financing activities (3)

240,000,000
240,000,000

1,467,448
138,474
3,968,560
412,026
5,986,508
(176,585,023)
(3,506,739)
(180,091,762)
(174,105,254)

380,000,000
41,359,096
421,359,096

(133,194,444)
(8,789,630)
(20,907,437)
(99,138,920)
(99,138,920)
(1,371,910)
(362,541,261)
(122,541,261)

(301,805,556)
(5,997,170)
(19,529,993)
(200,003,439)
(17,871,349)
(630,979)
(545,838,487)
(124,479,390)
81,068,049
(47,430)
125,331,036
161,880,403

CHANGES IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS (1)+(2)+(3)
Effect of exchange rate differences
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PERIOD

5.9

142,002,224
(1,482,795)
161,880,403

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END OF THE PERIOD

5.9

302,399,831

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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NOTES

1. INTRODUCTION
The following symbols are used in the presentation of the Notes to the financial statements:

Accounting
policies

This symbol indicates the
disclosure of accounting
policies specifically applicable
to the items in the respective
Note.

Significant
Estimates and
Judgements
This symbol indicates the
disclosure of the estimates
and/or judgements made
regarding the items in the
respective Note. Significant
estimates and judgements are
indicated in Note in Note 1.6.

Reference

This symbol indicates a
reference to another Note or
another section of the
Financial Statements were
more information about the
items disclosed is presented.

1.1. THE GROUP
The Navigator Group (Group) comprises The Navigator Company, S.A. (until 2015 designated as
Portucel, S.A.) and its subsidiaries.
The Navigator group was created in the mid 1950’s, when a group of technicians from “Companhia
Portuguesa de Celulose de Cacia” made this company the first in the world to produce bleached
eucalyptus sulphate pulp.
In 1976 Portucel EP was created as a result of the nationalisation of all of Portugal’s cellulose
industry. As such, Portucel – Empresa de Celulose e Papel de Portugal, E.P. resulted from the
merger with CPC – Companhia de Celulose, S.A.R.L. (Cacia), Socel – Sociedade Industrial de
Celulose, S.A.R.L. (Setúbal), Celtejo – Celulose do Tejo, S.A.R.L. (Vila Velha de Ródão), Celnorte –
Celulose do Norte, S.A.R.L. (Viana do Castelo) and Celuloses do Guadiana, S.A.R.L. (Mourão),
being converted into a mainly public anonymous society by Decree-Law No. 405/90, of 21
December.
Years after, as a result of the restructuring of Portucel – Empresa de Celulose e Papel de Portugal,
S.A., which was redenominated to Portucel, SGPS, S.A., towards to its privatisation, Portucel S.A.
was created, on 31 May 1993, through Decree-law No. 39/93, of 13 February, with the former
assets of the two main companies, based in Aveiro and Setúbal.
In 1995, the company was privatised, and became a publicly traded company.
Aiming to restructure the paper industry in Portugal, Portucel, S.A. acquired Papéis Inapa, S.A.
(Setúbal), in 2000, and Soporcel – Sociedade Portuguesa de Papel, S.A. (Figueira da Foz), in
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2001. Those key strategic decisions resulted in the Portucel Soporcel Group (currently Navigator
Group), which is currently the largest European and one of the world’s largest producers of
bleached eucalyptus pulp and uncoated wood-free paper (UWF), with a capacity of 1.5 and 1.6
millions of tons (of which 800 thousand tons available for market), respectively, and it sells
approximately 393 thousand tons of pulp (350 thousand tons in 2019), annually, integrating the
remainder in the production of UWF paper and Tissue paper.
In June 2004, the Portuguese State sold 30% of Portucel's equity, which was acquired by Semapa
Group. In September of the same year, Semapa launched a public acquisition offer tending to
assure the Group’s control, which was accomplished by guaranteeing a 67.1% stake of Portucel’s
equity.
In November 2006, the Portuguese State concluded the third and final stage of the sale of
Portucel, S.A., and Párpublica, SGPS, S.A. (formerly Portucel SGPS, S.A.) sold the remaining
25.72% it still held.
From 2009 to June 2015, more than 75% of the company’s share capital was held directly and
indirectly by Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão SGPS, S.A. (excluding treasury
shares) having the percentage of voting rights been reduced to 70% following the conclusion of
the offer for the acquisition, in the form of an exchange offer, of the ordinary shares of Semapa,
SGPS, S.A., in July 2015.
In February 2015, the Group started its activity in the Tissue segment with the acquisition of AMSBR Star Paper, S.A. (currently denominated Navigator Tissue Ródão, S.A.), a company that holds
and explores a tissue paper mill, located in Vila Velha de Ródão. A new industrial facility was built
in Aveiro, in August 2018, being operated by Navigator Tissue Aveiro, S.A., which is currently the
largest Portuguese producer and the third in the Iberian Peninsula, with a production and
transformation capacity of 130 thousand tons and 120 thousand tons, respectively.
The Navigator Group’s main business is the production and sale of writing and printing thin paper
(UWF) and domestic consumption paper (Tissue), and it is present in the entire value added chain,
from research and development of forestry and agricultural production, to the purchase and sale of
wood and the production and sale of bleached eucalyptus kraft pulp – BEKP – and electric and
thermal energy, as well as its commercialisation.
The Navigator Company, S.A. (hereafter referred to as The Navigator Company or Company) is a
publicly traded company, listed in Euronext Lisbon, with its share capital represented by nominal
shares.
Company:
Head Office:
Legal Form:
Share Capital:
Registration No.:

The Navigator Company, S.A.
Mitrena, 2901-861 Setúbal | Portugal
Public Limited Company
Euro 500,000,000
503 025 798

A more detailed description of the activity in each business line of the Group is disclosed in
Note 2.1 - Revenue and segment reporting.
Navigator is included in the consolidation perimeter of Semapa - Sociedade de Investimento e
Gestão, SGPS, S.A., the parent company, and Sodim - SGPS, S.A., the final controlling entity.
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1.2. IMPACTS OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
The outbreak of COVID-19 developed rapidly in 2020, with a significant number of infections.
Measures to prevent transmission of the virus included limiting the movement of people, travel
restrictions, temporary closure of businesses and schools, and cancellation of events. As is widely
known, the pandemic concerned and the constraints attached thereto have resulted in an
unprecedented and profound slowdown in the world economy, with the closure of shops, schools,
universities and offices being of particular relevance to the sector in which the Navigator Group
operates, with a direct impact on paper consumption and consequently on the Group's order book.
Since the first outbreaks of the virus in Portugal, The Navigator Company S.A. has monitored
developments in this public health emergency on an ongoing basis, implementing a contingency
plan based on instructions from the Directorate-General of Health, which has been successively
adjusted in accordance with the evolution of the pandemic. An office has also been set up to
manage and monitor the spread of COVID-19 in the Group, in close liaison with the Executive
Committee.
In a highly adverse environment, marked by the pandemic's strong impact on demand for its
products and a sharp drop in prices, Navigator demonstrated great flexibility and resilience in its
business model, adjusting swiftly to changes in the market and making significant adjustments to
its entire fixed and variable cost base.
In view of the impacts of the lockdown on UWF demand, Navigator has temporarily and gradually
suspended production on some of its paper machines from April to early July, avoiding the
accumulation of stocks in the value chain and preserving its working capital. Navigator has also
implemented several cost-cutting measures and a significant review of its investment plan for
2020.
The year 2020 was marked by the positive evolution of most production expenses, both variable
and fixed. In terms of variable costs optimisation, it should be noted the reduction in external fibre
costs, a reduction in specific wood consumption and lower chemical costs, mainly due to the
reduction in the price of some products and lower bleaching consumption. There was also a strong
containment of fixed costs, with the positive evolution of the payroll costs item in absolute terms
(although in relative terms the percentage over revenues increased) and of operating costs.
The Company currently shows a remarkable free cash-flow generation and a strengthened financial
position, and it is the Board of Directors’ belief that, given its financial and liquidity position, the
Group will overcome the negative impacts of this crisis, without compromising the going concern
principle applied in the preparation of these financial statements.
Navigator has analysed the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on its financial position, performance
and Group cash flows:
Recoverability of Goodwill
The Group analysed whether there were signs of impairment arising from the impacts of COVID19, according to the current forecasts, based on the projections of GDP growth and inflation in
Portugal, according to the IMF and Banco de Portugal, which could indicate the existence of
impairment on goodwill. No signs of impairment on goodwill were identified and there is a
substantial gap compared to the book value of the cash-generating units (note 3.1).
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Recoverability, useful life and depreciation of property, plant and equipment
As mentioned above, Navigator has temporarily and gradually suspended production on some of
its paper machines from April to early July, avoiding the accumulation of stocks in the value chain
and preserving its working capital. Accordingly, production shutdown costs amounted to
approximately Euro 7.7 million, which were reflected in the results for the first quarter. Despite the
impact of these shutdowns, the prospects for overall consumption of UWF paper, the pulp and
paper prices and the substantial gaps in relation to the book values of assets, do not indicate the
existence of impairment on property, plant and equipment.
Actuarial assumptions
The Group assessed the discount rate applicable to the defined benefit plan for employees and
other post-employment benefits. The definition of the rate used to discount the liabilities (technical
interest rate) is based on yield curves of highly rated bonds with a maturity consistent with the
duration of the plan's liabilities. As a result of this assessment and based on the actuarial study as
at 31 December 2020, Navigator decided to reduce the discount rate by 0.5%, in order to reflect
the decrease in reference interest rates. The Group presents in Note 7.2 a sensitivity analysis that
allows assessing the impact of a possible change in the discount rate.
Additionally, during 2020, the assets of the pension fund had a positive profitability. The Group is
monitoring the profitability of the pension fund assets and endeavours to maintain a liability
coverage level of 90%.
Biological assets
When calculating the fair value of forests, the discounted cash-flows method is used, being the
discount rate, growth period and price some of the key assumptions that may be subject to
change due to the Covid-19 pandemic. In this sense, during 2020, the harvesting plans were
carried out as expected and there were no significant impacts that might influence the fair value
model.
Regarding the discount rates, the Group presents in note 3.8 a sensitivity analysis that allows
assessing the impact of a possible change in the discount rate, considering the current discount
rate as the Board of Directors' best estimate in this matter.
Inventories
In view of the impacts on demand, namely at the UWF level, the Group considers that given the
mark-ups charged during the pandemic, the net realisable value of its inventories is higher than
the book value and concluded that no adjustments to the book value are necessary.
Recoverability of trade and other receivables
Impairment losses are recorded based on the simplified model provided for in IFRS 9, recording
expected losses until maturity. In the Navigator Group, the impacts of IFRS 9 on the consolidated
statement of financial position are low considering that a significant part of its sales are either
insured or adequately covered by collaterals.
Nevertheless, the Group periodically assesses the expected credit losses and the impacts on all
financial assets measured at amortised cost. In this regard, the Group assessed the current
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exposure to credit risk and the potential impact of future economic forecasts and concluded that
the impact of this component is small.
Payroll costs
Navigator has also decided to use the simplified lay-off scheme, whereby jobs are suspended or
work is reduced, under the terms and for the purposes of Article 4(2) of Decree-Law no. 10G/2020 of 26 March. The number of employees affected by the lay-off was 1,201, of which 97
were on full lay-off.
Additionally, in view of the evolution of the pandemic situation and its impacts on results, and as
mentioned in Note 7.1, for the year 2020, there was a decrease in the estimated amounts of
bonuses payable to employees.
Liquidity
The Company currently has a comfortable liquidity position as a result of a significant increase in
its short-term assets and careful management of working capital.
The following measures should be noted:
−

−
−

In order to strengthen the financial and liquidity position, several short-term funding
operations were carried out via commercial paper, which resulted in the creation of a
liquidity safety net, appropriate to the Covid-19 context (Note 5.7);
Strong containment of the rate of implementation of the investment plan for 2020;
Implementation of a confirming programme to extend payment deadlines without,
however, impacting suppliers.

Navigator has been working and will continue to work thoroughly within its reach, namely in its
operational and commercial planning, cost efficiency, cash flow allocation and effective liquidity
management to ensure it remains a going concern and the health of its employees. The Company
maintains a comfortable liquidity situation, with approximately Euro 302 million in short-term
assets at 31 December (note 5.9). In addition to cash and cash equivalents, it has a set of
contracted and unused lines amounting to Euro 278 million (note 8.1.4), of which Euro 182.5
million will refinance the debt maturing in 2021. It should be noted that the Group is in compliance
with the covenants negotiated. As at 31 December 2020, the Group presents a very comfortable
safety margin on the fulfilment of its covenants.
Government grants
The Portuguese government has implemented several exceptional and temporary measures to
support workers and companies affected by the Covid-19 pandemic, with a view to maintaining
jobs and mitigating corporate crisis situations.
The benefits in the income statement and in the improvement of cash flows arising from the grants
received by Navigator in 2020 amounted to Euro 4 million. A similar amount was distributed to
employees as an extraordinary bonus in 2020, even though performance targets were not met.
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1.3. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
1.3.1. US Anti-dumping Proceedings: final rate for POR3 confirmed at 6.75%
On 19 January 2021, the Department of Commerce (DoC) confirmed the final rate to be applied to
the sale of certain paper products in the US for the third period of review ("POR3"), from March
2018 to February 2019. The final rate is unchanged from the preliminary rate at 6.75%.
The rate now confirmed is in line with Navigator's estimates and means that, from now on, the
rate payable on US sales of uncoated paper will be 6.75% until results are determined for the final
rate for the POR4, which is expected to occur in April 2021.

1.3.2. Sodim launches Public Acquisition Offer for Semapa
In February 2021 Sodim launched a general and voluntary Public Acquisition Offer (OPA - Oferta
Pública de Aquisição) for all the shares representing the share capital of Semapa, which it does not
yet hold directly or indirectly.
This operation will have no direct impact on Semapa's subsidiaries, namely Navigator, in particular
with regard to its financing agreements.

1.3.3. Interest rate hedge
In January 2021, and in order to ensure that most of the permanent financial liabilities is at a fixed
rate, the Group contracted a derivative financial instrument to hedge the Navigator 2020-2026
bond loan, in the amount of Euro 75,000,000. The new hedge contracted fully reflects the
underlying asset, both in the selection of the reference rates, the respective interest calculation
conventions, the interest rate setting dates and the interest and/or capital settlement dates.

1.4. BASIS FOR PREPARATION
1.4.1. Authorisation to issue financial statements
These consolidated financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on 23 March
2021. However, they are still subject to approval by the General Shareholders’ Meeting, in
accordance with the Portuguese commercial legislation.
The Group’s senior management, which are the members of the Board of Directors who sign this
report, declare that, to the best of their knowledge, the information contained herein was prepared
in conformity with the applicable accounting standards, providing a true and fair view of the assets
and liabilities, the financial position and results of the companies included in the Group’s
consolidation scope.
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1.4.2. Accounting standards
The consolidated financial statements for the period ended 31 December 2020 were prepared in
accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), effective 1 January 2019
and as adopted by the European Union.

1.4.3. Basis for consolidation
1.4.3.1. Subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are all entities over which the Group has control, which occurs when the Group is
exposed or entitled to the variable returns resulting from its involvement with the entities and has
the capacity to affect that return through the exercise of power over the entities, regardless of the
percentage they hold over equity.
The existence and the effect of potential voting rights which are currently exercisable, or
convertible are considered when the Group assesses whether it has control over another entity.
Subsidiaries are consolidated using the full consolidation method with effect from the date on
which control is transferred to the Group while they are excluded as from the date control ceases.
These companies’ equity and net profit corresponding to the third-party investment in such
companies are presented under non-controlling interests in the consolidated statement of financial
position (in a separate component of equity) and in the Consolidated income statement. The
companies included in the consolidated financial statements are detailed in Note 11.
The purchase method is used in recording the acquisition of subsidiaries. The cost of an acquisition
is measured by the fair value of the assets transferred, the equity instruments issued, and
liabilities incurred or assumed on acquisition date, and the best estimate of any agreed contingent
payment.
The identifiable assets and liabilities acquired, and contingent liabilities assumed in a business
combination are initially measured at fair value on the date of acquisition, irrespective of the
existence of non-controlling interests. The excess of the acquisition cost over the fair value of the
Group’s share of the identifiable assets and liabilities acquired is recorded as goodwill, as described
in Note 3.1.
If the acquisition cost is less than the fair value of the net assets of the acquired subsidiary
(negative goodwill), the difference is recognised directly in the income statement in the period it
takes place.
Transaction costs directly attributable to the acquisition are immediately expensed.
Intercompany transactions, balances, unrealised gains on transactions and dividends distributed
between group companies are eliminated. Unrealised losses are also eliminated, except where the
transaction displays evidence of impairment of a transferred asset.
When, at the date of the acquisition of control, The Navigator Company already holds a previously
acquired interest in the subsidiary, its fair value is considered in determining the goodwill or
negative goodwill.
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On a step acquisition process resulting in the acquisition of control, the revaluation of any
participation previously held is recognised against the income statement when Goodwill is
calculated.
When subsequent transactions of disposal or acquisition of shares with non-controlling interests
with no impact in control take place, no gain, loss or goodwill is determined, and the differences
between the transaction cost and the book value of the share acquired are recognised in equity.
Negative results generated in each period by subsidiaries with non-controlling interests are
allocated, in the percentage held, to non-controlling interests, regardless of whether they become
negative.
In the case of disposals of interests, resulting in a loss of control over a subsidiary, any remaining
interest is revalued to the market value at the date of sale, and the gain or loss resulting from
such revaluation, is recorded against income, as well as the gain or loss resulting from such
disposal.
The subsidiaries’ accounting policies have been adjusted whenever necessary so as to ensure
consistency with the policies adopted by the Group.
1.4.3.2. Associates
Associates are all the entities in which the Group exercises significant influence but do not have
control, which is generally the case with investments representing between 20% and 50% of the
voting rights. Investments in associates are accounted under the equity method.
In accordance with the equity method, financial investments are recorded at their acquisition cost,
adjusted by the amount corresponding to the Group’s share of changes in the associates’
shareholders’ equity (including net income/loss) with a corresponding gain or loss recognised for
the period on earnings or on changes in capital, and by dividends received.
Differences between the acquisition cost and the fair value of the assets and liabilities attributable
to the affiliated company on the acquisition date is, if positive, recognised as Goodwill and
recorded as investments in affiliated companies. If negative, goodwill is recorded as income for the
period under the caption “Group share of (loss)/gains of associated companies and joint ventures”.
Transaction costs directly attributable to the acquisition are immediately expensed.
In the event that impairment loss indicators arise on investments in associates, an evaluation of
the potential impairment is made, and if deemed necessary, a loss is recognised in the
consolidated income statement.
When the Group’s share of losses in associate companies exceeds its investment in that associate,
the Group ceases the recognition of additional losses, unless it has incurred in liabilities or has
made payments on behalf of that associate.
Unrealised gains on transactions with associates are eliminated to the extent of the Navigator
Company Group’s investment in the associates. Unrealised losses are also eliminated, except
where the transaction displays evidence of impairment of a transferred asset.
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The associates’ accounting policies used in the preparation of the individual financial statements
are adjusted, whenever necessary, so as to ensure consistency with the policies adopted by the
Group.

1.4.4. Presentation currency and foreign currency transactions
i.

Functional and reporting currency

The items included in the Financial Statements of each one of the Group’s entities are measured
using the currency of the economic environment in which the entity operates (functional currency).
These consolidated financial statements are presented in Euro, which is the Group’s functional and
reporting currency.

ii.

Balances and Transactions expressed in foreign currencies

All the Group’s assets and liabilities denominated in currencies other than the reporting currency
have been translated to Euros using the exchange rates prevailing at the statement of financial
position date (Note 8.1.1).
Currency adjustments, favourable and unfavourable, arising from differences between the
exchange rates prevailing at the date of the transaction and those at the date of collection,
payment or Statement of financial position, are recorded as income and costs in the Consolidated
income statement for the period.

iii.

Group companies

The results and the financial position of the Group’s entities which have a different functional
currency from the Group’s reporting currency are translated into the reporting currency as follows:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

The assets and liabilities of each Statement of financial position are translated at the
exchange rates prevailing at the date of the Consolidated Statement of financial
position;
Equity balances are translated at the historical exchange rate;
The income and expenses disclosed in the Income Statement are converted at the
exchange rate prevailing at the dates of the transactions. When this is not possible or
when benefits do not arise from the use of this procedure, income and expenses are
translated at the average exchange rate of the period.

The exchange differences resulting from the topics i) and iii) are recognised in the consolidated
comprehensive income under the equity caption “Currency translation reserves”, being transferred
to the income statement when the disposal of the investments occur.
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iv.

Exchange rates used

31/12/2020
GBP (Sertling pound)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
USD (American dollar)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
PLN (Polish zloti)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
SEK (Swedish krona)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
CZK (Czech koruna)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
CHF (Swiss franc)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
DKK (Danish krone)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
HUF (Hungarian forint)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
AUD (Australian dollar)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
MZM (Mozambican metical)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
MAD (Moroccan dirham)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
NOK (Norway kroner)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
MXN (Mexican peso)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
AED (Dirham)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
CAD (Canadian dollar)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
ZAR (South African rand)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
RUB (Russian roubles)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
BRL (Brazilian real)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period
TRY (Turkish lira)
Average exchange rate for the period
Closing exchange rate for the period

09/04/2021

31/12/2019

Valuation /
(Devaluation)

0.89
0.90

0.88
0.85

-1.39%
-5.67%

1.14
1.23

1.12
1.12

-2.03%
-9.23%

4.44
4.56

4.30
4.26

-3.40%
-7.12%

10.48
10.03

10.59
10.45

0.99%
3.95%

26.46
26.24

25.67
25.41

-3.06%
-3.28%

1.07
1.08

1.11
1.09

3.78%
0.48%

7.45
7.44

7.47
7.47

0.16%
0.41%

351.25
363.89

325.30
330.53

-7.98%
-10.09%

1.65
1.59

1.61
1.60

-2.74%
0.62%

80.23
92.92

70.21
69.61

-14.28%
-33.49%

10.82
10.94

10.77
10.76

-0.44%
-1.58%

10.72
10.47

9.84
9.86

-8.93%
-6.15%

24.52
24.42

21.55
21.22

-13.76%
-15.06%

4.19
4.51

4.11
4.13

-2.02%
-9.23%

1.53
1.56

1.49
1.46

-3.01%
-7.09%

18.77
18.02

16.17
15.78

-16.04%
-14.23%

82.72
91.47

72.43
69.96

-14.22%
-30.75%

5.89
6.37

4.41
4.52

-33.54%
-41.14%

8.05
9.11

6.36
6.68

-26.63%
-36.34%
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1.4.5. Basis for measurement
The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared on the going concern
basis from the accounting books and records of the companies included in the consolidation (Note
10.1), and under the historical cost convention, except for biological assets (Note 3.8), and for
financial instruments measured at fair value through profit and loss or at fair value through other
comprehensive income (Note 8.3), in which derivative financial instruments are included (Note
8.2). The liability related to responsibilities for defined benefits is recognised at its present value
deducted from the respective asset.

1.4.6. Comparability
These financial statements are comparable in all material respects with those of the previous year.
Notwithstanding the previous paragraph, following the change in the internal reporting of
information to management, the business segment "Energy" was separated in Note 2.1 - Revenue
and segment reporting, in accordance with the approach defined by IFRS 8. For this reason, the
2019 comparative information has been restated.
Additionally, following the internal restructuring that took place at the end of 2019, namely the
merger by incorporation of Navigator Added Value, S.A., Navigator Fine Paper, S.A. and Ema XXI,
S.A., into Navigator Pulp Figueira, S.A., some assets and liabilities items were allocated to other
captions in 2020, whose impacts are immaterial.
Additionally, from 1 January 2020, all expenses associated with the application of the antidumping rate will only be recorded under the caption "Discounts and rebates on sales". Until 2019,
corrections relating to prior periods, particularly with regard to the first and second review periods,
were recognised under "Indirect taxes" (Note 2.3).
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1.5. IFRS ADOPTED AND TO BE ADOPTED
1.5.1. Other standards, amendments and interpretations adopted
or to be adopted

Standards, amendments and interpretations adopted in 2020

Amendment
Amendments to
references to the
conceptual framework
in the IFRS standards

In March 2018, the International Accounting Standards Board
(Board) issued a comprehensive set of concepts for financial
reporting, the revised Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting
(Conceptual Framework), which aim is to update, in existing
Standards, references to, and quotes from, the existing version of
the Conceptual Framework or the version that was replaced in 2010
so that they refer to the revised Conceptual Framework.

Date of
application
1 January
2020

The revised Conceptual Framework has an effective date of 1
January 2020 for companies that use the Conceptual Framework to
develop accounting policies when no IFRS Standard applies to a
particular transaction.
Definition of material
(Amendments to IAS 1
and IAS 8)

On 31 October 2018, the International Accounting Standards Board
has issued amendments to its definition of material to make it easier
for companies to make materiality judgements.

1 January
2020

The Amendments consist of (a) replacing the term ‘could influence’
with ‘could reasonably be expected to influence’; (b) including the
concept of ‘obscuring information’ alongside the concepts of
‘omitting’ and ‘misstating’ information in the definition of material;
(c) clarifying that the ‘users’ referred to are the primary users of
general purpose financial statements referred to in the Conceptual
Framework; and (d) aligning the definition of material across IFRS
publications.
The amended definition of material therefore states that ‘Information
is material if omitting, misstating or obscuring it could reasonably be
expected to influence the decisions that the primary users of general
purpose financial statements make on the basis of those financial
statements, which provide financial information about a specific
reporting entity’.
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Amendment
Interest Rate
Benchmarks Reform
(Amendments to IFRS
9, IAS 39 and IFRS 7)

On 26 September 2019, the IASB issued amendments to IFRS 9,
IAS 39 and IFRS 7. The amendments modify some specific hedge
accounting requirements to provide relief from potential effects of
the uncertainty caused by the IBOR reform. Additionally, the
amendments require companies to provide additional information to
investors about their hedging relationships which are directly
affected by these uncertainties.

Date of
application
1 January
2020

The Amendments provide exceptions so that entities would apply
hedge accounting requirements assuming that the interest rate
benchmark on which the hedged risk or hedged cash flows of the
hedged item or cash flows of the hedging instrument are based is
not altered as a result of the IBOR reform. The proposed exceptions
apply only to the hedge accounting requirements and the
Amendments do not provide relief from any other consequences
arising from interest rate benchmark reform.
The Amendments are limited in scope. If a hedging relationship no
longer meets the requirements for hedge accounting for reasons
other than those specified by the Amendments, then discontinuation
of hedge accounting is still required.
In addition, the Amendments clarify that if an entity designated
interest rate benchmark-based cash flows as the hedged item in a
cash flow hedge, the entity would not assume for the purpose of
measuring hedge ineffectiveness that the expected replacement of
the interest rate benchmark with an alternative benchmark rate will
result in zero cash flows after the replacement. The hedging gain or
loss should be measured using the interest rate benchmark-based
cash flows when applying a present value technique, discounted at a
market-based discount rate that reflects market participants’
assumptions about the uncertainty arising from the reform.
The Amendments are mandatory to all hedging relationships to
which the exceptions are applicable.
The amendments have an effective date of annual periods beginning
on or after 1 January 2020. The amendments would be applied
retrospectively to those hedging relationships that existed at the
beginning of the reporting period in which the entity first applies the
Amendments and to the gain or loss recognised in other
comprehensive income that existed at the beginning of the reporting
period in which an entity first applies the Amendments (i.e. even if
the reporting period is not an annual period).
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Amendment
Definition of a business
(Amendments to IFRS
3 Business
Combinations)

On 22 October 2018, the IASB issued the amendments to its
definition of a business.

Date of
application
1 January
2020

The Amendments clarify that to be considered a business, an
acquired set of activities and assets must include, at a minimum, an
input and a substantive process that together significantly contribute
to the ability to create outputs. They also clarify that a set of
activities and assets can qualify as a business without including all of
the inputs and processes needed to create outputs, or including the
outputs themselves, by replacing the term ‘ability to create outputs’
with ‘ability to contribute to the creation of outputs’.
It is no longer necessary to assess whether market participants are
capable of replacing any missing inputs or processes (for example by
integrating the acquired activities and assets) and continuing to
produce outputs. The Amendments focus on whether acquired inputs
and acquired substantive processes, together, significantly
contribute to the ability to create outputs.
The Amendments shall be applied to transactions for which the
acquisition date is on or after the beginning of the first annual
reporting period beginning on or after 1 January 2020, with earlier
application permitted. If entities apply the Amendments earlier, they
shall disclose that fact.

Standards, amendments and interpretations to be adopted in subsequent periods

No impacts on the financial statements

Amendment

Date of
application

Standards and amendments endorsed by the European Union which the Group has
opted not to apply in advance
Covid-19-Related Rent
Concessions
(Amendment to IFRS
16)

In May 2020, the International Accounting Standards Board (Board)
issued Covid-19-Related Rent Concessions, which amended IFRS 16
Leases.

1 June 2020

If certain conditions are met, the Amendment would permit lessees,
as a practical expedient, not to assess whether particular covid-19related rent concessions are lease modifications. Instead, lessees
that apply the practical expedient would account for those rent
concessions as if they were not lease modifications, so that, for
example, the amount of rent forgiven on or before 30 June 2021 is
taken to income the same year that the concession is granted,
instead of being allocated over the duration of the contract as would
be the case were the practical expedient not allowed.
The Amendment shall be applied for annual reporting periods
beginning on or after 1 June 2020. Earlier application is permitted,
including in financial statements not yet authorised for publication
on 28 May 2020.
Interest Rate
Benchmark Reform -

09/04/2021

In August 2020, the IASB issued Interest Rate Benchmark Reform -

1 January
2021
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Amendment
Phase 2 (amendments
to IFRS 9, IAS 39, IFRS
7, IFRS 4 and IFRS 16)

Date of
application

Phase 2, which amends IFRS 9 Financial Instruments, IAS 39
Financial Instruments: recognition and measurement, IFRS 7
Financial Instruments: Disclosures, IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts and
IFRS 16 Leases.
The objective of the amendments is to help entities provide useful
information to users of financial statements and to support
preparers in applying IFRS Standards when changes are made to
contractual cash flows or hedging relationships as a result of the
transition from an IBOR reference rate to alternative reference rates
in the context of the ongoing risk-free rate reform (IBOR reform).
These amendments complement the first phase of the project which
addressed the pre-substitution accounting impacts of the IBOR
reform and which were issued by the IASB in 2019.

Extension of the
temporary exemption
from application of
IFRS 9 (amendments
to IFRS 4)

The IASB issued the 'Extension of the Temporary Exemption from
Applying IFRS 9 (amendments to IFRS 4) on 25 June 2020.

1 January
2021

The objective of the amendments is to extend the expiry date of the
temporary exemption from applying IFRS 9 by two years (i.e. from
2021 to 2023) in order to align the effective dates of IFRS 9
Financial Instruments with IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts.

Standards and amendments not yet endorsed by the European Union
Clarification of
requirements for
classifying liabilities as
current or non-current
(amendments to IAS 1
- Presentation of
Financial Statements)

The IASB issued on 23 January 2020 an amendment to IAS 1
Presentation of Financial Statements to clarify how to classify debt
and other liabilities as current and non-current.

01 January
2022

The amendments are intended to promote consistency in the
application of requirements to help companies determine whether, in
the statement of financial position, debt or other liabilities with an
uncertain settlement date should be classified as current (to be
settled or potentially settled within one year) or non-current.
Changes include explanations on the debt classification requirements
that a company can settle by converting into equity.
This amendment is effective for periods after 1 January 2022.

Reference to the
Conceptual Framework
(Amendments to IFRS
3)

In May 2020 the IASB issued Reference to the Conceptual
Framework, which made amendments to IFRS 3 Business
Combinations.

01 January
2022

The amendments updated IFRS 3 by replacing a reference to an old
version of the Board’s Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting
with a reference to the latest version, which was issued in March
2018.
The Amendments shall be applied to business combinations for
which the acquisition date is on or after the beginning of the first
annual reporting period beginning on or after 1 January 2022.
Earlier application is permitted if at the same time or earlier an
entity also applies all the amendments made by Amendments to
References to the Conceptual Framework in IFRS Standards, issued
in March 2018.
Property, Plant and
Equipment — Proceeds
before Intended Use
(Amendments to IAS

09/04/2021

In May 2020, the IASB issued Property, Plant and Equipment—
Proceeds before Intended Use, which made amendments to IAS 16

01 January
2022
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Amendment
16 Property, Plant and
Equipment)

Date of
application

Property, Plant and Equipment.
The Amendments would prohibit deducting from the cost of an item
of property, plant and equipment any proceeds from selling items
produced while bringing that asset to the location and condition
necessary for it to be capable of operating in a manner intended by
management. Instead, an entity would recognise those sales
proceeds in profit or loss.
The Amendments shall be applied retrospectively for annual periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2022, with earlier application
permitted.

Onerous Contracts —
Cost of Fulfilling a
Contract

In May 2020, the IASB issued Onerous Contracts — Cost of Fulfilling
a Contract, which made amendments to IAS 37 Provisions,
Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets.

01 January
2022

The objective of the Amendments is to clarify the requirements of
IAS 37 on onerous contracts regarding the assessment of whether,
in a contract, the unavoidable costs of meeting the obligations under
the contract exceed the economic benefits expected to be received
under it.
The Amendments shall be applied for annual periods beginning on or
after 1 January 2022, with earlier application permitted.
Annual Improvements
to IFRS Standards
2018-2020

On 14 May 2020, the IASB issued Annual Improvements to IFRS
Standards 2018–2020 containing the following amendments to
IFRSs:

01 January
2022

(a) permit an entity that is a subsidiary, associate or joint venture,
who becomes a first-time adopter later than its parent and elects to
apply paragraph D16(a) of IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of
International Financial Reporting Standards, to measure the
cumulative translation differences using the amounts reported by
the parent, based on the parent’s date of transition to IFRSs;
(b) clarify that the reference to fees in the 10 per cent test includes
only fees paid or received between the borrower and the lender,
including fees paid or received by either the borrower or lender on
the other’s behalf;
(c) remove the potential confusion regarding the treatment of lease
incentives applying IFRS 16 Leases as was illustrated in Illustrative
Example 13 accompanying IFRS 16; and
(d) remove the requirement in paragraph 22 of IAS 41 Agriculture
for entities to exclude cash flows for taxation when measuring fair
value applying IAS 41.
The Amendments shall be applied for annual periods beginning on or
after 1 January 2022, with earlier application permitted.
IFRS 17 — Insurance
Contracts

09/04/2021

The IASB issued on 18 May 2017 a standard that superseded IFRS 4
and completely reformed the treatment of insurance contracts. The
standard introduces significant changes to the way in which the
performance of insurance contracts is measured and presented with
various impacts also at the level of the financial position. The
standard expected to be effective for annual periods beginning on or
after 1 January 2023.

01 January
2023
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1.6. SIGNIFICANT ESTIMATES AND JUDGMENTS
The preparation of consolidated financial statements requires that the Group’s Board of Directors
make judgments and estimates that affect the amount of revenue, costs, assets, liabilities and
disclosures at the date of the consolidated statement of financial position. To that effect, the
Group’s Board of Directors are based on:
(i) the best information and knowledge of current events and in certain cases on the reports
of independent experts; and
(ii) the actions that the Group considers it may have to take in the future.
On the date on which the operations are realised, the outcome could differ from those estimates.
More significant estimates and judgements are presented below:

Estimates and judgements

Notes

Recoverability of Goodwill

3.1 – Goodwill

Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments

6.1 - Income tax for the period
6.2 - Deferred taxes

Actuarial assumptions

7.2 - Employee Benefits

Fair value of biological Assets

3.8 – Biological assets

Recognition of provisions

10.1 - Provisions

Recoverability, useful life and depreciation of
property, plant and equipment

3.3 – Property, plant and equipment
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2. OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE

2.1. REVENUE AND SEGMENT REPORTING
Accounting

policies

Navigator Group business areas
The Navigator Group’s main business is the production and sale of writing and printing thin paper
(UWF) and domestic consumption paper (Tissue), and it is present in the whole value added chain,
from research and development of forestry and agricultural production, to the purchase and sale of
wood and the production and sale of bleached eucalyptus kraft pulp – BEKP and electric and
thermal energy, as well as its commercialisation.
The Navigator Group has four industrial plants. BEKP, energy and UWF paper are produced in two
plants located in Figueira da Foz and Setúbal. BEKP energy and tissue paper are also produced in a
plant located in Aveiro and the fourth plant, located in Vila Velha de Ródão, only produces tissue
paper.
Wood and cork are produced from woodlands owned or leased by the Group in Portugal and Spain,
and also form granted lands in Mozambique. The production of cork and pine wood are sold to
third parties while the eucalyptus wood is mainly consumed in the production of BEKP.
A significant portion of the Group’s own BEKP production is consumed in the production of UWF
and tissue paper. Sales of BEKP, UWF and tissue paper are made to more than 130 countries
around the world.
With regard to energy production, the Group has three cogeneration plants, integrated in the
production of pulp. Heat production is used for internal consumption while electricity is sold to the
national energy grid. The Navigator Group also owns another two cogeneration units using natural
gas, integrated in the production of paper in Figueira da Foz and in Setúbal, and two separate
units using biofuel. It also has three photovoltaic power plants for self-consumption.
Segment reporting
Navigator's Executive Committee is primarily responsible for the Group's operational decisions,
periodically and consistently analysing the reports on the financial and operational information of
each segment. The reports are used to monitor the operational performance of its business and to
decide on the best allocation of resources to the segment, as well as the evaluation of its
performance and strategic decision-making.
The information used in segment reporting corresponds to the financial information prepared by
the Group and there are no adjustments to be considered. All the inter-segment sales and services
correspond to market prices and are eliminated on consolidation.
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In 2020, the Group changed its segment reporting. When aggregating the Group's operating
segments, the Board of Directors defined as reportable segments those that correspond to each of
the business areas developed by the Group, as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Market pulp (bleached eucalyptus kraft pulp – BEKP for sale);
UWF paper – production and sale of UWF uncoated writing and printing thin paper;
Tissue Paper – production and sale of domestic consumption paper;
Energy – which includes the cogeneration units and the two independent
thermoelectric power plants;
Support – segment where the forest (including Mozambique) and the corporate
centre (holding) are included.

In 2019, the business segments identified were:
−
−
−
−

Market pulp;
UWF paper;
Tissue paper; and
Other.

Until 2019, the Group’s energy sales were reported under different business segments. Energy
sales from the cogeneration process were reported under the "Market pulp" and "UWF Paper"
segments. Energy sales generated in units exclusively dedicated to the production of electricity
from biomass were reported under the segment “Other”. In 2020, the "Energy" segment began to
incorporate these sales.
Revenue
Revenue is presented by operating segment and by geographic area, based on the country of
destination of the goods and services sold by the Group.
Commercial contracts with customers refer essentially to the sale of goods such as paper, pulp,
tissue and energy, and to an extent, to the transportation inherent to those goods, when
applicable.
Revenue recognition in each operating segment is described as follows:

Market pulp

Pulp revenue results from sales to international paper and decor producers. Revenue is
recognised at a specific time, by the amount of the performance obligation satisfied, the
price of the transaction corresponding to a fixed amount invoiced on the basis of
quantities sold, less cash discounts and quantity discounts, which are reliably
determinable. On the export side, the transfer of control of the products occurs in
general when there is a transfer of control to the customer, according to the Incoterms
negotiated.

UWF

Paper revenue refers to sales made through Retail Stores (B2C) or Commercial
Distributors (B2B) which include large distributors, wholesalers or commercial operators.
Revenue is recognised at a specific time, on the date of delivery of the product to the
customer when the transfer of control occurs, by the amount of the performance
obligation satisfied, and the price of the transaction corresponds to a fixed amount
invoiced according to the quantities sold, less cash discounts and quantity discounts,
which are reliably determinable.
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Tissue

Tissue revenue results from sales of tissue paper produced for the private label of
modern national and international retail chains. Revenue is recognised at a specific
moment, by the amount of the performance obligation satisfied, and the price of the
transaction corresponds to a fixed amount invoiced according to quantities sold, less
cash discounts and quantity discounts, which are reliably determined. Revenue is
recognised against the delivery of the product, at which time the transfer of control over
the product is deemed to take place.

Energy

The energy revenue results from the valuation of the energy delivered to the National
Energy Network, as metered, valued at the tariff defined in the agreement for a period of
25 years in progress.

Support

The revenue from the sale of other products such as waste, or services (brokerage, for
example) is recognised on the date of delivery of the product to the customer by the
amount of the performance obligation satisfied. In 2020, the revenues associated with
this segment were reclassified to less cost.

Financial information by operating segment in 2020 and 2019
31/12/2020
PULP MARKET

REVENUE
Sales and services - external
Sales and services - intersegment
Total Revenue
PROFIT/ (LOSS)
Segmental profit
Operating profit
Financial results
Income tax
Profit after income tax
Non-controlling interests
Net profit

UWF PAPER

TISSUE PAPER

ENERGY

ELIMINATIONS
/ UNALLOCATED

SUPPORT

157,821,044
3,817,525
161,638,569

942,400,510
942,400,510

141,445,074
141,445,074

143,693,996
154,918,648
298,612,644

243,361,483
243,361,483

10,090,269

137,304,945

10,846,428

21,447,231

(39,264,235)

-

-

-

-

(14,685,632)
-

-

-

-

-

-

(402,097,656)
(402,097,656)

(16,522,754)
(2,532)
-

TOTAL

1,385,360,624
1,385,360,624

140,424,638
140,424,638
(14,685,632)
(16,522,754)
109,216,252
(2,532)
109,213,720

OTHER INFORMATION
Capital expenditure
Depreciation and impairment
Provisions ((increases) / reversal)
OTHER INFORMATION
SEGMENT ASSETS
Goodwill
Property, plant and equipment
Right of use assets
Biological assets
Non-current receivables
Inventories
Trade receivables
Other receivables
Other assets
Total Assets
SEGMENT LIABILITIES
Interest-bearing liabilities
Lease liabilities
Other payables
Other liabilities
Total Liabilities

19,837,834
(12,183,762)
(12,000)

29,725,845
(86,211,044)
(292,704)

5,089,476
(15,527,692)
(24,000)

23,090,104
(17,729,192)
-

2,900,178
(11,121,185)
(1,981,584)
(26,161,466)

-

80,643,437
(142,772,875)
(2,310,288)

22,286,031

223,808,693

26,398,120

39,176,423

97,583,578
60,590
8,687,484
15,451,304
8,089,200
79,522
129,951,678

376,756,383
582,795,822
7,065,658
3,694,221
141,924,160
84,257,576
29,933,623
25,236,686
1,251,664,128

583,083
157,001,815
93,786
18,489,151
26,684,915
1,388,737
537,684
204,779,171

157,781,230
315,510
1,377,272
3,014,344
79,150
162,567,506

188,787,148
44,761,342
148,584,452
30,847,508
7,318,832
6,263,980
55,311,332
322,585,687
804,460,280

-

377,339,466
1,183,949,592
51,827,000
148,584,452
34,696,105
176,735,137
134,035,047
97,737,236
348,518,729
2,553,422,764

12,356,076
11,808,816
24,164,891

420,151
7,109,044
124,867,797
85,371,657
217,768,649

36,922,455
10,893,183
13,648,970
61,464,608

11,678,594
6,890,219
18,568,812

945,068,176
45,971,875
143,854,040
70,360,022
1,205,254,114

-

982,410,783
53,080,919
303,649,690
188,079,683
1,527,221,075

In 2020, The Navigator Company recorded turnover in the amount of Euro 1,385 million, with
paper sales accounting for approximately 68% of turnover (vs. 71%), pulp sales 11% (vs. 10%),
tissue sales 10% (vs. 8%) and energy sales also 10% (vs. 10%). The year was marked by the
significant drop in global paper consumption as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. The Company
was able to partially mitigate the drop in UWF sales through greater diversification of its business,
with growth in pulp and tissue sales.
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The amount corresponding to the total energy sales was Euro 143,693,997 compared to Euro
160,777,744 in 2019. This decrease resulted mainly from the fact that several cogeneration assets
were transferred during the year to a new remuneration framework for the total sale of energy to
the network, with the resulting reduction in the sales tariff, namely the renewable cogeneration of
the Setúbal pulp mill in January, the Setúbal natural gas combined-cycle power plant in April and
the renewable cogeneration of the Figueira da Foz pulp mill in July. Added to this is the negative
effect of the slowdown in production activity in May and June due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
The fixed capital expenditure in 2020 stood at Euro 80,643,437, compared with Euro 157,952,323
in the previous year. As a result of the economic slowdown caused by the Covid-19 pandemic,
Navigator decided to review the investment plan planned for 2020, which accounts for the
reduction observed.
The investment made during the year includes mostly investments directed at maintaining
production capacity and efficiency improvements. It also includes approximately Euro 25 million in
the environmental field, with particular emphasis on the new biomass boiler in Figueira da Foz
(Euro 22.2 million) and around Euro 17 million in projects to restore the condition of assets,
including two projects implemented at the Aveiro pulp mill, the new chip stack and the redesign of
the dry pulp production process, which are an integral part of the Group's roadmap for
decarbonisation and modernisation.
Property, plant and equipment reported in the Other segment, which receive intra-group rents,
include:
Amounts in Euro
Forestry lands
Real Estate - manufacturing site of Setúbal
Real Estate - manufacturing site of Aveiro
Real Estate - manufacturing site of Figueira da Foz
Other

31/12/2020
74,264,447
53,774,473
13,140,097
39,388,458
8,219,672
188,787,148

31/12/2019
74,788,747
55,262,909
12,824,553
42,872,458
18,414,643
204,163,309

In 2013 Navigator's Executive Committee decided to concentrate the Group's industrial real estate
in a separate legal entity, for which purpose Navigator Parques Industriais, S.A. was incorporated.
In the following years this company acquired the land and buildings allocated to the industrial area
and began to act as the management entity of the Group's industrial sites.
The managing entity is responsible for the management of these complexes, namely their
organisation, administration, operation and use by the entities that explore the industrial spaces,
their customers and the public in general. Since this is a condominium management, which applies
to the whole Group, Navigator's Management does not consider it to be directly allocable to each
of the segments and therefore it is included in the category "Others".
All the equipment allocated to the UWF pulp and paper production are included in Property, plant
and equipment of the respective segments.
The real estate property of Vila Velha de Ródão, in the amount of Euro 10,695,597, is included in
the segment “Tissue Paper”.
The majority of the assets allocated to each of the individual segments, with the exception of
receivables, is located in Portugal.
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In accordance with the Navigator Company Group's financing policy, all loans are contracted by
the Group's holding company, The Navigator Company, S.A., which is responsible for bearing all
debt and related charges.
Accordingly, interest-bearing liabilities (Note 5.7) are allocated to the "Others" segment, which
includes the Group's corporate centre (Holding), with the exception of the refundable grant related
to the construction of the new Tissue plant, allocated to the "Paper Tissue" segment and a portion
of the "Inpactus" grant allocated to the paper segment.
Following the change in the reporting of internal information to management and the internal
restructuring that took place at the end of 2019, namely the merger by incorporation of Navigator
Added Value, S.A., Navigator Fine Paper, S.A. AND Ema XXI, S.A., into Navigator Pulp Figueira,
S.A., the restated segment reporting as at 31 December 2019 is as follows:
31/12/2019
PULP MARKET

REVENUE
Sales and services - external
Sales and services - intersegment
Total revenue
PROFIT/ (LOSS)
Segmental profit
Operating profit
Financial results
Income tax
Profit after income tax
Non-controlling interests
Net profit

UWF PAPER

TISSUE PAPER

165,149,944
290,190
165 440 134

1,195,724,215
1 195 724 215

43,691,101

267,042,595

-

-

-

-

131,984,244
131 984 244

(7,483,362)

ELIMINATIONS
/ UNALLOCATED

ENERGY

SUPPORT

160,777,744
-

630,741,301
630 741 301

21,581,566

(91,240,182)

-

-

(18,906,724)
-

-

-

-

(631,031,491)
(631 031 491)

-

TOTAL

1,653,636,147
1 653 636 147

1,129
-

233,591,717
233,591,717
(18,906,724)
(46,395,807)
168,289,186
1,129
168,290,315

-

157,952,323
(138,536,054)
36,727

(46,395,807)

OTHER INFORMATION
Capital expenditure
Depreciation and impairment
Provisions ((increases) / reversal)

28,077,462
(8,485,179)
58,890

74,323,875
(78,778,976)
2,829,391

18,727,962
(18,712,983)
12,000

26,856,330
(18,218,179)
-

9,966,693
(14,340,737)
(2,863,553)

OTHER INFORMATION
SEGMENT ASSETS
Goodwill
Property, plant and equipment
Right-of-use assets
Biological assets
Non-current receivables
Inventories
Trade receivables
Other receivables
Other assets
Total Assets
SEGMENT LIABILITIES
Interest-bearing liabilities
Lease liabilities
Other payables
Other liabilities
Total Liabilities
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91,483,304
22,273,034
18,526,291
1,176,347
233,913
133,692,889

376,756,383
612,689,355
156,636
25,680,258
155,109,486
103,951,968
23,523,875
27,338,665
1,325,206,626

583,083
168,279,270
21,851,129
26,918,268
209,567
1,018,623
218,859,939

173,036,361
407,184
1,422,957
2,819,812
678,225

204,163,309
45,361,288
131,769,841
33,098,211
18,238,867
5,734,250
63,125,312
193,997,283
695,488,361

-

377,339,466
1,249,651,599
45,517,924
131,769,841
58,778,469
217,879,700
156,553,734
90,854,913
223,266,709
2,551,612,355

15,198,527
19,507,059
34,705,587

415,573
157,724
117,850,896
70,628,960
189,053,154

38,056,238
12,980,964
22,434,810
73,472,012

11,889,552
4,236,314

838,659,575
46,690,073
268,277,497
57,209,498
1,210,836,643

-

877,131,386
46,847,797
426,197,436
174,016,642
1,524,193,260
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Revenue by business segment, by geographic area and by recognition pattern
2020
Amounts in Euro
Portugal
Rest of Europe
America
Africa
Asia
Oceania

Pulp

UWF Paper

3,999,267
91,621,356
1,010,697
6,029,084
55,160,640

Recognition pattern
At a certain moment in time
Over time

2019
Amounts in Euro
Portugal
Rest of Europe
America
Africa
Asia
Oceania

Energy

157,821,044

52,869,793
81,447,990
3,996,408
3,074,995
55,888
141,445,074

143,693,996
143,693,996

157,821,044
-

942,400,510
-

141,445,074
-

143,693,996

Total
Amount
256,551,869
768,272,870
131,790,513
137,691,548
90,445,770
608,053
1,385,360,624

Total
%
19%
55%
10%
10%
7%
0%
100%

1,385,360,624
-

100%
0%

7,758,529
107,726,194
18,167,729
31,497,492
165,149,944

73,270,727
657,661,624
181,614,079
169,275,293
113,609,178
293,314
1,195,724,215

51,798,460
75,210,845
513,038
4,397,735
64,166
131,984,244

160,777,744
160,777,744

Total
Amount
293,605,460
840,598,663
182,127,117
191,840,757
145,170,836
293,314
1,653,636,147

Total
%
18%
51%
11%
12%
9%
0%
100%

165,149,944
-

1,195,724,215
-

131,984,244
-

160,777,744
-

1,653,636,147
-

100%
0%

Pulp

Recognition pattern
At a certain moment in time
Over time

Tissue Paper

55,988,813
595,203,524
126,783,408
128,587,469
35,229,242
608,053
942,400,510

UWF Paper

Tissue Paper

Energy

Group's revenue distribution by geographic area
€145M

€91M

€257M

€138M

€294M

€192M

€132M
€182M

2020

2019

€841M

€768M

Portugal

Rest of Europe

America

Africa

Asia

Oceania

Portugal

Rest of Europe

America

Africa

Asia

Oceania

In 2020 and 2019, no single customer accounted for 10% or more of the Group's total revenues.
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2.2. OTHER OPERATING INCOME
For the periods ended 31 December 2020 and 2019, Other operating income is detailed as follows:
Amounts in Euro

2020

Gains on disposal of non-current assets
Grants - CO 2 emission allowances
Disposal of CO 2 emission allowances
Supplementary gains
Operating grants
Impairment reversal on receivables (Note 8.1.4)
Impairment reversal on inventories (Note 4.1.4)
Gains on inventories
Own work capitalised
Insurance compensation
Other operating income

2019

619,810
10,066,383
1,519,921
2,539,897

1,370,775
10,360,687
97,706
1,025,776
2,654,904

47,052
9,900,226
1,735,837
418,565
2,121,913
9,990,566
38,960,170

12,737
877,157
649,893
625,930
10,520,369
10,889,786
39,085,720

Gains with CO 2 allowances correspond to the recognition of the free allocation of allowances for
482,453 tons of CO2, at the average price of Euro 23.82 (442,145 tons of CO 2 in 31 December
2019, at the average price of Euro 22.16) (Note 3.2).
In 2020 and 2019, Gains on disposals of non-current assets includes the sale of forest lands with
reduced forestry capability.
The operating grants correspond to grants granted under research and development projects
carried out by the Raiz Institute, such as the IPLANT project, INPACTUS, FitoGlobulus, Proteus,
among others. This caption also includes Euro 1,081,828 related to the specialisation of the
amount from the Institute for Employment and Vocational Training (IEFP - Instituto de Emprego e
Formação Profissional) regarding the Incentive to the Normalisation of Business Activity, within the
scope of the support measures to companies affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, of which Euro
497,417 are pending refund, which is expected to occur in 2021.
The reversal of impairment in inventories resulted from the sale of UWF (Euro 8,624,342) and
Tissue (Euro 1,196,905) paper waste.
Insurance compensation in 2020 includes the compensation associated with the failure of the
steam turbine at the Setúbal combined gas power station. In 2019, this caption included the
compensation associated with the losses at the Figueira da Foz mill resulting from Hurricane Leslie,
in 2018, and compensation associated with the failure, in 2019, of the biomass boiler and the
turbine alternator in Setúbal.

Accounting

policies

Government grants
Operating grants
Government grants are recognised at their fair value and only when there is a reasonable
assurance that the grant will be received and the group will comply with all required conditions.
Operating grants, received with the purpose of compensating the Group for costs incurred, are
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systematically recorded in the income statement during the periods in which the costs that those
grants are intended to compensate are recorded.
Grants related to biological assets
Grants related to biological assets (Note 3.8) carried at fair value, in accordance with IAS 41, are
recognised in the income statement when the terms and conditions of the grant are met.
Grants - CO2 emission allowances
Subsidies related to CO2 emission allowances are recognised as deferred income and are
systematically recorded in the income statement during the periods in which the expenses that
those grants are intended to compensate are recorded.

2.3. OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES
Amounts in Euro
Cost of goods sold and materials consumed (Note 4.1.2)
External services and supplies
Energy and fluids
Transportation of goods
Specialised work
Maintenance and repair
Rentals
Advertising and marketing
Insurance
Travel and accommodation
Fees
Subcontracts
Materials
Communications
Other
Variation in production (Note 4.1.3)
Personnel costs (Note 7.1)
Other operating expenses
CO 2 emission expenses (Note 3.2)
Impairment losses on receivables
Impairment losses on inventories (Note 4.1.4)
Other inventory losses (Note 4.1)
Indirect taxes and fees
Water resources fee
Other operating expenses

Net provisions (Note 10.1)
Total operating expenses

2020

2019

569,724,151

716,135,341

121,404,375
112,407,334
70,339,591
33,749,621
9,838,708
10,906,452
8,473,222
2,309,764
4,840,766
1,994,246
1,879,596
1,369,141
12,741,886
392,254,701

144,554,772
119,375,159
99,603,225
36,075,760
10,266,431
15,641,866
12,671,481
5,491,136
5,960,882
2,992,579
3,545,438
1,565,574
9,113,455
466,857,759

32,545,175

(1,931,449)

132,129,704

145,657,670

15,947,338
306,018
933,009
2,684,182
2,553,283
1 536 970
5,013,073
28,973,873

16,860,993
43,457
6,764,519
3,161,105
1,739,484
1 873 841
9,847,193
40,290,592

2,310,288
1,155,627,603

(36,727)
1,367,009,913

In order to mitigate the expected drop in revenue resulting from the reduction in turnover due to
the pandemic, Navigator has implemented several cost reduction measures, which explains the
reduction recorded under External supplies and services. The increase in Others results from the
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increase in costs with cleaning, hygiene and comfort, as a result of the need to sanitise the
premisses, due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
In 2020 and 2019, external supplies and services costs incurred for investigation and research
activities amounted to Euro 4,492,905 and Euro 4,354,638, respectively.
The Group plans to apply for SIFIDE around Euro 13 million (Euro 13.8 million in 2019) relating to
research and development expenditure (which also includes eligible payroll expenses). This
expenditure will make it possible to secure grants of around Euro 6 million (2019: Euro 6.7
million).
The increase recorded under Indirect taxes and rates is due to the fact that, in 2019, this item was
negatively affected in the amount of Euro 1,217,505 resulting from the downward revision of the
final anti-dumping rate for the second period of review (from March 2017 to February 2018) to
4.37%. From 1 January 2020, all expenses associated with the application of the anti-dumping
rate will only be recorded under the caption "Discounts and rebates on sales".
Audit fees
KPMG &
Associados
SROC

Amounts in Euro
The Navigator Company, S.A.
Audit fees
Other reliability assurance services
Other services
To entities belonging to Navigator Group
Audit fees
Other reliability assurance services
Other services

Other entities
belonging to the
same network

260,542
19,890
280,432

-

178,793
15,512
3,825
198,130
478,561

24,461
24,461
24,461

In 2020, the services other than auditing services invoiced to the company or to entities in a
parent-subsidiary relationship with it by the External Auditor and Statutory Auditor, including
entities in a holding relationship with it or that are part of the same network, represented 8% of
the total services rendered.
2020
Amounts in Euro
KPMG (SROC) and other entities belonging to the same network
Audit fees
Permissible tax assurance services
Other realiability assurance services
Other services

Expenses in the
period

2019
Fees
invoiced

Expenses in the
period

Fees
invoiced

317,038
30,300
800

463,795
35,402
3,825

322,095
37,250
3,000

293,086
37,250
3,000

348,138

503,022

362,345

333,336

The services indicated as "Other assurance services" relate to the reporting of financial
information, verification services of the Sustainability Information and validation of the statement
of expenditure relating to an investment project. Other services refer to opinions provided within
the scope of merger operations between Group companies.
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The Board of Directors believes there are adequate procedures safeguarding the independence of
auditors, through the Supervisory Board process analysis of the work proposed and careful
definition of the work to be performed by the auditors.
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3. INVESTMENTS

3.1. GOODWILL
Goodwill – net amount
Goodwill is attributed to the Group’s cash generating units (CGU’s), as follows:
Amounts in Euro
CGU of UWF paper production on Figueira da Foz site
(goodwill resulting from the acquisition of Navigator Brands, S.A.)
CGU of Tissue paper production on Vila Velha de Ródão site
(goodwill resulting from the acquisition of Navigator Tissue Ródão,
S.A.)

31/12/2020
376,756,383

31/12/2019
376,756,383

583,083

583,083

377,339,466

377,339,466

NAVIGATOR BRANDS, S.A.
Following the acquisition of 100% of the former Soporcel – Sociedade Portuguesa de Papel, S.A.
(now Navigator Brands, S.A.), for Euro 1,154,842,000, Goodwill amounting to Euro 428,132,254
was determined.
The goodwill generated on the acquisition of Navigator Paper Figueira was deemed to be allocable
to the integrated paper production in Figueira da Foz Industrial Complex cash generating unit.
The book value of goodwill amounts to Euro 376,756,383 as it was amortised up to 31 December
2003 (date of transition to IFRS: 1 January 2004), and amortisation as from that date, the
accumulated amount of which was Euro 51,375,871, has ceased. From that date on, depreciation
ceased and was replaced by annual impairment tests. If this amortisation had not been
interrupted, the net book value of the Goodwill as at 31 December 2020 would amount to Euro
85,626,441 (31 December 2019: Euro 102,751,733).
NAVIGATOR TISSUE RÓDÃO, S.A.
On 6 February 2015 the procedures and agreements for the acquisition of AMS-BR Star Paper, S.A.
(later merged into Navigator Tissue Ródão, S.A.) were concluded, with the authorisation to
conclude this transaction being formalised on 17 April 2015.
To the initial acquisition difference, of Euro 21,337,916, was deducted the AICEP’s investment
subsidy and the fair value of the acquired property, plant and equipment, with a goodwill
amounting to Euro 583,083.
Goodwill Recoverability Analysis
Every year, the Navigator Company Group calculates the recoverable amount of each business,
based on value-in-use calculations, in accordance with the Discounted Cash Flow method. The
calculations are based on past performance and business expectations with the actual production
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structure, using the budget for the following year and projected cash flows for the following 4
years. As a result of the calculations, up to this date no impairment losses relating to Goodwill
have been identified.
The main assumptions for the above-mentioned calculation were as follows:
Assumptions on the basis of the business plan

Assumptions
Amount of sales (kt)
Reference
CAGR amount of sales (kt)
Reference
CAGR amount of sales (kt)
Average price of sale ML/t
Reference
CAGR average price of sale ML/t
Reference
CAGR average price of sale ML/t
Perpetuity growth rate - UWF Paper
Perpetuity growth rate - Tissue Paper

2020
(CAGR 2021-2025)

2019
(CAGR 2020-2024)

UWF Paper
2.0%
Tissue Paper
1.6%

UWF Paper
0.0%
Tissue Paper
3.3%

UWF Paper
0.9%
Tissue Paper
1.6%
(1.0%)
1.5%

UWF Paper
0.0%
Tissue Paper
1.4%
(1.0%)
1.5%

Macroeconomic and financial assumptions
The main assumptions considered at the macroeconomic level are projections of GDP growth rate
and inflation in Portugal. The sources of forecasts are the IMF and the Bank of Portugal (Banco de
Portugal).

Macroeconomic assumptions

2020 Financial Year
2022
2023

2021

Real GDP growth rate
Inflation EUR

5.20%
0.80%

Macroeconomic assumptions
Real GDP growth rate
Inflation EUR

3.80%
1.10%

2024

2.90%
1.24%

2025

2.00%
1.37%

1.70%
1.52%

2020

2019 Financial Year
2021
2022

2023

2024

1.6%
1.2%

1.6%
1.3%

1.5%
1.5%

1.5%
1.7%

1.5%
1.4%

The perpetuity growth rate reflects the Boards of Directors' vision of the medium and long term for
the different CGUs, bearing in mind the macroeconomic assumptions.

2020
Risk-free
interest rate*
Financial assumptions
UWF Paper
Explicit planning period
Perpetuity
* Includes Country Risk Premium

0.53%
2.71%

WACC
rate EUR

4.67%
6.66%

2019

Perpetuity
growth rate
EUR
0.00%
-1.00%

Tax rate

27.50%
27.50%

Risk-free
interest rate*

0.77%
2.85%

WACC
rate EUR

5.36%
7.31%

Perpetuity
growth rate
EUR
0.00%
-1.00%

Tax rate

27.50%
27.50%

Accounting policies
Goodwill
Goodwill represents the difference between the fair value of the cost of acquisition and the fair
value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of the subsidiaries included in
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the consolidation on the acquisition date and is allocated to each Cash Generating Unit (CGU) or to
the lower group of CGUs to which it belongs.
Amortisation and impairment
Goodwill is not amortised. The Group annually carries out impairment tests to the goodwill, or
where there are signs of impairment. The recoverable amounts of cash-generating units are
determined as the higher of value in use and fair value less cost of sale. Impairment losses on
goodwill cannot be reversed.
Disposal and loss of control
Gains or losses arising from the sale or loss of control over an entity or business to which Goodwill
is allocated include the amount of the corresponding goodwill.
Tax deductibility
Derived from the current tax legislation in Portugal, it is not expected that Goodwill generated or to be
recognised will be tax deductible.

Estimates and judgements
Recoverability of Goodwill
The Group tests Goodwill impairment annually, recorded in its Statement of Financial Position. For
impairment tests of CGUs, the recoverable amount was determined based on the value in use,
according to the discounted cash flow method. The recoverable value of CGUs derives from
assumptions related to the activity, namely, sales volumes, average sales prices and variable costs
that in the projection periods result from a combination of economic forecasts for the regions and
markets where the Group operates, industry forecasts, including changes in markets derived from
changes in installed capacity for each operating activity, internal management projections and
historical performance. These calculations require the use of estimates.
Sensitivity analysis
As at 31 December 2020, a possible increase of 0.5% in the discount rate used in the impairment
test of Goodwill allocated to the cash-generating unit in Figueira da Foz integrated Paper, would
imply a decrease in the assessment in the amount of Euro 152,647,490 (31 December 2019: Euro
119,751,181), which is still approximately 2.5 times higher than the book value of this cashgenerating unit. With regard to the Goodwill allocated to Navigator Tissue Ródão, given the
immateriality of its value, any impacts would not be materially relevant.
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3.2. INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Movements in intangible assets

Amounts in Euro
Acquisition cost
Balance as at 1 January 2019
Acquisitions/ Attributions
Disposas
Adjustments, transfers and write-offs
Balance as at 31 December 2019
Acquisitions/ Attributions
Disposas
Adjustments, transfers and write-offs
Balance as at 31 December 2020

Industrial
property and
other rights
3,135
9,194
12,329
4,335
16,664

Accumulated amortisation and impairment losses
Balance as at 1 January 2019
Depreciation and amortisation for the period (Note 3.6)
Impairment losses for the period (Note 3.6)
Adjustments, transfers and write-offs
Balance as at 31 December 2019
Depreciation and amortisation for the period (Note 3.6)
Adjustments, transfers and write-offs
Balance as at 31 December 2020

(1,517)
(644)
34
(2,127)
(4,473)
(6,600)

Net book value as at 1 January 2019
Net book value as at 31 December 2019
Net book value as at 31 December 2020

1,618
10,202
10,064

CO2 emission
allowances
2,884,633
13,858,196
(40,766)
(12,205,576)
4,496,487
21,761,119
(14,354,986)
11,902,620

Total

2,887,768
13,867,390
(40,766)
(12,205,576)
4,508,816
21,765,454
(14,354,986)
11,919,284

2,884,633
4,496,487
11,902,620

(1,517)
(644)
34
(2,127)
(4,473)
(6,600)
2,886,251
4,506,689
11,912,684

CO2 Allowances

CO2 emission allowances (units)
Average unit value (Euro)
Market quotation (Euro)

31/12/2020
516,319
23.05
32.72

31/12/2019
267,222
16.83
24.52

The balance as at 31 December 2020 does not include forwards related to emission allowances (31
December 2019): 100,000 acquired in 2016 and 2017, amounting to Euro 550,000 as at 31
December 2019).
CO2 allowances – movements of the period
Amounts in Euro
Opening balance
CO2 allowances awarded free of charge (Notes 2.2 and 4.3)
CO2 allowances acquired
CO2 allowances sold (Note 2.2)
CO2 allowances returned to the Licensing Coordinating Entity
Closing balance

2020
Tons
Amount
267,222
4,496,487
482,453
11,492,030
510,962
10,269,089
(744,318)
(14,354,986)
516,319
11,902,620

2019
Tons
Amount
442,145
2,884,633
467,540
10,360,686
137,142
3,497,510
(5,142)
(40,766)
(774,463)
(12,205,576)
267,222
4,496,487

Accounting policies
Intangible assets are recorded at acquisition cost less depreciation and impairment losses.
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The Group performs impairment tests whenever events or circumstances indicate that the book
value exceeds the recoverable amount, and the difference, if any, is recognised in the income
statement.

CO2 Emission Rights
CO2 emission allowances attributed to the Group within the European Union Emissions Trading
Scheme (EU ETS) for the assignment of CO2 emission allowances at no cost, gives rise to an
intangible asset for the allowances, a government grant and a liability for the obligation to deliver
allowances equal to the emissions that have been made during the compliance period.
Emission allowances are only recorded as intangible assets when the Group is able to exercise
control. In such circumstances these are initially measured at fair value (Level 1). When the
market value of the emission allowances falls significantly below its carrying amount and such
decrease is considered permanent, an impairment charge is booked for allowances which the
group will not use internally.
The liability to deliver allowances is recognised based on actual emissions. This liability will be
settled using allowances on hand, measured at the book value of those allowances. Any additional
emissions are valued at market value as at the reporting date. FIFO is used in the costing of
intangible asset decreases by the refund to the Licensing Coordinating Entity.
In the Consolidated Income Statement, the Group expenses, under Other costs and losses, actual
emissions at fair value at the grant date, except for acquired allowances, where the expense is
measured at their purchase price.
Such costs will offset other operating income resulting from the recognition of the original
government grant (also recognised at fair value at grant date) as well as any disposal of excess
allowances.
The effect on the income statement will, therefore, be neutral regarding the consumption of
granted allowances. Any net effect on the Income Statement will result from the purchase of
additional allowances to cover excess emissions, from the sale of effective consumption or from
impairment losses booked to allowances that are not used at operational level.

Brands
Whenever brands are identified in a business combination, the Group records them separately in
the consolidated financial statements as an asset at historical cost, which represents their fair
value on the acquisition date.
On subsequent valuation exercises, brands are recognised in the Navigator Company Group’s
consolidated financial statements at cost. They are not subject to amortisation, but instead tested
for impairment at each reporting date.
Own brands are not recognised in the Group’s financial statements, as they represent internally
generated intangible assets.
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Intangible assets developed internally
Development expenses are only recognised as intangible assets to the extent that the technical
capacity to complete the development of the asset is demonstrated and that it is available for own
use or commercialisation. Expenses that do not meet these requirements, namely research
expenses, are recorded as costs when incurred.

3.3. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Movements in property, plant and equipment
Buildings and
other
constructions

Land
Amounts in Euro
Acquisition cost
Balance as at 1 January 2019
Acquisitions
Disposals
Adjustments, transfers and write-offs
Balance as at 31 December 2019
Changes in perimeter
Acquisitions
Disposals
Adjustments, transfers and write-offs
Balance as at 31 December 2020
Accumulated depreciation and impairment losses
Balance as at 1 January 2019
Depreciation and amortisation for the period (Note 3.6)
Disposals
Adjustments, transfers and write-offs
Balance as at 31 December 2019
Depreciation and amortisation for the period (Note 3.6)
Disposals
Impairment losses (Note 3.6)
Adjustments, transfers and write-offs
Balance as at 31 December 2020
Net book value as at 1 January 2019
Net book value as at 31 December 2019
Net book value as at 31 December 2020

114,046,006
(484,402)
1,467,260
115,028,864
(536,404)
12,105
114,504,564

114,046,006
115,028,864
114,504,564

Equipment and
other tangibles

533,924,403
5,433,944
539,358,347
(9,246)
1,891,375
541,240,475

3,428,643,288
13,847,721
(192,604)
79,861,458
3,522,159,863
(45,825)
45,643,800
3,567,757,837

(329,246,156)
(12,018,721)
387,053
(340,877,824)
(11,322,316)
7,918
(352,192,222)

(2,569,947,552)
(134,894,141)
191,187
10,833,868
(2,693,816,638)
(134,278,558)
45,825
17,262,876
(2,810,786,495)

204,678,247
198,480,523
189,048,253

858,695,736
828,343,225
756,971,342

Assets under
construction
61,588,747
144,095,408
(97,885,168)
107,798,987
80,639,102
(65,012,658)
123,425,431

61,588,747
107,798,987
123,425,431

Total

4,138,202,442
157,943,129
(677,006)
(11,122,506)
4,284,346,061
80,639,102
(591,475)
(17,465,379)
4,346,928,310

(2,899,193,708)
(146,912,862)
191,187
11,220,921
(3,034,694,462)
(145,600,874)
53,743
17,262,876
(3,162,978,717)
1,239,008,734
1,249,651,599
1,183,949,592

As at 31 December 2020 the item Assets under construction includes investments associated with
ongoing development projects, including the construction of the new biomass boiler at the Figueira
da Foz mill (Euro 47,818,719), an environmental plan (Euro 7,265,812), a new chip stack in Aveiro
(Euro 6,985,610) and various improvements in the production process and maintenance of assets
(Euro 64,067,553).
Lands includes Euro 113,471,718 (31 December 2019: Euro 113,996,017) classified in the
individual financial statements as investment properties, from which Euro 74,264,447 (31
December 2019: Euro 74,788,747) relate to forestry land and Euro 39,207,271 (31 December
2019: Euro 39,207,271) to land allocated to industrial sites leased to the Group.
The commitments assumed by the Group for the acquisition of property, plant and
equipment are detailed in Note 10.2 - Commitments.
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Accounting policies

Property, plant and equipment
Recognition and initial measurement
Property, plant and equipment acquired up to 1 January 2004 (transition date to IFRS) are
recorded at acquisition cost, or revalued acquisition cost in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles in Portugal until that date, net of amortisation and accumulated impairment
losses.
Property, plant and equipment acquired after the transition date are shown at cost, less
accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.
Depreciation and impairment
We use the straight-line method from the moment the asset is available for use and using the
rates that best reflect their estimated useful life.

Land (cost of preparing for afforestation)
Buildings and other constructions
Basic equipment
Transportation equipment
Tools
Administrative equipment
Other property, plant and equipment

Average useful life
50
12 – 30
6 – 25
4–9
2–8
4–8
4 – 10

The residual values of the assets and respective useful lives are reviewed and adjusted, on the
date of the Statement of Consolidated Financial Position. When the book value of the asset
exceeds its realisable value, the asset is written down to the estimated recoverable amount, and
an impairment charge is booked (Note 3.7).
Subsequent costs
Scheduled maintenance expenses are considered a component of the acquisition cost of property,
plant and equipment and are fully depreciated by the next forecasted maintenance date.
All other repairs and maintenance costs are charged to the income statement in the financial
period in which they are incurred.
Spare and maintenance parts
Spare parts are considered strategic as they are directly related to production equipment and their
use is expected to last for more than two economic years. Maintenance parts considered as
"critical spare parts" are recognised in non-current assets, as Property, plant and equipment. In
2020, these amounted to Euro 1,886,025 (2019: Euro 2,222,825). Respecting this classification,
spare parts are depreciated from the moment they become available for use and are assigned a
useful life that follows the nature of the equipment, where they are expected to be integrated, not
exceeding the remaining useful life of these.
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Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs directly related to the acquisition or construction of fixed assets are capitalised
when their construction period exceeds one year, and form part of the asset’s cost.
During the periods presented, no financial charges for loans directly related to the acquisition or
construction of property, plant and equipment were capitalised.
Write-offs and disposals
Gains or losses arising from the write-off or disposal represent the difference between the
proceeds received on disposal less costs to sell and the asset’s book value, and are recognised in
the income statement as Other operating income (Note 2.2) or Other operating expenses (Note
2.3).

Estimates and judgements

Recoverability of Property, plant and equipment
The recoverability of property, plant and equipment requires the Board of Directors to use
estimates and assumptions, namely, whenever applicable, regarding the determination of the
value in use for impairment tests to the Group's cash-generating units.

Useful life and depreciation
Property, plant and equipment present the most significant component of the Group's total assets.
These assets are subject to systematic depreciation for the period that is determined to be their
economic useful life. The determination of assets useful lives and the depreciation method to be
applied is essential to determine the amount of depreciation to be recognised in the consolidated
income statement of each period.
These two parameters are defined according to the best judgment of the Board of Directors for the
assets and businesses in question, also considering the practices adopted by companies of the
sector at the international level and the evolution of the economic conditions in which the Group
operates.
Given the importance of this estimate, the Group uses, with some regularity, external and
independent experts to assess the adequacy of the estimates used, having the last report been
reported as at 31 December 2019.
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3.4. INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
Movement in investment properties

Land
Amounts in Euro
Acquisition cost
Balance as at 1 January 2019
Acquisitions
Impairment losses
Disposals
Balance as at 31 December 2019
Impairment losses
Acquisitions
Disposals
Balance as at 31 December 2020
Accumulated depreciation and impairment losses
Balance as at 1 January 2019
Depreciation and amortisation for the period (Note 3.7)
Disposals
Impairment losses (Note 3.7)
Balance as at 31 December 2019
Depreciation and amortisation for the period (Note 3.7)
Disposals
Impairment losses (Note 3.7)
Balance as at 31 December 2020
Net book value as at 1 January 2019
Net book value as at 31 December 2019
Net book value as at 31 December 2020

Buildings and
other
constructions

Total

424,744
424,744
424,744

82,307
82,307
82,307

507,051
507,051
507,051

(399,372)
(399,372)
(399,372)

(10,151)
(1,646)
(11,797)
(1,646)
(13,443)

(409,523)
(1,646)
(411,169)
(1,646)
(412,815)

25,372
25,372
25,372

72,156
70,510
68,864

97,528
95,882
94,236

These assets are not allocated to the Group's operating activity, nor do they have any future use
determined.

Accounting policies
The Group classifies the assets held for the purpose of capital appreciation and/or the generation
of rental income as investments properties in the consolidated financial statements.
An investment property is initially measured by its acquisition or production cost, including the
transaction costs that are directly attributable to it. After initial recognition, investment properties
are measured at cost less amortisation and impairment losses.
Subsequent expenditure is capitalised only when it is probable that it will result in future economic
benefits to the entity comparing to those considered in initial recognition.
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3.5. GOVERNMENT GRANTS
Government grants - movements

Amounts in Euro
Opening balance
Granting
Charge-off (Note 3.7)
Other movements
Closing balance (Note 4.3)

Financial
18,562,558
1,112,066
(6,403,518)
496,945
13,768,051

31/12/2020
Tax
24,214,013
(3,183,826)
433,432
21,463,619

Total
42,776,571
1,112,066
(9,587,344)
930,377
35,231,670

Financial
26,341,878
(7,900,774)
121,454
18,562,558

31/12/2019
Tax
30,249,610
(6,035,597)
24,214,013

Total
56,591,488
(13,936,371)
121,454
42,776,571

As of 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019, government grants, by company, were detailed
as follows:

Amounts in Euro
AICEP investment contracts
Enerpulp, S.A.
Navigator Pulp Aveiro, S.A.
Navigator Pulp Setúbal, S.A.
Navigator Pulp Figueira, S.A.
Navigator Parques Industriais, S.A.
Navigator Paper Figueira, S.A.
Navigator Tissue Aveiro, S.A.
Other
Raiz
Viveiros Aliança, SA

Financial

31/12/2020
Tax

Total

Financial

31/12/2019
Tax

Total

859,211
5,821,817
254,271
17,342
1,928,996
3,057,117
11,938,753

2,475,075
9,595,438
9,393,105
21,463,619

859,211
8,296,893
254,271
9,612,781
1,928,996
12,450,222
33,402,373

7,127,883
4,158,088
333,319
106,738
1,988,353
463,950
3,748,000
17,926,331

2,934,580
11,736,360
9,543,073
24,214,013

7,127,883
7,092,668
333,319
11,843,098
1,988,353
463,950
13,291,073
42,140,344

1,748,208
81,089
1,829,297
13,768,051

21,463,619

1,748,208
81,089
1,829,297
35,231,670

476,550
159,677
636,227
18,562,558

24,214,013

476,550
159,677
636,227
42,776,571

Financial

31/12/2019
Tax

Total

The Group expects to recognise subsidies in earnings as follows:

Amounts in Euro
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
After 2024

Financial

31/12/2020
Tax

Total

2,039,499
1,850,129
1,757,983
1,716,452
1,367,728
5,036,260

1,740,836
1,716,550
1,674,435
1,674,435
1,406,721
13,250,641

3,780,335
3,566,679
3,432,419
3,390,887
2,774,450
18,286,901

6,403,518
2,039,499
1,484,270
1,392,124
1,350,593
1,001,869
4,890,685

3,183,826
1,740,836
1,716,550
1,674,435
1,674,435
1,406,721
12,817,209

9,587,344
3,780,335
3,200,820
3,066,560
3,025,028
2,408,591
17,707,894

13,768,051

21,463,619

35,231,670

18,562,558

24,214,013

42,776,571

Non-refundable government grants
Incentive to increase pulp production capacity in Figueira da Foz
On 27 December 2018, Navigator Pulp Figueira, S.A signed a tax investment agreement with
AICEP, related to the investment associated with the increase of pulp production capacity in
Figueira da Foz, which includes a tax incentive up to the maximum amount of Euro 17,278,657,
corresponding to 19.5% of the investment made, through the fulfilment, until 31 December 2025,
of the contractually defined objectives. This grant is being recognised over 20 years, although it
has been fully utilised since 2018.
Incentives for the expansion project of the Cacia pulp mill
On 18 June 2014, the Group’s subsidiary, Navigator Pulp Aveiro, S.A., signed two financial and tax
incentive agreements with the AICEP - Agência para o Investimento e Comércio Externo de
Portugal (Agency for Investment and Foreign Trade of Portugal) to support the investment to be
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promoted by that company in the capacity increase project of Aveiro pulp mill, with a total amount
of Euro 49.3 million.
The grants approved amount to Euro 9,264 million (refundable) and Euro 5,644 million (tax
incentive) to be used until 2024, being fully used since the end of 2016, although it will be
recognised in results until 2034. The contract includes an achievement bonus, which corresponds
to the conversion of the refundable grant in a non-refundable grant, up to a limit of 75% (Euro
6,947,450), subject to compliance with the objectives established in the contract until 31
December 2023.
Government grants refundable
As at 13 December 2017, the subsidiary Navigator Tissue Aveiro, S.A. entered into an investment
agreement with AICEP, for the construction of the new Tissue plant in Aveiro. This agreement
comprises a financial incentive in the form of a refundable grant, which includes a grace period of
two years, without payment of interest, up to a maximum amount of Euro 42,166,636,
corresponding to 35% on the amount of expenses considered eligible, which were estimated at
Euro 120,476 million. On 20 April 2018, the same entity was also awarded with a tax incentive
granted through the compliance of contractually defined requirements until 31 December 2028,
whose maximum amount will be Euro 11,515,870, corresponding to 10% of the expenses
associated with the project investment. See Note 5.7. This amount has been fully utilised since
2019 and will be recognised in profit or loss in 24 years.
There are no unfulfilled conditions and other contingencies linked to government grants that have
been recognised and Navigator is complying with the conditions according to plan.

Accounting policies
Government grants
Government grants received to compensate the Group for investments made in Property, plant
and equipment, including those attributed as tax credits, are classified as Deferred income (Note
4.3 - Payables) and are recognised in income over the estimated useful life of the respective
subsidised assets, and are associated with the depreciation of the period (Note 3.7), for
presentation purposes.
Government grants refundable
Government grants, in the form of loans refundable at a subsidised rate, are discounted on the
date of initial recognition based on the market interest rate at the date of grant, the value of the
discount constituting the value of the grant to be amortised over the period of the loan or asset
whose acquisition it is intended to finance, depending on the activities financed. These liabilities
are included in the caption Interest-bearing liabilities (Note 5.7).
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3.6. RIGHT-OF-USE ASSETS
MOVEMENTS IN RIGHT-OF-USE ASSETS
Amounts in Euro
Acquisition cost
Balance as at 1 January 2019
Acquisitions
Disposals
Adjustments, transfers and write-offs
Balance as at 31 December 2019
Acquisitions
Disposals
Adjustments, transfers and write-offs
Balance as at 31 December 2020

Forestry lands

Buildings

Vehicles

Other lease
assets

Total

38,817,386
3,123,918
(478,296)
41,463,008
6,246,360
(862,347)
46,847,021

4,547,372
4,547,372
103,667
4,651,039

4,285,373
229,937
(6,445)
4,508,865
2,428,965
(30,691)
6,907,139

735,675
3,758,625
(3,946,051)
548,249
5,158,457
5,706,706

48,385,806
7,112,480
(484,741)
(3,946,051)
51,067,494
14,135,088
(1,088,820)
64,113,762

Accumulated depreciation and impairment losses
Balance as at 1 January 2019
Depreciation
Disposals
Balance as at 31 December 2019
Acquisitions
Disposals
Adjustments, transfers and write-offs
Balance as at 31 December 2020

(3,014,615)
7,703
(3,006,912)
(3,179,144)
5,314
(6,180,742)

(702,301)
(702,301)
(666,983)
(1,369,284)

(1,612,924)
(1,612,924)
(2,082,337)
10,723
(3,684,538)

(227,433)
(227,433)
(822,908)
(1,050,341)

(5,557,273)
7,703
(5,549,570)
(6,753,227)
16,035
(12,286,762)

Net book value as at 1 January 2019
Net book value as at 31 December 2019
Net book value as at 31 December 2020

38,817,386
38,456,096
40,666,279

4,547,372
3,845,071
3,281,755

4,285,373
2,895,941
3,222,601

735,675
320,816
4,656,365

48,385,806
45,517,924
51,827,000

The item Lands essentially refers to rights to use land for forestry exploitation existing the
subsidiary Navigator, whose agreements usually have a duration of 24 years, and may be
cancelled in advance if the 2nd harvest takes place before the 24th year of the term.
The item Buildings refers to the lease agreement entered into between The Navigator Company,
S.A. and Refundos - Sociedade Gestora de Fundos de Investimento Imobiliário, S.A. for the
building located at Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo, in Lisbon, for use as an office (Note 11.3).
In the item Other, it should be noted the conclusion of a new agreement for the leasing of forklift
trucks in 2020, in the amount of Euro 5,158,457.

Accounting policies
At the date the lease enters into force, the Group recognises a right-of-use asset at its cost, which
corresponds to the initial amount of the lease liability adjusted for: i) any prepayments; ii) lease
incentives received; and iii) initial direct costs incurred.
To the right-of-use asset, the estimate of removing and/or restoring the underlying asset and/or
the location where it is located may be added, when required by the lease agreement.
The right-of-use asset is subsequently depreciated using the straight-line method, from the start
date until the lower between the end of the asset's useful life and the lease term. Additionally, the
right-of-use asset reduced of impairment losses, if any, and adjusted for any remeasurement of
the lease liability. The useful life considered for each class of right-of-use asset is equal to the
useful life of Property, plant and equipment (Note 3.3) in the same class when there is a call
option and the Group expects to exercise it.
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Short-term leases and low-value asset leases
The Group recognises payments for leases of 12 months or less and for leases of assets whose
individual acquisition value is less than Euro 5,000 directly as operating expenses of the period
(Note 2.3), on a straight-line basis.

3.7. DEPRECIATION, AMORTISATION AND IMPAIRMENT LOSSES
Amounts in Euro
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment for the period (Note 3.3)
Charge-off of investments grants (Note 3.5)
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment, net of grants charged-off

2020
145,600,874
(9,587,344)
136,013,530

Impairment of property, plant and equipment - losses (Note 3.3)
Impairment of property, plant and equipment - reversals (Note 3.3)
Impairment of property, plant and equipment for the period
Amortisation of intangible assets for the period (Note 3.2)
Depreciation of right-of-use assets for the period (Note 3.6)
Impairment of investment properties (Note 3.4)

2019
146,912,862
(13,936,371)
132,976,491

-

-

4,473

644

6,753,227

5,557,273

1,646
142,772,876

1,646
138,536,054

3.8. BIOLOGICAL ASSETS
Movements in biological assets
Amounts in Euro
Opening balance

2020
131,769,841

2019
119,614,567

Logging in the period
Growth
New planted areas and replanting (at cost)
Other changes in fair value
Total changes
Closing balance

(23,238,185)
2,421,646
4,313,757
33,317,394
16,814,611
148,584,452

(24,291,586)
11,271,156
3,449,682
21,726,022
12,155,274
131,769,841

The amounts shown as “Other changes in fair value” correspond to actual costs of forest asset
management foreseen and incurred in the period, changes in the general assessment assumptions
(price of wood and cost of capital) and changes in expectations in relation to the annual model:
Amounts in Euro
Costs of assets management
Forestry
Structure
Fixed and variable rents
Impairment in Mozambique project
Changes in expectations
Price of wood
Cost-of-capital rate
Variation in other species
Impact of forest fires
Transport logistics costs
Other changes in expectations
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2020

2019

3,182,804
3,269,679
11,259,929
16,714,433
34,426,845

3,056,784
4,393,318
9,798,942
17,249,044

466,300
8,854,000
4,497,688
(424,914)
(3,152,000)
(11,350,525)
(1,109,451)
33,317,394

267,700
13,619,600
1,776,343
(69,105)
(11,117,560)
4,476,978
21,726,022
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With regards to the Mozambique project, Navigator and the Mozambican Government continue to
work under the terms of the MoU signed in 2018, namely on the conditions precedent, in particular
on logistical issues relating to the Port of Macuze. In public statements made at the end of
November, the Port concession holder said it would start the construction of the port during the
third quarter of 2021, with an expected start-up date in the first quarter of 2024.
On the subject of land, a Forest Development programme continues to be implemented, a
government initiative with funding from the World Bank. The goal is to promote small and
medium-scale sustainable commercial forest plantations and the restoration of degraded areas,
with about 550 ha having been planted in the 2019-2020 campaign and the 2020-2021 campaign
already started with the target of 1,500 ha. Portucel Moçambique plays an active role in
developing and implementing the programme, providing a range of support, defining the forestry
model, supplying cloned plants at subsidised prices and access to raw materials and know-how.
Later, at harvest time, Portucel Moçambique will have an option to purchase the wood.
Work also started on harvesting timber from Portucel Moçambique's plantations in Manica, for
export from the Port of Beira, which will make it possible, amongst other goals, to put Mozambique
on the world map for this forest-based industry. At the moment, deliveries of 3 ships are
scheduled for 2021, representing approximately 100,000 m3 of wood. In view of these
developments, the Group has revised its assumptions regarding the eucalyptus market in
Mozambique, having valued the forests in Manica and Zambezia at Euro 16,714,433.
As of 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019, biological assets, by species, is detailed as
follows:
Amounts in Euro
Eucalyptus (Portugal)
Pine (Portugal)
Cork oak (Portugal)
Other species (Portugal)
Eucalyptus (Mozambique)

31/12/2020
118,916,833
6,311,003
6,050,894
591,289
16,714,433
148,584,452

31/12/2019
123,314,343
4,201,000
3,883,727
370,771
131,769,841

These amounts correspond to Board of Directors’ expectation of the volumes to be extracted from
its woodlands in the future, as follows:
Amounts in Euro
Eucalyptus (Portugal) - Potential future of wood extractions k m3ssc
Pine (Portugal) - Potential future of wood extractions k ton
Pine (Portugal) - Potential future of pine extractions k ton
Cork oak (Portugal) - Potential future of cork extractions k @
Eucalyptus (Mozambique) - Potential future of wood extractions k m3ssc

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

10,245

9,330

306

325

n/a
573
3,394

n/a
591
n/a

Concerning Eucalyptus, the most relevant biological asset in the financial statements, the Group
extracted, in 2020, 574.507 m3ssc of wood from its owned and explored forests (31 December
2019: 650,593 m3ssc).
As of 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019 (i), there are no amounts of biological assets
whose property is restricted and/or pledged as guarantee for liabilities, nor there are nonreversible commitments related to the acquisition of biological assets, and (ii) there are no
government subsidies related to biological assets recognised in the Group's consolidated financial
statements.
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Accounting policies
The Group’s biological assets comprise the forests held for the production of timber, suitable for
incorporating in the production of BEKP or for sale on the market, mostly eucalyptus, but also
include other species such as pine and cork oak.
Fair Value (level 3 of the IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy)
When calculating the fair value of forests, the Group uses the discounted cash flows method,
based on a model developed in house, regularly tested by independent external assessments.
In the model developed, assumptions are considered corresponding to the nature of the assets
under evaluation, namely, the development cycle of the different species, the productivity of the
forests, the wood sales price (when there is an active market) less the cost of harvesting, the
rents of own, leased land, replanting and transport, the costs of planting and maintenance, the
cost inherent in leasing the forest land; and the discount rate.
The discount rate corresponds to a market rate without inflation, in a manner consistent with the
structure of projections, determined on the basis of the Navigator Company Group’s expected rate
of return on its forests.
Concession areas
The costs incurred with the site preparation before the first forestation are recorded as property,
plant and equipment and depreciated in line with its expected useful lives corresponding to the
concession period.
Change of estimates
Changes in estimates of growth, growth period, price, cost and other assumptions are recognised
in the income statement as fair value adjustments of biological assets.
Harvesting
At the time of harvesting, wood is recognised at fair value less estimated costs since that point
until the point of sale, which is the initial cost of the inventory.

Estimates and judgements
Assumptions
Assumptions corresponding to the nature of the assets being valued were considered:
−
−

−

productivity of forests;
wood sales price (when there is an active market) less the cost of harvesting, rents for
own, rented and leased land, replanting and transport, planting and maintenance costs,
the cost inherent in leasing forest land;
discount rate, 2020: 3.07% (2019: 3.73%). Note that the group incorporates the fire risk
into the model's cash flows. If this risk were incorporated into the discount rate, it would
be of 4.65%.
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Sensitivity analysis
The Group takes into account the discount rate used in Portugal and the forward price of wood as
the most significant variables.
Changes in the assumptions may imply the appreciation/depreciation of these assets.
Amounts in Euro
1) Increase of 0.5% in the discount rate in Portugal
Devaluation of Portugal's forest assets
2) Decrease of 3% in forward price
Devaluation of Portugal's forest assets

09/04/2021

31/12/2020
7,039,798
11,335,171

31/12/2019
5,936,000
9,854,000
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4. WORKING CAPITAL

4.1. INVENTORIES
4.1.1. Inventories - detail by nature
Amounts net of accumulated impairment losses
Amounts in Euro
Raw materials
Goods
Subtotal (Note 4.1.2)
Finished and semi-finished products
Goods and work in progres
By-products and waste
Subtotal (Note 4.1.3)
Total

31/12/2020
92,421,384
268,916
92,690,300
77,760,647
3,101,027
3,183,163
84,044,837
176,735,137

31/12/2019
109,028,273
262,995
109,291,268
104,159,967
3,507,709
920,756
108,588,432
217,879,700

Inventories of finished and intermediate products - distribution by
geographical area
Amounts in Euro
Portugal
Rest of Europe
USA

31/12/2020
52,182,710
10,675,568
14,902,369
77,760,647

%
67.1%
13.7%
19.2%
100.0%

31/12/2019
80,357,520
10,068,303
13,734,144
104,159,967

%
77.1%
9.7%
13.2%
100.0%

The amounts for Portugal include Euro 9,419,705 (31 December 2019: Euro 14,808,269)
relating to inventories for which invoices have already been issued but whose control has not
been transferred to customers.
As of 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019, there are no inventories in which
ownership is restricted and/or pledged as collateral for liabilities.

4.1.2. Cost of goods sold and materials consumed in the period
Amounts in Euro
Opening balance
Purchases
Inventory losses
Impairment losses
Closing balance
Cost of goods sold and materials consumed (Note 2.3)

09/04/2021

2020
109,291,268
554,126,387
(863,209)
(139,995)
(92,690,300)
569,724,151

2019
109,826,236
715,887,373
(743,290)
456,290
(109,291,268)
716,135,341
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Costs of goods and materials consumed - detail by product
Amounts in Euro
Wood / Biomass (external acquisitions)
Natural gas
Other fuels
Chemicals
BEKP pulp
Pine pulp
Paper (heavyweight)
Tissue paper - subcontracts
Consumables / Warehouse material
Packaging material
Other materials

2020
243,028,640
44,604,627
11,953,148
128,443,795
18,276,376
70,517,407
3,528,745
1,561,849
19,751,881
24,220,219
3,837,464
569,724,151

2019
275,127,882
60,560,257
12,608,301
152,538,773
31,195,631
55,787,433
6,087,786
2,098,372
45,620,112
70,911,987
3,598,809
716,135,341

The cost of wood/biomass only relates to wood purchases to entities outside the Group,
either domestic or foreign.

4.1.3. Variation in production in the period
Amounts in Euro
Opening balance
Adjustments
Inventory losses
Impairment losses
Closing balance

2020
(108,588,432)
1,020,497
85,136
(9,107,213)
84,044,837

2019
(112,550,635)
(2,217,921)
1,767,922
6,343,652
108,588,432

Change in production (Note 2.3)

(32,545,175)

1,931,449

4.1.4. Movements in impairment losses in inventories
Amounts in Euro
Opening balance

2020

2019

(11,121,848)

(5,234,487)

(933,009)
9,900,226
8,967,217
(2,939)
(2,157,570)

(6,764,519)
877,157
(5,887,362)
(11,121,848)

Increases (Note 2.3)
Reversals (Note 2.2)
Impact in profit and loss for the period
Charge-off
Closing balance

The impairment losses in inventories recorded in 2020 and 2019 relate to adjustments in the
stock of UWF and Tissue paper. In 2020, the Group reversed impairments on inventories
arising mainly from the sale of UWF (Euro, 8,624,342) and Tissue (Euro 1,174,906) paper
waste (Note 2.2).

Accounting policies
Inventories are valued in accordance with the following criteria:
i. Goods and raw materials
Goods and raw, subsidiary and consumable materials are valued at the lower of their
purchase cost or their net realisable value. The purchase cost includes ancillary costs and it
is determined using the weighted average cost as the valuation method.
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ii. Finished and intermediate products and work in progress
Finished and intermediate products and work in progress are valued at the lower of their
production cost (which includes incorporated raw materials, labour and general
manufacturing costs, based on a normal production capacity level) or their net realisable
value.
The net realisable value corresponds to the estimated selling price, after deducting estimated
completion and selling costs. The difference between production cost and net realisable
value, if lower, are recorded as an operational cost.

4.2. RECEIVABLES
Amounts in Euro
Trade receivables
Other receivables - related companies (Note 11.3)
State and other public entities
Department of Commerce (EUA)
Enviva Pellets Greenwood, LLC (EUA)
Accrued income
Deferred expenses
Derivative financial instruments (Note 8.2)
Other

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Non-current
3,245,517
30,747,820
702,768
34,696,105

31/12/2020
Current
133,591,397
443,649
45,933,424
6,608,333
2,747,317
17,263,014
7,148,871
4,019,440
14,016,837
231,772,282

Total
133,591,397
443,649
45,933,424
9,853,850
33,495,137
17,263,014
7,148,871
4,019,440
14,719,605
266,468,387

Non-current
25,680,258
32,489,823
608,387
58,778,469

31/12/2019
Current
156,030,741
522,992
42,175,250
4,055,993
20,047,064
6,706,922
2,954,495
14,915,189
247,408,647

Total
156,030,741
522,992
42,175,250
29,736,251
32,489,823
20,047,064
6,706,922
2,954,495
15,523,576
306,187,116

The amounts above are net of accumulated impairment losses. Analysis of
impairment for receivables is presented inNote 8.1.4 - Credit risk.
i) State is detailed as follows:
Amounts in Euro
Value added tax - recoverable
Value added tax - refund requests
Amounts pending refund (tax proceedings decided in favour of the Group)

31/12/2020
16,980,665
26,668,947
2,283,812
45,933,424

31/12/2019
10,827,982
29,062,417
2,284,851
42,175,250

As at 31 December 2020, the amount of refund requests comprised the following, by month and by
company:
Amounts in Euro
The Navigator Company, S.A.
Eucaliptusland, S.A.
Bosques do Atlântico, S.L.

Nov/2020
7,738,657
7,738,657

Dec/2020
16,406,001
150,000
2,374,289
18,930,290

Total
24,144,658
150,000
2,374,289
26,668,947

Up to the date of issuing this report, Euro 24,144,659 of the outstanding amounts as of 31
December 2020, had already been received.
As at 31 December 2019, the amount of refund requests comprised the following, by month
and by company:
Amounts in Euro
The Navigator Company, S.A.
Bosques do Atlântico, S.L.

09/04/2021

Nov/2019
9,422,420
9,422,420

Dec/2019
16,371,963
3,268,034
19,639,997

Total
25,794,383
3,268,034
29,062,417
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All these amounts were received during the first half of 2020.
ii) As of 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019, the balance corresponds to the amount
receivable from the Department of Commerce (DoC) following the investigation initiated in
2015 of alleged dumping practices in exports of UWF paper to the United States by the
subsidiary Navigator.
The final rate for the period of review from August 2015 to February 2017 (first period of
review) was reviewed to 1.75% in October 2018, and the US Court of International Trade
decided in November 2019 to request the DoC to review that result following Navigator's
request. The DoC recalculated the rate again downwards, setting it at 1.63%, a rate that was
sanctioned by the US Court of International Trade in July this year. The amount to be
refunded by the DoC after setting the final rate was Euro 20,620,864, of which Euro
14,012,531 was received in 2020, plus the corresponding interest (Note 5.11). The refund of
the remaining amount - Euro 6,608,333 - is expected in 2021.
Regarding the second period of review, from March 2018 to February 2019, following the
audit carried out last August by the Department of Commerce, the rate was set at 4.37%.
Since the complainants did not appeal against this decision, Navigator was refunded during
the first half of 2020 the corresponding amount of Euro 4,055,993.
In January 2021, the Department of Commerce confirmed the final rate to be applied for the
third period of review from March 2019 to February 2020 at 6.75%. The final rate remained
unchanged from the preliminary rate at 6.75%, so that the Group will receive around Euro
4.4 million for the difference between the deposits made and the final rate payable.
The non-current receivable relates to the net balance of subsequent review periods (3, 4 and
5) still outstanding.
iii) Reflects the present value of the amount still to be received from the sale of the pellet
business. The nominal receivable shall bear interest at the rate of 2.5% (Note 5.11).
iv) Accrued income and deferred expenses are detailed as follows:
Amouns in Euro
Accrued income
Interest receivable
Energy sales
Insurance compensation
Other
Deferred expenses
Insurance
Rentals
Other

09/04/2021

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

1,729,911
12,314,111

766,223
13,286,097

2,950,000
268,992
17,263,014

5,750,000
244,744
20,047,064

252
7,082,041
66,578
7,148,871
24,411,885

962,664
5,647,010
97,249
6,706,922
26,753,987
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Accounting policies

Trade receivables and other debtors
Classification
Trade receivables result from the Group's main activities and the business model followed is
the collection of contractual cash flows.
Balances from other debtors generally assume the business model of collecting contractual
cash flows.
Initial measurement
At fair value.
Subsequent measurement
At amortised cost, net of impairment losses.
Impairment from trade receivables
Impairment losses are recorded based on the simplified model provided for in IFRS 9,
recording expected losses until maturity. The expected losses are determined on the basis of
the experience of historical actual losses over a statistically significant period and
representative of the specific characteristics of the underlying credit risk (Note 8.1.4).
Impairment form other debtors
Impairment losses are recorded on the basis of the general estimated credit loss model of
IFRS 9.
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4.3. PAYABLES
Amounts in Euro
Trade payables - current account
Trade payables - property, plant and equipment (current account)
State and other public entities
Related parties (Note 11.3)
Other creditors - CO 2 emission allowances
Fiscal consolidation (Semapa) (Note 11.3)
Shareholders
Other creditors (Note 5.4)
Derivative financial instruments (Note 8.2)
Personnel costs accruals
Accrued expenses - interest payable
Wood suppliers bonus
Water resource fee
Rent liabilities
Other accrued expenses
Non-refundable grants
Current payables
Non-refundable grants
Non-current payables

31/12/2020
88,456,179
1,979,388
32,397,267
769,888
16,530,618
6,447,546
516,599

31/12/2019
140,922,248
5,311,674
19,928,405
4,573,854
15,785,183
6,586,968
99,138,920
3,217,199

6,196,001

6,734,952

22,324,875
5,167,352
5,352,176
1,104,037
13,683,172
13,717,891

24,605,696
5,118,502
5,846,301
2,456,998
10,912,663
8,514,362

11,103,125
303,649,690
30,234,237
30,234,237
333,883,925

16,490,647
426,197,436
30,837,585
30,837,585
457,035,019

At the General Extraordinary Meeting of 20 December 2019, The Navigator Company S.A.
decided on the payment of free reserves to be distributed to shareholders, as from 9 January
2020, depending on the shares held, see Note 5.2., in the amount of Euro 99,138,920.
State - details
Amounts in Euro
Personal income tax withhold (IRS)
Value added tax
Social Security contributions
Other

31/12/2020
2,765,825
26,852,922
2,202,862
575,658
32,397,267

31/12/2019
1,881,895
15,062,932
2,319,890
663,688
19,928,405

As of 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019, there were no overdue debts to the State.

Non-refundable grants - details
Amounts in Euro
Investment grants (Note 3.5)
Grants - CO 2 emission allowances (Note 3.2)
Other grants
Non-refundable grants - current
Investment grants (Note 3.5)
Non-refundable grants - non-current

31/12/2020
4,997,433
1,425,646
4,680,046
11,103,125
30,234,237
30,234,237
41,337,362

31/12/2019
11,938,986
4,551,660
16,490,646
30,837,585
30,837,585
47,328,231

Accounting policies
Trade creditors and current accounts payable are initially recorded at their fair value and
subsequently at amortised cost.
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5. CAPITAL STRUCTURE

5.1. CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
Capital management policy
For capital management purposes, the Group defines capital as including equity and net
debt.
The Group's objectives in relation to capital management are:
i.
To safeguard its ability to continue in business and thus provide returns for
shareholders and benefits for its remaining stakeholders;
ii.

To keep a solid capital structure to support the growth of its business; and

iii.

To maintain an optimal capital structure that enables it to reduce the cost of capital.

In order to maintain or adjust its capital structure, the Group can adjust the amount of
dividends payable to its shareholders, return capital to its shareholders, issue new shares or
sell assets to lower its borrowings.
In line with the sector, the Group monitors its capital based on the gearing ratio, defined as
the proportion between net debt and total capital.
Net interest-bearing debt is calculated by adding the total amount of loans (including the
current and non-current portions as disclosed in the Statement of financial position) and
deducting all cash and cash equivalents. Total equity is calculated by adding shareholders’
equity (as shown in the Statement of financial position), to interest-bearing net debt, and
excluding treasury shares and non-controlling interests.
The Group calculates the gearing ratio as follows:
Amounts in Euro
Interest-bearing liabilities (Note 5.7)
Cash and cash equivalents (Note 5.9)
Net debt
Equity
Treasury shares (Note 5.2)
Non-controlling interest (Note 5.6)
Equity, except for treasury shares and non-controlling interests

31/12/2020
982,410,783
(302,399,831)
680,010,952
1,026,201,689
20,189,264
(275,182)
1,046,115,771

31/12/2019
877,131,386
(161,880,403)
715,250,983
1,027,419,095
20,189,264
(273,817)
1,047,334,542

Total equity

1,726,126,723

1,762,585,525

Gearing

39.40%

40.58%

5.2. SHARE CAPITAL AND THEASURY SHARES
Navigator's shareholders
The Navigator Company is a public company with its shares quoted on the Euronext Lisbon.
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As at 31 December 2020, The Navigator Company, S.A.’s share capital of Euro 500,000,000
was fully subscribed and is represented by 717,500,000 shares without nominal value.
At the General Meeting held on 22 September 2017, a reduction of the Company’s share
capital from Euro 717,500,000 to Euro 500,000,000 was approved, maintaining the number
of shares representing the company’s share capital and for the purpose of releasing excess
capital, transferring to free reserves the amount of the capital released. Of this amount, Euro
129,138,620 has already been distributed, of which Euro 29,999,700 in 2018 and Euro
99,138,920 in 2019.
As of 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019, the shareholders with qualified
shareholdings in the Company’s capital were as follows:

Designation
Shares without nominal value
Seinpar Investments, BV
Semapa, SGPS, S.A.
Other Semapa Group entities
Treasury shares
Floating shares

31/12/2020
No. of shares
%
497,617,299
6,316,931
213,565,770
717,500,000

31/12/2019
No. of shares
%
0.00%
69.35%
0.00%
0.88%
29.77%
100%

241,583,015
256,034,284
6,316,931
213,565,770
717,500,000

33.67%
35.68%
0.00%
0.88%
29.77%
100%

On 23 September 2020, Semapa and Seinpar Investments B.V. ("Seinpar"), a company
wholly owned by Semapa, carried out a merger by incorporation, whereby Seinpar was
incorporated into Semapa.
Seinpar holds 241,583,015 Navigator shares, representing 33.67% of Navigator's share
capital and voting rights, and Semapa holds 256,034,284 Navigator shares, representing
35.68% of Navigator's share capital and voting rights, as a result of the merger, a total of
497,617,299 Navigator shares representing 69.35% of Navigator's share capital and inherent
voting rights previously distributed by these two companies are now held directly by
Semapa, thus changing Navigator's voting rights composition to this company.

Treasury shares - movements
31/12/2020
Book value
(Euro)
Treasury shares held at the beginning of the period
6,316,931
20,189,264
Acquisition of treasury shares
Disposals for the period
Treasury shares at the end of the period
6,316,931
20,189,264
No. of shares

09/04/2021

31/12/2019
Book value
(Euro)
864,049
2,317,915
5,452,882
17,871,349
6,316,931
20,189,264

No. of shares
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These shares were mainly acquired during 2008 and 2012 as well as in 2018 and 2019, and
the changes in the period were as follows:
2020
Amounts in Euro
Treasury shares held in January
Acquisitions
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Treasury shares held in December

Quantity

2019
Amount

Quantity

Amount

6,316,931

20,189,264

864,049

2,317,915

6,316,931

20,189,264

880,882
2,523,835
586,677
1,441,488
20,000
5,452,882
6,316,931

3,311,967
8,460,107
1,887,454
4,090,544
121,277
17,871,349
20,189,264

Treasury shares are stated at acquisition cost.
The market value of the treasury shares held on 31 December 2020 amounted to Euro
15,779,694 (31 December 2019: Euro 22,665.148), corresponding to a unit value of Euro
2.498 (31 December 2019: Euro 3.588) and the market capitalisation of the Company at this
date amounted to Euro 1,792,315,000 (31 December 2019: Euro 2,574,390,000) compared
to an equity, net of non-controlling interests, of Euro 1,025,926,506 (31 December
2019: 1,027,145,277).

Accounting policies
Ordinary shares are classified in shareholders’ equity.
Costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares or other equity instruments are
reported as a deduction, net of taxes, from the proceeds of the issue.
Costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares or options for the acquisition of a new
business are deducted from the amount issued.
When any Group company acquires shares of the parent company (treasury shares), the
payment, which includes directly-attributable incremental costs, is deducted from the
shareholders’ equity attributable to the holders of the parent company’s capital until such
time the shares are cancelled, reissued or sold.
When such shares are subsequently disposed or reissued, any proceeds, net of the directly
attributable transaction costs and taxes, is directly reflected in the shareholders’ equity and
not in profit and loss for the period.
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5.3. EARNINGS PER SHARE

Profit attributable to Navigator's equity holders (Euro)

2020
109,213,720

Total number of shares issued
Average treasury shares held for the period
Weighted average number of shares

717,500,000
717,500,000
(6,316,931)
(4,375,336)
711,183,069 713,124,664

Basic earnings per share (Euro)
Diluted earnings per share (Euro)

0.154
0.154

2019
168,290,315

0.236
0.236

Accounting policies
The basic earnings per share are determined based on the division of profits or losses
attributable to the ordinary shareholders of the Company by the weighted average number
of common shares outstanding during the period.
For the purpose of calculating diluted earnings per share, the Company adjusts the profits or
losses attributable to ordinary equity holders, as well as the weighted average number of
outstanding shares for the purposes of all potential dilutive common shares.

5.4. DIVIDENDS AND RESERVES DISTRIBUTED
Dividends and reserves distributed in the period

Amounts in Euro
Attributions in 2020
Distribution of retained earnings

Amount
approved
99,138,920

Dividends per
share (Euro)
0.139

Attributions in 2019
Dividends paid regarding 2018 profits
Distribution of free reserves (paid in January 2020)

200,003,439
99,138,920

0.279
0.139

By resolution of the Extraordinary General Meeting held on 20 December 2019, The
Navigator Company, S.A. proceeded with the payment of free reserves, to be distributed to
shareholders from 9 January 2020, in the amount of Euro 99,138,919.82, equivalent to Euro
0.1394 per outstanding share.
On 25 June 2020, by resolution of the Extraordinary General Meeting of The Navigator
Company, S.A., it was resolved to transfer the net profit for the period of 2019 to the Free
reserves.
Subsequently, by resolution of the Extraordinary General Meeting held on 24 November
2020, The Navigator Company, S.A. distributed retained earnings of Euro 99,138,920.
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Accounting policies
The distribution of dividends to shareholders is recognised as a liability in the Group’s
financial statements in the period in which the dividends are approved by the shareholders at
the General Meeting and up until the time of their payment or, in the case of anticipated
distributions, when approved by the Board of Directors.

5.5. RESERVES AND RETAINED EARNINGS
Amounts in Euro
Currency translation reserve
Fair value reserve
Legal reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Reserves and retained earnings

31/12/2020
(20,881,569)
(6,641,368)
100,000,000
266,443,646
97,981,342
436,902,051

31/12/2019
(18,728,949)
(6,384,412)
100,000,000
98,153,331
206,004,258
379,044,228

31/12/2020
(5,134,850)
(40,872)

31/12/2019
(2,145,684)
(33,265)

Navigator Rus Company, LLC (RUB)

(19,775)

(12,161)

Navigator Middle East Trading DMCC (AED)
Navigator Egypt (EGP)

(17,312)
284

(11,304)
-

(457,725)

(398,253)

Currency exchange reserve - details
Amounts in Euro
Navigator North América (USD)
Navigator Switzerland (CHF)
Navigator Paper Mexico (MXN)

Navigator Paper Company UK (GBP)
Navigator Eurasia (TYR)

799

Navigator Afrique du Nord (MAD)
Navigator Paper Poland (PLN)
Portucel Moçambique (MZM)

799

395
(2,863)

395
(2,863)

(15,209,650)
(20,881,569)

(16,126,613)
(18,728,949)

Fair value reserves - details
31/12/2020
Amounts in Euro
Interest rate risk hedging
Foreign exchange hedging
Foreign exchange hedging - Navigator North America

Gross amount
(6,610,686)
362,001
(2,911,823)
(9,160,508)

Tax
1,817,939
(99,550)
800,751
2,519,140

31/12/2019
Net amout

Gross
amount

(4,792,748)
262,451
(2,111,072)

(5,920,276)
26,013
(2,911,823)

(6,641,368)

(8,806,086)

Tax
1,628,076
(7,153)
800,751
2,421,674

Net amout
(4,292,200)
18,860
(2,111,072)
(6,384,412)

The amount associated to the exchange rate hedge of the subsidiary Navigator North
America (net investment) will remain in reserves until the disposal or partial disposal of the
net investment (at which time it will be reclassified to gains or losses). This occurs because
the hedged item (the net investment) does not affect the Group's earnings until its disposal.

Other reserves – details
Amounts in Euro
Transfer of legal reserve surplus to free reserves
Free reserves arising from the share capital reduction not yet distributed
Adjustments to the application of 2014 profits (balance sheet bonus)
Net profit for 2019

09/04/2021

31/12/2020
9,790,475
88,361,381
1,476
168,290,315
266,443,646

31/12/2019
9,790,475
88,361,381
1,476
98,153,331
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Accounting policies

Fair value reserves
It corresponds to the accumulated change in fair value of derivative financial instruments
classified as hedging instruments (Note 8.2), net of deferred taxes.
Changes relating to derivatives are reclassified to profit or loss for the period (Note 5.11) as
the hedged instruments affect profit or loss for the period The change in fair value of
financial investments recorded under this item is not recycled to profit and loss.

Currency exchange reserve
The currency translation reserve corresponds to the accumulated amount related to the
settlement by the Group of the exchange rate differences resulting from the translation of
the financial statements of the subsidiaries operating outside the Euro zone.

Legal reserve
Commercial Company law prescribes that at least 5% of annual net profit must be
transferred to the legal reserve, until this is equal to at least 20% of the issued capital. This
reserve cannot be distributed unless the company is liquidated. It may, however, be drawn
on to absorb losses, after other reserves are exhausted, or incorporated in the share capital.
The legal reserve is constituted by its maximum amount in the periods presented.

Other reserves and retained earnings
This item corresponds to reserves available for distribution to shareholders that were
constituted through the appropriation of prior period’s earnings, the reduction of share
capital and other movements. The portion of the balance corresponding to the acquisition
value of treasury shares held is not distributable (Note 5.2).

5.6. NON-CONTROLLING INTERESTS
Detail of non-controlling interests, by subsidiary
Amounts in Euro
Raiz - Instituto de Investigação da Floresta e Papel
Portucel Moçambique

%
held
3.00%
90.02%

Equity
31/12/2020
31/12/2019
275,182
273,817
i)
275,182

273,817

Net profit
2020
2019
2,532
(1,129)
2,532

(1,129)

Non-controlling interests are related to RAÍZ – Instituto de Investigação da Florestal e Papel,
where the Group owns 97% of the capital and voting rights. The remaining 3% are owned by
external associates.
In 2014, the Group signed agreements with IFC – Internacional Finance Corporation for the
entry of this institution into the share capital of the subsidiary Portucel Moçambique, S.A.,
thus ensuring the construction phase of the Group's forestry project in Mozambique. In 2015,
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this Company performed a capital increase from MZM 1,000 million to MZM 1,680,798 million
subscribing MZM 332,798 million corresponding to 19.98% of the capital at that date.
As at February 2019 occurred a reduction of the subscribed, underwritten and paid-up capital
of the shareholder The Navigator Company, S.A. to 456,596,000 meticais, which reflect
90.02% of the Company’s share capital, and the participation of the IFC was reviewed to
50,620,000 meticais, which reflect 9.98% of the Portucel Moçambique’s share capital.
The surplus of the share capital reduction previously owned by The Navigator Company,
S.A., of MZM 891,404,000 was employed to offset negative retained earnings. The
differential between the MZM 332,798,000 previously subscribed by IFC and the MZM
50,620,000 which were paid in February 2019 were included in the share capital of Portucel
Moçambique, as share premium.
As at the reporting date, there are no rights of protection of non-controlling interests that
significantly restrict the entity's ability to access or use assets and settle liabilities of the
Group.

Movements of non-controlling interests
Amounts in Euro
Opening balance
Net profit for the period
Other comprehensive income
Closing balance

2020
273,817
2,532
(1,167)
275,182

2019
204,263
(1,129)
70,683
273,817

5.7. INTEREST-BEARING LIABILITIES
Amounts in Euro
Bond loans
Commercial paper
Bank loans
Charges with bond issuances
Refundable grants
Deferrals
Debt securities and bank debt
Average interest rate (Note 5.11),
considering charges for annual fees and
hedging operations

31/12/2020
Non-current
Current
340,000,000
145,000,000
240,000,000
135,000,000
79,305,555
11,527,778
(3,449,340)
37,955,008
4,578
(2,932,796)
690,878,427
291,532,356

Total
485,000,000
375,000,000
90,833,333
(3,449,340)
37,959,586
(2,932,796)
982,410,783

31/12/2019
Non-current
Current
445,000,000
295,000,000
90,833,334
13,194,444
(3,052,386)
39,331,496
(3,175,502)
863,936,941
13,194,444

Total
445,000,000
295,000,000
104,027,778
(3,052,386)
39,331,496
(3,175,502)
877,131,386

1.5%

1.7%

During 2020, several short-term funding operations were carried out via commercial paper,
in late March and April 2020, for maturities below one year, in the context of creating a
liquidity safety net, appropriate to the Covid-19 context.
Moreover, new long-term financing was contracted during 2020: i) New 10-year EIB line of
Euro 27,500,000, amount not yet disbursed; ii) Bond Issue of Euro 20,000,000 maturing in
2026, not yet issued; iii) Issuance of Euro 100,000,000 maturing in 2023, partially issued for
Euro 15,000,000; iv) New Commercial Paper Program of Euro 50,000,000 underwritten in
2025, amount not used; v) New Commercial Paper Programme for Euro 25,000,000,
underwritten in 2023, amount not used; and vi) finally, on 31 December 2020 it issued a
bond loan for Euro 75,000,000 maturing in 2026 (50% in December 2025 and 50% in
December 2026). Simultaneously, Navigator purchased Euro 50,000,000 of the Euro
200,000,000 of the bond issue maturing in 2023 and cancelled the Commercial Paper
Program in the amount of Euro 25,000,000 underwritten in 2023. This last operation did not
result in an increase in gross debt but only in the extension of maturity.
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With the operations carried out in 2020, Navigator assured the refinancing of the debt
maturing in 2021 and extended the average maturity of the debt to 3.7 years.
The refundable grants include grants from AICEP - Agência para o Investimento e Comércio
Externo de Portugal, as part of a number of research and development projects, which
includes the grant under the investment agreement entered into with the Navigator Group
subsidiary for the construction of the new Tissue plant in Aveiro. This agreement comprises a
financial incentive in the form of a refundable grant, up to a maximum amount of Euro
42,166,636, without interest payment, with a grace period of two years, with the last refund
happening in 2027.
The maturity analysis of interest-bearing liabilities is presented in the Note 8.1.3 Liquidity risk.

Interest-bearing liabilities - details
31/12/2020
Amounts in Euro

Amount

Outstanding
amount

Maturity

Interest rate

Current

Non-current

Bond loans
Navigator 2015-2023

150,000,000

150,000,000

September 2023

Navigator 2016-2021

100,000,000

100,000,000

April 2021

Navigator 2016-2021

45,000,000

45,000,000

August 2021

Navigator 2019-2026

50,000,000

50,000,000

January 2026

Navigator 2019-2025

50,000,000

50,000,000

March 2025

Navigator 2020-2023

100,000,000

15,000,000

August 2023

Navigator 2021-2026

20,000,000

-

Navigator 2020-2026

75,000,000

75,000,000

Fees
European Investment Bank (EIB)
EIB Loan - Ambiente B
EIB Loan - Energy
EIB Loan - Cacia
EIB Loan - Figueira
EIB Loan - Biomass Boiler
Commercial Paper Program
Commercial Paper Program 175M
Commercial Paper Program 70M

-

April 2026
December 2026

1,666,667

1,666,667
28,333,333

December 2024

20,833,333
40,000,000
27,500,000

20,833,333
40,000,000
-

May 2028
February 2029

175,000,000
70,000,000

175,000,000
70,000,000

February 2026
April 2021

June 2021

65,000,000

65,000,000

February 2026

Commercial Paper Program 75M

75,000,000

-

February 2026

Commercial Paper Program 50M

50,000,000

-

December 2025

Commercial Paper Program 40M

40,000,000

40,000,000

March 2021

Commercial Paper Program 25M

25,000,000

25,000,000

April 2021

37,959,586
-

37,959,586
(2,932,796)

November 2027

09/04/2021

to

to

-

150,000,000

100,000,000

-

45,000,000

-

-

50,000,000

-

50,000,000

to
to

15,000,000
-

to

Variable rate indexed to
Euribor
Variable rate indexed to
Euribor
Fixed rate
Fixed rate
Fixed rate
Fixed rate
Variable rate indexed
Euribor
Variable rate indexed
Euribor
Variable rate indexed
Euribor
Variable rate indexed
Euribor
Variable rate indexed
Euribor
Fixed rate

7,083,333

21,250,000

2,777,778
-

18,055,555
40,000,000
-

70,000,000

175,000,000
-

-

65,000,000

-

-

-

-

to
to

to

(3,449,340)

1,666,667

to

to

75,000,000

-

28,333,333

20,450,714

to

(3,449,340)

Commercial Paper Program 65M

Refundable grants
AICEP
Deferrals
Bank credit lines
Short-term line 20M

Variable rate indexed
Euribor
Fixed rate
Variable rate indexed
Euribor
Fixed rate
Variable rate indexed
Euribor
Variable rate indexed
Euribor
Variable rate indexed
Euribor
Variable rate indexed
Euribor

40,000,000
25,000,000
4,578
-

37,955,008
(2,932,796)

-

-

-

982,410,783

291,532,356

690,878,427
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31/12/2019
Amounts in Euro

Amount

Outstanding
amount

Maturity

Interest rate

Current

Non-current

Bond loans
Navigator 2015-2023

200,000,000

200,000,000

September 2023

Navigator 2016-2021

100,000,000

100,000,000

April 2021

Navigator 2016-2021

45,000,000

45,000,000

August 2021

Navigator 2019-2026

50,000,000

50,000,000

janeiro 2026

Navigator 2019-2025

50,000,000

50,000,000

March 2025

Fees
European Investment Bank (EIB)
EIB Loan - Ambiente B

-

(3,052,386)

5,000,000

5,000,000

35,416,667

35,416,667

December 2024

23,611,111
40,000,000

23,611,111
40,000,000

May 2028
February 2029

175,000,000
70,000,000

175,000,000
70,000,000

February 2026
April 2021

Commercial Paper Program 65M

65,000,000

50,000,000

February 2026

Commercial Paper Program 75M

75,000,000

-

EIB Loan - Energy
EIB Loan - Cacia
EIB Loan - Figueira
Commercial Paper Program
Commercial Paper Program 175M
Commercial Paper Program 70M

Refundable grants
AICEP
Deferrals
Bank credit lines
Short-term line 20M

39,331,496
-

Variable rate indexed to
Euribor
Fixed rate
Variable rate indexed to
Euribor
Fixed rate
Variable rate indexed to
Euribor

39,331,496
(3,175,502)

June 2021

July 2026
November 2027

Variable rate indexed to
Euribor
Variable rate indexed to
Euribor
Fixed rate
-

-

200,000,000

-

100,000,000

-

45,000,000

-

50,000,000

-

50,000,000

-

(3,052,386)

3,333,333

1,666,667

7,083,333

28,333,333

2,777,778
-

20,833,333
40,000,000

Fixed rate
Fixed rate
Variable rate indexed to
Euribor
Variable rate indexed to
Euribor
Fixed rate

-

175,000,000
70,000,000

-

50,000,000

-

-

-

39,331,496
(3,175,502)

-

-

-

877,131,386

13,194,444

20,450,714

863,936,941

Like in 2019, in 2020 the Navigator Company has continued to place short-term commercial
paper issues on an auction basis.
As at 31 December 2020, the average cost of debt, considering interest rate, the annual fees
and hedging operations, was 1.5% (31 December 2019: 1.7%).
The refund terms for the interest-bearing liabilities recorded as non-current are detailed as
follows:
Amounts in Euro
Non-current
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
3 to 4 years
4 to 5 years
More than 5 years
Fees

31/12/2020
54,536,485
263,441,716
100,544,797
114,461,463
164,276,102
697,260,563
(6,382,136)
690,878,427

31/12/2019
226,527,778
51,679,254
295,294,397
95,294,397
201,369,003
870,164,829
(6,227,888)
863,936,941

As at 31 December 2020, the Group had contracted Commercial Paper Programs, contracted
and undisbursed long-term financing, as well as available, but not used, credit lines in the
amount of Euro 277,950,714, of which Euro 182,500,000 will refinance debt maturing in
2021 (Note 8.1.3) (31 December 2019: Euro 110,450,714).
As of 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019, the Group’s interest-bearing net debt was
as follows:
Amounts in Euro
Interest-bearing liabilities (Note 5.7)
Cash and cash equivalents (Note 5.9)
Interest-bearing net debt
Lease liabilities
Interest-bearing net debt with lease liabilities

09/04/2021

31/12/2020
982,410,783
(302,399,831)
680,010,952
53,080,919
733,091,871

31/12/2019
877,131,386
(161,880,404)
715,250,982
46,847,797
762,098,779
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Financial Covenants in force
Ratio
Interest coverage
Indebtedness
Shareholder's equity ratio
Net Debt / EBITDA

Definition
EBITDA 12M / Annual net
interest
Interest-bearing debt /
EBITDA 12M

Loans
Bank
Bank

(Interest-bearing debt - Cash)
/ EBTDA 12M

Bank
Commercial
Paper
Bonds

Limit
>= 4,5 - 5,5
<= 4,5
<= 4,0
<= 4,0 - 5,0
<= 4,0

Based on the financial statements presented in this report, these ratios were as follows as of
31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019:
Ratio
Interest coverage
Indebtedness
Net Debt / EBITDA

31-12-2020
30.62
3.44
2.38

31-12-2019
46.49
2.36
1.92

The amounts calculated in the table above exclude lease liabilities.
Considering the contracted limits, in 2020 and 2019, the Group is in compliance with the
covenants negotiated. As of 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019, the Navigator
Company presents a minimum safety margin above 80% on the fulfilment of its covenants.

Accounting policies
Interest-bearing liabilities includes Bonds, Commercial Paper, bank loans and other
financing.
Initial measurement
At fair value, net of transaction costs incurred.
Subsequent measurement
At amortised cost, using the effective interest rate method.
The difference between the refund amount and the initial measurement amount is recognised
in the income statement over the debt period under "Interest expenses on other loans" in
Note 5.11 – Net financial results.
Fair value
The book value of short-term debt or loans contracted with variable interest rates
approximates their fair value.
The fair value of interest-bearing liabilities that are remunerated at a fixed rate is disclosed
in Note 8.3 – Financial assets and liabilities.
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Disclosure
As a current liability, except when the Navigator Company Group has an unconditional right
to defer the settlement of the liability for at least 12 months after the reporting date.

Estimates and judgements

Commercial paper
The Group has several commercial paper programs negotiated, of agreements with which it
is frequent to carry out emissions with contractual maturity of less than one year but with
revolving nature. Where the Group expects to roll over these loans, it presents them as noncurrent liabilities.

5.8. LEASE LIABILITIES
Lease liabilities - Nature
Amounts in Euro
Forestry lands
Buildings
Vehicles
Other lease assets

Non-current

31/12/2020
Current

40,096,070
2,882,311
1,822,771
2,671,950
47,473,102

2,236,735
485,860
1,518,697
1,366,525
5,607,817

Total
42,332,805
3,368,171
3,341,468
4,038,475
53,080,919

Non-current

31/12/2019
Current

36,907,881
3,351,127
1,612,078
579,739
42,450,826

2,263,023
624,055
1,296,985
212,909
4,396,971

39,170,904
3,975,182
2,909,063
792,648
46,847,797

31/12/2019
Interest on
liabilities

Present value
of liabilities

1,662,746
1,541,515
1,431,399
1,329,742
1,232,720
8,631,036
15,829,158

4,396,971
3,698,445
3,057,617
2,671,423
2,569,279
30,454,062
46,847,797

Total

Lease liabilities - future liabilities

Amounts in Euro
Less than 1 year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
3 to 4years
4 to 5 years
More than 5 years
Present value of liabilities

Maturing
rents
3,765,081
3,370,911
2,861,255
2,533,056
1,689,138
21,467,905
35,687,346

31/12/2020
Interest on
Present value of
liabilities
liabilities
1,842,736
1,702,752
1,571,098
1,448,561
1,333,485
9,494,941
17,393,573

5,607,817
5,073,663
4,432,353
3,981,617
3,022,623
30,962,846
53,080,919

Maturing rents
2,734,225
2,156,930
1,626,218
1,341,681
1,336,559
21,823,025
31,018,639

The increase in the value of liabilities associated with leasing liabilities stems from new
agreements entered into in 2020, amounting to Euro 14,135,088, of which the new
agreement for the leasing of forklift trucks, amounting to Euro 5,158,457, stands out.
The maturity analysis of lease liabilities is presented in the Note 8.1.3 - Liquidity risk.

Accounting policies
At the start date of the lease, the Group recognises lease liabilities measured at the present
value of future lease payments, which include fixed payments less lease incentives, variable
lease payments, and amounts expected to be paid as residual value. Lease payments also
include the exercise price of call or renewal options reasonably certain to be exercised by the
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Group or lease termination penalty payments if the lease term reflects the Group's option to
terminate the agreement.
In calculating the present value of future lease payments, the Group uses an incremental
financing rate if the implied interest rate on the lease transaction is not easily determinable.
Subsequently, the value of the lease liabilities is increased by the interest amount (Note 5.11
Net financial Results) and decreased by the lease payments.

5.9. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Amounts in Euro

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

Cash
Short-term bank deposits
Other short-term investments

37,778
265,358,163
37,003,891
302,399,831

39,818
120,620,841
41,219,745
161,880,404

In 2020, the caption Other short-term investments includes Euro 37,003,891 (31 December
2019: Euro 41,219,744) of amounts invested by Navigator in a portfolio of short-term, highly
liquid financial assets and issuers with adequate ratings.
As of 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019, there are no significant balances of cash
and cash equivalents that are subject to restrictions on use by the Group.

Accounting policies
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash, bank accounts and other short-term investments
with an initial maturity of up to 3 months, which can be mobilised immediately without any
significant risk in value fluctuations.
For cash flow statement purposes, this caption also includes bank overdrafts, which are
presented in the statement of financial position as a current liability, under the caption Loans
granted (Note 5.7).

5.10. CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Movements in liabilities of the Group's financing activities
Amounts in Euro
Balance as at 1 January
Payment of loans
Receipts from loans obtained
Refundable grants
Changes in borrowing costs
Changes in interest-bearing debt
Gross interest-bearing debt

09/04/2021

31/12/2020
877,131,386
(133,194,444)
240,000,000
(1,371,910)
(154,248)
105,279,397
982,410,783

31/12/2019
763,830,678
(301,805,556)
380,000,000
39,331,496
(4,225,233)
113,300,708
877,131,386
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5.11. NET FINANCIAL RESULTS
Amounts in Euro
Interest paid on debt securities and bank debt (Note 5.7)
Interest paid on other loans obtained (Note 5.7)
Interest on other financial liabilities at amortised cost
Commissions on loans and expenses with the opening of credit facilities
Interest paid using the effective interest method
Interest paid on lease liabilities (Note 5.8)
Financial expenses related to the Group's capital structure
Unfavourable exchange rate differences
Losses on financial instruments - foreign exchange hedging (Note 8.2)
Losses on financial instruments - interest-rate hedging (Note 8.2)
Accrual for option premiums
Losses on compensatory interest
Other expenses and financial losses
Financial expenses and losses
Interest earned on financial assets at amortised cost (Note 4.2)
Gains on financial instruments - hedging (Note 8.2)
Gains on compensatory interest
Other income and financial gains
Financial income and gains
Net financial results

2020
(11,362,753)
(3,626,456)
(14,989,209)
(2,018,253)
(17,007,463)
(2,002,067)
(2,207,774)
(1,440,140)
(22,657,443)
830,846
2,000,523
2,818,589
2,321,854
7,971,811
(14,685,632)

2019
(10,599,644)
(3,379,256)
(13,978,900)
(1,769,771)
(15,748,671)
(692,844)
(751,368)
(1,909,921)
(2,265,571)
(527,743)
(21,896,117)
2,595,218
394,175
2,989,393
(18,906,724)

Financial costs amounted of Euro 14,685,632 (vs. Euro 18,906,724), an improvement of
Euro 4,221,092, due to a positive variation of Euro 1.6 million in the result of currency
hedging operations, a very positive variation of Euro 3.3 million in the amount of
compensatory interest relating to the State's debts to Navigator, and the variation of Euro
0.9 million relating to the present value of the amounts still to be received from the sale of
the pellets business in 2018, which are reflected in the caption interest income from financial
assets at amortised cost.
The caption Other financial income and gains includes the receipt of Euro 1,207,208 of
interest associated with the amounts received in connection with the anti-dumping
proceedings in the USA (Note 4.2).
Conversely, interest earned on financial investments maintained a negative evolution
compared to very positive values obtained in the same period last year, and due to the
negative impact of Covid-19 on the performance of financial markets, despite the recovery
already observed. In turn, the costs of financing operations increased by Euro 1.3 million due
to the increase in gross debt, resulting from contracting surplus liquidity in the period to deal
with the crisis, although the average cost of financing has decreased compared to the same
period last year.

Accounting policies
The Group classifies as "Financial income" the income and gains resulting from treasury
management activities such as: i) interest obtained from the application of cash surplus; and
ii) changes in the fair value in derivative financial instruments negotiated to hedge interest
rate and exchange rate risk on loans, regardless of the formal designation of hedge.
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6. INCOME TAX

6.1. INCOME TAX FOR THE PERIOD
6.1.1. Income tax recognised in the consolidated income statement
Amounts in Euro
Current tax
Change in uncertain tax positions in the period
Deferred tax (Note 6.2)

2020
25,415,652
(15,628,264)
6,735,366
16,522,754

2019
21,955,869
(31,099,933)
55,539,871
46,395,807

As at 31 December 2020, current tax includes Euro 22,748,901 (31 December 2019: Euro
18,146,979) regarding the liability created under the aggregated income tax regime of The
Navigator Company, S.A..
As of 31 December 2020 and 2019, the item "Change in uncertain tax positions in the
period" reflects the favourable outcome of some processes regarding matters with high
uncertainty, as well as the change in tax estimate.

Nominal tax rate
In the periods presented, the Group considers a nominal tax rate in Portugal of 27.5%,
resulting from the tax legislation as follows:
2020
Portugal
Nominal income tax rate
Municipal surcharge

21.0%
1.5%
22.5%
State surcharge - on the share of taxable profits between Euro 1,500,000 and Euro 7,500,000
3.0%
State surcharge - on the share of taxable profits between Euro 7,500,000 and Euro 35,000,000
5.0%
State surcharge - on the share of taxable profits above Euro 35,000,000
9.0%

09/04/2021

2019
21.0%
1.5%
22.5%
3.0%
5.0%
9.0%
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Reconciliation of the effective income tax rate for the period
Amounts in Euro
Profit before income tax
Expected tax at nominal rate (21%)
Municipal surcharge (2020: 1.56% ; 2019: 1.13%)
State surcharge (2020: 4.23% ; 2019: 2.21%)
Income tax resulting from the applicable tax rate
Nominal tax rate for the period
Differences (a)
Excess of income tax estimate
Tax benefits

Effective tax rate

2020
125,739,005

2019
214,684,993

26,405,191
1,961,120
5,322,675
33,688,986
26.79%
(4,263,043)
(9,867,025)
(3,036,164)
16,522,754

45,083,849
1,416,969
2,784,608
49,285,426
22.96%
8,347,264
(8,107,208)
(3,129,675)
46,395,807

13.14%

21.61%

2020
13,928,730
(672,137)
(15,692,147)
(6,038,487)
(4,115,909)
(2,912,023)
(15,501,974)
(4,263,043)

2019
(35,263)
(122,516)
41,549,256
(6,412,215)
(15,987,145)
11,361,569
30,353,686
8,347,264

(a) This amount concerns mainly:
Capital gains/ (losses) for tax purposes
Capital gains/ (losses) for accounting purposes
Taxable provisions and impairment
Tax benefits
Post-employment benefits
Other
Tax effect (27.5%)

6.1.2. Tax recognised in the consolidated statement of financial position
Amounts in Euro
Assets
Corporate Income Tax - IRC
Amounts pending refund (tax proceedings decided in favour of the Group)
Liabilities
Corporate Income Tax - IRC
Additional tax liabilities (IRC)

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

3,482,762
3,482,762

17,947,083
7,198,086
25,145,169

13,012,879
22,898,753
35,911,632

36,228,728
36,228,728

31/12/2020
25,415,652
(11,094,358)
(33,315)
(1,275,100)
13,012,879

31/12/2019
21,955,869
(39,772,213)
(674,207)
543,468
(17,947,083)

Detail of Corporate Income Tax - IRC (net)
Amounts in Euro
Income tax for the period
Payments on account, special and additional payments on account
Withholding tax recoverable
Other payables / (receivables)

The amounts of corporate income tax paid in the period are detailed as follows:
Valores em Euros
Payment / (Refund) of corporate income tax for the previous period
Payments on account, special and additional payments on account
Withholding tax
Refunds of tax proceedings decided in favour of the group
Payments of additional tax liabilities
Other income tax payments / (refunds)
Income tax paid / (received)

09/04/2021

31/12/2020
(30,685,733)
11,094,358
33,315
(6,303,952)
10,157,363
(3,717,791)
(19,422,440)

31/12/2019
2,730,183
39,772,213
674,207
(7,442,748)
10,813,923
(13,931,391)
32,616,387
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Amounts pending refund
Amounts in Euro
2013 Corporate income tax (RETGS)
2010 Corporate income tax (RETGS)
2012 Corporate income tax - Proceeding 727/2016
RFAI 2010 to 2012 - compensatory interest
2017 Corporate income tax - Navigator Tissue Rodão
Other

2020
86,215
2,341,168
469,351
347,336
238,692
3,482,762

2019
1,273,038
4,422,958

1,502,090
7,198,086

The movements in the period are detailed as follows:
Amounts in Euro
Balance at the beginning of the period
Increases
Reversals

31/12/2020
7,198,086
3,157,855
(6,873,179)
3,482,762

31/12/2019
14,250,641
2,536,436
(9,588,991)
7,198,086

31/12/2020
36,228,728
4,749,869
(18,079,844)
(13,329,975)
22,898,753

31/12/2019
12,277,050
34,765,601
(10,813,923)
23,951,678
36,228,728

Uncertain tax positions - liabilities
Amounts in Euro
Balance at the beginning of the period
Increases
Transfers (IFRIC 23) (Note 10.1)
Reversals
Changes in the period

Taxes paid in litigation
As of 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019, the additional tax assessments that are
already paid and contested, not recognised in assets, refer to the Navigator Group and are
summarised as follows:
Amounts in Euro
2005
2006
2015
2016
2016
2017
2018

Aggregated corporate
Aggregated corporate
Corporate income tax
Aggregated corporate
State surcharge
State surcharge
State surcharge

income tax (Note 10.3)
income tax (Note 10.3)
- Navigator Tissue Ródão, S.A.
income tax

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

10,394,386
8,150,146
7,586,361
2,697,180
3,761,397
8,462,724
12,223,705
53,275,899

10,394,386
8,150,146
3,761,397
8,462,724
12,223,705
42,992,358

Accounting policies
Current income tax is calculated based on net profit, adjusted in conformity with tax
legislation in force at the statement of consolidated financial position date.

Taxation group
In Portugal, the Navigator Group is subject to the special tax regime for groups of
companies, comprising companies in which the shareholding is equal to or more than 75%
and which meet the conditions laid down in articles 69, and following of the Corporate
Income Tax Code (IRC Code).
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These companies included in the RETGS calculate income taxes as if they were taxed
independently. Liabilities are recognised as due to the dominant entity of the tax business
Group, currently The Navigator Company, S.A. which is responsible for the Group’s overall
clearance and payment of the corporate income tax. Where there are gains on the use of this
regime, these are recorded as income in the dominant entity financial statements.
In 2018, a tax group was also established in Spain, which includes the three subsidiaries of
the group based in that country, held by more than 90%, and owned by Bosques do
Atlântico, S.L., the parent-company in the tax group.

Estimates and judgements
The Group recognises liabilities for additional tax assessments that may result from reviews
by the tax authorities of the different countries where the Group operates. When the final
result of these situations is different from the amounts initially recorded, the differences will
have an impact on income tax in the period in which they occur.
In Portugal, annual income statements are subject to review and possible adjustment by the
tax authorities for a period of 4 years. However, if tax losses are presented, they may be
subject to review by the tax authorities for a period of 6 years. In other countries in which
the Group operates, these periods are different, usually higher.
The Board of Directors considers that any corrections to those declarations as a result of
reviews/inspections by the tax authorities will not have a significant impact in the
consolidated financial statements as at 31 December 2020, although the periods up to and
including 2015 have already been reviewed.
As at 31 December 2020, if the effective tax rate corresponded to the nominal rate of
27.5%, there would be an increase in expenses with income taxes in the amount of Euro
18,055,472 (31 December 2019: Euro 12,642,566).

Uncertain tax positions
The amount of assets and liabilities recorded for tax proceedings arises from an assessment
made by the Group, with reference to the date of the Statement of Financial Position,
regarding potential differences of understanding with the Tax Authorities, considering the
developments in tax matters.
The Group, in relation to the measurement of uncertain tax positions, considers the
provisions of IFRIC 23 - "Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments", namely the
measurement of risks and uncertainties in the definition of the best estimate of the expense
required to settle the obligation, by weighing all the possible results that are controlled by
them and their associated probabilities.
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6.2. DEFERRED TAXES
Movements in deferred taxes
Amounts in Euro
Temporary differences originating deferred tax assets
Taxed provisions
Adjustment of property, plant and equipment
Pensions and other post-employment benefits
Financial instruments
Deferred accounting gains on intra-group transactions
Investment grants
Conventional capital remuneration

Temporary differences originating deferred tax liabilities
Pensions and other post-employment benefits
Financial instruments
Deferred accounting losses on intra-group transactions
Valuation of biological assets
Adjustment of property, plant and equipment
Investment grants

Deferred tax assets
Government grants (Note 3.5)
Deferred tax assets
Deferred tax liabilities

Amounts in Euro
Temporary differences originating deferred tax assets
Taxed provisions
Adjustment of property, plant and equipment
Pensions and other post-employment benefits
Financial instruments
Deferred accounting gains on intra-group transactions
Investment grants
Conventional capital remuneration

Temporary differences originating deferred tax liabilities
Pensions and other post-employment benefits
Financial instruments
Deferred accounting losses on intra-group transactions
Valuation of biological assets
Adjustment of property, plant and equipment
Investment grants

Deferred tax assets
Government grants (Note 3.5)
Deferred tax assets
Deferred tax liabilities

As at 1 January
2020

Income Statement
Increases
Decreases

Equity

As at 31 December
2020

6,793,848
69,004,705
8,525,155
18,864,851
203,588
9,660,000

180,177
2,174,305
-

(3,719,263)
(3,220,000)

354,423
560,000

6,974,025
71,179,011
8,879,578
15,145,588
203,588
7,000,000

113,052,148

109,381,790

2,354,482

(6,939,263)

914,423

(510,040)
(9,994,509)
(25,999,474)
(249,833,138)
(6,077,044)

64,910
862,557

(638,963)
2,878,442
(23,074,409)
-

924,411
(1,191,888)

(224,593)
(9,929,599)
(23,121,032)
(272,907,547)
(6,406,374)

(292,414,206)
31,089,341
549,224
31,638,565
(80,413,906)

927,467
647,483
647,483
255,054

(20,834,930)
(1,908,297)
(1,908,297)
(5,729,606)

(267,477)
251,466
251,466
(73,556)

(312,589,145)
30,079,993
549,224
30,629,217
(85,962,014)

As at 1 January
2019

Income Statement
Increases
Decreases

Equity

As at 31 December
2019

1,439,796
104,175,669
7,489,391
39,285,900
203,588
9,240,000

5,354,052
-

(35,170,963)
(20,421,049)
(3,220,000)

1,035,764
3,640,000

6,793,848
69,004,705
8,525,155
18,864,851
203,588
9,660,000

161,834,345

5,354,052

(58,812,012)

4,675,764

113,052,148

(16,445)
(144,728)
(9,994,509)
(13,969,979)
(208,882,941)
(7,439,159)

(2 408 246)
(12 029 495)
(40,950,197)
-

(240,447,761)
44,504,444
26,502,330
71,006,774
(66,123,135)

(55,387,938)
1,472,364
1,472,364
(15,231,683)

144 728
1,112,930
1,257,658
(16,173,302)
(25,953,106)
(42,126,408)
345,857

1,914,651
249,185

(510,040)
(9,994,509)
(25,999,474)
(249,833,138)
(6,077,044)

2,163,836
1,285,835
1,285,835
595,055

(292,414,206)
31,089,341
549,224
31,638,565
(80,413,906)

In the measurement of the deferred taxes as of 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019,
the rate of 27.50% was used.

Accounting policies
Deferred tax is calculated based on the liability of the consolidated financial position on the
temporary differences between the book values of the assets and liabilities and their
respective tax base. To determine the deferred tax, the tax rate expected to be in force in
the period in which the temporary differences will be reversed is used.
Deferred tax assets are recognised whenever there is a reasonable likelihood that future
taxable profits will be generated against which they can be offset. Deferred tax assets are
revised periodically and decreased whenever it is likely they will not be used.
Deferred taxes are recorded as an income or expense for the period, except where they
result from amounts recorded directly under shareholders’ equity, situation in which deferred
tax is also recorded under the same caption. Tax benefits attributed to the Group regarding
its investment projects are recognised through the income statement as there is sufficient
taxable income to allow its use.
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7. PAYROLL

7.1. PAYROLL COSTS
Amounts in Euro
Remuneration of Corporate Bodies - fixed (Note 7.3)
Remuneration of Corporate Bodies - variable
Other remunerations
Social Security contributions
Post-employment benefits (Note 7.2.4)
Other payroll costs
Payroll costs

2020

2019

3,328,354
1,254,493
100,923,626
19,456,050
1,581,188
5,585,993
132,129,704

2,995,727
100,994,120
22,690,388
3,514,720
15,462,715
145,657,670

The increase in the remuneration of Corporate Bodies results from the change in the
composition of the Board of Directors and Executive Committee of the Group and the
consequent increase in the number of members remunerated by the Group.
Although no accrued expenses were recognised in the year in respect of employee bonuses
(Note 4.3), the Executive Committee decided to award an extraordinary bonus in 2020 in
recognition of the dedication and commitment of the Group's employees. The first tranche of
the bonus was paid in December 2020 and the second tranche will be paid after the General
Meeting for the approval of accounts.
The reduction in charges for Social Security contributions, results from the exemption
allowed by the Portuguese Government for companies that joined the simplified lay-off
scheme.

Number of employees by segment at the end of the period

Market pulp
UWF
Tissue
Other

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

258
1,831
380
763
3,232

269
1,869
376
766
3,280

Var. 20/19
(11)
(38)
4
(3)
(48)

Other Payroll costs are detailed as follows during the periods ended 31 December 2020 and
2019:
Amounts in Euro
Training
Social action
Insurance
Compensations
Other

2020
776,426
894,224
4,788,878
(1,970,319)
1,096,784
5,585,993

2019
1,858,554
1,134,758
3,298,258
8,211,749
959,396
15,462,715

The increase in insurance costs is essentially due to the increase in health insurance benefits.
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The decrease in compensation arises from the inability to terminate contracts as a result of
joining the simplified lay-off mechanism. This led to the reversal, in 2020, of the estimates
recognised in previous years.

Accounting policies

Short-term employee benefits
Acquired rights - holidays and holiday allowance
In accordance with the collective labour agreement applicable to The Navigator Company,
S.A. as well as under the agreement celebrated with the Labour Unions, most of the
companies’ employees are entitled to a 25 working days leave (except for Raíz and Viveiros
Aliança employees with 22 days) as well as to a month’s holiday allowance.
Bonuses
According to the current Performance Management System (Sistema de Gestão de
Desempenho), Employees have the right to a bonus, based on annually defined objectives.
The entitlement of this bonus is usually acquired in the year preceding its payment.
These liabilities are recorded in the year in which the Employees acquire the respective right,
irrespective of the date of payment, whilst the balance payable at the date of the
consolidated statement of financial position is shown under the caption Payables and other
current liabilities.

Benefits arising from termination of employment
The benefits arising from termination of employment are recognised when the Group can no
longer withdraw the offer of such benefits or in which the Group recognises the cost of
restructuring under the provisions recording. Benefits due more than 12 months after the
end of the reporting period are discounted to their present value.

7.2. EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
7.2.1. Introduction
Some Group companies grant their employees post-retirement benefits, either in the form of
defined benefit plans or in the form of defined contribution plans.
The plans are funded through a closed Pension Fund, managed by an external entity, which
subcontracts the management of its assets to external asset management entities.
A. Pension Plan – Defined benefit
The Group has responsibilities with post-employment benefit plans for a reduced group of
Employees who have chosen to maintain the defined benefit plan or who have chosen to
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maintain a safeguard clause, the latter following the conversion of their plan into a Defined
Contribution Plan. In effect, the safeguard clause gives the employee the option, at the time
of retirement, to pay a pension in accordance with the provisions laid down on the Defined
Benefit Plan. For those who choose to activate the Safeguard Clause, the accumulated
balance in the Defined Contribution Plan (Conta 1) will be used to finance the liability of the
Defined Benefit Plan.
B. Pension Plan – Defined contribution
As at 31 December 2020, three Defined Contribution plans were in force covering 2,816
employees (2019: 2,790 employees) (Note 7.2.3).

7.2.2. Defined benefit plan
Policy for managing the risk associated with defined benefit plans
The Group's exposure to risk is limited to the number of existing beneficiaries and will tend
to decrease, since there are no defined benefit plans open to new employees in the Group.
The most significant risks to which the Group is exposed through defined benefit plans
include:
i) Risk of change in longevity of participants
ii) Market rate variation risk – rate variation impacts the rate used to discount liabilities
(technical interest rate) which is based on yield curves of highly rated bonds with maturities
similar to the liabilities' expiry dates and the fixed rate of return of the assets. The Group
uses yield curves in order to monitor the evolution of rates and performs sensitivity analyses
of interest rate variations with the aim of foreseeing and preventing the consequent impact
on the fund's funding level.
iii) Risk of change in the wage and pension growth rate
iv) Return on the fund's financial assets - the Group closely monitors the evolution of the
fund's assets, as well as the evolution of the main financial market indicators, revisiting the
investment policy approved for the management of the assets whenever justifiable, and at
least every three years. The investment policy is aligned with a conservative view of asset
management and defined on the basis of the responsibilities to be financed by the fund.
The Group's goal is to maintain a liability coverage level of 90%, thereby safeguarding
against the above risks.
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Net liabilities
Net liabilities reflected in the consolidated statement of financial position and the number of
beneficiaries of the defined benefit plans in force in the Group are detailed as follows:
31/12/2020
No. of
Amount
Beneficiaries
Past service liabilities
Active employees, including individual accounts
Alumni
Retired employees
Market value of pension funds
Total net liabilities

458
103
547
1,108

31/12/2019
No. of
Amount
Beneficiaries

77,829,641
22,158,138
91,265,747
(178,691,062)
12,562,465

481
130
522
1,133

75,583,410
23,358,802
80,938,541
(173,292,676)
6,588,076

Historical information - last five years
Amounts in Euro
Present value of liabilities
Fair value of assets and reserves
Surplus / (deficit)

2016
148,877,898
142,420,782
(6,457,116)

2017
151,199,735
146,109,493
(5,090,242)

2018
154,456,240
147,131,961
(7,324,279)

2019
179,880,752
173,292,676
(6,588,076)

2020
191,253,527
178,691,062
(12,562,465)

Evolution of defined benefit plan liabilities
2020

Opening balance

Remeasurement

Amounts in Euro
Pensions with autonomous fund

2019

Interest
expense

Actuarial
deviations
(7.2.5)

Payments
performed

Closing balance

179,880,752

-

67,304

3,098,478

13,875,538

(5,668,545)

191,253,527

179,880,752

-

67,304

3,098,478

13,875,538

(5,668,545)

191,253,527

Opening balance

Remeasurement

Amounts in Euro
Pensions with autonomous fund

Current
services cost

Current
services cost

Interest
expense

Actuarial
deviations
(7.2.5)

Payments
performed

Closing balance

154,456,240

17,318,638

1,758,359

3,054,413

8,682,165

(5,389,063)

179,880,752

154,456,240

17,318,638

1,758,359

3,054,413

8,682,165

(5,389,063)

179,880,752

In 2019, the methodology for recognition of liabilities was changed, and the total liabilities
were reported, based on the understanding that the benefit to be attributed under the plans
is fully formed after 25 years.
Funds
Funds allocated to the defined benefit pension plans - evolution
Amounts in Euro
Opening balance
Charge for the period
Expected income for the period
Remeasurement
Pensions paid
Other
Closing balance

2020
173,292,676
4,300,000
2,983,348
3,783,581
(5,668,545)
178,691,062

2019
147,131,961
18,000,000
2,797,645
10,598,760
(5,389,063)
153,372
173,292,676

During the periods of 2020 and 2019, the contributions to the defined benefit plans
presented above as allocations were made in full by the Group companies and no
contributions were made by the participants of these plans, although this option exists.
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The assets of the pension fund related to the defined benefit plan are under the management
of Schroders, BlackRock and Credit Suisse, as detailed below:
Amounts in Euro

2020

Defined benefits and Conta 1:
Ocidental - Pensions
Schroders
BlackRock
Conta 1 - Credit Suisse
Total defined benefits and Conta 1

2019

4,358,496
68,356,435
66,399,325
39,576,805
178,691,062

684,412
65,053,133
64,042,229
43,512,903
173,292,676

Funds allocated to defined benefit plans - composition of assets
Amounts in Euro
Securities listed in the market
Bonds
Shares
Public debt
Liquidity
Real estate
Other short-term investments

31/12/2020
110,570,981
47,196,654
12,142,648
4,480,780
4,300,000
178,691,062

%

31/12/2019

%

61.9%
26.4%
6.8%
2.5%
0.0%
2.4%
100%

100,758,787
44,766,233
13,724,039
14,043,617
173,292,676

58.1%
25.8%
7.9%
8.1%
0.0%
0.0%
100%

The assets of the pension fund do not include any assets of the Group.

7.2.3. Defined Contribution Plan
As of 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019, two defined contribution plans were in
force for most of the employees.
The assets of the pension fund that finance the defined contribution plans are under the
management of the BMO, as detailed below:

Amounts in Euro
Defined contribution (BMO):
Defensive sub-fund
Conventional sub-fund
Dynamic sub-fund
Aggressive sub-fund
Total defined contribution

No. of
Beneficiaries

Profitability
%

128
391
685
1,612
2,816

3.52%
4.05%
4.57%
4.34%

2020
9,063,068
19,684,340
15,440,179
5,163,381
49,350,968

No. of
Beneficiaries

Profitability
%

127
398
686
1,579
2,790

7.76%
10.05%
13.83%
18.64%

2019
8,879,084
21,313,529
14,619,829
5,645,957
50,458,399

7.2.4. Expenses incurred with post-employment benefit plans
The effect of these plans in the income statement for the periods ended 31 December 2020
and 2019 was as follows:
2020
Current services
cost
Amounts in Euro
Pensions with autonomous fund
Defined contributions plans

09/04/2021

67,304
67,304

Net interest

115,130
115,130

2019
Defined
contribution Contributions
for the period

Impact on net
result
(Note 7.1)

Current
services cost

1,398,754
1,398,754

182,433
1,398,754
1,581,188

1,758,359
1,758,359

Net interest

256,767
256,767

Defined
contribution Contributions
for the period
1,499,594
1,499,594

Impact on net
result
(Note 7.1)
2,015,126
1,499,594
3,514,720
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7.2.5. Remeasurement recognised directly in other comprehensive income
2020
Amounts in Euro
Pensions with autonomous fund

2019
Amounts in Euro
Pensions with autonomous fund

Gross amount
(10,245,329)
(10,245,329)

Gross amount
(15,166,616)
(15,166,616)

Deferred tax
254,213
254,213

Deferred tax
444,475
444,475

Impact on Equity
(Note 5.5)
(9,991,116)
(9,991,116)

Impact on Equity
(Note 5.5)
(14,722,141)
(14,722,141)

The aforementioned remeasurements result from changes in financial assumptions, with no
change in demographic assumptions.
During the period ended 31 December 2019, the Company reviewed the estimated
attribution of benefits to the periods in which the obligation to provide post-employment
benefits arises, based on the projected credit unit method. The obligations increase only up
to the date when the additional service provided by the employee no longer gives rise to a
material amount of future benefits. Thus, the aforementioned change in estimate was
treated as a re-measurement recognised in OCI.

Accounting policies

Post-employment benefits - defined benefit plan
Some of the Group subsidiaries have assumed the commitment to make payments to their
employees in the form of complementary retirement pensions, disability, early retirement
and survivors’ pensions, having constituted defined-benefit plans.
The Group set up autonomous pension funds as a means of funding most of the liabilities.
Based on the projected credit unit method, the Group recognises the costs with the
attribution of these benefits as the services are provided by the employees. The total liability
is estimated separately for each plan at least once every six months, on the date of closing
of the interim and annual accounts, by a specialised and independent entity.
The liability thus determined is presented in the consolidated statement of financial position,
less the fair value of the funds set up, under Pension liabilities.
Actuarial deviations resulting from changes in the value of estimated liabilities, as a
consequence of changes in the financial and demographic assumptions used and experience
gains, added to the differential between the actual return on fund assets and the estimated
share of net interest, are designated as remeasurements and recorded directly in the
statement of comprehensive income, under retained earnings.
Net interest corresponds to the application of the discount rate to the value of net liabilities
(value of liabilities less the fair value of fund assets) and is recognised in the income
statement for the period under Payroll costs.
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The gains and losses generated by a curtailment or settlement of a defined-benefit plan are
recognised in the income statement for the period when the curtailment or settlement
occurs. A curtailment occurs when there is a material reduction in the number of employees.
Costs for past liabilities resulting from the implementation of a new plan or increases in
benefits attributed are recognised immediately in the income statement for the period.

Post-employment benefits - defined contribution plan
Most of the Group subsidiaries assumed commitments regarding payments to a defined
contribution plan in a percentage of the employees’ salary, in order to provide retirement,
disability, early retirement and survivors’ pensions.
To this end, Pension Funds have been set up to capitalise on those contributions, for which
employees may still make voluntary contributions, but for which the Group does not assume
any additional contribution responsibilities or a pre-fixed return. Thus, the contributions
made are recorded as expenses of the period in which they are recognised, regardless of the
time of their settlement.

Estimates and judgements

Actuarial assumptions
Social Security Benefits
Disability table
Mortality table
Wage growth rate
Technical interest rate
Return rate on plan assets
Pensions growth rate

31/12/2020
31/12/2019
Decree Law no 187/2007 of 10 May
EKV 80
EKV 80
TV 88/90
TV 88/90
1.00%
1.00%
1.25%
1.75%
1.25%
1.75%
0.75%
0.75%

Sensitivity analysis
The Group considers the technical interest rate and the expected wage growth rate as the
most significant variables in the calculation of liabilities for defined benefit plans.
As at 31 December 2020, a downward change of 0.25 percentage points in the discount rate
used (1.25%) in the calculation of pension liabilities would result in an increase in liabilities
of approximately Euro 7,526,382 (31 December 2019: a downward change in the discount
rate used (1.75%) would result in an increase in liabilities of approximately Euro 7,095,944).
As at 31 December 2020, an upward change of 0.25 percentage points in the discount rate
used (1.25%) in the calculation of pension liabilities would result in an decrease in liabilities
of approximately Euro 7,112,509 (31 December 2019: an upward change in the discount
rate used (1.75%) would result in an decrease in liabilities of approximately Euro
6,705,363).
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7.3. REMUNERATION OF CORPORATE BODIES
Amounts in Euro
Navigator Corporate Bodies
Board of Directors
Statutory Auditor
Supervisory Board
Environmental Impact Council
General Meeting
Corporate Bodies of other Group companies
Total (Note 7.1)

2020
2,987,596
46,284
29,000
16,000
3,078,880
249,474
3,328,354

2019
2,049,154
411,236
46,284
39,500
4,000
2,550,174
445,553
2,995,727

In 2020 the expenses related to the Statutory Audit are recognised under External supplies
and services (Note 2.3).
Remuneration of the members of the board of directors
Regarding post-employment benefits, as at 31 December 2020, the amount of liabilities
related to post employment benefit plans, in respect of one director of the Group, amounted
to Euro 971,706 (31 December 2019): Euro 995,369). In addition, three of the current
directors are members of pension plans of Navigator Brands, S.A., a subsidiary of the
Company, as Employees of that company, before joining management positions.
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8. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

8.1. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
The Navigator group has a risk-management program, which focuses its analysis on the
financial markets with a view to mitigate the potential adverse effects on the Semapa
Group’s financial performance. Risk management is undertaken by the Group's Financial
Management in accordance with the policies approved by the Board of Directors and
monitored by the Risks and Control Commission.
The Group adopts a proactive approach to risk management, as a way to mitigate the
potential adverse effects associated with those risks, namely the foreign exchange rate risk
and interest rate risk.

8.1.1. Currency risk
Currency risk management policy
A signifi cant part of the Navigator Group’s sales is priced in currencies other
than the Euro, therefore its evolution can have a significant impact on the cash
flows obtained from the Group's future sales, with the currency with the
greatest impact being the USD. Also, sales in GBP, PLN and CHF have some
weight, having sales in other currencies less expression.
Purchases of some raw materials are also made in USD, namely part of wood
and long-fibre pulp i mports of wood and acquisitions of long -fibre pulp.
Therefore, changes in USD may have an impact on acquisition values.
In addition, once a sale or purchase is made in a currency other than the Euro, the Group
becomes exposed to exchange rate risk until the receipt or payment of such sale or
purchase, if no hedging instruments are in place. As a result, there is a significant number of
receivables and debts payable, the latter with lesser expression, exposed to exchange rate
risk.
Use of derivative financial instruments
The Group manages foreign exchange risks by using derivative financial instruments, in
accordance with a policy that is subject to periodic review and whose purpose is to limit the
exchange risk associated with future sales and purchases and accounts receivable and
payable, which are denominated in currencies other than the Euro.
In the periods presented, the Group holds derivatives that are hedging the exchange rate
risk of future operations in currencies other than the presentation currency (see Note 8.2 Derivative financial instruments).
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Exposure of financial assets and liabilities to exchange rate risk and
sensitivity analysis
31 December 2020
Amounts in foreign currency
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Total financial assets
Loans
Payables
Total financial liabilities
Financial net position in foreign currency
Financial net position in Euro

US
dollar
2,034,916
63,112,114
65,147,029
(4,349,239)
(4,349,239)
60,797,790
49,545,913

Sterling
pound
380,848
7,550,211
7,931,059
(24,525)
(24,525)
7,906,533
8,794,515

Polish
zloti

Swedish
krona

75,379
6,306,245
6,381,624
(12,180)
(12,180)
6,369,444
1,396,900

Turkish
lira
-

13,525
13,525

(62,730)
(62,730)

(1,312)
(1,312)

(62,730)
(6,252)

12,213
1,340

Swiss
franc
5,427
1,498,477
1,503,904
(4,062)
(4,062)
1,499,842
1,388,486

Mozambican
metical
12,706,712
3,588,455
16,295,167
(6,579,943)
(6,579,943)
9,715,224
104,555

Moroccan
dirham
718,347
718,347
(71,000)
(71,000)
647,347
59,199

South
African
rand

Total ( Euro)

40,922
40,922

2,309,685
62,638,978
64,948,663

-

(3,661,736)
(3,661,736)

40,922
2,271

61,286,927
61,286,927

Impact of + 10% change in all exchange rates on results for the period
Impact of - 10% change in all exchange rates on results for the period

31 December 2019
Amounts in foreign currency
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Total financial assets
Loans
Payables
Total financial liabilities
Financial net position in foreign currency
Financial net position in Euro

4,793,177
(5,858,004)

US
dollar
2,385,453
66,370,285
68,755,738
(4,342,103)
(4,342,103)
64,413,634
57,338,111

Sterling
pound
278,152
7,691,503
7,969,655
(177,133)
(177,133)
7,792,521
9,159,052

Polish
zloti
484,197
3,616,256
4,100,453
(40,081)
(40,081)
4,060,372
953,855

Swedish
krona

Turkish
lira
-

48,486
124,322
172,808

(52,038)
(52,038)

(14,932)
(14,932)

(52,038)
(4,981)

157,876
23,619

Swiss
franc
21,144
1,426,810
1,447,954
(43,307)
(43,307)
1,404,647
1,294,128

Mozambican
metical
160,707
160,707

Moroccan
dirham
924,558
140,476
1,065,034

(13,912,226)
(13,912,226)

(130,641)
(130,641)

(13,751,519)
(197,551)

934,393
86,803

South
African
rand

Total ( Euro)

40,922
40,922
40,922
2,594

Impact of + 10% change in all exchange rates on results for the period
Impact of - 10% change in all exchange rates on results for the period

2,480,207
68,120,152
70,600,359
(4,341,867)
(4,341,867)
66,258,492
68,655,631
5,096,966
(6,263,454)

In this Note, the Group discloses the exposure of financial assets and liabilities to foreign
exchange rate risk, as well as the respective sensitivity analysis. There are currencies in
which the Group has carried out transactions but in which, at the balance sheet date, it does
not have relevant foreign exchange exposures, which is why the exchange rates disclosed in
note 1.4.4 are more numerous than the currencies presented in this note.

8.1.2. Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk management policy
A significant share of the Group’s financial liabilities cost are indexed to short-term reference
interest rates, which are reviewed more than once a year (generally every six months for
medium and long-term debt). Hence, changes in interest rates can have an impact on the
Group’s earnings.
The Group periodically reviews its interest rate risk management strategy. In view of the
current level of interest rates, we have favoured the contracting of fixed rate debt.
Use of derivative financial instruments
When deemed appropriate by the Board, the Group uses derivative financial instruments
(Note 8.2), namely swaps, with the purpose of fixing the interest rate on loans obtained,
within certain parameters, deemed appropriate by the Group's risk management policies.

Exposure to interest rate risk
As at 31 December 2020, around 36% (31 December 2019: 15%) of the Navigator Group’s
financial liabilities are indexed to short-term reference interest rates, revised in periods
below one year (usually 6-month rates for long-term debt), plus duly negotiated risk
spreads. Hence, changes in interest rates can impact the Group’s earnings.
The Group has favoured the contracting of fixed rate debt and has derivative financial
instruments to cover its interest rate risk, namely interest-rate swaps, with the purpose of
fixing the interest rate on the Navigator Group’s borrowings within certain limits.
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As of 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019, the detail of the financial assets and
liabilities with interest rate exposure, considering the maturity or the next interest-fixing
date is as follows:
Amounts in Euro
31 December 2020
Assets
Current
Cash and cash equivalents
Total financial assets

Up to 1 month

Total financial assets

More than 5 years

Total

-

-

-

302,399,831

302,399,831

-

-

-

-

302,399,831

-

-

-

503,086,118
23,516,208

149,837,301
14,438,800

-

40,000,000
-

251,527,778
4,578

-

-

652,923,419
37,955,008
291,527,778
4,578

-

40,000,000

251,532,356

526,602,326

164,276,101

982,410,783

302,399,831

262,399,831

10,867,475

(515,734,851)

(680,010,952)

Up to 1 month

1-3 months

3-12 months

1-5 years

More than 5 years

Total

161,880,403

-

-

-

-

161,880,403

161,880,403

-

-

-

-

161,880,403

-

-

-

650,396,826
18,399,000

180,436,508
20,932,496

-

-

13,194,444

-

-

830,833,334
39,331,496
13,194,444
883,359,274

Liabilities
Non-current
Interest-bearing liabilities
Refundable grants
Current
Interest-bearing liabilities
Total financial liabilities
Cumulative differential

1-5 years

-

Total financial liabilities

Amounts in Euro
31 December 2019
Assets
Current
Cash and cash equivalents

3-12 months

302,399,831

Liabilities
Non-current
Interest-bearing liabilities
Refundable grants
Current
Interest-bearing liabilities
Refundable grants

Cumulative differential

1-3 months

-

-

13,194,444

668,795,826

201,369,004

161,880,403

161,880,403

148,685,959

(520,109,867)

(721,478,871)

Estimates and judgements

Sensitivity analysis
The Group uses the sensibility analysis technique to measure impacts on the income
statement and equity of increase or decrease on interest rates maintaining the other
variables constant. This is an illustrative analysis only since changes in market rates rarely
occur separately.
The sensitivity analysis is based on the following assumptions:
i) Changes in market interest rates affect interest income and expenses arising from variable
financial instruments;
ii) Changes in market interest rates affect the fair value of derivative financial instruments as
well as other financial assets or liabilities;
iii) Changes in fair value of derivative financial instruments and other financial assets and
liabilities are measured using the discounted cash flows method, with market interest rates
at year end.
A 0.50% increase in interest rates on which interest on loans are calculated would have an
impact on its earnings before taxes, for the period ended 31 December 2020 by
approximately Euro 1,701,516 (31 December 2019: Euro 677,083).
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8.1.3. Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk management policy
The Group manages the liquidity risk in two ways:
i)
ii)

ensuring that its financial debt has a high medium- and long-term component with
maturities appropriate to the characteristics of the industries where it operates, and
by contracting with financial institutions credit lines available at all times for an
amount that guarantees adequate liquidity.

Available but not used credits
The Group's policy is to maintain credit lines at adequate levels to, together with the amount
of Cash and Cash Equivalents in order to guarantee, with some comfort margin, the cash
cycle expected for the next 12 months.

Contractual maturity of financial liabilities
(undiscounted flows, including interest)
Amounts in Euro

-1 month

1-3 months

3-12 months

1-5 years

+ 5 years

Total

36,732,406
2,043,761
12,022,560
987,948
51,786,675

358,440,835
262,416,635
93,578,767
4,115,276
718,551,513

98,316,486
103,695,050
57,606,355
259,617,891

493,840,797
369,604,673
163,207,682
6,044,716
1,032,697,868
43,904,949

3-12 months

1-5 years

+ 5 years

Total

4,039,724
2,854,926
13,796,173
4,396,971
923,276
26,011,070

412,523,279
266,163,881
95,464,596
11,996,764
4,997,846
791,146,366

50,420,000
37,754,022
38,910,163
30,454,062
(16,330)
157,521,917

31 December 2020
Liabilities
Interest-bearing liabilities (Note 5.7)
Bond loans
Commercial paper
Bank loans
Lease liabilities (Note 5.8)
Derivative financial instruments (Note 8.2)
Other payables
Total liabilities
Of which interest (at the rates prevailing at that date)

Amounts in Euro
31 December 2019
Liabilities
Interest-bearing liabilities (Note 5.7)
Bond loans
Commercial paper
Bank loans
Lease liabilities (Note 5.8)
Derivative financial instruments (Note 8.2)
Other payables
Total liabilities
Of which interest (at the rates prevailing at that date)

189,470
189,470

-1 month

425,692
425,692

351,070
1,259,757
941,492
2,552,319

1-3 months

3,044,033
1,671,880
1,073,877
5,789,790

470,452,728
308,444,709
148,170,932
46,847,797
6,978,669
980,894,835
50,687,764

The table takes into account the debt issued and the long-term debt contracted and not
disbursed that will refinance the debt maturing in 2021 (Available and unused credit lines).
The contractual maturity of the interest-bearing liabilities presupposes the fulfilment
of financial covenants, as detailed in Note 5.7 - Interest-bearing liabilities.

Credit lines available but not used
Amounts in Euro
Unused credit lines
Commercial paper (with long term underwriting)
Long-term financing contracted and not disbursed
Other credit lines
Commercial paper used (Note 5.7)
Other credit lines used
Contracted credit lines (nominal value)

09/04/2021

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

125,000,000
132,500,000
20,450,714
277,950,714
375,000,000
613,792,919
1,266,743,633

90,000,000
20,450,714
110,450,714
295,000,000
549,027,778
954,478,492
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8.1.4. Credit risk
Credit risk management policy
The Group is exposed to credit risk on balances receivable from trade receivables and other
debtors and has adopted a policy of managing risk coverage within certain levels through
credit insurance with a specialised independent company.
The Group has adopted a policy of credit insurance for the majority of trade receivables, with
a 5% deductible. As such its exposure to credit risk is considered to have been mitigated up
to acceptable levels, when compared with its sales. Most sales that are not covered by credit
insurance are covered by bank guarantees, letters of credit, documentary credits or retention
of title agreements, and any unhedged exposure is within limits previously approved by the
Executive Committee.
However, the worsening of global economic conditions or adversities affecting only
economies on a local scale may lead to deterioration in the ability of the Navigator Group’s
customers to meet their obligations, leading entities providing credit insurance to
significantly decrease the amount of credit facilities that are available to those customers.
This scenario may result in limitations on the amounts that can be sold to some Group
customers without directly incurring credit risk levels that are not compatible with the risk
policy in this area.
Cash equivalents
The Navigator Group adopts strict policies in approving its financial counterparties, limiting
its exposure in accordance with an individual risk analysis and within previously approved
limits.

Maximum exposure to credit risk
The Group's maximum exposure to the credit risk of financial assets corresponds to their net
amount, as follows:
Amounts in Euro
Non-current
Other financial investments (Note 8.3)
Receivables (Note 4.2)
Current
Receivables (Note 4.2)
Cash and cash equivalents (Note 5.9)

09/04/2021

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

34,696,105

58,778,469

231,772,282
302,399,831
568,868,218

247,408,647
161,880,403
468,067,520
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Ageing structure of trade receivables balances
As of 31 December 2020 and 2019, Trade receivables showed the following ageing structure,
considering the due dates for the balances outstanding before impairment:
Amounts in Euro

31/12/2020

Amounts not due
from 1 to 90 days
from 91 to 180 days
from 181 to 360 days
from 361 to 540 days
from 541 to 720 days
more than 721 days
Balances considered impaired
Impairment
Net balance of trade receivables (Note 4.2)

126,761,061
6,813,003
343,775
105,723
11,485
134,035,046
1,984,970
(1,984,970)
134,035,046

149,088,011
7,020,677
190,754
242,716
11,576
156,553,734
1,538,464
(1,538,464)
156,553,734

Trade receivables covered by credit insurance
Trade receivables covered by bank guarantees
Trade receivables covered by title retention agreements
Trade receivables covered by letters of credit
Trade receivables covered by documentary credits or prepayments
Covered receivables
Credit lines available and unused
Credit hedging lines contracted

111,665,812
1,727,494
1,101,555
52,007
9,993,489
124,540,357
337,776,838
462,317,195

123,891,890
1,826,253
3,463,924
1,160,244
14,819,180
145,161,491
351,070,741
496,232,233

31/12/2019

The amounts shown above correspond to the amounts outstanding according to the
contracted due dates.
The amounts not covered relate to the excess amount of the credit insurance (around Euro 5
million) and other amounts previously approved by the Navigator Executive Committee.
Despite some delays in the settlement of those amounts, that does not result, in accordance
with the available information, in the identification of impairment losses other than the ones
considered through the respective losses. These are calculated based on the information
periodically collected on the financial behaviour of the Group’s customers, which allow, in
conjunction with the experience obtained in the client portfolio analysis and with the history
of credit defaults, in the part not attributable to the insurance company, to define the
amount of losses to be recognised in the period. The guarantees in place for a significant
part of outstanding and long-term balances, justify the fact that no impairment loss has been
recorded for those balances. The rules defined by the credit risk insurance policy applied by
the Navigator Group, ensure a significant coverage of all outstanding balances.
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The analysis of the open balances, by business area, is as follows:
31 December 2020
Amounts in Euro
Amounts not due
from 1 to 90 days
from 91 to 180 days
from 181 to 360 days
from 361 to 540 days
from 541 to 720 days
more than 721 days

31 December 2019
Amounts in Euro
Amounts not due
from 1 to 90 days
from 91 to 180 days
from 181 to 360 days
from 361 to 540 days
from 541 to 720 days
more than 721 days

MARKET PULP
15,182,277
269,027
15,451,304

MARKET PULP
17,247,122
1,230,968
48,201
18,526,291

UWF PAPER

TISSUE PAPER

81,824,414
2,433,162
84,257,576

UWF PAPER

25,632,756
885,598
166,561
26,684,915

TISSUE PAPER

101,284,742
2,644,967
22,259
103,951,968

24,269,020
2,274,662
168,495
194,515
11,576
26,918,268

ENERGY

SUPPORT

660,642
716,630
1,377,272

ENERGY

3,460,972
2,508,586
177,214
105,723
11,485
6,263,980

SUPPORT

1,422,957
1,422,957

4,864,170
870,080
5,734,250

Total
126,761,061
6,813,003
343,775
105,723
11,485
134,035,046

Total
149,088,011
7,020,677
190,754
242,716
11,576
156,553,734

The table below represents the quality of the Navigator Group’s credit risk, as of 31
December 2020 and 31 December 2019, for financial assets (cash and cash equivalents),
(Highest credit rating by one of the three rating agencies, Standard & Poor’s, Fitch or
Moody’s):

Amounts in Euro

Financial Institutions
31/12/2020
31/12/2019

Rating
AA

-

AA-

19,181,980

A+

18,252,728

21,870

A

50,876,601

2,140,986

A-

40,589,336

591,008

2,211,916

23,083,966

167,647,778

112,650,945

BBB+
BBB

19,875,888

BBBBB+
BB

4,512
1,695,165

1,878,909

BB-

705

B+

-

B

283,777

B-

-

Other

1,939,816

1,352,349

302,399,831

161,880,403

"Other" amounts include bank deposits with banks or entities with no rating, namely local
banks in Mozambique and other foreign branches.
The Navigator Group adopts strict policies in approving its financial counterparties, limiting
its exposure in accordance with an individual risk analysis and within previously approved
limits.
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The following table shows an analysis of the credit quality of Trade receivables for which no
default or impairment loss was considered based on the information available to the
Navigator Group:

Amounts in Euro
Overdue debtor balances not considered impaired
Overdue for less than 3 months
Overdue for more than 3 months

Overdue debtor balances not considered impaired
Overdue for less than 3 months
Overdue for more than 3 months

31/12/2020
Gross
Credit hedging
amount

31/12/2019
Gross
Credit hedging
amount

6,813,003
460,983
7,273,986

6,164,870
416,610
6,581,480

7,020,677
445,046
7,465,723

6,397,326
424,577
6,821,903

1,984,970
1,984,970

-

1,538,464
1,538,464

-

The credit hedging column includes overdue receivables that are covered by credit insurance
in the amount of Euro 5,436,994 (2019: Euro 6,132,427), bank guarantees in the amount of
Euro 264,783 (2019: Euro 474,987) and other credit enhancements in the amount of Euro
879,703 (2019: Euro 214,489).
The amount not covered is essentially the amount of the credit insurance excess.
Impairment from trade receivables and other debtors
Impairment
Trade
receivables
Amounts in Euro
Balance as at 1 January 2019
Increase - IFRS 9 impact on results for the period
Increase (Note 2.3)
Reversals
Charge-off
Balance as at 31 December 2019
Increase - IFRS 9 impact on results for the period
Increase (Note 2.3)
Reversals
Charge-off
Balance as at 31 December 2020

(1,242,062)
(270,655)
(38,484)
12,737
(1,538,464)
(677,723)
(106,018)
47,052
290,183
(1,984,970)

Other
receivables
(41,535)
(4,973)
15,245
(31,262)
(200,000)
(231,262)

Total
(1,283,597)
(270,655)
(43,457)
12,737
15,245
(1,569,726)
(677,723)
(306,018)
47,052
290,183
(2,216,232)

Accounting policies

Impairment of debt instruments
The Group assesses, on a prospective basis, the expected credit losses associated with its
financial assets measured at amortised cost and at fair value through other comprehensive
income, in accordance with IFRS 9.
On this basis, the Group recognises expected credit losses throughout the lifetime of financial
instruments that have been subject to significant increases in credit risk since its initial
recognition, assessed either individually or collectively, considering all reasonable and
sustainable information, including available prospective information.
If, at the reporting date, the credit risk associated with a financial instrument has not
increased significantly since its initial recognition, the Group measures the impairment of
that financial instrument by an amount equivalent to the expected credit losses.
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IFRS 9 provides that for the calculation of these impairments, one of two models is used: the
3-step method or the use of a matrix, the distinguishing component being the existence or
not of a significant financing component. For Navigator's financial assets, since it is not a
financial institution and there are no assets that have a significant financing component, the
use of a matrix was chosen.
The model adopted for the impairment assessment in accordance with IFRS 9 is as follows:
I.
II.
III.

IV.
V.

Calculate the total credit sales made by the Group over the last 12 months, as well
as the total amount of bad debts relating to them;
Determine the customers’ payment profile, by setting buckets of receipt frequency;
Based on I. and II. above, estimate the probability of default (i.e., the amount of bad
debts calculated at I. compared to the balance of outstanding sales in each bucket
calculated at II.);
Adjust the percentages of future projections obtained in II.;
Apply the default percentages as calculated in IV. to the balances of customers still
outstanding at the reporting date.

Although IFRS 9 assumes 90 days as “default”, the Navigator Group considered a period of
180 days, since the experience of real losses before this period is low. This period is aligned
with the current risk management policies of the company, namely in what regards the credit
insurance hired, and to the fact that there is no sales with significant components of funding
in light of IFRS 15. Additionally, the company evaluated the impact of considering 180 days
of “default” instead of the 90 days and the Expected Credit Loss would not change
significantly.
In the event of an accident in the credit insurance company, the model considers the limit
paid of 10% by the Navigator Group.
Given the Covid-19 pandemic situation, the Group analysed the credit risk, considering the
expected economic and financial impacts arising from Covid-19 at the macroeconomic level.
In this regard, as at 31 December 2020, the recoverability risk value was increased by Euro
677,723 (31 December 2019): Euro 270,655).
In addition, the Group recognises impairment on a case-by-case basis, based on specific
balances and specific past events, considering the historical information of the
counterparties, their risk profile and other observable data in order to assess whether there
are objective indicators of impairment for these financial assets. The Group uses the write-off
procedure only when the credit is considered to be definitely uncollectible by a court
decision.
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8.2. DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Movements in derivative financial instruments

Amounts in Euro
Balance at the beginning of the period
New contracts / settlements
Change in fair value through profit and loss (Note 5.11)
Change in fair value through other comprehensive income (Note 5.5)
Balance at the end of the period

Trading
derivatives
536,035
623,573
2,000,523
3,160,131

2020
Hedging
derivatives
(4,316,491)
2,982,135
(3,647,914)
(354,422)
(5,336,693)

Net total
(3,780,456)
3,605,708
(1,647,391)
(354,422)
(2,176,561)

Trading
derivatives
141,860
394,175
536,035

2019
Hedging
derivatives
(4,502,399)
6,148,531
(4,926,860)
(1,035,764)
(4,316,491)

Net total
(4,360,539)
6,148,531
(4,532,684)
(1,035,764)
(3,780,456)

8.2.1. Detail and maturity of derivative financial instruments by nature
31 December 2020
Amounts in Euro
Hedging

Notional

Currency

Maturity

Hedging (future sales)

204,000,000

USD

2021

Hedging (future sales)

72,000,000

GBP

2021

200,000,000

EUR

2025

9,120,000

USD

2021

Interest rate swaps - Bonds
BHKP pulp
Trading
Foreign exchange forwards (future sales)
Foreign exchange forwards (future sales)
Foreign exchange forwards (future sales)
Future purchase of CO 2 allowances (Note 3.2)

31 December 2019
Amounts in Euro

100,228,946

USD

2023

5,425,000
225,000
2,545,625

GBP
CHF
EUR

2021
2021
2021

Notional

Currency

Maturity

Positive
(Note 4.2)

Negative
(Note 4.3)

831,818

Net amount

(668)

831,149

(515,688)

(515,688)

-

(5,501,229)

(5,501,229)

-

(150,926)

(150,926)

831,818

(6,168,511)

(5,336,693)

2,564,049
-

-

2,564,049

623,573
3,187,622

(27,345)
(146)
(27,491)

(27,345)
(146)
623,573
3,160,131

4,019,440

(6,196,002)

(2,176,562)

Positive
(Note 4.2)

Negative
(Note 4.3)

Net amount

Hedging
Hedging (future sales)

224,439,394

USD

2020

1,512,853

(11,549)

Hedging (future sales)

97,611,111
250,000,000

GBP
EUR

2020
2025

252,153
-

(217,046)
(6,301,796)

35,107
(6,301,796)

18,960,000

USD

2020

448,894
2,213,899

(6,530,391)

448,894
(4,316,492)

Foreign exchange forwards (future sales)

105,663,053

USD

2023

740,596

Foreign exchange forwards (future sales)

8,350,000

GBP

2020

550,000

EUR

2020

Interest rate swaps - Bonds
BHKP pulp

1,501,304

Trading

Future purchase of CO 2 allowances (Note 3.2)

740,596
2,954,495

-

740,596

(204,561)

(204,561)

(204,561)
(6,734,952)

536,035
(3,780,457)

Cash flow hedge | Exchange rate risk EUR/USD and EUR/GBP
In this context, during the last quarter of 2020, the Group contracted several financial
structures to cover the portion of the net foreign exchange exposure of estimated sales in
USD for 2021, which is estimated at about USD 292,000,000. The derivative financial
instruments are Zero Cost Collar, in an amount of USD 204,000,000 and GBP 72,000,000,
which expire on 31 December 2021.
Already during January 2021, the group concluded the contracting of derivative financial
instruments by acquiring USD 88,000,000 in Zero Cost Collar, thus guaranteeing total
coverage of the estimated value of exposure for 2021.
Interest rate hedge
During the last quarter of 2020, the Group made a partial amortisation of 50,000,000,
related to the Navigator 2015-2023 bond loan, also performing the settlement of the
associated IRS
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BHKP Pulp Hedge
As in the previous year, the Group periodically monitors its exposure to the price of BHKP
pulp.
During the fourth quarter, the Group opted to acquire a financial instrument to hedge the
pulp price, by contracting a swap to fix the price of 12,000 tons of pulp for the next 12
months, ended 31 December 2021.

Accounting policies
The fair value of derivative financial instruments is included under Payables (Note 4.3), when
negative, and under Receivables (Note 4.2), when positive.
In accordance with IFRS 9 - Financial Instruments, the Group has opted to continue applying
the hedge accounting requirements of IAS 39 - Financial Instruments, until there is greater
visibility on the Dynamic Risk Management (macro hedging) project currently in progress.
Whenever expectations of changes in interest or exchange rates so justify, the Navigator
Company Group hedges these risks through derivative financial instruments, such as interest
rate swaps (IRS), interest rate and foreign exchange collars, forwards, etc.

Trading derivative financial instruments
Although the derivatives contracted by the Group represent effective economic hedges of
risks, not all of them qualify as hedging instruments in accounting terms to satisfy the
applicable rules and requirements. Instruments that do not qualify as hedging instruments
are recorded in the Consolidated Financial Position at their fair value and changes in the
same are recognised in Net financial results (Note 5.11), when related to financing
operations, or in External services and supplies (Note 2.3) or Revenue (Note 2.1), when
referring to hedging of sales receivable flows in a currency other than the presentation
currency.

Hedging derivative financial instruments
Derivative financial instruments used for hedging purposes may be recognised as hedging
instruments provided that they comply, cumulatively, with the conditions set out in IAS 39.
Cash flow hedging (interest rate, exchange rate and commodity risk - BHKP)
In order to manage its exposure to interest rate risk and exchange rate risk, the Group
enters into cash flow hedges.
Those transactions are recorded in the interim consolidated statement of financial position at
their fair value, if considered effective hedges. The effective portion of changes in the fair
value of derivatives that are designated and qualify as cash flow hedges is recognised in
other comprehensive income. The gain or loss relating to the ineffective portion is recognised
immediately in the income statement.
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Accumulated amounts in equity are reclassified to profit or loss in the periods when the
hedged item affects the income statement (for example, when the forecast sale that is
hedged takes place). The gain or loss relating to the effective portion of interest rate swaps
hedging variable rate borrowings is recognised in the income statement within "Net financial
results" (Note 5.11). However, when the forecast transaction that is hedged results in the
recognition of a non-financial asset (for example, inventory or property, plant and
equipment), the gains and losses previously deferred in equity are transferred from equity
and included in the initial measurement of the cost of the asset.
When a hedging instrument expires or is sold, or when a hedge no longer meets the criteria
for hedge accounting, any cumulative gain or loss existing in equity is recycled to the income
statement, unless the hedged item is a forecast transaction, in which case any cumulative
gain or loss existing in equity at that time remains in equity and is recognised when the
forecast transaction is ultimately recognised in the Income statement.

Derivative financial instruments used by Navigator Group
Foreign exchange trading derivatives
The Navigator Group has a currency exposure on sales invoiced in foreign currencies, namely
US dollars (USD) and pounds sterling (GBP). As the Group’s financial statements are
presented in Euro, it is exposed to an economic risk on the conversion of these currency
flows to the Euro. The Navigator Group is also obliged, albeit to a lesser degree, to make
certain payments in those same currencies which, for currency exposure purposes, act as a
natural hedge. Thus, the hedge is aimed at safeguarding the net value of items in the
statement of financial position denominated in a currency other than the presentation
currency against the respective currency fluctuations.
The hedging instruments used in this operation are foreign exchange forward contracts
covering the net exposure to currencies other than the presentation currency, for amounts
and due dates close to that exposure. The nature of the risk hedged is the change in the
book value on sales and purchases expressed in currencies other than the presentation
currency. At the end of each month, the balances of trade receivables and trade payables
expressed in foreign currency are updated, with the gain or loss offset against the fair value
change of the forwards negotiated.
Cash flow hedge | Exchange rate risk EUR/USD and EUR/GBP
The Navigator Company Group makes use of derivative financial instruments in order to limit
the net exchange risk associated with sales and future purchases estimated at USD and GBP.
Cash flow hedge | Interest rate
The Navigator Group hedges future interest payments associated with commercial paper
issues by hiring an interest rate swap, which pays a fixed rate and receives a floating rate.
This instrument is designated as hedges of cash flows from the commercial paper program
and the bond loan.
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Cash flow hedge | Commodities - BHKP
The Navigator Group uses derivative financial instruments in order to minimise the exposure
risk associated with the variation of the pulp price, indexed to PIX, in USD.

Estimates and judgements

Fair value in derivative financial instruments
Whenever possible, the fair value of derivatives is estimated on the basis of quoted
instruments. In the absence of market prices, the fair value of derivatives is estimated
through the discounted cash-flow method and option valuation models, in accordance with
prevailing market assumptions.

8.3. FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
8.3.1. Categories of Group Financial Instruments
The financial instruments included in each item of the consolidated statement of financial
position are classified as follows:

Financial assets
at amortised cost

Financial assets
at fair value
through profit
and loss
(excluding
derivatives)

Financial assets
at fair value
through other
comprehensive
income

4.2
4.2
5.9
3.8

34,696,105
142,680,703
302,399,831
479,776,639

-

-

3,187,622
3,187,622

831,818
831,818

-

85,072,139
85,072,139

34,696,105
231,772,282
302,399,831
568,868,218

8.3
4.2
5.9
3.8

58,778,469
160,609,727
161,880,403
381,268,600

-

-

2,213,899
2,213,899

740,596
740,596

-

83,844,425
83,844,425

58,778,469
247,408,647
161,880,403
468,067,520

Note

Amounts in Euro
31 December 2020
Non-current receivables
Current receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Non-current assets held for sale
Total assets
31 December 2019
Non-current receivables
Current receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Non-current assets held for sale
Total assets

Note
Amounts in Euro
31 December 2020
Interest-bearing liabilities
Lease liabilities
Payables
Total liabilities
31 December 2019
Interest-bearing liabilities
Lease liabilities
Payables
Total liabilities
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Financial
liabilities at
amortised cost

Financial
liabilities at fair
value through
profit and loss
(excluding
derivatives)

Hedging
derivative
financial
instruments

Hedging
derivative
financial
instruments

Trading
derivative
financial
instruments

Trading
derivative
financial
instruments

Financial assets
outside the scope
of IFRS 9

Financial
liabilities outside
the scope of
IFRS 9

Non-financial
assets

Total

Non-financial
liabilities

Total

5.7
5.8
4.3

982,410,783
327,534,553
1,309,945,336

-

6,168,511
6,168,511

27,491
27,491

53,080,919
53,080,919

-

982,410,783
53,080,919
333,730,555
1,369,222,258

5.7
5.8
4.3

877,131,386
450,300,068
1,327,431,454

-

6,530,391
6,530,391

204,561
204,561

46,847,797
46,847,797

-

877,131,386
46,847,797
457,035,021
1,381,014,203
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8.3.2. Fair value of financial assets and liabilities
Financial assets and liabilities measured at fair value
Amounts in Euro

31/12/2020
Level 2

Level 1

Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss
Trading derivatives
Hedging financial instruments
Assets measured at fair value
Biological assets
Total assets
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit and loss
Trading derivatives
Hedging financial instruments
Total liabilities

-

3,187,622
831,818

-

4,019,440

-

(27,491)
(6,168,511)
(6,196,002)

Level 3

31/12/2019
Level 2

Level 1

-

Level 3

-

740,596
2,213,899

148,584,452
148,584,452

-

2,954,495

131,769,841
131,769,841

-

-

(204,561)
(6,530,391)
(6,734,952)

-

-

Accounting policies
The fair value of financial instruments is classified according to the fair value hierarchy of
IFRS 13 - Fair Value Measurement:

Level 1

Based on quotes from active net markets at reporting date

Level 2

Determined using evaluation models, the main inputs of which are observable in the market

Level 3

Determined using evaluation models, the main inputs of which are not observable in the
market.

Estimates and judgements
Fair value of fixed-interest interest-bearing liabilities
The fair value of these liabilities is calculated using the discounted cash flow method at the
reporting date, using a discount rate in accordance with the characteristics of each financing,
belonging to level 2 of the fair value hierarchy of IFRS 13.
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9. OPERATIONAL RISK MANAGEMENT
The Navigator Company Group operates in the forestry sectors, in the production of
eucalyptus for use in the production of BEKP pulp, which is essentially incorporated in the
production of UWF and Tissue paper but is also sold in the market, and in energy production,
essentially through the forest biomass that is generated in the BEKP production process.
All the activities in which the Navigator Group is involved are subject to risks which could
have a significant impact on its operations, its operating results, the cash flow generated and
in its financial position.
The risk factors analysed in this chapter can be structured as follows:
i. Specific risks inherent to the sectors of activity in which the Navigator Group operates:
✓ Risks associated with the forestry sector
✓ Risks associated with the production and sale of BEKP pulp, UWF paper and tissue
paper
✓ Risks associated with the production of energy
✓ Human resources and talent management
✓ Information systems
✓ Context risks
ii. Navigator Group risks and the way it performs its activities.
The Navigator Company Group has a risk-management program in place which is focused on
the analysis of the financial markets in order to mitigate the potential adverse effects on its
financial performance. Risk management is conducted by the Finance Department in
accordance with policies approved by the Board of Directors. The Finance Department
evaluates and undertakes the hedging of financial risks in strict coordination with the
Navigator Company Group’s operating units.
The Board of Directors provides the principles of risk management as a whole and policies
covering specific areas such as foreign exchange risk, interest rate risk, liquidity risk, credit
risk, the use of derivatives and other non-derivative financial instruments and the
investment of liquidity surplus. The Risk Management Department monitors the
implementation of risk management policies defined by the Board of Directors.

9.1. SPECIFIC RISKS INHERENT TO THE SECTORS OF ACTIVITY
IN WHICH THE GROUP OPERATES
9.1.1. Risks associated with the forestry sector
As at 31 December 2020, the Navigator Group managed around 108 thousand hectares
distributed across mainland Portugal, the Azores and Galicia (Spain), in around 1,300
Management Units in 173 municipalities in Portugal, and 12 Management Units distributed
across 12 municipalities in Galicia, Spain, in accordance with the principles expressed in its
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Forestry Policy. Eucalyptus and areas under ongoing afforestation with this sort of species
occupy 74% of this area, namely the Eucalyptus globulus species, deemed to have the
perfect fibre for high-quality papers. In the remaining area, in addition to conservation areas
that account for about 11% of the total area under management, pine and cork oak forests
are among the largest privately owned national producers.
As a pioneer in Portugal in promoting certified forest management, most of its forestry
assets located in Portugal are certified by FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council) and by PEFC
(Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification schemes), recognition that
management of these areas is carried out in an environmentally, economically and socially
responsible way, following a strict and internationally recognised criteria.
The Group was awarded Land Use and Use Rights (DUAT) in Mozambique, located in the
provinces of Manica and Zambezia, comprising about 50 non-contiguous plots, and a planting
permit for up to 246,000 hectares, made available under the Investment Agreement signed
with the Mozambican Government, of which around 13.6 thousand hectares have been
planted. The project foresees the installation of an industrial unit for the production of BEKP
pulp and electric power in that country. In July 2018, the Mozambican Government and
Portucel Moçambique signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) through which they
agreed on a set of preceding conditions required to proceed with the investment, namely and
particularly of a logistical nature, which will be implemented in two phases. In the first
phase, the forest base will be increased to approximately 40,000 hectares, which will
guarantee the supply of a unit (to be built) for the production of eucalyptus wood chips for
export (about 1 million tons per year), in an estimated additional investment of USD 140
million.
In public statements made at the end of November, the Port concession holder said it would
start construction of the port in third quarter of 2021, with an expected start-up date in the
first quarter of 2024. The Government and the President of the Republic of Mozambique have
made statements reinforcing the strategic importance of the Port of Macuze for Zambezia
and for the country.
Navigator and the Government of Mozambique have been working under the terms of the
MoU signed in 2018, namely on the theme of land and development, having advanced the
first Forest Development programme in Mozambique, a government initiative with funding
from the World Bank. The goal is to promote small and medium-scale sustainable
commercial forest plantations and the restoration of degraded areas, with about 550 ha
having been planted in the 2019-2020 campaign and the 2020-2021 campaign already
started with the target of 1,500 ha. Portucel Moçambique plays an active role in developing
and implementing the programme, providing a range of support, defining the forestry model,
supplying cloned plants at subsidised prices and access to raw materials and know-how.
Later, at harvest time, Portucel Moçambique will have an option to purchase the wood.
Work also started on harvesting timber from Portucel Moçambique's plantations in Manica,
for export from the Port of Beira, which will make it possible, amongst other goals, to put
Mozambique on the world map for this forest-based industry. At the moment, deliveries of 3
ships are scheduled for 2021, representing approximately 100,000 m3 of wood. In view of
these developments, the Group has revised its assumptions regarding the eucalyptus market
in Mozambique, having valued the forests in Manica and Zambezia at about Euro 16.7
million.
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The main risk factor threatening the eucalyptus forests lies in the low productivity of
Portuguese forest and in the worldwide demand for certified products, considering that only a
small proportion of the forests are certified. It is expected that this competitive pressure will
remain in the future. As an example, at the end of 2020 the forestry area managed by the
Navigator Group represented nearly 3% of Portugal’s total forested area, 36% of all certified
Portuguese forests according with PEFC standards and 22% of all certified Portuguese forests
according with FSC standards. Nevertheless, this area has evolved in a very positive way, as
a result (among others) of the effort to promote certified forest management in Portugal
undertaken with greater intensity by the Company from 2016 onwards. This effort has been
increasing the area of certified forest in Portugal between 2016 and 2020 both via FSC®
(from 370,000 ha to 490,000 ha) and PEFC (from 260,000 ha to 304,000 ha).
As mentioned, the Group initiated in 2016 a project aiming to promote forest certification in
areas owned by private owners, seeking to guarantee that, by 2021, eucalyptus wood
processed by the Group will be provided by partners with a certified activity. In 2020, 61%
of wood from national sources, excluding self-sufficiency, already came from properties that
had their forest management certified (2019: 52%). It should also be noted that, within this
initiative, the Group has seen a significant increase (72% of suppliers on 31 December 2020)
in the number of wood supplier chain of custody certification, representing a step further on
the development of a supplier’s portfolio with certificated management forest properties.
The Company considers the challenge of productivity and active forest management as a
strategic axis of development. A number of initiatives have therefore been developed to
encourage good forest management practices with a view to improving the productivity of
third-party forest areas. This effort, which has been partially developed through CELPA Associação da Indústria Papeleira (representing the main industrial groups in the sector) in
the "Melhor Eucalipto" Program, which had in 2019 the first campaign of the "Limpa &
Aduba" Program. Under this initiative, CELPA carries out at its own expense the fertilisation
of the plots of land owned by private individuals who apply to the programme, and who clean
up their eucalyptus forest properties. This measure, empowering productivity, also enables a
reduction in the risk of wildfire by reducing the fuel load on the plots, impacting on 6,300 ha
during 2019 and on more than 12,000 ha in 2020. CELPA is also studying the
implementation of an additional programme, Replantar, which aims to provide direct financial
support to owners in the replanting of their eucalyptus forest plots.
As a result of the low average levels of forest management in Portugal, the national forests
also face risks related to the impact of rural fires and plant health. Furthermore, the
regulatory environment has strongly conditioned professional forestry activity, leading to a
continued decrease in the levels of forestry intervention at scale, whose leading indicator is
the evolution (continued reduction) of forested or reforested areas in our country. The
sustainability of an entire sector, based on a large number of small suppliers of services and
products, is dependent on the activity levels (regardless of the species) that our country has
not been able to ensure. This compromises the sustainability of this business network, which
is essential to ensure the interventions in rural areas that reduce risk and promote
productivity and income in regions of the country where the forest is a significant component
of the income of many families.
The combination of all these factors, in recent years without any strategic measures of the
State in the industry, has forced the import of raw material, a process conditioning the
profitability of the industry.
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The Navigator Group’s activity is exposed to risks related to fires in rural areas, including:
I.
II.

Destruction of current and future wood inventory, belonging to the Navigator Group
as well as to third parties;
Increasing costs of forestry and subsequent land preparation for plantation.

In this respect, the manner in which the Navigator Group manages its woodlands is the front
line for mitigating this risk.
Among the different management measures undertaken by the Navigator Group, the strict
compliance with biodiversity rules, a proper planning of the forest facilities to be
implemented and the construction and maintenance of roads and access roads to each of the
areas under development are particularly relevant in mitigating the fire risk.
In addition, the Navigator Group has a share in the Afocelca grouping – an economic interest
grouping between the Navigator Group and the ALTRI Group, whose mission is to provide
assistance in the fight against forest fires at the grouped companies’ properties, in strict
coordination and collaboration with the National Civil Protection Authority (Autoridade
Nacional de Protecção Civil – ANEPC). This grouping manages an annual budget of about
Euro 3 million, without public funds, and has created an efficient and flexible structure which
implements practices aimed at reducing protection costs and minimising the damage caused
by forest fires to the ACE companies, which own and manage more than 190 thousand
hectares of forests in Portugal.
The Navigator Group has also a research institute, RAIZ, whose activity is focused on 3 main
areas: Applied Research, Consulting and Training. In the forestry research area, RAIZ seeks:
i. To improve the productivity of eucalyptus forests;
ii. To enhance the quality of the fibre produced from that wood;
iii. To implement a sustained forestry management program from an
environmental and social perspectives;
iv. To foster practices and processes aimed at reducing wood production costs.

economic,

9.1.2. Risks associated with the production and sale of BEKP pulp, UWF
paper and Tissue paper
Supply of raw materials
Self-supply of wood for BEKP pulp production is only about 15% of the Group's needs.
Therefore, there is a regular need for the company to purchase wood in the domestic market
(insufficient), using the Spanish market and the non-European (outside the Iberian
Peninsula) markets, mainly Brazil, Uruguay with added cost to the domestic market for
transportation reasons, since the wood is cheaper at the origin.
The supply of wood from international markets, namely eucalyptus, is subject to price
variations mainly due to exchange rate effect, which has consequently implications in the
production cost of Navigator and BEKP pulp producing companies. In addition, the volatility
of wood transportation costs to the units also has impacts mainly due to the effect of fuel
prices, oil prices, lower scarcity of large ships without optimisation of returns and sea freight
oscillation.
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The realisation of new forest plantations is subject to the authorisation of the competent
entities and to a policy of area increase restrictions, which may limit the national production
potential, although there are many initiatives to help forest producers, among them the
support in wood certification to meet the commercial demand for certified products (paper
and pulp), and to increase the productivity of the existing areas, for a greater availability of
raw material in the domestic market, the use of imports will always be an unavoidable need
in the short/medium/long term.
Due to the insufficient domestic production of wood in quantity, namely in terms of certified
wood, the company has to increase the quantity of imported wood, either from Spain or from
other more distant markets, to ensure the supply to the mills, without restrictions, in the
next decade(s).
It should be noted that, since wood is one of the main pulp production costs, any increase in
the cost of m3 of eucalyptus wood consumed in the pulp production BEKP always represents
a negative impact on the company's operating results.
On 31 December 2020, a 10% decrease in the cost per m3 of eucalyptus wood consumed in
BEKP pulp production would have had a negative impact in the Navigator Group’s operating
results of approximately Euro 28,100,000 (31 December 2019: Euro 31,200,000).
For other raw materials, including chemicals, the main risk identified is the scarcity of
products under the growing demand for these products in emerging markets, particularly in
Asia and markets supplying them, which can create occasional imbalances of supply and
demand.
In this regard, the Navigator Group, together with the Altri Group, established in 2018 a
Complementary Grouping of Companies - Pulp Chem, ACE – intended for the joint acquisition
of chemical products, benefiting from economies of scale and thus mitigating this risk.
The Navigator Group seeks to mitigate these risks through proactive sourcing, by identifying
sources of supply geographically dispersed, whilst seeking to secure long-term supply
contracts that ensure volume, price and quality levels consistent with its requirements.
As at 31 December 2020, a 10% worsening in the price of chemical products would have
represented a negative impact on the Group's operating results of around Euro 9,600,000
(31 December 2019: Euro 12,000,000).
Finally, another resource required for the production process is water. Considering that water
is a finite resource and given its relevance to the pulp and paper production process, the
Group has taken on a special concern for its preservation and, over the last few years,
investments have been made to reduce the use of this important resource. Simultaneously,
as a result of investments in the implementation of BATs in the production processes and the
improvement of the efficiency of its effluent treatment plants (ETP), it was also possible to
significantly improve the quality of the effluent returned to the receiving environment.
Between 2005 and 2018 there was a reduction of more than 25% in the specific use of water
(cubic meters used for the production of one ton of product) and, in the same period, there
was a reduction of more than 20% in the load emitted for the vast majority of the
parameters monitored, which translates into the minimisation of the Group's environmental
impact.
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Market Price for UWF paper, BEKP pulp and Tissue paper
The increase in competition, caused by an imbalance of supply and demand in the BEKP
pulp, UWF or Tissue paper markets may have a significant impact on prices and, as a
consequence, in the Navigator Group’s performance. The market prices of BEKP pulp, UWF
and Tissue paper are defined in the world global market in perfect competition and have a
significant impact on the Navigator Group’s revenues and on its profitability. Cyclical
fluctuations in BEKP pulp, Tissue paper and UWF Paper prices mainly arise from both
changes in the world supply and demand and the financial situation of each of the
international market players (producers, traders, distributors, clients, etc.), creating
successive changes in equilibrium prices and raising the global market’s volatility.
The BEKP pulp and UWF paper markets are highly competitive. Significant variations in
existing production capacities could have a strong influence on world market prices. These
factors have encouraged the Navigator Group to follow a defined marketing and branding
strategy and to invest in relevant capital expenditure to improve productivity and generate
high-quality and differentiated products.
On 31 December 2020, a 10% drop in the price per ton of BEKP pulp and of 5% in the price
per ton of UWF paper and Tissue paper sold by the Navigator Group in the period, would
have represented an impact on its operating results of approximately Euro 15,600,000 and
Euro 54,300,000, respectively (31 December 2019: Euro 16,500,000 and Euro 66,500,000,
respectively).
Demand for the Navigator Group’s products
Notwithstanding the references below to the concentration of the portfolio of the Navigator
Group’s customers, any decrease in demand for BEKP, UWF and tissue paper in the European
and the United States markets could have a significant impact on the Navigator Group’s
turnover. The demand for BEKP produced by the Group also depends on the evolution of the
capacity for paper production in the world, since various Navigator Group’s major customers
are themselves paper producers.
The demand for uncoated printing and writing paper has been historically related with
macroeconomic factors (e.g., GDP growth, employment, particularly in white collar jobs,
confidence indices), technological (e.g., penetration of information technology and hardware
/ software, and demographic (e.g., population, average level of education, age structure of
society). The evolution of these factors drives the demand for paper positively or negatively,
and in the recent past, the trend of paper consumption is negative in the more developed
countries and positive or stable in the emerging / developing countries. Naturally, the
performance of the Navigator Group also depends on the evolution of demand in the various
markets in which it operates.
Uncertainty over the effects of the Pandemic COVID-19 waves on Western economies
(particularly impacted in the first wave), which have increased the level and duration of
lockdowns, may affect demand for the Group's products, both BEKP pulp, UWF paper and
Tissue.
Regarding the demand for eucalyptus market pulp, this is largely dependent on the
production progress in the non-integrated producers of printing and writing paper, tissue and
speciality papers. Chinese demand for this type of pulp represents more than 1/3 of the
world's demand, making China one of the most breakthrough drivers of demand.
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Regarding Tissue segment, the key variables affecting the demand are:
−
−
−
−
−
−

Expected future economic growth;
Population growth and other social and demographic changes;
Level of development of the service sector, namely tourism;
Product penetration levels;
Developments in the quality of Tissue paper and product specifications; and
Substitution effects.

Tissue paper consumption is not very sensitive to cyclical economical changes, although it
tends to grow faster with higher economic growth.
The importance of economic growth for the consumption of Tissue is more obvious in
developing countries. When the level of the income per capita is very low, the consumption
of Tissue tends to be low. There is a threshold after which consumption accelerates.
Economic growth allows greater penetration of the product, which is one of the main drivers
of demand for such paper in the population with lower incomes. In economies heavily
dependent on the tourism sector, some contraction of consumption in the professional sector
is expected. The Tissue paper is a product that does not face major threats of substitution by
other materials, and there are no expected changes at this level. In contrast, changes in
hygiene and cleaning standards that may be associated with the current health crisis will
tend to boost Tissue consumption.
Consumer preferences may have an impact on global paper demand or in certain particular
types of paper, such as the demand for recycled products or products with certified virgin
fibre.
Regarding this matter, and in the particular case of UWF and Tissue paper, the Navigator
Group believes that the marketing strategy and branding that has been followed, combined
with the significant investments made to improve productivity and produce high quality
products, allow it to deliver its products in market segments that are less sensitive to
variations in demand, resulting in a lower exposure to this risk.
Energy
The pulp and paper production process are dependent on the constant supply of electric and
steam energy. The Group has several cogeneration units, which provide this supply, and
redundancies have been planned between the various units in order to mitigate the risk of
any unplanned shutdowns.
Part of the electricity production is sold to the supplier of last resort at regulated tariffs,
based on a legal framework that lays down the special regime production from renewable
resources and cogeneration. The remuneration legal framework provides for a progressive
tariff reduction over the applicable time period, implying that the central banks will tend to
operate in a self-consumption regime. This fact can be proven by both the reduction shown
in revenues associated with the electric power generation activity in recent years and by the
reduction of electric energy and natural gas consumption.
As at 31 December 2020, a 10% worsening in the price of electricity would have represented
a negative impact on the Group's operating results of around Euro 9,800,000 (31 December
2019: Euro 10,500,000).
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Country risk - Portugal
The Navigator Group has a strong presence in Portugal. Its activity is based on assets mainly
located in Portugal. Similarly, about 20% of its raw material comes from Portuguese forests.
The Group is the third largest exporter in Portugal and the largest generator of National
Added Value, representing approximately 1% of the national GDP, about 3% of national
exports of goods, close to 6% of total containerised cargo exported by national ports.
Although open to the world, the strong dependence of its country of origin in terms of
production factors exposes the Group to Portugal's risk index.
Country risk - Mozambique
Due to the investment in the Mozambican project, the Navigator Group is exposed to the
specific risk in this country. However, consideration has been given to investments in terms
of timing, choice of suppliers/partners and geographical location, taking this risk into
account, and the Group ensures that these steps are taken with reasonable certainty that
there will be no effects arising from the risk.
At this moment, the Mozambique project is essentially a forestry project, with an option to
develop an industrial project. The planned investment will be implemented in two phases,
the first being a ship production (woodchip) project and a second phase the construction of a
large-scale pulp mill. The Group is, however, prepared to move forward with the forestry
plan foreseen, once the necessary conditions - most of which are under discussion with the
Mozambican authorities - are met.
Until 31 December 2020, the expenditure with this project amounted to Euro 113.6 million
(31 December 2019: Euro 106.4 million), mainly related to plantation, land preparation and
forest maintenance, to land management, environmental and social licensing and the
construction of what is now one of Africa's largest forest nurseries.
Given the uncertainties still existing, the Group kept its exposure to Mozambique fully
provisioned.
Country risk - USA
The US market has a significant weight in the total turnover of UWF paper, increasing the
exposure to the country’s specific risk.
This exposure requires a careful evaluation of the impacts resulting, for example, from
changes in regulations and taxes, or even from their application and interpretation by
governmental entities and tax authorities.
Similarly to producers of other nationalities (Australians, Brazilians, Chinese and
Indonesians), with regard to UWF paper imports to the USA, the Group has, since 2015,
been the target of anti-dumping measures by the Department of Commerce of this country,
and its products are subject to anti-dumping duties defined by the United States Department
of Commerce - see Note 4.2. Until 2020 these duties affected the Group's earnings by Euro
19,702,424 - review periods 1 to 5 (2019: Euro 15,300,246).
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Competition
Increased competition in the paper and pulp markets may have a significant impact in price
and consequently, in the Navigator Group’s profitability.
The pulp and paper markets are highly competitive and thus the entry into the market of
new production units with increased available production capacity could have a relevant
impact on prices worldwide.
BEKP producers from the southern hemisphere (namely from Brazil, Chile, Uruguay and
Indonesia), with significantly lower production costs, have been gaining weight in the
market, undermining the competitive position of European pulp producers. In the coming
years capacity increases are planned in South America, strengthening the position of these
producers in the global market.
These factors have forced the Navigator Group to make significant investments in order to
keep production costs competitive and produce high-quality products as it is likely that this
competitive pressure will remain strong in the future.
There has been some disinvestment in the paper sector in the US, with closures/conversions
of installed capacity by some UWF producers, in a clear attempt to adjust supply according to
the negative evolution of demand. On the contrary, investments in new UWF capacity in
China in the short- and medium-term have occurred and are expected.
The Navigator Group has been adjusting its commercial strategy to the evolution of regional
consumption patterns. The Group has a significant presence in the US, accounting for about
half of European producer sales to this market. The turnover intended to the European
markets represented 59% (2019: 60%), achieving particularly strong market shares in
Western European countries and relevant market shares in the other main European
markets.
Concentration of customers’ portfolio
As at 31 December 2020, the Navigator Group’s 10 main BEKP customer groups accounted
for 12% of the period’s production of BEKP pulp (2019: 12%) and 40% of external sales of
BEKP pulp (2019: 54%). This asymmetry is a result of the strategy pursued by the Navigator
Group, consisting of a growing integration of the BEKP pulp produced into the UWF paper
produced and sold. Nevertheless, the Group believes there is little exposure to risks of
customer concentration in the marketing of BEKP pulp.
In 2020, the Navigator Group’s 10 main customer groups for UWF paper represented 40% of
this product’s sales during the period (2019: 46%). , although the group’s individual
customers did not exceed 22% of the UWF paper sales (2019: 24%). The Navigator Group
recorded 81 new customers with sales in 2020. Also, regarding UWF paper, the Group follows
a risk mitigation strategy for its customer concentration. The Navigator Group sells UWF
paper to more than 130 countries and to more than 1,000 individual customers, thereby
allowing a dispersion of the risk of sales concentration in a reduced number of markets
and/or customers.
Tissue sales amounted to Euro 142 million in 2020 (+7.5% than in 2019). Commercial
activity focuses essentially on sales of finished goods in the Iberian Peninsula, which
represent 64% of its sales.
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The Group continues with the goal of expanding its commercial activity in Tissue for the
foreign market, namely by increasing Navigator's presence in Spain, and by strengthening
sales of finished goods.
Environmental Legislation
In recent years, environmental legislation in the EU has become increasingly restrictive
regarding the control of effluents. The companies of the Navigator Group comply with the
prevailing legislation, in its various parameters (VLEs).
On September 2014, the Commission's implementing decision 2014/687 / EU approved the
BREF (Best Available Technologies Reference Documents) – Conclusions on Best Available
Techniques of the Reference Paper – for the paper and pulp sectors containing the new limits
and requirements for these sectors. The companies have four years to promote the required
adjustments to its practices and equipment. Furthermore, the technical discussion on the
Large Combustion Facilities Reference Document was finalised and published. This document
has an impact on the Navigator Group’s equipment, particularly in boilers and combustion
facilities, which will be covered by the new legislation, therefore requiring new investments,
such as particle filters for biomass boilers.
As such, the Group has been following the technical development of this matter, trying to
anticipate and plan the necessary improvements to their equipment so to comply with the
limits to be published. There is a possibility that the Group may need to perform additional
investments in this area in order to comply with any changes in limits and environmental
regulations which may be approved.
To date, the legislative changes that are known relate to the evolution of the Scheme for
Greenhouse Gas Emission allowance trading of CO2 emission rights (CELE), established by
Directive 2003/87/CE, and amended by Directive 2009/29/CE, which outlines the legal
framework of the CELE for the period 2013-2020 and which was transposed into the national
law by Decree-Law 38/2013 of 15 March.
Recently, EU Directive 2018/410 of 14 March amending Directive 2003/87/EC was also
approved aiming to increase the cost-effectiveness of emission reductions and investment in
low-carbon technologies. EU 2018/410 Directive sets out, among other things, the new CELE
period to be in force between 2021-2030, which will show a reduction in the amount of CO 2
emission allowances allocated free of charge.
This development will bring increased costs for the transformation industry in general and in
particular for the paper and pulp industry, without any compensation for the CO2 that,
annually, is absorbed by the forests of this industry.
In order to mitigate the impact of this change, the Group has long undertaken a series of
environmental investments that, among other advantages, have allowed the continuous
reduction of CO2 emissions, despite the fact that, in recent years, there has been a steady
increase in production volumes. In addition, the group has a Carbon Neutral Company
Program that aims to implement, by 2035, changes in its production processes in order to
minimise the use of fossil fuels and consequently reduce their CO2 emissions.
In 2015, an environmental strategic plan was analysed and established, aiming to adapt
Navigator Group to a set of new and future requirements in the environmental area, namely
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to the reference document for the sector (Conclusions on Best Available Techniques of the
Reference Document for the sector - BREF. Commission Decision 2014/687/EU) and for
Large Combustion Facilities. The reference documents correspond to the implementation of
Directive 2010/75/EU on industrial emissions. Projects are underway to implement the
appropriate technological changes, as well as a new version of the Environmental Master
Plan, which incorporates new environmental challenges that have arisen in the meantime.
The Environmental Strategic Plan aimed for areas other than the environmental covered by
this document. It was possible to confirm that Navigator Group is broadly in compliance with
this future referential and to identify some areas for improvement as well as technological
solutions such as atmosphere emissions from biomass boilers.
On the other hand, under the terms set in Decree-Law 147/2008, dated 29 June that
transposed directive 2004/35/CE to the national law, the Navigator Group secured the
environmental insurances demanded by that law, thus guaranteeing compliance and
reducing exposure to environmental risks.

9.1.3. Risks associated with the production of energy
Energy is an activity of growing importance in the Navigator Group allowing the use of
endogenous renewable resource which is the biomass generated in the BEKP production. The
energy generation assets also allow the Navigator Company Group’s wood suppliers to
generate additional income from the sale of biomass and contributing to the reduction of the
risk of fires in the country.
As a way of boosting the use of forest residual biomass made available by the forestry
sector, two biomass thermoelectric plants to produce renewable electric energy were built by
the Group in 2009 and are fully operational.
The Group has played a pioneering role and has been developing a market for the sale of
biomass for supplying its renewable cogeneration power stations and biomass power plants.
The fostering of this market in a phase prior to the start-up of the new power-generating
units has enabled it to secure a sustained raw-material supply network.
The incentives in place in Portugal only consider the use of residual forest biomass, rather
than the use of wood to produce electrical power.
In terms of legal framework, we highlight the following diplomas:
i.

ii.

Decree-Law No. 68-A/2015 of 30 April, which establishes provisions on energy
efficiency and cogeneration and amends Decree-Law No. 23/2010 and Order
140/2012, revised by Order 325-A/2012, applicable to the regime of PRE- Special
Regime Production in cogeneration;
For the Biomass Power Plants (CTB) in operation, dedicated to the production of
electricity the legal framework is supported by Decree-Law 33-A/2005 revised by
Decree-Law 225/2007, which changes from 15 to 25 years the period of guaranteed
remuneration in PRE - Special Regime Generation. For these assets, the legal
framework thus supports a tariff framework that is expected to be stable over the
coming years.
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iii.

More recently, the Decree-Law no. 120/2019 of 22 August created a special and
extraordinary regime for the installation and operation of new biomass recovery
plants, located near forest areas considered critical in terms of wildfire risk.

As a result of the measures taken under the Financial Adjustment Program to which Portugal
was subject, the entire remuneration system of the national electricity sector was revised,
being the major impact in the electricity produced from cogeneration, recognised as an
energy efficiency measure already which represents one of the most efficient forms of energy
production.
The Navigator Group represents a significant part of the energy produced in Portugal. The
units owned and operated by the Group under the Cogeneration regime, supported by a
review of the electric energy sales prices, over a period that began temporarily in 2012 and
which will end progressively between 2025-2030.
The progressive tariff reduction associated with the sale of electricity in special regime,
affects the economic sustainability of the sale to the electricity grid, therefore after the
applicable legal periods, the cogenerations might operate on a self-consumption basis, i.e.
directly supplying the units which has already occurred at the natural gas cogeneration plant
at Figueira da Foz since February 2016.
The constant quest for optimisation of production costs and efficiency of generating units and
the analysis of new projects for the production of energy from renewable sources are the
ways in which the Group seeks to mitigate this risk. Accordingly, the Group will conclude the
construction of a new biomass boiler at the industrial site of Figueira da Foz in 2021 and is
evaluating the development of a new biomass recovery plant under Decree-Law no.
120/2019. It has also implemented several projects for solar photovoltaic energy on a selfconsumption basis.

9.1.4. Human resources and talent management
2020 was marked by the continuation of activities to standardise processes, policies and
systems, in order to promote the interconnection with the business and joint problem-solving
capacity, but also by the context of the Pandemic we experienced.
Given the context and the Board of Director's plan of activities implemented, the following
should be highlighted:
−

−

In Internal Communication the priority was to respond to the challenge inherent to
the Covid-19 pandemic. Information management was conducted in order to
anticipate and manage the impact of the pandemic situation on the employees'
activity and the Company's business. Communication was conducted in a clear,
continuous and aligned manner, through all on-line and off-line channels. In order to
keep the Company informed, but also to contribute to the success of internal
customer projects, internal communication has supported, through Communication
Plans or Campaigns, the launch of various platforms such as the Employee Apps,
Recruitment Portal, new Performance Management Model, among others.
In terms of Employer Branding, it is worth highlighting the adjustment to the
pandemic context, either by participating in virtual job fairs, or by creating greater
proximity in the relationship with universities, through contacts with the public
employment service, professors and student associations. During the second half of
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−

−

−

the year, we continued to give priority in our culture to the recognition of employees
with careers dedicated to the Company, in particular those who celebrated 15 and 30
years of career.
In the different areas of Talent Management, management systems were a priority.
Specifically, work continued to stabilise technological platforms, with a view to
automating management information, and the launch of the SAP Successfactors
platform was concluded, which supports the Performance Management Cycle.
In the Learning Centre, we highlight the search for training alternatives to continue
the priority training sessions, namely the implementation of different webinar
solutions. In this area, the focus remained on improving and optimising the systems
and on supporting the career plan through the development of new skills programs.
Analysis and construction of scenarios on the new career plan, resulting from the
negotiation with the workers' representative organisations.

9.1.5. Information systems
The Group’s information systems, some of which rely on services rendered by third parties,
play key role in the operation of its business. Given the strong reliance placed on information
technologies in the several geographies and business areas in which the Group operates, it is
important to highlight the risk inherent to systems failures resulting from intentional actions
such as computer attacks or accidental actions.
Despite the procedures designed and implemented to mitigate the mentioned risks, the
Navigator Group is aware that, in the absence of inviolable information systems, it cannot be
guaranteed that these efforts will be sufficient to prevent such system failures, as well as the
related repercussion on reputation, litigation, inefficiencies or even in allocating operating
margins.

9.1.6. Other risks associated with the Group’s activity
The Navigator Company Group’s manufacturing facilities are subject to risks inherent to any
industrial activity, such as accidents, breakdowns or natural disasters that may cause losses
in the assets or temporary interruptions in the production process.
Likewise, these risks may also affect the Navigator Group’s main customers and suppliers,
which would have a significant impact on the levels of the profitability, should it not be
possible to find new customers to ensure sales levels and new suppliers that would enable
the Group to maintain its current cost structure.
The Navigator Group exports over 95% of its production of UWF paper and about 44% of its
production of Tissue paper. Consequently, transportation and logistics costs are materially
relevant. A continuous rise in transport costs may have a significant impact in its earnings.
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9.1.7. Context risks
The lack of efficiency in the Portuguese economy continues to be followed by management,
adversely affecting the Group's competitiveness, mainly in the following areas:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Ports and railroads;
Roads, particularly those providing access to the Navigator Group’s producing units;
Territorial planning and forest fires;
Low productivity of the country’s forests;
The lack of certification of most of the Portuguese forest;
Volatility of the fiscal policy and not reduction of the IRC rate, as well as nonelimination of the surcharges.
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10. PROVISIONS, COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

10.1. PROVISIONS
Movements in provisions
Amounts in Euro
1 January 2019
Increases
Reversals
Impact in profit and loss for the period
Transfers - IFRIC 23
Other transfers and adjustments
31 December 2019
Increases
Reversals
Impact in profit and loss for the period
Exchange rate adjustment
Other transfers and adjustments
31 December 2020

Legal
proceedings
4,785,975
1,507,622
(817,625)
689,997
30,923
5,506,894
2,166,697
(2,978,869)
(812,172)
(26,617)
4,668,105

Tax
proceedings
23,170,208
(34,765,601)
11,595,392
-

Other
15,109,286
2,441,452
(3,168,176)
(726,724)
58,890
14,441,452
3,122,460
3,122,460
1,177,316
18,741,229

Total
43,065,470
3,949,074
(3,985,801)
(36,727)
(34,765,601)
11,685,205
19,948,347
5,289,157
(2,978,869)
2,310,288
(26,617)
1,177,316
23,409,335

No refunds of any nature are expected in respect of these provisions.
Legal proceedings
The outcome of provisions for legal proceedings depends on the labour or civil court
decisions.
The balance as at 31 December 2020 is mostly composed of values related to labour
proceedings (Euro 3.1 million), the dispute with a supplier from Mozambique (Euro 688
thousand) and proceedings filed by the General Inspection of Agriculture, Sea, Environment
and Spatial Planning (IGAMAOT - Inspeção-Geral da Agricultura, do Mar, do Ambiente e do
Ordenamento do Território) (Euro 498 thousand).
Tax proceedings
In 2019, the amounts included in Other Transfers/Regularisations of 11,595,392 relate to the
constitution of provisions, the counterpart of which was the Income tax item, which were
subsequently transferred to the State item in the light of the interpretation of IFRIC 23 (Note
6.1).
Other provisions
The amount presented includes provisions to cover risks related to events of a different
nature, the resolution of which may result in outflows of cash, in particular organisational
restructuring processes, risks of contractual positions assumed in investments, among
others.
In 2019, Other provisions include Euro 13,615,000 related to the Mozambique project. As
communicated to the market on 9 July 2018, Portucel Moçambique and the Mozambican
Government signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) regarding the reformulation of
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the investment project that will start being developed in two phases. At first, a forestry base
of approximately 40,000 hectares will be created, which will guarantee the supply of a unit
(to be built) for the production of eucalyptus wood chips for export (approximately 1 million
tons per year), in an estimated global investment of USD 140 million.
Although the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed with the Mozambican
Government provided for a "best effort" commitment to create the necessary conditions to
carry out the investment until last 31 December 2018, that was not possible, up to date, and
both parties continued to work towards that goal. In this context, and given current
conditions, Navigator increased the provision for the present value of the net costs to be
incurred relating to commitments under the memorandum of understanding (MoU) signed
with the Government of Mozambique, amounting to Euro 16,000,000.

Accounting policies
Provisions are recognised whenever the Group has a present legal or constructive obligation,
as a result of past events, in which it is probable that an outflow of resources will be required
to settle the obligation and the amount has been reliably estimated.
Provisions for future operating losses are not recognised. Provisions are reviewed on the date
of the statement of financial position and are adjusted to reflect the best estimate at that
date.
The Group incurs expenditure and assumes liabilities of an environmental nature.
Accordingly, expenditures on equipment and operating techniques that ensure compliance
with applicable legislation and regulations (as well as on the reduction of environmental
impacts to levels that do not exceed those representing a viable application of the best
available technologies, on those related to minimising energy consumption, atmospheric
emissions, the production of residues and noise), are capitalised when they are intended to
serve the Group’s business in a durable way, as well as those associated with future
economic benefits and which serve to extend the useful lives, increase capacity or improve
the safety or efficiency of other assets owned by the Group.
Tax proceedings
The Group's uncertain income tax positions are disclosed in Note 6.1 - Income Tax.

Estimates and judgements
Legal and tax proceedings
These provisions were made in accordance with the risk assessments carried out internally
by the Group with the support of its legal advisors, based on the probability of the decision
being favourable or unfavourable to the Group.
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10.2. COMMITMENTS
Guarantees provided to third parties
Amounts in Euro
Guarantees provided
Navigator guarantees for EIB loans
Portuguese Tax Authority and Customs
Customs clearance - USA
IAPMEI
Customs clearance
Administration state agency of Spanish Tax Authorities
Portuguese Environment Agency
Simria
Other

31/12/2020
56,666,667
15,264,923
5,671,909
1,280,701
1,250
1,033,204
1,141,618
338,829
700,971
82,100,072

31/12/2019
70,416,667
845,957
3,653,785
1,250
1,033,204
338,829
982,839
77,272,531

The guarantees provided by IAPMEI were provided under the investment contracts
celebrated between the Portuguese State and Navigator Pulp Aveiro, S.A. (Euro 833,097)
and Navigator Tissue Ródão, S.A. (Euro 447,604), in accordance with the terms and
conditions defined in the Payment Standard applicable to projects approved under QREN
Incentive Systems.
The bank guarantees given to the Portuguese Tax Authorities are related to the challenge of
proceedings in litigation, regarding Corporate Income Tax for the 2015 tax period, which
were pre-emptively and partially paid in December 2020, so the release of the guarantee in
the amount of Euro 9,451,744 is awaited.
In the case of the Portuguese Environment Agency, bank guarantees were provided in the
context of proceedings in litigation associated with the water resources rate for the years
2017 to 2019.
Purchase commitments
Amounts in Euro
Purchase commitments
Property, plant and equipment - Industrial equipment
Wood
Commitments with acquisitions in the subsequent period
Commitments to long-term acquisitions

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

9,367,666

18,279,270

191,698,539
79,200,000
280,266,205

59,600,000
88,000,000
165,879,270

Other commitments
The Navigator Group has made a commitment to achieve carbon neutrality by 2035, with an
estimated global investment of Euro 158 million, of which Euro 25 million have already been
invested in 2020.
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10.3. CONTINGENT ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
PUBLIC DEBT SETTLEMENT FUND
According to Decree-Law no. 36/93 of 13 February, the tax debts of privatised companies
relating to periods prior to the privatisation date (in the case of The Navigator Company, 25
November 2006) are the responsibility of the Public Debt Settlement Fund (PDSF). The
Navigator Company submitted an application to the PDSF on 16 April 2008 requesting the
payment by the State of the tax debts raised by the tax authorities for periods before that
date. On 13 December 2010, the company filed a new request for payment of debts
assessed by the Tax Administration for the periods of 2006 and 2003, which was
supplemented, on 13 October 2011, with the amounts already paid and uncontested relating
to these same debts, as well as the expenses directly related thereto, pursuant to the ruling
dated 24 May 2011 (Case no. 0993A/02), which confirmed the company's position regarding
the enforceability of such expenses.
On 13 December 2017, The Navigator Company, S.A. has made an extra-judicial agreement
with Tax authorities, in which was recognised the PDSF´s responsibility for refunding the
amount of Euro 5,725,771 corresponding to the amount of Corporate Income Tax improperly
paid, resulting from the alleged qualification / incorrect consideration, by the tax
administration, of the tax loss calculated as a result of the operations performed by Soporcel,
S.A. in 2003, as well as to promote restitution to Navigator of the mentioned amount.
In this context, PDSF is liable for Euro 22,140,855, detailed as follows:

Period
Valores em Euros
Proceedings confirmed in court
Corporate income tax
Corporate income tax (RF)
Corporate income tax
Expenses
Proceedings not confirmed in court
Corporate income tax
Corporate income tax

Amounts
requested

2002
2004
2004

18,923
3,324
766,395
314,957
1,103,599

2005
2006

11,754,680
11,890,071
23,644,751
24,748,350

Decrease due to
RERD

(1,360,294)
(1,108,178)
(2,468,472)
(2,468,472)

Proceedings
decided in
favour of the
Group

Outstanding
amounts

(139,023)
(139,023)

18,923
3,324
627,372
314,957
964,576

(139,023)

10,394,386
10,781,893
21,176,279
22,140,855

Regarding the aggregate corporate income tax proceedings of 2005 and 2006, if Courts
come to a decision in favour of Navigator Group, the Group will withdraw the request made
to PDSF.
Public Debt Settlement Fund - proceeding no. 774/11.3 BEALM
Additionally, a new petition was filed in the Administrative Court of Almada on 11 October
2011, which called for the refund of various amounts, amounting to Euro 136,243,949.
These amounts regard adjustments in the financial statements of the Group after its
privatisation that had not been considered in formulating the price of its privatisation as they
were not included in the documentation made available for consultation by the bidders.
On 24 May 2014 the Court denied the Navigator Company Group’s proposal to present
testimony evidence, alternatively proposing written submissions. On 30 June 2014 Navigator
Company Group appealed against this decision, but continuously presented written evidence.
The Court subsequently confirmed the Navigator Company Group’s views on this matter,
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both parts appointed experts and the partial expert report was issued on July 2017, being
required either by The Navigator Company, S.A. either by the Ministério das Finanças, the
attendance of both designated experts in court hearing, in order to provide oral explanations
on the expert report.
Following claims filed by Navigator on 11 September 2017 and 15 January 2019, the experts
submitted redrafted Expert Reports on 27 December 2018 and 19 March 2019, respectively.
The trial hearing sessions took place between May and June 2019, with the parties filing
closing arguments in September 2019 and now awaiting the Court's decision.
Infrastructure enhancement and maintenance fee
Under the licensing proceeding no. 408/04 related to the new Setubal´s paper mill project,
the Setubal City Council issued a settlement note to Navigator regarding an infrastructure
enhancement and maintenance fee (“TMUE") amounting to Euro 1,199,560, with which the
company disagrees.
This situation regards the amount collected under this levy in the licensing process
mentioned above, for the construction of a new paper mill in the industrial site of Mitrena,
Setúbal. The Navigator disagrees with the amount charged and filled an administrative claim
against it on 25 February 2008 (request No. 2485/08), followed by an appeal to Court
against the rejection of the claim on 28 October 2008. At 3 October 2012 this claim had an
adverse decision, and in 13 November 2012, Navigator appealed. This lawsuit is awaiting the
decision of TCA since 4 July 2013.
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11. GROUP STRUCTURE

11.1. COMPANIES INCLUDED IN THE CONSOLIDATION PERIMETER
11.1.1. Navigator Group subsidiaries
Share equity owned
31/12/2020
31/12/2019
Company
Parent company:
The Navigator Company, S.A.
Subsidiaries:

Head Office

Direct

Indirect

Total

Total

Main activity

Portugal

-

-

-

-

Navigator Brands , S.A.

Portugal

100.00

-

100.00

100.00

Navigator Parques Industriais, S.A.

Portugal

100.00

-

100.00

100.00

Navigator Products & Tecnology, S.A. *

Portugal

100.00

-

100.00

100.00

Navigator Paper Figueira, S.A
Empremedia RE , AC

Portugal
Ireland

100.00
100.00

-

100.00
100.00

100.00
-

Raiz - Instituto de Investigação da Floresta e Papel

Portugal

75.00

22.00

97.00

97.00

Portugal

-

97.00

97.00

97.00

Raiz Ventures , SA

Portugal

-

97.00

97.00

97.00

Enerpulp – Cogeração Energética de Pasta, S.A.

About the Future - Essential Oils, SA

Portugal

100.00

-

100.00

100.00

Navigator Pulp Figueira, S.A.

Portugal

100.00

-

100.00

100.00

Portugal

-

92.20

92.20

92.20

Portugal

-

90.20

90.20

90.20

Portugal

-

90.00

90.00

90.00

Portugal
Portugal
Portugal

100.00
100.00
100.00

-

100.00
100.00
100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00

Portugal

-

100.00

100.00

100.00

Spain

-

100.00

100.00

100.00

Ema Cacia - Engenharia e Manutenção Industrial,
ACE
Ema Setúbal - Engenharia e Manutenção Industrial,
ACE
Ema Figueira da Foz- Engenharia e Manutenção
Industrial, ACE
Navigator Pulp Setúbal, S.A.
Navigator Pulp Aveiro, S.A.
Navigator Tissue Aveiro, S.A.
Navigator Tissue Ródão , S.A.
Navigator Tissue Iberica , S.A.
Portucel Moçambique - Sociedade de
Desenvolvimento Florestal e Industrial, Lda
Navigator Internacional Holding SGPS, S.A.
Navigator Financial Services sp . Zoo
Navigator Forest Portugal, S.A.
EucaliptusLand, S.A.
Sociedade de Vinhos da Herdade de Espirra Produção e Comercialização de Vinhos, S.A.
Gavião - Sociedade de Caça e Turismo, S.A.
Afocelca - Agrupamento complementar de
empresas para protecção contra incêndios, ACE
Viveiros Aliança - Empresa Produtora de Plantas,
S.A.
Atlantic Forests, S.A.
Bosques do Atlantico, SL
Navigator Africa, SRL
Navigator Paper Setúbal , S.A.

Mozambique

Sale of paper and pulp
Acquisition, operation, lease or concession of the use
and disposal of trademarks, patents and other
industrial or intellectual property
Management of industrial real estate
Marketing of engineering products, technology and
services
Paper production
Insurance mediation and advisory services
Applied research in the field of pulp and paper
industry and forestry activity
Promotion of business units directly or indirectly
related to research, development and innovation
activities in the field of forest-based bioeconomy
Production, rectification and wholesale of essential
oils
Energy production
Production of cellulose pulp and provision of
administration, management and internal advisory
services

Provision of industrial maintenance services

Cellulose pulp production
Cellulose pulp production
Tissue paper production

Sale of tissue paper

90.02

-

90.02

90.02

100.00

-

100.00

100.00

Management of shareholdings

25.00

75.00

100.00

100.00

Financial services

Portugal
Portugal

100.00
-

100.00

100.00
100.00

100.00
100.00

Forestry production
Forestry production

Portugal

-

100.00

100.00

100.00

Wine production

Portugal

-

100.00

100.00

100.00

Portugal

-

64.80

64.80

64.80

Management of hunting resources
Provision of forest fire prevention and fighting
services

Portugal

-

100.00

100.00

100.00

Portugal

-

100.00

100.00

100.00

Spain
Italy
Portugal

100.00

100.00
100.00
-

100.00
100.00
100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00

Provision of services within the scope of forestry
activities and trade in timber
Trade in wood and biomass and logging
Trade in wood and biomass and logging
Paper and energy production

Portugal
Poland

Forestry production

Plant production in nurseries

Navigator North America Inc.

USA

-

100.00

100.00

100.00

Sale of paper

Navigator Paper World, S.A. *

Portugal

-

-

-

100.00

Provision of administration and management services
and management of shareholdings

Morocco
Spain
The
Netherlands
France
United
Kingdom
Italy

-

100.00
100.00

100.00
100.00

100.00
100.00

-

100.00

100.00

100.00

-

100.00

100.00

100.00

-

100.00

100.00

100.00

-

100.00

100.00

100.00

25.00
1.00

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
75.00
100.00
99.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
3.00

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

Navigator Afrique du Nord
Navigator España, S.A.
Navigator Netherlands, BV
Navigator France, EURL
Navigator Paper Company UK, Ltd
Navigator Italia, SRL
Navigator Deutschland, GmbH
Navigator Paper Austria, GmbH
Navigator Paper Poland SP Z o o
Navigator Eurasia
Navigator Rus Company, LLC
Navigator Paper Mexico
Navigator Middle East Trading DMCC
Navigator Egypt, ELLC
Navigator International GmbH *
Navigator Participações Holding ,SGPS, S.A. *
Empremédia - Corretores de Seguros, S.A.
Navigator Abastecimento de Madeira, ACE

Germany
Austria
Poland
Turkey
Russia
Mexico
Dubai
Egypt
Germany
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal

97.00

Provision of sales intermediation services

Sale of cellulose pulp
Management of shareholdings
Insurance mediation and advisory services
Sale of timber

* Companies merged in 2020 (Note 11.2)
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11.1.2. Incorporated joint operations

Company

Head Office

Pulpchem Logistics, A.C.E.

Portugal

Direct

Share equity owned
31/12/2020
31/12/2019
Indirect
Total
Total

50.00

-

50.00

50.00

Main activity
Purchases of materials, subsidiary materials and
services used in the pulp and paper production
processes

11.2. CHANGES IN THE CONSOLIDATION PERIMETER
During the period ended 31 December 2020, the consolidation perimeter was changed from
the previous period by the following corporate reorganisation operations:
−
−
−

Merger by incorporation of Navigator Paper World, S.A. into Navigator Paper Setúbal,
S.A.
Merger by incorporation of Navigator Participações Holding, S.G.P.S., S.A. and
Navigator Products & Technologies, S.A. into The Navigator Company, S.A.
Merger by incorporation of Navigator International Trading GmbH into Navigator
Deutschland, GmbH.

11.3. TRANSACTIONS WITH RELATED PARTIES
Balances with related parties
31/12/2020

Amounts in Euro
Shareholders (Note 5.2)
Semapa - Soc. de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
Other subsidiaries of Semapa Group
Secil - Companhia Geral Cal e Cimento, S.A.
Secil Britas, S.A.
Secil Prebetão, S.A.
CMP ‐ Cimentos Maceira e Pataias, S.A.
Unibetão, S.A.
Other related parties
Enermontijo, S.A.
Seinpar Investments BV
Enerpar, SGPS, Lda.
Sonagi Imobiliária, S.A.
Refundos - Soc. Gestora de Fundos de Inv. Imobiliário, S.A.
Hotel Ritz, S.A.

09/04/2021

Receivables
(Note 4.2)

Payables
(Note 4.3)

31/12/2019

Interest-bearing
liabilities (Note
5.7)

Lease
liabilities
(Note 5.8)

Receivables
(Note 4.2)

Payables
(Note 4.3)

Interest-bearing
liabilities (Note
5.7)

-

7,001,046

-

-

24,651

10,881,165

-

443,648
-

35,503
86,954
23,682
66,595

-

-

329,779
-

22,513
70,636
314
7,477
40,367

-

443,649

3,654
7,217,434

-

188,841
188,841

82,580
600
85,382
522,992

42,887
93,430
2,033
11,160,821

33,745
74,664
108,409
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Transactions with related parties

Amounts in Euro
Shareholders (Note 5.2)
Semapa - Soc. de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
Other subsidiaries of Semapa Group
Secil - Companhia Geral Cal e Cimento, S.A.
Secil Britas, S.A.
Secil Prebetão, S.A.
CMP ‐ Cimentos Maceira e Pataias, S.A.
Unibetão, S.A.
Other related parties
Enermontijo, S.A.
Enerpar, SGPS, Lda.
Seinpar Investments BV
Sonagi Imobiliária, S.A.
Refundos - Soc. Gestora de Fundos de Inv. Imobiliário, S.A.
Hotel Ritz, S.A.

Purchase of
goods and
services

31/12/2020
Sales and
services
Other operating
rendered
income

Financial
(expenses) /
income

Purchase of
goods and
services

31/12/2019
Sales and
services
Other operating
rendered
income

Financial
(expenses) /
income

8,743,735
8,743,735

-

-

9,217
9,217

12,811,967
12,811,967

-

10,716
10,716

-

58,549
45,188
45,582
78,684
228,003

12,000
12,000

233,356
233,356

-

22,997
191,924
65,711
36,050
273,881
590,563

410,140
410,140

-

-

7,878
7,878
8,979,616

12,000

1,735
1,735
235,091

9,217

370,120
81,576
617,899
4,457
1,074,053
14,476,583

376,038
1,984
24
378,046
788,186

-

378
18,766
19,144
19,144

10,716

On 1 February 2013, a contract to render administrative and management services was
signed between Semapa - Sociedade de Investimentos e Gestão, SGPS, S.A. (currently
owner of 69.4% of the Group´s share capital) and Navigator Group, establishing a
remuneration system based in equal criteria for both parties in the continuous cooperation
and assistance relationships, that meets the rules applicable to commercial relationships
between group companies.
It was also celebrated a lease agreement between Navigator Brands, S.A. (previously
designated as Navigator Paper Figueira, S.A.) and Cimilonga – Imobiliária, S.A. under which
an office was leased in Semapa SGPS, SA headquarters’ building, in Lisbon, which was
terminated in 2020.
The Navigator Company, SA and Refundos - Sociedade Gestora de Investimentos Imobiliário,
SA, also entered into a lease agreement beginning on 1 June 2017 and ending on 31 May
2027, automatically renewable for a 5 year period, regarding the lease of an office building
located in Lisbon, Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo. Since the company was sold to a third
party during the first half of the year, it is no longer considered a related party in 2020.
The operations performed with the Secil Group arise from normal market operations.
In the identification of the Navigator Company Group’s related parties for the purpose of
financial reporting, the members of the Navigator Company Group’s Board of Directors and
other corporate bodies were considered as related parties.
The remuneration of the Group's key corporate bodies is detailed in Note 7.3 Remuneration of corporate bodies.
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12. EXPLANATION ADDED FOR TRANSLATION
These financial statements are a free translation of the financial statements originally issued
in Portuguese. In the event of discrepancies, the Portuguese language version prevails.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
João Nuno de Sottomayor Pinto de Castello Branco
Board of Directors Chairman
António José Pereira Redondo
Chairman of the Executive Board
Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira
Executive Board Member
José Fernando Morais Carreira de Araújo
Executive Board Member
Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos
Executive Board Member
João Paulo Araújo Oliveira
Executive Board Member
João Paulo Cabete Gonçalves Lé
Executive Board Member
Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado
Member
Maria Teresa Aliu Presas
Member
Mariana Rita Antunes Marques dos Santos
Member
Ricardo Miguel dos Santos Pacheco Pires
Member
Sandra Maria Soares Santos
Member
Vítor Manuel Rocha Novais Gonçalves
Member
Vítor Paulo Paranhos Ferreira
Member
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9. REPORTS AND OPINIONS OF AUDIT BODIES
AND STATUTORY AUDITOR
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REPORT AND OPINION OF THE AUDIT BOARD
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS
Financial Year of 2020

Shareholders,
1.

In accordance with the law, the articles of association and the terms of our mandate,
we are pleased to submit the report on our supervisory activities in 2020 and to issue
our opinion on The Consolidated Management Report and Consolidated Financial
Statements presented by the Board of Directors of the Navigator Company, SA, for the
financial year ended 31 December 2020.

2.

Over the course of the year we monitored the affairs of the company and its most
significant affiliates and associates, with the regularity and to the extent we deemed
appropriate, through periodic meetings with the company’s directors and senior
management. We checked that the accounts were kept correctly and duly
documented, and verified the effectiveness of the risk management, internal control
and internal audit systems. We also monitored compliance with the law and the
articles of association. We encountered no constraints in the course of our supervisory
activities.

3.

We met several times with the official auditor and external auditor, KPMG &
Associados, SROC, Lda, monitoring its auditing activities and checking its
independence. We assessed the Legal Accounts Certificate and the Audit Report and
are in agreement with the Legal Accounts Certificate presented.

4.

The Audit Board analyzed the proposals submitted to it for the provision of non-audit
services by the external auditor, and approved those that concerned permitted
services, did not affect the independence of the external auditor and complied with
additional legal requirements.

5.

In the course of our work we found that:
a) The Consolidated Income Statement, the Consolidated Statement of Financial
Position, the Consolidated Statement of Recognized Income and Expense, the
Statement of Changes in Consolidated Equity and the Consolidated Statement of Cash
Flows and the corresponding Notes to the Financial Statements provide an adequate
picture of the state of the company’s affairs and its profits, the comprehensive income
changes in its equity and cash flows;
b) The accounting policies and valuation criteria adopted comply with the International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted in the European Union and suitably
assure that such criteria lead to a correct valuation of the company’s assets and
profits, taking due account of the analyses and recommendations of the external
auditor;
c) The Consolidated Management Report provides a sufficient description of the
business affairs of the company and its affiliates included in the consolidated accounts,
offering a clear account of the most significant developments during the year;
d) The Corporate Governance Report includes the information required by Article 245A of the Securities Code and considers the recommendations from the Portuguese
Institute for Corporate Governance (IPCG).
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6.

Accordingly, taking into consideration the information received from the Board of
Directors and the company departments, and also the conclusions of the Legal
Accounts Certificate and the Audit Report, we recommend that:
(a) The Consolidated Management Report be approved;
(b) The Consolidated Financial Statements be approved.

7.

Finally, the members of the Audit Board wish to acknowledge and express their thanks
for the assistance received from the Board of Directors, the senior managers of the
company and other staff, as well as the external auditor, KPMG & Associados, SROC,
Lda.

Lisbon, April 7, 2021

The Chairman of the Audit Board
José Manuel Oliveira Vitorino
Member
Gonçalo Nuno Palha Gaio Picão Caldeira
Member
Maria da Graça Torres Ferreira da Cunha Gonçalves
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FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
Companies and those leading them have an absolutely central role in the Decade of Action for the
United Nations 2030 Agenda for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
The central contribution made by business to society is nothing new. It has always been the case
that the industrial and business fabric has created value for society through the products and
services it offers, the jobs it creates, the work it provides for suppliers and communities, the tax
revenues it generates, and so on. That said, in the last instance it is also business that uses the
planet's resources. To do so sustainably has always been the challenge, and will increasingly be so
in future.
Taking a long term view, it is clear that all these contributions to different stakeholders are fully
consistent with generating shareholder value.
The

sustainable

path

that

companies

are

increasingly

travelling

represents

prosperity,

employment, a dynamic economy, social development and respect for the environment. I would
here cite a saying of Henry Ford who, in his day, already had an understanding of the social
responsibility of companies: “A business that makes nothing but profits is a poor business.”
The topic of sustainability has to be at the top of the agenda of leaders and of us all, and that
means defining goals and metrics to monitor progress, both in the responsible use of resources,
and on climate or social issues. The challenge is to maintain the balance and achieve a transition
that allows us to move forward in different dimensions with advantages for all parties.
Navigator, with its tradition of taking the long view, has a head start in this area and its
contribution has been acknowledged by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development
(WBCSD), the planet's leading organisation for business sustainability. We have a seat on the
Executive Committee of the WBCSD and have been a very active member of the Forest Solutions
Group, that debates forestry issues within the organisation, taking part in a variety of projects and
helping to push through new solutions for transforming the economy and society.
Navigator has positioned itself in the same way in BCSD Portugal, a high-profile organisation
bringing together companies with a vision of the future and which work together to speed up the
transition to a more sustainable world. Navigator currently chairs the management board and is
an active and committed contributor to several working parties and activities organised by BCSD
to inspire responsible business models, able to build environment, social and governance concerns
into their corporate strategies.
Sustainability is a central issue at Navigator and what motivates us is the ambition to demand
more of ourselves than of others.

João Castello Branco
Chairman of the Board of Directors
The Navigator Company
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Our Purpose
We are committed to creating sustainable value for our shareholders and for society
as a whole. We want to share not just our results, but also our knowledge, our
experience and our resources, in the quest for a better future for all.
Because it is people, their quality of life and the future of the planet that inspire and
motivate us!
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IN CONVERSATION WITH
ANTÓNIO REDONDO,
CEO THE NAVIGATOR COMPANY

You took over as
CEO in January
2020, a year
marked by an
unexpected crisis
caused by the
pandemic
situation. What
impact did this
event have on the
Company's
management and
how did it
influence the
design of the
Responsible
Business Agenda
2030?

The first step towards Sustainability starts precisely by adopting measures
that make the business model itself sustainable. For this reason,
irrespective of critical background events like the global health crisis, the
priority of this management team has been, simultaneously: to build up
existing business, focussing the organisation on careful management of
our underlying fixed and variable costs, defining the value proposition and
the resulting price strategy for those businesses, and promoting the
development of our workforce and seeking out new avenues for innovation
and growth.
So when we were faced with the pandemic, our response was coordinated,
swift and absolutely focussed on protecting our Employees, and also our
Communities. In February 2020, even before Portugal declared a state of
alert, we had put our first contingency plan into action and set up a crisis
management office, directly involving managers from different operational
areas. We developed a governance system tailored to the health
emergency and, alongside that, we put together a Business Continuity
Plan, based on multiple scenarios, capable of helping us steer the Group
through a highly volatile and uncertain situation, where little information
was available. The crisis offered a test for our organisational capabilities,
resilience and team spirit, calling on all our skills across the Company. We
succeeded in adapting quickly to rapid swings in the market and effectively
mitigated the consequences of the crisis on The Navigator Company's
results.
I feel it is important to stress that the adversities did nothing to dampen
our efforts to design our Responsible Management Agenda 2030 which, on
the basis of a broadly based stakeholder engagement exercise, made it
possible to work collaboratively on identifying the most relevant issues for
the Company's future. Navigator's Agenda 2030 reflects our alignment
with global sustainability macrotrends, such as the climate emergency and
biodiversity loss, demographic and social change, and technological
innovation. The importance of contributing to the development of our
Employees and of our local Communities, seeking to respond to the
challenges posed by the health crisis, with a severe impact on the socioeconomic fabric worldwide, is something that follows naturally from the
Responsibility Agenda 2030, the conceptual and operational edifice that
will guide us over the next decade.
This effort is all the more relevant when we consider The Navigator
Company's vast supply chain, of structural importance to the country in
view of our 7,000 suppliers, 76% of them Portuguese, with tens of
thousands of forestry producers upstream and a multiplier effect of direct,
indirect and induced employment all over Portugal. For this reason also, in
the face of the pandemic, we took steps to support suppliers and clients, in
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line with the commitment set out in our corporate purpose, of sharing with
society not just our results, but also our knowledge, experiences and
resources, in the quest for a better future.

“Creating Value
Responsibly” is a
key concept of the
Agenda 2030.
What does this
mean for
Navigator?

It is people, their quality of life and the future of the planet that inspire
and motivate us - this is our commitment, expressed in The Navigator
Company's purpose. So the concept of "Creating Value Responsibly"
means identifying and minimising the main impacts of our forestry and
industrial operations and stepping up our positive contribution to
protecting natural resources. It means creating close relationships with our
Employees, with our business partners, from forestry producers to clients,
and with communities, seeking to respond to their needs and
expectations. It means developing business that generates value for our
stakeholders. It means allying technology with expertise to create
increasingly sustainable products, taking advantage from the fact that
cellulose and its derivatives, such as paper, are uniquely well positioned to
do this. And it means responding to the urgent challenges that we face, by
adding value to forests and adopting a low carbon business model.

What is the
importance of the
three strategic
focus areas Nature, Climate
and Society? And
how do they
reflect the
Company's
ambitions in the
commitments and
targets defined in
the Roadmap
2030, in
comparison with
the Roadmap
2025?

The focus areas complement each other and bring together the most
pressing issues for Navigator's Agenda 2030, drawn up as the result of a
wide-ranging process in which we listened to stakeholders inside and
outside the Company, and of our strategy reappraisal. They respond
directly to the central issue cutting across the Agenda: A Responsible
Business.
Nature because it is the source of life and our future, representing the
legacy we want to leave to generations to come. Our products are obtained
from sustainably managed forests that protect biodiversity. We know we
can only continue to generate value for Society if we take care of this
fundamental renewable resource. In our operations, we also apply and
follow best practices in order to protect water, the air and the soil, helping
to add value to natural capital, something that belongs to everyone.
Climate because we are responsible for designing and implementing low
carbon solutions, such as our Roadmap for Carbon Neutrality 2035. In
addition to recent investment in solar energy, the new biomass boiler at the
Figueira da Foz plant will enable us to achieve a 32% reduction in total CO 2
emissions by the Navigator Group, and represented capital expenditure of
55 million euros. We should not forget that our forests are also part of the
solution, because of their important role in sequestering carbon from the
atmosphere. Products sourced from plantations with species rotated over a
shorter cycle make not only for faster sequestration, but also for carbon
stocks to be recycled, because they are taken out of the forest into the
various wood products, enabling us to start a new cycle of carbon
sequestration through a new cycle of forestation.
Society because the essential function of companies is to generate and
share sustainable value among the different groups in society who create,
support and develop them (shareholders, clients, Employees, communities,
suppliers, ...), thereby leading to a positive impact. We are committed to
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developing our Employees, to their safety and well-being. We are also
committed to our local Communities, a challenge that has significantly
mobilised our Company over the past year.
By drawing up a Sustainability Roadmap 2030, with specific commitments
and goals on the various issues regarded as relevant to Navigator, and to
our Stakeholders, we are able to face with confidence the massive
challenges ahead of us on environmental, social and governance matters.

Can you point to
any sustainability
trend that will
have a
particularly strong
impact on
Navigator's
business in the
near future?

Technological Innovation is a challenge for our business model. We have
to innovate in our industrial operations, with solutions capable of
minimising our environmental impacts and promoting even more efficient
use of natural resources, such as water, an asset which is both scarce and
precious for human life. We have to be able to innovate socially, paying
attention to emerging forms of behaviour in the field of sustainable
consumption and new forms of work. And we have to help people
rediscover the value of cellulose derivatives, with their multiple facets and
applications, in particular as a highly recyclable and totally biodegradable
packaging alternative, substituting products that are extremely carbon
intensive, such as plastic.

2020 was a year
of change in terms
of public
awareness of the
importance of
Sustainability, in
particular on
issues such as
climate action and
biodiversity. Do
you think society
will demand
companies to play
a different role in
this field?

I'm confident it will. As in everything else, only when civil society is better
informed and more up-to-date, when it expects higher standards and has a
firm sense of citizenship will we be able to fulfil our individual and collective
responsibility to work together in designing solutions for the severe
environmental and social crises that face us. Companies are a very
important part of the solution. Navigator's Agenda 2030 is aligned with the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and with the call to action
to companies to play their part in building a society that is more
sustainable, and so fairer and with a better future.

How will
Navigator involve
its Stakeholders,
and its Employees
in particular, in
this journey
towards
sustainability?

It is not possible to make this ambitious Agenda a reality without the
engagement of our Employees, as this Report makes clear. We started by
telling all the workforce about the Agenda 2030, asking them to draw on
their insights and voice their opinion on the strategic focus areas with which
they identified most, and to grade the material topics (environmental social
and governance) in terms of priority. Over the course of this year we will
develop an external and internal communication plan for the Agenda 2030,
so that our Stakeholders in general, and our Employees in particular, can
share and feel engaged in the commitments and goals that Navigator has
established in its Sustainability Roadmap. Wide-ranging and ongoing efforts
will be needed for people to buy into this Agenda, so that we can all build a
Company that creates Sustainable Value in the long term. That is our
Responsibility to Nature, Climate and Society.
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NAVIGATOR IN THE RESPONSE TO COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic has been a comprehensive test
for The Navigator Company's organisational skills, resilience and team spirit. In a year when the global health
emergency completely changed the life of organisations
and individuals, the Company took early, all-round action,
with the protection of its Employees and Community as
its absolute priority.
Navigator's response to COVID-19 started as early as February 2020,
even before the first state of emergency was declared in Portugal,
which only happened in mid-March. The first step was to draw up and
implement a contingency plan with new procedures and possibilities
for responding to a range of scenarios.
The Company developed a governance system adapted to the exceptional circumstances, setting up a permanent Crisis Management Office, directly involving managers responsible for industrial, forestry
and commercial operations, purchasing, risk management, human
resources management, occupational medicine, internal and external
communication, health and safety at work and facility management.
Reporting directly to the Executive Board, this Office has also worked
hand in hand with organisations representing workers and focused on
three priority areas: Employee health and safety, business continuity
and continued operation of the four industrial units, and the flow of
communication channels with external Stakeholders.
The Company implemented contingency measures for mill operations
(which represent around 90% of the workforce), but also for forestry
and research, as well as for the fifteen international offices and the
offices in Lisbon and Mozambique, ensuring they were prepared for
possible outbreaks.
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All pulling together

Portugal

The Contingency Plan set out some 80 measures, constantly adjusted to the evolving situation and designed to 14 isolation areas set up at all sites
pool resources and respond to the organisation's most where the Company carries on industrial and
pressing needs. In addition to exhaustive internal infor- forestry operations
mation on disinfection procedures and the provision of
personal protective equipment, permanent medical and ~950 Employees working from home
at different periods during the year
psychological helplines were set up, and another for human resources (for situations of sick leave and childcare), 877,897 individual face masks
whilst the occupational health sector kept up a steady flow
of helpful tips on how to cope with isolation and lockdown.
Faced with the scarcity of disinfectants on the market, the
Company decided to produce its own, which was developed at the laboratories of the different industrial complexes. Care was also taken to establish contacts with external entities, leading to collaboration with the Institute
for Molecular Medicine in the serology testing campaign
launched as early as May.
Production at the mills was adjusted to changing market
behaviour, enabling us to respond appropriately, for example, to the peak in demand for tissue in the at-home
segment. This was helped by setting up different teams,
longer shifts and staggered working hours, all of which
reduced the number of people on each industrial site at a
given time.

89,777 pairs of gloves
249 face shields
360 pairs of goggles
1,667 protective suits
814 litres
alcohol gel
8,041 litres

skin disinfectant

6,305 litres

surface disinfectant

1,282

webinar participants in 2020
Portucel Moçambique also helped local communities and
the main hospitals in Manica and Zambézia provinces with
Mozambique
a range of personal protective equipment.
Thanks to this collective effort, there were no visible im- 375 pairs of gloves
pacts on the normal functioning of the Company's industri- 610 face shields
377 pairs of goggles
al units.

1,195 handmade masks
1,080 bars of soap
485 litres liquid soap
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Close relations with the community
In this crisis situation, The Navigator Company came
to the help of the local communities around its forestry and industrial sites.
In the field of health and safety, Navigator supplied
masks, gloves, goggles and protective suits to hospital facilities in Setúbal, Aveiro, Baixo Vouga (Aveiro)
and Barreiro/Montijo, and also to the Aveiro Family
Health Unit and to the Ílhavo Municipal Welfare Centre. It also contributed to the purchase of a digital Xray machine for the Figueira da Foz hospital, which
enabled it to take X-rays of infected patients, thereby shortening diagnosis times.
On a different front, the Company donated paper to
34 civil parish councils in areas where Navigator has
industrial complexes, and it gave paper reams to
1,500 kiosks that stayed open so that people could
still have access to information and print documents.

And also...
3,600 primary school
students

were helped with home learning,
through donations of Navigator
Students paper, for them to do their
school work at home.

100,000

paper bags distributed

through
4,000 newsagents and news-stands,
as part of the “Paper Soldiers”
campaign, sharing messages of
hope and inspiration.

Community support was also provided at the factory
gates, with meals distributed to drivers of wood
trucks, at a time when all restaurants and cafés were
closed.
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Engagement with WBCSD on the Companies and COVID-19
programme
During the early stages of the pandemic, Navigator was
one of the companies that got involved in the WBCSD
initiative to design a relevant and large-scale corporate
response to the expected crisis.
As soon as the WBCSD COVID-19 Response Programme 1 was
launched, the Company shared examples of extraordinary measures
adopted to address the pandemic, not just those aimed at its
workforce, but also those intended to support the local communities
around its plants. The document entitled “The Navigator Company:
Committed to a Shared Effort” is one of a collection of examples from
companies across the economy that WBCSD has published 2, and is
available on the Company's website. 3
Also in connection with the response to COVID-19, Navigator was one
of the companies that shared information with WBCSD on the
strategies adopted to provide increased support to its Employees in
facing the situation. The Company's mental health support
programme 4 is one of the examples provided in a catalogue of
emerging practices for health and business recovery collected by
WBCSD on its page on “Return to New Normal – Employee Health and
Business Recovery”, detailing how companies have reacted to the
pandemic.

1

https://www.wbcsd.org/COVID-19
https://www.wbcsd.org/COVID-19/Member-companies
3
http://en.thenavigatorcompany.com/var/ezdemo_site/storage/original/application/7d714d209721710acdc3d7cf9249344a.pdf
4
https://www.wbcsd.org/WBCSD-COVID-19-Response-Program/Return-to-New-Normal-Employee-Health-and-BusinessRecovery/The-Navigator-Company-Psychological-Support-Program
2
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NAVIGATOR IN 2020

* Overall R&D + Innovation spending based on eligible amount for SIFIDE (figure for 2019)
2021 04 07
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**Includes Employees of Portucel Moçambique. For the purposes of this report, we present consolidated indicators
for 3,106 employees.
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OUR BUSINESS VENTURES
Without doubt, 2020 was one of the most challenging and difficult years in living memory,
with an extremely high level of disruption and impact on the people's lives and on society in
general. At a very early stage, Navigator took all the measures within its powers to protect its
people and minimise the impact on its business. Swift action in the Company's most critical
areas - including careful management planning of production, the sales strategy implemented, review of its capex plan, firm cost containment, support for the entire value chain and an
active approach to financing - made it possible to limit the adverse effects of this crisis and to
demonstrate the resilience of Navigator's business model.
The Navigator Company is an integrated forestry, pulp, paper, tissue and bioenergy producer,
with operations based at state-of the-art plants using cutting edge technology, making them
a global benchmark. It is recognised as setting world standards for quality in its sector.
The Group conducts vertically integrated forestry operations, with its own forest and paper
research institute, and is responsible for a vast area of plantations in Portugal (1.2% of the
country), management of which is 100% certified under the FSC® and PEFC™ systems [FSC –
Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC License – C010852); PEFC – Programme for the Endorsement of
Forest Certification schemes (PEFC License/13-23-001)].

The Company also boasts production capacity for 1.6 million tons of paper, 1.6 million tons of
pulp, 130 thousand tons of tissue and 2.5 TWh of renewable energy per annum corresponding approximately to 4% of all power generated in Portugal and 52% of the energy
obtained from forestry biomass.
The Navigator Company is Portugal's third largest exporter, accounting for approximately 1%
of GDP and 2.4% of all Portuguese exports of goods, generating a high level of national value
added. In 2020, the Company recorded turnover of € 1,385 million, and 90% of the Group's
products were sold outside Portugal, in approximately 130 countries.
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R&D + i

Aveiro / Espirra
RAIZ – Forest and Paper Research Institute
The largest private institute in Portugal, and one of the
largest in the world, devoted to R&D in eucalyptus forestry
and products (pulp, paper, tissue, biomass, derivative
bioproducts, etc.)

Forest

107,370 ha
Forest holdings with certified management in 161 municipalities
12 Million*
Plants/year at its nurseries in Espirra, Caniceira and
Ferreiras

Pulp

Setúbal, Figueira da Foz and Aveiro
1.6 Million tons*
Top European manufacturer of bleached eucalyptus kraft
pulp (BEKP) and the 5th largest in the world

UWF Paper

Setúbal and Figueira da Foz
1.6 Million tons*
Top European producer of uncoated woodfree printing and
writing paper (UWF) and the 6th largest in the world

Tissue paper

Vila Velha de Ródão and Aveiro
130,000 tons* finished products
3rd largest Iberian manufacture, after 5 years in sector

Energy

2.5 TWh*
electricity
≈ 4% of all power generated in Portugal
52% of green power generated from biomass in Portugal

Project under
way

Mozambique
13,500 ha planted area
12 Million* plants/year at Luá Nurseries
USD $6 Million invested in Social Development Project
since 2015
1.7 Million t CO 2 stored in forest

* Nominal capacity
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UWF Paper
Navigator managed its production of UWF paper (uncoated
woodfree printing and writing paper) over the year in line
with the drop in demand, and in order to control its stock
levels. After an adjustment in output in the most critical
months, it then increased paper production again as from
July, since when all its machines have been working at full
capacity.
1,276,000 tons sold

Tissue Paper
Record tissue sales in volume and value
Tissue business evolved favourably over 2020, with sales in
volume standing at 106 thousand tons, representing an increase of 10% in relation to the previous year.
Navigator made significant industrial and commercial efforts
over the year to respond to growing demand for At Home
products, and succeeded in increasing sales of finished products by around 8%.

Three new products in the Navigator range

Launch of the new Amoos AquactiveTM products with sanitisation properties.

A more economic ream of 80 g/m2, with 625 sheets instead of
the traditional 500: Navigator 625.

106,000 tons sold (up 10% on 2019)

Two premium products with special grammages for high quality printing: Bold Design, a 200 g/m2 A4 paper, and Hard
Cover, with 250 g/m2 sheets.

Pulp
With the pandemic severely affecting all European markets,
Navigator succeeded in maintaining sales in Europe and
achieved growth in overseas markets.

394,000 tons sold, the highest figures in the past decade
18 million tons produced at Setúbal Complex sold on market, a historic milestone

80% Pulp certified or with claim

€ 141 Million in turnover (up 7% on 2019)

90% Tissue Paper with forestry certification
or EU Ecolabel

52% UWF Paper with forestry certification or EU
Ecolabel

Energy
Power sales totalled € 144 million, down by 10.6% on the
previous year, despite a marginal increase in total sales in
MWh.
The Company pressed ahead with its Energy Efficiency Plan in
2020, with measures that included cutting consumption,
renewing fleets with electric vehicles and investment in digitisation of energy management, as exemplified by the Energy
Digital Effectiveness project, launched in 2020. In a significant development, Navigator achieved certification of its
Energy Management System under ISO 50001:2018.

Sales: € 144 Million

R&D
With limitations on fieldwork in the forests, constrained by
the lockdown, the year saw a greater focus on R&D in Navigator's core business (Forestry, Manufacturing, Product),
investing and following up issues of short and medium term
relevance, such as climate change, new fibre applications
(including the packaging sector), and the bieconomy and
bioproducts.
This was the first year of implementation of the 2020-2024
Strategic Plan for RAIZ, the non-profit private forest and
paper research institute majority funded by Navigator.

Strategic Plan 2020-2024

Mozambique
The year was marked by the start of the wood harvest operation in Manica province.
Portucel Moçambique stepped up its contacts with political
decision-makers, and a commitment was made by the government and the construction consortium to go ahead with
the first phase of construction of the Port of Macuse, in Zambézia, which is an essential condition for the feasibility of the
Portucel Moçambique venture.
The Social Development Programme implemented all the
activities planned for 2020, despite the challenges posed by
the pandemic.
More than 7,000 Families supported (distribution of
seeds, beekeeping, fish tanks, donation of kids for breeding
and drilling and repair of boreholes for water)

Forestry Operations
The Navigator Company's production of pulp and paper is based on the use of forests planted exclusively for this purpose. Every year, 12 million young trees start their lives in Navigator's
nurseries. These nurseries – the largest in Europe – produce 135 different species of trees and shrubs. Many of these are not economically viable, but are funded by the Company in order to
conserve biodiversity and ensure the survival of species.
Navigator is responsible for the management of 107,370 hectares of woodlands, and in 2020 replanted 3,671 hectares of eucalyptus and planted 96 hectares of other
species.
16

1.
TRENDS IN A CHANGING WORLD
Macrotrends that define our context
The challenges for Navigator's future
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Regarding the current situation as an inspirational opportunity, The Navigator Company has
conducted an extensive benchmarking exercise and involved its internal and external
Stakeholders in building a Responsible Business Agenda to serve as a framework for managing the Company over the decade ahead. This international benchmarking exercise
looked at leading institutions in this area and identified the macrotrends and main challenges facing the conduct of our business.
At the same time, an engagement exercise was carried out, with more than 540 stakeholders taking part. This contributed to the Company's materiality analysis, redefining the topics relevant to its future and enabling Navigator to delineate the strategic focus areas for its
Agenda 2030. This Agenda, embodied in the commitments and aims set out in the Sustainability Roadmap 2030, is aligned with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals,
and forms the Company's management blueprint for the “Decade of Action” 5.

1.1. Macrotrends that define our context
5

United Nations– https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/decade-of-action/
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The global crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic has brought into focus the sustainability
agendas of companies and offers an opportunity for setting priorities in addressing the
environmental, social and governance issues that the world faces. The response to the health
emergency has put the tonic on the short term, but to ignore major global trends would be to
compromise the success of business models, the sustainability of the planet and,
consequently, the future of generations to come.
All round the world, pulp and paper manufacturers are focussed on the issues of
environmental protection, conservation of biodiversity, responsible use of resources, human
capital and the circular economy, among others, in order to offer a comprehensive response,
able to contribute to models for sustainable development of the planet.
“In order to achieve a world that is sustainable, prosperous and at peace, we need a Decade
of additional Action, with wholehearted commitment and dedication. The cost of failing to
meet the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) is impossible to bear and mankind's destiny
and future will be decided today, in the action we all take in our daily lives.”
UN, 2020
The Navigator Company identified the following macrotrends as those which will potentially
create the greatest challenges to its business:
PLANET AT THE LIMIT
Climate change is an existential threat to the Earth and human life and
remains at the top of the world agenda, exposing the planet's limits,
which point to new record high average global temperature in the next
five-year period, and unavoidable changes to our way of life. The climate crisis can be seen in the loss of biodiversity, in deforestation and
the scarcity of resources. All of this accelerates degradation of the environment and the emergence of zoonotic diseases, of which COVID-19 is
the latest example,

DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE

The world's population is set to grow to 9.5 billion by 2050 6, with an
impact on the development of cities and increasing migratory flows.
Demographic evolution has interacted with economic development,
both through the ageing population and through intergenerational differences, challenging companies to develop and care for their human
capital, on which their competitiveness depends.

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION
New technologies, such as digitisation, automation, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Blockchain and BigData will allow companies to accelerate
and expand their positive impact on sustainable development of the
economy and society. In addition to the risks of cyber-dependence, the
digital transformation under way needs to take into account the need to
protect systems, programmes and network infrastructures (cybersecurity).

1.2. The challenges for Navigator's future
6

Worldmeter 2021 -World Population Projections – https://www.worldometers.info/world-population/world-populationprojections/
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These macrotrends break down into individual challenges for companies. These may
constitute risks, but also new opportunities for progress. A balanced response to these
challenges must be aligned with business development strategies and take society's
expectations into account.
The Navigator Company has conducted an internal reflection exercise on the international
challenges related to the macrotrends referred to above, and for each of them assessed its
relevance, identified the main risks and opportunities, as well as the material topics related
with the different challenges posed to its business.
In addition, the company developed a Business Continuity Plan, presented in detail in chapter
3. Our Governance. The plan identifies the risks of business disruption, most of which are
aligned with the macrotrends and challenges set out over this chapter.

1.2.1 Protect and value Biodiversity
Conciliating economic development with environmental conservation is a global
challenge. As the world's population grows, and with it the consumption of goods
produced using natural resources, the challenge also becomes greater. The debate
about sustainable use of resources and the need to protect biodiversity is urgent.
Biodiversity is essential to life, because of the balance it confers on nature, the
store of resources that provides us with food, materials, health and medicines, recreational activities and well-being. A health ecosystem filters the air and water,
helps to maintain a balanced climate, converts waste into resources, pollinates and
fertilises crops, as well as other important functions. Despite its central importance
in our lives, biodiversity is in decline, as alerted by the Living Planet Report 2020 7,
from the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), the conclusions of which add to the
urgency of protecting and adding value to Nature and to ecosystems.
“1,000,000 species (500 thousand animals and plants and 500 thousand
insects) are at risk of extinction, but we still have time to avoid more
losses if steps are taken to conserve and restore Nature. Between 1970
and 2016, the world population of wildlife species fell by 68%, affecting
mammals, birds, amphibians, reptiles and fish.”
Living Planet Report 2020, WWF
The way in which the economic model has evolved worldwide has taken the planet
to its limit and COVID-19 is just one more manifestation of mankind's vulnerable
relationship with nature, with the emergence of new zoonotic diseases. Loss of biological diversity threatens not only the health of people and the planet, but is also
interdependent on the climate crisis which overshadows the present moment and
the near future.
Restoration of forests, soils and wetlands, and the creation of green areas in cities,
are essential for attenuating the effects of climate change up to 2030. The
Biodiversity Summit organised by the United Nations, in September 2020, brought
together leaders from 84 countries and called for urgent and immediate global
action to address the interdependent crises of biodiversity loss, ecosystem
degradation and climate change - driven largely by unsustainable production and
consumption 8.

7
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More than
half the
world's
Gross
Domestic
Product
(GDP) —
around 40
billion euros
— depends
on Nature.
EU Biodiversity
Strategy for 2030

Living Planet Report 2020 – https://f.hubspotusercontent20.net/hubfs/4783129/LPR/PDFs/ENGLISH-FULL.pdf

Leaders’ Pledge for Nature, UN 2020 – Leaders' Pledge for Nature;
https://www.leaderspledgefornature.org/Leaders_Pledge_for_Nature_27.09.20.pdf
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At the same time, the European Strategy for Biodiversity 9, announced in May 2020,
sets out to establish protected areas covering at least 30% of the continent's
onshore and offshore territory, and also to restore degraded ecosystems in Europe,
intervening in agricultural sustainability, restoring the natural course of 25
thousand km of rivers and planting 3 billion trees by 2030. The aim is to position
the European Union centre stage in the response to the global biodiversity crisis.
“Making nature healthy again is key to our physical and mental wellbeing
and is an ally in the fight against climate change and disease outbreaks. It
is at the heart of our growth strategy, the European Green Deal, and is
part of a European recovery that gives more back to the planet than it
takes away.”
Ursula von der Leyen, President of the European Commission
At the corporate level, companies have a fundamental role to play in nature conservation, by adopting responsible and sustainable business models. This has led to
the emergence of initiatives such as Business for Nature 10, representing more than
50 partner organisations, ranging from research institutes to companies and NGOs
involved in promoting sustainable development, and Act4nature 11, with the slogan
"Business for Nature", an initiative of BCSD Portugal that sets out to pool efforts to
reduce impacts on nature and to invest in restoring it. The Navigator Company has
been involved in the initiative from the outset and is committed to its principles.
MATERIAL TOPICS
IN NAVIGATOR'S RESPONSIBILITY AGENDA
•

Responsible Use of Resources (page 79)

•

Climate Change and CO 2 Sequestration (page

•

Sustainable Forestry Management and Conserving Biodiversity (page 87)

105)

RELEVANCE TO NAVIGATOR
- Importance of committing to ambitious targets and goals in biodiversity conservation strategy and
operational practices;
- Perception of sound management in use of countryside/natural resources;
- Stakeholder acceptance that the balance of ecosystems is also fundamental for production forests;
- Relevance of impact on local communities and on socio-economic development of regions, thanks
to know-how and accrued experience that serves as the basis for working with third parties.
9

EU Biodiversity Strategy for 2030 (https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal/actionsbeing-taken-eu/eu-biodiversity-strategy-2030_pt
10
Business for nature – https://www.businessfornature.org/call-to-action
11

Act4nature – https://bcsdportugal.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Act4nature-Portugal_Compromissosempresariais_VFF_compressed-1.pdf
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CHALLENGES/RISKS
•

Restrictions on forestry production areas;

•

Constraints resulting from European
Strategy for Biodiversity, if the 30%
increase in protected areas is adopted.

•

Effect of fires on biodiversity loss in
woodlands.

OPPORTUNITIES
•

Promote forestation of scrubland with
native species and production species
managed in keeping with a sustainable
model;

•

Improve the Company's image and
reputation in the conservation and
improvement of natural capital;

•

Capitalise on forestry experience and the
virtues of the Company's forestry
management model;

•

Exert positive influence on biodiversity
conservation in sector, in third party
areas, by sharing know-how, training and
dissemination in development
programmes and the Company's
communication channels;

•

Expand knowledge of adding value to
natural capital;

•

Undertake complementary agro-forestry
projects, conciliating production forests
with other forms of land use.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2020...
Navigator signed up to the Act4Nature initiative and set out its individual commitments in the
Company's Sustainability Roadmap 2030 (page 91) – sub-chapter 4.3. Sustainable Forestry Management and Conserving Biodiversity
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1.2.2 Climate change and transition to a low-carbon economy
The COVID-19 pandemic has put health management and the social and economic
crisis resulting from the lockdowns adopted around the world at the top of the
global agenda. Lockdowns affecting millions of people slowed down social and economic activities, but did nothing to reduce the imminent threat of climate change.
2020 was a breakthrough year for public awareness of mankind's influence on the
health of the planet.
Since late 2019, the European Parliament (EP) has put the climate emergency 12 at
the top of its order of business, with ambitious targets for limiting global warming
and avoiding biodiversity loss. Following on from this declaration, the European
Commission (EC) announced the European Green Deal 13, which points to a series
of endeavours with a view to the transition to a more sustainable economy, in particular investment in developing the economy through green technologies, creation
of sustainable industries and means of transport, and reduction of pollution.
24% is the reduction in greenhouse gas emissions in the European Union,
between 1990 and 2019 Over the same period, the economy grew by
around 60% 14
The drive for a low-carbon economy in Europe gained fresh momentum, in October
2020, when the EP approved its negotiation mandate for the European Climate
Law, supporting the goal of carbon neutrality by 2050 and a 60% reduction in
emissions by 2030, in comparison with 1990 levels, a more ambitious target than
the EC's proposal of 55% and, than the current interim target of 40%. This law is
expected to be approved before the next Conference of the Parties (COP6) to the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, planned for late 2021.
In order to address the health crisis caused by COVID-19 and its socio-economic
consequences, the European Commission has announced a Recovery Plan for 20212027 15, entitled Next Generation EU, designed to lay the foundations for a sustainable Europe, with an economic stimulus of 750 billion euros, which will significantly
boost the fight against climate change.
30% of all spending out of the European Union budget at the Recovery
Fund will be allocated to climate objectives, in the period 2021-2027. As
from 2024, 7.5% of the budget will be assigned to biodiversity
conservation targets, rising to 10% as from 2026.15
2020 turned out to be a "disruptive" year, making it even clearer that the rebooting of the world's economies will require companies to adapt their products and
services to climate concerns, both through improved energy efficiency, and by cutting the carbon intensity of their processes.

MATERIAL TOPICS
IN NAVIGATOR'S RESPONSIBILITY AGENDA

12

European Parliament declares climate emergency – https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/pressroom/20191121IPR67110/the-european-parliament-declares-climate-emergency
13
European Green Deal – https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal_en
14
15

EU Climate strategies & targets – https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/strategies/progress_en

‘COVID-19: EU recovery plan must prioritise climate’ European Parliament News –
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/headlines/society/20200429STO78172/the-eu-s-covid-19-recovery-plan-shouldprioritise-climate
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•

Responsible Use of Resources (page 79)

•

Sustainable Forestry Management and Conserving Biodiversity (page 87)

•

Circular Economy (page 95)

RELEVANCE TO NAVIGATOR
- Emissions licensing and mitigation through forest management and forest-based products;
- Positioning vis-à-vis sustainable finance;
- Preparation of response to climate change, as company in the front line of the Roadmap for Carbon
Neutrality;
- More efficient use of resources in order to avoid shortages, and also need to find alternatives to
finite resources, which in the medium-long term will have an economic impact on the company;
- Adding value to forests through carbon sequestration.
CHALLENGES/RISKS
•

Dependence on in- and outbound
logistics, with large carbon footprint;

•

Reduction of emissions limits (ETS) and
respective free allowances;

•

Threat of limitations to license to operate
(extreme drought may affect forestry and
industrial activities).

OPPORTUNITIES
•

Innovate in adoption of challenging and
competitive practices in emissions
reduction throughout value chain;

•

Reduce emissions from industrial
operations;

•

Find alternatives to use of resources
whose availability may be threatened in
future;

•

Establish local partnerships to disseminate
use of renewable energy;

•

Include suppliers in partnerships for
decarbonisation.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2020...
The start-up of the new biomass boiler at the Figueira da Foz Industrial Complex will enable the
Navigator Group to cut CO 2 emissions by 32% in 2021 (page 109) - sub-chapter 5.2. Climate Change
and CO 2 Sequestration
Certification of the Company's Energy Management System under ISO 50001:2018, encompassing
all industrial complexes (page 81) - sub-chapter 4.2. Responsible Use of Resources
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1.2.3 Circular Economy
Sustainable use of natural resources, where all products are part of a biological,
chemical and physical cycle, and are reused several times in their production process, has been dominating research around the world and attracting greater attention in economic debate. The circular economy is a strategic concept based on
reduction, reuse, recovery and recycling of materials and energy, and that involves designing a more resilient economic model.
The growing amount of waste is one of the main environmental concerns of the
citizens of EU-27, following on the heels of climate change and air and sea
pollution, according to a Eurobarometer survey for the European Parliament, in
late 2019. Respondents said that the most effective way of addressing these
environmental problems is to change how we consume and produce. 16
The transition to a circular low-carbon economic model is today more relevant
than ever. With the social and economic fall-out from the COVID-19 pandemic,
the lessons are clear, recovery will have to be more sustainable and the number
of governments and companies committing to this approach grows by the day. We
need to rethink what we mean by growth, identifying opportunities and promoting
public-private cooperation to move towards the next wave of prosperity.
In March 2020, under the European Green Deal, a new Action Plan for the Circular
Economy 17 was launched, outlining 35 new initiatives for the entire life cycle of
products, focusing on value chains for electronic goods, packaging, plastics, good
and textiles, among others. The aim of the European Commission (EC) is to modernise and transform the economy, at the same time as protecting the environment, and to boost regeneration of the model of economic growth on a sustainable basis. Approved by the European Council 18 in late 2020, this plan is designed
to contribute to achieving carbon neutrality in Europe in 2050, to reducing consumption of resources and to ensuring that the EU remains competitive, without
anyone being left behind.

In Portugal,
the transition
to a circular
economy is
stated as a
priority in the
major options
for
Multiannual
Budget
Planning and
Programming
(GO20202023),
setting out
policy
measures
and capital
expenditure
to achieve
this.

x2

Consumption of plastic will double in the next twenty years, according to estimates, which suggest that in 2050 there may be more plastic than fish in the
oceans. By 2050, plastics could represent 20% of petroleum consumption and
15% of greenhouse gas emissions. This scenario adds to the urgency for alternative products from natural sources, with a long recycling cycle and totally biodegradable, as in the case of paper18.

16

Parlemeter 2019: Heeding the call beyond the vote. A stronger Parliament to listen to citizens' voices (europa.eu);
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/pdf/eurobarometre/2019/parlemeter-2019-heeding-the-call-beyond-the-vote/report/enreport.pdf
17
Action Plan for Circular Economy – https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/pt/fs_20_437
18

Council approves conclusions on making the recovery circular and green (Press Release) –
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2020/12/17/council-approves-conclusions-on-making-the-recoverycircular-andgreen/#:~:text=The%20Council%20today%20approved%20conclusions%20entitled%20%22Making%20the,range%20of%20ac
tions%20foreseen%20in%20the%20Action%20Plan.
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MATERIAL TOPICS
IN NAVIGATOR'S RESPONSIBILITY AGENDA
•

Circular Economy (page 95)

•

Responsible Use of Resources (page 79)

•

Climate Change and CO 2 Sequestration (page
105)

RELEVANCE TO NAVIGATOR
- Integration of circular bioeconomy concept;
- Exploiting competitive advantages;
- Reduction in use of fossil materials in production process;
- Importance to Company of establishing industrial partnerships/symbioses;
- Ambitious attainment of targets for use of resources and waste.

CHALLENGES/RISKS

OPPORTUNITIES

•

Stricter European regulations;

•

Declassification of waste;

•

Global reduction in paper consumption;

•

•

Market preference for recycled paper;

Benefits of circular processes for business
model;

•

Measurability of circularity using new
tools.

•

Manufacture of renewably sourced
products that are more recyclable and
biodegradable;

•

Substitution of plastics by paper products;

•

Development of new products and
alternative products;

•

Establishing new R&D partnerships and
projects.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2020...
Reuse of calcium carbonate sludges in producing paper (page 98) – sub-chapter 4.4. Circular Economy
Paperchain Project – Reusing waste on collaborative basis (page 100) – sub-chapter 4.4. Circular
Economy
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1.2.4 Sustainable Consumption
The importance of adopting more sustainable patterns of consumption is one of the
roads to responding to the problems of over-exploitation and scarcity of resources,
which may lead to a reduction in the availability of raw materials in future.
Sustainable consumption of resources entails increased awareness of the impacts
on ecosystems and the need to change consumption patterns and behaviour.
Among other things, this tendency is associated with a growing awareness and
improving efficiency in production and consumption, with an impact both on
manufacturers and on consumers.
According to the World Economic Forum (WEF) 19, the future of consumption is
based not just on sustainable and inclusive consumption, but also on
empowerment, on consumer welfare, on transparency and trust, and on consumer
policies and regulation. This means that processes for certifying and labelling
products are instruments that enable manufacturers to give consumers an impartial
and credible guarantee of the quality, reliability and performance of their products,
thereby creating a certain level of trust in markets and consumers. Schemes such
as the EU Ecolabel or the PEFCTM and FSC® forest certification systems assure
consumers that products with these labels comply with best practices in terms of
sustainability.

CHAIN FOR A RESPONSIBLE CHOICE

Forest certification guarantees the source of the raw material and the traceability of
forest-based products: it starts in forest management and continues down the chain
of custody (manufacturers, processors and traders in forest products). This cycle
makes it possible to monitor the processing of the raw material (certified wood),
over the different stages leading to consumer goods, helping consumers to make
responsible choices and ensuring the sustainability of natural resources.

For its part, the European Commission has included in its New Consumer Agenda
2020-2025 20, launched in November 2020, a priority area, in line with the European
Green Deal, to ensure that consumers are offered sustainable products in the EU
market, and also the information they need to make a responsible choice. The aim
of this agenda is to improve the information provided to consumers on the sustainability of products and to combat "greenwashing".
The participation and commitment of companies and other economic operators will
be crucial to the process of ecological transition, and it is crucial to create measures
to support sustainable consumption that goes beyond the bare legal requirements.

19
20

WEF – Future of Consumption

– https://intelligence.weforum.org/topics/a1Gb00000038oKCEAY?tab=publications
– https://www.europarl.europa.eu/legislative-train/theme-a-new-

European Parliament – A new consumer agenda strategy
push-for-european-democracy/file-a-new-consumer-agenda
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MATERIAL TOPICS
IN NAVIGATOR'S RESPONSIBILITY AGENDA
•

Circular Economy (page 95)

•

Responsible Use of Resources (page 79)

•

Climate Change and CO 2 Sequestration (page

•

Sustainable Forestry Management and Conserving Biodiversity (page 87)

•

Bioproducts (page 66)

105)

RELEVANCE TO NAVIGATOR
- Perception that forest-based industry is an example of sustainability;
- Changing consumer habits may accelerate changes to products manufactured by the Company;
- Reduction in use of fossil raw materials;
- Systematic certification of processes and products.
CHALLENGES/RISKS
•

Global reduction in paper consumption;

•

Market preference for recycled paper;

•

New regulatory restrictions;

•

Increased consumer demands in relation
to environmental and social impacts of
companies.

OPPORTUNITIES
•

Substitution of plastics by paper-based
products;

•

Consumer preference for renewably
sources, recyclable and biodegradable
products;

•

Investment in alternative products or
bioproducts;

•

Opportunity for growth through increasing
incorporation of recycled fibres in
production process;

•

Advantage of products with certification
label.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2020...
Bioethanol produced with primary sludges: Biofuel from renewable sources (page 69) – sub-chapter
3.3.1. Bioproducts
- New tissue product, Amoos Aquactive, with sanitisation properties (page 73) – sub-chapter
3.3.2. Innovation, Technology and R&D
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1.2.5 Resilient and sustainable Value Chains
Companies are increasingly aware of the importance of analysing their supplier
chain and understanding what impacts their business has on the entire value chain,
in respect of issues such as ethics, human rights, working conditions, impact on
local economies, and other social and environmental matters. Many companies from
different sectors have included the topic of supplier chain sustainability in their
corporate social responsibility policies, promoting the adoption of social and
environmental requirements, as well as initiatives designed to support suppliers in
minimising their negative impacts and maximising their positive impacts.
This tendency has become even clearer since the start of the crisis caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic, which revealed the weak points in the existing supply chains,
causing disruptions in all sectors with varying degrees of impact. According to the
World Economic Forum (WEF) 21, this situation has demonstrated the urgent need to
design smart, strong and diversified supplier chains.
Companies have been able to learn more about the impacts on their partners,
redesign their local, regional and global supply chains, and draw up clear risk
management strategies. This is an excellent opportunity for companies to take
stock, recover and reflect, in order to respond to the challenges of future
disruptions in the medium and long term. A holistic approach needs to be adopted
to managing the supply chain. This entails developing robust structures, with
response capability and resilience, based on technological solutions, and also
ensuring transparency and responsibility throughout the chain. The topic of
resilience and sustainability of supply chains will be the subject of intense debate in
the years ahead.
The current crisis is an opportunity to reset a system that has relied on outdated
processes. Creating smart and nimble supply chains is the key to building a global
trade and investment network that’s capable of weathering future storms.
“Here’s how global supply chains will change after COVID-19”, WEF 202021

MATERIAL TOPICS
IN NAVIGATOR'S RESPONSIBILITY AGENDA
•

Creating Sustainable Value (page 55)

•

Ethics, Transparency and Inclusion (page 59)

•

Risk Management and Business Continuity

•

Stakeholder Engagement and Community
Relations (page 129)

(page 62)

21

WEF – Here's how global supply chains will change after COVID-19 – https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/05/this-iswhat-global-supply-chains-will-look-like-after-covid-19/
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RELEVANCE TO NAVIGATOR
- Importance of the wood supply chain;
- Heavy dependence on suppliers of certain raw materials;
- Growth of local/regional suppliers;
- Effects of climate change on location of production forests and industrial complexes;
- Increased awareness of ecological footprint of logistics and transportation of raw materials and
products.

CHALLENGES/RISKS

OPPORTUNITIES

•

More restrictive regulatory agenda;

•

Relocate and/or shorten supply chains;

•

Disruption in wood supplies;

•

•

Dependence on long supply chains;

Increase scale of forestry plantations for
intervention;

•

Framework for Human Rights,
Environmental Protection and Safety in
the supply chain.

•

Expand capability to anticipate and
manage risks, involving supplier chains;

•

Strengthen resilience of business model;

•

Develop local/regional economies;

•

Establish partnerships with suppliers on
relevant social and environmental issues.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2020...
More Sustainable Value Chain: Faster supplier payments (page 58) – 3.2.1. Creating Sustainable Value
More Sustainable Value Chain: reduction of CO 2 emissions in transportation of products (page 58) –
3.2.1. Creating Sustainable Value
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1.2.6 Investment in Human Capital
Human capital can represent a company's largest assets, serving as a distinctive
element in its development strategy. In the search for sustainable competitive
advantages in an increasingly globalised market, it is intellectual capital, such as
know-how, experience, specialisation and other intangible assets that are increasingly the determinants of competitiveness in business.
52% of the market value of companies and organisations is in their human
capital, according to an estimated in the WEF report 22 on human capital as an
asset, acting in the area of human resources management.
According to the 2021 Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends23 presenting global
tendencies in human capital in 2021, the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted
certain tendencies in this area, such as combining work and well-being and
unleashing employee potential.
In both remote work (work from home) and on-site work, the pandemic brought
challenges for companies, in terms of health and well-being. This involved ensuring that Employees were provided with the conditions needed to do their jobs
successfully whilst staying healthy. Companies had to prioritise the physical and
mental health of their human capital, and issues of work/life balance, safety and
well-being became irrefutably linked, taking on increasing relevance for the future.

Employee
well-being
was identified
as very
important to
the success of
companies by
80% of
respondents
in a study
that looked at
tendencies in
human capital
for 202019.

The pandemic has also turned the spotlight on the need for Employees to be
adaptable, and also how the company develops their potential, highlighting the
fact that this development is connected to the need to stimulate more their areas
of interest.
The “ability to adapt, reskill and assume new roles” was identified as the most
important aspect for facing future disruptive events by a majority of executives
(72%), in 2021 Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends. 23 The pandemic brought a
new paradigm to workforce potential and workers themselves also recognise that
change is imperative, with 60% identifying "adaptability" as the most important
thing for them to prosper in the employment market, according to another study
released in 2020 24.
MATERIAL TOPICS
IN NAVIGATOR'S RESPONSIBILITY AGENDA
•

Talent Management and Developing Human
Capital (page 117)

•

Health, Safety and Well-being (page 123)

22

WEF 2020 – Human Capital as an Asset: An Accounting Framework to Reset the Value of Talent in the New World of Workhttp://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_NES_HR4.0_Accounting_2020.pdf
23
2021 Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends – https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/us/articles/6935_2021-HCTrends/di_human-capital-trends.pdf
24
Deloitte: May the workforce be with you – The voice of the European workforce 2020 –
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/technology-and-the-future-of-work/impact-covid-19-european-workforce.html
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RELEVANCE TO NAVIGATOR
- Team motivation factor;
- Diversity and inclusion management;
- Capacity to rethink the organisation of work;
- Investment in Employee well-being, in particular in health and safety;
- Maintaining a strong corporate identity.

CHALLENGES/RISKS

OPPORTUNITIES

•

Poor availability of specialist human
capital in critical areas;

•

Improve people's performance and
development;

•

Reduced capacity to attract and retain
young Employees (Generation Z);

•

Attract and retain the best professionals;

•

Mobility solutions that allow people to be
close to families;

•

Foster a culture in touch with society's
needs in order to attract and retain young
talent;

•

Health risks associated with shift work;

•

•

Work-life balance.

Boost the image of a company with social
impact, through Corporate Social
Responsibility programmes;

•

Invest in policies and specific action in the
field of equality and diversity;

•

Invest in Employee well-being, in their
health and safety, conciliating family and
personal life.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2020...
Implementation of a contingency plan able to support an effective operational response to COVID 19
(page 09) – chapter Navigator in the response to Covid-19
Safer and more sophisticated forklift trucks (page 126) – sub-chapter 6.3. Health, Safety and Wellbeing
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1.2.7 Future of Work
Ongoing advances in robotics, artificial intelligence and machine learning are
launching a new era of automation, as machines start to rival or surpass human
performance in various working activities. In the past decade, the debate about
the future of work has been predominantly centred on the issue of automation
and how people will adapt to this new era.
At the same time, the COVID-19 crisis has accelerated certain changes in
processes and in how companies operate, including the world's largest ever
experiment in remote working, involving around 39% of workers in OECD
nations, as reported in Employment Outlook 2020 – Worker Security and the
COVID-19 Crisis 25, issued by this organisation. For its part, the World Economic
Forum (WEF) has confirmed that more than 50% of global businesses accelerated
automation of tasks in response to the crisis, with more than 30% adopting or
accelerating the implementation of reskilling programmes 26.
As part of the “Great Reset” 27, needed to bring about a fairer and more
sustainable post-COVID world, companies now have the responsibility and the
opportunity to rethink their organisational structures and to take a central role in
generating long-term resilience. This is a decisive moment for those in leadership
to encourage a new approach to work and human capital, helping to promote
more inclusive job opportunities and ensuring that Employees are ready to adopt
new ways of working 28.
The issue of demographic change will also have implications for the future of
work, giving rise in parallel to great challenges resulting from increased urban
development, with impacts on rising populations, consumption patterns, health
systems, basic services, mobility and jobs, among other things. The future is
predicted to feature more and larger cities, when the world's cities already
account for 75% of all natural resources consumed and 80% of global
greenhouse gas emissions. Cities today concentrate half the world's population,
and this figure will grow to two thirds in 2050 29 According to the World Bank, this
will mean 1.2 million km2 of new urban areas in the next 30 years 30.

85 million
jobs may be
automated in
the next five
years,
according to
The Future of
Jobs Report
2020 from the
WEF.

Building cities that “work” – inclusive, healthy, resilient and sustainable –
requires coordination of investment policies and options. National and local
governments have an important part to play in developing infrastructures that
enable opportunities to be created for all.

Poor career prospects and/or working conditions will force young workers to look
for better opportunities abroad.

25

OCDE: Employment Outlook 2020 – Worker Security and the COVID-19 Crisis – http://www.oecd.org/employmentoutlook/2020/#report
26
WEF: Future of Jobs 2020 – http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Future_of_Jobs_2020.pdf
27
28

WEF: The Great Reset initiative – https://www.weforum.org/great-reset/

WEF White paper: Resetting the Future of Work Agenda: Disruption and Renewal in a Post-COVID World –
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_NES_Resetting_FOW_Agenda_2020.pdf
29
RICS: Urbanisation and the built environment: Five defining facts. Article – https://www.rics.org/uk/news-insight/future-ofsurveying/sustainability/urbanisation-and-the-built-environment-five-defining-facts/
30
The World Bank – Urban Development – https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/urbandevelopment/overview
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MATERIAL TOPICS
IN NAVIGATOR'S RESPONSIBILITY AGENDA
•

Talent Management and Developing Human
Capital (page 117)

•

Health, Safety and Well-being (page 123)

•

Stakeholder Engagement and Community
Relations (page 129)

RELEVANCE TO NAVIGATOR
- Recruitment and retention of the best professionals;
- Team motivation factor;
- Diversity and inclusion management;
- Capacity to rethink the organisation of work;
- Development of remote work/training (teleworking) and live training;
- Maintaining a strong corporate identity.

CHALLENGES/RISKS
•

Demand for highly specialised human
capital;

•

Mobility solutions that allow people to be
close to families;

•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•

Commit to upskilling/reskilling, as a
contribution to the expected
transformative processes, with
consequences for the relationship
between the company and people;

Stronger Company unity;

•

Attract and retain the best professionals;

Global reduction in paper consumption.

•

Improve people's performance and
development;

•

Invest in new products and bioproducts.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2020...
Implementation of a new Performance assessment model for Navigator Employees (page 120) – subchapter 6.2. Talent Management and Developing Human Capital
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1.2.8 Technology for the good
The technological revolution under way will transform the way we live, work and
organise ourselves, generating new models for relations in company and society,
insofar as technologies have enormous potential for creating solutions for some of
the social and environmental problems of our century. From Industry 4.0 to the
digital revolution, conventional models are changing, in production and business
alike, opening doors to new solutions that allow companies to obtain competitive
advantages.
The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the process of digitisation, where
connectivity has become an essential infrastructure, as a way of working, studying
and socialising. Many different companies and businesses have had to reinvent
themselves, change their working methods, expand their digital channels and use
platforms to promote their businesses, among other measures. According to the
World Economic Forum (WEF) 31 report on the 5G network, for example, the health
sector has increased use of digital channels by 490% for medical appointments,
whilst e-commerce has grown by 74% in the retail sector.
This tendency will be lasting, and so investment in this area will be essential to
leverage the post-COVID technological transformation, making it possible to find
solutions to the new challenges posed to the economic system. The European
Recovery Plan accordingly includes incentives to support modernisation for a fair
climate and digital transition, through the Just Transition Fund and the Digital
Europe Programme, allocating around 143.4 billion euros to the digital sector and
innovation 32.

4x

is the
estimated
multiplication
factor for
growth in
data
generated by
2025,
according to
the
International
Data
Corporation
(IDC).

2/3 of school age children and young people in the world – around 1.7 billion,
aged 3 to 17 years– have no internet connection at home, according to a joint
report from UNICEF and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU),
published in late 2020. Among young people aged 15 to 25 years, a similar figure,
759 million or 63%, also lacks online connectivity at home. This will have impacts
on the next generation in terms of education and their future ability to compete in
the global economy. 33

MATERIAL TOPICS
IN NAVIGATOR'S RESPONSIBILITY AGENDA
•

Innovation, Technology and R&D (page 70)

•

Bioproducts (page 66)

31

WEF: 5G Outlook Series: The Impact of Mobile Technology on the Response to COVID-19http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Global_Accelerator_Program_5G_Outlook_Report_2020.pdf
32
Recovery Plan for Europe – https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/recovery-plan-europe_pt
33

Two thirds of the world’s school-age children have no internet access at home, new UNICEF-ITU report says (Press Release) –
- https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/two-thirds-worlds-school-age-children-have-no-internet-access-home-new-unicef-itu
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RELEVANCE TO NAVIGATOR
- Need to scale up new businesses faster;
- Investment in bioproducts;
- Development of R&D activities in line with new technologies;
- Growing use of technologies that induce positive impacts on society (increased connectivity, clean
energy, etc.).

CHALLENGES/RISKS
•

Contraction of markets for the products
currently sold by the Company;

•

Growth in digital in relation to paper
media;

•

Risks resulting from the use of artificial
intelligence technologies, robotics and
Internet of Things in industrial processes
(e.g. cybersecurity).

OPPORTUNITIES
•

Reformulate and adapt business model,
with opportunities in the bioeconomy
field;

•

Cut costs through efficiency gains;

•

Offer new forest-based products,
production of which is not dependent on
fossil raw materials, contributing to a
circular economy;

•

Promote interface between digital and
paper;

•

Invest in new industrial and commercial
technologies;

•

Innovate in packaging products;

•

Strengthen Company's reputation as
flexible organisation tuned into change.

HIGHLIGHTS IN 2020...
Bioethanol produced with primary sludges: Renewably sourced biofuels (page 69) – sub-chapter 3.3.1
Bioproducts
Development of technologies adding new functions to tissue paper, with innovative properties, giving
rise to the Company's new Amoos AquactiveTM Soap products (page 73) – sub-chapter 3.3.2
Innovation, Technology and R&D
New higher yield and more resilient eucalyptus plants (page 74) – sub-chapter 3.3.2 Innovation,
Technology and R&D
Paperchain: European project for reusing waste, with participation by RAIZ and The Navigator
Company (page 100) – sub-chapter 4.4. Circular Economy
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2.
AGENDA 2030:
CREATING VALUE RESPONSIBLY
The materiality analysis process
Designing the strategic focus areas
Our impact on SDGs
Roadmap 2030
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A Senior Management view of the Agenda:
Creating Value Responsibly
The Responsibility Agenda 2030 is the conceptual and operational
edifice that will guide us over the next decade.

On the basis of responsible use of resources, the Agenda 2030 protects
the planet's environment and sustainability, taking us down a road that
will be built by investing in innovation, training and safety, as well as in
the Company's human talent.

Executive Director

The next ten years will be much tougher for companies than the previous decade, as it seems to me unavoidable that everyone will have to do much more
to work towards sustainability, be it environmental, social or economic. We
have to deserve the future.
Executive Director

This Agenda is in tune with the goals set out by the United Nations and seeks
to bring us closer to our Stakeholders, helping to build a company that increasingly builds sustainability into its business development strategy,
demonstrating a commitment and ambition for the future.

Executive Director

Sustainability lies at the origin of The Navigator Company, but if we want
to be sustainable in 2030 we will have to be a different company in ten
years' time. So for us, this really is a decade of action.
Executive Director

The Agenda 2030 serves to consolidate our journey towards generating
value throughout the value chain, by focusing on responsible business
management.
38
Executive Director

Navigator's contribution to a more sustainable society can be seen in its holistic business vision, with responsibility, ensuring its continued growth and
advancement. It's unthinkable to create value without being responsible.

Non-executive Director

Sustainable is synonymous with balance and is part of the Company's
culture, in what we do in research and development, in the wood we use as
raw material, in the production process, or in better ways of creating and
offering quality and well-being to society.
Non-executive Director

At Navigator, the whole organisation is aligned around its sustainability
agenda. Because we want to continue inventing the future, with new
products and the same dedication to doing more and doing it better.

Non-executive Director

Navigator stands out in the business community because of its attractive potential for Stakeholders, who appreciate working with more highly developed and
more modern companies. Some of the material topics of the sustainability
agenda proclaim this distinctiveness loud and clear.
Non-executive Director

Navigator’s Agenda 2030 clearly shows the Company’s alignment with global
sustainability trends, in terms of both climate, and also biodiversity, social
change and innovation.

Non-executive Director
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2.1. The materiality analysis process
The wide-ranging materiality analysis we conducted is the foundation of our Agenda 2030:
Creating Value Responsibly. By identifying the expectations of our Stakeholders, as regards
the sustainability topics most relevant to The Navigator Company, we are able to concentrate
our efforts on the areas where we can create the most value.
In 2019, The Navigator Company embarked on a wider-ranging and deeper materiality analysis process than that previously conducted (in 2015). This was completed in 2020, with analysis of the data obtained in an engagement exercise involving 540 internal and external
Stakeholders and validation of the findings by the Executive Board. This was a thorough and
comprehensive undertaking that involved workshops, interviews and internal meetings to debate the issue, with a view to establishing a final list of material topics.
A benchmarking analysis was carried out as part of the process, looking at several leading
organisations in the field of Sustainability, including entities in the Pulp & Paper sector. This
was accompanied by reflection on international tendencies and use of the reference framework provided by the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.
The Company's material topics form the basis for our Responsible Business Agenda, embodied in the Navigator Roadmap 2030 that reflects our main commitments and goals for the
next decade.
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2.2. Designing the Strategic Focus Areas
Our strategy reflection is anchored in the desire to understand and internalise the challenges
of Sustainability faced by the world and, in particular, those which represent real challenges
for our business, as detailed in the previous chapter. So by identifying global tendencies and
the challenges, on the basis of their respective importance, risks and opportunities, and by
listening systematically to broad selection of stakeholders, it was possible to identify the most
relevant sustainability issues - 12 material topics -, which form the reference framework for
the strategic focus areas in our Agenda 2030: Creating Value Responsibly.

AGENDA 2030: CREATING VALUE RESPONSIBLY
The Navigator Company's Responsible Management Strategy is based on Ethics, Responsibility and Transparency. We are responsible for forest-based products that contribute to
sustainable development and to Society's well-being, in alignment with the United Nations
Agenda 2030. Our strategy is based on a governance structure designed to achieve business
success in a fair and responsible way, responding to the legitimate interests of our stakeholders, and fostering cooperation with them.

"Creating Value Responsibly"
In order to face the challenges and opportunities of the decade ahead, The Navigator
Company has drawn up its Agenda 2030, a responsible business management
agenda that seeks to increase the Company's positive contribution to creating value
and sustainable growth in a changing world.
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This agenda was designed on the basis of the findings obtained in a Stakeholders engagement process and the work already carried out by Navigator in the field of sustainability, with
the maturity needed to move ahead in its responsible business management plans and commitments.
With the ambition of generating a positive impact for People and the Planet, through its
business, the Agenda 2030 comprises one central focus and three strategic action areas, which are aligned with the Company's Purpose and Values.

Purpose
We are committed to creating sustainable value for our shareholders and for society as a
whole. We want to share not just our results, but also our knowledge, our experience and
our resources, in the quest for a better future for all.
Because it is people, their quality of life and the future of the planet that inspire and
motivate us!
Our Values
Trust
We believe in people, we welcome
everyone's contribution, we respect
their identity, promoting development, cooperation and communication

Integrity
We are guided by principles of
transparency, ethics and respect in
our dealings amongst ourselves
and with others

Enterprise
We are passionate about what we
do, we like to get out of our comfort zone, we have the courage to
take decisions and to accept risks
in a responsible way

Innovation
We seek to bring out everyone's
skills and creative potential to do
the impossible

Sustainability
Corporate, social and environmental sustainability is our business
model

Excellence
In our work we focus on quality,
efficiency, safety and getting it
right
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The central focus area - A Responsible Business - is relevant to all sectors and informs all
areas of strategy. This includes topics such as ethics, risk management and vale creation, as
well as innovation. The three strategic action areas seek to bring together the material topics
on which the Company has previously focused, and which are reaffirmed even more ambitiously for the coming decade. These are Nature, Climate and Society.
In view of the holistic character of the Sustainability themes, all the topics are interrelated,
which is why the Company's responses have to be integrative.
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2.3. Our impact on the Sustainable Development Goals
The Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development is a call to action in response to the global
challenges faced by mankind. At The Navigator Company we are committed to making the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) a reality.
On the basis of the recent materiality analysis and the Agenda 2030, we also conducted an
analysis of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), in particular on those
we see as priorities, i.e. where we are able to make the most direct contribution.
The internal methodology adopted to assess this impact comprised the following stages:
1. Identification of the SDGs that Navigator has been reporting on
2. Consideration of the SDGs identified by the WBCSD Forest Solutions Group
3. Analysis of the 17 SDGs and the respective 160 targets
4. Cross-referencing the 12 new material topics with the 16 US SDGs
5. Identification of the applicable targets
6. Alignment with the strategic focus areas
7. Classification of SDGs into three tiers

The findings from our analysis enabled us to classify the SDGs into three tiers: “core”, “supportive” and “others”.
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Core SDGs
Generating a positive impact on these SDGs is an opportunity to create long-term sustainable value and to promote transformation of Navigator, and the sector as a whole, in order to
respond to future challenges.
Targets: 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, 8.7 and 8.12 / 9.1, 9.4 and 9.5 / 12.2, 12.4, 12.5, 12.6
and 12.8 / 13.1 / 15.1, 15.2 and 15.5

Supportive SDGs
The road Navigator takes through to 2030 will have an impact on these SDGs, directly or
indirectly. Responding to these SDGs is an opportunity for sustainable economic growth
through more responsible management of resources, generating value in communities and
establishing partnerships.
Targets: 6.1, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.6 / 7.2 / 11.6, 11.8, 11.9 and 11.10 / 17.16, 17.17 and 17.18

Other SDGs
Navigator's Agenda 2030 will interact less directly with these SDGs, although there is a potential positive contribution through its commitments and business plans.
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2.4. Roadmap 2030
The Navigator Roadmap, published in previous editions of the Sustainability Report, envisages a series of commitments and targets for the time
horizon 2020-25 (consult results achieved, attached).
Following on from the design of the Responsible Business Agenda, the Roadmap has been reformulated and aligned with the new Agenda for the
time horizon of 2030. It should be stressed that many of the previous commitments and goals have been incorporated in this new document,
whilst others have already been attained and others have been left out of the current Roadmap, because they refer to topics which are not
deemed to be material.
The commitments in the Roadmap 2030 have been established in collaboration with the various operational sectors. From 2021 onwards we will
report our performance on each of the 14 Commitments, in accordance with the goals defined and with the key performance indicators (KPIs).

A RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS: Creating Sustainable Value
COMMITMENTS

GOALS FOR 2030

1 Develop sustainable

Develop new cellulose materials and biocomposites, which are recyclable and biodegradable

bioproducts, reducing
dependence on fossil resources
and working towards a
decarbonised economy

Develop biofuels, bioplastics and biochemicals from waste forestry biomass
Strengthen partnerships with Universities and Technology Centres in Portugal and abroad

2 Promote scientific and
technological co-creation in the
field of the bioeconomy and
bioproducts

3 Promote improved yields,

Promote advanced training, in collaboration with universities: 20 doctorates by 2030
Promote registration of intellectual property: 20 patents by 2030
Develop genetically improved clones and seeds, with gains of 30-50% in yields and resilient to climate change

resilience and sustainability in
Portugal's forests

Propose biological solutions for combating the main diseases and pests in Portugal's eucalyptus forests

4 Develop innovative,

Develop innovative and distinctive paper products (pulp, UWF paper, tissue paper, packaging)

competitive and sustainable
products
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FOR NATURE: Preserve and Add Value to Natural Capital
COMMITMENTS

GOALS FOR 2030
Cut specific use of water (m3/t product) by at least 33% by 2030 (baseline: 2019)

5 Promote efficient use of
resources, minimising our
ecological footprint

Optimise energy intensity, year after year
Propose solutions that make it possible to improve efficiency in use of water and wood in the industrial process
Achieve 80% use of certified origin wood by 2030
Promote certification of the chain of custody of all our wood suppliers by 2030

6 Ensure sustainable use of
soil and forestry resources,
including biodiversity

Help reduce wildfires, guaranteeing a burned area of less than 1% of area under management by 2030
Create positive impact on (or net gain in) biodiversity by taking action in keeping with Navigator's commitments in
act4nature Portugal

7 Promote circular
bioeconomy, prioritising R&D
solutions

Recover 90% of waste by 2030

Develop sustainable applications and added value for by-products from industrial process (sludges, ash and other inorganic
waste)

FOR THE CLIMATE: Contribute to a Circular and Low-Carbon Economy

COMMITMENTS

8 Invest in low carbon
solutions leading to carbon
neutrality

GOALS FOR 2030
Cut direct CO 2 emissions from Industrial Complexes by 85% by 2035
(baseline: 2018)
Use 80% renewable energy in total consumption of primary energy by 2030 (baseline: 2018)
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FOR SOCIETY: Develop our people, engage with communities and share value with society on a fair and inclusive basis
COMMITMENTS

GOALS FOR 2030

9 Promote development and upskilling

Reach 80% of Employees with development plans customised to their needs and professional plans, in alignment
with Navigator's succession needs.

of human capital in line with the
Company's present and future needs

10 Contribute to the skills and

Have active partnerships with educational institutions in all regions where we operate in Portugal, including
curricular and vocational internships, as well as participation in teaching activities, events and fairs.

employability of young people in the
regions where we operate

11 Promote an inclusive
organisational culture able to integrate
internal and external challenges

Monitor on a continuous basis the main motivational stimuli for Employees to arrive at more appropriate
management practices, policies and processes implemented.
Achieve the Zero Accidents Target through continuous improvement in safety with the new OHS Strategy 2021-23:
•
Frequency index ≤2 in 2030 (internal and external Employees)

12 Provide a safe and healthy
environment for Employees, ensuring
their well-being

Develop the Occupational Health Programme up to 2030:
•
Work Ability Index (WAI): 45% in 2030
•
Assessment of Employee satisfaction with programme > 95%
Develop Ergonomics Focus Area up to 2030:
•
100 workstations redesigned by 2030

13 Develop community relations

Run Forest Literacy initiatives for primary school children, teenagers and adults, in order to contribute to better
knowledge of Portugal's forests, their environment, social and economic importance, through the Give the Forest a
Hand, My Planet and Florestas.pt projects.
•
No. initiatives / year (digital and face-to-face): 10
•
No. children contacted / year: 20,000
•
No. teenagers and adults contacted / year: 40,000
Promote and disseminate technical information about forestry production, helping to share best practices, through
the Forestry Producers project
•
No. initiatives / year (digital and face-to-face): 10
No. forestry producers contacted / year: 10,000
Implement Forest of Learning project, in partnership with Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation

14

Promote knowledge transfer and
public awareness of the economic,
social and environmental importance
of forests

Implement the UNESCO RAIZ Club
Develop the florestas.pt platform
Consolidate the e-globulus platform
Consolidate the Forestry Producers project
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3.
A RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS
A VISION FOR 2030
OUR GOVERNANCE
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
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3.1. A RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS VISION FOR 2030
The first step to Sustainability starts precisely by taking steps that make the business model itself
sustainable.
The priority of this management team has been, simultaneously: to build up existing businesses,
focussing the organisation on careful management of our underlying fixed and variable costs, defining
the value proposition and the resulting price strategy for those businesses, and promoting the
development of our workforce and seeking out new avenues for innovation and growth.
Technological Innovation is a challenge for our business model.
António Redondo, CEO

This chapter sets out the context for the central Focus Area of The Navigator Company's
Agenda 2030 – A Responsible Business -, presenting the ambition, the material topics,
commitments and related SDGs.
It also explains how Navigator is positioning itself strategically for the decade ahead through
the vision shared by several Directors. At the end we present the findings of the
questionnaire conducted of Employees concerning the Agenda's focus areas and the relative
priority assigned to the different material topics.
Associated Material Topics
1 Creating Sustainable Value
2 Ethics, Transparency and Inclusion
3 Risk Management and Business
Continuity
4 Stakeholder Engagement and
Community Relations
5 Bioproducts
6 Innovation, Technology and R&D

Ambition: Creating Sustainable Value
Creating value and opportunities for responsible business, applying ethical principles and
demonstrating integrity and transparency in everything we do. From forest to paper, a
sustainable cycle is reflected in an extensive and innovative value chain where we manage
risk and engage with our Stakeholders.
Our Commitments
1 Develop sustainable bioproducts, reducing dependence on fossil resources and working
towards a decarbonised economy
2 Promote scientific and technological co-creation in the field of the bioeconomy and
bioproducts
3 Promote improved yields, resilience and sustainability in Portugal's forests
4 Develop innovative, competitive and sustainable products
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Executive Director

The Company's success story is also reflected in sustainable financial
performance which, in the crisis situation brought about by the pandemic,
made it possible to ensure business continuity, to compensate Employees
and to respond to Stakeholders' needs. We helped clients sell their own
stocks and continued to work actively with suppliers, strengthening our ties
in a long-term and sustainable relationship.

We are one of the companies that adds the most value to the country and a driving force in the
Portuguese economy. Our responsible practices are recognised by the insurance and financial sectors.

Navigator's Agenda 2030 will be the heart of our responsible management
strategy, allowing for balanced management of potential risks and impacts
along the value chain. Creating sustainability means anticipating the future.
That's why Navigator regards its investment in Innovation, Technology and
Research & Development as a key factor for the company's sustainability,
in building collaborative solutions. This area is directly linked to our
commitment to a circular bioeconomy and development of new forestbased bioproducts, able to respond to society's needs with a smaller
ecological footprint.

Executive Director

Navigator encourages innovation: it cooperates with universities and
research centres, and places its expertise at the service of forestry practices
better suited to different soils and climates and better able to create longterm value.

Non-executive Director

What our Employees think...
54% identify a lot with the creation of sustainable value applying principles of
ethics, integrity and transparency, through responsible management and
cooperation with our main stakeholders…
Priority assigned to material topics in the central focus area of A Responsible
Business:

Methodological note: The data on the opinions of our Employees concerning the Agenda 2030 set out in this
Report was based on 856 responses out of a 3,232 Employees.
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3.2 OUR GOVERNANCE
We believe that strong governance is fundamental in building a resilient and successful
organisation in which sustainability is incorporated at every level. We engage openly and
transparently with stakeholders throughout our value chain in order to create a fair and
inclusive business. Policies, management systems and codes of ethics guide the way we
conduct our operations, underpin the way we approach risks and opportunities, and enable us
to measure our performance in alignment with the commitments made.
At The Navigator Company, this well-established governance structure is supported by a
number of different bodies, each with clearly defined function with regard to sustainability
management, with a view to ensuring business practices consistent with a Responsible Business.

COMMUNITY MONITORING COMMITTEES

Given that Stakeholder engagement is a priority topic for the Company, we made changes in
2020 to the underlying design of our Sustainability Forum, the initiative that seeks to foster
collaboration between Navigator and the different organisations and individuals in its sphere
of operation, ranging from civil society organisations to universities, including associations of
forestry producers, customers and suppliers.
The Forum has accordingly adopted a new regional format with the potential to bring the
Company closer to local communities in the areas around Navigator's industrial sites and forestry holdings. The first session of the new-look Forum took place against the backdrop of the
Serras do Porto Park and stimulated debate about the importance of adding to the value of
natural capital, in all its different dimensions. This means taking an integrated approach to
each region, by conciliating production forests with conservation woodlands as a space for
recreation and leisure.
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We want to involve our Stakeholders in this new stance, in this vision. By
engaging with different people and organisations, our communities, local
Stakeholders, we can work on projects together, even when our interests
differ.
We have to walk the talk and have examples of this commitment to
Stakeholder collaboration and engagement, such as our Sustainability
Executive Director
Forum, which we took out into the community for the first time, and the
project for setting up the first Integrated Landscape Management Area in Portugal, in Alvares, in the
municipality of Góis.

Navigator in multistakeholder initiatives for Woodlands
Navigator has continued to participate in multistakeholder initiatives, including New
Generations Plantations (NGP), led by WWF International, and The Forests Dialogue
(TFD).
TFD celebrated its twentieth anniversary in 2020 by publishing the book “If Trees Could Talk”,
telling the story of this initiative coordinated from the University of Yale, and by launching
“The Forests Dialogue Guide” and the “Land Use Dialogue Guide”, explaining the
multistakeholder dialogue method followed by TFD and how it is applied in a landscape-scale
decision-making approach.

Our Stakeholders
Engaging with our stakeholders, communicating and establishing partnerships has been a key
factor in Navigator's success, as it seeks to respond to their expectations, consolidate a
trusting relationship and increase transparency. This relationship enables the Company to
pinpoint some of its business risks, as well as potential opportunities.
In the materiality analysis process conducted in 2015, ten Stakeholder groups were defined,
and in the recent and wider engagement exercise we found out about their expectations in
relation to the issues deemed most relevant to the Company's future. We have sought to
integrate these in our Agenda 2030.
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3.2.1 Creating Sustainable Value

What do our Stakeholders tell us?






Creating values is increasingly tied up with
performance indicators relating to
Employee development and well-being and
to Stakeholder engagement.
The company's reputation is the type of
information to which investors pay
attention.
In seeking to arrive at a clear picture of
that reputation, investors assign increasing
importance to Sustainable Development
commitments.

Definition of Material Topic
Creating sustainable value
Generating value and sharing with society.
Financial strategies for maximising returns
and long-term business stability.

why it matters...

Aware of the social impact of its business operations, Navigator's purpose involves creating
sustainable value and sharing it with its different Stakeholders. This is because, by creating
value, the Company generates benefits for its shareholders, but also for its Employees, its
customers, suppliers, local communities and society in general.
Navigator is an important pillar of the Portuguese economy and has an impact on the lives
of thousands of people along its value chain. The success of its business and financial
performance is increasingly indissociable from its sustainability strategy, and in particular
the way in which the Company manages its relationship with society, sound management of
the resources it uses, its ability to mitigate its business risks and transparent, open-access
communication.
Creating sustainable value is so intrinsically tied up with the Company's development that
the environmental dimension of sustainability - decarbonisation - has been fully integrated
into The Navigator Company's strategy, reflecting the organisation's long-established
awareness of its role in mitigating and adapting to the effects of climate change.
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Key developments in 2020
Increased investment in 2020 contributes to Carbon Neutrality
A significant development in 2020 was the completion of the capital project for construction
of a new biomass boiler at the Figueira da Foz Industrial Complex. This entailed investment
totalling 55 million euros, and will be the single largest contribution to compliance with our
Carbon Neutrality Roadmap, for which investment totals 154 million euros.
This project was undertaken under a contract established by Navigator with the European
Investment Bank (EIB), the world's leading finance provider in the climate sector,
corresponding to a loan of € 27.5 million.
This project will be referred to throughout this report and considered at greater length in
Chapter 5.2. Climate Change and CO 2 Sequestration

Business Manifesto for Sustainability
In 2020, Navigator joined more than 90 companies in signing up to a BCSD Portugal business
manifesto entitled "Use the crisis to launch a new sustainable development paradigm".
COVID-19 and its economic and social impacts were the catalyst for this joint initiative to
argue that the crisis should be taken as an opportunity to rethink the future and to lay the
foundations for more inclusive and sustainable growth. In signing the manifesto, Navigator
declared its ambition of helping Portugal build a development model based on five
fundamental principles: Promoting sustainable and inclusive development, promoting growth,
seeking efficiency, building up resilience and corporate citizenship.
Social Impact, the Value Shared by Navigator
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Sustainability Indexes: Transparency in attracting Investors
In the current context of tougher standards in the scrutiny of company performance by
different Stakeholders, including in the financial sector, there is an increasingly clear need to
consider the impacts of a range of vulnerabilities, in terms of ESG criteria. These are aspects
which have gained growing recognition, and are having an ever greater material financial
impact on how companies are assessed by their investors, as they look for added guarantees
of long term value.
Aware of this need and opportunity, Navigator has since 2017 been stepping up its
participation in ESG ratings drawn up by independent entities, with the CDP (Climate
Disclosure Project) rating system for climate change, and also the ratings provided since
2019 by Sustainalytics, which assesses the Company on ESG criteria, assigning an annual
performance rating, within the context of the pulp and paper sector. The ESG rating
contracted from Sustainalytics is reviewed annually, and changes in the Company's score has
an impact on the financing costs of a commercial paper issue made in 2015, worth 65 million
euros. This product was the first green financing arrangement of this type contracted in
Portugal.
These ratings also reflect the Company's commitment to increased market transparency and
demonstrate its work in creating sustainable value.

In CDP Climate, Navigator was awarded an “A”
rating, known as Leadership (the highest level),
in recognition of its work to develop a low-carbon
economy.

In the review in late 2020, the Company scored
an extremely impressive 17.2, representing an
improvement on the previous appraisal.
This rating put Navigator in fifth place out of a
total of 79 global companies in the Paper &
Forestry industries cluster, and fourth out of 62
global companies in the Paper & Pulp cluster.

Financing arrangements ensure sustainable growth
Over the course of 2020, The Navigator Company took a highly active approach to financing
activities in 2020; in the early part of the year this was constrained by the pandemic
situation, but adjustments were subsequently made to adapt to a long term vision. Having
arranged sufficient liquidity to face the severe uncertainty about the impact of the pandemic
on the Group's business, Navigator then refinanced a series of operations, in order to
diversify sources of finance and to extend the maturity of its debt, coordinating this with its
strategy for sustainable growth.
In diversifying its sources of finance, the Company will continue to work with the financial
system to develop and contract innovative products that impact the creation of sustainable
value and where inclusion is regarded as a "green" component, i.e. in line with ESG
(Environmental, Social and Governance) concerns.
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More sustainable Value Chain
Efficiency in logistics
Navigator has been moving towards intermodal logistics than enable it to be more efficient in
terms of costs and also to contribute to a reduction in the CO 2 emissions associated with the
different forms of transport used.
This has been achieved by investing heavily in migrating overland transport to short haul
maritime transport, multimodal and rail transport, in a strategy that permits it to cut CO 2
emissions per ton transported to clients.
A new shipping route to the south of France, via the port of Marseille, has taken
357 trucks off the road as cargo is diverted to maritime transport.
By switching deliveries in northern Europe to a multimodal transport service,
combining trucks with shipping on Ro-Rp (roll on, roll off) vessels, Navigator has
achieved a reduction of 678 trucks on those routes.
Growth of 3,676 containers dispatched by rail from the Setúbal Complex branch
line.

Faster supplier payments
The pandemic brought restrictions on production, essentially from April to June, with some
machines being shut down and the resulting reduction in wood purchases. In order to keep all
suppliers active, purchases were divided more equitably and we speeded up payment
methods by using the confirming platform to boost cash flow flexibility for our suppliers by
around two weeks. This measure was particularly important for wood suppliers, most of
whom depend on Navigator's business, thereby enabling them to meet their commercial and
social commitments, which was a matter of fundamental importance in the context of the
economic crisis resulting from the pandemic situation.
76% of our suppliers are local, representing total payments of approximately € 892
Million

The Agenda 2030 has consolidated our shift towards generating value along
the entire value chain. This is an opportunity for maximising efficient use of
resources, both in terms of production processes and in the design of
products. In the context of the pandemic crisis, the strength and
sustainability of Navigator's value chain is particularly important. By
focussing on responsible business management, our Agenda will also lead to
Executive Director
tougher scrutiny of how our suppliers are responding to the social and environmental issues
dominating the global agenda.
We have a holistic vision of the supply chain and we intend to learn more about the impacts of our
operations, extending this concern to our business partners. Sustainability of the supplier chain is one
of the topics we will follow closely over the next decade, especially with regard to the issue of climate
change.
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3.2.2 Ethics, Transparency and Inclusion

What do our Stakeholders tell us?







Ethics was mentioned above all in
connection with the topic of “Stakeholder
Engagement”, and value was assigned to
“relationship ethics”
The importance of compliance, fair
competition and equal opportunities
(topics mentioned above all by suppliers)
The issue of inclusion needs an integrated
approach in the Company's culture
Navigator is regarded as a too "male
dominated" in its senior management

Definition of Material Topic
Ethics, Transparency and Inclusion
Development of policies that ensure
transparency and integrity in the company's
practices and internalisation of business
ethics by Employees at all levels, enabling
the Company to act in conformity with the
law, standards and internal regulations in this
area. Management of risks relating to
corruption, free markets and monopolies,
cartels or price fixing.
Promotion of inclusion, through diversity and
equal opportunities, understood as
recognition, respect for and valuing the
differences between people.

why it matters...

The Navigator Company has a management approach guided by principles of ethics,
integrity and inclusion in its internal dealings and in relations with third parties, as it carries
on the operations at all stages in its value chain.
These fundamental aims pursued by the Company enable us to secure sustained value
creation and to protect our shareholders' interests, with an appropriate level of return for
investors, achieved by offering the highest standards of quality in supplying goods and
services to its Customers, and also by recruiting, motivating and developing the best and
most highly skilled professionals.
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Key developments in 2020
2020 was a particularly challenging year for management teams seeking to achieve the goals
and implement the steps which had been planned. However, the company assigned priority to
having an equality plan and a diversity policy approved by its boards.
The Navigator Group is guided by principles of transparency, ethics and respect in our
dealings amongst ourselves and with others. Anti-corruption efforts in 2020 involved an
operation in coordination with the Criminal Police within Navigator itself and in contacts with
suppliers, culminating in the arrest of 16 employees working in the wood yard.

Our approach to Ethics, Transparency and Inclusion
The main thrust of our approach and management of this issue is through prevention,
communicating to Employees the fundamental importance of these three issues in Navigator
and publishing the relevant rules on the channels at its disposal: the Company's website and
intranet.
Our internal policies on ethics and transparency are reflected in the rules stipulated in the
internal Code of Ethics and Good Conduct, in the Suppliers' Code of Conduct, in the Code of
Good Conduct and Prevention of Workplace Harassment and in the internal whistleblowing
Regulations.
As regards inclusion, the Company adheres to the principles and measures defined in the
Group's Equality Plan, as well as a set of Diversity Principles concerning the composition of
the company's senior bodies.

Non-executive Director

It is not just a happy coincidence that our purpose is in tune with the
ongoing sustainability project. Any sustainability roadmap has to
consider environmental, social and economic issues, but its foundations
are in ethics and morality, with values that place people at the centre of
the equation. In this regard, I see technology for the good and the
future of work as two of the greatest challenges facing the Company as
it looks ahead, and I believe they will contribute to changing attitudes
and creating unshakeable sustainability.

Because it's a world leader, Navigator has a greater responsibility in addressing sustainability issues,
both in terms of the message, and by the example it sets and its leadership moves. By investing in
training people, responsible use of resources, innovation and quality, the Company is also investing in
ethical and moral sustainability. Because if we add up all the values that every company can attain, the
only way to be distinctive, in the final instance, is in ethics and morality.
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Group Equality Plan and Diversity Principles
The Navigator Company recognises the benefits
of diversity in its boards, in particular on the
Board of Directors and the Audit Board, as a way
of ensuring an improved balance in its
composition, optimising the performance of each
member and of each body as a whole, improving
the quality of its decision making process and
contributing to its sustainable development.
In 2020, in order to promote diversity in the Company, the Board of Directors approved a
new Equality Plan, and also a set of Diversity Principles concerning the composition of its
boards.
In drawing up this Equality Plan, and the measures it envisages, we are seeking to build on
our gender equality good practices and to develop further our policies geared to facilitating a
work-life balance.
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3.2.3 Risk Management and Business Continuity

What do our Stakeholders tell us?





This topic cuts across all the other material
topics.
Climate change, water scarcity, pests and
forest fires are some of the risks the
Company has to consider.
The risks associated with the license to
operate, the ability to retain Employees,
preserve know-how, or development of
long term relationships with clients, are
the social risks most frequently mentioned.

Definition of Material Topic
Risk Management and Business Continuity
Identification, assessment and management
of operational, strategic and reputational
risks, drawing up contingency plans,
including for environmental, social and
governance risks and the impact of
regulatory provisions on business.

why it matters...

The Navigator Company regards risk management as an essential decision-making tool,
involving permanent monitoring of the risks to which it is exposed, raising awareness
throughout the Company of a risk culture which seeks to avoid risks but also includes a
positive approach to risk-taking.
It has therefore implemented a system for permanent monitoring of risk management,
based on a systematic and explicit assessment of business risks by all of Navigator's
organisational departments and identification of the main controls in place in all business
processes.
The risks that the Company currently faces, stemming from global changes, may potentially
undermine business continuity. In order to anticipate and prevent the consequences of
these adversities, Navigator is working on its Business Continuity Plan.
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Key developments in 2020
2020 was a year marked by a global risk that few companies anticipated could occur: the
COVID-19 pandemic. At Navigator, we had to adapt all our procedures to respond to this
event by drawing up an Operational Plan, as described at the start of this Report.
The drafting of a Business Continuity Plan, the importance of which was highlighted by the
emergency situation, was an opportunity to list the disruptive risks that can potentially
affect our business, and also to propose measures to minimise these risks.

Risk Management
The topic of Risk Management is addressed and explored in our Corporate Governance
Report. In this chapter, we will address the management of risks related most directly to
the topics materially relevant to Navigator, as reflected on in chapter 1. Trends in a
Changing World, setting out the risks and opportunities arising from the challenges to our
business in the context of global macrotrends, such as the climate emergency.
The Risk Management Department is responsible for monitoring and controlling the main
risks, through a systematic and structured approach that involves all operational areas, and
identifies the control activities needed for each situation. This work is carried out by means
of internal audits, as illustrated in the diagram below.

Risks are classified and described on the basis of three categories: economic, financial and
legal. Risks are also assessed in financial terms by value chain, by business area and by
operational site.
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Business Continuity Plan and Disruptive Events
Navigator's business is subject to the occurrence of disruptive events that require immediate
action to mitigate their potential negative effects. According to the Global Report 2020 from
the World Economic Forum, the main risks that may affect our business are:
•

Infectious diseases

•

Natural Disasters

•

Extreme weather

•

Cyberattacks

•

Biodiversity loss

•

Human-made environmental disasters

•

Interstate conflicts

•

Information infrastructure breakdown

These risks are related to the global Sustainability trends identified as significant to the
Company, in the medium and long term. These are Planet at the Limit, Demographic Change
and Technological Innovation, as described in chapter 1. We may therefore observe an
alignment with the risks that Navigator already considers and describes in its risk
management system. An example of this is the issue of climate change, which may represent
a risk of extreme weather, but arises specifically in more operational risks, such as forest
fires or failures of wood supply.
The diagram below illustrates the risks most closely related to our material topics.
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The pandemic, which leapt across borders and continents, has conferred
fresh urgency on this process.
We have a history of sustainability drawn from resilience. Resilience in the
way we are able to adapt and evolve in the face of new employment
paradigms, as has now happened with hundreds of people working from
Executive Director

home, or how we overcome difficulties, when we have needed to adjust
operations to the needs of the market.

Navigator's financial sustainability is based on a store of experience and on rigorous management, but
also on sensitivity and the courage to take decisions and to accept risks.

3.3 LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Investment in Research and Development and in sustainable bioproducts is part of Navigator's business development strategy, preparing the Company for the future.
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3.3.1
BIOPRODUCTS

3.3.
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

why it matters...

Forests and forest-based industries, and the pulp and paper industry in particular, offer a
Bio-products
sustainable
answer to the urgent need to reduce CO2 emissions and to find alternatives to fossilbased resources (fuels, chemicals and plastics) . Wood and forestry biomass can be used to
Innovation, Technology and R&D
obtain products equivalent to those which are currently derived from petroleum. In this context,
pulp and paper mills are evolving into integrated biorefineries which, in addition to cellulose fibre,
paper materials and energy, are producing biofuels, biochemicals and biocomposites. These
products can directly replace similar products derived from petrochemicals or be the precursors
of a vast group of materials that include biopolymers and bioplastics, among other things, all
from renewable sources and potentially biodegradable. This is now happening at Navigator...
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What do our Stakeholders tell us?





Strong relationship with Innovation,
Research and Development
An opportunity to create new production
lines and to develop new products
An alternative to plastic
An outlook of confidence and future
prospects for investors and other
Stakeholders

Definition of Material Topic
Bioproducts
Promotion of business activities supported by
the use of renewable biological resources for
producing materials and energy, in addition
to our existing core business.
Generated in a context of medium-long term
research and development and cooperation
on a global scale, these businesses may
provide answers to our current challenges on
the basis of innovative solutions.

Our goals for 2030
Commitments

Goals 2030

Develop sustainable bioproducts, reducing
dependence on fossil resources and working
towards a decarbonised economy

Develop new cellulose materials and biocomposites, which
are recyclable and biodegradable
Develop biofuels, bioplastics and biochemicals from waste
forestry biomass
Strengthen partnerships with Universities and Technology
Centres in Portugal and abroad

Promote scientific and technological cocreation in the field of the bioeconomy and
bioproducts

Promote advanced training, in collaboration with universities: 20 doctorates by 2030
Promote registration of intellectual property: 20 patents by
2030

2020 in figures…
3 bioproduct projects

26 Doctorates in progress

3 new patent applications,

including one

for a process for producing bacterial
nanocellulose from Eucalyptus globulus lignocellulosic biomass
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Key developments in 2020
In the field of bioproducts, research activities, development, analysis of the scale effect of
projects and assessment of their technical and economic feasibility centred in 2020 on
biochemicals and biofuels. The most significant projects included:
•
Technical and economic feasibility study of the process for producing essential oils
from eucalyptus foliage;
•
Preliminary engineering study for a process for producing bioethanol from waste
forestry biomass;
•
Concept study for producing bioethanol from primary sludges generated by the
industrial process.
This research has been conducted as part of the inpactus Project, promoted by Navigator
through RAIZ over the period 2018 to 2022, in conjunction with a wide range of partners,
including the universities of Aveiro and Coimbra. One of the key areas of inpactus is
precisely new bioproducts obtained from biomass and wood. This initiative involves research
for 26 doctorates in partnership with the universities, and three new patent applications in
the bioproducts field were filed in 2020.
Forest-based bioproducts contribute to a positive climate
These new and renewably-sourced products – biofuels, biocomposites and new paper
products replacing plastics - offer an alternative to fossil-based materials. Their contribution
to reducing carbon emissions is in line with Navigator's Roadmap to Carbon Neutrality.
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Highlights...
Bioethanol
produced with
primary sludges

Primary sludges are a cellulose waste material generated in the waste water plants
of pulp and paper mills. In addition to inert waste, these sludges contain an
appreciable amount of cellulose, which can potentially be converted to bioethanol.
Trials of this process have been conducted in recent years by scientists in Portugal, and by
Navigator's own researchers, and the results hold out the promise of technical feasibility.
These studies have also shown that scaling up the process will significantly optimise the
profitability of this operation. Sludges have a large water content, making long-distance
transport economically unattractive, so it is potentially interesting to process them into
bioethanol in areas where this kind of waste is available. The fact that the Navigator and Celbi
(Altri group) plants are located close to each other in the Figueira da Foz region offers the
scale needed for a project of this kind. The two companies accordingly conducted a joint
assessment of the technical feasibility of converting primary sludges into bioethanol, in a
process that ran from late 2019 into the first half of 2020.

A response to the need for cellulose-based biofuels
This venture is aligned with the EU directive (with targets already set up to 2030) requiring a
rising level of mandatory incorporation of biofuels obtained from cellulose materials/waste
into fuel for vehicles. The next step for this project will be to prepare a joint planning
application for construction of a pilot unit to demonstrate viability.
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3.3.2
INNOVATION,
TECHNOLOGY AND R&D

why it matters...

Scientific and technological expertise is the foundation for the competitiveness and success of
large industrial ventures. Aware of this fact, in 1996 The Navigator Company took the pioneering
step in Portugal of setting up its own R&D centre (RAIZ), in partnership with three Portuguese
universities. The expertise generated in forestry, processes and products, in many cases on a cocreation basis between RAIZ and its partners in academe, has had a direct impact on the
Company's business, in particular by : a) increasing yields, resilience and sustainability in
Portuguese forests, b) developing innovative, competitive and sustainable products, and c)
promoting the circular economy and efficient use of resources in the industrial process.
Innovation and technology, firmly anchored in Research and Development activities, are the
foundation of Navigator's business, ensuring that its products and processes are sustainable.
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What do our Stakeholders tell us?






Definition of Material Topic

Innovation, Technology and Research &
Development are a fundamental topic for
Navigator, and part of its heritage.
All Stakeholders share the perception that
this topic is vital for the future.
This is understood as a need across all
areas of the Company.
This is a source of confidence, generating
expectations of a sustainable future for
the paper industry.



Innovation, Technology and R&D
Development of new strategies, products,
services or processes that enable the
Company, in the course of pursuing its core
business, to increase its positive impacts and
revenues and to reduce its negative impacts,
and also the associated costs.
Promotion of short-medium term and/or
future-focussed activities, related to science
or technology.

Our goals for 2030
Commitments

Goals 2030
Develop genetically improved clones and seeds, with gains
of 30-50% in yields and resilient to climate change

Promote improved yields, resilience and
sustainability in Portugal's forests

Develop innovative, competitive and
sustainable products
Promote circular bioeconomy, prioritising R&D
solutions

Propose biological solutions for combating the main diseases
and pests in Portugal's eucalyptus forests
Develop innovative and distinctive paper products (pulp,
UWF paper, tissue paper, packaging)
Develop sustainable applications and added value for byproducts from industrial process (sludges, ash and other
inorganic waste).

2020 in figures…
€13.8 Million*: Investment in R&D +
Innovation

inpactus Project | 17 doctorates
Total of 26 doctorates in progress at
partner universities

*Navigator's total R&D+i expenditure on the basis of the eligible amount for SIFIDE (the figure stated is for 2019
as the final figure for 2020 will only be established in July 2021). This figure is not comparable with that reported
in 2019 (€ 4.3M), which corresponds to the volume of R&D and services provided by RAIZ to the Navigator Group.
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Key developments in 2020
R&D and innovation activities were centred in 2020 on responding to the Company's shortmedium term challenges, both in forestry and in processes/products.
Achievements in the forestry area included development of improved eucalyptus seeds and
new clones, with yields improved by 30 and 50%, respectively, a new climate potential
chart for eucalyptus forests, with applications in assessing the vulnerability of plantations to
different climate change scenarios, and application of remote detection technologies, based
on satellite and drone images, supporting improved diagnosis of the vitality of forests, and
control of pests and diseases. Remote detection work was carried out as part of a European
project (mySustainableForest) in which the partners included leaders in the space sector
and several forestry companies and institutions.
In the field of industrial processes, the main progress was made in approaches to reducing
water use, as will be detailed in Chapter 4.2. Responsible Use of Resources, and
optimisation of specific consumption of wood, as well as in reuse of process wastes, with a
view to the circular economy. In the field of products, attention should be drawn to
Navigator's development of new tissue products, with production starting of tissue paper
impregnated with detergent (Amoos Aquactive).

RAIZ Strategic Plan 2020-2024
Another important development in 2020 was the finalisation of RAIZ' strategic plan for the
next five years, which was approved by Navigator's Executive Board and by RAIZ' own
management bodies. This plan envisages 12 strategic focus areas, seeking to contribute to:

Targets and performance indicators (KPIs) are established, on an annual basis, making it
possible to assess the results achieved by RAIZ and to estimate the impact of its work.
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Highlights...
New Tissue Product
Amoos Aquactive

RAIZ has been carrying out important work to support the different areas of product
development in the Company's core business. A major achievement in 2020 was the
development of technologies for tissue paper with innovative properties, leading to a
new Navigator product, known as Amoos AquactiveTM Soap.
The technology and scientific expertise generated in the course of this research forms the basis
of the HIGIA project, undertaken as part of Portugal 2020, with a view to producing goods
useful in combating COVID-19. This project made it possible to install technology permitting a
new use of tissue paper with the AquactiveTM formulation.
The results of this joint research work conducted by RAIZ and teams from the Company's
tissue division accordingly served as the launchpad for the new Amoos AquactiveTM Soap
Kitchen and Multipurpose products. These additions to Navigator's portfolio are evidence of its
ability to offer the market distinctive and innovative solutions. The new products combine the
power of soap with the strength and absorption power of paper, thereby simplifying everyday
cleaning and sanitisation tasks, so necessary in the current health emergency (for additional
information on Aquactive™ technology, see: https://amoospaper.com/aquactive/pt).
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New eucalyptus plants offering improved yields and resilience
Forests in general, and plantations in particular, are a
fundamental part of the solution that mankind has at its disposal
to combat climate change, sequestering carbon from the
atmosphere and at the same time producing wood and biomass,
essential materials for the global ambition of achieving swift
decarbonisation of the economy. However, for this to be a
success, we have to ensure that the plantations we nurture offer
increasing yields and are suited to a changing climate, in addition
to resisting the appearance of new pests and diseases.
In response to these challenges, Navigator is running one of the
most advanced genetic improvement programmes in the world. In
2020, after several years of field and laboratory trials, the
Company started large scale production of three new eucalyptus
clones, complementing the seven already used in production
forests. These are genetically improved plants presenting high
growth and survival rates, and excellent wood quality standards,
in relation to those commercially available on the market. They
have also been carefully selected to be easy to root and resistant
to diseases in a nursery setting.
According the results of more than 20 field trials, it is estimated that these clones will result
in an increase of 40 to 50% in wood volumes and increased ability to survive drought, in
comparison with the eucalyptus plants normally used in Portugal. We estimate that the
improved rooting and nursery health presented by these genetically improved plants will also
increase the production capacity of the Espirra nurseries by around 800,000 plants a year, as
well as reducing the costs of producing plants.

R&D in the Circular Economy
Development of solutions for reusing waste, in keeping
with the principles of the circular economy, has been
one of the main goals pursued by RAIZ through
partnerships with The Navigator Company, universities
and other industrial sectors, such as the European
paperChain project (www.paperchain.eu). Chapter 4.2.
Circular Economy provides additional information on
this project.

Creating value responsibly means wedding technology to know-how
to create increasingly sustainable products, benefiting from the fact
that cellulose and its derivatives, such as paper, have unique
potential in this respect.
We have to innovate in our industrial operations, with solutions
capable of minimising our environmental impacts and promoting
even more efficient use of natural resources, such as water, an asset
which is both scarce and precious for human life.
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Innovation combined with Technology
On the basis of a 100% natural raw material, the process of transforming wood into pulp and
paper involved highly sophisticated technology. The Navigator Company applies technological
solutions throughout the value chain based on three fundamental pillars: innovation, research
and development.
Digital technologies, robotics and artificial intelligence are transforming industry, mobility and
communications. In the case of Navigator, opportunities and benefits may be identified along
the entire value chain, with the potential for efficiency gains and waste reduction. There are
several projects at the development stage. We will highlight the initiatives in the field of
Smart Paper.
Navigator takes part in the AlmaScience Collaborative Laboratory
The Navigator Company is a member of the AlmaScience Collaborative Laboratory (non-profit
association) working on “Cellulose for Smart and Sustainable Applications”. This initiative
grew out of the work at the laboratories of Prof. Rodrigo Martins and Prof. Elvira Fortunato of
CENIMAT, Universidade Nova de Lisboa. This CoLab is looking at issues related to smart
paper, new functions for paper and cellulose materials and their different applications, in
particular in papers for high-security, packaging and health applications. The association's
members are Nova ID (an institute belonging to Universidade Nova de Lisboa), RAIZ, the
Fraunhofer Institute, Imprensa Nacional Casa da Moeda (National Press and Mint), The
Navigator Company and Laboratório Clara Saúde.

Printing and writing paper records the best advances in science and technology, the best works of literature, important developments in human
thought. It brings together and preserves the knowledge and ambitions that
allow mankind to face ever-changing challenges with imagination and confidence.
Non-executive Director
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4.
A BUSINESS RESPONSIBLE... FOR
NATURE
A VISION FOR 2030
RESPONSIBLE USE OF RESOURCES
SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY MANAGEMENT AND
CONSERVING BIODIVERSITY
CIRCULAR ECONOMY
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4.1. A VISION OF NATURE FOR 2030
Nature because it is the source of life and our future, representing the legacy the want to leave to
generations to come. We know we can only continue to generate value for Society if we take care of
this fundamental renewable resource [the forest].
In our operations, we also apply and follow best practices in order to protect water, the air and the
soil, helping to add value to natural capital, something that belongs to everyone.
António Redondo, CEO

This chapter sets out the context for the Agenda 2030 Focus Area – A Business
Responsible for Nature -, presenting the ambition, the material topics, commitments and
related SDGs.
It also explains how Navigator is positioning itself strategically for the decade ahead through
the vision shared by several Directors. At the end we present the findings of the
questionnaire conducted of Employees concerning the Agenda's focus areas and the relative
priority assigned to the different material topics.
Associated Material Topics

1 Responsible Use of Resources
2 Sustainable Forestry Management
and Conserving Biodiversity
3 Circular Economy

Ambition: Preserve and Add Value to Natural Capital
Invest in adding value to natural resources. Protect, water, air and the forest, promoting
generation of economic, ecological and social value, by minimising the ecological footprint
and optimising efficiency in the use of resources.
Nature - source of economic wealth and social development, home to life and biodiversity, a
factor of environmental quality and a crucial element for human life - is a strategic priority for
Navigator.

Our Commitments
5 Promote efficient use of resources, minimising our ecological footprint
6 Ensure sustainable use of soil and forestry resources, including biodiversity
7 Promote circular bioeconomy, prioritising R&D solutions
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The planet's resources are not inexhaustible and companies, as producers of
goods and services that contribute to the well-being of societies, have a
fundamental role to play in protecting the planet, through circular economy
models that reuse, recycle and reduce the use of those natural resources.
With respect for ethics and transparency, Navigator sees the responsible use
of resources as its first priority, with the clear aim of optimising processes for
making more from less. This responsible use entails primarily a reduction in
Executive Director
specific use of water and wood, but also projects that lead to greater energy efficiency in industrial
production.
Forests underpin the Company's operations, and the sustainable management of this asset and
purchasing of certified wood are two priority areas in its business strategy. Because forest yields are
limited in how far they can respond to the industry's growth, the new challenge is to reduce specific
consumption of this raw material, in other words, to make more pulp and paper from the same
quantity of wood. We should not forget that responsible use and optimisation of resources is good for
the environment and the sustainability of the planet, taking us down a road that will be built by
investing in innovation, training and safety, as well as in the Company's human talent.
We have to regard Sustainability as a commitment underlying everything we
do. This commitment can be seen in our stewardship of the valuable natural
assets represented by the woodlands under our management, where we
work to preserve biodiversity and the balance of ecosystems, at the same
Executive Director

time as promoting social inclusion, most significantly in our efforts in
Mozambique.

The only way of developing our business in the long term entails ensuring the sustainability of forests,
the source of our natural and renewable raw material, as well as of the communities that depend on
them. It is also a question of recognising all the value of natural capital in the response to the climate
challenge and to Portugal's economic development.
Our concern cannot be limited to just our own assets. We have to take on board the wider needs of
society and involve all forestry operators in this vision.

At Navigator we know that the best way of conquering the future is to start
out from a respect for nature.

What our Employees think...

Non-executive Director

68% identify a lot with protecting and improving the natural world, and
with generating value by minimising our ecological footprint and optimising efficient use of
resources…
Priority assigned to material topics in the focus area of A Business Responsible
for Nature:

…
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For Nature

90% renewable materials
Certification of Energy
Management System

4.2.
RESPONSIBLE USE OF
RESOURCES

why it matters...

The environmental problems we face at a global scale are largely the result of human over-exploitation of
natural resources, such as (fossil) fuels, minerals, water, soils and biodiversity. It is increasingly clear that the
existing model for economic development, based on intensive use of resources and pollution, is
unsustainable in the long term. Resources are fundamental for many different functions on Earth, and The
Navigator Company is highly conscientious in its use of natural resources. Our focus is therefore on reducing
their use, on minimising losses, from the standpoint of efficiency, and on reducing emissions.
Efforts to preserve the environment are based on a culture of risk and opportunity assessment, as reflected
in the Company's Agenda 2030, and on operational projects and activities intended to reduce the
environmental impacts of our operations on local communities. In the name of transparency, we disclose key
information about our environmental management, seeking to help build a correct Stakeholder perception of
Navigator.
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What do our Stakeholders tell us?






Definition of Material Topic

Topic closely related to Climate Change
Company Operations are highly dependent on resources, and water in
particular
Common asset which must be managed
responsibly
Minimising environmental impacts is
fundamental

Responsible Use of Resources
Promote control and reduction of our
consumption of resources, in particular
water, wood and energy, through practices
and mechanisms that make for efficient use.
Identify and manage risks related to scarcity
of water resources Ensure appropriate
treatment of atmospheric emissions,
effluents and odours, with a view to
minimising impacts.

Our goals for 2030
Commitment

Goals 2030
Cut specific use of water (m3/t product) by at least 33% by
2030 (baseline: 2019)

Promote efficient use of resources, minimising Optimise energy intensity, year after year
our ecological footprint
Propose solutions that make it possible to improve efficiency
in use of water and wood in the industrial process

2020 in figures…

The COVID-19 pandemic required us to shut down
some production operations for a period, in
response to the drop in demand for UWF,
Navigator's main product. For this reason,
indicators for water use, energy intensity and SO 2
emissions in 2020 are higher than previously.
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Key developments in 2020
2020 will always be remembered as the year of the pandemic, to which Navigator was not
immune. As a result, most of the measures planned for more efficient use of resources had to
be rescheduled for 2021. Even so, Employees remained active and, in conjunction with the
operational teams at each industrial complex, took a number of immediate steps and worked
on specific projects for implementation during the following year.
It should be noted that, in 2020, The Navigator Company was forced to make a significant
reduction in the operation of its industrial units, leading to lower levels of efficiency in the use
of resources, in particular water and energy.

Certification of Energy Management System
In a significant development in 2020, Navigator
obtained certification of its Energy Management
System under ISO 50001:2018. This certification
encompasses all the Company's industrial
complexes.
Navigator has accordingly joined a select band of
companies with this certification in Portugal,
providing additional evidence of its commitment
to responsible energy management.

Our overall approach to the topic
At Navigator we pay careful attention to our ecological footprint, with the aim of minimising
the environmental impacts of our operations. We accordingly strive to make efficient use of
the main resources employed in our processes, including both natural resources, such as
water, energy and wood, and also the chemicals used in production. But we are also focussed
on reducing the environmental impact resulting from the use of those resources manifested in
our atmospheric emissions, effluent and odour emissions and waste.
In this chapter we seek to illustrate our overall impact, as regards both the use of resources
and the results of our industrial operations.
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Highlights...

The commitment to improving Navigator's energy performance is one of the aims of
the Corporate Programme for Energy Efficiency, reflected in each of its priority
action areas.
Even in the difficult public health situation, we kept our focus on this fundamental programme
which, as well as leading to more responsible use of this important resource, also contributes
to the Company's decarbonisation roadmap. It was possible to implement a number of
projects over the course of 2020, in particular in connection with industrial processes, as
highlighted below:
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Energy Efficiency in Industrial Operations
Whilst progress has been made in all areas of our Energy Efficiency Plan, we feel it would be
useful to highlight a number of specific projects undertaken at each of the industrial
complexes.
Figueira da Foz – LED lighting in Folio Hall
This project consisted essentially of replacing the obsolete mercury vapour lighting with the more
advanced and high-efficiency LED technology.
Improvements of 70% were achieved in energy efficiency, representing an annual reduction in power
consumption of around 900 MW, corresponding to an annual saving of € 75 000. It is estimated that
project will enable Navigator to avoid emissions each year of 215 t CO 2 .
Aveiro – new woodchip stack
Substitution of the chip stacking system by a new solution with a single First In, First Served stack,
using a new conveyor belt system. This project has brought down annual power consumption by 5
000 MWh (~3% of the plant's total) and reduced diesel use by 115 000 litres per annum,
representing an annual saving of approximately €479,000.
Setúbal – substitution of sieve rotors on Paper Machine 4
Substitution of the rotors on the primary and secondary sieves, in the fibre recovery system for
Paper Machine 4, has brought down power consumption in this system, Initial consumption, of
approximately 70% of rated current, in each rotor, has fallen to 50%, generating an overall saving
of 57 kW. Estimates suggest that the reduction in power, of approximately480 MWh/year, may result
in an annual saving of €33,751. This project will enable company to avoid emissions of around 115 t
CO 2 each year.
Vila Velha de Ródão – Installation of steambox on Paper Machine 1
Fitting of a steambox on Paper Machine 1, which will not only make for increased control of the
paper humidity profile, drying and production, but also improve control of the four automatic
refiners. This project is estimated to have an annual impact of approximately €100,000, making it
possible to avoid emissions of approximately 412 t CO 2 per annum.

Energy Information System
Implementation of an Energy Monitoring and Management System, suited to the complexity
of Navigator's industrial plant, is a critical development for ensuring ongoing improvements in
energy performance in line with certification under ISO 50001.
This project, developed by Siemens, is part of the Corporate Energy Efficiency Programme
(Focus Area 7). Phase one is currently under way, with the prime aim of developing and
implementing energy management software for the Aveiro, Figueira da Foz and Setúbal mills.
The Project involved gathering information - more than 5000 power and steam variables and then managing it, as well as the design of operational dashboards, data analysis and
decision making with a view to improving energy performance, on the basis of energy reports
and configuration of alarms.
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Protecting Water Resources
The guidelines first adopted in 2019 with the Water Use Reduction Programme (WURP)
remained in place in 2020.
In view of the special circumstances during the year, as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic,
some of the measures were pushed back to 2021, with a negative effect on the resulted
expected in 2020.
It should be noted that, in 2020, The Navigator Company was forced to make a significant
reduction in the operation of its industrial units, bringing down levels of efficiency in the use
of resources, including water.
Nonetheless, the WURP teams worked with the operational teams from each plan on several
measures for immediate implementation over the year, most notably the following:

Figueira da Foz Complex: 7% reduction in total water consumption at this unit, in relation
to 2019, as a result of the process of optimising the washing of pulp transferred to the paper
machines.
Aveiro and Setúbal Complexes: Year-on-year reductions of approximately 350 000 m3 and
500 000 m3, respectively, due to measures such as closing circuits, recovery from purges and
sealings, and installation of more efficient equipment, among other things.
In order to comply with its commitments for an overall reduction, established in 2019, The
Navigator Company will remain firmly committed to implementing WURP in 2021.

Efficient use of Raw Materials
Optimise wood consumption
In 2020, the Aveiro Industrial Complex implemented a new wood conveyance system
replacing the previous machinery, meaning it is now possible to form a woodchip pyramid
using a rotation mechanism. The woodchip quality is better, making the process more
efficient due to reduced specific consumption of wood resulting from:
•
•

•
•

Lower content of fine materials, as wood is degraded less in
transport and handling
Improved stock management, with FIFO (First In, First Out) rotation and more uniform quality in the woodchip fed into the system, making it possible to improve output from processing of
wood into pulp.
Reduced power consumption by replacing the system for conveying woodchips to stack (conveyor belt)
Decreased fossil fuel consumption thanks to decommissioning of old machinery

This project is estimated to bring an annual cost reduction in the order of € 2.1 Million.
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Chemicals with less environmental impact
In June 2020, The Navigator Company renewed its licenses for use of the European Union
Ecolabel, both for printing and writing paper and for tissue paper. The renewal of this important license recognises the Company's good practices in the use of chemicals with less impact on people and the environment. In terms of risk, and due to the use of large quantities
of sodium chlorate, stored in a water solution, in the pulp production process in Aveiro,
Figueira and Setúbal, these units are deemed to represent a higher hazard level, according to
the Seveso Directive (Decree-Law 150/2015).
In the future, with fuel oil being replaced by natural gas, a significant reduction is anticipated
in the quantity of chemicals stored and used at the industrial complexes, classified in the environmentally hazardous chemicals category under the legislation in force.

The Navigator Company is abreast of the latest tendencies for change, notably
by making innovations in the production process, both by using less chemicals in
the manufacture of printing and writing paper, and by investing in carbon
neutrality at its industrial units, due to be achieved as early as 2035.
Executive Director

Reduction in atmospheric emissions
The Navigator Company has set itself the aim of reducing its atmospheric
emissions, namely of particles and sulphur dioxide (SO 2 ).
In 2020 the Company completed the installation of a new Biomass Boiler at the Figueira da
Foz Industrial Complex, in a project featured in chapter 5.2. Climate Change and CO 2
Sequestration In addition to its important contribution to cutting CO 2 emissions, this new
facility has adopted the Best Available Techniques set out in the European Community
Reference Document for Large Combustion Plants (LCPs), which has permitted a reduction in
emissions of pollutant gases, such as particles and nitrogen oxides (NOx).
The improvements achieved with the renewal/conversion of equipment and the installation of
sleeve filters on the existing biomass boilers will enable the Company to comply in full with
the new European Community reference document, which establishes new emission limits
applicable as from August 2021.
Evolution of particles emissions
A major project got under way in 2020 at the Setúbal
Industrial Complex (IC) to replace fuel oil with natural
gas. This project, which will proceed over the next four
years, will involve replacing the existing fuel oil burners
by natural gas burners in the Biomass Boiler and the
Recovery Boiler, as well as replacing the reserve Fuel
Oil boilers with Natural Gas boilers. These alterations
are expected to bring a significant reduction in
emissions of particles and SO 2 at this unit by 2025.
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Reduction of pollutant load in effluents
Optimisation of treatment processes will also maximise their efficiency, so that
effluent quality levels can be improved.
The new discharge licenses obtained at the Aveiro and Figueira da Foz complexes, in 2019
and 2020 respectively, have required companies to take a new approach to dealing with the
authorities and to the monitoring of waste water released into the Atlantic Ocean through
underwater outfalls. Work is proceeding at these industrial complexes on setting up
procedures similar to the strict discharge rules applicable since 2018 to the Industrial
Complex in Vila Velha de Ródão.
At the Setúbal Complex, effluent is discharged into the Sado Estuary, and the relevant license
is currently under review.
Navigator is implementing a series of capital projects to improve, optimise and step up
monitoring of its Industrial Waste Water Treatment Plants (IWWTP). Technical studies are
under way to determine the potential impact on treated effluents on the quality of the water
masses into which they are released.
Optimising effluent quality
Significant work has been carried out at the IWWTP on the Aveiro site, where improvement
measures have been identified with help from international specialists, working in close
collaboration with RAIZ. It has been possible to achieve improved stability in the functioning
of the plant with a positive impact on the quality of the effluent treated (30% reduction in
organic load emitted in 2020 in relation to 2019). A similar project is at the implementation
stage at the Figueira da Foz unit.
In keeping with the spirit of collaboration needed to achieve the best solutions, work started
in 2020 on a major study in partnership with the University of Coimbra, where the MARE
centre will help assess the potential impact of treated effluents on the water masses into
which they are released. This study is being conducted in the potential area of influence of
the outfalls in Aveiro, Figueira da Foz and Setúbal.
Navigator has a plan for monitoring and controlling production processes with a
view to minimising losses of fibre and chemicals into effluent.

Minimisation of odours
The Navigator Company pays special attention to this important environmental issue resulting
from its eucalyptus pulp production operations, with impacts felt by local communities around
the industrial units.
The solution found for minimising odours consists of collecting and burning malodorous gases
in the recovery boiler. This procedure has been adopted at the Aveiro and Figueira da Foz
units, and this important investment is planned for implementation at the Setúbal site.
Following on from the work already started in Figueira da Foz, on monitoring odours in the
area around industrial complexes, the same monitoring procedure is planned to be implemented in 2021 in Aveiro and Setúbal.
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For Nature

107,370 ha
Woodlands under
management
4,162 ha
Habitats protected by
Natura Network 2000

4.3.
SUSTAINABLE
FORESTRY
MANAGEMENT AND
CONSERVING
BIODIVERSITY
why it matters...

The loss of biodiversity and ecosystem services and functions is one of the greatest challenges that we face,
and urgent action is needed to preserve and restore the natural world. Healthy ecosystems provide a varied
range of goods to meet our needs and have a positive influence on our well-being, health, and on the
generation of employment and wealth for communities, in addition to being an important ally in mitigating and
fighting climate change. Navigator has built Biodiversity Conservation into its forestry management model and
each year implements varied measures to maintain or improve the state of conservation of habitats, and of the
services or functions of these ecosystems. Steps are also taken to preserve protected, endangered and
endemic species (fauna and flora). Adding value to natural capital is an enormous challenge for Navigator.
Our sustainable forest management incorporates the conservation of wildlife, social assets and cultural
heritage, as well as respect for the rights of workers and local communities along the value chain. Certified
forest management allows us to guarantee that the wood used in our products - pulp and paper - is obtained
from forests managed on a responsible basis. That is why we invest in programmes for forest certification,
safety at work, technical training and support for forestry landowners and companies, well beyond the
woodlands under our own direct management, in keeping with our ambition to reach a larger number of
landowners and encourage them to produce sustainably sourced fibre and to invest in conservation of the
wildlife, social assets and cultural heritage in our countryside.
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What do our Stakeholders tell us?









Definition of Material Topic

Woodlands are one of the images that
Stakeholders most associate with
Navigator.
A campaign is needed to tell society of
the good that the Company does in the
field of conservation and biodiversity,
aimed in particular at local
communities.
Activity with significant potential for
developing partnerships at local and
national level.
Topic focused on the sustainability of
Navigator's main raw material
Guaranteeing the sustainable origin of
fibre is a cause to which suppliers and
forestry landowners should be recruited

Sustainable Forestry Management and
Conserving Biodiversity
Continued certification of the management
system for our own forests, ensuring that
economic returns are conciliated with
mitigating environmental and social impacts,
protection of woodlands, conservation of
wildlife, social assets and cultural heritage,
and incentives for the use of local manpower.
Promotion of practices for monitoring and
conserving the natural assets that lead to
preservation and/or improvement of the
state of biodiversity conservation and of
ecosystem services in the woodlands
managed by the Company.

Our goals for 2030
Commitment

Goals 2030
Achieve 80% use of certified origin wood by 2030
Promote certification of the chain of custody of all our wood
suppliers by 2030

Ensure sustainable use of soil and forestry
resources, including biodiversity

Help reduce wildfires, guaranteeing a burned area of less
than 1% of area under management by 2030
Create positive impact on (or net gain in) biodiversity by
taking action in keeping with Navigator's commitments in
act4nature Portugal

2020 in figures…
38 ha restored habitats

6.1M t CO 2
Sequestered in woodlands under our
management
Our sustainably managed forests play a fundamental
role in the challenge of mitigating the effects of
climate change. Trees, and eucalyptus in particular,
absorb carbon dioxide and store carbon, in raw
materials for countless products with the potential to
substitute those derived from fossil materials, such as
petroleum, coal and natural gas.
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Key developments in 2020
Our business model is based on responsible forestry management, conciliating
environmental, social and business concerns. We remained committed in 2020 to the pledges
set out in our Forestry Policy, for maintaining and improving forestry management.
The year was marked by progress on the biodiversity conservation projects under way and by
the joining of new initiatives, such as Act4Nature. We also supported events such as
Navigator's Sustainability Forum, dedicated in 2020 to the issue of Natural Capital.

Fire prevention in Portugal...
Investment in fire prevention remains a crucial factor for mitigating this critical risk for the
Company. The work carried out by Navigator in different areas over the year - in maintaining
paths and fire breaks, in clearing undergrowth, reducing the fire load and creating areas to
halt the spread of fires - has helped to make woodlands more resilient to fires.
When it is not possible to avoid fires, preventive action helps to diminish their intensity and
slow their progress, creating the opportunity for more effective operations to support
firefighting. This is an area where the Company has cooperated with other companies in the
sector in Portugal.

...and in Mozambique
Our operations in Mozambique in 2020 made significant progress in defending forests against
fires, and it was possible to reduce the area affected by fire by approximately 90%. This
success was due to measure such as increased implementation of preventive forestry
operations, including controlled burns in the cooler season and harrowing operations. A
further significant contribution was made by the awareness raising campaign, using
community radio to inform people how to avoid burns from getting out of control.

In 2020, Portucel Moçambique continued to distribute fruit trees and other agricultural
crops, and also to promote a programme for installing beehives in areas around forest
plantations. All these activities improve food security and generate income for communities.
It is also significant that initiatives of this type help to protect woodlands and prevent
uncontrolled burns. The Company has regularly provided information on this type of
preventive behaviour, using various channels.

Increased purchasing of certified
Portuguese wood
Navigator's programme to boost yields and
promote certification in Portuguese forests
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continues to produce results. In 2020, 61% of Portuguese wood supplied to the Company
was certified, and the wood from its own forests was 100% certified. Navigator remains
focused on its aim of procuring certified wood.

Sustainability Forum
A session of the Sustainability Forum was held in November 2020 on the topic "Natural
Capital, Value for Business, Nature and Society". Designed to promote dialogue and
cooperation with our main Stakeholders, the event adopted a new regional format to bring it
closer to local communities around the Company's forestry areas and industrial sites.
The backdrop for this session was accordingly the Serras do Porto Park, and the forum sought
to encourage debate on the importance of promoting efforts to add value to Natural Capital,
in all its different dimensions. It addressed the social, environmental and economic benefits
of a woodlands management model that integrates production and conservation as Naturebased solutions, stressing at the same time the advantages of a joint approach in managing
the Park's woodlands as regards forest fire defences, biodiversity conservation, responsible
forestry management and developing sustainable nature tourism.
This event featured contributions made by a
varied group of speakers, including Humberto
Rosa, Director for Natural Capital of the
European Commission Directorate-General for
the Environment, Nuno Banza, Chairman of
the Management Board of the Institute of
Nature Conservation and Forests, Luís Neves
Silva, New Generation Plantations Lead at
World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) and Teresa
Andresen, Coordinator of the Management
Plan for the Serras do Porto Park.

By cutting across sectors, the Sustainability Forum has opened the
Company's door to dialogue, with its leading Stakeholders, on the
leading issues of the day. The Forum is where sustainability strategies
start to take shape, resulting later in business strategies, investment and
Non-executive Director
goals. As a crucial project for Navigator's decarbonisation targets, the
new biomass boiler at the Figueira da Foz Complex is a perfect example of operational and
economic alignment with its established sustainability goals.
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Highlights...
Act4Nature
Portugal

It was also one of the companies invited
As a Company whose business is closely
to speak of its own experiences, live, at
connected with Nature, Navigator has signed the 2nd online 'Business for Biodiversity'
up to “Act4Nature Portugal” in the conviction
Conference.
that with this new initiative by BCSD
Portugal, which has mobilised companies
With this initiative, Navigator has
across the economy around a biodiversity
undertaken to integrate Nature - the
agenda, it can make a significant additional
environment, fauna, flora, ecosystems,
contribution to protecting, promoting and
interactions and genetic heritage - into its
restoring Biodiversity and Ecosystem
strategy and business model, and to
Services.
implement measures that find solutions
Mindful of its role in the great challenge of for conserving biological diversity, for
preserving biodiversity and ecosystem services, as restoring ecosystems, for sustainable use
set out in chapter 2.1 of this Report, on the of natural resources and for just and
international trends impacting on its business, equitable distribution of the benefits
Navigator is eager to be part of the solution.
derived from using them.
The Company has been actively involved in
launching this initiative in Portugal, since the
outset, sitting on the Steering Committee and on
the Advisory Board, which brings together
business
associations,
public
authorities,
environmental NGOs and scientific partners.

For further details, consult the Progress
Report on the Commitments made (annex).

Biodiversity and balanced ecosystems are
fundamental to our business, which is based
on a natural and renewable resource - the
Forest. We have long accepted a commitment
In joining Act4Nature, Navigator signed up to ten to conserving this asset, and so it has been
shared commitments and established a series of natural for us to sign up to this initiative,
individual commitments for the period 2020-2030, sharing the contribution we make today and
pooling our efforts with other companies
in line with its specific operations.
working to a common goal.
António Redondo, CEO
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Navigator is a permanent partner for the woodlands world: it works to increase yields, spread income over many different regions, and to protect
natural wealth, biodiversity and the landscape.

Premium Programme

Non-executive Director

The Premium programme, launched two years ago, matured in 2020 and won over
landowners. It now covers more than 2,000 hectares of woodlands.
This programme seeks to respond to the individual needs of landowners, whether wood
suppliers to Navigator or not, helping them deal with the management issues they face and
to see through their forestry venture. The focus of the programme is on promoting healthy
woodlands managed on a responsible basis.
Technical support has been provided directly to more than fifty landowners, responsible for an
area of more than 2,000 hectares, with a response rate of 100% to requests for technical
help from Navigator. This support has taken different forms, including help with forestry
plans, recommendations on technical silviculture options and action to control pests and
diseases. Partnerships with producers' associations have played an important role in
implementing the technical support offered by the Premium programme.

Monitoring of Flora and Fauna
In the woodlands holdings managed by Navigator, around 800 species and sub-species of
flora and 241 species of fauna have been identified, subject to regular monitoring, especially
in the cases of those with a higher threat status (Vulnerable, Endangered and Critically
Endangered), in accordance with the IUCN red list.
Around 11% of Navigator's woodland holdings comprise areas of conservation interest, and 4
162 hectares are classified by Rede Natura 2000 as protected habitats.
The monitoring network set up using photographic and video equipment on two estates
recorded 16 species up to the end of the year, including four bird species.
The species most often detected up to October were deer (Cervus elaphus) in Zambujo and
foxes (Vulpes vulpes) in Caniceira. This work will supply data for a master's thesis in
conservation biology at the Lisbon University Faculty of Science.
The Company continued to provide logistical resources to support the Wildforest project,
completed in 2020, that sought to assess how mammals use eucalyptus plantations and how
important these woodlands are to their conservation (http://wildforests.pt/pt/).

Fox (Vulpes vulpes) Deer (Cervus elaphus)
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PEFC Portugal Meeting
Navigator's
commitment
to
Sustainable Forestry Management
was also visible in its participation
in the PEFC Portugal Meeting
2020: Forest and Sustainability,
where it was represented in a
panel discussion with leaders of
the main Portuguese industrial
concerns in the forestry sector
(Navigator, Altri and Corticeira
Amorim), as well as PEFC
International. The debate on the
role of forests in the Sustainability Agenda and the challenges and opportunities facing the
forestry sector led speakers to address topics such as the importance of forests and forestbased products in fighting climate change and promoting the circular economy, the
advantages of a "symbiosis" between well managed production forests and conservation
forests, raising awareness of the need for support and mobilisation throughout the value
chain in order to achieve the potential impact on the contribution to the sustainable
development goals and, of course, highlighting the importance of forestry certification in
leveraging these processes.
Navigator was in the spotlight, sharing its experience of the sustainable forestry management
model it implements and the environmental and social benefits this generates, and also its
contribution to promoting management and certification of third party land, through
programmes to provide support and transfer good practices.

As a company that uses forest resources, Navigator has taken a highly active
role in sustainable woodlands management and in biodiversity conservation,
where there is still a lot to do.

Non-executive Director

Harvesting operation for export – Portucel Moçambique
In December 2020, Portucel Moçambique started work on a large-scale wood harvesting
operation in its plantations in Manica province, in a project that will last around one year.
Estimates suggest that the wood harvest is responsible for generating additional local
employment, as well as having a significant economic impact on the value chain. The wood
harvested will be exported, generating hard currency for the country.
From a business point of view, it is an opportunity to assess and perfect the performance of
the species planted, to try out logistical alternatives, to generate better conditions for
developing forestry, to train local staff, to step up local communities' involvement in sharing
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value from the project and to expand and consolidate know-how and relationships with
partners.
The wood to be harvested has been subject to a certification process and to an Extended Risk
Assessment (ERA), which ensures that it is classified as controlled wood, thereby complying
with important requirements for sustainable forestry management and meaning that it meets
the standards for being traded on the international market.
We are working in this operation with a strategic partner, MozFibra (shareholder in IFM Investimento Florestal de Moçambique, Lda., a company owning eucalyptus plantations in
Gondola district and in Sofala province). This will make it possible to position Mozambique on
the international market for the export of wood from planted forests.
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For Nature

87% of waste recovered
84% of water returned
to the environment

4.4.
CIRCULAR ECONOMY

why it matters...

The European Green Deal, announced in December 2019, argues that, in order to achieve the EU's climate
and environmental targets, a new industrial policy based on the circular economy will be needed.
The production processes used in the pulp and paper industry involve cycles in which substances and
materials are recovered. An example of this circularity is offered by the chemical recovery cycles used by
all mills producing paper pulp by means of the kraft process.
The Navigator Company adheres to the principles of efficiency and optimisation in the use of resources on
which the circular economy is based. By-products and materials which cannot be reused internally, or for
which the on-site capacity is insufficient, are processed through partnerships with external organisations to
avoid them going to waste. The use of Navigator's by-products and/or waste materials fulfils a number of
functions: substitution of raw materials, circularity of nutrients, by returning them to forests/agriculture, use
of waste as an innovative solution for substituting other materials and use of flue gases for capturing CO2.
A cycle based on reusing materials so as to safeguard natural resources.
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What do our Stakeholders tell us?





Definition of Material Topic

The circular economy is regarded as an allembracing environmental issue
When based on business and financial
principles, this approach allows companies
to have a real idea of its benefits
Good incentive for promoting partnerships

Circular Economy

Promotion of strategies and mechanisms for
reducing waste during the entire life cycle of
products and substitution of raw materials

Our goals for 2030
Commitment

Goal 2030

Promote circular bioeconomy, prioritising R&D
solutions

Recover 90% of waste by 2030

2020 in figures…
98% of waste recovered at Vila Velha de
Ródão plant
GRI 306-2

84% of water returned to the environment
GRI 303-5
GRI 306-2
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Key developments in 2020
In the context of the circular bioeconomy, Navigator sought in 2020 to establish and build up
partnerships with other companies, so as to leverage the reuse of by-products and waste
from its production processes. The most significant partnerships were:
•

Consolidation of the important goal of incorporating carbonate sludge in the production
of precipitated calcium carbonate (PCC) by Specialty Minerals Inc. (SMI) at the Figueira
da Foz unit;

•

Increased collaboration with SECIL in the use of sands extracted from the fluidised
beds of Navigator's biomass boilers for production of mortars.

Another development in 2020 was the reuse of biological sludge from effluent treatment at
the Recovery Boiler with a view to reducing waste production at source.
The year was also marked by two significant projects in partnership with external
organisations, which will be described in detail in this chapter. The first has to do with the
reuse of several waste materials for production of technosoils used in landscape restoration
work at the São Domingos mine, and the second with the manufacture of concrete products
for the construction industry, as part of the paperChain project.

Upcycling II Project – the circular economy now and in the future

The Navigator Company's strategic vision includes consolidating its existing partnerships, in
the area of the circular economy, and extending them to other business areas. This vision can
be seen in the Upcycling II project, built primarily on defining strategies with a view to:
a) Reducing waste production at source at plants;
b) Maximising internal reuse of waste produced;
c) Developing the waste market in the search for partners to establish new business
opportunities on a circular bioeconomy footing.
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Highlights...
Reuse of Calcium
Carbonate Sludges
in paper production

In addition to investing in R&D and Innovation projects in the Circular
Bioeconomy, Navigator is seeking to establish partnerships with other companies
to leverage the reuse of by-products and waste materials from its processes.
Recover waste from pulp production and re-introducing it, as a source of raw material, in the
paper production process is an example of our commitment to a new "circularity" paradigm
offering vast potential.
Excess carbonate sludges or lime sludges are a waste material resulting from Navigator's
paper pulp production process. They are recycled during the production process and used in
part to feed the lime kilns, for production of the calcium oxide (quicklime) needed for
producing white liquor, which is in turn used in pulp production. Precipitated calcium
carbonate (PCC), an extremely versatile substance for coating, filling and pigmentation
purposes, is used in producing a great variety of commercial products such as Navigator's
printing and writing paper (UWF), in which it is one of the main components.
The PCC used to produce paper at Navigator's Figueira da Foz Industrial Complex is
produced from lime by the Specialty Minerals Inc. (SMI) satellite factory installed on the site.
However, PCC is a refined and natural form of lime, which can also be obtained using various
techniques that selectively extract lime from waste materials. This has given rise to the
opportunity to use surplus lime sludges as a raw material for producing PCC.
In 2020 it was possible to use approximately 1,200 tons of carbonate sludges, substituting
raw materials with waste on a fully integrated circular economy basis at the industrial
complex. A larger volume of sludges is planned to be incorporated in 2021, bolstering the
sustainability of the paper produced and marketed by The Navigator Company.
This project was published in the WBCSD´s “Circular Bioeconomy Report”, in which
Navigator took part through the Forest Solutions Group, and is included in the BCSD
Portugal Library of Case Studies for the Circular Economy.
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Circularity in water use
The topic of water use was addressed in chapter 4.2. Responsible Use of Resources, insofar
as it is related to resource efficiency, making it simultaneously an example of the circular
economy, because it makes it possible to reduce consumption of drinking water.
Attention should therefore be drawn again to the reduction achieved in the use of water
resources through several measures implemented at the Figueira da Foz, Aveiro and Setúbal
units.

Sands now serve as by-product for another industry
Navigator has stepped up its partnership with SECIL, with a view to the sands extracted from
the fluidised bed of its biomass boilers being used in producing mortars. As a result of this
partnership, more than 10 000 tons of sands were used in 2020, compared with 6,900 in the
previous year.
The sands were supplied under By-product Declaration 10/2017, issued under the General
Waste Management Regulations (GWMR), published in Decree-Law 73/2011, meaning that
they ceased to be considered as waste.

Partnership paves way for Technosoils pilot project
As part of wider efforts to explore the waste
market, the search for new partners was
intensified and existing partnerships were
developed further. One notable success was the
partnership established in 2020 with EDM
(Empresa de Desenvolvimento Mineiro S.A.), for
processing and reclaiming soils at the São
Domingos mine, in Mértola.
This experimental project has benefited from
technical support from the Instituto Superior de
Agronomia (ISA), in a pre-defined area of the
São Domingos mine. It has been possible to
produce technosoils using primary sludges, biological sludges, fly ash from biomass boilers
and wood knots produced at the Navigator unit in Setúbal, making a total of 4,000 tons of
materials.
The pilot project will be implemented over an area of 1.5 hectares, where four types of
technosoils will be used, with different waste mixtures. It is estimated that total of 145
truckloads of waste will be transported from the Setúbal Complex, where the mixing process
will take place.
The total intervention area for the project corresponds to 500 hectares. If the pilot project
proves a success, it will be possible to plan recovery work on the entire area, thereby
offering a potential solution for this waste over a number of years.
In this context of change, I would like to draw attention to the need for
more sustainable solutions, such as those offered by paper, a resource
which is extremely well placed within the paradigm of sustainability and
the circular economy, based on products obtained from natural and
renewable raw materials, able to substitute others obtained from fossil
sources, such as plastic.
Executive Director
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Paperchain Project – Recover waste on collaborative basis
New solutions for recovering waste materials, in keeping with the principles of the circular
economy, have been the result of partnerships between RAIZ, The Navigator Company, several universities and other industrial sectors, such as the in the European paperChain project
(www.paperchain.eu) (2017-2021), as referred to in chapter 3.3.2 Innovation, Technology
and R&D. This collaboration between sectors is the context for a research and innovation project funded by the European Union's H2020 programme, bringing together 20 entities from
five countries to demonstrate how waste can be recovered.
Portugal is participating in two case studies for reusing waste from the pulp and paper
industry, one in pre-cast concrete structures and another in bituminous mixtures for paving
roads.
The first case has to do with using three tons of lime ash as a filler in pre-cast concrete. The
trial phase is under way at the Spral site in Ílhavo, in an industrial warehouse built for this
purpose, with a structure prepared for long-term monitoring.
The second case focuses on the use of dregs and grits (inorganic waste generated during the
chemical recovery of reagents in the paper production process) as fine aggregates and fillers
in the surface layer of roads. This has been implemented at The Navigator Company's industrial facility in Aveiro, and consists of a 250 metre section of road with different bituminous
mixtures (the standard bituminous mixture, and others containing 12 tons of dregs and
grits).

These two new circular solutions are at the technical and environmental monitoring phase, in
order to validate their durability and long-term performance. The trials are being conducted
by the University of Aveiro and RAIZ.
The aim of paperChain has to do with implementation of new circular economy models
centred on recovering waste generated by the pulp and paper industry, using them as a
secondary raw material in other sectors.
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5.
A BUSINESS RESPONSIBLE... FOR
CLIMATE
A VISION FOR 2030
CLIMATE CHANGE AND CO2 SEQUESTRATION
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5.1. A CLIMATE VISION FOR 2030
Climate because we are responsible for designing and implementing low-carbon solutions.
We should not forget that our forests are also part of the solution, because of their important role in
sequestering carbon from the atmosphere.
António Redondo, CEO

This chapter sets out the context for the Agenda 2030 Focus Area – A Business
Responsible for Climate -, presenting the ambition, the material topics, commitments and
related SDGs.
It also explains how Navigator is positioning itself strategically for the decade ahead through
the vision shared by several Directors. At the end we present the findings of the
questionnaire conducted of Employees concerning the Agenda's focus areas and the relative
priority assigned to the different material topics.

Associated Material Topics
1 Climate Change and CO2
Sequestration
2 Responsible Use of Resources
3 Sustainable Forestry Management
and Conserving Biodiversity
4 Circular Economy

Ambition: Contribute to a Circular and low-carbon economy
We want to be part of the solution and have an active role in climate action, contributing to a
low-carbon circular economy, based on research, technology and development. We are
working towards early attainment of international targets for carbon neutrality, through the
Roadmap to a Carbon Neutral Company, positioning ourselves among the corporate
frontrunners in active efforts to mitigate and adapt to climate change.
We contribute to a more positive climate that protects and preserves the Planet.

Our Commitment
8 Invest in low carbon solutions leading to carbon neutrality
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We care about the impact of our activities. Responsible use of resources
(...) also involves projects leading o improved energy efficiency in
industrial production. This challenge of optimisation is deeply aligned with
the ambitious targets for carbon neutrality at our industrial complexes,
which the company has voluntarily pledged to meet by 2035, reflecting
our commitment to cutting emissions of CO 2 and other gases that
influence global warming.
Executive Director

We recognise the value of natural capital in responding to the climate
challenge (...). We have to be concerned about the sustainability of our
raw material, but with a focus on preserving biodiversity and mitigating
the effects of climate change.
Executive Director

I would highlight the aim taken on by Navigator to achieve carbon neutrality at
its mills, by 2035, and its commitments to create value responsibly and to preserve and add value to natural capital.
Non-executive Director

What our Employees think...
57% identify a lot with the Company's active role in climate action,
contributing to a circular low-carbon economy, based on research and development and on
technology…

Priority assigned to material topics in the focus area of A Business Responsible for
Climate:
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FOR CLIMATE

6.1 Mt CO2 sequestered
in our forests
Heavy investment in
renewable energy

5.2.
CLIMATE CHANGE AND
CO2 SEQUESTRATION

why it matters...

Climate change is perhaps the most fundamental challenge faced by modern society, as its impacts are
felt across the population and natural resources. The importance of the topic has been recognised by a
number of international bodies, including the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The
Paris Agreement triggered action at national and corporate level, with the aim of stabilising global
temperature rises well below 2ºC in relation to pre-industrial levels. In Europe, the European Commission
plans to issue a Climate Law with a binding target of net zero emissions of GHGs in 2050, and at national
level, Portugal has committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2050.
The Navigator Company, as a forest-based industrial company, and the leading Portuguese producer of
renewable power from biomass, is fully aligned with the importance of the issue and has conducted a
range of projects and initiatives to minimise the CO2 emissions resulting from its operations and to
improve its energy performance. Of particular importance is the Company's Roadmap to Carbon
Neutrality, where it makes a commitment to having carbon neutral industrial complexes by 2035.
A significant role is also played here by production forests, in view of their ability to sequester and store
carbon. Navigator's planted forests are a fundamental component of these wider climate efforts.
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What do our Stakeholders tell us?






Definition of Material Topic

Absolutely crucial issue
Forests and renewable energy are
important contributions to reducing the
carbon footprint
Strong impact on creating sustainable
value
Fundamental to consider emissions
associated with transport and
distribution chain

Climate Change and CO 2 Sequestration
Strategies for measuring and reducing the
carbon footprint and promoting mitigation
and adaptation to the risks generated by
climate change, including sequestration of
CO 2 in the product value chain.
Investment in projects based on use of
renewable energy sources, in particular
biomass and solar.

Our goals for 2030
Commitment

Goals 2030
Cut direct CO 2 emissions from Industrial Complexes by 85%
by 2035 (baseline: 2018)

Invest in low carbon solutions leading to
carbon neutrality

Use 80% renewable energy in total consumption of primary
energy by 2030 (baseline: 2018)

2020 in figures…

70%
Renewable energy as a % of total
energy consumption

Other emission sources were included in 2020 as a result of
adoption of the GHG Protocol (as detailed on the following
page)

GRI 305-1

The Navigator Company
was again distinguished
by CDP (previously called
the Carbon Disclosure
Project) with an “A”
rating in a global survey
to assess action taken by
companies in connection
with climate change. This “A” (Leadership)
rating is achieved by only 3% of companies
assessed worldwide.

Total CO 2 emissions dropped in 2020, essentially
due to a reduction in natural gas consumption at
the natural gas combined cycle power plant at the
Setúbal Complex, and the start-up of the new
Biomass Boiler at the Figueira da Foz Complex,
which made it possible to scale down operation of
the combined cycle natural gas plant.
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Key developments in 2020
The main achievement in 2020 was the start-up of the new Biomass Boiler at the Figueira da
Foz Industrial Complex, which will enable the Navigator Group to cut its overall CO 2
emissions by around 150 to 200 thousand tons per annum, thanks to a sharp reduction in
natural gas consumption by its industrial assets. This capital project is one of the most
significant on our Roadmap to Carbon Neutrality.
The Figueira da Foz complex was also the setting for another important capital project in the
field of renewable energy. This was the start of work on a new solar power plant for the site's
own consumption. This will be the largest in the Group and is included in our Corporate
Energy Efficiency Programme, as described in chapter 4.2. Responsible Use of Resources. A
large proportion of the measures in this plan contribute to reducing CO 2 emissions, in
particular scope 2 emissions, and thereby to the aim of achieving carbon neutrality at all our
industrial complexes in 2035.
GHG Protocol: Benchmark for calculating GHG emissions
In 2020 we adopted the GHG Protocol, in the context of our collaboration with the Science
and Technology Faculty of Universidade Nova de Lisboa, with a view to more comprehensive
calculations in our inventory of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions. In addition, Navigator will
work to align itself with international benchmarks for defining science-based targets.
In addition to emissions for the purposes of EETS (reported in 2019 and previous years),
adoption of this methodology allows us to account for other scope 1 emissions sources, which
were not previously included, in particular:
•

Fluorinated gases;

•

Natural gas consumed as auxiliary fuel in biomass power plant boilers;

•

Fuel in the vehicle fleet, machinery for handling materials and products at the
industrial complexes;

•

Quantification, and discounting from accounts, of CO 2 captured in the production of
calcium carbonate.

The Company has also reviewed the calculation of emissions of methane (CH 4 ) and nitrous
oxide (N 2 O) resulting from the combustion process.
It is estimated that, in 2020, scope 1 CO 2 emissions totalled 738,609 t, a figure which,
because of the change in the calculation method, is not comparable with that for 2019, but
still represents an effective reduction in emissions (graph on previous page). In relation to
EETS emissions, a total of 704,887 t was calculated in 2020, corresponding to a reduction of
6.3% from the figure of 752,023 t recorded in 2019.
In accordance with the GHG Protocol guidelines, we also calculated the scope 2 emissions and
determined the emissions avoided by injecting power into the national grid from dedicated
biomass and cogeneration plants. We are working on developing the reporting of scope 3
emissions. Although these are already partially reported, we intend to move towards more
integrated and comprehensive figures.
For detailed information on our emissions, please consult the GRI Index in the annex
Reporting Practices, available on our corporate website.
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New methodology for calculating CO 2 stocks in Navigator forests
The methodology for quantifying the accumulation of carbon in woodlands under Navigator's
management was reviewed in 2020. The aim was to arrive at more comprehensive figures for
the areas assessed and a more rigorous and exhaustive characterisation of each area. With
these aims in view, the following measures were adopted:
•

Updating of the equations used to quantify carbon in eucalyptus woodlands;

•

Inclusion of other forest species (holm oak, oak and other deciduous trees),
agricultural areas and scrubland in the calculation of the carbon stock;

•

Use of additional information in arriving at the data for cork oaks, conifers and other
forest species (by age class);

•

Accounting for dead biomass, undergrowth and foliage (in all areas).

This new methodology enabled us to arrive at a figure for sequestered CO 2 higher than that
reported in previous years (around 5.1 Mt). As a result, the CO 2 sequestered in agroforestry
holdings managed by Navigator stood at 6.1 M t CO 2 at the end of 2020.
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Highlights...
Start-up of new
Biomass Boiler in
Figueira da Foz

The main achievement in 2020 was the start-up of the new Biomass Boiler at the
Figueira da Foz Industrial Complex, which will permit an annual reduction in CO 2
emissions by around 150 to 200 thousand tons, thanks to a sharp reduction in
natural gas consumption by its industrial assets.
This represents substantial investment and a highly relevant contribution to the Company's
decarbonisation aims. It will allow for a reduction of approximately 32% in the Navigator
Group's emissions, and of 81% in the emissions of the Figueira da Foz Complex.
Built using the latest technology, the new biomass boiler will eliminate the consumption of
fossil fuels used to produce the steam needed for the pulp and paper production process at
this unit, substituting the capacity of the natural gas cogeneration plant and the existing
biomass and natural gas boilers.
Biomass: Green Energy
Forest biomass is the organic material that exists in the tree, from the roots to the leaves,
including the bark, trunk and branches. The use of this biomass, obtained from the residues
from forest maintenance operations and the operations of wood processing industries, is
crucial for the production of renewable energy. Every year, The Navigator Company
generates approximately 4 to 5% of the power produced in Portugal, and accounts for more
than half the total energy produced from forestry biomass, a source with positive impacts on
the environment in comparison with fossil fuels. This biomass is obtained not just from
eucalyptus but also from harvesting operations for other species such as pine, woodlands
maintenance and clearance of species such as acacias.
Although the process for using biomass produces carbon dioxide emissions, these are not
counted for the purpose of climate change, because the CO 2 was sequestered during the
lifetime of the biomass.
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Focus on Solar Power
Solar energy is important for reducing the Company's energy bill and for
Navigator's decarbonisation strategy.
Photovoltaic plants now generate power for the Company's own consumption,
contributing to its commitment to be carbon neutral at its industrial complexes by
2035.

2020 saw an increase in our investment
solar power for internal consumption,
with the start of construction work on
the new solar plant at the Figueira da
Foz Complex, due to start operation in
2021.

in

With rated capacity of 2.6 MW, and
around 7,700 panels, this facility will
provide most of the power for Paper
Machine 2, and is installed on its roof.
This is Navigator's largest project in the
field of solar power, enabling it to cut
power purchasing costs at this
industrial unit.

its

Navigator continues to step up its commitment to renewable
energy, through the use of biomass and solar power, reducing the
use of natural gas and other fossil fuels for generating electricity.

Executive Director

CO 2 sequestration over the lifetime of our paper
The importance of forests
One of the characteristics of production forests has to do with their ability to capture and
sequester carbon. Because eucalyptus is a fast growing species, thanks to its high rate of
photosynthesis, these woodlands possess outstanding capacity for carbon capture, presenting
sequestration values higher than native species (such as cork oak, holm oak or Pyrenean
oak),
and
potentially
higher
than
for
maritime
pine
(https://home.unileipzig.de/idiv/ecossistemas/ficheiros/livro/Capitulo_20.pdf).
Research in this areas in Portugal has shown that eucalyptus plantations are able to
assimilate as much as almost nine tons of carbon per hectare/year, three times the amount
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achieved
by
hectare/year)
portugal).

cork
and
holm
oaks
(1-3
tons
of
carbon
per
https://www.ffms.pt/publicacoes/detalhe/721/o-futuro-da-floresta-em-

Our sustainably managed forests therefore play a fundamental role in the challenge of
mitigating the effects of climate change. Trees, and especially eucalyptus, absorb and store
carbon dioxide, and produce raw materials for countless products that can substitute those
derived from fossil fuels, such as petroleum, coal and natural gas.
Navigator currently manages 107 370 hectares of certified woodlands, responsible for the
sequestration of 6.1 Mt of CO 2 , breaking down as follows:
•

Eucalyptus forests (74% of the area managed by Navigator): around 5.0 M t CO 2 ;

•

Woodlands of cork oak, conifers and other forest species under the Company's
management: approximately 1.0 M t CO 2 ;

•

Agricultural areas, with shrubs or scrubland: approximately 159 thousand t CO 2 .

In view of the nature of its industrial operations, and because it is well aware of
its environmental impact, Navigator can contribute to mitigating climate change
and to sequestering CO 2 , thanks to a firm commitment to technological
innovation, which is facilitated by its investment capacity and a strong R&D
sector.
Non-executive Director

CO 2 captured in production process
Opportunities for capturing carbon are also identified during the production process. One of
these is the manufacture of precipitated calcium carbonate, which uses CO 2 released in our
chimneys and is then incorporated as a raw material into paper production.
In addition, the wood processing operation has been optimised and the waste resulting from
this industrial process is reused, avoiding further consumption of fossil fuels or materials, as
well as further carbon emissions. Examples of this include the biomass used for green energy
and lignin, as a waste product from pulp production, which can be used in several sectors,
from civil construction to the automobile industry.
Biogenic carbon sequestered in products
Products obtained from wood resources, such as Navigator's pulp and paper, store biogenic
carbon in their fibres, which is obtained from the CO 2 captured by trees during the
photosynthesis process. This is what makes the difference between a renewably sourced
product and a fossil-based product.
The quantity of biogenic carbon sequestered in products such as pulp and paper is
determined on the basis of a calculation formula that considers only the carbon content of the
fibre, expressed in a figure for CO 2 .
The methodology used by the Company is the same as that followed and reported by all the
companies, including The Navigator Company, who each year issue the voluntary Paper
Profile declaration.
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If we consider that paper is the product with the highest recycling rate in Europe (72% in
2019), and that the more times the original fibres are recycled, the greater the capacity of
paper products to contribute to mitigating climate change*, we may understand the
importance of this natural and renewable product in responding to the challenge which is
perhaps the most urgent currently faced by mankind.
In 2020, 2.5 Mt of CO 2 was retained in the pulp and paper sold by Navigator to the
market.

Fire prevention contributes to carbon sequestration
As explained in chapter 4.3. Sustainable Forestry Management and Biodiversity Conservation,
Navigator has continued to invest heavily in protecting its forests against fires, and this year
recorded a burned area of less than 1%. This fact makes a twofold contribution to mitigating
climate change, because living forests continue to store carbon, and because the emissions
that would be caused by the fires are avoided.

*This is because, on the one hand, the fractions retained in archives or landfills are perennial and, on the other
hand, in Europe, paper is recycled an average of 3 to 4 times in the first year.
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6.
A BUSINESS RESPONSIBLE... FOR
SOCIETY
A VISION FOR 2030
TALENT MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPING HUMAN CAPITAL
HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELL-BEING
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNITY
RELATIONS
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6.1. A SOCIAL VISION FOR 2030
Society because the essential function of companies is to generate and share sustainable value among
the different groups in society who create, support and develop them (shareholders, clients,
Employees, communities, suppliers, ...), thereby leading to a positive impact.
It is not possible to make this ambitious Agenda a reality without the engagement of our Employees.
António Redondo, CEO

This chapter sets out the context for the Agenda 2030 Focus Area - A Business Responsible
for Society -, presenting the ambition, the material topics, commitments and related SDGs.
It also explains how Navigator is positioning itself strategically for the decade ahead through
the vision shared by several Directors. At the end we present the findings of the
questionnaire conducted of Employees concerning the Agenda's focus areas and the relative
priority assigned to the different material topics.
Associated Material Topics
1 Talent Management and Developing
Human Capital
2 Health, Safety and Well-being
3 Stakeholder Engagement and
Community Relations

Ambition: To develop our people, engage with communities and share value with
society on a fair and inclusive basis
To promote the personal and professional development of our workforce, on an inclusive
basis, recognising merit and ensuring their safety and well-being.
To consolidate the close relations with our people and communities, sharing value and
strengthening engagement, dialogue and cooperation.
Now more than ever before, the mission of strengthening a business venture that creates
sustainable value for society and makes a direct and active contribution to social development
is based on solution able to respond to society's need.
Our Commitments
9 Promote development and upskilling of human capital in line with the Company's present
and future needs
10 Contribute to the skills and employability of young people
11 Promote an inclusive organisational culture able to integrate internal and external
challenges
12 Provide a safe and healthy environment for Employees, ensuring their well-being
13 Develop community relations
14 Promote knowledge transfer and public awareness of the economic, social and
environmental importance of forests
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We care about our Employees, developing their capabilities and knowledge,
promoting rejuvenation and succession programmes, and taking steps so
that they feel well working in our Company. We are focused on Safety
culture in order to achieve more visible results; hence the importance of
training and raising awareness of the need to behave more responsibly.
Executive Director

We have a history of sustainability drawn from resilience. Resilience in the way
we are able to adapt and evolve in the face of new employment paradigms, as
has now happened with hundreds of people working from home, or how we
Executive Director

overcome difficulties, in particular when we have needed to adjust operations
to the needs of the market in view of the pandemic situation.

The Company's success story is also reflected in sustainable financial performance that enabled us to
guarantee business continuity, compensate Employees and respond to the needs of Stakeholders, in a
year when the global crisis placed the employment market and the economy under massive stress. We
helped clients to sell on their stock and kept our suppliers active, building on the ties of a long and
sustainable relationship. Another example of this, dating back more than ten years, is the payment of
a premium price for purchases of certified origin wood.

What our Employees think...
63% identify a lot with creating sustainable value for Society, developing
our people, engaging with communities and sharing value with society in a just and inclusive
way…
Priority assigned to material topics in the focus area of A Business Responsible for
Society:
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For Society

New Performance
Assessment model
123,707 training hours

6.2.
TALENT MANAGEMENT
AND DEVELOPING
HUMAN CAPITAL

why it matters...

Our people are our most important asset, and so Navigator has worked to promote their development, to retain
staff and to ensure career progression. These are key elements for the future and for business sustainability.
We believe that our success depends on people, their development and skills In view of the level of
specialisation and technical know-how that our business requires, we recognise the crucial role of our
Employees and respect the values of meritocracy, internal growth and career-long skills development.
But the future will also be built from new talent. We therefore take an integrated view of talent management,
building the future by attracting and recruiting future generations, based on two pillars: a) Recognition of and
transfer of know-how from experienced internal Employees, with a high level of specialisation, and b)
Contributing to the qualifications and employability of young people in the regions where Navigator operates,
thereby supporting the development of local communities.
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What do our Stakeholders tell us?






Definition of Material Topic

Strong connection between Talent
Management and Employee Motivation
Investment in Employee training
Development of Career Plans
Attraction and retention of Younger
Generations
Transmission of internal know-how

Talent Management and Developing Human
Capital
Development, retention and attraction of talent in
the workplace, ensuring access to training,
development of career plans (including at end of
career). Alignment of expectations through an
arena for dialogue between management and
Employees.
Building individual responsibility and teamwork
capacity, creating an organisational climate
favourable to Employees. Promotion of initiatives
to engage Employees with the Company's
mission, vision and values. Arrangements for
feedback from Employees and participation in
work organisation processes.

Our goals for 2030
Commitments

Goals 2030

Promote development and upskilling of human Reach 80% of Employees with development plans
capital in line with the Company's present and customised to their needs and professional plans, in
alignment with Navigator's succession needs.
future needs

Contribute to the skills and employability of
young people in the regions where we operate

Have active partnerships with educational institutions
in all regions where we operate in Portugal, including
curricular and vocational internships, as well as participation
in teaching activities, events and fairs.

Promote an inclusive organisational culture
able to integrate internal and external
challenges

Monitor on a continuous basis the main motivational
stimuli for Employees to arrive at more appropriate
management practices, policies and processes implemented.

2020 in figures…
40h: Average training volume per Employee
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Key developments in 2020
2020 was a critical year for consolidating and implementing new processes and systems to
help achieve the goals as already established. These processes and systems related above
all to the area of Performance & Careers, but also to the coordination of these issues with
the other areas of Talent Management, in particular the Learning Centre and Recruitment &
Selection.
This aspect is particularly important as it enabled the Company in 2020 to start managing
processes on a more integrated basis, across different sectors, whilst at the same time
being able to respond to the individual needs of our professionals on a customised basis.
A fresh project has been designed for creating new skills, in line with the Careers Plan. This
will be fundamental for working on Development & Careers in the years ahead.
However, 2020 was above all a year of adaptation. The COVID-19 pandemic led us to work in
different ways, without losing our focus on the health, safety and well-being of our
Employees, the Company's most valuable asset, as well as ensuring their value is recognised.
The internal communication area was particularly active over the course of the year, running
internal campaigns and sharing content in order to provide information, raise awareness and
mobilise Employees in relation to issues relating to their health, safety and well-being. In a
year when this issue took on added importance, Employees were able to rely on Navigator
for support in the challenges and anxieties they faced, both in their personal lives and in
their work.
Professionals working at Navigator in the fields of nutrition, mental health, physiotherapy,
social services, safety at work, curative and occupational medicine adapted to assist and
support Employees faced with the new reality brought about by COVID-19 without neglecting
other areas of equal importance to their holistic balance (sleep issues, the importance of a
healthy lifestyle, ergonomics and others). These issues will be explored in the chapter on
"Health, Safety and Well-being".

Training activity affected by pandemic
As a result of the pandemic situation, there
was a reduction in the number of training
hours in 2020, as it proved impossible to
proceed with a significant proportion of the
training activities planned on a face-to-face
basis.
Even so, Navigator succeeded in rebooting
some of its training activities by adapting
sessions and running them in a webinar
format.

Total number of training hours
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Highlights...
New Performance
Assessment model

A new performance management model has been implemented for Navigator
Employees, based on six key principles:

This process, which is still being finalised, involved designing and applying a new, more
efficient and user-friendly system. This has involved significant training efforts, by involving
more than

1,500 Employees in training sessions, carried out face to face or online, and
around 2,100 e-learning events.
A variety of communication materials were also developed, which involved reorganising
information and providing it over the Intranet, thereby ensuring it can be accessed by all
Employees.
Overall, the workforce as a whole can experiment accessing the new platform in its first year
of application, and the Performance Management cycle will be further consolidated in the
years ahead.
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Skills programme aligned with new Careers Plan
Work started in 2020 on a project to design new training programmes for technical areas,
with the aim of having more than 200 training modules customised to Navigator's real needs.
In view of the scale and technical nature of the content, the project is being carried out in
partnership with business. The courses, programmes and respective syllabus content were
defined in 2020. This enabled work to commence on developing teaching materials and
assessment tools, which will allow for gradual implementation as from 2021.

Increased online training
Training activities were initially suspended, due to the restrictions on social contact imposed
by COVID-19, but the sector then made efforts to adapt and to adopt a new working model.
In order to avoid crowded classrooms, the training plans for 2020 were reviewed, increasing
the online component provided through the Learning Centre portal, and implementing
webinar courses, over the Zoom and Teams online platforms, as well as recorded courses, for
people unable to attend by live streaming.
Despite a reduction of around 40% in total training hours in 2020, the internal training
provided was mostly in line with plans, and the reduction related above all to external
training for suppliers and to hands-on sessions for behavioural training. Priority was assigned
to continued training in technical areas and in safety.
There was a significant increase in use of the Learning Centre, and the access to the portal
was adapted in order to offer new e-learning formats to external Employees, especially on
safety rules, to avoid having to provide training when they enter the industrial complexes. As
a result, external service providers started to use advance online training, entitling them to
assessments and printed certificates. This then translated into direct access in the access
control system.
6,466 participants in e-learning (42% of total)
1,229 participants in 79 webinar training sessions (8% of total)
4,157 participants in training for external employees and visitors

Navigator stands out in the corporate world for its attractive potential for human
capital, investors and also Stakeholders. Some of the material topics of the
sustainability agenda proclaim this distinctiveness loud and clear.
I would point to talent management and human capital development, in view of
the industry's status as an employer, contributing to progress in Portugal's
education and training system.
Non-executive Director
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Celebrations being Employees closer to Company
This was also a year in which we recognised
Employees who have contributed over many
years to writing the Navigator story. This
consisted specifically of the Length of Service
Awards, with which we celebrated the
resilience and dedication of 164 Employees,
who in 2020 completed 30 and 15 years of
professional life in the Company. We also had
the honour of paying tribute to two
Employees who reached the impressive
milestone of 50 years in the Group's service.
We learned about the stories of these
Employees and the important role they play
in our Company.
Technology was also an important ally in our
work in the field of internal culture and
communication over the course of 2020.
Without it we would not have been able to
keep close to our Employees in the pandemic
situation we currently face.
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For Society

103 safer forklift trucks
COVID Plan protects
Employees

6.3.
HEALTH, SAFETY AND
WELL-BEING

why it matters...

Health, Safety and Well-being is a core value for Navigator. This is a key topic for boosting
Employee motivation, and can lead in turn to a potential increase in competitiveness, higher
productivity and, fundamentally, a lower rate of occurrence of accidents and occupational
diseases.
For this reason, Navigator has invested in resources in order to equip the Company with
technical skills, tools and technology that allows us increasingly to work towards preventing
accidents, whilst promoting the health and well-being of all our workforce.
Our slogan is clear: “We all have to return home, safe and sound, to our families!”
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What do our Stakeholders tell us?





Definition of Material Topic

This is a topic which, in a company with
Navigator's characteristics, cannot be
overlooked
Need for ongoing attention to this issue
It is very important to ensure that Health,
Safety and Well-being are effectively
achieved in the workplace

Health, Safety and Well-being
Promoting practices that foster and promote
the health, safety and well-being of all our
Employees (whether permanent or otherwise)
and of the Company's suppliers.

Our goals for 2030
Commitment

Goals 2030
Achieve the Zero Accidents Target through continuous
improvement in safety with the new OHS Strategy 20212023:
•
Frequency index ≤2 in 2030 (internal and external
Employees)

Provide a safe and healthy environment for
Employees, ensuring their well-being

Develop the Occupational Health Programme up to 2030:
•
Work Ability Index (WAI):
45% in 2030
•
Assessment of Employee satisfaction with
programme > 95%
Develop Ergonomics Focus Area up to 2030:
•
100 workstations redesigned by 2030

2020 in figures…
Frequency index

Accidents

Inclusion of subcontractors in safety indicators
For the first time, Navigator is reporting safety indicators that include the Employees of
subcontractors. Internally, these figures were already analysed and the safety rules
applicable to these workers are the same as those in place for internal Employees.

2,195 Employees reached by Occupational
Health plan

Work Ability Index

40.4
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Key developments in 2020
2020 was a year dominated by the COVID-19 pandemic and implementation of a robust
contingency plan in response to this situation. The plan was designed to support preparation
of the operational response, so as to minimise the possibilities of the disease spreading,
whilst keeping essential services running. It also defined Navigator's decision-making and
coordination structure, prepared the response to reporting and notification requirements,
inside and outside the Company, and ensured that normal operations could be resumed
swiftly and safely. Activities that involved face-to-face interaction were temporarily
suspended or, when possible, replaced by online meetings.
The work of local Occupational Health and Safety teams was of the greatest importance in
following through implementation of the contingency plan and the Occupational Health team
stepped up the support provided, especially in mental health and social services, in addition
to nutrition and physiotherapy. These professionals provided significant technical and human
support in informing and actively listening to Employees, seeking to allay their concerns and
anxieties.
The COVID-19 pandemic led to a widespread increase in stress and anxiety, resulting in a
natural deterioration in attention and concentration levels in the execution of certain tasks
by our Employees. At the same time, the social distancing requirements meant that the
normal daily safety meetings could not be held with the usual frequency. There was an
increase in the total number of accidents, with a direct impact on safety indexes.

Zero Accidents leading to sick leave in April
Around 6,000 Employees (internal and external) kept Navigator in operation during the first
phase of lockdown under the State of Emergency, complying in exemplary fashion with the
measures implemented to avoid infection and the spread of the virus. This responsible
behaviour, in all safety procedures, resulted in zero accidents leading to sick leave in April,
at all industrial units and in the forestry, commercial and supporting areas. This was an
unprecedented achievement for the
Company and duly publicised with a
campaign on internal communication
channels. Despite all the efforts, we
were unable to maintain this outcome
over the whole year, and the total
number of accidents leading to sick
leave increased, due to the situations
explained in the analysis of the graphs
on the previous page.
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Highlights...
NEW FORKLIFT
TRUCKS
Safer and more
sophisticated

These are 103 new electrical forklift trucks with technical specifications able to
improve safety and ergonomics for our Employees. This equipment is part of a
project to renew Navigator's fleet at the Aveiro and Setúbal complexes.
ERGONOMICS AND SAFETY FIRST
The project for renewal of the forklift fleet involved a multidisciplinary team involving staff
from Occupational Health and Safety. This participation was crucial in ensuring that the new
machinery incorporated best practices in relation to ergonomics and Employee safety.
By analysing the most frequent tasks and types of injuries associated with driving forklift
trucks it was possible to select the specifications for the new equipment as regards
ergonomics and safely. It is estimated that this new solution will have a potential positive
impact on the number of injuries, as the new forklifts provide for additional protection of
drivers and of the other Employees moving around in adjacent areas.
Attention should also be drawn to the efficiency gains in terms of fleet costs, as well as the
environmental benefits related to energy efficiency, given that the new forklifts are
electrically powered.
Main goals:

“The new forklifts are more comfortable than the old ones, with much
more ergonomic seats and a more comfortable driving position. The
main difference between the forklifts is the improved field of vision we
have when operating the machine”.
Duarte Ferreira
Dispatch Warehouse NPS2, DIS
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New access control for service providers – EASYGATE
In a large company like Navigator, it is fundamental to
ensure that the people, vehicles and machinery that come
on to our sites each day comply with the safety
requirements established by the Company, in accordance
with the law. To this end, a new access control platform Easy Gate - has been tailor-made for the company,
simplifying the existing access controls, and facilitating
access to our premises by service providers, suppliers and visitors. This system will make it
possible to ensure that all persons and vehicles comply with the safety requirements while on
Navigator sites, checking that documents are correct, eliminating human error and reducing
waiting times at gate houses. In operation since September 2020, Easy Gate will be totally
integrated with other access systems in the first quarter of 2021.

Ergonomics Project
The Ergonomics Project implemented a number
of improvements in 2020 to workstations in
processing (boxing, RWs, pallet turning and
guillotine), as well as in three paper production
areas (Rewinders, Reelers and Spindles).
Trials were also conducted with exoskeletons,
which make for better posture and prevent
musculoskeletal injuries, especially when
repetitive tasks are involved. The use of this
equipment requires pilot schemes at the different
industrial complexes in order to validate its
application.

BEFORE

AFTER

Summary of measures implemented:
12 measures identified: 7 concluded; 2 at
implementation phase, 1 under analysis and 2
awaiting approval.
This project will be extended to all industrial units
when the situation in the health emergency permits.
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Online Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) consultation
In September 2020, Navigator launched an OHS consultation process, using online media.
This consultation process raised issues relating to topics ranging from management concern
with Health and Safety, knowing the risks in your workplace, suitability of Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE), the need to increase Safety training, and dissemination of measures
resulting from incidents. Measures were designed in the light of the process and integrated in
the OHS strategy for 2021-2032.
A total of 988 valid completed questionnaires were obtained, showing that Employees
consider safety to be one of their daily concerns and that most of them know where to
consult the relevant documentation in this area. However, despite having access to Safety
training activities, this area was identified as presenting potential for improvement.

What is the Work Ability Index?
The Work Ability Index (WAI) is an indicator that Navigator uses to assess its Employees in relation to
occupational health and well-being. The index was developed by the Finnish Institute of Occupational
Health. It presupposes that promoting work ability is a way of improving the quality of work, the
quality of life and well-being in general. The WAI is calculated on the basis of a questionnaire answered
by the Employee him or herself, every two years, comprising ten distinct areas concerning his or her
physical capabilities.
Navigator has been using this index since 2017 and has now decided to use it as its main indicator in
this area, because it aggregates different factors and can contribute to ensuring that the right
measures are being taken to maintain the work ability of its Employees.

Results achieved at Navigator

Work Ability Index

The average score at Navigator is 40.04%.
We are planning to reduce the number of
Employees scoring poor and moderate and
to achieve an average WAI of 45% in 2030.
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For Society

Increased online contact with
the community
New Platform for forestry
producers

6.4.
STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT AND
COMMUNITY RELATIONS

why it matters...

Engagement with our Stakeholders lies at the heart of The Navigator Company's business strategy.
Creating a positive impact on Society and seeking to respond to the expectations of different stakeholder
groups with whom we have relationships is all part of this strategy. It is our Stakeholders who shape how
we conduct a Responsible Business. Local communities are especially important, in view of the decisive
role they play in the acceptance of companies. These communities are the first link in the chain to feel the
impact of our industrial and forestry operations, and so it is crucial that they should be involved, in
particular in wide-ranging social responsibility initiatives, aimed at the population around our facilities and
younger people, as well as those who work in partnership with us, such as forestry producers.
It is this vision that we seek to transmit in our engagement with all Stakeholders.
The Navigator Company is one of Portugal's largest corporations, accounting for around 1% of GDP, and
is the leading generator of value added for the Portuguese economy. With four modern and large scale
industrial complexes in Portugal, the Company has a significant presence in several regions of the
country.
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What do our Stakeholders tell us?







Definition of Material Topic
Stakeholder Engagement and Community
Relations

Real and structured engagement with
partners is essential for managing a
company's reputation
More and better communication is one of
the keys to good engagement practices
Importance of company moving towards
real closeness with local community, with
an attitude of openness, not just "open
doors", but also "going outside its own
doors"
Implementation of collaborative
approaches, both for developing
partnership projects and for resolving local
problems.

Communication that is transparent and not
distant, fostering trust and promoting a
stakeholder engagement strategy that can be
the catalyst for change and help find joint
solutions for environmental, social and
economic challenges.
Management of local risks and impacts.
Measures that encourage and contribute to
local development and to nurturing
neighbourly relations with local communities,
helping to improve the quality of life.

Our goals for 2030
Commitments

Goals 2030

Develop community relations

Run Forest Literacy initiatives for primary school children,
adolescents and adults, in order to contribute to better
knowledge of Portugal's forests, their environment, social
and economic importance, through the Give the Forest a
Hand, My Planet and Florestas.pt projects.
•
No. initiatives / year (digital and face-to-face): 10
•
No. children contacted / year: 20,000
•
No. adolescents and adults contacted / year: 40,000
Promote and disseminate technical information about
forestry production, helping to share best practices, through
the Forestry Producers project
•
No. initiatives / year (digital and face-to-face): 10
•
No. forestry producers contacted / year: 10,000
Implement Forest of Learning project, in partnership with
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation
Implement the UNESCO RAIZ Club

Promote knowledge transfer and public
awareness of the economic, social and
environmental importance of forests

Develop the florestas.pt platform
Consolidate the e-globulus platform
Consolidate the Forestry Producers project

2020 in figures…
Impact on the community

€ 1.7 Million Investment

Donations of equipment
• Digital X-ray equipment for Figueira da Foz
Hospital

Social Development Programme in Mozambique
more than 7,000 families supported since the beginning
of the project

Donations of paper: 21 215 €
• 3,600 primary school children
• 100,000 paper bags with messages of hope in
4,000 points of sale for newspapers and
magazines
• Partnership with Refood in Almada involving

Biodiversity Conservation
Support for Fundação da Mata do Bussaco:
•

Help in upgrading these much-loved national
woodlands, home to several tall trees classified as
national monuments
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•

donation of paper bags to substitute plastic bags
30,000 paper bags for visitors to the 90th Lisbon
Book Fair

•

Removal and clearance of trees after damage
caused by bad weather

Planting of 50 oak trees of the variety known in
Portugal as the Monchique Oak, a rare species, on
its property in Águas Alves, in Monchique, in a project
to restore native vegetation.

Engagement through online communication
Give the Forest a Hand
11,902 magazine subscribers: up 40% on 2019
Launch of Give the Forest a Hand website;
approximately 140 000 visitors
41,981 followers on TikTok
28,981 followers on Facebook
10,540 followers on Instagram

My Planet
12,568 subscribers to Navigator's new corporate
magazine
18,180 followers on Facebook
7,180 followers on Instagram
Forestry Producers
25,810 subscribers to magazine
11,507 visitors to Forestry Producers website
3,317 followers on Facebook
1,179 followers on Instagram

Key developments in 2020
All its partners are important to The Navigator Company. However, as stated in chapter 6.1.
A Social Vision, we will focus in this chapter on projects undertaken, with our local
communities.
In a year marked by the restrictions imposed by the pandemic, Navigator rethought its way
of conducting relationships and, as well as continuing with established Corporate Social
Responsibility projects such as Give the Forest a Hand and the Social Development
Programme run by Portucel Moçambique, it developed new ways of keeping in touch with its
Stakeholders, building stronger and closer ties where possible. Examples of these include the
My Planet, Forestry Producers and Florestas.pt projects, which are detailed over the course of
this chapter.
These projects involve management of 26 channels, including magazines and online
channels (websites and social media).

Forest of Learning accredits RAIZ as UNESCO Club
With the endorsement and funding of the Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation's Sustainability Programme, the Forest of Learning
project, set up by RAIZ, is intended to set up a Forest Laboratory, devoted to issues related to sustainability, forestry and the
forest-based bioeconomy. This was project was approved in 2020
and will be open to civil society involvement, seeking to raise
awareness among upcoming generations of issues related to a sector crucial to Portugal: woodlands.
One of Forest of Learning's early achievements was the
recent accreditation of RAIZ as a UNESCO Club by the
Portuguese Foreign Ministry. This project is in line with
the UN Sustainable Development Goals and will generate synergies through collaboration with
other international members of UNESCO.
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Highlights...
FLORESTAS.PT
Platform

The Florestas.pt platform has been created as a hub for knowledge about Portugal's
forests, providing clear and easy access to information about the importance of the
country's woodlands, and the challenges and opportunities they face.
With its slogan “learn, value and care for Portugal's woodlands”, Florestas.pt is already
an established knowledge resource for people interested in Portugal's forest ecosystems and
related topics. It provides official information and comprehensive and access to state-of-theart technical and scientific knowledge about the sector, with Portuguese data which,
whenever possible, are put in their historical, European and global context. The Florestas.pt
platform sets out to be an accessible store of contextualised information and knowledge, at
once comprehensive and geared to a non-specialist public, sharing ideas about what can be
done to strengthen and care for forest ecosystems and their resources.
Launched in June 2020, it has proved highly successful, both in terms of user numbers, which
have quickly been consolidated, with Florestas.pt recording more than 180,000 visitors in
its first six months online, and in terms of interest and collaboration from many different
persons and organisations devoted to woodlands, ranging from academic institutions to
companies and NGOs (around 30 specialists to date), which have made an important
contribution to production and technical and scientific review of the content published.
Indicators of information already available
at Florestas.pt:
• 93 basic articles
•

83 'Learn more' items

•

249 news reports and diary dates

•

3 Academia sessions

•

150 R&D Projects and Teams

•

503 Knowledge Resources

•

155 Glossary entries

“This project serves to demonstrate our
commitment, as a company that is eager to share
knowledge with society as a whole, especially at a
time when the abundance of information does not
always result in a clear understanding on the part of
the public. As we know from our daily work, it is
vital for our forests that the Portuguese public
should feel more involved in them, be aware of their
importance and discover all they have to offer”.
João Lé, Executive Director responsible for
Forestry

Social Media
•

YouTube channel;

•

4,126 Facebook followers; 2 810 Instagram followers; 726 Twitter followers
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Social responsibility online
My Planet
In 2020, the My Planet project, that uses online media and a printed magazine, stepped up
the partnerships already established and continued to support tree planting activities and
beach clean-ups with the Sea Brigade. In view of the suspension of activities on the ground,
due to the restrictions imposed by the pandemic, activities have been rethought to maintain
close contact with communities.
This involved setting up the movement #NaoEstouSozinhoEmCasa on the My Project social
media sites, challenging its followers to help break down social isolation, by sharing
inspirations, experiences, know-how and tips with the community. A total of 55 videos and
other content has been produced to promote healthy lifestyle habits and environmental
responsibility, both of which are highly important at a time of uncertainty and insecurity.

The Sea Brigade's clean-ups, supported by My Planet, went ahead while it was possible to do
so, with thirteen days of dedicated volunteer work, removing 14 tons of rubbish from
Portugal's beaches.

GIVE THE FOREST A HAND
The Give the Forest a Hand project, aimed at
children and youngsters, has also stayed in touch
with its community, organising online entertainment
for children, which has helped them pass the time at
home in an active and enjoyable way.
Episodes featuring the cartoon characters from Give
the Forest a Hand activities, children's stories ("Forest Tales"), concerts ("Musical Forest"), educational
workshops ("Forest Workshop"), interactive games,
competitions and PE classes: these are some of the content available at the project website www.daamaoafloresta.pt), on social media (Facebook and Instagram) and on the
YouTube channel. In 2020, the project moved on to TikTok, where by the end of the year it
had a community of around 42,000 followers.
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Navigator also sent subscribers to the Give the Forest a Hand magazine a book of exercises
and other educational materials to help with the early years of primary education.
The Company reinvented how it connects with young people, through new educational initiatives, allowing them to use their time creatively and also the raise awareness of the need to
protect and care for the country's woodlands.

Forestry Producers: getting close to a community for whom forests are
their livelihood
Another development in 2020 was the launch of the “Forestry
Producers” project. With this initiative, The Navigator Company is
seeking to help create a community where it is possible to share
know-how and technical expertise on silviculture, seeking to
encourage communication between all those with a professional
relationship with forests, or for whom forests are their livelihood.
The
project
was
launched
online
(on
the
website
at www.produtoresflorestais.pt, Facebook and Instagram) and with a
bimonthly magazine. There are also plans for training, communication and awareness raising
activities in the field, which will be resumed as soon as the pandemic situation permits.

e-globulus Project
The e-globulus project consists of an ambitious challenge, embraced by RAIZ, with the aim of
making technical silviculture know-how available to forestry producers in a simple and accessible form. After two years in development, this project is now seeking to contribute to increased forest yields and to sustainable forestry management.
One of the main outcomes of e-globulus has been the development of an easy-access and
easy-to-use website (www.e-globulus.pt), allowing forest producers to obtain customised technical information for their property, covering each phase of developing their forestry plantation. The strategy followed in building the platform, with listening and trial phases, has involved actors from across the forestry sector and future users.
•
•
•

Number of users – 3,820
Number of views – 23,332
Number of registered landowners – 420

Navigator helps you stay in touch
In response to the social distancing necessitated by the COVID-19 pandemic,
Navigator set up a website www.navigator-keepintouch.com to help families
and friends to stay in touch and grow closer. This platform permits people to
write personalised messages that the Company prints and delivers on paper
to the recipients, free of charge. Although the high point of the campaign was
on Mother's Day, celebrated on 3 May, the site has stayed online to bring
people closer together and humanise their messages by using paper.
The “Keep in Touch” concept also includes a series of four short videos,
available on the website, that seek to inspire and bring hope for change.
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Portucel Moçambique Social Development Programme
Despite the pandemic context, Portucel Moçambique quickly adopted measures to press
ahead with most of the planned community relations activities and the Social Development
Programme. In order to protect communities in the project areas, the company stayed in
close contact with the administrative and health authorities, providing support in the form of
preventive materials and equipment and implementing hygiene and social distancing
measures, restricting contacts at family unit level. Implementing the Social Development
Programme in 2020, in the context of the pandemic, was a massive challenge but the
company could draw satisfaction from its achievements over the year.

Aware of how important it has been to communities to maintain this programme, in the fields
of food security, income generation and welfare support for families (more than 7,000), many
of the planned activities went ahead.
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ABOUT THIS REPORT
In line with our commitment to transparency in reporting information on The Navigator
Company's performance, we are pleased to present our “2020 Sustainability Report”, which
was drawn up in accordance with the standards of the Global Reporting Initiative, adopting
the “Comprehensive” option, and responds to the requirements of Decree-Law 89/2017 non-financial and diversity reporting by large companies and groups. This document is part of
wider and complementary reporting to our Stakeholders, which includes the Annual Report
and Accounts and the Corporate Governance Report.
The contents of this report were based on a wide-ranging materiality analysis supported by
broad participation, launched in 2019 and culminating in 2020 with the identification of
twelve material topics. This process paid heed to our Stakeholders' expectations with regard
to the topics deemed most relevant to The Navigator Company's future, which were
subsequently discussed and validated by the Executive Board. The material topics are the
foundation of Navigator's Agenda 2030: Creating Value Responsibly, as detailed in Chapter 2.
Agenda 2030. Our Agenda 2030 has a central focus area three strategic action areas - A
Business Responsible: For Nature, For Climate and For Society.
Navigator's new Responsible Business Agenda is aligned with the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals and embodied in the Roadmap 2030, with 14 Commitments and the
respective Goals drawn up with the involvement of all areas of the Company. As a document
of great strategic importance, this Report includes personal words from our Directors, giving
a first person viewpoint on the Company's future and the most significant environmental,
social and governance issues. At the end of this Report we present the Company's
performance in relation to the previous Roadmap 2020-25, where it can be seen that many of
the targets have already been achieved, and that the others have been included in the new
Roadmap 2030.
It should also be noted that the starting point for designing Navigator's Agenda 2030 was an
in-depth process of identifying the international trends of greatest relevance to the Company,
and also the challenges posed to our business. For each of the challenges identified, the main
risks and opportunities were presented, an exercise that also contributed to identifying the
material topics. This reflection is set out in Chapter 1. Trends in a Changing World.
Period, scope and limits of this Report
This Report refers to activities during 2020 (1 January to 31 December 2020), in alignment
with the Annual Report and Accounts. It includes the Group's activities that contribute to
producing and selling pulp and paper and its dedicated energy production operations. All
indicators are consolidated, except those for Mozambique, where activities are described over
the course of the document, wherever applicable.

Other Information
The Company decided to make changes to its methodology for calculating some of its
indicators, in particular those for CO 2 emissions and indicators of Health, Safety and Wellbeing. These are duly highlighted over the course of the report and also in the GRI index.
These changes are in line with Navigator's commitment to adopting best reporting practices,
by increasing the rigour and transparency of disclosure of Sustainability information.
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Both the GRI index, with all the performance indexes (Reporting Practices annex), and this
Report (Portuguese and English language versions), may be consulted on the corporate
website at www.thenavigatorcompany.com, where a table is also available indicating
correspondence with Decree-Law 89/2017.

Review of information
The information contained in the report has been verified by KPMG which has drawn up an
independent assurance report, attached for consultation.

Opinions and contact details
Your opinion is important to us. We would be grateful if you would complete the feedback
questionnaire
for
this
document
available
on
the
Company
website
(thenavigatorcompany.com).

For any enquiries, please contact:
The Navigator Company
Av. Fontes Pereira de Melo 27, 1050-117 Lisboa

Ana Nery
Sustainability Manager
ana.nery@thenavigatorcompany.com
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ANNEXES
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Act4nature Portugal
Progress Report on Meeting Commitments

INDIVIDUAL COMMITMENT 1 | Update approach to integrating B&ES conservation into corporate strategy, in line with available scientific knowledge
and voluntarily accepted commitments.
2020 | Work started on defining roadmap for updating this approach, in order to
take snapshot of current situation.

INDIVIDUAL COMMITMENT 2 | Implement annual monitoring plans and
B&ES conservation and restoration work in woodlands holdings managed by
the Company.
2020 | Monitoring carried out under annual plans and specific projects.
Overall results to date of annual monitoring plans:
Around 800 species and subspecies of flora and 241 species of fauna identified in
woodlands holdings managed by Navigator; 11 % (approximately) of woodlands
managed by company comprises conservation interest areas; 4162 hectares classified as protected habitats by Natura 2000 Network.
Monitoring in dedicated projects:
Monitoring of wildlife on 6 properties, in spring/summer, as part of partnership with
University of Lisbon Science Faculty (FCiências.ID and cE3c – Centre for Ecology
Evolution and Environmental Changes) and the University of Aveiro (CESAM – Environmental and Marine Research Centre). Installation of network of camera traps in
two of those properties (in the Abrantes and Idanha-a-Nova regions), in order to
monitor the mammals present on properties over a continuous period of 6 months.
16 species (including 4 bird species) recorded up to end of year. The species most
often detected up to October were deer (Cervus elaphus) in Zambujo and foxes
(Vulpes vulpes) in Caniceira. In parallel, an assessment of mammals was conducted
using traps. This work will supply data for a master's thesis in conservation biology
at the Lisbon University Faculty of Science.
During winter/spring (breeding period), monitoring of 6 nesting sites of the Bonelli's
eagle (Aquila fasciata). Successful breeding (at least one fledgling) confirmed at 3
sites. Monitoring of 1 black stork (Ciconia nigra) nest, with successful breeding (two
fledglings).

INDIVIDUAL COMMITMENT 3 | Define a simplified framework, in line with
the key elements of the Natural Capital Protocol, for systematic assessment
of B&ES impacts and dependencies, testing the approach in a pilot project.
2020 | Due to start in 2021.
INDIVIDUAL COMMITMENT 4 | Foster forestry certification in Portugal to
ensure that more than 75% of all raw materials procured is of certified
origin, on a sustained basis.
2020 | Total percentage of raw material with certified origin: 74% of total (Portuguese and imported).
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INDIVIDUAL COMMITMENT 5 | Develop training programmes with content
relating to B&ES conservation topics and raise awareness of good business
practices, for internal and external employees.
2020 | Training provided to internal employees and forestry service providers, with
a total of 400 trainees and around 500 hours of training.
Syllabus content included in training in good practices applicable to main activities
(installation of plantations, maintenance and operation) include guidelines and procedures relating to soil and water conservation, conservation of areas of conservation interest, including protection of protection strips along water courses, protection of nests and dens/burrows, protection of cultural and archaeological heritage,
protection of flora species of conservation interest and management of waste resulting from different activities.

INDIVIDUAL COMMITMENT 6 | Promote and/or take part in projects for innovation and development of naturally-based solutions for managing countryside, processes or products.
The naturally-based solutions that can be adopted, with a direct or indirect impact
on B&ES conservation, include bioproducts. Developing sustainable bioproducts,
reducing dependence on fossil resources and promoting decarbonisation of the
economy, is in fact one of the company's commitments.
Investment in substitution of plastic tubes for producing eucalyptus plants (by cuttings), at Espirra Nurseries, by paper-wrapped substrate cylinders which, because
they are biodegradable, are placed in the ground with the plants, and eventually
break down in the soil. This initiative marks the start of a new drive towards sustainable production of eucalyptus globulus with interesting potential for reducing the
use of plastic, replacing it with a renewable material such as paper.
R&D lines in the Inpactus project, most notably for progress in biochemicals and
biofuels (related to essential oils from eucalyptus foliage, and production of bioethanol from waste forestry biomass and primary sludges from industrial process).
INDIVIDUAL COMMITMENT 7 | Undertake at least two partnerships with
external bodies (representatives of academia, research centres, nongovernmental organisations and other stakeholders) on projects for B&ES
conservation at local, regional or national level or at the landscape scale.
2020 | Cooperation Agreement with Serras do Porto Park with a view to ongoing
fire prevention and defence of the Serras do Porto Park Regional Protected Landscape, and surrounding communities. One of the examples of biodiversity conservation initiatives to be undertake will be improving the ecological state of water masses, and also improving the state of conservation of other types of natural and seminatural habitats found in the areas of the municipalities or in areas managed by
Navigator Forest Portugal.
Logistical support for the "Wildforest Project - conservation of wildlife and exotic
production forests: the need for a bidirectional relationship in sustainable landscapes" (University of Aveiro and Lisbon University Science
ty). http://wildforests.pt/pt/
INDIVIDUAL COMMITMENT 8 | Disseminate regular information from multistakeholder initiatives in which the company takes part in order to promote
B&ES conservation, directly or indirectly.
2020 | A session of the Sustainability Forum was held on the topic "Natural Capital,
Value for Business, Nature and Society" (Valongo, November 2020).
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Collaboration with WBCSD and We Value Nature on three training sessions on natural capital assessment, two of which as part of the WBCSD virtual events (June) and
one as part of the ‘24th EMAN Conference on Building resilience in a time of crisis:
the role of sustainability leadership, accounting and reporting’ (September), at
which Navigator made a presentation on testing the ‘Forest Sector Guide to the
Natural Capital Protocol’; these training sessions involved more than 200 participants in all, drawn from companies in different sectors and countries.
Participation in BCSD Portugal Biodiversity working party, devoted to the topics of
Biodiversity and Bioeconomy, involving launch of the Act4Nature Portugal initiative.
Navigator was the sponsor company and sits on the Steering Committee and the
Advisory Board (https://bcsdportugal.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Act4naturePortugal_Compromissos-empresariais_VFF_compressed-1.pdf).
Navigator has joined Act4Nature Portugal and taken an active part in disseminating
it, as well as participating in the 2nd Online Conference of Companies for Biodiversity.
Participation in webinar on "The importance of Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services", organised by LIPOR.
Talk for environmental engineering students at University of Coimbra on Natural
Capital and Sustainability.
Publication of content on biodiversity and ecosystem services, including Portuguese
woodland habitats and their importance for conservation on the Florestas.pt platform (https://florestas.pt/conhecer/).
INDIVIDUAL COMMITMENT 9 | Issue annual public reports on progress in
meeting act4nature Portugal commitments and publicise the company's
main activities in connection with this initiative.
2020 | Progress report attached to Navigator's 2020 Sustainability Report.
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Sustainability Roadmap 2020-2025
As part of the Responsible Business Agenda, a new Roadmap has been established for 2030, designed to be comprehensive, simple and easy for our
Stakeholders to understand. This document envisages a series of 14 Commitments, breaking down in to quantitative and qualitative goals, duly falling
within the strategic focus areas of the Agenda 2030.
In the following table we present the results achieved in 2020 on the targets contained in the previous Roadmap 2020-2025, which was in force for a
period of one year. It is stressed that, although some of these goals are not included in the Roadmap 2030, they are part of internal action plans
reflecting operational goals which will contribute to responding to the commitments set out in the Agenda 2030.
The goals already achieved are marked as completed. The commitments on Suppliers and Customers topics (15 to 18) are addressed in the chapters
Our Business Ventures and 3.1.1. Creating Sustainable Value. Most of the targets for 2020-2025 are incorporated in the Roadmap 2030, although they
have been reformulated in order to respond to the commitments in line with the new strategic focus areas of Navigator's Responsible Business Agenda.

SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY MANAGEMENT (Corresponds to Roadmap 2030: Sustainable Forestry Management and Conserving Biodiversity)
OUR COMMITMENT
1

To increase the supply of wood with
certified forestry management

2

Develop know-how
ecosystem services

3

Help reduce fires in rural areas

in

the

field

of

INITIATIVES
Execute a range of initiatives relating to the Programme to
Promote Forestry Yields and Certification for the Portuguese
market
Implementation of RipCarbon Project for calculating carbon
stock in riverside zones
Invest in prevention work to reduce structural risk

ENERGY AND CLIMATE (Corresponds to Roadmap 2030: Climate Change and CO 2 Sequestration)
OUR COMMITMENT
INITIATIVES
4

Increase renewable energy as a % of total
fuel consumption

Investment in facilities using renewable energy (biomass and
solar)

5

Reduce specific energy consumption
(energy intensity) of pulp and paper

Measures under Corporate Plan for Energy Efficiency

2018

2019

2020

TARGET 2020-25

42%

52%

61%

≥ 75% national certified wood received at
industrial complexes by 2025

In progress

Project
Completion

2.1%

0.13%

0.5%

<1% burned area in 2020 (average)

2018

2019

2020

TARGET 2020-25

68%

67%

68%

85% by 2035

12.3 GJ/t

12.6 GJ/t

13.4 GJ/t

15% reduction by 2025
(in relation to 2015)

0.252 t CO 2 /t
product1

Carbon neutral industrial complexes by 2035

Carbon Neutral Company Roadmap – Start-up of Biomass Boiler
0.245 t CO 2 /t
at Figueira da Foz
0.246 t CO2/t
6
Help mitigate the effects of climate change
Reduction in use of fossil fuels
product
product
Participate in CDP Climate
1
Figure calculated using methodology applied up to 2020. As from 2020, Navigator has adopted the GHG Protocol methodology for calculating emissions.

STATUS

COMPLETED

STATUS
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INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (Corresponds to Roadmap 2030: Responsible Use of Resources)
OUR COMMITMENT
INITIATIVES
7

Reduce water use in Navigator Group

Design of Programme to Reduce Water Use at Industrial
Complexes

2018

2019
3

22.4 m /t
product

New target

2020

TARGET 2020-25

22.7 m3/t 2

Reduction ≥ 15% by 2025 (vs 2019)

STATUS

2

The figures obtained in 2020 is higher than in 2019, because although overall water intake was down by around 4 million m3, there was a reduction in pulp and paper production due to the interruptions to industrial operations.

INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (Corresponds to Roadmap 2030: Circular Economy)
OUR COMMITMENT
8

Increase waste recovery

INITIATIVES

2018

2019

2020

TARGET 2020-25

Projects for internal and external waste recovery

79%

80%

87%

87% waste recovered by 2025

437 t

269 t
(71% reduction
in relation to
2017)

266 t
(96.2% reduction
in relation to
2017)

Reduction of 90% in
particles at BBs by 2021
(in relation to 2017)

0.016 kg/tAD
(47% reduction
in relation to
2018)

0.008 kg/tAD
(74% reduction
in relation to
2018)

Reduction > 50% de SO 2 by
2020 at CIS (vs 2018)
COMPLETED

STATUS

Particles
Projects to reduce particles at biomass boilers (BB)
9

Reduce concentration of pollutants in
atmospheric emissions

SO 2
Projects to cut SO2 from lime kilns at Setúbal Industrial Complex
(CIS)

3

0.3 kg/tAD

3

tAD – tonne Air Dry

TALENT MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPING HUMAN CAPITAL (Corresponds to Roadmap 2030: Talent Management and Developing Human Capital)
OUR COMMITMENT
10

Identify critical functions for internal
succession

11

Equip human resources with skills needed
to pursue Company strategy

INITIATIVES
Finalisation of succession planning in industrial sector up to level
n-4, identifying critical functions with successor.
Incorporation of needs identified in 2019 Performance
Assessment in 2021 Training Plan.
Training provided internally with help from business experts and
training resources for internal employees

2018

2019

2020

TARGET 2020-25

New target

25%

80%4

75% of succession places filled by 2025

45%

>80%5

75% of needs in IDPs integrated in Training Plan
by 2020

68%

70%6

75% of critical areas covered by internal trainers
respond to IDPs by 2022

New target

STATUS

4 Volunteering
Actions
12 Improve Company's Organisational Climate
New target
Ongoing project monitored internally
Holiday camps
at 4 mills
4
Finalisation of succession planning in industrial sector up to level n-4, with 80% of critical functions with identified successor. The period from 2021 to 2025 will be used to implement successions planned in the short term, in line with busin
with development plans for medium and long term successors.
5
Design of new training plan for 2021, on basis of needs identified in 2019 Performance Assessment. Of the needs identified by Employees, or by management,
1 218 were incorporated in training initiatives, and more than 80% of needs were included or added to cross-sector and/or additional needs defined by the Director at the time of validation. In the coming years,
Performance Assessment will be conducted on a new platform, where automatic procedures have been created to connect training needs to the training currently offered, facilitating this process in future.
6
Knowledge management is carried on by providing internal training with support from business experts and training resources for internal employees, covering 70% of training areas.
Promote engagement of workers' committees in matters of
importance to employees, in particular in careers for operational
technical staff.
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY (Corresponds to Roadmap 2030: Health, Safety and Well-being)
OUR COMMITMENT

INITIATIVES

2018

2019

No. of accidents

130

103

Frequency index

10.6

7.8

8.2

Frequency index of 4 in 2020

Physiotherapy/psychology/nutrition

1 485

1 881

2 195

50% of Employees by 2020

Ergonomics

new

12

21

20 workstations redesigned by 2020

2020
100% of
materially
relevant
suppliers of
chemicals and
70% of
materially
relevant
suppliers of
wood
The
sustainability
assessment
questionnaire
was not
implemented

TARGET 2020-25

Measures under Safe Horizon Project
13

Zero Accidents Target

2020
105 (internal)7

TARGET 2020-25

STATUS

Reduce total accident numbers in 2020

Measures under Occupational Health Programme
14

Promote workplace exercise, wellness and
healthier eating habits

7

The total number of accidents was 195 (internal and external employees). As from 2020, The Navigator Company is now including external employees in safety data.
SUSTAINABLE SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT (no corresponding section in Roadmap 2030)
OUR COMMITMENT
INITIATIVES

15

16

Publish Supplier Code of Conduct

Expand the range of suppliers with
sustainability assessment

2018

2019

Step up sending of Code of Conduct to materially relevant
suppliers of woods and chemicals.

Materially
relevant
suppliers of
wood and
chemicals.

88% of
materially
relevant
suppliers

Send sustainability assessment questionnaire to 80% of
materially relevant suppliers

49% of
materially
relevant
suppliers
assessed

75% of
materially
relevant
suppliers
assessed

2018

2019

STATUS

100% of materially relevant suppliers
in 2020
Ongoing project monitored internally

Assess 60% of materially relevant suppliers in
2020
Ongoing project monitored internally

9

100% materially relevant Iberian suppliers (50) representing around 70% of annual turnover.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION (no corresponding section in Roadmap 2030)
OUR COMMITMENT
INITIATIVES

2020

Customer satisfaction assessment
Measures to increase customer proximity
17

Improve customer satisfaction index (CSI)

TARGET 2020-25

STATUS

Ongoing project monitored internally
CSI Tissue Paper
CSI Pulp

60%

64%

-

-

No surveys
conducted in 2020

CSI ≥ 65% by 2025
CSI ≥ 60% by 2025

-
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CSI UWF Paper

93% (2017)

91%

CSI ≥ 90% by 2025

Measures under Programme to promote Forestry Certification

18

UWF Paper with forestry certification or EU Ecolabel

54%

55%

52%

50% in 2020

Certified paper with claim

95%

86%

80%

100% in 2020

Tissue Paper with forestry certification or EU Ecolabel

91%

90%

90%

100% tissue paper in 2020

2018

2019

2020

TARGET 2020-25

Phase 3 of
project

Project
completion

New target

> 16 events

> 16 events

16 events over year

New target

5 editions of
magazine

5 editions of
magazine

5 editions magazine /year
Website and active social networks

2018

2019

20M€

19.5M€

Ongoing project monitored internally

New target

In progress

Ongoing project monitored internally

2018

2019

Projects assessed on the basis of technological readiness (TR)
levels and market readiness (MR)

92%

95%

Projects assessed in accordance with risk level

47%

47%

Estimated results of more than € 151,000/year/project

61%

61%

Increase number of products with forestry
certification label or EU Ecolabel

COMMUNITY (Corresponds to Roadmap 2030: Stakeholder Engagement and Community Relations)
OUR COMMITMENT
INITIATIVES
Complete project. It was possible to complete in relation to
19 Continue the CRASSOSADO project
oyster farming potential in Sado estuary and its contribution to
region's biodiversity.
20

Stimulate community engagement through
Corporate Responsibility Projects

Promote interaction between Company and community

Build close relations with our stakeholders
Increase communication channels Corporate magazine sent bithrough
existence
of
different
monthly to more than 5,000 stakeholders Active social networks.
communication channels
INNOVATION (Corresponds to Roadmap 2030: Innovation, Technology and R&D)
OUR COMMITMENT
INITIATIVES
21

Improve
the
competitiveness
and Various measures under M2 Operational Programme for
efficiency of the different business areas
Excellence
Gain recognition as a benchmark for Lean
New phase in implementation of Lean systems in industrial area
23 systems in Portugal and in Paper and Pulp
and extension of methodology to tissue units
Industry
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (Corresponds to Roadmap 2030: Innovation, Technology and R&D)
22

OUR COMMITMENT

Ongoing project monitored internally

INITIATIVES

STATUS

COMPLETED

2020

2020

TARGET 2020-25

TARGET 2020-25

STATUS

STATUS

Implement "RAIZ impact and innovation scorecard" tool
Measure and monitor the impact of RAIZ'
24 work on value generation for The Navigator
Company

Ongoing project monitored internally

148

4 start-ups at
pre-viability
phase

In progress

4 spin-offs proposed in 2022

Doctoral theses

20

17

17 in 2022

Scientific articles published

21

19

100 in 2022

Papers at conferences

38

8

50 in 2022

Patent applications

5

3

10 in 2022

Measures under Inpactus Project

25

Maintain the level of R&D investment in
projects in the Circular Bioeconomy

New target

26

Raise
and
implement
European
Commission's quality and innovation
standards with BIC (Business Innovation
Centre) certification

Renewal of BIC quality certification and drafting of written
procedure for converting knowledge into value at RAIZ and
Inpactus

New target

In progress

Ongoing project monitored internally

Achieved
In progress - Positive tendency
In progress - Negative tendency
Not achieved
NB: The tendency represents evolution of the indicator in 2020 in relation to 2019
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